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PEEFACE.

TT is the purpose of this work to present a thorough investigation of the

various systems of Symbolic Reasoning allied to ordinary Algebra. The

chief examples of such systems are Hamilton's Quaternions, Grassmann's

Calculus of Extension, and Boole's Symbolic Logic. Such algebras have

an intrinsic value for separate detailed study ; also they are worthy of a

comparative study, for the sake of the light thereby thrown on the general

theory of symbolic reasoning, and on algebraic symbolism in particular.

The comparative study necessarily presupposes some previous separate

study, comparison being impossible without knowledge. Accordingly after

the general principles of the whole subject have been discussed in Book I.

of this volume, the remaining books of the volume are devoted to the separate

study of the Algebra of Symbolic Logic, and of Grassmann's Calculus of

Extension, and of the ideas involved in them. The idea of a generalized

conception of space has been made prominent, in the belief that the

properties and operations involved in it can be made to form a uniform

method of interpretation of the various algebras.

Thus it is hoped in this work to exhibit the algebras both as systems

of sjnnbolism, and also as ^n^me^^or the investigation of the possibilities

of thought and reasoning connected with the abstract general idea of space.

A natui-al mode of comparison between the algebras is thus at once provided

by the unity of the subject-matters of their interpretation. The detailed

comparison of their symbolic structures has been adjourned to the second

volume, in which it is intended to deal with Quaternions, Matrices, and the

general theory of Linear Algebras. This comparative anatomy of the subject

was originated by B. Peirce's paper on Linear Associative Algebra*, and has

been carried forward by more recent investigations in Germany.

* First read before the National Academy of Sciences in Washington, 1871, and republished

in the American Journal of Mathematics^ vol. iv., 1881.
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vi PREFACE.

The general name to be given to the subject has caused me much thought

:

that finally adopted, Universal Algebra, has been used somewhat in this

signification by Sylvester in a paper, Lectures on the Principles of Universal

Algebra, published in the American Journal of Mathematics, vol. vi., 1884.

This paper however, apart from the suggestiveness of its title, deals ex-

plicitly only with matrices.

Universal Algebra has been looked on with some suspicion by many

mathematicians, as being without intrinsic mathematical interest and as

being comparatively useless as an engine of investigation. Indeed in this

respect Symbolic Logic has been peculiarly unfortunate ; for it has been

disowned by many logicians on the plea that its interest is mathematical, and

by many mathematicians on the plea that its interest is logical. Into the

quarrels of logicians I shall not be rash enough to enter. Also the nature of

the interest which any individual mathematician may feel in some branch of

his subject is not a matter capable of abstract argumentation. But it may

be shown, I think, that Universal Algebra has the same claim to be a serious

subject of mathematical study as any other branch of mathematics. In order

to substantiate this claim for the importance of Universal Algebra, it is

necessary to dwell shortly upon the fundamental nature of Mathematics.

Mathematics in its widest signification is the development of all types of

formal, necessary, deductive reasoning.

The reasoning is formal in the sense that the meaning of propositions

forms no part of the investigation. The sole concern of mathematics is the

inference of proposition from proposition. The justification of the rules of

inference in any branch of mathematics is not properly part of mathematics

:

it is the business of experience or of philosophy. The business of

mathematics is simply to follow the rule. In this sense all mathematical

reasoning is necessary, namely, it has followed the rule.

Mathematical reasoning is deductive in the sense that it is based upon

definitions which, as far as the validity of the reasoning is concerned (apart

from any existential import), need only the test of self-consistency. Thus no

external verification of definitions is required in mathematics, as long as it is

considered merely as mathematics. The subject-matter is not necessarily

first presented to the mind by definitions : but no idea, which has not been

completely defined as far as concerns its relations to other ideas involved in

the subject-matter, can be admitted into the reasoning. Mathematical

definitions are always to be construed as limitations as well as definitions;
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namely, the properties of the thing defined are to be considered for the

purposes of the argument as being merely those involved in the definitions.

Mathematical definitions either possess an existential import or are

conventional. A mathematical definition with an existential import is the

result of an act of pure abstraction. Such definitions are the starting points

of applied mathematical sciences; and in so far as they are given this

existential import, they require for verification more than the mere test

of self-consistency.

Hence a branch of applied mathematics, in so far as it is applied, is not

merely deductive, unless in some sense the definitions are held to be

guaranteed a priori as being true in addition to being self-consistent.

A conventional mathematical definition has no existential import. It sets

before the mind by an act of imagination a set of things with fully defined

self-consistent types of relation. In order that a mathematical science of any

importance may be founded upon conventional definitions, the entities created

by them must have properties which bear some affinity to the properties

of existing things. Thus the distinction between a mathematical definition

with an existential import and a conventional definition is not always very

obvious from the form in which they are stated. Though it is possible

to make a definition in form unmistakably either conventional or existential,

there is often no gain in so doing. In such a case the definitions and resulting

propositions can be construed either as referring to a world of ideas created

by convention, or as referring exactly or approximately to the world of existing

things. The existential import of a mathematical definition attaches to it, if

at all, qua mixed mathematics
;
qua pure mathematics, mathematical defi-

nitions must be conventional*.

Historically, mathematics has, till recently, been confined to the theories

of Number, of Quantity (strictly so-called), and of the Space of common

experience. The limitation was practically justified : for no other large

systems of deductive reasoning were in existence, which satisfied our

definition of mathematics. The introduction of the complex quantity of

ordinary algebra, an entity which is evidently based upon conventional

definitions, gave rise to the wider mathematical science of to-day. The

realization of wider conceptions has been retarded by the habit of mathe-

maticians, eminently useful and indeed necessary for its own purposes, of

extending all names to apply to new ideas as they arise. Thus the name

* Cf. Grassmann, Aiisdelinungslehre von 1844, Einleitung.
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of quantity was transferred from the quantity, strictly so called, to the

generalized entity of ordinary algebra, created by conventional definition,

which only includes quantity (in the strict sense) as a special case.

Ordinary algebra in its modern developments is studied as being a large

body of propositions, inter-related by deductive reasoning, and based upon

conventional definitions which are generalizations of fundamental conceptions.

Thus a science is gradually being created, which by reason of its fundamental

character has relation to almost every event, phenomenal or intellectual,

which can occur. But these reasons for the study of ordinary Algebra apply

to. the study of Universal Algebra; provided that the newly invented

algebras can be shown either to exemplify in their symbolism, or to represent

in their interpretation interesting generalizations of important systems of

ideas, and to be useful engines of investigation. Such algebras are

mathematical sciences, which are not essentially concerned with number

or quantity ; and this bold extension beyond the- traditional domain of pure

quantity forms their peculiar interest. The ideal of mathematics should be

to erect a calculus to facilitate reasoning in connection with every province of

thought, or of external experience, in which the succession of thoughts, or of

events can be definitely ascertained and precisely stated. So that all serious

thought which is not philosophy, or inductive reasoning, or imaginative

literature, shall be mathematics developed by means of a calculus.

It is the object of the present work to exhibit the new algebras, in their

detail, as being useful engines for the deduction of propositions ; and in their

several subordination to dominant ideas, as being representative symbolisms

of fundamental conceptions. In conformity with this latter object I have

not hesitated to compress, or even to omit, developments and applications

which are not allied to the dominant interpretation of any algebra. Thus

unity of idea, rather than completeness, is the ideal of this book. I am

convinced that the comparative neglect of this subject during the last forty

years is partially due to the lack of unity of idea in its presentation.

The neglect of the subject is also, I think, partially due to another defect

in its presentation, which (for the want of a better word) I will call the lack

of independence with which it has been conceived. I will proceed to explain

my meaning.

Every method of research creates its own applications : thus Analytical

Geometry is a different science from Synthetic Geometry, and both these

sciences are different from modem Projective Geometry. Many propositions
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are identical in all three sciences, and the general subject-matter, Space, is

the same throughout. But it would be a serious mistake in the development

of one of the three merely to take a list of the propositions as they occur in

the others, and to endeavour to prove them by the methods of the one in

hand. Some propositions could only be proved with great difficulty, some

could hardly even be stated in the technical language, or symbolism, of the

special branch. The same applies to the applications of the algebras in this

book. Thus Grassmann's Algebra, the Calculus of Extension, is applied to

Descriptive Geometry, Line Geometry, and Metrical Geometry, both non-

Euclidean and Euclidean. But these sciences, as here developed, are not

the same sciences as developed by other methods, though they apply to the

same general subject-matter. Their combination here forms one new and

distinct science, as distinct from the other sciences, whose general subject-

matters they deal with, as is Analytical Geometry from Pure Geometry.

This distinction, or independence, of the application of any new algebra

appears to me to have been insufficiently realized, with the result that the

developments of the new Algebras have been cramped.

In the use of symbolism I have endeavoured to be very conservative.

Strange symbols are apt to be rather an encumbrance than an aid to

thought: accordingly I have not ventured to disturb any well-established

notation. On the other hand I have not hesitated to introduce fresh symbols

when they were required in order to express new ideas.

This volume is divided into seven books. In Book I. the general prin-

ciples of the whole subject are considered. Book II. is devoted to the

Algebra of Symbolic Logic; the results of this book are not required in any

of the succeeding books of this volume. Book III. is devoted to the general

principles of addition and to the theory of a Positional manifold, which is a

generalized conception of Space of any number of. dimensions without the

introduction of the idea of distance. The comprehension of this book is

essential in reading the succeeding books. Book IV. is devoted to the

principles of the Calculus of Extension. Book V. applies the Calculus of

Extension to the theory of forces in a Positional manifold of three dimensions.

Book VI. applies the Calculus of Extension to Non-Euclidean Geometry,

considered, after Cayley, as being the most general theory of distance in a

Positional manifold; the comprehension of this book is not necessary in

reading the succeeding book. Book VII. applies the Calculus of Extension

to ordinary Euclidean Space of three dimensions.
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It would have been impossible within reasonable limits of time to have

made an exhaustive study of the many subjects, logical and mathematical,

on which this volume touches
;
and, though the writing of this volume has

been continued amidst other avocations since the year 1890, I cannot

pretend to have done so. In the subject of pure Logic I am chiefly indebted

to Mill, Jevons, Lotze, and Bradley; and in regard to Symbolic Logic to

Boole, Schroder and Venn. Also I have not been able in the footnotes to

this volume adequately to recognize my obligations to De Morgan's writings,

both logical and mathematical. The subject-matter of this volume is not

concerned with Quaternions; accordingly it is the more necessary to mention

in this preface that Hamilton must be regarded as a founder of the

science of Universal Algebra. He and De Morgan (cf. note, p. 131)

were the first to express quite clearly the general possibilities of algebraic

symbolism.

The greatness of my obligations in this volume to Grassmann will be

understood by those who have mastered his two Ausdehnungslehres. The

technical development of the subject is inspired chiefly by his work of 1862,

but the underlying ideas follow the work of 1844. At the same time I have

tried to extend his Calculus of Extension both in its technique and in its

ideas. But this work does not profess to be a complete interpretation of

Grassmann's investigations, and there is much valuable matter in his

Ausdehnungslehres which it has not fallen within my province to touch

upon. Other obligations, as far as I am aware of them, are mentioned as

they occur. But the book is the product of a long preparatory period of

thought and miscellaneous reading, and it was only gradually that the

subject in its full extent shaped itself in my mind ; since then the various

parts of this volume have been systematically deduced, according to the

methods appropriate to them here, with hardly any aid from other works.

This procedure was necessary, if any unity of idea was to be preserved, owing

to the bewildering variety of methods and points of view adopted by writers

on the various subjects of this volume. Accordingly there is a possibility of

some oversights, which I should very much regret, in the attribution of ideas

and methods to their sources. I should like in this connection to mention

the names of Arthur Buchheim and of Homersham Cox as the mathematicians

whose writings have chiefly aided me in the development of the Calculus of

Extension (cf. notes, pp. 248, 346, 370, and 575). In the development of

Non-Euclidean Geometry the ideas of Cayley, Klein, and Clifford have been
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chiefly followed ; and in the development of the theory of Systems of Forces

I am indebted to Sir R. S. Ball, and to Lindemann.

I have added unsystematically notes to a few theorems or methods,

stating that they are, as far as I know, now enunciated for the first time.

These notes are unsystematic in the double sense that I have not made

a systematic search in the large literatures of the many branches of

mathematics with which this book has to do, and that I have not added

notes to every theorem or method which happens to be new to me.

My warmest thanks for their aid in the final revision of this volume are

due to Mr Arthur Berry, Fellow of King's College, to Mr W. E. Johnson,

of King's College, and Lecturer to the University in Moral Science, to

Prof Forsyth, Sadlerian Professor to the University, who read the first three

books in manuscript, and to the Hon. B. Russell, Fellow of Trinity College,

) who has read many of the proofs, especially in the parts connected with

Non-Euclidean Geometry.

Mr Johnson not only read the proofs of the first three books, and made

many important suggestions and corrections, but also generously placed at

my disposal some work of his own on Symbolic Logic, which will be found

duly incorporated with acknowledgements.

Mr Berry throughout the printing of this volume has spared himself no

trouble in aiding me with criticisms and suggestions. He undertook the

extremely laborious task of correcting all the proofs in detail. Every page

has been improved either substantially or in expression owing to his

suggestions. I cannot express too strongly my obligations to him both for

his general and detailed criticism.

The high efficiency of the University Press in all that concerns mathe-

matical printing, and the courtesy which I have received from its Officials,

also deserve grateful acknowledgements.

Cambridge,

December, 1897.

W. b
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CHAPTER I.

On the nature of a Calculus.

1. Signs. Words, spoken or written, and the symbols of Mathematics

are alike signs. Signs have been analysed* into (a) suggestive signs,

(yS) expressive signs, (7) substitutive signs.

A suggestive sign is the most rudimentary possible, and need not be

dwelt upon here. An obvious example of one is a knot tied in a hand-

kerchief to remind the owner of some duty to be performed.

In the use of expressive signs the attention is not fixed on the sign itself

but on what it expresses; that is to say, it is fixed on the meaning conveyed

by the sign. Ordinary language consists of groups of expressive signs, its

primary object being to draw attention to the meaning of the words

employed. Language, no doubt, in its secondary uses has some of the

characteristics of a system of substitutive signs. It remedies the inability

of the imagination to bring readily before the mind the whole extent of

complex ideas by associating these ideas with familiar sounds or marks

;

and it is not always necessary for the attention to dwell on the complete

meaning while using these symbols. But with all this allowance it remains

true that language when challenged by criticism refers us to the meaning

and not to the natural or conventional properties of its symbols for an

explanation of its processes.

A substitutive sign is such that in thought it takes the place of that for

which it is substituted. A counter in a game may be such a sign : at the

end of the game the counters lost or won may be interpreted in the form of

money, but till then it may be convenient for attention to be concentrated

on the counters and not on their signification. The signs of a Mathematical

Calculus are substitutive signs.

The difference between words and substitutive signs has been stated

thus, 'a word is an instrument for thinking about the meaning which it

* Cf. Stout, 'Thought and Language,' Miiid, April, 1891, repeated in the same author's

Analytic Psychology, (1896), ch. x. § 1: cf. also a more obscure analysis to the same effect by

C. S. Peirce, Froc. of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences^ 1867, Vol. vn. p. 294.

1—2
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expresses ; a substitute sign is a means of not thinking about the meaning

which it symbolizes*.' The use of substitutive signs in reasoning is to

economize thought.

2. Definition of a Calculus. In order that reasoning may be con-

ducted by means of substitutive signs, it is necessary that rules be given for

the manipulation of the signs. The rules should be such that the final state

of the signs after a series of operations according to rule denotes, when the

signs are interpreted in terms of the things for which they are substituted,

a proposition true for the things represented by the signs.

The art of the manipulation of substitutive signs according to fixed rules,

and of the deduction therefrom of true propositions is a Calculus.

We may therefore define a sign used in a Calculus as 'an arbitrary

mark, having a fixed interpretation, and susceptible of combination with

other signs in subjection to fixed laws dependent upon their mutual

interpretation
"I*.'

The interpretation of any sign used in a series of operations must be

fixed in the sense of being the same throughout, but in a certain sense it may
be ambiguous. For instance in ordinary Algebra a letter x may be used

in a series of operations, and w may be defined to be any algebraical

quantity, without further specification of the special quantity chosen.

Such a sign denotes any one of an assigned class with certain un-

ambiguously defined characteristics. In the same series of operations the

sign must always denote the same member of the class ; but as far as any

explicit definitions are concerned any member will do.

When once the rules for the manipulation of the signs of a calculus

are known, the art of their practical manipulation can be studied apart

from any attention to the meaning to be assigned to the signs. It is

obvious that we can take any marks we like and manipulate them
according to any rules we choose to assign. It is also equally obvious that

in general such occupations must be Mvolous. They possess a serious

scientific value when there is a similarity of type of the signs and of the

rules of manipulation to those of some calculus in which the marks used
are substitutive signs for things and relations of things. The comparative

study of the various forms produced by variation of rules throws light

on the principles of the calculus. Furthermore the knowledge thus gained
gives facility in the invention of some significant calculus designed to

facilitate reasoning with respect to some given subject.

It enters therefore into the definition of a calculus properly so called

that the marks used in it are substitutive signs. But when a set of marks
and the rules for their arrangements and rearrangements are analogous to

Cf. stout, ' Thought and Language,' Mind, April, 1891.

+ Boole, Laivs of TJiought, Ch. ii.
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those of a significant calculus so that the study of the allowable forms of

their arrangements throws light on that of the calculus,—or when the

marks and their rules of arrangement are such as appear likely to receive

an interpretation as substitutive signs or to facilitate the invention of a

true calculus, then the art of arranging such marks may be called—by
an extension of the term—an uninterpreted calculus. The study of such

a calculus is of scientific value. The marks used in it will be called signs

or symbols as are those of a true calculus, thus tacitly suggesting that

there is some unknown interpretation which could be given to the

calculus.

3. Equivalence. It is necessary to note the form in which propositions

occur in a calculus. Such a form may well be highly artificial from some

points of view, and may yet state the propositions in a convenient form for

the eliciting of deductions. Furthermore it is not necessary to assert that

the form is a general form into which all judgments can be put by the aid

of some torture. It is sufficient to observe that it is a form of wide appli-

cation.

In a calculus of the type here considered propositions take the form

of assertions of equivalence. One thing or fact, which may be complex and

involve an inter-related group of things or a succession of facts, is asserted y

to be equivalent in some sense or other to another thing or fact.

Accordingly the sign = is taken to denote that the signs or groups of

signs on either side of it are equivalent, and therefore symbolize things

which are so far equivalent. When two groups of symbols are connected by

this sign, it is to be understood that one group may be substituted for the

other group whenever either occurs in the calculus under conditions for

which the assertion of equivalence holds good.

The idea of equivalence requires some explanation. Two things are

equivalent when for some purpose they can be used indifferently. Thus the

equivalence of distinct things implies a certain defined purpose in view, a

certain limitation of thought or of action. Then within this limited field

no distinction of property exists between the two things.

As an instance of the limitation of the field of equivalence consider

dv
an ordinary algebraical equation, f{x, y) = 0. Then in finding ^ by the

formula, ^ = -^ /^ , we may not substitute 0 for / on the right-hand
doc doc I dy

side of the last equation, though the equivalence of the two symbols has been

asserted in the first equation, the reason being that the limitations under

which /= 0 has been asserted are violated when / undergoes partial dif-

ferentiation.

The idea of equivalence must be carefully distinguished from that of
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mere identity*. No investigationsVhich proceed by the aid of propositions

merely asserting identities such as J. is ^, can ever result in anything but

barren identities f. Equivalence on the other hand implies non-identity

as its general case. Identity may be conceived as a special limiting

case of equivalence. For instance in arithmetic we write, 2 + 3 = 3 + 2.

This means that, in so far as the total number of objects mentioned, 2 + 3

and 3 + 2 come to the same number, namely 5. But 2 + 3 and 3 + 2 are

not identical ; the order of the symbols is different in the two combinations,

and this difference of order directs different processes of thought. The

importance of the equation arises from its assertion that these different

processes of thought are identical as far as the total number of things

thought of is concerned.

From this arithmetical point of view it is tempting to define equivalent

things as being merely different ways of thinking of the same thing as it

exists in the external world. Thus there is a certain aggregate, say of 5

things, which is thought of in different ways, as 2 + 3 and as 3 + 2. A
sufficient objection to this definition is that the man who shall succeed in

stating intelligibly the distinction between himself and the rest of the world

will have solved the central problem of philosophy. As there is no

universally accepted solution of this problem, it is obviously undesirable to

assume this distinction as the basis of mathematical reasoning.

Thus from another point of view all things which for any purpose can be

conceived as equivalent form the extension (in the logical sense) of some uni-

versal conception. And conversely the collection of objects which together form

the extension of some universal conception can for some purpose be treated

as equivalent. So b = h' can be interpreted as symbolizing the fact that the

two individual things b and b' are two individual cases of the same general

conception B\. For instance if b stand for 2 + 3 and b' for 3 + 2, both b and
6' are individual instances of the general conception of a group of five things.

The sign = as used in a calculus must be discriminated from the logical

copula *is.' Two things b and ¥ are connected in a calculus by the sign =,

so that b = b', when both b and b' possess the attribute B. But we may not

translate this into the standard logical form, b is b\ On the contrary, we
say, b is B, and b' is B ; and we may not translate these standard forms

of formal logic into the symbolic form, b = B, b' = B ; at least we may not do

so, if the sign = is to have the meaning which is assigned to it in a calculus.

It is to be observed that the proposition asserted by the equation, b = b',

consists of two elements ; which for the sake of distinctness we will name,

and will call respectively the ' truism ' and the ' paradox.' The truism is the

partial identity of both b and b\ their common B-ness. The paradox is the

* Of. Lotze, Logic, Bk. i. Ch. ii. Art. 64.

+ Cf. Bradley, Principles of Logic, Bk. i. Ch. v.

X Ibid. Bk. II. Pt. I. Ch. iv. Art. 3 (/3).
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distinction between b and b\ so that b is one thing and 6' is another thing

:

and these things, as being different, must have in some relation diverse

properties. In assertions of equivalence as contained in a calculus the truism

is passed over with the slightest possible attention, the main stress being laid

on the paradox. Thus in the equation 2 + 3 = 3 + 2, the fact that both sides

represent a common five-ness of number is not even mentioned explicitly.

The sole direct statement is that the two different things 3 + 2 and 2 + 3

are in point of number equivalent.

The reason for this unequal distribution of attention is easy to under-

stand. In order to discover new propositions asserting equivalence it is

requisite to discover easy marks or tests of equivalent things. These

tests are discovered by a careful discussion of the truism, of the common
B-ness of b and b\ But when once such tests have been elaborated, we may
drop all thought of the essential nature of the attribute B, and simply

apply the superficial test to b and b' in order to verify b = b'. Thus in

order to verify that thirty-seven times fifty-six is equal to fifty-six times

thirty-seven, we may use the entirely superficial test applicable to this case

that the same factors are mentioned as multiplied, though in different

order.

This discussion leads us at once to comprehend the essence of a calculus

of substitutive signs. The signs are by convention to be considered equiva-

lent when certain conditions hold. And these conditions when inter-

preted imply the fulfilment of the tests of equivalence.

Thus in the discussion of the laws of a calculus stress is laid on the

truism, in the development of the consequences on the paradox.

4. Operations. Judgments of equivalence can be founded on direct

perception, as when it is judged by direct perception that two different pieces

of stuff match in colour. But the judgment may be founded on a knowledge

of the respective derivations of the things judged to be equivalent from other

things respectively either identical or equivalent. It is this process of

derivation which is the special province of a calculus. The derivation of

a thing p from things a, b, c, ... , can also be conceived as an operation on

the things a, 6, c, . . . , which produces the thing p. The idea of derivation

includes that of a series of phenomenal occurrences. Thus two pieces of stuff

may be judged to match in colour because they were dyed in the same

dipping, or were cut from the same piece of stuff. But the idea is more

general than that of phenomenal sequence of events: it includes purely

logical activities of the mind, as when it is judged that an aggregate of five

things has been presented to the mind by two aggregates of three things and

of two things respectively. Another example of derivation is that of two

propositions a and b which are both derived by strict deductive reasoning

from the same propositions c, d, and e. The two propositions are either both

(
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proved or both unproved according as c, d, and e are granted or disputed.

Thus a and b are so far equivalent. In other words a and b may be considered

as the equivalent results of two operations on c, d and e.

The words operation, combination, derivation, and synthesis will be used

to express the same general idea, of which each word suggests a somewhat

specialized form. This general idea may be defined thus : A thing a will be

said to result from an operation on other things, c, d, e, etc., when a is

presented to the mind as the result of the presentations of c, d and e, etc.

under certain conditions ; and these conditions are phenomenal events or

mental activities which it is convenient to separate in idea into a group by

themselves and to consider as defining the nature of the operation which is

performed on c, d, e, etc.

Furthermore the fact that c, d, e, etc. are capable of undergoing a certain

operation involving them all will be considered as constituting a relation

between c, d, e, etc.

Also the fact that c is capable of undergoing an operation of a certain

general kind will be considered as a property of c. Any additional speciali-

zation of the kind of operation or of the nature of the result will be considered

as a mode of that property.

5. Substitutive Schemes. Let a, a\ etc., b, b\ etc., z, z\ etc.,

denote any set of objects considered in relation to some common property

which is symbolized by the use of the italic alphabet of letters. The

common property may not be possessed in the same mode by different

members of the set. Their equivalence, or identity in relation to this property,

is symbolized by a literal identity. Thus the fact that the things a and m
are both symbolized by letters from the italic alphabet is here a sign that

the things have some property in common, and the fact that the letters

a and m' are different letters is a sign that the two things possess this

common property in different modes. On the other hand the two things

a and a! possess the common property in the same mode, and as far as

this property is concerned they are equivalent. Let the sign = express

equivalence in relation to this property, then a = a', and m — m'.

Let a set of things such as that described above, considered in relation

to their possession of a common property in equivalent or in non-equivalent

modes be called a scheme of things ; and let the common property of which

the possession by any object marks that object as belonging to the scheme

be called the Determining Property of the Scheme. Thus objects belonging

to the same scheme are equivalent if they possess the determining property

in the same mode.

Now relations must exist between non-equivalent things of the scheme
^hich depend on the differences between the modes in which they possess

the determining property of the scheme. In consequence of these relations
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from things a, b, c, etc. of the scheme another thing m of the scheme can be
derived by certain operations. The equivalence, m = m, will exist between

m and 7n\ if m and m' are derived from other things of the scheme by
operations which only differ in certain assigned modes. The modes in which

processes of derivation of equivalent things m and m from other things of

the scheme can differ without destroying the equivalence of m and m' Avill be

called the Characteristics of the scheme.

Now it may happen that two schemes of things—with of course different

determining properties—have the same characteristics. Also it may be

possible to establish an unambiguous correspondence between the things

of the two schemes, so that if a, a\ b, etc., belong to one scheme and

a, a
, fi, etc., belong to the other, then a corresponds to a, a' to a, b to

and so on. The essential rule of the correspondence is that if in one scheme

two things, say a and a\ are equivalent, then in the other scheme their

corresponding things a and a are equivalent. Accordingly to any process

of derivation in the italic alphabet by which m is derived from a, b, etc.

there must correspond a process of derivation in the Greek alphabet by

which fi is derived from a, 0, etc.

In such a case instead of reasoning with respect to the properties of one

scheme in order to deduce equivalences, we may substitute the other

scheme, or conversely; and then transpose at the end of the argument.

This device of reasoning, which is almost universal in mathematics, we will

call the method of substitutive schemes, or more briefly, the method of

substitution.

These substituted things belonging to another scheme are nothing else

than substitutive signs. For in the use of substituted schemes we cease to

think of the original scheme. The rule of reasoning is to confine thought

to those properties, previously determined, which are shared in common with

the original scheme, and to interpret the results from one set of things into

the other at the end of the argument.

An instance of this process of reasoning by substitution is to be found

in the theory of quantity. Quantities are measured by their ratio to an

arbitrarily assumed quantity of the same kind, called the unit. Any set of

quantities of one kind can be represented by a corresponding set of quantities

of any other kind merely in so far as their numerical ratios to their unit are

concerned. For the representative set have only to bear the same ratios

to their unit as do the original set to their unit.

6. Conventional Schemes. The use of a calculus of substitutive

signs in reasoning can now be explained.

Besides using substitutive schemes with naturally suitable properties,

we may by convention assign to arbitrary marks laws of equivalence which

are identical with the laws of equivalence of the originals about which we
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desire to reason. The set of marlcs may then be considered as a scheme

of things with properties assigned by convention. The determining property

of the scheme is that the marks are of certain assigned sorts arranged

in certain types of sequence. The characteristics of the scheme are

the conventional laws by which certain arrangements of the marks in

sequence on paper are to be taken as equivalent. As long as the marks

are treated as mutually determined by their conventional properties,

reasoning concerning the marks will hold good concerning the originals

for which the marks are substitutive signs. For instance in the employ-

ment of the marks x, y, +, the equation, x + y = y -\- x, asserts that a

certain union on paper of x and y possesses the conventional quality that

the order of x and y is indifferent. Therefore any union of two things

with a result independent of any precedence of one thing before the other

possesses so far properties identical with those of the union above

set down between x and y. Not only can the reasoning be transferred

from the originals to the substitutive signs, but the imaginative thought

itself can in a large measure be avoided. For whereas combinations of the

original things are possible only in thought and by an act of the imagi-

nation, the combinations of the conventional substitutive signs of a calculus

are physically made on paper. The mind has simply to attend to the rules

for transformation and to use its experience and imagination to suggest

likely methods of procedure. The rest is merely physical actual inter-

change of the signs instead of thought about the originals.

A calculus avoids the necessity of inference and replaces it by an ex-

ternal demonstration, where inference and external demonstration are

to be taken in the senses assigned to them by F. H. Bradley*. In this

connexion a demonstration is to be defined as a process of combining a

complex of facts, the data, into a whole so that some new fact is evident.

Inference is an ideal combination or construction within the mind of the

reasoner which results in the intuitive evidence of a new fact or relation

between the data. But in the use of a calculus this process of combina-

tion is externally performed by the combination of the concrete symbols,

with the result of a new fact respecting the symbols which arises for sensuous

perception
-f-.

When this new fact is treated as a symbol carrying a

meaning, it is found to mean the fact which would have been intuitively

evident in the process of inference.

7. XJninterpretable Forms. The logical difficulty J involved in the

use of a calculus only partially interpretable can now be explained. The

* Cf. Bradley, Priticiples of Logic, Bk ii. Pt i. Ch. iii.

+ Cf. C. S. Peirce, Amer. Journ. of Math. Vol. vii. p. 182: *As for algebra, the very idea of

the art is that it presents formulte which can be manipulated, and that by observing the effects

of such manipulation we find properties not otherwise to be discovered.

'

+ Cf. Boole, Lmvs of Thought, Ch. v. § 4.
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discussion of this great problem in its application to the special case of

(— 1)^ engaged the attention of the leading mathematicians of the first half

of this century, and led to the development on the one hand of the Theory

of Functions of a Complex Variable, and on the other hand of the science

here called Universal Algebra.

The difficulty is this : the symbol (— 1)^ is absolutely without meaning

when it is endeavoured to interpret it as a number; but algebraic trans-

formations which involve the use of complex quantities of the form a +
where a and h are numbers and i stands for the above symbol, yield pro-

positions which do relate purely to number. As a matter of fact the pro-

positions thus discovered were found to be true propositions. The method

therefore was trusted, before any explanation was forthcoming why algebraic

reasoning which had no intelligible interpretation in arithmetic should

give true arithmetical results.

The difficulty was solved by observing that Algebra does not depend on

Arithmetic for the validity of its laws of transformation. If there were

such a dependence, it is obvious that as soon as algebraic expressions

are arithmetically unintelligible all laws respecting them must lose their

validity. But the laws of Algebra, though suggested by Arithmetic, do

not depend on it. They depend entirely on the convention by which it is

stated that certain modes of grouping the symbols are to be considered as

identical. This assigns certain properties to the marks which form the symbols

of Algebra. The laws regulating the manipulation of the algebraic symbols

are identical with those of Arithmetic. It follows that no algebraic theorem

can ever contradict any result which could be arrived at by Arithmetic ; for

the reasoning in both cases merely applies the same general laws to different

classes of things. If an algebraic theorem is interpretable in Arithmetic,

the corresponding arithmetical theorem is therefore true. In short when

once Algebra is conceived as an independent science dealing with the re-

lations of certain marks conditioned by the observance of certain conventional

laws, the difficulty vanishes. If the laws be identical, the theorems of the

one science can only give results conditioned by the laws which also hold

good for the other science ; and therefore these results, when interpretable,

are true.

It will be observed that the explanation of the legitimacy of the use of a

partially interpretable calculus does not depend upon the fact that in another

field of thought the calculus is entirely interpretable. The discovery of an

interpretation undoubtedly gave the clue by means of which the true solution

was arrived at. For the fact that the processes of the calculus were in-

terpretable in a science so independent of Arithmetic as is Geometry at once

showed that the laws of the calculus might have been defined in reference

to geometrical processes. But it was a paradox to assert that a science like

Algebra, which had been studied for centuries without reference to Geometry,
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was after all dependent upon Geome'fcry for its first principles. The step to

the true explanation was then easily taken.

But the importance of the assistance given to the study of Algebra by the

discovery of a complete interpretation of its processes cannot be over-esti-

mated. It is natural to think of the substitutive set of things as assisting

the study of the properties of the originals. Especially is this the case with

a calculus of which the interest almost entirely depends upon its relation to

the originals. But it must be remembered that conversely the originals give

immense aid to the study of the substitutive things or symbols.

The whole of Mathematics consists in the organization of a series of aids

t9 the imagination in the process of reasoning ; and for this purpose device is

piled upon device. No sooner has a substitutive scheme been devised to assist

in the investigation of any originals, than the imagination begins to use the

originals to assist in the investigation of the substitutive scheme. In some

connexions it would be better to abandon the conception of originals studied

by the aid of substitutive schemes, and to conceive of two sets of inter-related

things studied together, each scheme exemplifying the operation of the same

general laws. The discovery therefore of the geometrical representation of

the algebraical complex quantity, though unessential to the logic of Algebra,

has been quite essential to the modern developments of the science.



CHAPTER II.

Manifolds.

8. Manifolds. The idea of a manifold was first explicitly stated by

Riemann*; Grassmann-f had still earlier defined and investigated a particular

kind of manifold.

Consider any number of things possessing any common property.

That property may be possessed by different things in different modes : let

each separate mode in which the property is possessed be called an element.

The aggregate of all such elements is called the manifold of the property.

Any object which is specified as possessing a property in a given mode

corresponds to an element in the manifold of that property. The element

may be spoken of as representing the object or the object as representing

the element according to convenience. All such objects may be conceived

as equivalent in that they represent the same element of the manifold.

Various relations can be stated between one mode of a property and

another mode ; in other words, relations exist between two objects, whatever

other properties they may possess, which possess this property in any two

assigned modes. The relations will define how the objects necessarily differ

in that they possess this property differently : they define the distinction

between two sorts of the same property. These relations will be called

relations between the various elements of the manifold of the property ; and

the axioms from which can be logically deduced the whole aggregate of such

relations for all the elements of a given manifold are called the characteristics

of the manifold.

The idea of empty space referred to coordinate axes is an example of a

manifold. Each point of space represents a special mode of the common

property of spatiality. The fundamental properties of space expressed in

terms of these coordinates, i.e. all geometrical axioms, form the character-

istics of this manifold.

* Ueher die Hypothesen, welche der Geometrie zu Grunde liegen, Gesammelte Mathematische

Werke ; a translation of this paper is to be found in Clifford's Collected Matliematical Papers.

t Ausdehnungslehre von 1844.
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It is the logical deductions from the characteristics of a manifold which

are investigated by means of a calculus. The manifolds of separate proper-

ties may have the same characteristics. In such a case all theorems which

are proved for one manifold can be directly translated so as to apply to

the other. This is only another mode of stating the ideas explained in

Chapter I. §§ 3, 4, 5.

The relation of a manifold of elements to a scheme of things (cf § 5), is

that of the abstract to the concrete. Consider as explained in § 5 the

scheme of things represented by a, o! etc., 6, h' etc., z, z' etc. Then
these concrete things are not elements of a manifold. But to such a scheme

a manifold always corresponds, and conversely to a manifold a scheme of

things corresponds. The abstract property of a common J.-ness which makes
the equivalence of a, a', etc., in the scheme is an element of the manifold

which corresponds to this scheme. Thus the relation of a thing in a scheme

to the corresponding element of the corresponding manifold is that of a

subject of which the element can be predicated. If A be the element

corresponding to a, a! etc., then a \^ A, and a is A. Thus if we write

2 + 3 = 5 at length, the assertion is seen to be

(1 + 1) + (1 + 1 + 1) = 1 + 1 + 1 4- 1 + 1
;

this asserts that two methods of grouping the marks of the type 1 are

equivalent as far as the common five-ness of the sum on each side.

The manifold corresponding to a scheme is the manifold of the deter-

mining property of the scheme. The characteristics of the manifold corre-

spond to the characteristics of the scheme.

9. Secondary Properties of Elements. In order to state the
characteristics of a manifold it may be necessary to ascribe to objects corre-

sponding to the elements the capability of possessing other properties in

addition to that definite property in special modes which the elements
represent. Thus for the purpose of expressing the relation of an element A
of a manifold to the elements B and C it may be necessary to conceive
an object corresponding to A which is either or a^, or a.,, where the
suffix denotes the possession of some other property, in addition to the
^-ness of A, in some special mode which is here symbolized by the suffix

chosen. Such a property of an object corresponding to A, which is necessary
to define the relation of A to other elements of the manifold, is called a
Secondary Property of the element A.

Brevity is gained by considering each element of the manifold, such as A,
as containing within itself a whole manifold of its secondary properties.

Thus with the above notation A stands for any one of ^j, A^, A. etc., where
the suffix denotes the special mode of the secondary property. Hence the
object ttj, mentioned above, corresponds to A^, and a„ to ^o, and so on.
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And the statement of the relation between two elements of the original

manifold, such as A and B, requires the mention of a special A, say A^
and of a special B, say B^.

For example consider the manifold of musical notes conceived as repre-

senting every note so far as it differs in pitch and quality from every other

note. Thus each element is a note of given pitch and given quality. The
attribute of loudness is not an attribute which this manifold represents

;

but it is a secondary property of the elements. For consider a tone A and

two of its overtones B and C, and consider the relations of J., ^, 0 to a note

P which is of the same pitch as A and which only involves the overtones

B and G. Then F can be described as the pitch and quality of the sound

produced by the simultaneous existence of concrete instances of ^, jB and C
with certain relative loudnesses. Hence the relation oi F to A, B, G requires

the mention of the loudness of each element in order to express it. Thus

if ^2, ^4 denote A, B, G with the required ratio of their loudnesses, F
might be expressed as the combination of J.^, -Bg, G^.

The sole secondary property with which in this work we shall be concerned

is that of intensity. Thus in some manifolds each element is to be conceived

as the seat of a possible intensity of any arbitrarily assumed value, and this

intensity is a secondary property necessary to express the various relations of

the elements.

10. Definitions. To partition a manifold is to make a selection

of elements possessing a common characteristic : thus if the manifold

be a plane, a selection may be made of points at an equal distance from a

given point. The selected points then form a circle. The selected elements

of a partitioned manifold form another manifold, which may be called a

submanifold in reference to the original manifold.

Again the common attribute (7, which is shared by the selected elements

of the original manifold A, may also be shared by elements of another

manifold B. For instance in the above illustration other points in other

planes may be at the same distance from the given point. We thus arrive at

the conception of the manifold of the attribute G which has common elements

with the manifolds A and B. This conception undoubtedly implies that the

three manifolds A, B and G have an organic connection, and are in fact parts

of a manifold which embraces them all three.

A manifold will be called the complete manifold in reference to its

possible submanifolds ; and the complete manifold will be said to contain its

submanifolds. The submanifolds will be said to be incident in the complete

manifold.

One submanifold may be incident in more than one manifold. It will

then be called a common submanifold of the two manifolds. Manifolds

will be said to intersect in their common submanifolds.
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11. Special Manifolds. A few definitions of special manifolds will

both elucidate the general explanation of a manifold given above and will

serve to introduce the special manifolds of which the properties are dis-

cussed in this work.

A manifold may be called self-constituted when only the properties

which the elements represent are used to define the relations between

elements; that is, when there are no secondary properties.

A manifold may be called extrinsically constituted when secondary

properties have to be used to define these relations.

The manifold of integral numbers is self-constituted, since all relations

of such numbers can be defined in terms of them.

A uniform manifold is a manifold in which each element bears the same

relation as any other element to the manifold considered as a whole.

If such a manifold be a submanifold of a complete manifold, it is not

necessary that each element of the uniform submanifold bear the same

relation to the complete manifold as any other element of that submanifold.

Space, the points being elements, forms a uniform manifold. Again

the perimeter of a circle, the points being elements, forms a uniform mani-

fold. The area of a circle does not form a uniform manifold.

A simple serial manifold is a manifold such that the elements can be

arranged in one series. The meaning of this property is that some determinate

process of deriving the elements in order one from the other exists (as in the

case of the successive integral numbers), and that starting from some initial

element all the other elements of the manifold are derived in a fixed order by

the successive application of this process. Since the process is determinate

for a simple serial manifold, there is no ambiguity as to the order of suc-

cession of elements. The elements of such a manifold are not necessarily

numerable. A test of a simple serial manifold is that, given any three

elements of the manifold it may be possible to conceive their mutual relations

in such a fashion that one of them can be said to lie between the other

two. If a simple serial manifold be uniform it follows that any element can

be chosen as the initial element.

A manifold may be called a complex serial manifold when all its elements

belong to one or more submanifolds which are simple serial manifolds, but

when it is not itself a simple serial manifold. A surface is such a manifold,

while a line is a simple serial manifold.

Two manifolds have a one to one correspondence* between their elements

if to every element of either manifold one and only one element of the

other manifold corresponds, so that the corresponding elements bear a certain

defined relation to each other.

* The subject of the correspondence between the elements of manifolds has been investigated

by G. Cantor, in a series of memoirs entitled, * Ueber unendliche, Hneare Punktmannichfaltigkeiten,'

Math. Annalen, Bd. 15, 17, 20, 21, 23, and BorchardVs Journal, Bd. 77, 84.
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A quantitively defined manifold is such that each element is specified by
a definite number of measurable entities of which the measures for any
element are the algebraic quantities r), f, etc., so that the manifold has a

one to. one correspondence with the aggregate of sets of simultaneous values

of these variables.

A quantitively defined manifold is a manifold of an algebraic function

when each element represents in some way the value of an algebraic quantity

w for a set of simultaneous values of f, t), etc., where ii; is a function of

7), ^, etc., in the sense that it can be constructed by definite algebraic

operations on rj, ^, etc., regarded as irresoluble magnitudes, real or

imaginary *.

A quantitively defined manifold in which the elements are defined

by a single quantity f is a simple serial manifold as far as real values of f are

concerned. For the elements can be conceived as successively generated

in the order in which they occur as f varies from — x to + cso

.

If an element of the manifold corresponds to each value of f as it varies

continuously through all its values, then the manifold may be called con-

tinuous. If some values of ^ have no elements of the manifold corresponding

to them, then the manifold may be called discontinuous.

A quantitively defined manifold depending on more than one quantity is

a complex serial manifold. For if the quantities defining it f, tj, f, etc. be

put equal to arbitrary functions of any quantity t, so that f =/i (t), =/2 (t),

etc., then a submanifold is formed which is a quantitively defined manifold

depending on the single quantity r. This submanifold is therefore a simple

serial manifold. But by properly choosing the arbitrary functions such a

submanifold may be made to contain any element of the complete manifold.

Hence the complete manifold is a complex serial manifold.

The quantitively defined manifold is continuous if an element corresponds

to every set of values of the variables.

A quantitively defined manifold w^hich requires for its definition the

absolute values (as distinct from the ratios) of v variables is said to be of v

dimensions.

A continuous quantitively defined manifold of v dimensions may also be

called a v-fo\d extended continuous manifold*!'.

* Cf. Forsyth, Theory of Functions, Ch. i. §§ 6, 7.

t Cf. Kiemann, loc. cit. section i. § 2.

W. 2



CHAPTER III.

Principles of Universal Algebra.

12. Introductory. Universal Algebra is the name applied to that

calculus which symbolizes general operations, defined later, which are called

Addition and Multiplication. There are certain general definitions which

hold for any process of addition and others which hold for any process of

multiplication. These are the general principles of any branch of Universal

Algebra. These principles, which are few in number, will be considered in the

present chapter. But beyond these general definitions there are other special

definitions which define special kinds of addition or of multiplication. The

development and comparison of these special kinds of addition or of multipli-

cation form special branches of Universal Algebra. Each such branch will be

called a special algebraic calculus, or more shortly, a special algebra, and

the more important branches will be given distinguishing names. Ordinary

algebra will, when there is no risk of confusion, be called simply algebra

;

but when confusion may arise, the term ordinary will be prefixed.

13. Equivalence. It has been explained in § 3 that the idea of

equivalence requires special definition for any subject-matter to which it

is applied. The definitions of the processes of addition and multiplication do

carry with them this required definition of equivalence as it occurs in the

field of Universal Algebra. One general definition holds both for addition

and multiplication, and thus through the whole field of Universal Algebra.

This definition may be framed thus: In any algebraic calculus only one

recognized type of equivalence exists.

The meaning of this definition is that if two symbols a and a' be equivalent

in that sense which is explicitly recognized in some algebraic calculus by the

use of the symbol = then either a or a' may be used indifferently in any series

of operations of addition or multiplication of the type defined in that

calculus.

This definition is so far from being obvious or necessary for any symbolic

calculus, that it actually excludes from the scope of Universal Algebra the
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Differential Calculus, excepting limited parts of it. For if f{cc, y) be a
function of two independent variables x and y, and the equivalence

f{a\ y) = 0, be asserted, then ^fi^, y) and ^fi^, y) are not necessarily

zero, whereas^ 0 and ^ 0 are necessarily zero. Hence the symbols f{x, y)

and 0 which are recognized by the sign of equality as equivalent according

to one type of equivalence are not equivalent when submitted to some

operations which occur in the calculus.

14. Principles of Addition. The properties of the general operation

termed addition will now be gradually defined by successive specifications.

Consider a group of things, concrete or abstract, material things or merely

ideas of relations between other things. Let the individuals of this group be

denoted by letters a, b ... z. Let any two of the group of things be capable

of a synthesis which results in some third thing.

Let this synthesis be of such a nature that all the properties which are

attributed to any one of the original group of things can also be attributed

to this result of the synthesis. Accordingly the resultant thing belongs to

the original group.

Let the idea of order between the two thino^s be attributable to their

synthesis. Thus if a and b be the two things of which the synthesis

is being discussed, orders as between a first or b first can be attributed to

this synthesis. Also let only two possible alternative orders as between a

and b be material, so as to be taken into explicit consideration when judging

that things are or are not equivalent.

Let the result of the synthesis be unambiguous, in the sense that all

possible results of a special synthesis in so far as the process is varied by

the variation of non-apparent details are to be equivalent. It is to be

noted in this connection that the properties of the synthesis which are

explicitly mentioned cannot be considered as necessarily defining its nature

unambiguously. The present assumption therefore amounts to the state-

ment that the same words (or symbols) are always to mean the same thing,

at least in every way which can affect equivalence.

This process of forming a synthesis between two things, such as a and b,

and then of considering a and 6, thus united, as a third resultant thing, may

be symbolized hy a b*. Here the order is symbolized by the order in which

a and b are mentioned
;
accordingly a^^b and b a symbolize two different

things. Then by definition the only question of order as between a and b

which can arise in this synthesis is adequately symbolized. Also a ^b

whenever it occurs must always mean the same thing, or at least stand for

some one of a set of equivalent things.

* Cf. Graasmann, Ausdehnungalehre von 1844, Preface.

2—3
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Further a ^ 6 is by assumption a thing capable of the same synthesis with

any other of the things a, 6, ... ./•. Accordingly we may write

p (a rsh) and (a ^ 6) ^

to represent the two possible syntheses of the type involving p and a ^ 6.

The bracket is to have the usual meaning that the synthesis within the

bracket is to be performed first and the resultant thing then to be combined

as the symbols indicate.

According to the convention adopted here the symbol a ^ 6 is to be

read from left to right in the following manner: a is to be considered as

given first, and h as joined on to it according to the manner prescribed

by the symbol ^ . Thus (a ^b) r^p means that the result of a ^ 6 is first

obtained and then p is united to it. But a ^ 6 is obtained by taking a

and joining b on to it. Thus the total process may equally well be defined

by a rsb ^ p. Hence, since both its right-hand and left-hand sides have

been defined to have the same meaning, we obtain the equation

a ^ b p = {a ^ b) ^ p.

Definition. Let any one of the symbols, either a single letter or a com-

plex of letters, which denotes one of the group of things capable of this

synthesis be called a term. Let the symbol ^ be called the sign of the

operation of this synthesis.

It will be noticed that this synthesis has essentially been defined as a

synthesis between two terms, and that when three terms such as a, b, p, are

indicated as subjects of the synthesis a sequence or time-order of the opera-

tions is also unambiguously defined. Thus in the syntheses (a ^b) r^p there

are two separate ideas of order symbolized
;

namely, the determined but

unspecified idea of order of synthesis as between the two terms which is

involved by hypothesis in the act of synthesis, and further the sequence of the

two successive acts of synthesis, and this time-order involves the sequence

in which the various terms mentioned are involved in the process. Thus

a ^b p and p ^ (a b) both involve that the synthesis a 6 is to be first

performed and then the synthesis of a ^ 6 and p according to the special

order of synthesis indicated.

In the case of three successive acts of synthesis an ambiguity may arise.

Consider the operations indicated in the symbols

a b ^ d, c {a b) d.

No ambiguity exists in these two expressions; each of them definitely

indicates that the synthesis a 6 is to be made first, then a synthesis with

c, and then a synthesis of this result with d. Similarly each of the two

expressions d ^ (a ^b ^ c), and d {c ^ (a ^ b)} indicates unambiguously the

same sequence of operations, though in the final synthesis of d with the

result of the previous syntheses the alternative order of synthesis is adopted

to that adopted in the two previous examples.
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But consider the expressions

(a ^ 6) ^ (c ^ c?) and (c ^ ^ (a ^ b).

Here the two syntheses a ^ 6 and c are directed to be made and then
the resulting terms to be combined together. Accordingly there is an
ambiguity as to the sequence in which these syntheses a '^ 6, c c2 are to

be performed. It has been defined however that a ^ b and c ^ d are always

to be unambiguous and mean the same thing. This definition means that

the synthesis ^ depends on no previous history and no varying part of the

environment. Accordingly a 6 is independent of c ^ and these operations

may take place in any sequence of time.

The preceding definitions can be connected with the idea of a manifold.

All equivalent things must represent the same element of the manifold.

The synthesis a 6 is a definite unambiguous union which by hypothesis

it is always possible to construct with any two things representing any two

elements of the manifold. This synthesis, when constructed and represented

by its result, represents some third element of the manifold. It is also

often convenient to express this fact by saying that a 6 represents a

relation between two elements of the manifold by which a third element

of the manifold is generated ; or that the term a '^b represents an element of

the manifold. An element may be named after a term which represents it

:

thus the element x is the element represented by the term x. The same

element might also be named after any term equivalent to x.

It is obvious that any synthesis of the two terms a and b may be

conceived as an operation performed on one of them with the help of the

other. Accordingly it is a mere change of language without any alteration

of real meaning, if we sometimes consider a ^b as representing an operation

performed on b or on a.

15. Addition. Conceive now that this synthesis which has been defined

above is such that it follows the Commutative and Associative Laws.

The Commutative Law asserts that

a ^ 6 = 6 a.

Hence the two possible orders of synthesis produce equivalent results.

It is to be carefully noticed that it would be erroneous to state the

commutative law in the form that, order is not involved in the synthesis a r^b.

For if order is not predicable of the synthesis, then the equation, a ^ b = b ^ a,

must be a proposition which makes no assertion at all. Accordingly it is

essential to the importance of the commutative law that order should be

involved in the synthesis, but that it should be indifferent as far as equi-

valence is concerned.

The Associative Law is symbolized by

a ^ b ^ c = a ^ (b ^ c)

where a ^b ^ cia defined in § 14.
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The two laws combined give the property that the element of the

manifold identified by three given terms in successive synthesis is

independent of the order in which the three terms are chosen for the

operation, and also of the internal order of each synthesis.

Let a synthesis with the above properties be termed addition', and let

the manifold of the corresponding type be called an algebraic manifold ; and

let a scheme of things representing an algebraic manifold be called an

algebraic scheme. Let addition be denoted by the sign +. Accordingly it

is to be understood that the symbol a-\-h represents a synthesis in which

the above assumptions are satisfied.

The properties of this operation will not be found to vary seriously in the

different algebras. The great distinction between these properties turns

on the meaning assigned to the addition of a term to itself Ordinary

algebra and most special algebras distinguish between a and a -f a. But the

algebra of Symbolic Logic identifies a and a + a. The consequences of these

assumptions will be discussed subsequently.

16. Principles of Subtraction. Let a and h be terms representing

any two given elements of an algebraic manifold. Let us propose the problem,

to find an element x of the manifold such that

x-\-h — a.

There may be no general solution to this problem, where a and h are

connected by no special conditions. Also when there is one solution, there

may be more than one solution. It is for instance easy to see that in an

algebra which identifies a and a + a, there will be at least two solutions if

there be one. For if x be one answer, then x-\-h^x-\-h -{-h = a. Hence
x-)rh is another answer.

If there be a solution of the above equation, let it be written in the form,

a^ h. Then it is assumed that a^h represents an element of the mani-
fold, though it may be ambiguous in its signification.

The definition of a ^ 6 is

a ^ 6 + = a (1).

If c be another element of the manifold let us assume that (a ^ 6) ^ c

symbolizes the solution of a double problem which has as its solution or

solutions one or more elements of the manifold.

Then a^6^c + (6 + c) = a^6v^c + (c + 6)

= a ^ h ^ c + c -\-h

= a ^ h + h = a.

It follows that the problem proposed by the symbol a^ (b + c) has one
or more solutions, and that the solutions to the problem a ^ b ^ c are included
in them.
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Conversely suppose that the problem a ^ (6 + c) is solved by one or more
elements of the manifold.

Then by hypothesis a ^ (6 + c) + (6 + c) = a ; and hence

(a ^ (6 + c)} + c + 6 = a ^ (6 + c) + (6 + c) = a.

But if d + 'c + b= a, then + c is one value oi a ^ h and d is one value of

a ^ b ^ c.

Accordingly a ^ c is a problem which by hypothesis must have one

or more solutions, and the solutions to a ^ (6 + c) are included in them.

Hence since the solutions of each are included in those of the other, the

two problems must have the same solutions. Therefore whatever particular

meaning (in the choice of ambiguities) we assign to one may also be assigned

to the other. We may therefore write

a (b + c) = a ^ b ^ c (2).

Again we have

a ^ (b -\-c) = a ^ (c-\- b).

Hence from equation (2),

a^b^c = a^c^b (3).

It may be noted as a consequence of equations (2) and (3), that if

a ^ (b + c) admit of solutions, then also both a^b and c admit of

solutions.

Hence if a ^ b and b ^ c admit of solutions ; then a ^ b = a ^ (b ^ c + c)
;

and it follows from the above note that a ^ (b ^ c) admits of a solution.

Also in this case

a^b-\-c = a^{b^c-\-c) + c = a^(b^c)^c-^c,

from equation (2).

Hence a ^ b + c = a^ (b ^ c) (4).

We cannot prove that a^b-\-c = a + c^b, and that a + (b ^ c) = a + b <^ c,

without making the assumption that a 6, if it exists, is unambiguous.

Summing up : for three terms a, b and c there are four equivalent forms

symbolized by

{a ^ b) ^ c = (a ^ c) ^ b = a ^ (b -{- c) = a ^ (c -{-b):

also there are three sets of forms, the forms in each set being equivalent but

not so forms taken from different sets, namely

(a^b)-\-c = a^{b^ c) = c-\-{a^b) (a),

(c^ b)-{-a = c ^ (b ^ a) = a-\-{c^ b) (^),

(a-\-c)^ b=(c + a) b (7)-

Siibtraction. Let us now make the further assumption that the reverse

analytical process is unambiguous, that is to say that only one element of
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the manifold is represented by a symbol of the type a^b. Let us replace in

this case the sign ^ by and call the process subtraction.

Now at least one of the solutions of a + b^b is a. Hence in subtraction

the solution of a + 6 - 6 is a, or symbolically a-^b~b = a. But by definition,

a — b + b = a.

Hence, a-hb-b = a-b-\-b = a : (5).

We may note that the definition, a — 6 + 6 = a, assumes that the question

a — b has an answer. But equation (5) proves that a manifold may always

without any logical contradiction be assumed to exist in which the subtractive

question a—b has an answer independently of any condition between a and b.

For from the definition, a — b + b, where a—b is assumed to have an answer,

can then be transformed into the equivalent form a-\-b —b, which is a question

capable of an answer without any condition between a and b. But it may

happen that in special interpretations of an algebra a — b, though unam-

biguous, has no solution unless a and b satisfy certain conditions. The

remarks of § 7 apply here.

Again — c = a + (6 — c + c) — c

= a-\-{b — c)-\-c — c

= a-\-{b-c) (6).

17. The Null Element. On the assumption that to any question

of the type a—b can be assigned an answer, some meaning must be assigned

to the term a — a.

Now if c be any other term,

c + a— a = c = c+b — b.

Hence it may be assumed that

a — a = b —b.

Thus we may put

a-a = 0 (7);

where 0 represents an element of the manifold independent of a. Let the

element 0 be called the null element. The fundamental property of the null

element is that the addition of this element and any other element a of the

manifold yields the same element a. It would be wrong to think of 0 as

necessarily symbolizing mere nonentity. For in that case, since there can be

no differences in nonentities, its equivalent forms a- a and b — b must be not

only equivalent, but absolutely identical; whereas they are palpably different.

Let any term, such as a — a, which represents the null element be called a

null term.

The fundamental property of 0 is,

a+0 = a (8).
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Other properties of 0 which can be derived from this by the help of the

previous equations are,

0 + 0 = 0;

. and a-0 = a — (b-b) = a-b + h=a.

Again forms such as 0 — a may have a meaning and be represented by

definite elements of the manifold.

The fundamental properties of 0 — a are symbolized by

b + {0-a) = b+ 0-a = b-ay

and b-{0 -a) = b-0 + a = b -\-a.

Since in combination with any other element the null element 0 dis-

appears, the symbolism may be rendered more convenient by writing — a for

0 - a. Thus — a is to symbolize the element 0 — a.

18. Steps. We notice that, since a = 0 + a, we may in a similar way

consider a or -f a as a degenerate form of 0 + a. From this point of view

every element of the manifold is defined by reference to its relation with the

null element. This relation with the null element may be called the step

which leads from the null element to the other element. And by fastening

the attention rather on the method of reaching the final element than on the

element itself when reached, we may call the symbol + a the symbol of the

step by which the element a of the manifold is reached.

This idea may be extended to other elements besides the null element.

For we may write b = a + (b — a): and b — a may be conceived as the step

from a to b. The word step has been used* to imply among other things a

quantity ; but as defined here there is no necessary implication of quantity.

The step + a is simply the process by which any term p is transformed into

the term p-\- a. The two steps + a and — a may be conceived as exactly

opposed in the sense that their successive application starting from any

term p leads back to that term, thus p + a — a=p. In relation to + a,

the step — a will be called a negative step ; and in relation to — a, the

step + a will be called a positive step. The fundamental properties of steps

are (1) that they can be taken in am^ order, which is the commutative law,

and (2) that any number of successive steps may be replaced by one definite

resultant step, which is the associative law.

The introduction of the symbols + a and — a involves the equations

+ (+ a) = + (0 + a) = 0 + a = + a = a, \

- (+ a) = - (0 + a) = - 0 - a = - a,

+ (- a) = + (0 - a) = 0 - a = - a, f
^

^"

— (- a) = - (0 — a) = — 0 + a = + a = a.>

19. Multiplication. A new mode of synthesis, multiplication, is now

to be introduced which does not, like addition, necessarily concern terms of a

* Cf. Clifford, Elements of Dynamic.
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single algebraic scheme (cf. § 15), nor does it necessarily reproduce as its

result a member of one of the algebraic schemes to which the terms synthe-

sized belong. Again, the commutative and associated laws do not necessarily

hold for multiplication ; but a new law, the distributive law, which defines

the relation of multiplication to addition holds. Any mode of synthesis for

which this relation to addition holds is here called multiplication. The result

of multiplication like that of addition is unambiguous.

Consider two algebraic manifolds; call them the manifolds A and B.

Let a, a , a" etc., be terms denoting the various elements of -4, and let b, h\ h"

etc., denote the various elements of B. Assume that a mode of synthesis is

•possible between any two terms, one from each manifold. Let this synthesis

result in some third thing, which is the definite unambiguous product under

all circumstances of this special synthesis between those two elements.

Also let the idea of order between the two things be attributable to their

union in this synthesis. Thus if a and h be the two terms of which the

synthesis is being discussed, an order as between a first or h first can be

attributed to this synthesis. Also let only two possible alternative orders

as between a and h exist.

Let this mode of synthesis be, for the moment, expressed by the sign ^ .

Thus between two terms a, h from the respective manifolds can be generated

the two things a^h and h^a.
All the things thus generated may be represented by the elements of a

third manifold, call it G. Also let the symbols ai=^h and h^a conceived as

representing such things be called terms. Now assume that the manifold

G is an algebraic manifold, according to the definition given above (§ 15).

Then its corresponding terms are capable of addition. And we may write

(a ^ 6) + (6' a') + etc.
;
forming thereby another term representing an ele-

ment of the manifold G,

The definition of the algebraic nature of G does not exclude the possi-

bility that elements of G exist which cannot be formed by this synthesis of

two elements from A and B respectively. For {a^h)-{- ih"^ a) is by definition

an element of G ; but it will appear that this element cannot in general

be formed by a single synthesis of either of the types a^^^ or ^a^^K
Again a + a' 4- a'' + etc., represents an element of the manifold -4, and

h -\-h' -\-h" -\- etc., represents an element of the manifold B. Hence there are

elements of the manifold G represented by terms of the form

(a + a + a' + etc.) i=^{h + h' -\-h" -\- ,..),

and (6 + 6'
-f h" + etc.) ^ (a + a -{-a''+ ...).

Now let this synthesis be termed Multiplication, when such expres-

sions as the above follow the distributive law as defined by equations (10)

below.

For multiplication let the synthesis be denoted by x or by mere juxta-
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position. Then the definition of multiplication yields the following symbolic

statements

a{b + h') = ab-{- ah', \

(a -\- a')b = ab + a'b,
\

b{a-\-a') = ba^ha', f

{b 4- b') a = ba + b'a. .

It will- be noticed that the general definition of multiplication does not

involve the associative or the commutative law.

20. Orders of Algebraic Manifolds. Consider a single algebraic

manifold A, such that its elements can be multiplied together. Call such a

manifold a self-multiplicative manifold of the first order. Now the products

of the elements, namely aa, aa\ a a, etc., by hypothesis form another alge-

braic manifold ; call it B. Then B will be defined to be a manifold of the

second order.

Now let the elements of A and B be capable of multiplication, thus

forming another algebraic manifold G. Let 0 be defined to be a manifold

of the third order. Also in the same way the elements of A and G form

by multiplication an algebraic manifold, D, of the fourth order ; and so on.

Further let the elements of any two of these manifolds be capable of

multiplication, and each manifold be self-multiplicative.

Let the following law hold, which we may call the associative law for

manifolds. The elements formed by multiplying elements of the manifold

of the mth order with elements of the manifold of the ?ith order belong to

the manifold of the (m -f- ?i)th order.

Thus the complete manifold of the mth order is formed by the multiplica-

tion of the elements of any two manifolds, of which the sum of the orders

forms m, and also by the elements deduced by the addition of elements

thus formed.

For instance ad, aa'a", aa'a"a"\ represent elements of the manifolds of

the second, third, and fourth orders respectively; also aa represents an element

of the manifold of the second order. Also a" {aa') is an element of the mani-

fold of the third order ; and {aa') {a"a'") is an element of the manifold of the

fourth order; and aa'{ada"a"') is an element of the manifold of the sixth order;

and so on.

Such a system of manifolds will be called a complete algebraic system.

In special algebras it will be found that the manifold of some order,

say the mth, is identical with the manifold of the first order. Then the

manifold of the ?7i+ 1th order is identical with that of the second order, and

so on.

Such an algebra will be said to be of the m - 1th species. In an algebra

of the first species only the manifold of the first order can occur. Such
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an algebra is called linear. The Calculus of Extension, which is a special

algebra invented by Grassmann, can be of any species.

It will save symbols, where no confusion results, to use dots instead

of brackets. Thus a" (aa) is written a'.aa, and {aa){a"d") is written

aa . a"a \ and so on. A dot will be conceived as standing for two opposed

bracket signs, thus ) ( , the other ends of the two brackets being either other

dots or the end or beginning of the row of letters. Thus ah . cd stands for

(ah) (cd), and is not (ab) cd, unless in the special algebra considered, the two

expressions happen to be identical ; also ah . cde .fg stands for (ah) (cde) (fg).

It will be noticed that in these examples each dot has been replaced by two

jopposed bracket signs. An ingenious use of dots has been proposed by Mr
W. E. Johnson which entirely obviates the necessity for the use of brackets.

Thus a [h (cd)} is written a ..h .cd, and a [h {c (de)]] is written a...h ..c . de.

The principle of the method is that those multiplications indicated by the

fewest dots are the first performed. Thus a \h{cd)] {ef) is written a..h .cd..ef,

and a \h {cd)] ef is written a ..h . cd .. e ...f, where in the case of equal numbers

of dots the left-hand multiplication is first performed.

21. The Null Element. Returning to the original general conception

of two algebraic manifolds A and B of which the elements can be multiplied

together, and thus form a third algebraic manifold C; let Oi be the null

element oi A, O2 the null element of B, and O3 the null element of G.

Then if a and h represent any two elements of the manifolds A and B
respectively, we have

a + Oi = a, and 6 + O2 = 6.

Hence (a +Oi)h — ah = ah + OJ).

Accordingly, 0J) = 0.^.

Similarly, bOi = 0^ = aO^ = Oga.

No confusion can arise if we use the same symbol 0 for the null elements

of each of the three manifolds.

Accordingly, Oa = aO = 06 = 60 = 0 (11).

It will be observed that a null element has not as yet been defined for

the algebraic manifold in general ; but only for those which allow of the

process of subtraction, as defined in § 16. Thus manifolds for which the

relation a-{-a = a holds are excluded from the definition.

In order to include these manifolds let now the null element be defined

as that single definite element, if it exist, of the manifold for which the

equation

a + 0 = a,

holds, where a is any element of the manifold.

It will be noted that for the definite element a the same property may
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hold for a as well as for 0 ; since in some algebras a + a = «. But 0 is

defined to be the single element which retains this property with all

elements. Then in the case of multiplication equations (11) hold.

22. Classification of Special Algebras. The succeeding books of

this work will be devoted to the discussion and compaiison of the leading

special algebras. It remains now to explain the plan on which this in-

vestigation will be conducted.

It follows from a consideration of the ideas expounded in Chapter I. that

it is desirable to conduct the investigation of a calculus strictly in connection

with its interpretations, and that without some such interpretation, however

general, no great progress is likely to be made. Therefore each special

algebra will, as far as possible, be interpreted concurrently with its in-

vestigation. The interpretation chosen, where many are available, will

be that which is at once most simple and most general ; but the remaining

applications will also be mentioned with more or less fulness according as

they aid in the development of the calculus. It must be remembered,

however, in explanation of certain obvious gaps that the investigation is

primarily for the sake of the algebra and not of the interpretation.

No investigation of ordinary algebra will be attempted. This calculus

stands by itself in the fundamental importance of the theory of quantity

which forms its interpretation. Its formulae will of course be assumed

throughout when required.

In the classification of the special algebras the two genera of addition

form the first ground for distinction.

For the purpose of our immediate discussion it will be convenient to

call the two genera of algebras thus formed the non-numerical genus and

the numerical genus.

In the non-numerical genus investigated in Book II. the two symbols

a and a + a, where a represents any element of the algebraic manifold,

are equivalent, thus a = a+a. This definition leads to the simplest and

most rudimentary type of algebraic symbolism. No symbols representing

number or quantity are required in it. The interpretation of such an algebra

may be expected therefore to lead to an equally simple and fundamental

science. It will be found that the only species of this genus which at present

has been developed is the Algebra of Symbolic Logic, though there seems no

reason why other algebras of this genus should not be developed to receive

interpretations in fields of science where strict demonstrative reasoning with-

out relation to number and quantity is required. The Algebra of Symbolic

Logic is the simplest possible species of its genus and has accordingly the

simplest interpretation in the field of deductive logic. It is however always

desirable while developing the symbolism of a calculus to reduce the inter-

pretation to the utmost simplicity consistent with complete generality.
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Accordingly in discussing the mam theory of this algebra the difficulties

peculiar to Symbolic Logic will be avoided by adopting the equally general

interpretation which considers merely the intersection or non-intei^ection

of regions of space. This interpretation will be developed concurrently with

the algebra. After the main theory of the algebra has been developed, the

more abstract interpretation of Symbolic Logic will be introduced.

In the numerical genus the two symbols a and a + a are not equivalent.

The symbol a + a is shortened into 2a ; and by generalization of this process

a symbol of the form fa is created, where f is an ordinary algebraical

quantity, real or imaginary. Hence the general type of addition for this

^enus is symbolized by fa + 7/6 + fc + etc., where a, 6, c, etc. are elements

of the algebraic manifold, and f, rj, f, etc. are any ordinary algebraic

quantities (such quantities being always symbolized by Greek letters, cf.

Book IIL Chapter I. below). There are many species of algebra with im-

portant interpretations belonging to this genus; and an important general

theory, ihat of Linear Associative Algebras, connecting and comparing an

indefinitely large group of algebras belonging to this genus.

The special manifolds, which respectively form the interpretation of all

the special algebras of this genus, have all common properties in that

they all admit of a process symbolized by addition of the numerical

type. Any manifold with these properties will be called a 'Positional

Manifold.' It is therefore necessary in developing the complete theory of

Universal Algebra to enter into an investigation of the general properties

of a positional manifold, that is, of the properties of the general type of

numerical addition. It will be found that the idea of a positional manifold

will be made more simple and concrete without any loss of generality

by identifying it with the general idea of space of any arbitrarily assigned

number of dimensions, but excluding all metrical spatial ideas. In the

discussion of the general properties of numerical addition this therefore will

be the interpretation adopted as being at once the most simple and the

most general. All the properties thus deduced miist necessarily hold for

any special algebra of the genus, though the scale of the relative importance

of different properties may vary in different algebras. Positional manifolds

are investigated in Book III.

Multiplication in algebras of the numerical genus of course follows all

the general laws investigated in this chapter. There is also one other

general law which holds throughout this genus. The product of fa and 7}b

(f and 7j being numbers) is defined to be equivalent to the product of ^rj

(ordinary multiplication) into the product of a and b. Thus in symbols

^a.7}b = ^Tjab, r)b. = ^rjba
;

where the juxtaposition of f and r) always means that they are to be

multiplied according to the ordinary law of multiplication for numbers.

If this law be combined with equation 10 of § 19, the following general
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equation must hold: let ei, e^, ... be elements of the manifold, and let

Greek letters denote numbers {i.e. ordinary algebraic quantities, real or

imaginary), then

(a,ei 4- CL^e. + . . . -1- a^e„) (ftej + ^3^2 + • • • +

It follows that in the numerical genus of algebras the successive derived

manifolds are also positional manifolds, as well as the manifold of the first

order.

In the classification of the special algebras of this genus the nature of the

process of nmltiplication as it exists in each special algebra is the guide.

The first division must be made between those algebras which involve a

complete algebraical system of more than one manifold and those which

involve only one manifold, that is, between algebras of an order higher

than the first and between linear algebras (cf. § 20). It is indeed possible

to consider all algebras as linear. But this simplification, though it has

very high authority, is, according to the theory expounded in this work,

fallacious. For it involves treating elements for which addition has no mean-

ing as elements of one manifold ; for instance in the Calculus of Extension

it involves treating a point element and a linear element as elements of one

manifold capable of addition, though such addition is necessarily meaningless.

The only known algebra of a species higher than the first is Grassmann's

Calculus of Extension ; that is to say, this is the only algebra for which this

objection to its simplification into a linear algebra holds good. The Calculus

of Extension will accordingly be investigated first among the special algebras

of the numerical genus. It can be of any species (cf § 20). The general

type of manifold of the first algebraic order in which the algebra finds its

interpretation will be called an Extensive Manifold. Thus an extensive

manifold is also a positional manifold.

In Book IV. the fundamental definitions and formulae of the Calculus

of Extension will be stated and proved. The calculus will also be applied

in this book to an investigation of simple properties of extensive manifolds

which, though deduced by the aid of this calculus, belong equally to the

more general type of positional manifolds. One type of formulae of the

algebra will thus receive investigation. Other types of formulae of the

same algebra are developed in Books V., VI. and VII., each type being

developed in conjunction with its peculiar interpretation. The series of

interpretations will form, as they ought to do, a connected investigation

of the general theory of spatial ideas of which the foundation has been laid

in the discussion of positional manifolds in Book III.

This spatial interpretation, which also applies to the algebra of Symbolic

Logic, will in some form or other apply to every special algebra, in so far as

interpretation is possible. This fact is interesting and deserves investigation.
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The result of it is that a treatise on Universal Algebra is also to some

extent a treatise on certain generalized ideas of space.

In order to complete this subsidiary investigation an appendix on a mode

of arrangement of the axioms of geometry is given at the end of this volume.

The second volume of this work will deal with Linear Algebras. In

addition to the general theory of their classification and comparison, the

special algebras of quaternions and matrices will need detailed development.

Note. The discussions of this chapter are largely based on the * Ueber-

sicht der allgemeinen Formenlehre' which forms the introductory chapter

to Grassmann's Ausdehnungslehre von 1844.

Other discussions of the same subject are to be found in Hamilton's

Lectures on Quaternions, Preface ; in Hankel's Vorlesungen uber Complexe

Zahlen (1867); and in De Morgan's Trigonometry and Double Algebra, also

in a series of four papers by De Morgan, ' On the Foundation of Algebra,'

Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vols. VIT. and VIIL,

(1839, 1841, 1843, 1844).
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THE ALGEBRA OF SYMBOLIC LOGIC.





CHAPTER 1.

The Algebra of Symbolic Logic.

23. Formal Laws. The Algebra of Symbolic Logic* is the only known
member of the non-numerical genus of Universal Algebra (cf. Bk. L, Ch. ill.,

§22).

It will be convenient to collect the formal laws which define this special

algebra before considering the interpretations which can be assigned to the

symbols. The algebra is a linear algebra (cf § 20), so that all the terms used

belong to the same algebraic scheme and are capable of addititm.

Let a, h, c, etc. be terms representing elements of the algebraic manifold

of this algebra. Then the following symbolic laws hold.

(1) The general laws of addition (cf Bk. L Ch. IIL, §§ 14, 15)

:

a + 6 = 6 + a,

a-\-b + c = (a + b) + c = a-\-{b-\-c).

(2) The special law of addition (cf § 22)

:

a + a = a.

(3) The definition of the null element (cf § 21)

:

a + 0 = a.

(4) The general laws of multiplication (cf § 19)

:

c (a + 6) = + cb,

(a + b)c = ac-\- be.

(5) The special laws of multiplication

:

ab = ba,

abc = ab.c = a.bc,

aa = a.

* This algebra in all essential particulars was invented and perfected by Boole, cf. his work

entitled, An Investigation of the Laics of Thought, London, 1854.

3—2
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(6) The law of ' absorption '

:

This law includes the special law (2) of addition.

(7) The definition of the ' Universe.' This is a special element of the

manifold, which will be always denoted in future by i, with the following

property

:

ai = a.

(8) Supplementary elements. An element h will be called supple-

mentary to an element a if both a-]-b = i, and ah = 0. It will be proved that

only one element supplementary to a given element can exist ; and it will be

assumed that one such element always does exist. If a denote the given

element, a will denote the supplementary element. Then a will be called

the supplement of a. The supplement of an expression in a bracket, such

as (a + 6), will be denoted by ~ (a + b).

The theorem that any element a has only one supplement follows from

the succeeding fundamental proposition which develops a method of proof of

the equivalence of two terms.

Proposition I. If the equations xy = xz, and x-Vy = x-\- z, hold simul-

taneously, then y = z.

Multiply the second equation by x, where x is one of the supplements of

X which by hypothesis exists.

Then x(x-\-y) = x{x-\- z).

Hence by (4) xx -^-xy = xx-\- xz,

hence by (8) and (3) xy — xz.

Add this to the first equation, then by (4)

{x-\-x)y = {x-\-x) z,

hence by (8) iy = iz,

hence by (7) 2/ = ^•

Corollary I. There is only one supplement of any element x. For if

possible let x and x be two supplements of x.

Then xx = 0 = xx\ and x-^x = { = x + x\

Hence by the proposition, x = x\

Corollary II. lfx = y, then x = y.

Corollary III. ^ = 0, and 0 = i

Corollary IV. W = x;

where x means the supplement of the supplement of x. The proofs of these

corollaries can be left to the reader.
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Proposition II. (x + y) {x -[- 2) = x -\- yz.

For {x + y) {x z) = xx -\- xy -\- xz yz = x + x (y -\- z) + yz

= x + yz, by (6).

Proposition III. xO = 0=^ Ox, and x-^i = i = i-\-x.

The first is proved in § 21. The proof of the second follows at once

from (6) and (7).

24. Reciprocity between Addition and Multiplication. A reci-

procity between addition and multiplication obtains throughout this algebra
;

so that corresponding to every proposition respecting the addition and

multiplication of terms there is another proposition respecting the multi-

plication and addition of terms. The discovery of this reciprocity was first

made by C. S. Peirce*; and later independently by Schroder f.

The mutual relations between addition and multiplication will be more

easily understood if we employ the sign x to represent multiplication. The

definitions and fundamental propositions of this calculus can now be arranged

thus.

The Commutative Laws are (cf. (1) and (5))

cc + y = y + x,]

X X y = y X X.)

The Distributive Laws are (cf (4) and Prop. II.)

xx{y-{-z) = (xxy)^{x X z),

X -\- {y X z) = (x + y) X (x z).

The Associative Laws are (cf (1) and (5))

x + (y + z) = x-\-y-^z,]

xx(yxz) = xxy x z.)

The Laws of Absorption are (cf (6))

X+(X X y) = X = X-\-X,\
^jy^

xx{x + y) = x = xxx.)

The properties of the Null element and of the Universe are (cf (3), (7),

and Prop. III.),

^+*=^'l .....(^),

«xO = O.J

x-\-0 = x,
(F).

X X l = X.
H
'•J

The definition of the supplement of a term gives (cf (8) and Prop. I.)

x-\-x = i,

xxx=0.

* Proc. of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1867.

t Der Operationskreis des Logikkalkiils, 1877.

o
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There can therefore be no distinction in properties between addition and

multiplication. All propositions in this calculus are necessarily divisible into

pairs of reciprocal propositions ; and given one proposition the reciprocal

proposition can be immediately deduced from it by interchanging the signs

4- and x , and the terms i and 0. An independent proof can of course

always be found : it will in general be left to the reader.

Also any interpretation of which the calculus admits can always be

inverted so that the interpretation of addition is assigned to multiplication,

and that of multiplication to addition, also that of i to 0 and that of 0 to i.

25. Interpretation. It is desirable before developing the algebraic

formulae to possess a simple and general form of interpretation (cf. § 7 and

§22).

Let the elements of this algebraic manifold be regions in space, each

region not being necessarily a continuous portion of space. Let any term

symbolize the mental act of determining and apprehending the region which

it represents. Terms are equivalent when they place the same region before

the mind for apprehension.

Let the operation of addition be conceived as the act of apprehending in

the mind the complete region which comprises and is formed by all the

regions represented by the terms added. Thus in addition the symbols

represent firstly the act of the mind in apprehending the component regions

represented by the added terms and then its act in apprehending the

complete region. This last act of apprehension determines the region which

the resultant term represents. This interpretation of terms and of addition

both satisfies and requires the formal laws (1) and (2) of § 23. For the

complete region does not depend on the order of apprehension of the com-

ponent regions ; nor does it depend on the formation of subsidiary complete

regions out of a selection of the added terms. Hence the commutative and

associative laws of addition are required. The law, a + a — a, is satisfied

since a region is in no sense reduplicated by being placed before the mind

repeatedly for apprehension. The complete region represented by a + a re-

mains the region represented by a. This is called the Law of Unity by

Jevons (cf. Pure Logic, ch. vi).

The null element must be interpreted as denoting the non-existence of

a region. Thus if a term represent the null element, it symbolizes that

the mind after apprehending the component regions (if there be such)

symbolized by the term, further apprehends that the region placed by the

term before the mind for apprehension does not exist. It may be noted that

the addition of terms which are not null cannot result in a null term. A
null term can however arise in the multiplication of terms which are not null.

Let the multiplication of terms result in a term which represents the

entire region common to the terms multiplied. Thus xyz represents the
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entire region which is at once incident in the regions x and y and z. Hence
the term xy symbolizes the mental acts first of apprehending the regions

symbolized by x and y, and then of apprehending the region which is their

complete intersection. This final act of apprehension determines the region

which xy represents.

This interpretation of multiplication both satisfies and requires the

distributive law, numbered (4) in § 23, and the commutative and associative

laws marked (5) in § 23. The law, aa = a, which also occurs in (5) of § 23 is Ol

satisfied ; for the region which is the complete intersection of the region a
with itself is again the region a. This is called the Law of Simplicity by

Jevons (cf loc. cit).

The Law of Absorption (cf (6) § 23) is also required and satisfied. For

the complete region both formed by and comprising the regions a and ah is

the region a, and the final act of apprehension symbolized by a + a6 is that of

the region a. Hence

a-\-ab = a.

This interpretation also requires that if x-\- y = x, then y = xy. And this

proposition can be shown to follow from the formal laws (cf § 26, Prop. viii.).

The element called the Universe (cf § 23 (7)), must be identified with all

space ; or if discourse is limited to an assigned portion of space which is to

comprise all the regions mentioned, then the Universe is to be that complete

region of space.

The term supplementary (cf § 23 (8)) to any term a represents that

region which includes all the Universe with the exception of the region a.

The two regions together make up the Universe ; but they do not overlap, so

that their region of intersection is non-existent.

It follows that the supplement of the Universe is a non-existent region,

and that the supplement of a non-existent region is the Universe (cf Prop. I.

Cor. 3).

26. Elementary Propositions. The following propositions of which

the interpretation is obvious can be deduced from the formal laws and from

the propositions already stated.

Proposition IV. \ix-\-y = 0, then ^ = 0, y = 0.

For multiplying by x, x (x-{-y) = 0.

But ^-(^ + 2/)
= ^. by (6) § 23.

Hence x=0. Similarly, y =0.

The reciprocal theorem is, if xy — i, then x = i, y = i.

Proposition V. x + y = x-\-yx, and xy = x{y -\- x).

For x-^y = x + y(x + x)=x + yx-\-yx = x + yx.

The second part is the reciprocal proposition to the first part.
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Proposition VI. ~ (xy) = x-{-y,

and + = ^y-

For by Prop, v., x -^-y = x-\-xy ^x + xy.

Hence xy -^(x-\-y) = xy-\-a)y + x = x(y-\-y)+x

= x-{-x = {.

Also xy(x-\-y) = xxy + xyy = 0.

Hence by § 23 (8) x + y = - (xy).

The second part is the reciprocal of the first part. Also it can be deduced

from the first part thus :

-(xy) = ^-\-y = x + y.

Taking the supplements of both sides
'

-{x-hy)=^^(xy)==xy.

Corollary. The supplement of any complex expression is found by

replacing each component term by its supplement and by interchanging

4- and x throughout.

Proposition VII. If xy = xz, then

ayy = xz, and x -\-y = x-\- z.

For taking the supplement of both sides of the given equation, by

Prop. VI.,

X + ^ = ^ + 0.

Multiplying by x, xy = xz.

Again taking the supplement of this equation, then

x-\- y =x-^ z.

The reciprocal proposition is, if x + y = x + z, then x -^y — x -^-z, and

xy = xz.

Proposition VIII. The following equations are equivalent, so that from

any one the remainder can be derived

:

y = xy, x-\-y —X, xy = 0, x-\-y = i.

Firstly : assume y = xy.

Then a; -\- y= x + xy = x.

And xy = xxy = 0.

And x-{-y = x + ~ (xy) = x-{-x + y = i.

Secondly : assume x + y = x.

Then a;y = (x'hy)y = y.

Hence the other two equations can be derived as in the first case.

Thirdly: assume xy = 0.
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Then y ^ {x-\- x) y = xy \- xy = xy.

Hence the other two equations can be derived.

Fourthly : assume x-\-y = i.

Then taking the supplements of both sides

-{x + y) = 'xy = 0.

Hence by the third case the other equations are true.

Corollary. By taking the supplements of the first and second equations

two other forms equivalent to the preceding can be derived, namely

y-=x-{-'y, xy=x.

Proposition IX. If a; = xyz, then x = xy = xz, and if x = x + y z,

then x = x-\-y = x-\-z.

For xy =xy(z-{-z) = xyz + = ^ + xyz = x, from (6) § 23.

The second part of the proposition is the reciprocal theorem to the first

part.

Corollary. A similar proof shews that if z=z(xii-\-yv), then z=z(x-{-y);

and that ii z = z -\-(x + u)(y -h v), then z = z + xy.

27. Classification. The expression x-\- y \- z + which we can

denote by u for the sake of brevity, is formed by the addition of the

regions x, y, etc. Now these regions may be overlapping regions : we re-

quire to express u as a sum of regions which have no common part. To

this problem there exists the reciprocal problem, given that u stands for

the product xyz..,, to express u as a product of regions such that the sum

of any two completes the universe. These problems may be enunciated and

proved symbolically as follows.

Proposition X. To express u{=x + y z-\- ...),m the form

Z+F+^+...;
where X, Y, Z have the property that for any two of them, Y and Z say, the

condition YZ = 0, holds.

Also to express u(=xyz..,) in the form XYZ... ; where X, F, Z have the

property that for any two of them, Y and Z say, the condition Y+Z = %

holds.

Now from Prop. IV., if x (y + z) = 0, then xy =:0, xz = 0. Hence for the

first part of the proposition the conditions that X, Y, Z, etc. must satisfy

can be expressed thus,

Z(F+^ + r+...)=0, F(Z+2'+...) = 0, Z(r+...) = 0, etc.

Now by Prop. V., ' u = x + y -\- z -h ...

= x-\-x(y -{-z-h ...);
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and y + z-\-t+ ...=y + y{z-\-t-\- ...)\

and z + t + ...=z+z{t^- ...)•

Proceeding in this way, we find

u = x-\'Xy-\- xyz + xyzt + . . . .

Hence we may write

X=x, Y=xy, Z—xyz, etc.

It is obvious that there is more than one solution of the problem.

Again for the second part of the proposition, consider

u = x-\-y-\-z-V ... .

By the first part of the proposition,

'^ — x^rO(yy-\' xyz + xyzt +—
Here any two terms, Y and Z, satisfy the condition YZ = 0.

Taking the supplements of these equations,

u = - {x-\-y -^z + ...)

= xyz...

= - {x + xy -]-xyz+ ...)

= X (x + y) (x -\-y + z) {x + y + z + t). . ..

Hence we may write XYZ... for xyz..., where X = x, Y= x + y,

Z=ix-\-y + z, etc. and any two of X, Y, Z, etc., for instance Fand Z, satisfy

the condition Y-\- Z= i.

It is obvious that there is more than one solution of this problem.

These problems are of some importance in the logical applications of the

algebra.

28. Incident Regions. The symbolic study of regions incident (cf. § 10)

in other regions has some analogies to the theory of inequalities in ordinary

algebra. These relationships also partly possess the properties of algebraic

equations. Two mixed symbols have therefore been adopted to express them,

namely 4 and ^ (cf. Schroder, Algebra der Logik). Then, y^x, expresses

that y is incident in x ; and x^ y expresses that x contains y. Expressions

of this kind will be called, borrowing a term from Logic, subsumptions.

Then a subsumption has analogous properties to an inequality. The Theory

of Symbolic Logic has been deduced by C. S. Peirce from the type of

relation symbolized by ^, cf. American Journal of Mathematics, Vols, iii

and VII (1880, 1885). His investigations are incorporated in Schroder's

Algebra der Logik.

In order to deduce the properties of a subsumption as far as possible

purely symbolically by the methods of this algebra, it is necessary to start

from a proposition connecting subsumptions with equations. Such an initial

proposition must be established by considering the meaning of a subsumption.
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Proposition XI. If y ^^x, then y = xy\ and conversely.

For if y be incident in x, then y and xy denote the same region.

The converse of this proposition is also obvious.

It is obvious that any one of the equations proved in § 26, Prop. VIII.,

to be equivalent to y = ocy is equivalent \iO y ^ x. In fact the subsumption

y^x may be considered as the general expression for that relation between

X and y which is implied by any one of the equations of Prop. VIII. It follows

that an equation is a particular case of a subsumption.

Corollary. xz^x^x-\- z.

Proposition XII. If (lo^y, and y^z
\

then x^z.

For by Prop. XI. and by § 26, Prop. IX.

z = zy = zxy = zx.

Hence x^ z.

Proposition XIII. If x ^ y, and y^x \ then x = y.

For since ^ ^ y> then y = xy.

And since y¥^> then y = x-\-y.

Hence y = xy = x {x + y) = x.

Proposition XIV. If x^y, and il^v\

then ux ^ vy, and u-\-x^v-\-y.

For y = yx, and v = vu\ hence vy = yxvii = vy .xu.

Therefore ux ^ vy.

Also x = x-\- y, and u = u-\-v\

hence x-\- u = x^-y -\-
u

-\- v = {x -\- u) + {y ^-v).

Therefore x -\- u^y -\-v.

Corollary, lix^y, and u = v\ then ux ^ vy, and u-^rx^v-V y.

For V = vu, and u = u^-v\ hence the proof can proceed exactly as in the

proposition.

The proofs of the following propositions may be left to the reader.

Proposition XV. If x^y, then y^x.

Proposition XVI. If 0

4

xy, then z^x, z^y, z:^x-{-y.

Proposition XVII. If ^ 4 xy, then xy^z, x + y^z.

Proposition XVIII. liz^x^y, then z^x, z^y, z^xy.

Proposition XIX. liz^x + y, then xy^z, x^y^z.

Proposition XX. If xz^y, and ^ 4 y + z, then ^ 4 y.
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Proposition XXL If wu -^yv, then z^^w + y.

The importance of Prop. XXI. demands that its proof be given.

By Prop. IX. Cor., z = z {xu ^yv)=z{x-\- y).

Therefore z^x-\-y.

Corollary. If z=xu-\- yv, then z:^x-\- y\

that is, xu + yv^x -\- y.

Prop.* XXII. If z ^(x + u) (y + v), then z ^ xy.

Corollary, (x -\-u)(y + v)^ xy.

* This proposition, which I had overlooked, was pointed out by Mr W. E. Johnson.



CHAPTER II.

The Algebra of Symbolic Logic {continued),

29. Development. (1) The expression for any region whatsoever may
be written in the form ax + bx ; where w represents any region.

For let z be any region. Now a;-\-x = i.

Hence z^os + x

Now let a = zx-\- ux, and h = zx-\- vx, where u and v are restricted by no

conditions.

Then ax + hx — {zx + ux) x + (zx + vx)x = zx -h zx = z.

Hence by properly choosing a and b, ax + bx can be made to represent

any region z without imposing any condition on x.

Again the expression for any region can be written in the form

(a + a?) (6 + x),

where x represents any other region. For by multiplication

(a -{-x){b + x) = ab + ax + bx = (a-\- ab) x -\- {b ab) x = ax + bx.

This last expression has just been proved to represent the most general

region as far as its relation to the term x is concerned.

(2) Binomial expressions of the form ax + bx have many important

properties which must be studied. It is well to notice at once the follow-

ing transformations

:

ax -\- bx = {b -{- x) {a-\-x)\

~ {ax + bx) = (a-\-x)(b-\-x)

=^ ax + bx;

(ax + bx) (cx + dx) = acx + bdx
;

aa; + 6^ + c = (a + c) a? + (6 + c) ^

;

ax -\-bx=^ ax -^-bx + ab.
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(3) Let f{x) stand for any complex expression formed according to the

processes of this algebra by successive multiplications and additions of x and x

and other terms denoting other regions. Then f{x) denotes some region with

a specified relation to x. But by (1) of this article f{x) can also be written

in the form ax + hx. Furthermore a and h can be regarded as specified by

multiplications and additions of the other terms involved in the formation of

f{x) without mention of x. For if a be a complex expression, it must be

expressible, by a continual use of the distributive law, as a sum of products

of which each product either involves x or x or neither. Since a only appears

when multiplied by x, any of these products involving X as a factor can be

rejected, since xx = 0', also any of these products involving as a factor can

be written with the omission oi x, since xx = x. Hence a can be written in

a form not containing x or x. Similarly h can be written in such a form.

(4) Boole has shown how to deduce immediately from f{x) appropriate

forms for a and h. For write f{x) = ax + hx. Let i be substituted for x, then

f (i) = ai \- h% — ai -\- 0 =^ a.

Again let 0 be substituted for x, then

/(0) = aO + 60 = 0 + 6z = 6.

Hence f{x)=f{i)x+f{0)x.

For complicated expressions the rule expressed by this equation shortens

the process of simplification. This process is called by Boole the develop-

ment off{x) with respect to x.

The reciprocity between multiplication and addition gives the reciprocal

rule

f{x)={m+x] [/{{)+ x\.

(5) The expressions f{i) and /(O) may involve other letters y, z, etc.

They may be developed in respect to these letters also.

Consider for example the expressionf{x, y, z) involving three letters.

/(«^» y, z) =f(i y, z)x-\-f{0, y, z) x,

f(h y, z)=f{% h z)y-^f(i 0, z) y,

f(i i, z)=f{i, i, i)z+f(i i, 0)z,

f{i, 0, z)=f(i 0, i)z+f(i 0, 0)0,

f{O,y,z)=f(0,i,z)y+f{0,0, z)y,

/(O, i z) =/(0, i, i) z +/(0, i, 0) 0,

/(O, 0, z) =/(0, 0, i) z +/(0, 0, 0) z.

Hence by substitution

f{x, y, z) =f{i, i i) xyz +/(0, % i) xyz -\-f{i 0, i) xyz % 0) xyz

-{-fii 0, 0) xyz +/(0, i 0) xyz +/(0, 0, i) xyz +/(0, 0, 0) xyz.
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The reciprocal formula, owing to the brackets necessary, becomes too

complicated to be written down here.

Let any term in the above developed expression for f{x, y, z), say

f(0, i, 0) xyz, be called a constituent term of the type xyz in the develop-

ment.

(6) The rule for the supplement of a binomial expression given in

subsection (1) of this article, namely ~ {ax + b'x) = ax ~\- bx, can be extended

to an expression developed with respect to any number of terms x, y, z, ....

The extended rule is that if

f{x, y, z, ...) = axyz ... + ... +gxyz...,

then -f{x,y,z, ...) = dxyz ... -\- ... -\-g^z....

In applying this proposition any absent constituent term must be

replaced with 0 as its coefficient and any constituent term with the form

xyz. . . must be written ixyz. . . so that i is its coefficient.-

For assume that the rule is true for n terms x, y, z... and let t be an

(« + l)th term.

Then developing with respect to the n terms x, y, z, ...

f (x, y, z, ...t) = Axyz ... + ... + Gxyz .

.

where the products such as xyz xyz ... do not involve t, and

A = at + a't, G=gt-\- g't.

Then the letters a, a', g, g' are the coefficients of constituent terms

of the expression as developed with respect to the n +1 terms x, y, z,...t.

Hence by the assumption

~f{x, y, z,...t) — Axyz ... + ...+ Gxyz ....

But by the rule already proved for one term,

A = dt-^a't, G=gt + gt.

Hence the rule holds for {n + l)th terms. But the rule has been proved

for one term. Thus it is true always.

30. Elimination. (1) The object of elimination may be stated thus

:

Given an equation or a subsumption involving certain terms among others,

to find what equations or subsumptions can be deduced not involving those

terms.

The leading propositions in elimination are Propositions XXI. and XXII.

of the last chapter, namely that, if z ^ xu yv, then z^x + y\ and if

z^(x + u) {y + v), then z^xy; and their Corollaries that, xu-\-yv^x + y, and,

(x -\- u) {y -\- v) ^ xy.

(2) To prove that if ax \-hx = c, then a + 1)^0^ ah.

Eliminating x and x by the above-mentioned proposition from the

ec^uation

C = ax-\-bx, c^a-\-h.
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Also taking the supplementary equation,

c = ax + bx.

Hence from above

c^a-\-b.

Taking the supplementary subsumption,

ab = ~ (d + b)

4 c.

Therefore finally

^
a + b^c^ab.

The second part can also be proved* by taking the reciprocal equation,

c = (a + x)(b-\- x), and by using Prop. XXII. Corollary.

The same subsumptions, written in the supplementary form, are

a -\-b^c^ab.

(3) By Prop. XI. each of these subsumptions is equivalent to an equation,

which by Prop. VIII. can be put into many equivalent forms.

Thus a + b^c, can be written

c = c (a + 6)

;

and this is equivalent to

ate = 0.

And c^oh, can be written

ab = abc
;

and this is equivalent to abc = 0.

(4) Conversely, if

c 4 a 4- 6,]

^ab, ]

then it has to be shown that we can write ax + bx = c; where we have to

determine the conditions that w must fulfil. This problem amounts to

proving that the equation ax + bx=c has a solution, when the requisite

conditions between a, b, c are fulfilled. The solution of the problem is

given in the next article (cf. § 31 (9)).

The equation ax -\-bx = c includes a number of subsidiary equations.

For instance ax cx ; thence a-{-x = c-\-x, and thence ax = ex. Similarly

bx = cx, and bx = ex. The solution of the given equation will satisfy identi-

cally all these subsidiary equations.

(6) Particular Cases. There are two important particular cases of this

equation, when c = i, and when c = 0.

Firstly, c = i. Then ax bx = i.

* Pointed out to me by Mr W. E. Johnson.
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Hence a-\-h ^ i.

But the only possible case of this subsumption is

a + 6 = I.

Also ab 4 h which is necessarily true.

Therefore finally, a + b = i, is the sole deduction independent of x.

Secondly, c = 0. Then aos-\-bx = 0.

Hence a + b^O, which is necessarily true.

Also ab 4 0. But the only possible case of this subsumption is ab = 0.

Therefore finally, ab = 0, is the only deduction independent of oo. If

the equation be written f{oo) = 0, the result of the elimination becomes

/(i)/(0) = 0.

These particular cases include each other. For if

aoo + bx = {,

then ~ (aoo + bx) = 0,

that is dx + = 0.

And a-\-b = { is equivalent to ab = 0.

(6) General Equation. The general form <j)(x) =^fr (oc), where <j) (x) and

•>|r (x) are defined in the same way as f(x) in § 29 (3), can be reduced to

these cases. For this equation is equivalent to

<j) (x) ^(x)-{-f (x) (x) = 0.

This is easily proved by noticing that the derived equation implies

<l)(x)^(x) = 0, }(x)f(x):=0,

that is eft (x) :^^fr(x), i/r (^c) 4 (^),

that is
(f)

{x) = yjr (x).

Hence the equation <f>{x) = '^ (x) can be written by § 29 (4) in the form

{(^ (i)^ (0 + 4> (i) ^ (t)} ^ + {</, (0) t (0) + ^ (0) (0)} ^ = 0.

Hence the result of eliminating x from the general equation is

[<!> (^) ^(i) + 4> (i) t «1 (0) ^ (0) + ^ (0) t (0)} = 0.

This equation includes the four equations

«#> (i) (/> (0) ^ (i) f(0) = 0, </> (i) $ (0) ^ (i) ^ (0) = 0,

^ (i)
<t> (0) (i) ^/r (0) = 0, ^ (i) ^ (0) t (i) yjr (0) = 0.

The reduction of the general equation to the form with the right-hand

side null is however often very cumbrous. It is best to take as the standard

form

ax + bx = cx •\- dx (1).

This form reduces to the form, ax-{-bx = c, when c = d. For

CX + dx = c{x + x) = c.

W. 4
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The equation is equivalent to the two simultaneous equations

ax = cx, bx = d^'j

as may be seen by multiplying the given equation respectively by x and x.

Let the equation ax = cx be called the positive constituent equation,

and the equation bx = dx be called the negative constituent equation of

equation (1).

Taking the supplements

a -\-x = c + x, b + X = d + X.

Hence multiplying by x and x respectively

dx = cx, and bx = dx.

So equation (1) can also be written

ax + bx = cx + dx;

and the two supplementary forms give

ax -{-bx^cx + dx,

ax + bx = cx -\- dx.

The elimination of x can also be conducted thus.

Put each side of equation (1) equal to 2.

Then ax + bx — z,

cx -h dx = z.

Hence the following subsumptions hold,

a-\-b^z^ab\

c -\' d^ z ^cd.

Therefore a^rb^cd,

c + d^ab.

Also similarly from the form, ax bx = cx + dx, we find the subsumptions

a-\-b^cd,

c-\- d^ab.

These four subsumptions contain (cf § 31 (9), below) the complete result

of eliminating x from the given equation (1). The two supplementary forms

give the same subsumptions, only in their supplementary forms, but in-

volving no fresh information.

From these four subsumptions it follows that,

abed = abed = abed = abed = 0.

These are obviously the four equations found by the other method, only

written in a different notation.
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From these equations the original subsumptions can be deduced. For

abcd = 0 can be written

a6 4 ~ (od),

and therefore ab:^c-\- d.

Similarly for the other subsumptions.

Also it can easily . be seen that the four subsumptions can be replaced

by the more symmetrical subsumptions, which can be expressed thus,

(The sum of any two coefficients, one from each constituent equation)

^ (The product of the other two).

(7) Discriminants. All these conditions and (as it will be shown) the

solution of the equation can be expressed compendiously by means of certain

functions of the coefficients which will be called the Discriminants of the

equation.

The discriminant of ax = cos is ac + ac. Let it be denoted by A.

The discriminant of bx = dx is bd + bd. Let it be denoted by B.

Then A and B will respectively be called the positive and negative

discriminants of the equation

ax -\- bx = cx -h dx (1).

Now A=~(ac-\- ac) = ac + ac,

and B = ~(bd + bd) = bd + bd.

Therefore, remembering that y + z = 0 involves y = 0,z=0,it follows that

all the conditions between the coefficients a, b, c, d can be expressed in

the form

AB = 0.

This equation will be called the resultant* of the equation

ax + bx = cx + dx.

It can be put into the following forms,

B:^A, AB = A, BA = B, A+B = B, B+A=A.
It is shown below in § 31 (9) that the resultant includes every equation

between the coefficients and not containing x which can be deduced from

equation (1).

The equation ax+bx = cx-{- dx when written with its right-hand side

null takes the form

Ax + Bx=0.

(8) Again let there be n simultaneous equations aiX=CiX,a^=c^,

anX = CnX, and let A^, A^, ... A^ be the discriminants of the successive

equations respectively; then their product A^A^,.. An is called the resultant

* Cf. Schroder, Algebra der Logik, § 21.

4—2
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>

discriminant of the n equations. It will be denoted by IT {A^), or more

shortly A. Similarly let there be n simultaneous equations biX = djX

h2X= d^, ... hn^ = dnx; and let Bi, B2...Bn be the discriminants. Then

B^B^ ... Bnis the resultant discriminant of the n equations. It will be called

n (Br) or B.

The n equations a^x + b^x = c-^x + d^,

+ 62^ = Cg^ -f d^,

d'Ti'^ "1" bfiX— c^x -\- dfiXf

.involve the 2n equations just mentioned and conversely.

The functions A and B are called the positive and negative resultant

discriminants of these equations.

Now 2= Ai + A2-\-... + An,

B = B,+ B, {-... + Bn.

Hence AB = 2 ArB,.

Now any equation a^' = CrOo may be joined with any equation hjfic = d^
to form the equation + = CrX + d^. Hence all the relations between

the coefficients are included in all the equations of the type,

ArB, = 0.

But these equations are all expressed by the equation

AB = 0.

This equation may therefore conveniently be called the resultant of the n

equations.

This is the complete solution of the problem of the elimination of a single

letter which satisfies any number of equations.

The single equation

Ax + Bx = 0,

is equivalent to the n given equations.

It must be carefully noticed that in this algebra the distinctions of

procedure, which exist in ordinary algebra according to the number of

equations given, do not exist. For here one equation can always be found

which is equivalent to a set of equations, and conversely a set of equations

can be found which are equivalent to one equation.

(9) More than one Unknown. The general equation involving two un-

knowns, X and y, is of the type

axy + hxy + cxy + dxy = exy 4-fooy + gxy + hxy.

This equation is equivalent to the separate constituent equations,

axy = exy, hxy =fayy, etc. Let a constituent equation involving x (as

distinct from x) be called a constituent positive with respect to x, and

i
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let a constituent equation involving x (as distinct from x) be called a

constituent negative with respect to x. Thus, axy = exy, is positive with

respect both to x and y ;
hxy =fxy, is positive with respect to x, negative

with respect to y, and so on.

Let A, B, G, D stand for the discriminants of these constituents. Thus

A = ae + ae, B = bf-\-b/, C=cg + eg, D = dh-\- dh. Then the discriminant

A is called the discriminant positive with respect to x and y, B is the

discriminant positive with respect to x and negative with respect to and

so on.

The equation can be written in the form

{ay -[by)x + (cy -\-dy)x = (ey -\-fy) x -f (gy + hy) x.

If we regard x as the only unknown, the positive discriminant is

{ay + hy) {ey -\-fy) + {ay + hy) {ey +/y},

that is -^y + By.

The negative discriminant is Gy + By.

The resultant is (S^/ + By) { Gy + Dy) = 0
;

that is AGy-^BDy = 0.

This is the equation satisfied by y when x is eliminated. It will be

noticed that A and G are the discriminants of the given equation positive

with respect to y, and B and D are the discriminants negative with respect

to y.

Similarly the equation satisfied by x when y is eliminated is

ABx-\- GDx = 0.

The resultant of either of these two equations is

ABGD = 0.

This is therefore the resultant of the original equation.

The original equation when written with its right-hand side null takes

the form

Axy + Bxy + Gxy -}- Ds^ = 0 (1).

Again suppose there are n simultaneous equations of the above type

the coefficients of which are distinguished by suffixes 1, 2, ... n.

Then it may be shown just as in the case of a single unknown a?, that all

equations of the type, ApBqGfDg = 0, hold.

Hence if ^ stand for A,A,... An, and B for B.B, ... J^^^O for C,G, ...Gn,

and D for D^D^,..Dny the resultant of the equations is ABGD = 0.

The n equations can be replaced by a single equation of the same form as

(1) above.

Also the equation satisfied by x, after eliminating y only is

ABx+GDx=0,
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where A and B are the positive discriminants with respect to x, and G

and D are the negative discriminants. The equation satisfied by y is

AGy-\-BDy = 0,

where a similar remark holds.

(10) This formula can be extended by induction to equations involving

any number of unknowns. For the sake of conciseness of statement we will

only give the extension from two unknowns to three unknowns, though the

reasoning is perfectly general.

The general equation for three unknowns can be written in the form

(az + a'z) xy + (bz + h'z) xy + {cz + c'z) xy + {dz + dfz) xy

= {ez + ez) xy + {fz -\-fz) xy + (gz-\- g'z) xy + Qiz + h!z) xy.

Then, if A=ae-\- ae^ A' = ae + a'e, and so on, A is the discriminant

positive with respect to x, y, and z, and A' is the discriminant positive with

respect to x and y, but negative with respect to z\ and so on.

If X and y be regarded as the only unknowns, then the two discriminants

positive with respect to x are

{az + az) {ez + e'z) + {az + a/z) {ez + e'z),

and {bz + h'z) {fz +fz) + (Jbz + h'z) {fz + fz),

that is, Az + A'z, and Bz-\-B'z.

Similarly the two discriminants negative with respect to x are

Gz->rG% and Dz + D'z.

Hence the equation for x after eliminating y is

{Az + A'z) {Bz + B^z) x + {Gz+ C'z) {Dz + S'z) x = 0,

that is {ABz + A'B'z) x + ( GSz + G'3'z) x = 0.

The result of eliminating z from this equation is

AA'BB'x + GG'DD'x = 0.

Hence the equation for x after eliminating the other unknowns is of the

form, Px + = 0, where P is the product of the supplements of the discri-

minants positive with respect to x, and Q is the product of the supplements

of the discriminants negative with respect to x.

The resultant of the whole equation is

AA'BB'GG'Dl)' =^0,

that is the product of the supplements of the discriminants is zero.

The given equation when written with its right-hand side null takes the

form

Axyz + A'xyz + Bxyz + Fayyz + Gxyz + Cxyz -f- 'Dxyz + D'a^ = 0.

The same formulae hold for any number of equations with any number
of variables, if resultant discriminants are substituted for the discriminants

of a single equation.
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(11) It is often convenient to notice that if

^{00, y, z, ...)=yjr(a;, y, z, ...),

be an equation involving any number of variables, then any discriminant is

of the form

, fi, i, i, ...\ ,
/i, i, i, ...\ -ft, i, i, ..At fh h h --A

*U 0, 0, .J ^ [o, 0, 0, ... j + * [o, 0, 0. ...j ^ lo, 0, 0, ..j •

where i is substituted for each of the unknowns with respect to which the

discriminant is positive and 0 is substituted for each of the unknowns with

respect to which the discriminant is negative.

(12) The formula for the elimination of some of the unknowns, say,

u, V, w,..., from an equation involving any number of unknowns, x, y, z, ...

Uy V, w, can easily be given. For example, consider only four unknowns,

OS, y, z, t, and let it be desired to eliminate z and t from this equation, so that

a resultant involving only cc and y is left. Let any discriminant of the

0 0 0 0/
'

either i or 0 is to be written ac-

cording to the rule of subsection (11). The equation can be written

{D ({, i, i, i) xyz + D (i, i, 0, i) xyz +D (i, 0, i, i) xyz + 1) (0, i, i, i) xyz

+ D ({, 0, 0, i) xyz + D (0, % 0, i) xyz + D (0, 0, i, i) xyz + D (0, 0, 0, i) xyz] t

+ {Da i, i, 0) xyz + D {% i, 0,0)xyz-^ ...]t = 0.

Hence eliminating t, the resultant is

B ({, i i i) D (i {, i 0) xyz + D (i, i, 0, i) D (i i, 0, 0) xyz

+ Da 0, i i) D (i 0, 1, 0) + . . . + 5 (0, 0, 0, i) D (0, 0, 0, 0) xyz = 0.

Again eliminating z by the same method, the resultant is

B (^, i, i i) D (^, i i 0) D (^, i 0, ^)D {i i, 0, 0) xy^

+ D (i, 0, i i) D (^, 0, i 0) D (i, 0, 0, i) D (i, 0, 0, 0) xy

+ D (0, i i i) D (0, i, i 0) D (0, i, 0, i) D (0, 0, 0) xy

+ D (0. 0, i i)D (0, 0, i, 0) D (0, 0, 0, i) D (0, 0, 0, 0) xy = 0.

It is evident from the mode of deduction that the same type of formula

holds for any number of unknowns.

31. Solution of equations with one unknown. (1) The solutions of

equations will be found to be of the form of sums of definite regions together

with sums of undetermined portions of other definite regions ;
for example

to be of the form a + vj) + v^c, where a, 6, c are defined regions and are

entirely arbitrary, including i or 0.

Now it is to be remarked that u(b+c), where u is arbitrary, is as
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general as vi> + v-^c. For writing u = Vxh + v.2(b f he), which is allowable since

u is entirely arbitrary, then

11, (6 + c) = [vj) + + he)] [h + c]

= vj) + V2 (he + he)

= vJ) + V2C.

Hence it will always be sufficient to use the form w (6 -f c), unless Vi and

are connected by some condition in which case vJ) + v^c may be less general

than M (6 + c).

(2) ax = ex.

Then by § 30, (7) Aw = 0.

Hence by § 26, Prop. VIII. x = Ax.

But instead of x on the right-hand side of this last equation, {x + vA)

may be substituted, where v is subject to no restriction. But the only

restriction to which x is subjected by this equation is that it must be

incident in A. Hence x + vA is perfectly arbitrary.

Thus finally x = vA
]

where v is arbitrary.

(3) hx = dx.

From subsection (2) ; x = uB.

Hence x=u + B.

(4f) ax + hx = ex -\- dx ; where AB = 0.

From the equation ax = ex, it follows that x = uA
;

and from hx = dx, that x = v + B.

Hence uA = v + B.

Therefore vA =0.

Hence v = wA.

Finally, x= B + wA\
where w is arbitrary.

This solution can be put into a more symmetrical form, remembering that

B + A=A.
For x = B{w -\-w) + wA=Bw + w{A -{B) = wA +wB.

Hence the solution can be written

x = B-\- wA,

x = A-{- wB.
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Or x = wA + wB,

X = wA + wB.

The first form of solution has the advantage of showing at a glance the

terms definitely given and those only given with an undetermined factor.

(5) To sum up the preceding results in another form: the condition

that the equations ax = cx^ hx = dx may be treated as simultaneous is

AB = 0.

The solution which satisfies both equations is

x = B + uA.

The solution which satisfies the first and not necessarily the second is

X = uA.

The solution which satisfies the second and not necessarily the first is

X = uB, that is x = u-h B.

In all these cases u is quite undetermined and subject to no limitation.

(6) The case ax-\-bx = c, is deduced from the preceding by putting d = c.

Then A = ac-\-ac, B=bc + bc.

The solutions retain the same form as in the general case.

The relations between a, h, c are all included in the two subsumptions

a + b ^ ab.

The case ax ^bx = 0 is found by putting c = d = 0.

The equation can be written

ax -\- bx = Ox -{- Ox.

The positive discriminant is aO + aO, that is d, the negative is b. The

resultant is ab = 0. The solution is

x=b + ud.

(7) The solution for n simultaneous equations can be found with equal

ease.

Let X satisfy the n equations

a^x + biX = CiX + diX,

a^x + b^ = C2X-{- d^,

a^x 4- =V+ dy^.

Then x satisfies the two groups of n equations each, namely

axx — CiX, a^x = c^x ... a^a; = c^a;

;

and biX = d^x, b^ = d^ . . . bnX = dnX.
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From the first group

X = U^Ai = Uc^A^i = . . . = UnAn •

Hence x = uA\ where u is not conditioned.

Similarly from the second gi'oup

X= V^B^ = vJB^ = ...= VnBn .

Hence x = vB, x = v-\- B; where v is not conditioned.

Therefore uA = v + B.

Hence vA = 0, that is i; = wA.

So finally the solution of the n equations is

x = B-{- wA = wA + wB,

x = A + wB = wA + wB
The group = c^x, = c^x, etc. can always be treated as simultaneous,

and so can the group of typical form brX = d^.

The condition that the two groups can be treated as simultaneous is

AB = 0.

(8) It has been proved that the solution B + uA satisfies the equation,

Ax -\- Bx=0, without imposing any restriction on u. It has now to be

proved that any solution of the equation can be represented hy B-\-uA, when

u has some definite value assigned to it.

For if some solution cannot be written in this form, it must be capable

of being expressed in the form mi? + wA +nAB.
But J. a? = 0, and AB = 0, hence, by substituting for x its assumed form,

nAB = (i. Thus the last term can be omitted.

Again, Bx = 0 ; and AB = 0, hence B {m + B) (^w -\- A) = 0 \ that is

mwB = 0. Hence m=p{w-\- B), and therefore m=p-\-wB.
Therefore the solution becomes

x= mB^-wA = {p-\-wB)B + w{A-\-B)y

=pB + B + wA = B + wA,

Thus the original form contains all the solutions.

(9) To prove that the resultant AB = 0, includes all the equations to be

found by eliminating x from

Ax + Bx = 0.

For x = B + wA satisfies the equation on the assumption that AB = 0,

and without any other condition.

Hence is the complete resultant.

It easily follows that for more than one unknown the resultants found

in § 30 are the complete resultants.
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(10) Subsumptions of the general type

ax + hx^ cx-\- dx

can be treated as particular cases of equations.

For the subsumption is equivalent to the equation

ex dx = (cx -{• dx) {ax + bx)

= acx + bdx.

Hence A = ac-\-c~ (ac) = ac -\-c = a-{-c,

B=bd-\-d-(bd) = bd + d=b + d,

A = c(a + c) = ac,

B = d(b + d) = bd,

Therefore the resultant AB = 0 is equivalent to c^cd = 0. This is the

only relation between the coefficients to be found by eliminating x.

The given subsumption is equivalent to the two subsumptions

ax ^ cx, bx ^ dx
;

that is, to the two equations

cx = acx, dx = bdx.

The solution of a^^cx is x = uA =u{a-\-G).

The solution of bx^dx \^ x^u -vB^u-^-bd.

The solution of ax + bx^ cx -\- dx

is X = B + uA = bd + u (a -\- c)

= uB + uA = I* (a + c) + 'Uhd.

The case of n subsumptions of the general type with any number of

unknowns can be treated in exactly the same way as a special type of

equation.

32. On Limiting and Unlimiting Equations. (1) An equation

<f>{x, y, z, ... t)= '^{x, y, z, ... t) involving the n unknowns x, y, z, ... ^ is

called unlimiting with respect to any of its unknowns {x say), if any

arbitrarily assigned value of x can be substituted in it and the equation can

be satisfied by solving for the remaining unknowois y, z, ... t\ otherwise the

equation is called limiting with respect to x. The equation is unlimiting

with respect to a set of its variables x, y, z, if the above property is

true for each one of the unknowns of the set. The equation is unlimiting

with respect to all its unknowns, if the above is true for each one of its

unknowns. Such an equation is called an unlimiting equation.

The equation is unlimiting with respect to a set of its unknowns

simultaneously, if arbitrary values of each of the set of unknowns can be

simultaneously substituted in the equation.
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It is obvious that an equation cannot be unlimiting with respect to all its

unknowns simultaneously, unless it be an identity.

(2) The condition that any equation is unlimiting with respect to an

unknown x is found from § 30 (10). For let P be the product of the supple-

ments of the discriminants positive with respect to x and Q be the product

of the supplements of the discriminants negative with respect to x. Then

the equation limiting the arbitrary choice of x is, Fx + = 0. Hence if the

given equation be unlimiting with respect to a?, the equation just found must

be an identity. Hence P = 0, Q = 0.

(3) The condition that the equation be unlimiting with respect to a set

of its unknowns is that the corresponding condition hold for each variable.

(4) The condition that the equation is unlimiting with respect to a set

x,y, z, ... of its unknowns simultaneously is that the equation found after

eliminating the remaining unknowns t, u, v, ... should be an identity. The

conditions are found by reference to § 30 (12) to be that each product of

supplements of all the discriminants of the same denomination (positive or

negative) with respect to each unknown of the set, but not necessarily of the

same denomination for different unknowns of the set, vanishes.

(5) Every equation can be transformed into an unlimiting equation.

For let the equation involve the unknowns x,y,z, ... t: and let the resultant

of the elimination of all the unknowns except x be, Px + Qaj = 0.

Then x=Q -\- uP, and if u be assigned any value without restriction, then

X will assume a suitable value which maybe substituted in the equation

previous to solving for the other unknowns. Thus if all the equations of the

t3rpe Px + = 0, be solved, and the original equation be transformed

by substitution of, x—Q+uP, y=S + vB, etc., then the new equation

between u,v, ... is unlimiting.

(6) The field of an unknown which appears in an equation is the

collection of values, any one of which can be assigned to the unknown

consistently with the solution of the equation. If the equation be un-

limiting with respect to an unknown, the field of that unknow^n is said to be

unlimited ; otherwise the field is said to be limited.

Let the unknown be x, and with the notation of subsection (5), let the

resultant after eliminating the other unknowns be Px + Qx = 0. Then

x = Q -\r uP. Hence the field of x is the collection of values found by

substituting all possible values for Uy including i and 0. Thus every member

of the field of x contains Q; and P contains every member of the field,

since PQ = 0. The field of x will be said to have the minimum extension Q
and the maximum extension P.

33. On the Fields of Expressions. (1) Definition. The 'field

of the expression
<f>

{x, y, z, ... t)' will be used to denote the collection of
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values which the expression </> (w, y, z, ... t) can be made to assume by
different choices of the unknowns x,y,z, ... t. If </> {x, y, z, ... t) can be

made to assume any assigned value by a proper choice of x, y, z, ... t, then

the field of y, z, ... t) will be said to be unlimited. But if <^(a;, y,z,...t)

cannot by any choice of x^y, z, ... t, be made to assume some values, then the

field of <!> (x, y, z, ... t) will be said to be limited.

(2) To prove that

axyz ...t-\- hxyz ...t -\- ... kxyz ...i,

is capable of assuming the value a + b -\- ... + k. This problem is the same

as proving that the equation

axyz ...t-\- hxyz ...t + ...-\- kxyz ...t=a-\-h-{-..,+h,

is always possible.

The discriminants (cf. § 30 (11)) are

A ^a-^-ah ...k, B=h + ab ...k, ...K=k \-ah ...k.

Hence

A=a{h -\-c + ...k\ 5 = 6(a + c -t- ... + A;), ...^= ^ (a + 6 + c + ...).

Hence the resultant AB . . . = 0 is satisfied identically.

It is obvious that each member of the field of the expression must be

incident in the region a + h + ...+k : fora + Z) + c+ ... + Ajis the value

assumed by the expression when i is substituted for each product xyz ...t,

xyz ...t, ... xyz ...t. But this value certainly contains each member of the

field.

(3) To prove that any member of the field of

axyz ...t+ hxyz ...i ... -\- kxyz ...i

contains the region ahc ... k.

For let (j) (x, y, z,... t), stand for the given expression. Then the region

containing any member of the field of cj) (x, y,z,...t) by the previous subsection

is d + b-\-G-r ... +k. Hence the region contained by any member of the

field of
<l>

(x, y, z, ... t) is ahc ... k. Hence combining the results of the

previous and present subsections

a-^h + c + ... -\- k^ ^{x, y, z,...t)^abc ...k.

The field of <f>{x,y,z... t) will be said to be contained between the

maximum extension a +h ^-k, and the minimum extension ah ... k.

(4) The most general form of p, where

a + 6 + c + ... + k^p^ahc.k
is p = ahc ... k i- u (a \-h + c -^-k).

In order to prove that the fields of

<l){x, y, z, ... t) and ahc ... k + u(a + h-\-c + ... k),
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are identical, it is necessary to prove that the equation

<f)
(x, y, ...t) = ahc ...'k-\-u{a-\-h-\-c + ...-{-h),

is unlimiting as regards u.

The equation can be written

axyz ... t + hxyz ... t + ... +kWyz ... t=abc ...hu + {a -\-h + c + ... k)iL

The discriminants positive with respect to u are (cf. § 30 (11))

a{a-\-h-\-c...+k)-\-a. ahc ...k, that is, a + ahc ...k,

and h+ ahc ...k, c + dhc .,,k, ...k + dhc ...k.

Their supplements are

a(h + c-\- ...+k), h(a + c + ... + k), c(a+ 6+ ... + A;), ...k(a + h-\-c + ...).

Hence the product of the supplements is identically zero.

Similarly the discriminants negative with respect to u are

ahc ... k + d (a + h + ... -\- k), ahc ... k -\-h (a + 1) -\- ... +k)j

and so on. Their supplements are a(b + c + ... +k), and so on. The

product of the supplements is identically zero. Hence (cf § 32 (2)) the

equation is unlimiting with respect to u.

Thus* the fields of ^ (oo, y,z,...t) and of ahc ...k + u(a + h + c+...+k) are

identical and therefore without imposing any restriction on ^^ we may write

<t)
(Xy y, z,...t) = ahc ... k + u{a-\-h+ c -\- ... ^-k).

(5) The conditions that the field of </> (x, y, z, ... t) may be unlimited are

obviously ahc ...k = 0, a + h-\-c+...+k = i.

The two conditions may also be written

ahc ... k = 0 = dhG ... k.

(6) Consider the two expressions

a^yz ...t+ hxyz ...?+... + kxyz ...t,

and Or^uvw ...p-\- h^uvw ...p+ ... h-^uvw ...p,

not necessarily involving the same number of unknowns. Call them

(f){x,y,z...t) and yjr(u,v,w.. .p). The conditions that the field of </> (x, y,z...t)

may contain the field of yjr(u, v,w ...p), i.e. that all the values which i/r may
assume shall be among those which ^ may assume, are ahc ...k^ a^^Ci ...hi,

and a + & + c . . . + A; tti 4- 6i + Ci + . . . + ^.
The two conditions may also be written

ahc ... k^aJ)xCx ... ^,

ahc ... k^dihiCi ...hi.

* Cf. Schroder, Algebra der Logih, Lecture 10, § 19, where this theorem is deduced by another
proof.
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(7) The conditions that the fields of j>{x,y,z ... t) and ylr{u,v,w ... p)
may be identical are obviously

ahc ... k = aj)^c^ ... Aj,

(8) To find the field off{x, y,z...t), when the unknowns are conditioned

by any number of equations of the general type

(f>r{x, y,z ...t) = 'fr{x, y,z...t).

Write 'p=f{a), y,z ...t); and eliminate x,y,z ...t from this equation and
the equations of condition. Let the discriminant of the typical equation

of condition positive with respect to all the variables be Ar, let the dis-

criminant positive with respect to all except t be Br, and so on, till all the

discriminants are expressed. Then the resultant discriminants (cf. § 30 (8)

and (9)) of these equations are A ='n.(Ar), B = Il (Br), etc.

Also let f(x, y, z ...t) be developed with respect to all its unknowns, so

that we may write

p = axyz ...t-\- hxyz ...t .

The discriminants of this equation are pa-\-pd, pb-\-pb, etc. Hence the

resultant after eliminating x, y, z ...t is

-{(pa-{-pd)A} -{{pb-hpb)B] ...=0,

that is, {p{d + A)+p(a + A)]{p(b + B)i-p{b-{-B)}...=0.

Hence p(a + A)Q) + B)...-\-p(a-\-A){b-^B)... = 0.

Thus (cf. § 32 (6)) the field of p is comprised between

{a + A)(b + B)... and aA-^bB+....

But apart from the conditioning equations the field of p is comprised be-

tween abc . . . and a + 6 + c +— Thus the effect of the equations in limiting

the field of p is exhibited.

The problem of this subsection is Boole's general problem of this algebra,

which is stated by him as follows (cf. Laws of Thought, Chapter ix. § 8)

:

'Given any equation connecting the symbols x, y, ... w, z, required to

determine the logical expression of any class expressed in any way by the

symbols x, y... in terms of the remaining symbols, w, z, etc' His mode of

solution is in essence followed here, w, z, ... being replaced by the coefficients

and discriminants. Boole however did not notice the distinction between

expressions with limited and unlimited fields, so that he does not point out

that the problem may also have a solution where no equation of condition is

given.

A particular case of this general problem is as follows

:

Given n equations of the type a^x + brX =Criv + d^x,

to determine z, where z is given by z = ex-\-fx.

Let the discriminants of the n equations be A and B, those of the

equation which defines z are ez + ez, fz^fz.
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\
_ _ _ _

Hence the resultant is - (eAz + eAz) - {fBz +fBz) = 0,

that is {ef+fA +eB)z-{- (ef+/1 + e5) ^ = 0 ; where Zi5 = 0.

Hence z = (ef^-fl -^eB) + u (eA +fB).

Another mode of solution, useful later, of this particular case is as

follows

:

The solution for a; of the equations is oc = B + vA, x = A-\- vB.

Substitute this value of a; in the expression for z.

Then z = eB +/Z + veA + i/B = (eA +fA)v-{- {fB + eB) v.

It is easy to verify by the use of subsection (7) that this solution is

equivalent to the previous solution.

(9) An example of the general problem of subsection (8), which leads

to important results later (cf. § 36 (2) and (3)), is as follows.

Given the equation Axy + Booy h Cxy + Dxy = 0, to determine ooy, any,

xy, xy, xy + xy, xy + xy.

Put z = xy, then by comparison with subsection (8) a = 6 = 0 = c = c?.

Hence (a + + (c + 0) ((^ + D) becomes BCD, and aA+hB + cG + dD
becomes A.

Thus, remembering that ABGD=0,

xy = BCn + uA = A (BCn + u).

Similarly xy = AGn+ uB = B (ACD -\-u),

xy =ABD + uG=G(ABB + u),

xy=ABG + uD = D(ABG + u).

Also xy+xy = BG+u(A+D) = (A+n)[BG+u],

xy -hxy = A~D + u(B + G) = (B i- G) {AD + u}.

It is to be noticed that the arbitrary term to of one equation is not identical

with the arbitrary term u of any other equation. But relations between the

various u's must exist, since xy + xy + xy +xy = i.

(10) It is possible that the dependence of the value of an expression

f{x, y,z...t) on the value of any one of the unknowns may be only apparent.

For instance if f{x) stand for x + x, then f(x) is always i for all values of x.

It is required to find the condition that, when the values of y, z, ,..t are

given, the value of f(x, y, z ...t) is also given.

For letf {x, y, z . . . t) = xf + xf, where /i and f are functions of y, z ... t

only. Then on the right-hand side either i or 0 may by hypothesis be put

for X without altering the value of the function.

Hence /i =f(x, y...t)=f.

Thus fl =f is the requisite condition.
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Let f{x, y, z ...t)he written in the fonn

a; {ayz ...t-\- hyz ...t-\-...)-\-x {a'yz ...t + h'yz . . . ^ -t- . . .),

then the required condition is a = a', h = b', etc.

34. Solution of Equations with more than one unknown.

(1) Any equation involving n unknowns, x, y, z ... r, s, t can always be

transformed into an equation simultaneously unlimiting with respect to a

set of any number of its unknowns, say with respect to x, y, z ... . For let

Pi be the product of the supplements of the discriminants positive with

respect to x, and the product of the supplements of those negative with

respect to x. Then (cf. § 30 (11)) the resultant after the elimination of all

unknowns except x is,

PiX + Q^x = 0.

Hence we may write, x = Qi+ PiX^ = QiX^ \- P^x^, where is perfectly

arbitrary. Substitute this value of x in the given equation, then the

transformed equation is unlimiting with respect to its new unknown x^.

Again, in the original equation treat x as known, and eliminate all the

other unknowns except y.

Then the resultant is an equation of the form

(Rr + Sx)y-^ {Tx ^Ux)y = 0,

where B, S, T, U can easily be expressed in terms of the products of the

supplements of discriminants of the original equation. The discriminants

in each product are to be selected according to the following scheme (cf.

§30(12)):

R, S, T, U

X +, -,

y +:

Now substitute for x in terms of x^, and the resultant becomes

P^y + Q^y = 0,

where P^ and are functions oi Xy^.

Solving, y = Q-2 + P^y^ = ^2^2 + ;

where y^ is an arbitrary unknown.

If this value for y be substituted in the transformed equation, then an

equation between x^, y^, z ...r, s, t is found which is unlimiting with respect

to Xi and
3/2

simultaneously.

Similarly in the original equation treat x, y as known, and eliminate all

the remaining unknowns except z : a resultant equation is found of the type

( V,xy + V^y + V,xy + V,xy) z + ( W,xy + W^y + W,xy -f W,xy) z = 0 \

w. ^
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where the F's and TT's are products of the supplements of discriminants

selected according to an extension of the above scheme. Now substitute

for X and y in terms of and 3/2, and there results an equation of the

type

PzZ + = 0 ;

where P3 and contain x^, y.^.

Solving, ^ = Q3 + ^3-2^3 = Q-^i + P-iZz,

where is an arbitrary unknown. Then substituting for z, the transformed

equation involving x^, y.^, ...r, s, t is unlimiting with regard to x^,y^, z^

simultaneously.

Thus by successive substitutions, proceeding according to this rule, any

set of the unknowns can be replaced by a corresponding set with respect

to which the transformed equation is simultaneously unlimiting.

(2) If this process has been carried on so as to include the n—\ un-

knowns X, y, z ...s, then the remaining unknown t is conditioned by the

equation Pn^ + Qw^ = 0; where P„ and involve x^, y^ ... Sn-i which are

unlimited simultaneously.

Solving for t, t = Qn -{-Pntn= Qnin + Pntn'j

where tn is an arbitrary unknown.

Thus the general equation is solved by the following system of values,

^ = Qi + -Pi^i, y = Q^ + P2y2,'-'S = Qn-i + Pn-iSn-i. t^Qn + Pntn',

where Xi, y^.-.tn are arbitrary unknowns.

(3) The generality of the solution, namely the fact that the field of the

solution for any variable is identical with the field of that variable as

implicitly defined by the original equation, is proved by noting that each

step of the process of solution is either a process of forming the resultant

of an equation or of solving an equation for one unknown. But since the

resultant thus formed is known to be the complete resultant (cf § 31 (9)),

and the solution of the equation for one unknown is known to be the

complete solution (cf. § 31 (8)), it follows that the solutions found are the

general solutions.

It follows from this method of solution that the general solution of the

general equation involving n unknowns requires n arbitrary unknowns.

(4) Consider, as an example*, the general equation involving two un-

knowns,
cucy 4- bxy + cxy + dxy — exy -|- fooy + gxy + hx^.

Let A, B, C, D he its discriminants.

Then x=CD + -(AB)x, = - (AB) x, -f CDx„

x = ABx, + -{GI))x,.

* Cf. Schroder, Algebra der Lnpik, § 22,
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Also {Ax + Ox) y + {Bx + Dx) y = 0.

Hence

y= Bx + lJx + {Ax-{- Gx) 2/2
= 4- Cx) + {Bx + Dx)

= {{A + ABC) X, + ((7 -h J. CD) X,} y^ -\-{{AB + ABB)x,+ {CD + BCD) x,} y,.

As a verification it may be noticed that the field of y as thus expressed

is contained between A -\- C and BD. This is easily seen to be true, re-

membering that ABCD = 0.

(5) The equation involving two unknowns may be more symmetrically

solved by substituting (cf. § 32 (5))

x = CB + -{AB)u = GDu-\--{AB)u,

y = BD+ -(AC) V = BDv + -{AG) v.

Then u and v are connected by the equation*,

ABGuv + ABDuv + AGDuv + BGBuv = 0.

This is an unlimiting equation: thus either u or v may be assumed

arbitrarily and the other found by solving the equation.

Thus V = ABDu + BGDu + -{ABGu + ACDu) p,

or u = AGDv + BGDv + -{ABGv + ABDv) q ;

where p and q are arbitrary.

35. Symmetrical Solution of Equations with two unknowns.

(1) Schroderf has given a general symmetrical solution of the general

equation involving two unknowns in a form involving three arbitrary un-

knowns.

The following method of solution includes his results but in a more

general form.

(2) Consider any unlimiting equation involving two unknowns. Let

A, B, G, D he its four discriminants. Then the equation can be written in

the form

Axy Bxy + Gxy -\- Dxy — 0

Now put x = a^iv 4- h{av -\- Ciuv + djuv . .

.

y = a2uv + h^uv -f- c^iv + d^v . .

.

Since the equation (a) is unlimiting (cf. § 32 (2)),

AB = AG = BD = GD = 0.

* This equation was pointed out to me by Mr W. E. Johnson and formed the starting-point

for my investigations into limiting and unhmiting equations and into expressions with

limited and unlimited fields. As far as I am aware these ideas have not previously been

developed, nor have the general symmetrical solutions for equations involving three or more

unknowns been previously given, cf. §§ 35—37.

t Ahjehra der Logik, Lecture xii. § 24.

5—2

.(a).
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Also since the fields both of x and y are unlimited, then (cf. § 83 (5))

Substitute for x and y from (yS) and (7) in (a), and write <^ (p, q) for the

expression

A'pq + Epq + Gfq + i)^^.

Then the equation between u and v is found to be

^ («!, ^2) uv-\-
<l> (61, 62) uv -\-

(j) (ci, C2) UV +
<l>

(cZi, (^2)11^ = 0 (8).

Equation (S) is the result of a general transformation from unknowns x

and y to unknowns u and v.

(3) If the forms (/S) and (7) satisfy equation (a) identically for any two

simultaneous values of u and v, then

^(ai, fZa) = 0 = <^(&i, 62) = ^(ci, C2) = <l>(dx, d^).

Thus if the pairs (aj, ag), (^1, ^2), (Ci, Ca), (c?i, cZa) be any pairs of simul-

taneous particular solutions of the original equation, then and (7) are

also solutions.

(4) Assuming that (ai, (di, d^ are pairs of simultaneous particular

solutions of (a), it remains to discover the condition that the expressions (^)

and (7) for x and y give the general form of the solution.

This condition is discovered by noting that the solution is general, if
'

when X has any arbitrarily assigned value, the field of y as defined by

equation (a) is the same as the field of y as defined by (7) when u and v are

conditioned by equation (/3).

Now equation (a) can be written

(Ax-{'Gx)y + (Bx-\-Dx)y = ().

Hence the field of y as defined by (a) is contained between the maximum

extension (cf. §82 (6)) Ax-\-Cx and the minimum extension Bx + Dx.

Now let Ax, Bx, Cx, Dx be the discriminants of considered as an

equation between u and v. Then

Ax^a^x + d^x, Bx = bxX-\-l)iX, Gx=CiX-hCiX, Dx = diX + diX.

But by § 33 (8) the field of y as defined by (7), where u and v are

conditioned by (^) is contained between the maximum extension

a^Ax + hBx + C2(7a; + d^Dx,

and the minimum extension

(a, + Ax) (62 + Bx) (C2 + Gx) (d, + Dx) :

that is, between the maximum extension

(aitta + 6162 + C1C2 + did^) X + (a^a^ + 6162 + CiCg + did^) x,

and the minimum extension

(ai + a^) (61 + 62) (ci + C2) {dx ^-d^x^- {cix 4- a.^ {hy + 62) (Cj -4- (d^ + d^ x.
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If the field of y be the same according to both definitions, then

a^a^ 4- hh + C1C2 + c?iC?2 = ^ (e),

OiOa + 6162 + C1C2 + Sic/a = 0 ( f),

(^1 + tts) (5i + ^2) (Ci + C2) (Si + C^s) = ^ (7;),

(tti + tta) (61 + 62) (Ci + C2) (rfi + C^2) = 5 (^).

These equations can be rewritten in the form

Ctitta 4- hj)^ + C1C2 + C?iC?2 = ^ (61),

aia2 + 6162 + C1C2 + 5i(^2 =G ( f1),

+ hj).2 + C1C2 + d^d^ = B (rj^),

a^a^ + 6A + C1C2 + Sirfg = i) (^1).

It follows from their symmetry that if y be given, the field of oc as

defined by (^) and conditioned by (7) is the same as the field of as

defined by (a).

By adding €1 and t/i, ai + bi + Ci-\- di = A -\- B.

Hence a^biCidi^AB.

By adding (fj) and (6,),

^1 + 61 + Ci H- 5i = (7 + D.

Hence OrfiiCid^ = GD.

Similarly, d2b2C2d2 = AG, aJ).2cA = BD.

Thus if the conditions between A, B, G, D oi subsection (2) are fulfilled,

then the conditions between a^, by, Ci, d^ and a^, 62 > Ca, d^ of subsection (2)

are also fulfilled.

Hence finally if {a^, a^, (61, b^, (ci, Cg), {d^, d^ be any pairs of simul-

taneous solutions of (a) which satisfy equations (ej), (fj), {r)^), (61), then the

expressions (yS) and (7) for x and y form the general solution of equation (a).

(5) Now take one pair of coefficients, say Oj and a^, to be any pair of

particular simultaneous solutions of the equations

Axy + Bxy + Gxy + Dxy = 0 (fc),

and xy = A (X).

These two equations can be treated as simultaneous ; for the discriminants

of (\) are A, A, A, A. Hence the complete resultant of the two equations

is _
A{B + A)(G-\-A){D-{-A) = 0,

that is ABGD = 0
;

and this equation is satisfied by hypothesis. Thus («) and (\) can be

combined into the single equation

Axy + (B + A)xy + (G^A)xy + (D + A)xy = 0;
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that is, since AB = AG = 0,

Axy + Aocy 4- Axy \-{D + A)xy = {^.

Any solution of this equation gives xy = A^ xy^B, xy^C, xy^^D; and

hence any solution is consistent with equations (e^), (fi), (t^i), (^j).

This equation is a limiting equation. By § 34 (5) it can be transformed

into an unlimiting equation.

Put x = A-\-k, y = A + l.

Then the equation becomes

Akl + ADkT = 0.

Let another pair of the coefficients, say bi and 63 » be chosen to be any

particular solutions of the equations

Axy + Bicy + Gxy + Dxy = 0,

xy = B.

These equations can be treated as simultaneous; and are equivalent to

the single equation _ _
Bxy + Bxy + (0 vB)xy-\- Bxy = 0.

Any solutions of this equation give xy ^ A, xy = B, xy n^G/xy^ D.

To transform into an unlimiting equation, put x = B-\-m, y = B + n.

Then the equation becomes

Bmn + BGmn = 0.

Let another pair of the coefficients, say Ci and Ca, be chosen to be any

particular solutions of the equations

Axy + Bxy + Gxy + Dxy = 0,

xy — G.

These equations can be treated as simultaneous; and are equivalent to

the single equation

Gxy + {B+G)xy-{- Gxy + Gxy = 0.

Any solutions of this equation give xy^^A, xy ^B,xy = G, xy 4
To transform into an unlimiting equation, put x = G + p, y = G-\-q.

Then the equation becomes

BGpq + Gpq = 0.

Let the last pair of coefficients, namely and d^, be chosen to be any

particular solutions of the equations

Axy + Bxy + Gxy + Dxy = 0,

xy = D.

These equations can be treated as simultaneous; and are equivalent to

the single equation

(A -hD)xy + Dxy + Dxy 4- Dxy = 0.
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Any solutions of this equation give

a'y:^A, xy^B, xy^G, xy = D,

To transform into an unlimiting equation, put x = D-\-r, y = I) + s,

Then the equation becomes

ADrs-\-Brs = 0.

If the coefficients aj, a^-.-d-i, have these values, then the equations (e),

(f), (tj), (0) are necessarily satisfied.

Hence finally we have the result that the most general solution of the

unlimiting equation

Aicy + Bxy + Gxy + Dxy = 0,

can be written

X = {A -\- k) uv -\- (B -\- m) uv + Gpuv + Drdv,

y — {A + I) uv + Bnuv + (G ^q)uv -h Dsuv ;

where u, v are arbitrary unknowns, and k and I, m and n, p and q, r and s,

are any particular pairs of simultaneous solutions of

Akl+ADkL=0,^

Bmn + BGniTi =0,

Gpq + BGpq = 0,

Brs + ADfs = 0.,

Let these equations be called the auxiliary equations.

The auxiliary equations can also be written,

A<t) {k, I) = 0, Bcl> (m, n) = 0, Gcl>(p, q) = 0, Dcj) (r, s) = 0.

(6) As an example, we may determine k, I, m, n, p, q, r, s so that the

general solution has a kind of skew symmetry; namely so that x has the

same relation to ^ as ^ has to B.

Thus put k = 0, l = A; m = B, n=G; q = G, p = B; 5 = 0, r = n. These

satisfy the auxiliary equations. Hence the general solution can be written,

remembering that BG — 5, GB = G,

X — Auv + Bm + Guv, x = Auv + Buv + Guv + uv,

y = uv-\- Buv + Guv + Duv, y = Buv + Guv + Duv.

Again, put k = i, l = m=0, n = i; p = 0, q = i; r = i, 5 = 0. The

solution takes the skew symmetrical form

a; = uv Buv + Guv, x = Buv + Guv + uv
;

y = Auv + uv + Duv, y = Auv -\- uv \- Duv.

As another example, notice that the auxiliary equations are satisfied by

k = w, I = w, m — w, 71 = w, p = w, q = w, r = w, s ==w.
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Hence the general solution can be written

x = {A 4 w) uv -\- {B + w) uv -\- Cwuv + Swilv,

y — {A -\-w) uv + Bwuv +{0 + w)uv + Dwuv ;

where u, v and w are unrestricted, and any special value can be given to w
without limiting the generality of the solution.

(7) The general symmetrical solution of the limiting equation can now

be given. Let Axy + Bocy + Cxy + Dxy = 0 be the given equation.

By §34 (5), put x = CD + {A B)X, y=Bn + (A-\-C)Y;

where X and Y are conditioned by

ABGXY-\-ABDXY+ AGDXY+BCDXY= 0.

The general symmetrical solution for X and Y is therefore by (5) of this

section,

X = (A -{-B + C + k)uv + (A + B -[-D m)uv + AGDpuv + BGDruv,

Y={A + B-\-G+l)uv-\- ABDnuv ^-{A -\r- G + q)uv -\- BGDsuv
;

where k, I; m, n; p, q; r, s are any simultaneous particular solutions of the

auxiliary equations

ABGkl + ABGDVl=:0;

ABDmn + ABGDrnn = 0,

ACDpq + ABGDpq = 0/

BGJDrs + ABGnfs=0.^

(8) As a particular example, adapt the first solution of subsection (6)

of this section. Then a general solution of the equation is

a)=CD + (A+ BG) uv + (5 + AD) uv + AGDuv,

y = BD + (A + G)uv-{- ABDuv + (0 + AD)uv + BGDuv.

(9) If a number of equations of the type,

-^^i y) = %i y\ -^2 y) = %2 y), etc.,

be given, then (assuming that they satisfy the condition for their possibility)

their solution can be found by substituting their resultant discriminants

(cf. § 30, (8), (9)) for the discriminants of the single equation which has

been considered in the previous subsections of this article.

(10) The symmetrical solution of an equation with two unknowns has

been obtained in terms of two arbitrary unknowns, and of one or more

unknowns to which any arbitrary particular values can be assigned without

loss of the generality of the solution. It was proved in § 34 (3) that no

solution with less than two unknowns could be general. It is of im-

portance in the following articles to obtain the general symmetrical
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solution with more than two arbitrary unknowns. For instance take three

unknowns, u, v, w (though the reasoning will apply equally well to any

number). Let the given unlimiting equation be

Axy + Bxy + Gxy + Dxy = 0 (a).

Put
x = a^ uvw + 61 uvw + Ci uvw + di uvw ^

+ Oi'uvw + bi'uvw -I- Ci'uvw + di'uvw,

y = a2 uvw + + c^2 uvw

-{a^uvw-\- -\-d2Uvw. )

Consider a; as a known, then the maximum extension of the field of y as

defined by (a) \s> Ax-V Ox, and its minimum extension is Bx + Dx.

Also the maximum extension of the field of y as defined by (^) is

Sditts . X+ Saitta . X, and its minimum extension is II {U^ -\-a^x-{-Yi {a-y + a^) . x.

Hence, if is the general solution of (a), the following four conditions

must hold

Xaittg = -4, Sttitta = B, %dia2 = G, Xa^a^ = D.

Also ai, tta; &2 ••• d^\ d^\ must be pairs of simultaneous solutions of the

given equation (a).

36. Johnson's Method. (1) The following interesting method of

solving symmetrically equations, limiting or unlimiting, involving any

number of unknowns is due to Mr W. E. Johnson.

(2) Lemma. To divide a + 6 into two mutually exclusive parts x and

such that x^a and y ^h.

The required conditions are

X -\- y = a-{-b, ax = 0, hy = 0, xy-0.

These can be written xy + axy 4- hxy -\- {a-\-h)x/y = 0.

Hence by § 34 (5), x = ah-\-au = aQ)-\- n),\
^2)

y=zah-\-hv = h{a-\- v)\]

where ah (uv + uv) = 0 (2)-

Solving (2) for v in terms of u, by § 31 (5), v = ahu-\-{a-\-b-\-u)w.

Substituting for in (1) and simplifying,

X = a(b-\-u), y = b{a + u).

(3) Let the equation, limiting or unlimiting, be

Axy -f Bxy + Cxy + Dxy = 0 (3).

The resultant of elimination can be written A -\- B C + D = i.

Also xy 4- xy and coy -\-xy are mutually exclusive, their sum

= i = A-\-B-\-G + D,

and obviously from the given equation xy + xy^A-{- D, xy-\-xy^B-\- G.
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Hence by the lemma

a;y-^xy={A-\- D) (BC -hu\ xy + xy = {B + G) (AB -\-u) (4).

The course of the proof has obviously secured that ii does not have to

satisfy some further condition in order that equation (4) may express the

full knowledge concerning xy + xy and xy + xy, which can be extracted from

equation (3).

Also, as an alternative proof of this point, § 33 (9) secures that equation

(4) represents the complete solution for these expressions.

Again, by equations (4) xy + xy^ BG + u, hence xy 4 BG + u.

Also by equation (3), xy^^ A. Hence by § 28, Prop. XIV., xy=^A (BG + u).

Similarly x^:^D(BG + u).

Therefore by the lemma and equations (4) and simplifying

xy = A{BG+u)(D-\-p),]

xy = D{BG + u) (A-]-p).

Also, as before, it follows that equations (5) are a complete expression

of the information respecting xy and xy to be extracted from equation (3).

.(5).

Similarly xy = B (AD u) (G+ q),]^

xy=G{AD+u) (B + q).

Adding appropriate equations out of (5) and (6),

x = A(BG -I- u)(D+p)-^B (AD + u)(G + q),)

y = A{BG-fu){D+p)-{-G {AD + u){B + q). \

This symmetrical solution with three arbitraries is the symmetrical

solution first obtained by Schroder (cf. loc. cit.).

(4) A simplified form of this expression has also been given by Johnson.

For A {BG + u) {D^-p)^A (BGu -\-u){D-^ p),

and B {AD u) {G -\- q) = B {ADu + n) (0 + q).

Hence

x==u [AD + Ap + BAD {G + q)]+u [ABG {D+p) + BG + Bq]

= a{AD Ap + BD {G + q)} -{-u {AG {D + 2^) + BG + Bq\

= A{G + u){D-^p) + B(D-hu){G + q).

Similarly y = A {B + u) {D + p) + G {D ^u){B + q).

(5) This method of solution can be applied to equations involving any

number of unknowns. The proof is the same as for two unknowns, and the

headings of the argument will now be stated for three unknowns.

Consider the equation

Axyz + Bxyz + Gxyz + Dxyz + A'xyz + B'xyz + G'xyz 4- D'xyz = 0. . .(1).
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The resultant is A-\-B+G+ D + A'
-\-B'-{-G' + D' = {.

Also from (1) xyz + xyz + xyz + xyz ^ A D + B' C\

xyz + xyz + xyz + xyz ^ J? + 0 + + D'.

Hence by the lemma, cf. subsection (2)

xyz + xyz + xyz + s^z ^{A ^- D + B' + C) {BGA^U + s),

I

xyz + xyz + xyz i- xyz = (B -{- G + A' + U) {ADB'G' + s).J

Again, from (2) and (1),

aryz + xyz 4 {F + G') {BGA'D' + s),

xyz + xyz 4 + Z)) (BGA'D' + s).

Hence from the lemma, cf subsection (2), and simplifying,

xyz + xyz = (B' + C") (BGA'B' + s) (AD + m),)

xyz +xyz = {A+D) (BGA'D' + s) (B'G'+ m).}

Similarly

xyz + xyz = (B-\-G) (ADRG' + s) (I'D' + n),)

xyz + xyz = (A' + D') (ADB'G' + ~s) (B'G + v)] ^

Again, from equations (3) and (1),

xyz 4 A (BGA'D' + s) (B G' + m), xyz 4 D (BGA'D' + s) (B'G' + 77/).

Hence by similar reasoning to that above

xyz =A (BGA'D'+ s)(B'G'+ m) (D + q\ xyz = D (BGA'D' s)(B'G'+ n>)(A + q).

Similarly,

xq/z = B'{A'BGD'^ s)(AD 4- m)(G +p), xyz = G'(A'BGD'+s)(AD-Vm)(B'+ p),

xyz = G (AB'G'D + s) (I'D' + 72)(B + t), xyz = B (IS'G'D + s)(I'D' + n)(G + 0,

xyz = A' (IB'G'D + s)(BG-{-n) (D' + 1), xyz = D' (IS'G'D + 8)(BG + h) (I' + 1).

By adding the appropriate equations we determine x, y, z.

This method is applicable to an equation involving n unknowns, and in

this case the solution will involve 2"- - 1 arbitraries.

37. Symmetrical Solution of Equations with three unknowns.

(1) Consider the unlimiting equation

Axyz + Bxyz + Gxyz + Dxyz

+ A'xyz + B'xyz + G'xyz + D'xyz = 0 («)•

The conditions that the equation is unlimiting are (cf § 32 (3)),

ABGD = 0 = A'B'G'D' = A A'GG' = BB'DD' = AA'BB' = GG'DD'.

Let the left-hand side of (a) be written <^ (x, y, z) for brevity.
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\
Let the general solution of (a) be

X = Oiuvw + hiuvw + c^vw + diuvw

'

+ ttiuvw + hi'uvw + Ciuvw + diUvWy

y = a^uvw + h^uvw + c^^uvw + d^uvw 1

+ a^uvw + bzuvw + C2UVW + d^uirw,
|

^

z = a^uvw + hzuvw -f c^uviu + d^uvw

+ a^uvw + ts'ui)^; + Cs'wv"^ + d^uvlv
;

where v, w are arbitrary unknowns.

By substituting for x, y, z from equations (yS) in equation (a) the con-

ditions that (/3) should be some solution of (a) without restricting u, v, w are

found to be,

(j) (Oi, tta, ttg) = 0 = </) (61, 62, 63) = </) (Ci, C2, Cg) = <l>(di, C?2, C^g)

=
</) «, tta', a/) = (6/, 62', 63) = </> (c/, C2', Cs) =

(f>
{d^, d^, d^).

Thus the corresponding triplets of coefficients must be solutions of the

given equation.

(2) It remains to find the conditions that (y8) may represent the general

solution of (a). Eliminate z from (a), the resultant is

A A' xy + BB'xy + GG'xy + DD'xy = 0.

By § 35 (10), the conditions that the first two equations of should be

the general solution of this equation are

Xaitta = A-\-A\ Stti^a = B + B\ ta^a^ = G-\-G', ta^a^ = D + B'.

Similarly eliminating y from equation (a), the resultant is

ABxz + A'Bxz + GDxz + G'~Dxz = 0.

The conditions that the first and third of equations (y8) should form the

general solution of this equation are

Soitts = A+ B, "Ea^a., = A' + B\ Id^a^ = G + D, iM^a^ =G' + D'.

Lastly, eliminating x from equation (a), the resultant is

A Gyz + A'Gyz \-BDyz + B'Uyz = 0.

The conditions that the second and third of equations (yS) should form

the general solution of this equation are

Xa^a^ = A -\-G, Ea^^ = A' + G\ Xd^a^ = B + D, Xd^d^ = B' + U.

(3) Again, if y and z be conceived as given, the field of x as defined by

equation (a) is contained between the maximum extension

Ayz A'yz -\- Byz + B'yz,

and the minimum extension

Gyz + G'yz + Dyz + D'yz.

But (cf § 33 (8)) the field of x as defined by equations (yS) is contained
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between the maximum extension la^ (a^ + a^y) (a^s 4 a^z), and the minimum
extension 11 [di -\-a.^ + a^y + a^z + a^z) ; that is, between the maximum ex-

tension

Xaia^a^ . yz + l^a^a^^ . yz -f ^a^-^a^ . yz + ^a^./i^ . yz

and the minimum extension

n ((ti + ^2 + tta) . 2/-3^ + n («! + ^2 + Os) . 2/^

+ n (tti + aa + ag) . p + n (ai + 0^2 + ^a) • p.

Hence since the extensions as defined by (a) and {^) must be identical,

we find by comparison

%a^a^a^ = A, ^a^a^a^ = B, ^a^a^a^ = G, ^d^^a^ = D,

The symmetry of these equations shows that, if z and x be conceived as

given, the field of y as defined by (a) is the same as that defined by and

that if X and y be conceived as given, the same is true for z.

By adding the appropriate pairs of this set of equations it can be seen

at once that these eight conditions include the twelve conditions of sub-

section (2).

Hence finally equations (/S) form the general solution of equation (a), if

the triplets a-^, a^^, a^; bi,b2,bs; c?/, d^, ds'; are any simultaneous sets of

solutions of the given equation which satisfy the eight conditions above.

(4) Now following the method of § 35 (5), let Ui, a^, be any

particular simultaneous solutions of the equations

(j)(x, y, z) = 0,

and xyz = A.

These equations can be treated as simultaneous and are equivalent to

the single equation

Axyz -{-(B + A) xyz + (G + A) xyz + (D + A)xyz

+ (A' + A) xyz (B' A) \- {G' + A) xyz + (B' + A)xyz = 0.

This equation is in general a limiting equation. It can be transformed

into an unlimiting equation by writing (cf. § 32 (5))

x = (G + A.) {G' ¥A){D-\-A)(D' + A) + -(A A'BB')p,,

y = (B4-A)(B + A){I) + A)(D' + A) -h-(AA'BR)p„

z=(A'-hA){B'+ A) (G' •yA){U^A)-^- {ABGD)p,.

The conditions in subsection (1) that the original equation may be un-

limiting reduce these formulae of transformation to

x = A-rp^, y = A-{-p2, z = A-\-ps.

Then Pi, p^, Ps satisfy the unlimiting equation

Ap^p^Ps + ABpip.,p3 + A Gp^p^p., + A Dp,p.p3

+ AA'p.jj.p., + AB'p,p,p, + AG'p,p.,p., + A D'p.p.p, = 0 (1).
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Similarly put 1^ = B -\-q^, b^^ B q.^, 1).^ = B -\- q^, where q^, q.., q^ satisfy

the unlimiting equation

ABqiq.^., + Bq.q^q^ + BCq^ q^q^ + BBq^q.^q-,

+ BA'qiq,q, + BB'q^q^q., + BG'q,q,q, + BDq,q,q, = 0 (2).

Similarly put Ci = (7 + ri, = C + ro, 03= (7+ where Vj, i\, satisfy

the unlimiting equation

+ GA'r^r^f., + GB'r^r.r^ + GG'r.r^n + GD'f.r^r^ = 0 (3).

And so on for the remaining triplets of coefficients, putting

^1 = D + Si, ^2 = D + ds = B + 53,

a/ = ^' + p/, a2' = ^' + p2', a3' = ^' + j?3',

6/ = B' + q,\ l; = B' \- q^, h: =B' + q.:,

c/=(7' + r/, c; = G' + r^, c.; = G' + r.:,

And the sets Sj, Sg, ^s; Pi^fz, Pz\ ^2', -^3'; satisfy unlimiting equa-

tions formed according to the same law as (1), (2), (3). These other equations

will be numbered (4). (5), (6), (7), (8).

Let the equations (1)...(8) be called the auxiliary equations. When the

coefficients a^, a^, bi, b^, 63; d^, d^, d^ have the values here assigned,

the eight equations of condition of subsection (3) are identically satisfied.

(5) Hence the general solution of the equation

A xyz + B xyz + G xyz + D xyz

+ A'xyz 4- B'xyz + G'xyz + D'c^z = 0,

is given by

x — {A+ jt)i) uvw + (j5 + q^ uvw + Gviuvw + Ds{ulvw

+ {A' + pi) uvw -\-{B' + qi) uvw + G'r-^uvw + D'siUvw,

y = (A + uvw + Bq^uvw + ((7 + ra) uvw + Ds^uvw

-\-{A' + P2) uvw -f B'q^uvw + (C + ra') uvw + Us^uvWy

z=^{A+ ps) uvw + (B + q^) uvw + (C -f r^) uvw + {D-\- s^) uvw

A 'p^uvw + B'qsuvw + G'r^uvw -}- D's^uvw
;

where j)i,^2,i>3; ^1, ^s', 81,82,83; respectively are any sets of par-

ticular solutions of the auxiliary equations (1), (2)... (8) These equations

can be written,

^^(pi,P2,Ps) = 0 (1),

Bj>{q„q„q,) = 0 (2),

Ccl>(r„r„r,) = 0 (3),

5^ 52, S3) = 0 (4),
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^y(Pi\P2,p,') = o (5),

B'<t>{q^\q,\q,') = 0 (6),

G'cj, (r/, 7-/, O = 0 (7),

n'ct> (s/, 5/, s,') = 0 (8),

where </> (x, y, z) stands for the left-hand side of the given equation.

It will be observed that we may put

Pi = qi= -"=8^ -U, p^ = q^, = ...=s^ = U, p, = qs= ... =Ss =t3,

where ti, t^, form any particular solution of the given equation,

<i> y, ^) = 0.

(6) The general solution of a limiting equation involving three un-

knowns is found, first by transforming it into an unlimiting equation accord-

ing to § 32 (5), and then by applying the solution of subsection (5) of the

present section.

(7) The method of reasoning of the present section and the result are both

perfectly general. Thus the general equation involving three unknowns can

be solved with a redundant unknown by the method of § 35 (10). Then by the

method of the present section the equation involving four unknowns can be

solved in a general symmetrical form. And the auxiliary equations will take

the same form : and so on for any number of unknowns.

(8) As an example consider the equations

yz = a, zx = 6, xy = c.

These equations can be combined into a single equation with its right-

hand side zero by finding their resultant discriminants (cf. § 30 (9)).

The discriminants, cf. § 30 (1 1), of the first equation positive with respect

to X and y are a and a.

The discriminants of the first equation positive with respect to x and

negative with respect to y are d and d.

The discriminants negative with respect to x of the first equation are the

same as those positive with respect to x.

Hence the following scheme holds for the discriminants

:

xyz xyz xyz xyz xyz xyz xyz xyz

1st Equation ... a d d d a d d d

2nd Equation... b b b b b b b b

3rd Equation... c c e c c c c c

Resultant \ abc dbc dbc dbc abc dbc abc dbc
Discriminants/
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The resultant is

(a + b + c) (a + h +c) (a + h -h c) (a + h + c) (d -\-b + c) = 0

;

that is ahc + ahc + ahc = 0.

This equation can be solved for c in terms of a and b.

The positive discriminant is ~ {ah + ab), that is ab + db, the negative

one is a + 6.

The resultant is ab (ab + db) — 0, which is identically true.

The solution is c = ab + u (ab + db) = ab + udb.

Hence the solution for x is found from

00 =(d + b + c)(a + b + c) + u (abc + dbc 4 dbc + dbc) = 6 + c + udbc

= b + c + ltd.

Similarly y = c-\-a + vb, z = a + b-\-iuc;

where u, v, w satisfy three unlimiting equations, found by substituting for

X, y, z in the original equations.

Thus substituting in yz = a, we obtain

a + 6c + abv + acw + bcvw = a
;

that is a 4- 6c + bcvw = a, that is dbc + dbcvw = 0.

But dbc = 0. Hence the equation becomes dbcvw = 0.

Similarly d bcwu = 0 = dbcm.

Thus u, V, w satisfy the equation dhc (uv + vw-\- wu) = 0.

Comparing this with the typical form (a) given in § 37,

A =dbc = B = G = A\ i) = 0 = B'=G' = D\

Also a particular solution of the given equation is u = v = w = 0. Hence

from subsection (5)

u=(a-hb + c)(UVW+ UVW+ UVW)+UVW,
V =(a + b-\-c)(UVW+UVW-{- UVW)-\-UVW,

w = (a + b-]-c)(UVW-{-UVW-\- UVW)+UVW.
Hence the general solutions for x, y, z are

x = b + c + ud = b + c + dUVW,
y = c + a^vb = c+a+bU VW,

z = a-\-b+wc = a-\-b-{-cUVW;

where U, V, W are arbitrary unknowns.

38. Subtraction and Division. (1) The Analytical (or reverse) pro-

cesses, which may be called subtraction and division, have now to be

discussed.
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Let the expressions a-h and a^b satisfy the following general conditions:

I. That they denote regions, as do all other expressions of the algebra ; so

that they can be replaced by single letters which have all the properties of

other letters of the algebra.

II. That they satisfy respectively the following equations :

(a — b)+b = a; (a-i-b) xb = a.

(2) Let oc stand for a — b. Then oo is given by the equation

a; + b = a.

The positive discriminant is ai-\-M, that is a, the negative is ab-\-ab.

The resultant is a (ab + ab) = 0, that is ab = 0;

hence b^a.

The solution is cc = ab ab -h ua = ab + ua.

Hence for the symbol a — b to satisfy the required conditions it is

necessary that b^a. Furthermore negative terms in combination with

positive terms do not obey the associative law. For by definition,

b-\-(a-b) = (a-b)+b = a.

Also since b^a, and therefore b + a = a, it follows that

(b + a)—b = a — b = ab-{- ua.

Therefore b + (a — b) is not equal to (6 + a) — b.

This difficulty may be evaded for groups of terms by supposing that all

the positive terms are added together first and reduced to the mutually

exclusive form of § 27, Prop. X. Such groups of terms must evidently be

kept strictly within brackets. It is to be further noticed that the result of

subtraction is indeterminate.

(3) Again, for division, let os = a-^b.

Then bx = a.

The positive discriminant is ab + ab, the negative is aO + aO, that is a.

The resultant is a {ab + a6) = 0 ; that is ab = 0.

Hence a^b.

The solution is w = a + v (ab + ab) = a + vdb = a-\-vb.

Factors with the symbol of division prefixed are not associative with

those with the symbol of multiplicatiou prefixed (or supposed).

For 6 (a 6) = (a 6) 6 = a, by definition.

Also since ab — a,

(ba) T-b = a-^b = a + vb.

This difficulty can be evaded by suitable assumptions just as in the case

of subtraction. The result of division is indeterminate.

w. 6
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(4) Owing to these difficulties with the associative law the processes of

subtraction and division are not of much importance in this algebra.

All results which might depend on them can be obtained otherwise*. They

are useful at times since thereby the introduction of a fresh symbol may
be avoided. Thus instead of introducing x, defined by x-\-h = a, we may
write (a — h), never however omitting the brackets.

Similarly we may write (a h) instead of x, defined by bx = a.

But great care must be taken even in the limited use of these symbols

not to be led away by fallacious analogies.

For (a—b) = ah + ua; with the condition h ^a.

But {(a + c) - (6 + c)] = (a + c)" (h + c) -\- u (a c)

= abc -\- u(a + c).

These two symbols are not identical unless

abc = ab, and a + c = a.

From the first condition c^d + h,

that is ac 4 «^

^ b ; since ab = b.

From the second condition ac = c.

Hence from the two conditions c^b.

Again, (a -i- b) = a + vb ; with the condition a^^b.

But {(ac) -r- (be)] =ac-\-v -(be) = ac + v{b + c).

These two symbols are therefore not identical unless

ac=a, and b-\-c = ab.

From the second condition bc. = a + b = b, hence b^c. This includes the

first condition which can be written a^c. But a 4 6. Hence the final

condition is b^^ c.

(5) It can be proved that

-(a-6) = (a-- 5), -(a^b) = (d-b).

For both (a - b) and (a b) involve the same condition, namely b 4 a, or

as it may be written a^b.

Again, a-b = ab + va.

Therefore ~ (a - b)= (a + v) (a -i- b) = a + vb.

But (a-7-b) = a + ub.

Therefore the two forms are identical in meaning.

Similarly - (a ^ b) = (a — b).

* First pointed out by Schroder, Der Operationkreis des Logikkalkiils, Leipsic, 1877.
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Existential Expressions.

39. Existential Expressions. (1) Results which are important in

view of the logical application of the algebra are obtained by modifying the

symbolism so as to express information as to whether the regions denoted by

certain of the terms either are known to be existent (i.e. the terms are then

not null), or are known not to include the whole of space (i.e. the terms are

then not equal to the universe). If this information is expressed the terms,

besides representing regions, give also the additional information, that they

are not 0, or are not i. When this additional existential information is being

given let the symbol = be used instead of the symbol = ; and let the use of =

be taken to mean that, in addition to the regions respectively represented by

the combinations of symbols on either side of it being the same, the exist-

ential information on the right-hand side can be derived from that on the

left-hand side.

The symbolism wanted is one which will adapt itself to the various

transformations through which expressions may be passed. If all regions

were denoted by single letters, it would be possible simply to write capital

letters for regions known to exist, thus X instead of and then the

information required, namely that X exists, would be preserved through all

transformations. Thus X at once tells us that X exists and that X does

not embrace all the universe i. But this notation of capitals is not sufficiently

flexible. For instance it is not possible to express by it that the region ah

exists : this requires that a exists, that h exists, and in addition that they

overlap, and this last piece of information is not conveyed by AB.

The merit of the symbolism now to be developed is that the new symbols

go through exactly the same transformations as the old symbols, and thus

two sorts of information, viz. the denotation of regions and the implication

of their existence, are thrown into various equivalent forms by the same

process of transformation.

(2) Any term x can be written in the form xi. Now when the fact has

to be expressed that x is not null, let i be modified into j ; so that xj expresses

that X exists, the j being added after the symbol on which it operates.

6-2
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Furthermore any term x can be written in the form x + O. Now when
the fact has to be expressed that x does not exhaust the whole region of

discourse, that is to say is not i, let the 0 be modified into o). Then

x+ (o expresses that x is not equivalent to i.

Let any combination of symbols involving j or « be called an existential

expression.

Thus j may be looked on as an affirmative symbol, giving assurance of

reality, and « as a limitative symbol restraining from undue extension.

They have no meaning apart from the terms to which they are indissolubly

attached, the attachment being indicated by brackets when necessary, i.e. by

{xj) and by {x -\- a)).

It is to be noted that xj or x-\- on can be read off as assertions : thus xj

states that a; is not 0, + o) that x is not i.

(3) The symbol xy .j will be taken to mean that j operates on xy, so that

xy exists. Thus xy .j implies xj and yj ; but the converse does not hold.

The mode of attachment of j to the term on which it operates has some

analogy to multiplication as it obtains in this algebra. Thus

though xj.yj is not equivalent to xy.j sls far as its existential information

is concerned.

Again, if x, y, z, u, ... represent any number of regions, then

{xyzu. .
. ) j = {xj . yj . zj. ..)j;

but the final j cannot be omitted, if the existential information is to be the

same on both sides.

(4) The distributive laws have now to be examined as regards the mul-

tiplication and addition of existential expressions.

Consider in the first place the expression {x + y)j'

Now ii x = 0 and y—0, then x + y=0. Hence {x + y)j implies either

xj or yj or both. Thus we may adapt the symbolism so as to write

(x + y)j = xj, + yj,;

where the suffixes of the /s weaken the meaning to this extent, that one of

the j's with this suffix is to hold good as to its existential information but

not necessarily both. We define therefore

^ii + 2/ii + ^ii+ •••

to mean that one of the terms at least is not 0.

The other formal properties (cf subsection (3)) of j evidently hold good,

retaining always this weakened meaning.

The only point requiring notice is that xj^j = xj ; for ji has the same

meaning as j in a weakened hypothetical form.

Further (xj + y)j = xjji + yji = xj + y]

for the ji can be omitted, since it is known that x exists.
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In using the multiplication of existential symbols the dots (or brackets)

must be carefully attended to. For instance

{oc + y).zj=x.zj + y .zj.

But {x-{-y)z .j = {xz 4- yz)j = xz .j^ + xz .j^.

In the first expression (x-\-y). zj, the j simply asserts that z exists ; in

the second expression it asserts that (x-\-y)z exists.

Again, xy z = {x + z) (y z).

Also xy .j + z implies (x + z)(y + z) .j.

But though xyj \- z = {x \- z) {y -V z) .j ; the left-hand side gives more
definite information than the right-hand side. For

{x + z){y-\- z) .j = xy.j, + zj^.

Also xy .j implies xj, yj.

Hence xy.j-\-z = (xj + z) {yj + z)j = xj . yj .j, + zj,.

But still the right-hand side does not give as much information as the

left-hand side ; for xj .yj .j, is not equivalent to xy .j.

Hence the distributive power of addition in reference to multiplication to

some extent has been lost. It cannot be employed in this instance without

some loss of existential information.

(5) The symbol (x + y-^co) will be taken to mean that co operates on x + y,

and therefore that x + y is not i. Thus x + y + o) implies x-^ co and y-\-co',

but the converse does not hold. The mode of attachment of co to the term on

which it operates has some analogy to addition as it obtains in this algebra.

Thus
(x + co) -\- (y o) + (o = X y CO,

though (x-\-co) + (y + co) is not equivalent to (x -^y + co) as far as its exist-

ential information is concerned.

Again, if x, y, z,u, ... denote any number of regions, then

(x -\-
y -\- z + u \- . .

.
-\- co) = {(x -\- co) + (y -\- co) + (z + co) . . . + co]

;

but the final co cannot be omitted if the existential information is to be the

same on both sides.

The distributive law of addition in relation to multiplication (cf. § 24,

equation B) does not hold completely.

Consider the expression xy-\- co. Now xy can only be i, if both x and y
are equivalent to i.

Hence xy-\- co implies either x -{- co or y + co or both. Thus we may
adapt the symbolism so as to write

xy-\-co = {x + CO,) (y + ;

where the suffixes of the w's weaken the meaning to this extent, that one

of the cd's is to hold good but not necessarily both. We define therefore

{x + ttfi) {y -f CO,) {z-\-co,)... to mean that one at least of the terms x,y,z,... is

not i.
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It is obvious that (a? + + co) (y + co^) {z -\-coi) ... ={x-\- w) yz...,

since « + a)i + « ensures definitely that x is not i.

For example,

(d? + ft)) 2/ + ft) = (ic + ft) 4- wi) (y + = (a? + ft)) y.

Let the symbols such as or co^ be called weak symbols in contrast to j
or o) which are strong symbols. Then a strong symbol absorbs a weak

symbol of the same name (j or &>) when they both operate on the same term,

and destroys all the companion weak symbols. Thus

^jij+yji = + (^+ «i + + ^i) = + «) y-

(6) The chief use of this notation arises from its adaptation to the

ordinary transformations owing to the following consideration. If x exists,

then X cannot be i ; and conversely if x be not i, then x exists.

Hence ~ (xj) = x-\- co, and ~ (x+ (0) = xj.

But by analogy to § 26, Prop. VI.

~ (xj) = X +J, and ~ (x + (o) = xw.

Hence we may write j = (o, and co =j, corresponding to ^ = 0, and 0 = i.

Thus the original existential information can be retained through any

transformations of the algebra.

40. Umbral Letters. (1) This existential notation can be extended.

Let the letters of the Greek alphabet be taken to correspond to the letters of

the Roman alphabet, so that a corresponds to a, ^ to b, and so on.

Let xa mean that the regions x and a overlap ; in other words xa implies

xa .j, but the symbol xa in itself denotes only the region x] it only implies

this extra information. Also let x-\-ol, while denoting only the region x,

imply that x does not include all the region a; in other words x + a implies

xa.j, that is, it implies x-{-a + (o. Thus xa implies aj and xj and xa.j;

while x-\ra implies aj, xj and xa . j. Also xa does not necessarily exclude

xa, and x +ol does not necessarily exclude x-{-a.

(2) Now if X includes some of a, it follows that x cannot include all a.

Hence if xa, then x-\-a. This can be expressed by the equation

~ (xa) =x + OL.

Thus for instance, ~ (xa.) . y = (x-^a.) y.

Also it follows that = (xa) = ~{x + a);

and hence ~ (x + a) = xa.

But by analogy to § 26, Prop. VI.

-(x + d) = Woi = xa.
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Hence we may write S = a
;
though as a matter of fact the Greek letters

have no meaning apart from the Roman letters to which they assign

properties, and therefore should not be written alone.

(3) Let these Greek letters be called shadows or umbral letters ; and

let the Roman letters denoting regions be called regional letters.

Then the umbral letters essentially refer to some regional letters or

groups of letters and are never to be separated from them. Thus a (6 + 7)

cannot be transformed into ah + ay ; the symbol (6 + 7) is essentially one

whole, and the bracket can never be broken. Similarly a . by cannot be

transformed into ab .y; since by is one indivisible symbol.

But with this limitation—that brackets connecting regional and umbral

letters are never to be broken—it will be found that the umbral letters

follow all the laws of transformation of regional letters.

(4) In accordance with our previous definitions it may be noted that

x{a-\- implies x{a + b) .j, and (a) + a-\-^) implies that x does not include

all - (a + 6).

Also xfx^ implies xab .jy and {x + afi) implies that x does not include

all ~(ab), that is, all (a + 6).

It is further to be remarked that x(a.-[-l3) is not identical in meaning

with xa + x^. For x(oL-h ^) implies x{a + b)
. j, that is either xa .j or xb .j

or both, while xa + x^ implies both xa.j and xb .j.

Now xa^ implies xab .j, that is both xa.j and xb .j as well as xah .j.

Hence xajS implies all that xa-hx/S implies and more, 3indxa-\-x^ implies

all that x(a-\- fi) implies and more ; while all three expressions represent

the same region, namely x.

(5) The shadows follow among themselves all the symbolic laws of

ordinary letters.

For X (a + /3) = x (jS + a), x + (a -\- /3) = x + (jS + a),

XOL^ = xfSa, X-\-OL^ = ^ + fioL,

X {oL -\- a) = xa, X -\-{oL+'x) = x-\-a,

xa{fi + y) = x {aP + ay), a; + a (/3 + 7) = ^ + (a/3 + (x.y),

x-{a^) = x{a + ^), ^ + -(a/3) = ^+(a + ^),

x-(a + ^) = xa^, x-h-{a+^) = oo-}-a^.

Apart from this detailed consideration it is obvious that the same laws

must hold ; for the shadows also represent regions, though these shadowed

regions are only mentioned in the equations for the sake of indicating

properties of other regions in reference to them.

It should also be noticed that since xal3 implies xab.j, it also implies

ab.j.
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Other transformations are

-
{a; + (a + = ^ - (a

=

- [xa^] = ^ + - (a/3) = ^ + («

- + a^) = ^ -(a^) = ^(a +A

-{x + -(a^)]=xa^,

-{x-(a-hl3)] = x-\-(a + ^).

It is to be noted that witli the symbol x(ol-\- I3\ we may not transform

to xa + xjS, and thence infer xa and x0 ; the true transformation is

x(a-\- = xai + x^i

,

where and /Si are weak forms of a and /3.

Similarly we may not transform x-\-(a + jS) into {x-\-ci) + (x + y8) and

thence infer x + a and a; + /3.

(6) Each complex umbral symbol should be treated as one whole as far

as symbolic transformations are concerned. Thus the laws of unity and

simplicity (cf § 25) have to be partially suspended. For instance xa + x^

denotes only the region x, but for the purposes of the existential shadow

letters xa and x^ must be treated as distinct symbols. Similarly xa . x^

denotes only the region x, but it does not mean the same as xa^ ; for xa . x^
denotes the region x and implies xa.j and xb.j, whereas xa^ denotes the

region x and implies xab .j. The second implication includes the first, but

not the first the second. Hence for the purposes of multiplication xa and

x^ must be treated as different symbols. The suspension of these laws of

unity and simplicity causes no confusion, for the symbols are only to be

treated as different symbols (although denoting the same region) when they

are so obviously to the eye ; thus xa and xff are obviously different symbols.

(7) When the same regional letter is combined with various umbral

letters, the same result is obtained whether the expressions are added or

multiplied*.

Thus
xa + x^ = xa . x^,

xa + ^ =(x + l3)a.

(8) This notation enables existential expressions to be transformed.

Thus if f corresponds to x, rj to y, and f to 2,

osy .j = xrj.y^.

Hence xy .j-\-z= (xr) + (y^ + z)
;

and in this case the connotation is exactly the same on both sides. Hence

the distributive power of addition in reference to multiplication has now

* This remark is due to Mr W. E. Johnson.
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been retained. It may be noticed that the right-hand side might have been
written (xr] + 2) (y + z) without alteration of connotation ; for xr^ implies xj,

yj, xy .j, and the f affixed to y implies no more.

Again, x-hy + a} = (x + rj) -\-(y + ^\

where (x + rj) implies that x does not include all y and y + ^ implies that y
does not include all x.

Thus (x-^ y+ (o)z = (x + rj)z-{-(y + ^)z,

the connotation of both sides is the same. Thus the distributing power of

multiplication in reference to addition has now been retained.

It is to be noticed that symbols like x + t) and xrj are to be treated as

indivisible wholes.

Again as examples consider the transformations

and ~ + 2/ + o)) = -
1 + ^) + (2/ + f)) = . ^1

= xy.j.

41. Elimination. (1) It is in general possible to eliminate x, y, z, ...

from existential expressions of the forms

f(x, y,z,...t) j and f(x, y, z, ... t) -\- co.

Consider first the form f(x, y, z, ... t)j.

Let f(x, y, z, ...t) be developed and take the form

axyz ...t-\- bxyz ...t + ...-\- gxyz ...t.

By § 33 (2) the maximum extension of the field of this expression is

a-\-h-Y ...+g.

Hence if f{x, y, z, ... t) j, the maximum extension cannot be null. Thus

(a + b + ...\-g)j

is the resultant expression when x, y, z, ... t have been eliminated.

(2) Consider the form, /(a;, y, z, ... t) + (o.

This is equivalent to / {x, y, z, ...t) .j.

If f(x, y, z,...t) be developed as in (1), then the existential expression

becomes

{axyz ... t-\- bxyz ... i -\-gxyz ...t)j.

Hence by (1) (a + 6 + . . . + g)j,

that is ab ... g + CO.

This result might also have been deduced by noticing that aft ... is the

minimum extension of the field off(x, y, z, ...t); and therefore is necessarily

not i, if f(x, y, z, ...t) is not i.
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\
(3) As particular cases of the above two subsections, note that

(ax + hx) .j yields (a + h)jy

(au -\-bv).j yields (a + b)j,

(ax + hx) -\- CO yields ah 4- co.

Also note that (au -\-bv)-\- co yields no information respecting a and b ; for

when the formula of (2) is applied to its developed form the resultant becomes

0 + &), which is an identity.

(4) To eliminate x, y, ... t from f(x, y, z, ... t) j and from n equations

involving them.

• Let f(x,y,2, ...t) be developed as in (1), and let the corresponding

resultant discriminants of the equations he A, B, G, ... G.

Then- the maximum extension of the field off(x, y, ...t) as conditioned

by the equations is aA + bB + ... -i- gG.

Now f(x, y, z ...t)j requires that the maximum extension shall not be

null. Hence the complete existential expression* to be found by elimina-

tion is

(aA+bB+...+gG)j.

Let this be called the existential resultant.

The resultant found by elimination x, y, z, ... t from the equations is

AB...G=0.

The existential resultant and the resultant of the equations contain the

complete information to be obtained from the given premises after the

elimination of x, y, ... t.

(5) An allied problem to that of the previous subsection is to find the

condition that the existential expression may not condition x, y, z, ... t any

further than they are already conditioned by the equations.

The minimum extension of the field of f(x, y, z,...t) as conditioned by

the equations is by § 33 (8),

(a + A)(b-^B)...(g + G).

Hence if (a -\- A) (b B) ... (g +G)j,

then f(x, y, z, ... t)j, for all values of x, y, z, ... t; and thus f(x, y, z, ... t)j

does not condition x, y, z, ... t.

The condition can also be written

(aA -\-bB+ ...gG + co).

(6) A special case of (5) arises when there are no equations ; the exist-

ential expression does not condition the unknowns, if

abc.g.j.

* This expression found by another method was pointed out to me by Mr W. E. Johnson.
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(7) If the existential expression be f{x, y> z, ...t) -\- then by reasoning

similar to that in subsections (4) and (5) the existential resultant is

(a + Z)(6 + 5)...(^y+G) + ft).

The condition that the unknowns are not conditioned by the existential

expression is

{aA +65+ ... +gG + w).

These conditions may respectively be written

(a^ + 65+... +gG)j.

and (a + A)(b + B).,.{g+U) j.

42. Solutions of Existential Expressions with one unknown.

(1) Solution of ax.j. The form of solution for x can be written in two

alternative forms by using symbols for undetermined regions : thus

X = wa .j + ua = poL.

The first form states explicitly that x is some (not none) undetermined

part of the region a together with some (or none) of d. The second form

states the same solution more concisely but perhaps less in detail : it states

that X may be any region p, so long as p is assumed to include some (not none)

of the region a. There is no reason in future to write p for the undeter-

mined region denoted by x. Thus we shall say that the solution of ax .j is

X = xa.

(2) Solution of bx .j. From the preceding proposition

x = wb .j-\-u = x^.

Hence x^~ (wb .j + u) = ~ (x^)

= u(w + b-\-(o) = x-\-0.

The form u(w + b + co) states that x must be some (or none) of a region

which is composed of all b and of any other region, except that the total

region must not
.
comprise all the Universe. The form x + $ states that x

may be any region so long as it does not comprise all b.

(3) Solution of any number of expressions ax .j, ax.j, ... a^x.j.

The required solution is obviously

X = xa xoL -\- ... + xa^^

= 1^x2 (say).

It may be noticed that a; (a + a' + ... + a'^) is not the required solution,

since it is only equivalent to the weakened form xai + ^a/+ . . . + xa^^^ ; also

that xaa ... implies aa ...a^.j and xaa' ...a^.j, which is more than

is given by the equations.

By § 40 (7) the solution can also be written

x = xa.xoL ... xaP' = 11 {xd) (say).
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(4) Solution of any number of expressions of the types

hx.jy b'x.j, ... b^^x.j.

The required solution is

(5) Solution of any number of expressions of the types

ax . j, a'x .j, ... d'^x . bx . j, b'x . j, . . . b'^x .j.

The solution is obviously

x = Xt(x-h^)oL.
a P

If there are only two such expressions, namely ax . j and bx . j, the

solution becomes

x = (x + ^)a.

(6) Solution of {ax + bx) . j.

Now (ax + bx)j = ax . + bx . j\

.

By subsection (5) ax.ji and bx.ji imply

x = (x + A) «!

;

where and are alternative weakened forms of shadows.

But this expression does not necessarily imply any restriction on x. For

ax + bx can only vanish if ab = 0.

Hence (aw + hx)j either implies ab.j and x entirely unconditioned, or

ab = 0 and

x = (x + ^^) «!.

(7) Solution of ax + o). Now ax + co implies ~ (ax + cd), that is (d + x)j.

But (a + x)j = (dx + x)j. This implies either dj and x entirely un-

conditioned, or a = 0, that is a = i, and x + co.

(8) Solution of bx + co.

Now bx + co implies ~ (bx + to), that is (b + x)j.

But (6 + a;)J = + This implies either bj and i» entirely uncon-

ditioned, or 6 = 0, that is b = i, and xj.

(9) Solution of ax+ bx -\- CO.

Now aa; + + w implies ~ (ax + bx-\- co).

But (ax -{bx-\-(o) = (dx + bx)j.

Hence either db . j (that is, a 4- ^ + o) and x is entirely unconditioned, or

db = 0 and a? = (^c + otj

;

where «! and /3i are weak forms.
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43. Existential Expressions with two unknowns. (1) The general

form of the existential expression involving two unknowns, x and is

{axy + hxy + cxy + dxy)j.

Let f{x, y) stand for the expression axy + hxy + cxy + dxy.

If abed . j, the above existential expression does not condition x and y
in any way (cf. § 41 (6)).

But if abed = 0, then f(x, y) vanishes (cf. § 34 (5)), if

x = cd + u(a-\-b), y = bd + v(a-\-c) (1);

where u and v satisfy the unlimiting equation

abcuv + abduv + acduv -^bcduv = 0.

Thus if f(x, y) is to vanish the minimum extension of the field of x is cc?,

its maximum extension is a + 6, the minimum extension of the field of y is

bd, its maximum extension is a + c.

Accordingly, /(a?, y) j and abcd = 0, yield three cases:

(a) X lies outside its above-mentioned field, and y is unrestricted

:

y lies outside its above-mentioned field, and x is unrestricted

:

(y) both X and y lie within their respective fields, but do not occupy

simultaneous positions within their fields. That is to say, x and y can both be

expressed by equations (1), but (abcuv + abduv -\- dcduv -H bcduv)j.

If f(x, y) = 0 be an unlimiting equation for x and y, then cases (a) and

necessarily cannot be realized ; and the existential expression in case (7)

becomes /(i*, v)j, where u and v are written instead of x and y.

Case (a) is symbolized by x = [x + ~ {^BW (afi\, where % is the umbral

letter of c and the suffixes denote alternative weak forms. This existential

expression for x implies that either x does not include all cd, or x does include

some region not (d -\-b).

Case (p) is symbolized hy y = {y (0B)i} (f^x)^-

Case (7) requires that the problem of the next subsection be first con-

sidered.

(2) To solve for x and y from the expression, /(a?, y)j; where f{x, y) = 0

is an unlimiting equation.

No expression for x or for y can be given, which taken by itself will

satisfy f(x, y)j : for since the equation, /(a?, y) = 0, is unlimiting any value of

X or of y is consistent with its satisfaction. Thus to secure the satisfaction of

f{x, y)j, either x or y must be assumed to have been assigned and then the

suitable expression for the other (i.e. y or x) can be given. Thus write

f{^> y) j = + ft^) ^ + (C2/ + dy) x] j.

Then by § 42 (6), if y be conceived as given,

x=\x-\-{xn + (oiV + fiv)i'
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Similarly if x be conceived as given

Both these expressions for x and y hold concurrently, and either of them

expresses the full solution of the problem.

(3) Returning to the general problem of the solution of

(axy + hayy + cxy + dxy) j,

where abed = 0 ; the different cases can be symbolized thus

:

(a) x^lx^-{xB\}mi>

(13) y^{y+-m^}(^X)l>

or + + r
where a and y have the forms assigned in equations (1) of subsection (1).

44. Equations and Existential Expressions with one unknown.

(1) Let there be n equations of the type a,.x + Kx = CrX + drX ;

and an existential expression of the type ex . j.

Let J. and B be the resultant discriminants of the n equations. Then

the total amount of information to be got from the equations alone is

(cf§30),

AB = 0, and x = B-{-iiA.

The full information to be obtained by eliminating x is (cf § 41 (4)),

AB = 0, eA .j.

In considering the effect of the existential proposition on the solution

for X two cases arise. For x = B -\-2cA, where u is conditioned by

e{B + uA) .y.

Hence either (1) eB . J, x = Be + uA, in which case u is entirely uncon-

ditioned (cf. § 41 (5)); or (2) eB = 0, and ueA .j.

If the coefficients such as e, a^., br, etc. be supposed to be known, then

any result not conditioning u may be supposed to give no fresh information.

Thus in case (1), where eB . j, this result must be supposed to have been

previously known, and therefore the existential expression ex . j adds nothing

to the equations. But in the case (2), ueA . j gives ti = uea, where a is the

umbral letter of A. Hence the solution for x is

x = B + uA . ea.

Here the existential expression ex . j has partially conditioned u, and

thus has given fresh information.
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(2) Let there be n equations of the type + hrX = CrX + drX,

and an existential expression of the type ex .j.

The resultant of the equations is AB = 0, and their solution is

x = B-{- uA.

Hence x = A-\-uB.

Hence e{A + uB) . j.

The resultants AB = 0, eB.j contain the full information to be found

by eliminating x (cf. § 41 (4)).

The solution for x falls into two cases; either (1) eA .j, and u is not

conditioned (cf. § 41 (5)); or (2) eA = 0, and ueB.j.

If the coefficients be assumed to be known apart from these given

equations, then the solution in case (1) must be taken to mean that the

existential expression adds nothing to the determination of x beyond the

information already contained in the equations. But in case (2) u is

partially determined; for from ueB.j, we deduce u = uefi, where ^ is the

umbral letter of B.

Hence u = (u + e -\- /S).

Therefore if eA = 0,

x = B-\-{u + ~6-{-^)A,

In this case the existential expression has given fresh information.

(3) Let there be n equations of the type + = CrX + d^x,

and an existential expression of the type (ex + gx)j.

The resultant of the equations is AB = 0, and their solution is

x = B + uA, x = A-^uB.

Hence {eB + gA + eAu-\- gBu}j.

The resultants AB = 0, (eA-\-gB)j contain the full information to be

found by eliminating x (cf. § 41 (4)).

The solution for x falls into two cases, according as the existential

expression {eB-\- gA + eAii -f gBu}j does not or does condition u.

Case (1). If {eB + gA -\-egAB)j, then the above existential expression

does not condition u at all (cf. § 41 (5)).

Hence if the coefficients are assumed to be known apart from the in-

formation of the given equations and existential expression, then the exist-

ential expression must be considered as included in the equations.

Case (2). If {eB + gA 4- egAB) = 0, then the existential expression for u

reduces to {eAu-\- gBu) j, where egAB = 0.

Hence (cf. § 42 (5)) the solution for u is
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where the suffix 1 to the brackets of the umbral letters implies that they are

alternative weak forms.

Hence the solution for x is in this case

In this case the given existential expression is to be considered as giving

fresh information.

45. Boole's General Problem. (1) This problem (c£ § 33 (8)) can

be adapted to the case when existential expressions are given, as in the

following special case.

Let there be given n equations of the type + hrX =CrCC + d^,

and an existential expression of the type gx .j; it is required to determine z.

where z is given by

2 = ex-\-fx.

By § 33 (8), z=eB^fA +ueA+ufB,

where x = B + uA.

Hence from above either (1) gB.j, and u is unconditioned by the

existential expression, or (2) gB = 0, gAu .j. In the second case u = uyoL.

Hence if gB . j the existential expression adds nothing to the solution,

assuming that the coefficients are already known ; if gB = 0, then

z = eB-{-fA+eA. uya +fB{u-{-y-\- a).

It is to be noticed that even in the second case the existential expression

gives no positive information as to z, and that it only suggests a possibility.

For the solution asserts that u contains some of gA, but eA need not overlap

that part of gA contained in u. Similarly the umbral letters in the ex-

pression fB(u + y + a) give no definite information as to the nature of

the term.

(2) If the existential expression in this problem be of the type gx ,j, then

if gA .j, it is included in the equations. But if gA = 0, the solution for

z is

z=eB +fA + eA{u + ^-{-y)-\-fB. u^y.

Similar remarks apply to this solution as apply to that of the previous

form of the problem.

(3) If the existential expression be of the type gz .j or gz .j, then more

definite information can be extracted. Take the first case, namely gz.j,

as an example.

The solution for z from the equations is (cf. § 33 (8))

z = (ef+ eB + u (eA +fB\

where e/+ eB+fA^eA-{-fB.
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The existential expression requires the condition

g{eA+fB).j.

If the coefficients are assumed to be well-known, then if

gief-i-eB^fD.j.

no information is added by the existential expression. But if

g{ef+eB+fA) = 0,

then z = (ef+ eB+fA) + {eA-^ fB) u (yea + 7</)|S),

where
(f>

is the umbral letter of/.

The solution for gz .j is similar in type.

46. Equations and Existential Propositions with many unknowns.

(1) A more complicated series of problems is arrived at by considering the

set of n equations involving two unknowns of the type

arooy + hrocy + c^y + d^^y = ayxy + hrxy + CrXy + d^^j (1 )

;

combined with the existential expression of the type

{exy \-fxy -\- gxy -^rlxy) .j (2).

The various discriminants of the typical equation are

Ar = dyXlr -f a^r\ Br = brW + brbr, Or — CrCr + C^C^', Dr = drd./ + C^^C?/.

Also the resultant discriminants are

^ = n {Ar), B=U (Br), G=U (Gr\ D = U (Dr).

Then from § 30 (9) the resultant of the equations is ABCD = 0,

and from § 41 (4) the existential resultant is (eA -ffB -hgC+W) .j.

If (e-^A)(f+B)(g-^C)(Un).j,

then by § 41 (5) the existential expression (2) adds nothing to the equations (1)

as regards the determination of cc, assuming that the coefficients are well-

known.

Assume that (e -\- A) (f+ B) (g + (J) (l + n) = 0.

The solutions of the equations for x and y can be written

x = (A+B)u+ cm, y = (A-v G)v+ BDv,

where u and v satisfy

ABCvv^-A BDuv + A GDuv + BGDuv = 0 (3).

Substituting in (2) for oo and y,

[{e(A+BG)+fABG-[-gABG-¥lABC}uv

+ {eABD+f(B+AD) +gABD-¥ lABD] uv

-^{eAGB+fAGB+g(G-{-AD)-[-lAGD}uv

+ [eBGL +fBGD+ gBGD -\-l(D + BG)] uv] .j (4).
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The equation (3) is unlimiting and the problem now becomes that of the

next subsection.

(2) Given an unlimiting equation (5) and an existential expression

(exy +fxy + gxy + Ixy) .j (6)

to find the solution for x and y.

Let A, B, G, D be the discriminants of the equation (5). Then, as before,

the condition that x and y are ccmditioned by (6) is

(e + Z)(/+S)(^4-0)(^ + 5) = 0.

Since the equation (5) is unlimiting, this equation can be written

efgl ^fglA + gleB + lefG^ efgD = 0.

Let a symmetrical solution of the equation (5) according to the method of

§35 be

X = dyuv + hiuv + Ciuv + diiiv,

y = a^uv \- h^uv c^uv + d^uv.

Let the expression (6) be written f(x, y) .j for brevity.

Then substituting in (6) for x and y, as in § 33 (2), the expression becomes

l/(ai, ds) m +f{bi, 62) 'f^v +f{cu c^) uv +f{d^, d^) uv] .j.

But this expression has been solved in § 43.

Note.—In this discussion of Existential Expressions valuable hints have been taken

from the admirable paper, ' On the Algebra of Logic,' by Miss Christine Ladd (Mrs Franklin)

in the book entitled Studies in Deductive Logic, by Members of the Johns Hopkins University

But Mrs Franklin's calculus does not conform to the algebraic type considered in this

book ; and the discussion of Existential Expressions given here will, it is believed, be

found to have been developed on lines essentially different to the discussion in that paper.
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Application to Logic.

47. Propositions. (1) It remains to notice the application of this

algebra to Formal Logic, conceived as the Art of Deductive Reasoning. It

seems obvious that a calculus—beyond its suggestiveness—can add nothing

to the theory of Reasoning. For the use of a calculus is after all nothing

but a way of avoiding reasoning by the help of the manipulation of symbols.

(2) The four traditional forms of proposition of Deductive Logic are

All a is 6 (A),

No a is 6 (E),

Some a is b (I),

Some a is not b (0).

Proposition A can be conceived as stating that the region of a's is included

within that of b's, the regions of space being correlated to classes of things.

Jt is unnecessary to enquire here whether this is a satisfactory mode of

stating the proposition for the purpose of explaining the theory ofjudgment:

it is sufficient that it is a mode of expressing what the proposition expresses.

(3) Accordingly in the notation of the Algebra of Symbolic Logic

proposition A can be represented by

a^b (A),

where a symbolizes the class of things each a, and b the class of things each b.

By § 26, Prop, viii, and § 28, this proposition can be put into many equi-

valent symbolic forms, namely a = ab, b = a + b.

Also into other forms involving i, a and b
;
namely,

b^a, ab = 0, a = a + b, a + b =i, b = ab.

Also into other forms involving the mention of an undetermined class u
;

namely

a — ub, b = a-\-u, a = b + u.

7—2
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(4) According to this interpretation i must symbolize that limited class

of things which is the special subject of discourse on any particular occasion.

Such a class was called by De Morgan, the Universe of Discourse. Hence

the name, Universe, which has been adopted for it here.

(5) Proposition E can be construed as denying that the regions of a's

and 6's overlap. Its symbolic expression is therefore

a6 = 0 (E).

This can be converted into the alternative forms

a^h, b^a, a=ah, b = hd, a + b = {, a = a + b, b = b-ta.

Thus, allowing the introduction of i, there are eight equivalent symbolic

forms of the universal negative proposition, as well as eight forms of the

universal affirmative. But if the introduction of i be not allowed, there is

but one form, namely, ab = 0 ;
remembering that the supplement of a term

by its definition [cf § 23 (8)] implies i.

On the other hand if the introduction of an undefined class symbol (u)

be allowed, then four other forms appear, namely,

a = ub, a = u -\- b, b = ua, b = u + a.

(6) Proposition I can be construed as affirming that the regions of the

a's and 6's overlap. Hence it affirms that the region ab exists. This is

symbolically asserted by
(I)-

Equivalent forms are (cf § 40) ajS . ba; a + b+ (o; (a + + (b a).

Also if the introduction of undefined class symbols be allowed, then other

equivalent forms are,

a = wb.j-]-u; b = wa.j-\-u; d = u (w + b -\- co)] b = u(w-\-a + (o).

(7) Proposition 0 affirms that the regions of a's and b's overlap. This

is symbolically expressed by

ab.j (O).

Equivalent forms are a/S . 6a ; d + b + co; (a + /3) + (6 + ->
).

Also using undefined class symbols,

a = wb .j + u; b = u (w + d + co); d = u (w + b -h (o); b = wa.j + u.

48. Exclusion of Nugatory Forms. (1) It is sometimes necessary

to symbolize propositions of the t3^e A, so as to exclude nugatory forms;

for instance when it is desired to infer symbolically a particular proposition

from two universals.

(2) In order to avoid the form of nugatoriness which would arise from

a = 0, m a ^ b, we can write

(1).

or aj = ab.j (2).
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The series of other forms can be deduced by mere symbolical reasoning
from this form. Thus 6 = 6 + a6; also bj, ah .j, and ab .j = aj; hence

^j = ki'raj ..(3).

Again, by taking the supplement of bj, we deduce b + Multiplying (2)

by (6 + to), we find

aj.{b + (o) = 0 (4).

By taking supplements of (1),

b \-w^a + (o (5).

By taking supplements of (2)

a + ft) = a + 6 + <w (6).

By taking supplements of (3)

6 + a) = (6 + <») (a + ft)) (7).

By taking supplements of (4)

{a + (o) -\- bj = i (8).

Thus the eight forms of the proposition (A) (excluding those with un-

determined class symbols) have been symbolized so as to exclude the nugatory

form which arises when a = 0.

(3) Another nugatory form arises when b = i, this form can be excluded

by the forms

a-\-w^b-\-(o, or (a + w) = (a + (6 + w).

By comparing these forms with equations (5) and (7) in subsection (2)

it is easy to write down the remaining six forms.

It is also possible to combine the symbolism of both cases and thus to

exclude both forms of nugatoriness, viz. a = 0, or 6 = i. But it is rarely that

reasoning requires both forms to be excluded simultaneously, so there is no

gain in the additional complication of the symbolism.

49. Syllogism. (1) The various figures of the traditional syllogisms

are as follows, where a is the minor term, b the middle term and c the major

term

:

First Figure.

A, All h is c, E, No h is c, A, All b is c, E, No h is c,

A, All a is 6, A, All a is 6, I, Some a is 6, I, Some a is 6,

therefore therefore therefore therefore

A, All a is c. E, No a is c. I, Some a is c. O, Some a is not c.

Second Figure.

E, No c is h, A, All c is h, E, No c is 6, A, All c is 6,

A, All a is 6, E, No a is 6, I, Some a is 6, 0, Some a is not 6,

therefore therefore therefore therefore

E, No a is c. E, No a is c. 0, Some a is not c. 0, Some a is not c.
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Third Figure.

A, All h is c,

A, All h is ct,

therefore

E, No h is c,

A, All h is «,

therefore

O, Some a is not c.

O, Some 6 is not c,

A, All 6 is a,

therefore

O, Some a is not c.

I, Some h is c,

A, All b is a,

therefore

I, Some a is c.

E, No 6 is c,

I, Some h is a,

therefore

O, Some a is not c.

A, All 6 is c,

I, Some 6 is a,

therefore

1, Some a is c.

'A, All c is 6,

A, All h is a,

therefore

I, Some a is c.

Fourth Figure.

A, All c is 6, I, Some c is 6,

E, No 6 is a, A, All Z> is a,

therefore therefore

0, Some a is not c. I, Some a is c.

E, No c is 6,

I, Some h is <x,

therefore

O, Some a is not c.

E, No c is

A, All h is a,

therefore

0, Some a is not c.

(2) The first mood of the first figure can be symbolized thus :

h^c, a=^b, therefore c:

or thus : b = bc, a = ab, therefore a = ab — abc = ac :

or thus : bc= 0, ab = 0, therefore ac = a (b + b) c = a . be -\- ab . ~c = 0 :

or thus : c^^b, b^a, therefore c^a:

or thus : c = 6 + c, 6 = a + 6, therefore c = b-\-c = a + b-\-c = a-]-c:

or thus : 6 = 5 + c, a = a-f-6, therefore a = d + b = d~\-b + c = d + c:

or thus : b-\-c = iyd + b = i, therefore d-\-c = d+bb + c

= (a 4- 6 + c) (a + 6 + c) = ^

:

or thus : c = bc, b = db, therefore c = bc = dbc = ac.

One half of these forms can be deduced from the other half by taking

supplements.

In each case the two premises, which are each of the type A, have been

written down in the same form. By combining two different methods of

exhibiting symbolically propositions of the type A many other methods of

conducting the reasoning symbolically can be deduced. It is unnecessary to

state them here.

(3) The second mood of the first figure can be symbolized thus

:

6c = 0, a = ab, therefore ac = abc = 0 :

or thus

or thus

or thus

or thus

b^Cy a^b, therefore a^c:

c^b, b:^d, therefore c^d'.

b = bc, a = ab, therefore a = abc = ac :

c = cb, 6 = db, therefore c = cb = cab = cd
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or thus : b -{-c = i, ah = 0, therefore a = a(b + c) = ab + ac = ac:

or thus : b = b -\- c, ab = 0, therefore a{b -\- c) = ac = ab = 0 :

or thus : c = c + b, a = ab, therefore ac = a{c-\-b) = ac + a = a.

Eight forms have been given here but many others could be added by

combining otherwise the modes of symbolizing propositions of the type A
and E.

50. Symbolic Equivalents of Syllogisms. (1) It is better however

at once to generalize the point of view of this symbolic discussion of the

syllogism. It is evident that each syllogism is simply a problem of elimina-

tion of the middle term, and the symbolic discussions can be treated as

special cases of the general methods already developed. Also the symbolic

equivalence of all the forms of a proposition makes it indifferent which

special form of a proposition is chosen as typical.

(2) Consider the first mood of the first figure : the term b is to be

eliminated from b = bc, a = ab.

The positive discriminant of b = bc, is c, the negative discriminant is i.

The equation, a = ab, can be written ab + ab = ab. The positive discri-

minant is i ; its negative disciiminant is a.

Hence all the information to be found by eliminating b is

~ (ci) X ~ (id) = 0
;

that is a'c = 0.

(3) Consider the second mood: the term b is to be eliminated from

bc = 0, a= ab.

The discriminants of the first equation are c and i ;
and of the second

equation are i and a.

Hence the elimination of b gives

- (ci) X ~ (id) = 0 ;

that is ac = 0.

It is obvious that the first and second moods of the second figure are

symbolically the same problem as this mood.

(4) The third mood of the first figure is symbolically stated thus :

b = be, ab .j.

Hence eliminating 6 by § 41 (4), the existential resultant is ac .j.

This is symbolically the same problem as the third and fourth moods of

the third figure, and the third of the fourth figure.

(5) The fourth mood of the first figure can be symbolized thus

:

be = 0, ab .j.

Hence eliminating 6 by § 41 (4), the existential resultant is ac .j.

This is symbolically the same problem as the third mood of the second

figure, the sixth of the third figure, and the fifth of the fourth figure.
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(6) The only mood in the second figure not already discussed is the

fourth ; it can be symbolically stated thus : cb = 0, ab .j.

Hence eliminating 6 by § 41 (4), the existential resultant is dc.j.

(7) In the first mood of the third figure a particular proposition is

inferred from two universal premises. It is necessary therefore in order to

symbolize this mood that universal propositions as symbolically expressed

be put on the same level as particular propositions in regard to the ex-

clusion of nugatory forms. The syllogism can be symbolized thus,

hj = be . j, hj = ha . j,

l^ence hj = he .j = hac .j, hence ac .j.

(8) It is immediately evident that the premises assume more than is

necessary to prove the conclusion, thus b = be, instead of bj= hc.j, and ab.j,

instead of hj = ah .j, would have been sufficient. This is not a syllogism with

what is technically known as a weakened conclusion, since no stronger

conclusion of this type could have been drawn. It might be called a

syllogism with over-strong premises. The syllogism of the same type with

its premises not over-strong is the third of the first figure. Hence the

symbolic treatment of that mood would serve for this one.

(9) The second mood of the third figure can be symbolized thus,

he — 0, hj = ah.j, now ab.j = ab (c 4- c) .j = abc .j, hence ac.j.

This is obviously a syllogism with over-strong premises, since be = 0, ab . j,

would have been sufficient for the conclusion. The syllogism of the same

type with sufficient premises is the fourth of the first figure.

(10) The fifth mood of the third figure can be symbolized thus: bc.j,

a6 = 0.

Hence eliminating 6 by § 41 (4), the existential resultant is ac .j.

(11) The first mood of the fourth figure is symbolized thus,

cj = be .j, hj = ab .j, hence he .j = ahe .j, hence ae .j.

This is a syllogism with over-strong premises, the corresponding syllogism

with sufficient premises is the third of the first figure.

(12) The second mood of the fourth figure is symbolized thus,

9 = .j, ab = 0, therefore be.j= he (a + a) .j = hca .j, hence ea .j.

This is a syllogism with over-strong premises ; the corresponding syllogism

with sufficient premises is the fourth of the first figure.

(13) The fourth mood of the fourth figure is symbolized thus,

6c = 0, bj = ab.j, therefore ah .j = ab (e + c) .j = abc .j, hence ac.j.

This is a syllogism with over-strong premises ; the corresponding syllogism

with sufficient premises is the fourth of the first figure.
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(14) Since the conclusion of any syllogism can be obtained from the

premises by the purely symbolic methods of this algebra, it follows that the

conclusion of any train of reasoning, valid according to the formal canons of

the traditional Deductive Logic, can also be obtained from the premises by

the use of the algebra, using purely symbolic transformations.

51. Generalization of Logic. (1) This discussion of the various

moods of Syllogism suggests^ that the processes of elimination and solution

as applied to a system of equations and existential expressions developed in

the preceding chapters of this Book can be construed as being a generaliza-

tion of the processes of syllogism and conversion of common Logic.

It will be seen by reference to § 47 that a universal proposition is

symbolized in the form of an equation, and a particular proposition in the

form of an existential expression. Hence the most general form of equation

may be conceived as a complex universal proposition, and a set of equations

as a set of universal propositions. Also the most general form of an exis-

tential expression is the most general form of a particular proposition, and a

set of such expressions is a set of particular propositions.

(2) The most general form of a system, entirely of universal proposi-

tions and involving one element to be determined, is given in Chapter II,

§§ 29, 30. It is

aiOc + biX = CiX + diX,

ar'C + 6^ = CrX + d.^,

Here a; is supposed to be the class to be further determined, and the

other symbols all refer to well-known classes.

Then the information wanted is found by forming n functions of the type,

Ar = arCr-\-ai^r) ^ud 71 of the type, Br = hrdr + hrdr, and by forming the

products A = A^A^... An, B = . . • ^n- Then x = B + uA ; with the con-

dition that AB = 0, which is probably well-known.

(3) The essential part of this process is the formation of the two regions

A and B out of the well-defined regions involved in the system of proposi-

tions. This composition of the two discriminants is a process of rearranging

our original knowledge so as to express in a convenient form the fresh infor-

mation conveyed in the system. Formally it is a mere picking out of certain

regions defined by the inter-relations of the known regions which are the

coefficients of the equations : but the process in practice may result in a real

addition to knowledge of the true definition of x. For instance rationality

and auimality may have been the characteristics of two regions among the

1 Cf. Boole, Laics of Thought, chapter IX. § 8, chapter XV.
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coefficients in the system ; but in A and B the common part of the regions

may only occur : then it is at once known that x only involves the ideas of

rationality and animality in so far as it involves those of humanity—a very

real addition to knowledge, though formally it is only a question of better

arrangement as compared to the original system.

(4) The undefined nature of the information given by particular pro-

positions makes it usually desirable not to deal with such propositions in a

mass, but to sort them one by one, comparing their information with that

derived from the known system of universal propositions.

Thus let the above system of universal propositions be known, and also

the proposition of the type I, viz. eoc . j.

Then from § 41 the full information to be found by eliminating x is,

AB = 0, eA .j ] and the solution for x is, either

(1) eB.j, x = B€ + uA, or (2) e~B = 0, x='B-\- itA.€a.

Now propositions including a common term x are in general accumulated

in science or elsewhere just because information concerning x is required.

Also the propositions will as far as possible connect x with thoroughly well-

known terms. If we conceived this process as performed with ideal success,

then the coefficients of x and x in the above equations and existential expres-

sion must be conceived as completely known, and no information concerning

their relations will be fresh. Hence in case (1), when eB .j, the particular

proposition {ex .j) is included in the universal propositions; but in case (2)

the particular proposition has added fresh information.

But this sharp division between things known and things unknown is not

always present in reasoning. In such a case the universals and the particular

perform a double function, they both define more accurately the properties

of things already fairly well-known, and determine the things x which are

comparatively unknown.

The discussion of this typical case may serve to exemplify the logical

interpretation of the problems of the previous chapters.
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Propositional Interpretation.

52. Propositional Interpretation. (1) There is another possible

mode of interpreting the Algebra of Symbolic Logic which forms another pj
application of the calculus to Logic.

Let any letter of the calculus represent a proposition or complex of

propositions. The propositions represented are to be either simple categorical

propositions, or complexes of such propositions of one or other of two types.

One type is the complex proposition which asserts two or more simple propo-

sitions to be conjointly true ; such a proposition asserts the truth of all its

simple components, and the proposer is prepared to maintain any one of

them. The verbal form by which such propositions are coupled together is

a mere accident: the essential point to be noticed is that the complex

proposition is conceived as the product of a set of simple propositions,

marked off from all other propositions, and set before the mind by some

device, linguistic or otherwise, in such fashion that each single proposition of

the set is stated as valid. Hence if one single proposition of the set be

disproved, the complex proposition is disproved. Let such a complex of

propositions be called a conjunctive complex.

(2) The other type of complex proposition is that which asserts that one

at least out of a group of simple propositions, somehow set before the mind,

is true. Here again the linguistic device is immaterial, the essential point

is that the group of propositions is set before the mind with the understood

assertion that one at least is true. Let such a type of complex of propositions

be called a disjunctive complex.

(3) Furthermore we may escape the difficult (and perhaps unanswerable

or even unmeaning) question of deciding what propositions are to be regarded

as simple propositions. The simplicity which is here asserted of certain

propositions, is, so to speak, a simplicity de facto and not de jure. All that

is meant is that a simple proposition is one which as a matter of fact for the

purpose in hand is regarded, and is capable of being regarded, as a simple
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\
assertion of a fact, which fact may be indefinitely complex and capable of

further analysis.

Thus a conjunctive or a disjunctive complex may each of them be

regarded as a simple proposition by directing attention to the single element

of assertion which binds together the different component propositions of a

complex of either type.

(4) To sum up : all propositions symbolized, actually or potentially, by

single letters can be regarded as simple propositions : and the only analysis

of simple propositions is to be their analysis either into conjunctive or

disjunctive complexes of simple propositions. Also a simple proposition is a

proposition which can be regarded as containing a single element of categori-

cal assertion.

53. Equivalent Propositions. Two propositions, a; and will be said

to be equivalent, the equivalence being expressed by = y, when they are

equivalent in validity. By this is meant that any motives (of those motives

which are taken account of in the particular discourse) to assent, which on

presentation to the mind induce assent to x, also necessarily induce assent

to y and conversely.

54. Symbolic Representation OF Complexes. (1) Let the disjunctive

complex formed out of the component propositions a, b, c... be symbolized

by (a + 64-c ...). This symbolism is allowable since the disjunctive complex

has the properties of addition : for (1) the result of the synthesis of the

propositions is a definite unique thing of the same type as the thing

synthesized, namely another proposition : (2) the order which is conceivable

in the mental arrangement of the propositions is immaterial as far as the

equivalence of the resulting proposition is concerned: (3) the components

of a disjunctive complex may be associated in any way into disjunctive

complexes ; so that the associative law holds.

(2) Let the conjunctive complex formed out of the component proposi-

tions a, b, c... be symbolized by abc... This symbolism by the sign of

multiplication is allowable: (1) since the result of the synthesis of a number

of component propositions into a conjunctive complex is definite and unique,

being in fact another proposition which can be regarded as a simple propo-

sition; (2) since the conjunctive complex formed out of the proposition a

and the complex 6-|-c is the same proposition as the disjunctive complex

formed by ab and ac ; in other words a (6 -I- c) = a6 4- ac.

55. Identification with the Algebra of Symbolic Logic. (1) It

now remains to identify the addition and multiplication of propositions, as

here defined, with the operations of the Algebra of Symbolic Logic.

The disjunctive complex x + x is the same as the simple proposition x.
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For oo-\-x means either the proposition od or the proposition £c, and this is

nothing else than the proposition x. Hence w-\- x = x.

(2) The conjunctive complex obeys the associative law: for to assert a
and h and c conjointly is the same as asserting b and c conjointly and assert-

ing a conjointly with this complex assertion. Hence abc = a . be.

(3) The conjunctive complex also obviously obeys the commutative law

:

thus abc = acb = bac.

(4) The conjunctive complex formed of a and a is the same as the

simple proposition a; hence aa=a.

(5) The null-element of the manifold of the Algebra corresponds to the

absolute rejection of all motives for assent to a proposition, and further to

the consequent rejection of the validity of the proposition. Hence ^ = 0,

comes to mean the rejection of x from any process of reason, or from any

act of assertion. In so far as they are thus rejected all such propositions

are equivalent. Thus if x = 0, y = 0, then oo = y = 0. Furthermore if 6 = 0,

the proposition a + 6 is equivalent to the proposition a alone; for the motives

of validity of b being absolutely rejected, those for the validity of a alone

remain.

Hence if 6 = 0, a-^b = a.

Again, if b = 0, then ab = 0; for ab means that a and b are asserted

conjointly, and if the motives for b be rejected, then the motives for the

complex proposition are rejected.

The class of propositions to be thus absolutely rejected is best discussed

later, after the discussion of the other special element.

(6) The Universe. The other special element of the manifold is that

which has been called the Universe. Those propositions, or that class of

perhaps an indefinite number of propositions, will be severally considered

as equivalent to the Universe when their validity has acquired some special

absoluteness of assent, either conventionally (for the sake of argument), or

naturally.

This class of propositions may be fixed by sheer convention : certain

propositions may be arbitrarily enumerated and to them may be assigned the

absolute validity which is typified by the element called the Universe. Or

some natural characteristic may be assigned as the discriminating mark of

propositions which are equivalent to the universe. For instance, propositions

which while reasoning on a given subject matter are implied in reasoning

without rising to explicit consciousness or needing explicit statement at

any stage of the argument might be equated to the Universe.

The laws of thought as stated in Logic are such propositions. Again in

a discussion between two billiard markers on a game of billiards the propo-

sition, that two of the balls were white and the third red, might be of this
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character. For billiard markers such a proposition rises to the level of a

law of thought.

Again, in legal arguments before an inferior court the judgments of the

Supreme Court of Judicature might be considered as propositions each

equivalent to the Universe.

In this interpretation the name of the Universe as applied to this

element is unfortunate: the Truism would be a better name for it. Let all

propositions equivalent to the Universe be termed self-evident.

(7) The properties assigned to the Universe (i) in relation to any

proposition oc are (cf. § 23 (6) and (7))

X i = i,

xi = oc.

The validity of any proposition equivalent to the Universe being taken

as absolute, the validity of the disjunctive complex formed of this proposition

and some other proposition x cannot be anything else but the absolute

validity of the Universe. Hence the equation x = i is valid for the

present interpretation.

Again, in the conjunctive complex formed of any proposition and a

proposition equivalent to the Universe, the validity of the second proposition

being unquestioned, the validity of the w^hole is regulated by that of the

first proposition. Hence the equation xi = is also valid.

(8) This conception of a class of propositions either conventionally or

naturally of absolute validity gives rise for symbolic purposes in this chapter

to an extension of the traditional idea of the conversion of propositions.

If the Universe be narrowed down to the Laws of Thought, then all the

propositions which can be derived from any given proposition x taken in

connection with the propositions of the Universe are those propositions which

arise in the traditional theory of the conversion of propositions. Hence if we

extend the Universe of self-evident propositions either by some natural or

conventional definition, we may extend the conception of conversion to

include any proposition which can be derived from a given proposition x

taken in connection with the assigned propositions equivalent to the Universe.

Thus if i be any proposition equivalent to the Universe, xi will be

considered to be simply the proposition x in another form.

(9) The supplementary proposition, x, of the proposition x is defined

by the properties,

XX = 0, X + x = i.

Whatever the propositions of the Universe may be, even if they are reduced

to the minimum of the Laws of Thought, the logical contradictory of x

satisfies these conditions and therefore is a form of the supplementary pro-

position. But by the aid of the propositions of the Universe there are

other more special forms into which the contradictory can be 'converted,'
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Any such form, equivalent to the contradictory, is with equal right called

the supplement of x. Thus to the billiard markers cited above the

supplement to the proposition, the ball is red, is the proposition, the ball is

white; for one of the two must be true and they cannot both be true.

(10) It is now possible clearly to define the class, necessarily of indefinite

number, of propositions which are to be equated to the null element. This

equation must not rest merely on the empirical negative fact of the apparent

absence of motives for assent ; but on the positive fact of inconsistency with

the propositions which are equated to the Universe. If the Universe be

reduced to the Laws of Thought, then all propositions equated to null are

self-contradictory. With a more extended Universe, all propositions equated

to null are those which contradict the fundamental assumptions of our

reasoning. Let all propositions equated to the null-element be called self-

condemned.

(11) The hypothetical relation between two propositions x and y, namely,

If y be true then x is true, implies that the motives for assent to y are included

among those for assent to x. Hence the relation can be expressed by y^x,

or by any of the equivalent equational forms of § 26, Prop. viii. And y may

be said to be incident in x.

We have now examined all the fundamental principles of the Algebra

of Symbolic Logic and shown that our present symbolism for propositions

agrees with and interprets them all. Hence the development of this

symbolism is simply the development of the Algebra which has been

already carried out.

56. Existential Expressions. The symbol x.^ denotes the pro-

position X and implies that it is not self-condemned. The symbol + w

denotes the proposition x and implies that it is not self-evident. Hence,

- (^cj) =zx + 0), implies that the supplement of a proposition not self-con-

demned is itself not self-evident.

Umbral letters. The symbol xrj denotes the proposition x and implies that

xy is not self-condemned: the symbol x-\-rj implies that x-hy is not self-

evident (cf. § 40 (1)). The whole use of umbral letters therefore receives its

interpretation.

57. Symbolism of the Traditional Propositions. (1) This system

of interpretation, which in its main ideas is a modification of that due to

Boole ^ has perhaps the best right to be called a system of Symbolic Logic.

It assumes the existence of an unquestioned sphere of knowledge, and traces

generally the consequences which can be deduced from any categorical

proposition or set of categorical propositions taken in connection with this

sphere of knowledge. The former mode of interpretation, by class inclusion

1 Cf. Laws of Thought^ chap. xi.
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and exclusion, only applied to propositions of the subsumption type : the

present mode applies to any categorical proposition, that is to any proposition

depending on a single element of assertion. Further it can symbolize any
relation in which two such propositions can stand to each other, namely,

(1) the disjunctive relation, in either of the two forms, namely, either when
the propositions can be both true or when only one can be true (i.e. by the

forms oo-^y and x+yx); (2) the conjunctive relation; (3) the hypothetical

relation (i.e. by the equation y = ccy).

(2) A defect of the method at first sight is that it seemingly cannot

exhibit the process of thought in a syllogism.

Thus if X and y be the two premises, and 2 be the conclusion, then z is

true if xy be true : hence xy = xy . z, or xy ^ z are two of the forms in which

an argument from two propositions to a third can be exhibited. But this

symbolism only exhibits the fact that z has been concluded from xy, and in

no way traces the course of thought.

(3) The defect is remedied by McColl {Proc. London Math. Soc, Vols. IX.,

X., XI., XIII.), by means of the device of analysing a proposition of one of

the traditional types, A, E, I, 0, into a relation between other propositions

—

thus instead of. All A is B, consider the propositions. It is ^1, It is ^ ;
then,

All A is B, is the same thing as saying that the proposition. It is A, is

equivalent in validity to the conjunctive complex. It is A and It is B. Hence
if one proposition is a, and the other h, the original proposition is symbolized

by a = ah. In other words, the hypothetical relation mentioned in § 55 (11)

holds between the propositions a and 6.

This analysis is certainly possible ; and it is not necessary for the

symbolism that it should be put forward as a fundamental analysis, but

merely as possible. It requires however some careful explanation in order to

understand the possible relations and transformations of such propositions as,

It is A.

58. Primitive Predication. (1) Let a proposition of the type. It

is A, be called a primitive predication. In such a proposition the subject is

not defined in the proposition itself; it is supposed to be known, either by

direct intuition, or as the result of previous discourse. In the latter case the

proposition must not be considered as an analytical deduction from previous

propositions defining the ' it.' The previous discourse is simply a means of

bringing the subject before the mind : and when the subject is so brought

before the mind, the proposition is a fresh synthetic proposition. A primitive

predication necessarily implies the existence of the subject. The proposition

may be in error ; but without a subject, instead of a proposition there is a

mere exclamation.

(2) If the predicate be a possible predicate, either because it is not self-

contradictory, or further because its possibility is not inconsistent with the
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rest of knowledge, primitive predication can only be tested as to its truth or

falsehood by an act of intuition. For a primitive predication is essentially a

singular act having relation to a definite intuition ; and it is only knowledge

based on definite intuitions having concrete relations with this intuition

which can confirm or invalidate it.

The propositions taken as equivalent to the Universe in the present

symbolism must be propositions deducible from propositions relating universal

ideas or be such propositions themselves. Hence if x stand for a proposition

which is a primitive predication, then x can only be self-condemned if the

predicate be self-contradictory or inconsistent with the propositions equivalent

to the Universe.

Also X can only itself be equivalent to the universe, if there be the

convention that during the given process of inference the ultimate subject

of every proposition shall have certain assigned attributes. Then an act of

primitive predication attributing one of these attributes to a subject is

equivalent to the Universe, that is, is self-evident.

(3) If a? be a primitive predication, x is not a primitive predication;

it may be called a primitive negation. Thus if x stands for. It is man,

then X stands for, It is not man ; that is to say, the subject may have any

possible attribute except that of man. If x be self-condemned, then x states

that the subject may have any possible attribute; thus x — i, since it is an

obvious presupposition of all thought that a subject undefined except by the

fact of an act of intuition may have any possible attribute.

If x=^i, then ^ is a denial that the subject referred to has a certain

attribute, which by hypothesis all subjects under consideration do possess

;

hence x is self-condemned : that is, ^ = 0.

(4) A primitive negation does not necessarily occur merely as the denial

of a primitive predication. The relations of the two types of proposition

may be inverted. The fundamental proposition may be the denial that a

certain predicate is attributable to the subjects within a certain field of

thought. If this proposition, which relates universal ideas, be included

among propositions which are self-evident, then any primitive denial which

denies the certain predicate is also self-evident ; and its supplement, which is

a primitive predication, is self-condemned.

59. Existential Symbols and Primitive Predication. (1) If a?

stand for a primitive predication, then x] implies that the predicate is a

possible predicate of a subject in so far as the self-evident propositions

regulate our knowledge of possibility. Now x^ implies x-^(o\ this last

expression implies that the denial of the primitive predication cannot be

deduced to be true for all possible subjects of predication by means of the

self-evident propositions. This deduction is an obvious consequence of xj.

w. ^
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(2) Also xj implies that the denial of the primitive predication is con-

sistent with the self-evident propositions as far as some possible subjects of

predication are concerned. Now xj implies a? + w, and this implies that the

primitive predication is not self-evident for all possible subjects of predi-

cation.

(3) If a;, y, z, etc., all stand for separate primitive predications, then in

any complex, either conjunctive or disjunctive, which comprises two or more

of these propositions, the propositions are to be understood to refer to the

same subject. Otherwise, since the propositions are singular acts, the pro-

positions can have no relation to each other. Thus xy, i.e. x with 3/, stands

for the combined assertions. It is X and it is F, or in other words. It is both

X and F. Also x-\-y stands for, it is either X or F or both. Similarly

primitive denials occurring together in a complex must both refer to the

same subject; so also must primitive predications and primitive denials

occurring together in a complex.

(4) The symbol xt) stands for the proposition. It is X, and also implies

the consistency with the self-evident propositions of the proposition, It is F,

as applied to the same subject as x. The umbral letter 7; affixed to x is in

fact a reminder that xy is consistent with the self-evident propositions for

some possible subjects of predication.

60. Propositions. (1) It is now possible to symbolize the traditional

forms of logical proposition.

Proposition A. All X is F, takes the form, if x then y, where x and y
are the primitive predications, It is X, It is F. Hence the proposition takes

the symbolic forms

X ^y, x = xy, or any symbolically equivalent form.

(2) Proposition E. No X is F, takes the form. If x then y. Hence
the proposition takes the symbolic forms

x=^y, x= xy, or any symbolically equivalent form.

(3) Proposition I. Some X is F, takes the form that the conjunctive

complex xy is not self-condemned ; if the denial of all predicates or combina-

tions of predicates, which do not actually occur in subjects belonging to the

field of thought considered, be included among the self-evident propositions.

Hence the proposition can be put in the symbolic form, xy.j, or in any

symbolically equivalent form.

It must be carefully noticed that it is the connotation of xy.j which

expresses the Proposition I and not the conjunctive complex xy, which stands

for. It is X and F. Thus the supplement of xy.j, namely, ~(xy.j), or

x-\-y + (o, does not express the contradictory of the Proposition I, but the

contradictory of the conjunctive complex xy. On the contrary the connotation

of x^y -\- (o still expresses the same Proposition I.
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(4) Proposition O. Some X is not F, takes the form that the con-

junctive complex xy is not self-condemned; where the same hypothesis as to

the self-evident propositions is made as in the case of Proposition I. The
symbolic form is therefore, xy .j, or any equivalent symbolic form.

(5) The universal Propositions A, E as symbolized above give no
existential import to their subjects. But the symbolism as there explained

has the further serious defect that there is no symbolic mode of giving

warning of the nugatoriness of the propositions when the subject is non-

existent. But this can be easily remedied by including among the self-

evident propositions the denial of any predicates which do not appear in an

existent subject in the field of thought. This is the same supposition as had

to be made in order to symbolize / and 0. Hence in the proposition x = xy,

if there be no X's, then x = 0.

Also if it be desired to exclude this nugatory case, then the proposition

can be written

(6) It has now been proved that the present form of interpretation

includes that of the preceding chapter as a particular case. Thus all the

results of the previous chapter take their place as particular cases of the

interpretations of this present chapter.

Historical, Note. The Algebra of Symbolic Logic, viewed as a distinct algebra, is due

to Boole, whose 'Laws of Thought' was published in 1854. Boole does not seem in this

work to fully realize that he had discovered a system of symbols distinct from that of

ordinary algebra. In fact the idea of ' extraordinary algebras ' was only then in process

of formation and he himself in this work was one of its creators. Hamilton's Lectures on

Quaternions were only published in 1853 (though his first paper on Quaternions was

published in the Philosophical Magazine, 1844), and Grassmann's Ausdehnungslehre of 1844

was then unknown. The task of giving thorough consistency to Boole's ideas and

notation, with the slightest possible change, was performed by Venn in his 'Symbolic

Logic,' (1st Ed. 1881, 2nd Ed. 1894). The non-exclusive symbolism for addition (i.e.

x + y instead of x-^yx) was introduced by Jevons in his 'Pure Logic,' 1864, and by

C. S. Peirce in the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Vol. vii,

1867. Peirce continued his investigations in the American Journal of Mathematics,

Vols. III. and vii. The later articles also contain the symbolism for a subsumption, and

many further symbolic investigations of logical ideas, especially in the Logic of Kelatives,

which it does not enter into the plan of this treatise to describe. These investigations

of Peirce form the most important contribution to the subject of Symbolic Logic since

Boole's work.

Peirce {loc. cit. 1867) and Schroder in his important pamphlet, Operationskreis des

Logikkalkiils, 1877, shewed that the use of numerals, retained by Boole, was unnecessary,

and also exhibited the reciprocity between multiplication and addition ; Schroder {loc. cit.)

also shewed that the operations of subtraction and division might be dispensed with.

Schroder has since written a very complete treatise on the subject, 'Vorlesmigen iiber

die Algebra der Logik,' Teubner, Leipsic, Vol. i, 1890, Vol. ii, 1891, Vol. iii, 1895; Vol. in.

deals with the Logic of Relatives.

8—2
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A small book entitled ' Studies in Deductive Logic,' Boston 1883, has in it suggestive

papers, especially one by Miss Ladd (Mrs Franklin) ' On the Algebra of Logic,' and one

by Dr Mitchell ' On a new Algebra of Logic'

A most important investigation on the underlying principles and assumptions which

belong equally to the ordinary Formal Logic, to Symbolic Logic, and to the Logic of

Kelatives is given by Mr W. E. Johnson in three articles, * The Logical Calculus,' in Mind^

Vol. I, New Series, 1892. His symbolism is not in general that of the Algebraic type

dealt with in this work.

The prepositional interpretation in a diflferent form to that given in this work was

given by Boole in his book: modifications of it have been given by Venn (Symbohc

Logic), Peirce {loc. cit), H. M'^CoU in the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society^

Vols. IX, X, XI, XIII, ' On the Calculus of Equivalent Statements.' The latter also introduces

some changes in notation and some applications to the limits of definite integrals, which

are interesting to mathematicians.

A large part of Boole's ' Laws of Thought ' is devoted to the application of his method

to the Theory of Probability.

Both Venn and Schroder give careful bibliographies in their works. These two

works, Johnson's articles in Mind, and of course Boole's ' Laws of Thought,' should be

the first consulted by students desirous of entering further into the subject.

There is a hostile criticism of the utility of the whole subject from a logical point of

view in Lotze's Logic.
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CHAPTER I.

Fundamental Propositions. ,^yr^r.

61. Introductory. (1) In all algebras of the imtnerical genus (cf. § 22)

any element of the algebraic manifold of the fii^st^order can be expressed in

the form ai^i + ^2^2 + • • • + a^e,,, where ^i, ^2, . . . e„ are 1/ elements of this manifold

and «!, Ota. • • • «f are numbers, where number here means a quantity of ordinary

algebra, real or imaginary. It will be convenient in future invariably to use

ordinary Roman or italic letters to represent the symbols following the laws

of the special algebra considered : thus also each group of such letters is a

symbol following the laws of the special algebra. Such letters or such group

of letters may be called extraordinarieg * to indicate that in their mutual

relations they do not follow the laws of ordinary algebra. Greek letters will

be strictly confined to representing numbers, and will in their mutual

relations therefore follow all the laws of ordinary algebra.

(2) The properties of a positional manifold will be easily identified with

the descriptive properties of Space of any number of dimensions, to the

exclusion of all metrical properties. It will be convenient therefore, without

effecting any formal identification, to use spatial language in investigating

the properties of positional manifolds.

A positional manifold will be seen to be a quantitively defined manifold,

and therefore also a complex serial manifold (cf § 11).

(3) The fundamental properties which must belong, in some form or other,

to any positional manifold must now be discussed. The investigation of §§ 62

63 will be conducted according to the same principles as that of §§ 14—18,

which will be presupposed throughout. The present investigation is an

amplification of those articles, stress being laid on the special properties of

algebraic manifolds of the numerical genus.

62. Intensity. (1) Each thing denoted by an extraordinary, repre-

senting an element of a positional manifold, involves a quantity special to it,

to be called its intensity. The special characteristic of intensity is that in

general the thing is absent when the intensity is zero, and is never absent

* This name was used by Cayley.
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unless the intensity is zero. There is, however, an exceptional case discussed

in Chapter iv. of this book.

(2) Two things alike in all respects, except that they possess intensities

of different magnitudes, will be called things of the same kind. They repre-

sent the same element of the positional manifold, the intensity being in fact

a secondary property of the elements of the manifold (cf § 9).

(3) Let any arbitrary intensity of a thing representing a certain element

be chosen as the unit intensity, then the numerical measure of the intensity

of another thing representing the same element is the ratio of its intensity

to the unit intensity. Let the letter e denote the thing at unit intensity,

then a thing of the same kind at intensity a, where a is some number, will

be denoted by ae or by eoL, which will be treated as equivalent symbols.

(4) Let the intensity of a thing which is absent be denoted by 0. Then
by the definition of intensity,

Oe = eO = 0.

(5) Further, two things representing the same element at intensities a

and P are to be conceived as capable of a synthesis so as to form one thing

representing the "same element at intensity a + y9. This synthesis is un-

ambiguous and unique, and such as can be symbolized by the laws of

addition. Hence

The equation

(a + /8)e = ae + y8e,

involves the formal distributive law of multiplication (cf. § 19). Accordingly

in the symbol ae, we may conceive a and e, as multiplied together.

(6) Conversely a thing of intensity a + ^ is to be conceived as analysable

into the two things representing the same element at intensities a and yS.

Then it is to be supposed that one of the things at intensity ^ can be

removed, and only the thing at intensity a left. This process can be con-

ceived as and symbolized by subtraction. Its result is unambiguous and

unique. Hence

(a + /3)e-/3e = ae.

(7) If corresponding to any thing ae there can be conceived another

thing, such that a synthesis of addition of the two annihilates both,

then this second thing may be conceived as representing the same element

as the first but of negative intensity — a [cf. § 89 in limitation of this

statement].

Thus ae + (- ae) = ae - ae=Oe = 0.

Complex intensities of the form a + can also be admitted {i being V^).
It was explained in § 7 that the logical admissibility of their use was
altogether independent of the power of interpreting them.
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(8) Thus finally, if a, /3, 7, 8 be any numbers, real or complex, and e

an extraordinary, we have

ahe + ^Se - ^he = (olB + ^8 - yh)e = S {a-{- ^ — y)e = B{oie-\- ^e- ye)
;

also Oe = 0.

All the general laws of addition and subtraction (cf §§ 14—18) can be

easily seen to be compatible with the definitions and explanations given

above.

(9) It must be remembered that other quantities may be involved in a

thing ae besides its own intensity. But such quantities are to be conceived

as defining the quality, or character, of the thing, in other words, the element

of the manifold which the thing represents ; as for instance its pitch defines

in part the character of a wrench. If any of these quantities alter, the thing

alters and either it ceases to be capable of representation by any multiple of

e, or e can represent more than one element [cf § 89 (2)].

63. Things representing different elements. (1) Let d, e^.^.e^

denote v things representing different elements each at unit intensity. Let

things at any intensities of these kinds be capable of a synthesis giving a

resultant thing ; and let the laws of this synthesis be capable of being sym-

bolized by addition.

Let a be the resultant of a,
,

then a = aj ei + tta ^2 + tts 63 + . . . + e„.

(2) By these principles and by the previous definitions of the present

chapter,

2a = a + a = i^OL^e^ + aa^a + . . . + a„e^) + (oti^i + . .. + a^e^)

= («! + ai) ^1 + (a2 + 02) ^2 + ... +(a.. + a^)

= 2aiei+ 2a^e2 + 2oL^e^.

Similarly if ^ be any real positive number, integral or fractional,

= PoL^e^-\- Poi^e2 + ... ^ ^oL^e^.

Let this law be extended by definition to the case of negative and complex

numbers.

Hence for all values of

/8a = /8 (ai^i + a2^2 + • • • ^ve,) - ^cLiei + ^a^e-i + . . . + ^a„e„.

Then Oa=Oe^ + Oe^ + ... + Oe^ = 0.

(3) The resultant of an addition is a thing possessing a character

(in that it represents a definite element) and intensity of its own. The

character is completely defined (cf Prop. 11. following) by the ratios

: 0L2 : as ... : ciy.

Hence the intensities are secondary properties of elements according to th6

definition of § 9.

The comparison of the intensities of things representing different elements
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may be possible. The whole question of such comparison will be discussed

later in chapter iv. of this book. But it is only in special developments that

the comparison of intensities assumes any importance : the more general

formulae do not assume any definite law of comparison.

(4) Definition of Independent Units. Let e^, e^.-.e^ be defined to be

such that no one of them can be expressed as the sum of the rest at any

intensities. Symbolically this definition states that no one of these letters,

Ci, say, can be expressed in the form a^e^ + as^s + ... + dv^v'

Then gj, e^-.-e^ are said to be mutually independent. If 61, e^ . . , e^ are

all respectively at unit intensity, then they are said to be independent units.

'Any one of them is said to be independent of the rest.

64. Fundamental Propositions. (1) A group of propositions* can

now be proved; they will be numbered because of their importance and

fundamental character.

Prop. I. If ^i, ^3 . . . 6„ be v independent extraordinaries, then the equation,

OL^e^ + 0262 + . . . + OL^,e^ = 0,

involves the n simultaneous equations, tti = 0, = 0 ... = 0.

Suppose firstly that all the coefficients are zero except one, a, say, then

ttjgj = 0. And by definition this involves a.^ — 0.

Again assume that a number of the coefficients, including are not

zero. Then we can write

_ _CL^ _ ?i
61 — 60 e^, ... e^ .

But this is contrary to the supposition that e^, 63 . . . e„ are independent.

Hence finally all the coefficients must separately vanish.

Prop. II. If the two sums a^ei + a^e^ 4- . . . + and ^^e^ + ^.2^.2 + . . . + yS^e^

are multiples of the same extraordinary, where e^, e^... e„ are independent

extraordinaries, then aj/ySj = a^/^^ = ... = otv/^v

For by hypothesis ^i^j + ^^^^ + . • • + ^v^i, = 7 (ai^i + a^e^ + . . . + a„e^).

Hence (A - ya,) e^ + (^2
-

1(^2) ^2 + • . . + - 7^.) «^ = 0.

Therefore by Proposition I, /3i
— 7ai = 0, ^.2 — yoL2 = 0 ... — yot^ = 0.

Hence ^Jaj, = 0Ja2= ... = fi^/oL^ = 7.

It follows [cf. § 62 (2)], as has been explained in § 63 (3), that the ratios

of the coefficients of a sum define the character of the resultant, that is to

say, the element represented by the resultant. Only it must be remembered

that the extraordinaries have to be independent.

(2) These propositions make a few definitions and recapitulations desirable.

If two terms a and b both represent the same element, but at different

intensities, then a and h will be said to be congruent to each other. The
* Cf. Grassmann, Ausdehnungslehre of 1862 ; also De Morgan, 'Transactions of the Cambridge

Philosophical Society^ 1844.
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fact that the extraordinaries a and b are congruent will be expressed by

a = b. This relation implies an equation of the form a = \b, where X is some

number. The symbol = will also be used to imply that an equation, concerned

solely with the quantities of ordinary algebra, is an identity.

(3) The extraordinary a^e^ + ttg^a + . . . + a„e^ will be said to be dependent

on the extraordinaries ei, e^.-.e^: and the element represented by

tti^i + a^e^ + . . . + a„e,;

will be said to be dependent on the elements represented by gj, 63 ... ^i;,

An expression of the form a^ei + a^e.^ + . . . + a^e^ is often written Sae.

(4) Let the v given independent extraordinaries be called the original

defining extraordinaries, or the original defining units, if they are known

to be at unit intensity. They define a positional manifold of 1/ — 1 dimensions

(cf. § 11). Any element of the type Xae belongs to this manifold. This

complete positional manifold, found by giving all values (real or complex) to

«!, tta, ... a„, will be called the complete region. Any p of these v defining

extraordinaries define a positional manifold of p — 1 dimensions. It is

incident in the complete region, and will be called a subregion of the complete

region.

A region or subregion defined hj e^, ... Bp will be called the region or

subregion (ei, 62 ... e^).

(5) As far as has been shown up to the present, the v defining units

represent elements which appear to have a certain special function and

preeminence in the complete region. It will be proved in the succeeding

propositions that this is not really the case, but that any two elements are

on an equality like two points in space.

(6) If letters a,b,c ... denoting elements of the region be not mutually

independent, then at least one equation of the form,

aa + y86 + 7C+ ... =0,

exists between them, where a, /3, 7 . . . are not all zero.

Let such equations be called the addition relations between the mutually

dependent letters.

(7) Prop. III. An unlimited number of groups of v independent extra-

ordinaries can be found in a region of - 1 dimensions.

Let the region be {e^, e, ... e^).

It is possible in an unlimited number of ways to find numbers, real or

complex, «!,«„... a^, ^1, ... /^i; ... ••• ^i/, such that the determinant

«!, a.2 ... a„

I
^2 * * *

is not zero.
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Let a = ai^i + as^a + • • • + oi^e^
,

& = A^i+/^ae2+ ...

k = /Cjei + /Ca^a + . . . +

Now let f, 7; ... be numbers such that (if possible)

fa + 7;6 + ... + %A; = 0.

Then substituting for a, 6 ... A;, we find

(fai + ^A+ •.. + X'^i)ei + (fa2 + ^A+ ... +%/f2)e2+ ...

+ + + ... + x/c^) e„ = 0.

Hence by Proposition I, the v coefficients are separately zero.

But since the determinant written above is not zero, these v equations

involve f = 0, 97 = 0...;^ = 0. Hence the v letters a,b ... k are mutually

independent.

Prop. IV. No group containing more than v independent letters can be

found in a region oi v-1 dimensions.

Let the region be defined by Ci, e^...e^,, and let aj, a2...a„ be v in-

dependent letters in the region. Then by solving for e^, ... in. terms of

Oi, a2... a^, we can write

ei = antti + ttia^a + . . . + divdu,

62 = OtaiO^i + 0.22(^2 4- . .
. + Cl2v(lv J

Now any other letter b in the region is of the form

& = /3iei + ^^2+ ... -\r^ueu;

hence substituting for ^i, 63 ... e„ in terms of a^, o^a ... a^,

b = y^a^ + 72a2 + . . . + 7„a^.

Thus b cannot be independent a^, a2 ... a^.

Prop. V. If ai, aa... ap be p independent extraordinaries in a region of

V — 1 dimensions, where v is greater than p, then another extraordinary can be

found in an infinite number of ways which is independent of the p independent

extraordinaries.

Let the complete region be defined by ei, 62, ... e^. Then the expressions

for tti, a2 ... ap in terms of the units must involve at least p of the defining

extraordinaries with non-vanishing coefficients in such a way that they

cannot be sinmltaneously eliminated. For if not, then the defining extra-

ordinaries involved define a region containing a^, ag, ... ftp and of less than

p — l dimensions. But since a^, 0,2, ...ap are independent, by Prop. IV. this

is impossible.
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Let the extraordinaries e^, e^, ... Bp Sit least be involved in the expressions

for tti, tta, ... ttp. Then by solving for e^, 62 ... Cp, we have

ei = a^ai + a^^a^ + . . . + a.pap + , p+i^p+j + . . . + Oj^e^,

= ttpiai + apatts + . . . + (Xppap + ap^p+i^p+i + . . . + a^.e^.

Let h be any other letter, defined by

Substituting for ^1, 63 ... ^p,

& = + + Vp<^p + fp+i^p+i + . • • + ;

where any one of the f's, say f^, is of the form

+ a2.f2 + . . . + otp^fp +
Thus there are v undetermined numbers, fi, ^2 ... fi^, and v —p coefficients of

Bp+i, ep+2 '"^v (viz. fp+i, ... Hence it is possible in an infinite number of

ways to determine the numbers so that all these coefficients do not simul-

taneously vanish. And in such a case h is independent of the group aj ... ap.

Corollary. By continually adding another independent letter to a

group of independent letters, it is obvious that any group of independent

letters can be completed so as to contain a number of letters one more than

the number of dimensions of the region.

(8) By the aid of these propositions it can be seen that any group of v

independent extraordinaries can be taken as defining the complete region.

The original units have only the advantage that their unit intensities are

known (cf. chapter IV. following).

Any group of v independent elements which are being used to define a

complete region will be called coordinate elements of the region, or more

shortly coordinates of the region.

65. SUBREGIONS. (1) The definition of a subregion in § 64 (4) can be

extended. A region defined by any p independent letters lying in a region of

V — 1 dimensions, where p is less than v, is called a subregion of the original

region. The original region is the complete region, and the subregion is

incident in the complete region.

(2) A region of no dimensions consists of a single element. It is

analogous to a joint in space.

A subregion of one dimension, defined by a, b, is in its real part the

collection of elements found from fa + rjb, where ^/r) is given all real values.

Hence it contains a singly infinite number of elements, which will be called

real elements when a and h are considered to be real elements. It is analo-

gous to a straight line. And like a straight line it is given an imaginary

extension by the inclusion of all elements found by giving all imaginary

values.

A subregion of two dimensions, defined by a, b, c, is the collection of
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elements found from ^a + r}h + fc, where ^/f, rj/^ are given all values. Hence
its real part contains a doubly infinite number of elements. It is analogous

to a plane of ordinary space.

Similarly a subregion of three dimensions contains in its real part a trebly

infinite number of elements, and is analogous to space of three dimensions

;

and so on.

(3) A subregion is called a co-ordinate region when, being itself of /d — 1

dimensions, p of the co-ordinate (or reference) elements of the complete region

have been taken in it.

For example, if e^, e^.-.e^ be the co-ordinate elements, then the region

defined by ^i, ^2 . . . is a co-ordinate region of |0 — 1 dimensions.

(4) The complete region being oi v — 1 dimensions, to every co-ordinate

subregion of /a — 1 dimensions there corresponds another co-ordinate subregion

of (j/ — /3 — 1) dimensions, so that the two do not overlap, and the co-ordinate

elements of the two together define the complete region. Such co-ordinate

regions will be called supplementary, and one will be said to be supplementary

to the other.

(5) If two co-ordinate subregions of /a — 1 and a—l dimensions do not

overlap, then there is in the complete region a remaining co-ordinate sub-

region of {v — p — <T —1) dimensions belonging to neither; where of course

/3 + <T is less than v.

If the co-ordinate regions do overlap and have a common subregion of r — 1

dimensions, then the remaining co-ordinate subregion is {v r - p — a- — \)

dimensions ; also the common subregion of t - 1 dimensions must be a

co-ordinate region.

If p -h o- is greater than v, then the subregions must overlap and have in

common a subregion of at least {p a — v — \) dimensions.

(6) Let two regions of p — 1 and o- — 1 dimensions overlap and have in

common a subregion of t — 1 dimensions. Let the subregion be defined by
the terms a-^, a^.-.a^. Then the region oi p — \ dimensions can be defined by
the p terms

and the region of cr — 1 dimensions by the cr terms

(Xi, (X2 • • • O^T, Ojj^x ... Cff'.,

where the terms 6^+1 ... 2>p are independent of the terms c^+i ... c^. For if the

6's and the c's do not together form a group of independent letters then

another common letter a^^^ can be found independent of the other a's and can

be added to them to define a common subregion of r dimensions.

The region defined by the letters

tti, tta ... 6^+1 ... 6p, Cp+i ... c
is called the containing region of the two overlapping regions ; and is of

(p-f-o-— T — 1) dimensions.
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It is the region of fewest dimensions which contains both regions as sub-

regions, whether the regions do or do not overlap.

(7) Every complete region and every subregion can be conceived of as a

continuous whole. For any element of a subregion can be represented by

«^ = flO^i + ^(^2 + . .
. + fpttp

;

and by a gradual modification of the values of the coefficients cc can be

gradually altered so as to represent any element of the region. Hence x can

be conceived as representing a gradually altering element which successively

coincides with all the elements of the region. The region can always there-

fore be conceived as continuous.

(8) Also the subregions must not be conceived as bounding each other.

Each subregion has no limits, and may be called therefore unlimited. For

any region is an aggregation of elements, and no one of these elements is

more at the boundary or more in the midst of the region than any other element.

Overlapping regions are not in any sense bounded by their common subregion.

For any subregion of a region may be common to another region also.

Regions, therefore, are like unlimited lines or surfaces, either stretching in

all directions to infinity or returning into themselves so aS to be closed ; two

infinite planes cutting each other in a line are not bounded by this line, which

is a subregion common to both.

(9) Consider the one-dimensional subregion defined by the two elements

aj and ag- Any extraordinary cc which represents an element belonging to

the subregion is of the form ^la^ ^^(^2' As fg/fi takes all real positive

values from 0 to + oo
,

may be conceived as representing a variable

element travelling through a continuous series of elements arranged in

order, starting from ai and ending at a^. Again, as fa /ft takes all real

negative values from — oo to 0, ^ may be conceived as travelling through

another continuous series of elements arranged in order, starting from and

ending in oti.

It is for the purposes of this book the simplest and most convenient sup-

position to conceive a one-dimensional subregion defined by two elements as

formed by a continuous series of elements arranged in order, and such that

by starting from any one element Oi and proceeding through the continuous

series in order a variable element finally returns to ai.

This supposition might be replaced* in investigations in which the object

was to illustrate the Theory of Functions by another one. The element

00 starts from and passes through the series of elements given by ft/fi

positive and varying from 0 to x , and thus reaches then as ft/ft varies

from - X to 0, a; passes through another series of elements and finally reaches

an element which in our symbolism is Oi. But ai, as thus arrived at, may be

conceived to be a different element from the element a^ from which x

started.
* Cf. Klein, Nicht-Euklidische Geometrie, Vorlesungen, 1889—1890.
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This conception has no natural symbolism in the investigations of this

work, and therefore will not be adopted ; but in other modes of investigation

it is imperative that it be kept in view. Call this second the of the

first arrival, and denote it by la^. Similarly we might find an a, of the

second arrival and denote it by 2^1, and so on. Finally the analysis might

suggest the identification of the of the pth. arrival with the original a^.

Thus ttj = ptti. It is sufficient in this treatise simply to have noticed these

possibilities.

66. Loci. (1) A locus is a more general conception than a subregion

;

it is an aggregation of a number (in general infinite) of elements deter-

mined according to some law. Thus if oc denote the element f + f + • • • ^v^v,

in the region defined by e^, e^.-.e^, then the equation (/> (fi, ^2 ^v) = 0,

where (/> is a homogeneous function, limits the arbitrary nature of the ratios

: fa ••• • fi" The corresponding values of x form therefore a special aggre-

gation of the elements out of the whole number in the region. But these

elements, except in the special case of flat loci (cf subsection (5) of this

section), do not form themselves a subregion, according to the definition of

a subregion given in this book; they are parts of many subregions.

(2) A locus may be defined by more than one equation: thus the

equations </>i (f1 • . • f,.) = 0, </>2 (fi ...?.) = 0, <^p (f1 . . . f.) = 0, where the

left-hand sides are all homogeneous, define a locus when treated as simul-

taneous. If there he v — 1 independent equations, they determine a finite

definite number of elements ; and more than v-1 equations cannot in

general be simultaneously satisfied.

(3) A locus defined by p simultaneous equations will be said to be of

y — p — l dimensions when the case is excluded in which the satisfaction of

some of the equations secures that of others of the equations. In a region

of — 1 dimensions there cannot be a locus of more than v — 2 dimensions,

and a locus containing an infinite number of elements must be of at least

one dimension. Hence such a locus cannot be defined by more than v — 2

equations. In a locus of one dimension the number of elements is singly

infinite : in a locus of two dimensions it is doubly infinite, and so on.

(4) Let p + a- equations define a locus of v — p — a — 1 dimensions.

These equations may be split into two groups of p equations and of a

equations respectively. The group of p equations defines a locus v — p — 1

dimensions, and the group of a equations defines a locus of v — cr — l dimen-

sions. The original locus is contained in both these loci. Hence the locus

of V — p — (T — 1 dimensions may be conceived as formed by the intersection

of two loci of V - p — 1 dimensions and of v- cr—1 dimensions respectively.

Similarly these intersecting loci can be split up into the intersections of

other loci of higher dimensions. So finally the locus of v- p — 1 dimensions
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may be conceived as the intersection of p loci of z; - 2 dimensions ; each of
these loci being given by one of the simultaneous equations.

(5) The locus corresponding to an equation of the first degree, namely,

+ 02^2+ ... +a.fv = 0,

is also a subregion of p-2 dimensions, as well as being a locus of the same
number of dimensions.

For if be V elements in the locus, given by

^2 = ^21^1 + ^22^2 + • • • ^2ueu>

OOv = ^vX^l + ^1/2^2 + • • . ^VV^V 5

then the v equations of the type,

ttifpi + ttafps + . . . + = 0,

involve the vanishing of the determinant

^12 ... ^iv •

^21 ^22 ••• ^21'

Hence an addition relation of the form,

Xja?! + + . . . + = 0,

exists between the elements. The v elements are therefore not independent.

But v—1 independent points can be determined. Again, since the equation

of the locus is linear, if and a;^ be two elements in it, then Xoc^ + fj^x^ also

lies in the locus. Hence the whole region of the v — 1 independent elements

is contained in the locus, and vice versa ; the region and locus coinciding.

A locus defined by p simultaneous independent linear equations can in the

same way be proved to contain groups of v — p independent elements. It

therefore in like manner can be proved to be a subregion of v — p — 1

dimensions. Let such a locus be called 'flat.' Then a flat locus is a sub-

region.

(6) A locus defined by p + o- equations, of which p are linear, can

therefore be treated as a locus of v — p — a- — ! dimensions in a region of

p — p — 1 dimensions.

(7) There is a great distinction between the region defined by the com-

bined elements which define subregions and the flat locus determined by

the simultaneous satisfaction of the equations of other flat loci. Consider

for instance, in a complete region of two dimensions, the two subregions

defined by e^, and eg, respectively. The region defined by the four

elements e^, e^, 63, includes not only the elements of the subregion eie^,

of the form ^161 + ^^e^, and of the subregion e^e^, of the form ^3^3 + ^464;

but also it includes all elements of the form

fiei4- ^2^2+ ^3^3 + f4«4,

w. 9
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which includes elements not lying in the subregions. But the equations of

the loci taken together indicate a locus which is the region (in this case a

single element) common to the two regions 6162, e^e^,

67. Surface Loci and Curve Locl (1) Let a locus which is of one

dimension less than a region or subregion containing it be called a surface

locus in this region. Let this region, which contains the surface locus and is

of one dimension more than the surface locus, be called the containing region.

In other words [cf. § 66 (6)] a surface locus can be defined hy p + 1 equations,

of which only one at most is non-linear and p (defining the containing region)

'are linear. A surface locus defined by an equation of the fith. degree will

be called a surface locus of the yu-th degree. For example, in this nomen-
clature we may say that a surface locus of the first degree is flat.

(2) In reference to a complete region of v — 1 dimensions a flat surface

locus of v — 2 dimensions will be called a plane. A flat locus of v — S dimen-

sions will be called a subplane in a complete region of v — 1 dimensions.

Subplanes are planes of planes.

(3) A subregion is either contained in any surface locus of the complete

region or intersects it in a locus which is another surface locus contained in

the subregion.

Let the complete region be of v — 1 dimensions and the subregion of

v — p-1 dimensions. Then the subregion is a flat locus defined by p
equations. The intersection of the subregion and the surface locus is there-

fore defined by p + 1 equations and is therefore of v — p — 2 dimensions.

Also it lies in the subregion which is of v — p — 1 dimensions. Hence it is

a surface locus; unless the satisfaction of the p equations of the flat locus

also secures the satisfaction of the equation of the surface locus. In this

case the subregion is contained in the original surface locus.

(4) A locus of one dimension either intersects a surface locus in a

definite number of elements or lies completely in the surface locus. For if

the complete region be of - 1 dimensions, the locus of one dimension is

determined hy v-2 equations ; and these together with the equation of the

surface locus give i; — 1 equations which, if independent, determine a definite

number of elements. If the equation of the surface locus does not form an
additional independent equation, it must be satisfied when the equations of

the one dimensional locus are satisfied ; that is to say the one dimensional

locus lies in the surface locus.

A locus of one dimension will be called a curvilinear locus. A flat curvi-

linear locus is a region of one dimension, and will be called a straight line.

(5) A locus of T — 1 dimensions which cannot be contained in a region

of T dimensions (i. e. which is not a surface locus) will be called a curve locus.

Thus if the locus be determined by p -f- o- equations, of which p are linear

and o- non-linear, then <r > 1 ; and the locus is of i^ — /a — o" — 1 dimensions.
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(6) A curve locus formed by the intersection of p surface loci, each

in the same containing region, and such that it cannot be contained in

a region of fewer dimensions than this common containing region, will be

called a curve locus of the (p — l)th order of tortuosity contained in this

region. Thus the order of tortuosity of a surface locus is zero.

Each of the surface loci, which form the curve locus by their intersection,

will be called a containing locus.

(7) In general the intersection of a curve locus of any order of tortuosity

with a subregion is another curve locus contained in that subregion and of

the same order of tortuosity. For the curve locus may be conceived as

defined by p equations of the first degree which define the containing region

of V — p — 1 dimensions ; and by a equations

*i(fi...f.) = 0,...,<;..(ft...?.) = 0,

each of a degree higher than the first degree, which define the tortuosity.

Now the subregion which intersects the curve locus is defined by t equations

of the first degree in addition to the equations defining the containing

region. These /o + r equations of the first degree and the cr equations

= 0, . . . </>,y = 0, in general define a curve locus of the (cr — l)th order of tor-

tuosity in the subregion.

(8) A plane curve in geometry is a surface locus ; a plane curve of the

first order of tortuosity consists of a finite number of points.

In three dimensions an ordinary surface is a surface locus, an ordinary

tortuous curve is a curve locus of the first order of tortuosity ; and a finite

number of points not in one plane form a curve locus of the second order

of tortuosity.

There are of course exceptional cases in relation to the tortuosity of

curve loci when the equations are not all independent. It is not necessary

now to enter into them.

Note. The analytical part of this chapter follows closely the methods of Grass-

mann's Ausdehnungslehre von 1862, chapter i. §§ 1—36. This theory of Grassmaiin is a

generalization of Mobius' Der Barycentrischer Calcul (1827), in which the addition of points

is defined and considered. Hamilton's Quaternions also involve the same theory of the

addition of extraordinaries (the number of independent extraordinaries being however

limited to four). This theory is considered in his 'Lectures on Quaternions' (1853),

Lecture I, and in his ' Elements of Quaternions,' Part 1. The idea in Hamilton's works

was a generalization of the composition of velocities according to the parallelogram law.

Hamilton's first paper on Quaternions was published in the Philosoph ical Magazine (1844)

;

De Morgan in his last paper, ' On the Foundation of Algebra' (loc. cit. 1844) writes of it,

' To this paper I am indebted for the idea of inventing a distinct system of unit-symbols,

and investigating or assigning relations which define their mode of action on each other.'

Some simple ideas which arise in the study of Descriptive Geometry of any number

of dimensions have been discussed in §§ 66, 67 as far as they will be wanted in this

treatise. On this subject Cayley's ' Memoir on Abstract Geometry,' Phil. Trans. Vol. clx.

1870 (and Collected Mathematical Papers, Vol. vl No. 413), should be studied. It enters

into the subject with a complete generality of treatment which is not necessary here.

9—2



CHAPTER II.

Straight Lines and Planes.

68. Introductory. The theorems of Projective Geometry extended to

any number of dimensions can be deduced as necessary consequences of the

definitions of a positional manifold. Grassmann's 'Calculus of Extension' (to be

investigated in Book iv.) forms a powerful instrument for such an investigation

;

the properties also can to some extent be deduced by the methods of ordinary

co-ordinate Geometry. Only such theorems will be now investigated which

are either useful subsequently in this treatise or exemplify in their proof the

method of the addition of extraordinaries.

69. Anharmonic Ratio. (1) Any point p on the straight line aa

can be written in the form fa + fV, where the position of p is defined by the

ratio f/f If be another point, + f/a', on the same line, then the

ratio ffi7?'fi is called the anharmonic ratio of the range {aa\ ppi). It is to

be carefully noticed that the anharmonic ratio of a range of four collinear

elements is here defined apart from the introduction of any idea of distance.

It is also independent of the intensities at which a and a happen to repre-

sent their elements. For it is obviously unaltered if a, a are replaced by

aa, o!a\ a and a' being any arbitrary quantities.

(2) If the anharmonic ratio of {ad, pp^ be — 1, the range is said to be

harmonic ; and p and p^ can then be written respectively in the forms

fa+fV and fa-fV.

(3) Let p^, p^, be any four points, ^^a + f/a', etc. Then

a=(f.>i-f/p.V(fif/);

where (fifj') stands for the determinant fij/ — f^^i'.

Similarly a' = (^,p, - ftjjO/Cfif/)-

Hence p, = f^a + = {(ft?/) Pr - (fafO p.)/(ftft')

;

and j04=KfA')Pi-(f4?/)iJ2|/(f.ft')-

Hence the anharmonic ratio of the range (piPi, PsP^ is
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70. HoMOGRAPHic Ranges. (1) Let

(hApiPiPs '•') and (c^c^qiq^qs...)

be two ranges of corresponding points such that the anharmonic ratio of the

four points (bib., ppPp+i), and that of the corresponding points (ciCg, ^p^p+i)

are equal, where p is any one of the suffixes 1, 2, 3, etc.

(2) It can now be proved that the anharmonic ratio of any four points

{PkPi^yPpPa) of the first range is equal to that of the corresponding points

{qkq^, qpqa) of the second range.

For let Pp = Spbi-\-Sph> qp = VpCi + VpC^-

Then by definition p+i/fp+i?/ = VpV'p+i/Vp+iVp-

Now replace p in turn by p + l, p + 2, ... cr — l, and multiply together

corresponding sides of the equations, so obtained. Finally we deduce

fP?.r7fa?/ = VpValVirVp

and hence by subtracting 1 from both sides,

It follows that the anharmonic ratio of any four points (p\p^, PpPa) of the

first range is equal to that of the four corresponding points {q^q^, qpqa) of the

second range.

Such corresponding ranges are called homographic.

71. Linear Transformations. (1) Let e-^ and be any two points, and let

di = tti^i + a/ ^2, (h = tta^i + (^2^2, Ci-i = tta^i + a/ ^2, P = + ?'^2,

be three given points and any fourth point on one range of points ; also let

&1 = A^1+A'^2, ^2 = ^2^1 + A'^2.' bs= ^sOii- ^3^2, q^V^l+V^^,

be the corresponding points on a second range homographic to the first

rang6.

Then (olX) (K) = Wi) A')W).
Therefore and y/rj' are connected by a relation of the form

X?77 + fjL^v' + f^'^'v + ^'^'v' = 0 (A),

where X, fi, /jl', \' are constants depending on the arbitrarily chosen points

tti, as, bx, b^, bs.

This equation can also be written in the form

+ «12f ^ a2lg + 0^22^ _ (^/).

V V

where an, ai2, o^i, are constants which determine the nature of the trans-

formation, and p must be chosen so that the point

q = V^i + v'^2

may have the desired intensity.
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Such transformations as those represented algebraically by equations (A)

or (A') are called linear transformations. Only real transformations will be

considered, namely those for which the coefficients a^, a^^, Wai, ^22 of equation

(A') are real.

(2) There are in general two points which correspond to themselves on

the two ranges. For by substituting f , for 77,
7?' in the above equations

and eliminating we find

- P) (a22 -p)- 0^12^21 = 0 (B),

an equation which determines two values of p real and unequal or real and

equal or imaginary; and each value of p determines f : |' and rj : tj' uniquely.

(3) Let pi and p^ be the two roots of this quadratic, and first let them

be assumed to be unequal.

Then by substituting pi in one of the equations (A') a self-corresponding

point di is determined by

f/f = ai2/(/0i - an) = (pi - a22)/a2i.

Similarly a self-corresponding point c?2 is determined by

f/f' = ai2/(/02 - «ii) = {p2 - a22)/a2i.

Let these self-corresponding points be the reference points, so that any

point is determined by ^di + ^^d^.

Then the equations defining the transformation take the form

^=4'=p (0).
V V

By putting v for pjp2, this equation can be written

viv'^vm' (C).

(4) Linear transformations fall into three main classes, according as the

roots are (1) real and unequal, (2) imaginary, (3) equal.

In transformations of the first class the two points d^ and d^ are real.

Then v is real, and is positive when any point in the first range and its

con-esponding point on the second range both lie between di and c?2.

(5) In transformations of the second class the two points di and 0^2 are

imaginary. Then v is complex, and it can be proved that mod. v=l, assuming

that real points are transformed into real points.

For pi and p2 are conjugate complexes, and can be written

ae^ and (7e~^.

Accordingly v = pjp2 = e^^.

Hence mod. = 1, and log v = 2iS ; where S is real.

(6) The linear transformations of the first class are called hyperbolic
;

and those of the second class elliptic.
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(7) The third special class of linear transformations exists in the case

when the roots of the quadratic are equal, that is to say when the two points

ai and coincide. Linear transformations of this class are called parabolic.

The condition for this case is that in equation (A), modified by substituting

f and for rj and tj' respectively, the following relation holds between the

coefficients,

4XV = (At + /)'.

Let u be the double self-corresponding point and e any other point, and

let these points replace and in subsection (1) above. Then the modified

equation (A), regarded as a quadratic in f : f', must have two roots infinite

:

hence

\ = 0, fi + fju'
= 0.

Therefore if a point

be transformed into q(= 7]U + rj^e),

equation (A) takes the form

/^(fV-r^) + VfV = 0;

that is f/l' = vlv + constant (D).

(8) By a linear transformation a series of points pi, pz ... can be

determined with the property that the range {pi, p^, Pz-") homographic

with the range {p-i, Pz, p^ ...).

Firstly, let the linear transformation be elliptic or hyperbolic and let the

co-ordinate points e^, be the pair of self-corresponding points of the two

ranges.

Let pi = + f
Then if v be any arbitrarily chosen constant, the points

i>2
= v^e^^ -f f^2, Pz = i^'f^i + f^2, "'Pp= vP-^^ei + ^%

satisfy the required condition.

(9) Secondly, let the linear transformations be parabolic. Let u be the

double self-corresponding point, and let e be another arbitrarily chosen

reference point.

Let pi = ^u + e, and let S be the arbitrarily chosen constant of the trans-

formation.

Then by equation (D) the other points of the range are successively

given by

p, = (S + B)u + e, ps = {^+2B)u + e,..,

These results will be found to be of importance in the discussion in

Book VI., chapter i., on the Cayley-Klein theory of distance.
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72. Elementary Properties. (1) Let the v independent elements

€1,62, ...e^ define the complete region of v—1 dimensions. Then the p

elements d, 62, ... Bp (p< v) define a subregion of /o — 1 dimensions. Any point

in this region can be written in the form

?i ^1 4- f + ... + ?pep.

Thus any point on the straight line defined by Ci, 62 can be written

and any point on the subregion of two dimensions (or ordinary geometrical

plane) defined by e^, 62, can be written

fi^i + f262 + ^3^3.

(2) Any p + 1 points oo^, 0:2 -"^p+i in the subregion 61,62... Bp can be

connected by at least one equation of the form

-f f2^2 + . • . + Sp+lOSp+l = 0.

Let such an equation be called the addition relation between the de-

pendent points a?!, a?2, ... iCp+i.

Thus any three points oji, X2, on a straight line satisfy an equation of

the form

+ ^2^2 + ?3^3 = 0
;

and similarly for any four points on a two-dimensional subregion.

(3) If ex, 62... By be the independent reference units of the complete

region, and any point be written in the form then the quantities

•"

are called the co-ordinates of the point.

The locus denoted by

is a plane (i.e. a subregion of — 2 dimensions).

The intersection of the p planes {p < v)

^11 fl + ^1^2 + • • • + \l ?!/ = 0,

^12 f1 + ^22 f2 + ... 4- A,^2 = 0,

is a subregion of v — p —1 dimensions.

(4) The intersection of z/ — 1 such planes is a single point which can be

written in the form

Bi ,
B2 , • Bv,

\l } ^21 >

A.12J ^2>

^1, v—1 J ^2, v—l) ' • • v—l
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For instance, in the region e^e^e.^ of two dimensions, the two straight

lines

f1 + ?2 + ^31 ?3 = 0,

^12^1 + ^22^2 + Xgafg = 0,

intersect in the point

(X21X32 — X31X22) ^1 + (^31^12 ~~ ^11X32) 62 + (X11X22 — XgiXia) 63.

Keturning to the general case of — 1 planes, it is obvious that their point

of intersection lies on the plane

ai?i+a2?2 + ... +a.fr = 0,

if the determinant

«2>

Xii, ^21

»

.. X^i,

^2, v—ly ' . X^^

vanishes.

(5) To prove that it is in general impossible in a complete region of

v — 1 dimensions to draw a straight line from any given point to intersect

two non-intersecting subregions of p~l and cr — 1 dimensions respectively,

where p and o- are arbitrarily assigned ; and that, when it is possible, only

one such straight line can be drawn. Since the subregions are non-inter-

secting [cf. § 65 (5)]

p + a- <v.

Of the reference elements let p be chosen in the subregion of p — 1

dimensions, namely Ji,^*2, jp, and let <j be chosen in the subregion of cr — 1

dimensions, namely ki, ... k^, and v — p — a must be chosen in neither

region, namely ^i, ^2, ... Cv-p-a.

Let the given point be |) = Saj + S/SA; + l.'ye.

Let S0 be any point in the subregion ji-.-jp. Then p +X20 can be

made to be any point on the line joining p and 20 by properly choosing X.

But if this line intersect the subregion ki...k„, then for some value of X,

say \ , pi- XiSfJ depends on ki...ka only.

Hence either r/j = = . . . = ry^_p_^ = 0, in which case p cannot be any

arbitrarily assigned point ; or p + cr = v, and there are no reference points of

the type

6l, 62, • .. 6„_p_o-.

Hence we find the condition p -\- a = v.

Again p + XiSfj = %^k.

Hence also f1 = «i, ^2 = «2» • • • ^v — ^vy and Xi = — 1.

Thus the line through p intersecting the two regions intersects them in

and ^^k respectively. Accordingly there is only one such line through

any given point p.

(
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73. Reference-Figures. (1) The figure formed in a region of -

1

dimensions by constructing the straight lines connecting every pair of v

independent elements is the analogue of the triangle in plane geometry

and of the tetrahedron in space of three dimensions, the sides of the triangle

and edges of the tetrahedron being supposed to be produced indefinitely.

Let such a figure be called a reference-figure, because its corner points can

be taken as reference points to define the region. Let the straight lines be

called the edges of the figure.

(2) Let Bi, 62, ... be the corners of such a figure, and let them also be

taken as reference points. Consider the points in which any plane, such as

fi/ai + r2/a2+... + ?.K = 0,

cuts the edges. The point in which the edge eiC^ is cut is found by putting

f3 = 0 = f4=.

=

Hence the point is ai^i — a^e^. Similarly the point in which the edge epBg^

is cut is apCp — 0.060.

(3) Consider the points of the typical form ap^p + a^e^.

Then the range

6p) 60, CLpBp CLo^oj 0.p6p-\- (X,o6a

is harmonic. Also any point on the plane defined by the point ai^i -V OL^e^

and the remaining corners of the reference-figure, namely by e^, ^4 , ... Bp , IS

ttl^l + ^2^2 + ^3^3 + • • • + f

Hence all such planes pass through the point

ai^i + 02^2 + tta^s + . • . + ^ve^.

And conversely the planes through this point and all the corners but two cut

the edge defined by the remaining two corners in the points

ttl^l + «2^2, • • • OpBp 4- cioeo-

The harmonic conjugates of these points with respect to the corresponding

corners are of the typical form ofp^p — a^^^aj and these points are coplanar

and lie on

fi/ai + f2/a2+... + f./a. = 0.

(4) The point Xae may be called the pole of the plane 2f/a = 0 with

respect to the given reference-figure, and the plane may be called the polar of

the point.

These properties are easily seen to be generalizations of the familiar

properties of triangles (cf. Lachlan, Modern Pure Geometry, § 110).

(5) Let points be assumed one on each edge, of the typical form

It is required to find the condition that they should be coplanar.

Consider the v—1 edges joining the corner ei to the remaining comers.

There are v— 1 assumed points of the typical form

otjo-^i H" 0,0160
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on such edges, and these points define a plane. It remains, therefore, to

determine the condition that any other point of the form

(where neither X nor fi is unity) lies on this plane. It must be possible to

choose foj ^3, 7} so as to fulfil the condition

<7= 2

This requires that the coefficients of ^i, 62,... should be separately zero.

Hence if cr be not equal to X or fi, we find f = 0 ; and also the three

equations

Hence otix «mi = - «m •

But this is the condition that three points on the edges joining e^, Bk,

should be collinear. Hence since ei, e^, e^j, are any three of the corners of the

given reference-figure, the necessary and sufficient condition is that the

assumed points lying on the edges which join any three corners in pairs

should be collinear.

(6) It follows from (3) of this section that the condition for the con-

currence of the planes joining each assumed point of the form

with the corners, not lying on the edge on which the point itself lies, is for

the three points on the edges joining in pairs 616^,6^

Hence if any three edges be taken forming a triangle with the corners as

vertices, the three lines joining each assumed point with the opposite vertex

are concurrent.

74. Perspective. (1) The perspective properties of triangles can be

generalized for reference-figures in regions of — 1 dimensions *.

Let 6162 ... and e^e^ ...ej be two reference-figures, and let the v lines

be concurrent and meet in the point g. Then it is required to show that the

corresponding edges are concurrent in points which are coplanar.

Since ^ is in e^ex, 6262, ... it follows that

Xi^i -f- X/e/ = ^2^2 + V^2' = . • . = X„e„ 4- Xj&J = 9-

Hence Xi^i — X2 63 = ^^2' — with similar equations.

But Xi^i - Xg^a is on the edge ^162, and X^e^ - X2V is on the edge ^iV-

But these are the same point. Hence the edges ^162 and are concurrent

in this point.

* The theorems of subsections (1) to (4) of this article, proved otherwise, were first given by

Veronese, cf . " Behandlung der projectivischen Verhaltnisse der Raume von verschiedenen Dimen-

sionen durch das Princip des Projicirens und Schneidens," Math. Annalen, Bd. 19 (1882).
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N

But taking reference points, it has been proved that the points

of the typical form Xj^i — X^e^ are coplanar and lie on the plane, Sf/X = 0.

Hence the theorem is proved.

(2) Conversely, if the corresponding edges, such as 6x6^ and eiV, intersect

in coplanar points, then the lines ei^i', e^e^j ... e^^ej are concurrent.

For let two edges such as e^e^, e^e^ , intersect in the point c^jg- Let the

plane, on which the points such as di^ lie, have for its equation referred to

^1^2 • • • >

fi/Xi + f2A2+... + f./x.' = o,

•and referred to e/^a' ...ej let it have for its equation

+ f27V + . . . + f;/x; = 0.

Then any such point can be written

Xi^i — X262 or X/e/ —\^e^.

But it has not yet been proved that these alternative forms can be assumed

to be at the same intensity. Now consider any corresponding triangles with

corners such as eie^e^ and e^e^e^. Write

= Xi^i — Xa^a = (X/e/ — Xa'g/),

^23 ~ X262 — X363 = /C23 (X2 62 X3 63 ),

cZgi = X3e3 — Xi^i = Kzi (X3V — X/e/).

Hence c?i2 + c?23 + c^3i = 0, d^^ / k-^^ + c?23 /^^23 + c?3i / '^^m = 0.

But if these relations are independent, the three points d^^, d^, d^x must

coincide, which is not true. Hence Kx^ = = ^^31 ; and by altering the in-

tensity of all the points ...ej in the same ratio, each factor such as Kp„

can be made equal to — 1.

Hence (^12 = ^1^1 — ^2^2 = X2V — XiV (A).

Thus Xi ex + X/e/ = X2 ^2 + X2'e2' = . . .
= X^ + XjeJ = g (B).

Hence the point g is the point of concurrence of

^1^1 J ^2^2 > • • • •

(3) Let the point g be called the centre of perspective and the plane of

the points, d^a, the axal plane of perspective of the two reference-figures.

The equation of the axal plane referred to ^1^2 ... is with the previous

notation Sf/X = 0 : its equation referred to 6x6^ ... ej is X^'jX' = 0. Let g, the

centre of perspective be expressed in the form

^ = Xiaiei + X2a2e2 + ... +X^a^e„.

Then by eliminating ex, - .^Cyhj means of equations (B) above,

X/oti^/ + X2'a2e2' + . . . + \JoL^eJ = (ai + a2 + • • • a.^ - 1) 5^.

Hence g, though of different intensities, can be expressed in the two forms

SXae and SXW,
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Since Wi, a^.-.a^ can be assumed in independence of Xi, Xg, ... X^, it

follows that, given one reference-figure, it is possible to find another reference-

figure in perspective with it having any assigned centre of perspective and

axal plane of perspective.

(4) Suppose that the corresponding edges of three reference-figures

e^ez-.-Bv, eie^ .

.

. ej, ei'ei'

.

. . ej'

intersect in coplanar points, so that each triad of corresponding edges is

concun-ent; and let g, g', g" be the three corresponding centres of per-

spective.

Consider the three edges e^e^, e^ej, e^'ej'. Then we may assume that

\Bp — Xtr^ff = Xp'^p' — XjeJ — \p'ep' — Xj'eJ' = dp^\

and hence that

g = Xp'^p' - Xp'ep', g' - X/'e/' - Xpgp, g" =\ep- X/^p'.

Hence 9 +9 + 9" =

Hence the three centres of perspective are collinear.

(5) Let there be v reference-figures such that each pair is in perspective,

all pairs having the same centre of perspective g. It is required to show that

all the axal planes of perspective are concurrent.

Let the reference-figures be

^11^12^13 • • • ^Iv ) ^21^22 • • • ^21' > • • > BflBv2 • • •

Consider the v-1 pairs of figures formed by taking the first reference-

figure successively with each of the remainder. Let g be the given centre of

perspective, and let the equation of the axal plane of perspective of the pair

comprising the first and the pth figure be, referred to the first figure,

fi/Ap + feAA^ip + . . . + = 0 (1),

and referred to the pth figure,

+ ?2/2V + . . . + ?./Apl =0 (2).

Hence two typical sets of equations are

l^lp^ll + l^pl^pl ~ 2^1p^l2 "i" 2^pl^p2 = ... = v^lp^lv + v^pl^pv = 9 ~ ^'ip9\

l^lo-^ll + 1^0-1 ^0-1 — 2^0-^12 "l" 2^(rt^<r2 = . • • = v^la^lv + v^al^au = 9 ~ ^1(t9)

From equation (1) the point of concurrence of the v - \ planes of this

type is, when referred to the first figure, given by

l/l^2> 1/2^12? ••• 1/|'^12j

1/1^11/ J ^/^Iv}-" l/v^n

But by the first of the set of equations (3),

= Kipg/i\p — iXpi^pi/iXip, ... eiy = fCipg/yXip - ^Xpi^p^/Ap-
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Hence substituting in the expression for p, and noticing that the co

efficient of g vanishes, we obtain

1/1X12. l/2^r2> 1/»'^12)

This is the point of concurrence of the v—1 planes, referred to the pth

figure.

Now by eliminating en, ^12, ... e^u from equations (3), we obtain

iXpl iXio-^pi— iXo-i iXip^o-l 2Xpi 2^10- ^p2 ~ 2^0-1 2^1p^(r2

f^lp iXio-— A^io- iXip Kip 2X10- Kia- 2X1P

l/Xpl l/Xlq- gpy yXg-l yXlp gq-y

^
Kip i/Xio- /Cio- „Xip

Hence the equation of the axal plane of perspective of the pth and ath

figures is, referred to the pth figure,

^ / '^ip ^l<r Alp ^ _^ ^ _ ^10" 2^1P ^
_|_

\lXpi iXpi iXio-/ \2Xpi 2^pl 2^1<r/

Now by § 72 (4) the point p lies on this plane, if the determinant formed

by substituting the coefficients of |^i, ••• in this equation for

^pl ) ^p2 J . • . ^pv

in the determinant, which is the expression for p, vanishes. The determinant

so formed can be expressed as the sum of two determinants, one with K-^p as a

factor, the other with K\(j as a factor. The determinant with Kip as a factor

vanishes because it has two rows of the form

l/l^lp> l/2^1p> ••• 1/Alp.

The determinant with factor vanishes because it has two rows of

the form

l/lXio-, ^-I^kt, ^lv\<r'

Hence all the axal planes are concurrent in the same point.

The particular case of this theorem for triangles in two dimensions is

well-known.

75. Quadrangles. (1) As a simple example of this type of reasoning,

let us investigate the properties of a quadrangle in a two-dimensional region.

Any four points a, b, c, d are connected by the addition relation

Hence aa -f- and 7c -f- hd represent the same point, namely the point of

intersection of the lines ab and cd.
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(2) Consider the six lines joining these four points. Let the three pairs

which do not intersect in a, b, c, d, intersect in e,f, g. Then

e = 7C + aa = — {^h + M),

f=aa + /3b = -(yc +8d),

g = l3b-\- yc = — (Bd aa).

Hence /— g = aa — ryc;

and /+ g = 13b — M.

From the form of these expressions it follows thatf—gis the point where

fg intersects ac.

Also it follows that e and f—g are harmonic conjugates with respect to a

and c.

Similarly f+g is the point where fg intersects bd] and f-^g and e are

harmonic conjugates with respect to b and d.

Furthermore f-g and f+g are harmonic conjugates with respect to

/and g.

The points g ±e, and e ±f have similar properties.

Thus the harmonic properties of a complete quadrilateral are immediately

obvious.

(3) Again the six points f±g,g±e,e±flie by threes on four straight

lines. For identically

(f-9) + {9-e) + (e-f) = 0,

{f-9) + {9 + e)-(e+f) = 0,

(f+9)-(9-e)-{e+f) = 0,

(f+ 9)-(ff + e) + {e-f) = 0.

In the accompanying figure h and k stand for fTg respectively, I and 7ii

for eTf respectively, n and p for g ±e respectively.



CHAPTER III.

QUADRICS.

76. Introductory. (1) Let a surface locus of the second degree be

called a quadric surface. Let a curve locus which can be defined as the inter-

section of jO (p < v) quadric surfaces be called a quadriquadric curve locus. If

it is impossible to define the locus as the intersection of p — o- quadric sur-

faces and of <7 plane subregions (<t < p), then the quadriquadric curve locus is

said to be the (p — l)th order of tortuosity [cf § 67 (6)].

(2) Let the v reference elements be ei, e^, ... e^, and let any point x be

defined by fi^i + . .. -|- f^e^, which is shortened into Sfe.

Let the quadric form anfi^ + ^aia^ifs + ••• be written (a^xy. Then

(a'^osf = 0 is the equation of a quadric surface.

Let the lineo-linear form a„fjT/j 4- otia (^iv^ + ^^Vi) + ... be written (a][^5y)

;

where x = ^^ey and y = Xije.

77. Elementary Properties. (1) If the element z be of the form

Xx + fjuy, then

(a-^zf =V (a$^xy + (a$^xj_y) + /.^ (o^yY (A).

If more than two elements of a subregion of one dimension lie on a

quadric, the whole subregion lies on it. This follows evidently from

equation (A).

(2) If a quadric contain one plane subregion of the same dimensions

as itself, it must consist of two plane loci taken together. For if there is one

linear factor of a quadric form ((i$xf the remaining factor must be linear.

(3) A subregion of any dimensions either intersects a quadric surface in

a quadric surface locus contained in that subregion as its containing region or

itself lies entirely in the quadric. For if the subregion be of p - 1 dimensions,

it may be chosen as a co-ordinate region containing the p reference elements

^1, ^2, ... ^p. Hence any element in the region has the v — p co-ordinates
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respectively zero. Thus the intersection of (a5/»)* = 0 with the subregion is

found by putting these co-ordinates zero in the quadric equation. Thus
either the equation is left as a quadric equation between the remaining p
co-ordinates ; or the left-hand side vanishes identically.

(4) It follows as a corollary from the two previous subsections that a

subregion, which intersects a quadric in one subregion of dimensions lower by

one than itself, intersects it also in another such subregion ; and that these

two flat loci together form the entire intersection of the subregion with

the quadric.

78. Poles and Polars. (1) The equation, {a\x\x') = 0, may be con-

ceived as defining the locus of one of the two elements x or x\ when the

other is fixed.

If X be fixed, the locus will be called the polar of x' with respect to the

quadric surface, (aja;)^ = 0. The polar of an element is obviously a plane.

The element x will be called the pole of the plane (a$^5«0 = 0.

(2) The ordinary theorems respecting poles and polars obviously hold.

If X be on the polar of x\ then x' lies in the polar of x. For in either case

the condition is (ol^oo'^x) = 0. Two elements for which this condition holds

will be called reciprocally polar with respect to the quadric.

If a pole x' lie in its polar (a][a?5a7') = 0, then

(a5«'$;r')^(a]1^.7 = 0.

Hence the element x' lies on the quadric. Thus all elements on the quadric

may be conceived as reciprocally polar to themselves : they may be called

self- polar.

The polars of all elements lying in a plane must pass through the polar of

the plane.

(3) By means of these theorems on poles and polars with respect to any

assumed quadric a correspondence is established between the elements of a

region of v — 1 dimensions and the subregions of v — 2 dimensions.

Corresponding to an element there is its polar subregion : corresponding

to elements lying in a plane of — 2 dimensions there are polars all containing

the pole of this plane : corresponding to elements lying in a subregion of

V — p-l dimensions there are polars all containing a common subregion of

p — 1 dimensions.

(4) Again, consider the elements in which the linear subregion through

two reciprocally polar elements x and x' intersects the quadric. Let Xa-^fix'

be one of these elements, then from equation (A),

\'{a'^xy-\-fi'{cL^xy = 0.

The two points of intersection must accordingly be of the form Xx ± fix'.

It follows that two reciprocally polar elements and the two elements in which
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the straight line containing them intersects the quadric together form a

harmonic range.

(5) When the element x is on the quadric, its polar, viz. (aj^^pja;') = 0,

will be called a tangential polar of the quadric. Let x lie on the polar of

any point x' on the quadric and let \x + yix' be on the quadric. Then
substituting in the equation of the quadric, the equation to determine

becomes (aj^)^ = 0.

Now in general {(x§xf is not zero. Hence X is zero and both roots of the

quadratic are zero. Thus all straight lines drawn through an element x

on the quadric and lying in the polar of x intersect the quadric in two

coincident elements at x.

(6) Let any plane be represented by the equation

Xifi +X2f2+ ... +X„f. = 0.

The condition that this plane should be a tangential polar of the quadric

is obviously

0tl2 > ^22 > • • • > ^2

no

^1 5 ^ > • • • ) ^

This condition can be written in the form

Let A stand for the determinant

0fl2> 0^22? •••

= 0.

= 0.

then
dA _^ dA

etc.
doiu ' d(x^2

Now let the plane be denoted by L, then the condition that this plane

may be a tangential polar of the quadric may be written by analogy

Hence corresponding to the condition, (a$^xy=0, that the element x
lies on the quadric there is the condition, (OL^Ly = 0, that the plane Z is a

tangential polar of the quadric.

(7) It will be found on developing the theory of multiplication of

Grassmann's Calculus of Extension (cf Book iv. ch. i.) that, analogously to

the notation by which an element can be written fi^i + fa^s + + where
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^1, ... g„ are extraordinaries denoting reference elements, the plane L can
be written in the form \E^ + \.^E^ + ... -\-\,E, where E^,E^...E, are extra-
ordinaries denoting reference planes. Thus the theory of duality will receive
a full expression later [cf. § 110 (4) and § 123] and need not be pursued now,
except to state the fundamental properties.

(8) The equation, {a\xy=0, will be called the point-equation of the
quadric, and the equation, {OC^Lf = 0, will be called the plane-equation of

the quadric. The two equations will be called reciprocal to each other.

(9) It is possible in general to find sets of v independent elements

reciprocally polar to each other.

For let ei be any point not on the quadric. Its polar plane is of — 2

dimensions and does not contain e^. The intersection of this plane with the

quadric is another quadric of v—S dimensions contained in it. Take any
point ^2 in this polar plane not on the quadric. Again take any point on

the intersection of the polar planes of and 62 ; then 64 on the intersection

of the polar planes of ei, e^, e^; and so on. Thus ultimately v independent

points are found all reciprocally polar to each other.

If such points be taken as reference elements, the equation of the quadric

becomes

aifi^ + a2?2^ + ... + a.?.^ = 0.

If the elements lie on the quadric it will be proved in the next article

that 1//2 or {v— l)/2, according as v is even or odd, independent elements can

be found reciprocally polar to each other.

79. Generating Regions. (1) A quadric surface contains within it

an infinite number of flat loci, or subregions, real or imaginary, according to

the nature of the quadric. Let such contained regions be called generating

regions. If the complete region be of 2/^ or of 2/i, — 1 dimensions, the

subregions, real or imaginary, contained within any quadric surface will be

proved to be of )L6 — 1 dimensions*.

If hi be any point on the quadric, it lies on its polar {ol^^x) = 0.

Let 62 be another element on the quadric lying in the polar of bi. Then

(^^S^iS^a) = 0, and each point lies in the polar of the other. Hence any

element Xibi + X^b^ lies in both polars and on the quadric.

But the polars of 61 and 62 intersect in a subregion of — 3 dimensions,

where v is put for 2/i + 1 or 2/^ as the case may be.

Take a third point 63 on the intersection of this subregion with the

quadric. Then the three points 61, 62, ^3 are reciprocally polar, and any point

of the form X^b^ -f + ^3^3 lies in the intersection of the three polars and

on the quadric.

* This theorem is due to Veronese, cf. loc. cit.

10—2
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Proceed in this way till p points 61, 63, ••• &p are determined such that

each lies on the polars of all the others and on the quadric, and therefore on

its own polar. But the p polars, if 61, 62, ••• &p be independent, intersect in

a region oi v — p — 1 dimensions, which contains the p independent points.

Hence v — p >p.

Hence the greatest value of p is the greatest integer in \v.

If 1; = or 2yLt + 1, then p=fi; there are therefore fju independent points

and these define a subregion of //, — 1 dimensions contained in the quadric.

This proposition is a generalization of the proposition that generating

lines, real or imaginary, can be drawn through every point of a conicoid.

(2) If be even, then each generating region of a quadric is defined by

independent points. Hence by § 72 (5) from any point one straight line

can be drawn intersecting two non-intersecting generating regions.

If the point from which the line be drawn be on the quadric and do

not lie in either of the generating regions, the line meets the quadric in

three points, and therefore lies wholly on the quadric.

Hence from any point on a quadric one line and only one line can be

drawn meeting any two non-intersecting generating regions and thus lying

wholly in the quadric.

(3) If V be odd, then each generating region is defined hy inde-

pendent elements. Hence from § 72 (5) it is in general impossible to draw a

line from any point, on or off the quadric, intersecting two non-intersecting

generating regions.

80. Conjugate Co-ordinates. (1) Let the v co-ordinate elements be

a reciprocally polar set. Let the equation of the quadric be

The elements

are on the quadric. They can be assumed to be any two points on the

quadric, not in the same generating region, since Ci can be any point not on

the quadric and e.2 any point on the polar of ei.

(2) Firstly, let v = 2fjL. The set of fi elements,

are all on the quadric and reciprocally polar to each other. Hence they define

a generating region on the quadric.
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Similarly the set,

A^ei-(-A)^e2,etc.

define another generating region on the quadric. Also the /a elements of the

first set are independent of the /a elements of the second set. Therefore the

two generating regions do not overlap at all.

(3) Let the elements of the first set be named in order ji,]^, •••

of the second set ki, k^, ... k^. Then any element oc of the form

Sfj = fiji + faia + . .
. +

lies in the generating region jij^--- jii, and any element y of the form ^7)k

lies in the generating region k^k.^ ... A:^.

(4) Again, is reciprocally polar to all the A;'s except kx. Hence

is a generating region, and

is another, and so on.

Accordingly given one generating region ji, ... jt^ including a given

element, other generating regions including that element can be found which

either overlap the given region in that element only, or in regions of

1,2. ../*-2

dimensions respectively. Also regions can be found which do not overlap the

given region at all.

(5) The 2/x elements,

jl> jz) ••• jfi.) ^2> •••

can be taken as co-ordinate elements. Let them be called a system of

conjugate co-ordinate elements. The properties of such a system are that

they are all on the quadric, and that any pair of elements, with the exception

of pairs having the same suffix, are reciprocally polar, namely not with kiyj^

not with k2, and so on.

Let ji and k^, and A^a, etc. be called conjugate pairs. It can easily be

seen by the method of subsections (1) and (2) of this section that in any

two non-intersecting generating regions of a quadric a conjugate set of

elements can be found, so that Ji,^*2, ... are in one region, and ki, k^, ... kf^

in the other.

Let any element be written in the form

fiii+f2i2+ ...+^„e^ + Vih + V2k2-\- ...

Then, from the definitions of the conjugate elements in subsections (2) and

(3) above, the equation of the quadric takes the form
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(6) The polar of the element ji is rj^ = 0, that is to say, is the region

defined by the elements

jlfj^} "' jti> fe> •••

The intersection of the polar of ji with the quadric is

and the 2/Lt — 1 co-ordinate elements

jl}j2> jl*-)
•• ^ft>

define its containing region.

This quadric is contained in a region of 2/1 — 2 dimensions. In such a

region quadrics in general have generating regions of /a — 2 dimensions. But

in this quadric all regions of the type

0*1' 7*2 • • • jry K+1 ' '
' ^V)

are generating regions, being of — 1 dimensions.

(7) The coefficient of ji in the expression defining an element does not

appear in the equation of the quadric. Hence all one dimensional regions

defined by ji and any point on the quadric lie entirely in the quadric. Such

a surface will be called a conical quadric ; the point with the property of ji

will be called its vertex.

(8) Accordingly the intersection of the polar of any element of a quadric

in a region of 2/x — 1 dimensions with the quadric is a conical quadric of

which the given element is the vertex. Thus in three dimensions, the inter-

section of a tangent plane with a quadric is two straight lines, that is to say

a conical quadric in two dimensions.

(9) Secondly, let i/ = 2/i,+ 1. Then the system of 2yLt conjugate elements

jl} JifjiJi) ••• ^fl.}

can be found by the same process as in the first case ; but do not define the

complete region. In forming jj, ...j^^ Ajj, ...ky from the elements Ci ... 62^+1 the

last element 62^+1 was left over. This element, which will be called simply e,

leaving out the suffix, is reciprocally polar to all the other elements ji ... k^,

but does not lie on the quadric.

(10) Let any element in the region be denoted by

fiii + . + f^^V + Vih + ... + Vh^K + f^-

Then the equation of the quadric becomes

fi^i + ?2^2 + ... + S^v^ + ^ = 0.

(11) The polar of the elemental is given by the equation rj^ = 0.

The intersection of the polar and the quadric is another quadric

which lies in the region ^'1,^2 > ...j^^h, ... k^, e. All these co-ordinate elements

are reciprocally polar and all, except e, lie on the quadric.
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This quadric is contained in a region of 2/Lt — 1 dimensions, and its

generating regions passing through are of — 1 dimensions, not more than

the number of dimensions of the generating regions of any quadric in this

region.

(12) Since the coefficient fi of ji does not appear in the equation of the

quadric, if any point x be on the quadric then the region (j^, x) lies entirely

in the quadric. Hence the quadric is a conical quadric.

So finally we find the general proposition that the intersection of the

polar of an element on a quadric with the quadric is a conical quadric with

its vertex at the element.

(13) The reduction of the equation of a quadric contained in a region of

2fi dimensions to the form,

is a generalization of the reduction of the equation of a conic section to the

form, LM -\- R^ = 0 (c£ Salmon's Conic Sections).

Applying to space of four dimensions the above proposition on the inter-

section of polars with quadrics, we see that if our flat three-dimensional space

be any intersecting region, it intersects the quadric in some conicoid. But if

the space be the polar of some element of the quadric, it intersects the

quadric in a cone with its vertex at the element on the quadric which is the

pole of the space.

A quadric in five-dimensional space has two-dimensional flat spaces as

generating regions.

(14) The co-ordinates ji ... jy,, h ... k^, e of a complete region of 2^

dimensions, giving the equation of some quadric in the form

are such that e is the pole of the regional ...k^. Now e may be any point in

the region. Hence the polar of any point (i.e. any plane) can be defined by

two not overlapping generating regions of the quadric, viz. ...j^ and

ki ... k^, which are also generating regions of the quadric formed by the

intersection of the polar with the original quadric. This includes the case

of space of two dimensions.

If, however, the complete region be of 2/a — 1 dimensions, the polar of any

point intersects the quadric in another quadric which only contains generating

regions of — 2 dimensions
;
any two such regions cannot serve to define the

polar which is of 2/^-2 dimensions. This includes the case of space of three

dimensions.

81. QuADRiQUADRic CuRVE Loci. (1) Consider the general case of

the curve locus formed by the intersection of the p quadric surfaces,

(a.'^xy = 0, {a.'^a^y = 0, . . . (ap$^)' = 0.
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Let 61 be any point on the locus. Then the polar planes of are

(a,'$b,^x) = 0, (a^Jb.'^x) = 0, . . . (ap][6i$*') = 0.

The intersection of the p polar planes forms a subregion of v — p — 1

dimensions ; where the complete region is of 1/ — 1 dimensions.

The intersection of this region with the curve locus is another quadri-

quadric curve locus of the same order of tortuosity, namely p — 1 [cf § 67 (7)].

Now find another point 62 in this second quadriquadric curve locus, then

all the p polars of 62 contain bi. Also the 2p polars of 6163 forni by their

intersection a region of v — 2p — l dimensions, and this region intersects

the quadriquadric curve locus in another quadriquadric curve locus of the

same order of tortuosity, namely p—1.
Also it can easily be seen, as in § 79 (1), that the region (61, b^) lies entirely

in this last curve locus.

Continuing in this way and taking a points 61, b^, ... b„, successively, each

in the quadriquadric curve locus lying in the region of the intersection of

the polars of all the preceding points, we find a subregion defined by

61, 62, ... 6<r, lying entirely in the original quadriquadric curve locus. Also

it must lie in the region of dimensions v — ap — \ formed by the intersection

of the polars. Hence we must have

a <v ^ crp
\

that is <T < v/{p + 1).

Now let / (X) denote the greatest integer in the number X. Then we
have proved that it is always possible to proceed as above till

<r = /W(p + l)).

Hence a quadriquadric curve locus, apart from any special relation

between the intersecting quadric surfaces, of tortuosity p — 1, in a complete

region of — 1 dimensions contains subregions (real or imaginary) defined by

I {v/(p + 1)] elements,

that is to say, of

I {{v — p — l)/{p + 1)} dimensions*.

(2) Hence the least dimensions of a complete region such that a curve

locus, of order of tortuosity p — 1, apart from special conditions must contain

a region of one dimension is 2/9 + 1.

For example, space of five dimensions is of the lowest dimensions for

which it is the case that the intersection of two quadric surfaces (a curve

locus of order of tortuosity 1) must contain straight lines.

* This generalization of Veronese's Theorem, cf. § 79 1), has not been stated before, as far

as I am aware.
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Also space of eight dimensions is of the lowest dimensions for which it is

the case that a quadriquadric curve locus, of order of tortuosity 1, must
contain subregions of two dimensions.

82. Closed Quadrics. (1) A quadric will be called a closed quadric if

points not on the quadric exist such that any straight line drawn through one

of them must cut the quadric in real points. Such points will be said to be

within the quadric: other points not on the quadric which do not possess

this property will be said to be without the quadric.

(2) Let a straight line be drawn through any point p cutting the quadric

in two points i/i and real or imaginary ; and let oc be any other real point

on this line. Also let

yi = \ip \- fiiX, y^ = \^p -\r ii^x:

then and X-j/z^a are the roots of the equation

\^ {oi\py + 2X/. {olIpIx) + /.^ {a\xf = 0 (1).

The roots of this equation are real or imaginary according as

is negative or positive.

(3) Now choose as the co-ordinate elements a reciprocally polar system

with respect to the quadric, and let p be one point of this system.

Let the system hQ p, e^, e^, ... e^, and let

X==^p + ^2^2 + ... + ivBp.

Then (pL\xy takes the form

Hence the roots of equation (1) are real or imaginary according as

is negative or positive.

(4) If all lines through p meet the quadric in imaginary points, then the

expression is positive for all values of •«• Hence axo, aag, ... aa„

must be all positive; and therefore a, ag, ... must all be of the same sign.

The equation of the quadric takes the form,

and the quadric is therefore entirely imaginary.

(5) Again, if all lines drawn through p meet the quadric in real points,

then aoL^, aa^, ... aa^ must all be negative.
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\

Hence ofs* •••'^^ are of one sign and a is of the other. The equation of

the quadric can therefore be written in the form

fc,'^,' + /^.^fa^ + . . . + K,'^.' -K'^ = 0 (2)

;

where the co-ordinate point p is within the quadric and the remaining v - I

co-ordinate points can easily be proved to be without the quadric on the polar

of p.

(6) It also follows that the polar of a point inside the quadric does not

intersect the quadric in real points. For the polar of is f = 0, and its points

of intersection with the quadric lie on the imaginary quadric of — 2

ditnensions given by

It has been proved by Sylvester that if a quadric expression referred to

one set of reciprocal co-ordinate elements has p positive terms and v — p

negative terms, then when referred to any other set of reciprocal elements it

still has p positive terms and v — p negative terms (or vice versa).

Hence if the given quadric of equation (2) be referred to any other

reciprocal set of co-ordinates, it still takes the form of (2) as far as the

signs of its terms are concerned. Thus if the quadric considered be a closed

quadric, one element of a reciprocal set of elements is w^ithin the quadric and

the remaining elements are without the quadric.

(7) The polar of a point without a closed quadric necessarily cuts the

quadric and contains points within the quadric. For considering the

quadric of equation (2) of subsection (5), the polar of 62 is, fa = 0. Its in-

tersection with (2) is the quadric

lying in the plane = 0, that is in the region of p, e-^, ... e„. Now if 62 be

first chosen, p may be any point in this region and within this quadric, which

is a real closed quadric.

Hence the polar of any point without a closed quadric necessarily cuts the

quadric in real points and contains points within the quadric.

(8) It may be noted that no real generating regions exist on closed

quadrics.

(9) Again, choosing any reference points whatsoever, (a^xy and {oL\yf

are of the same sign if both x and y be inside the closed surface, or if both

be outside the surface, but are of opposite signs if one be inside the surface

and one be outside.

For let x' and y' be two points respectively on the polars of x and y. Then

\x + \'x' and fiy p!y

are two points on the lines xx' and yy'.
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The points where these lines cut the surface are given by

and ti? {a\yy + ii!' {oL^yJ = 0.

Firstly, let x and y be both within the surface. Then their polars intersect

in a region of z/ — 3 dimensions without the surface. Let x and y' both

denote the same point z in this region. Then since the roots of the

quadratics for and fijix are both real, (aj^)^ has opposite signs to both

{ajxf and {(x\y)\

Hence {a\xf and {oL\yf have the same sign.

(10) Secondly let x and y be both without the quadric. Then their

polars both cut the quadric, hence x and y' may both be chosen within the

quadric. Hence

{ajxj and {cC^yJ

have both the same sign. Also the straight lines xx and yy' both cut the

quadric in real points, since x and y' lie within it. Hence {oi^xy has the

opposite sign to (oL^xy and {oL^yf has the opposite sign to (a^yy. Accord-

ingly (a^xy and (oL^yy have the same sign.

(11) Thirdly, let x be within the quadric and y without the quadric.

Then any point x on the polar of x lies without the quadric. Also

(a5^)2 and (a^x'y

have opposite signs, and (ct^xy and {oL^yy have the same sign because both

lie without the quadric. Hence (aj^)^ and (oL^yy have opposite signs.

83. Conical Quadric Surfaces. (1) To find the condition that

S ~ (a^xY = 0, should be a conical quadric.

Let 6 be the vertex and x any point on the surface. Then \x + fih lies on

the surface for all values of \ and fi. Hence {ol^\x) = 0 ; where x is any

point on the surface. Therefore, if 6 = there are v equations of the type,

ttipA + A + . . . + oLppPp + . . . + cLyp^y = 0,

found by putting p equal to 1, 2, ... i/, in turn. It follows that the equation

(cL^b'^x) = 0 holds for all positions of x.

And eliminating the yS's, the required condition is found to be.

A = = 0.
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(2) Also the vertex b is the point

^li > • •

•

0£i2, 0t22, ... CI2

[chap. III.

(3) Again, consider the quadriquadric curve locus of the first order of

tortuosity, defined by

(aj^xy = 0, and (ajxy = 0.

• Any quadric surface intersecting both surfaces in this curve locus is

(a$^xy + \(oL'^xy = 0.

This surface is a conical quadric if

«!! + Xcti/, + Xfltia' , ... 0L1V +
ai2 + Xotia', Cr22 + '^0L^\ ... ^21' + ^"2/

= 0.

Hence in general v conical quadric surfaces can be drawn intersecting

two quadrics in their common curve locus.

(4) Let b be the vertex of one of these conical quadrics. Take v—1
independent points in the quadriquadric curve locus, so as to make with b an

independent set of elements. Join 6 by a straight line with any one of

these points; the straight line cuts the quadrics again in another common
point. Hence by the harmonic property proved in § 78 (4) it cuts the two

polars of b with respect to the two quadrics in a common point. Hence these

polars have r — 1 independent common points. Hence they are identical.

Hence the equations (oL^b^x) = 0, and (a'Jft^a?) = 0, are identical.

(5) Let the reference points Ci and 62 be the vertices of two such conical

quadrics. Then the equations

(a][ei][£c) = 0, and = 0,

are identical : that is

«!! f1 + ai2f2+ otiaf3 + . . . + ai„f^= 0,|

1 + ai/fc + «i/fs + . . . + a^/f 0

1

are identical.

Similarly the equations

ai2'f1 + a22'?2+ 0L2s%+ . .
. + 02/1. = 0 I

are identical.

(1)

•(2)
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From equations (1) it follows that

^ >~
r, '~ rt

'~ '" ~ ^ V
«n «i2 «i3

from equations (2) it follows that

0^12 _ 0^22 _ 0[23 _ ^2V

ttia' (i^ a^y

Hence either = 0 = Wia' ; or else ifp be any element X^i + fie.i on the line

eiC-i, then the two polars

(a$ = 0, and (a^p^x) = 0,

are identical. Excluding the second alternative, which is obviously a special

case, it follows that any two of the v vertices lie each on the polar of the other

with respect to either quadric. Thus the v vertices form v independent

elements and can be taken as reference elements.

(6) It follows that in general any two quadrics have one common system

of polar reciprocal elements, and that these elements are the v vertices of the

p conical quadrics which can be drawn through the intersection of the two

given quadrics.

(7) Let this system of polar reciprocal elements be taken as co-ordinate

elements. Tlie equations of the quadrics become

7n?i= + 722f2^ + ...+7..?.' = 0,

and yn'S.' + 722'f2^+ • • • + yJ^.' = 0.

And the ratios 711/71/, 722/722', etc. are the roots, with their signs changed, given

by the above equation [cf subsection (4)] of the vth degree determining \.

(8) One means of making the properties of conical quadrics more evident

is to take the vertex as one of the co-ordinate elements of the complete

region. Let ei be the vertex of the quadric. Then if x be any element on

the quadric, by hypothesis 6ei + a; is on the quadric, 6 being arbitrary. Hence

if X = %^e, the element

(<^ + fi)ei + f»^2+... + f.e.

is also on the quadric. It follows that fi cannot occur at all in the equation

of the quadric. Accordingly the expression (^Ja;)^ reduces to

^22f2'+ 22033^2^3+ ....

84. Reciprocal Equations and Conical Quadrics. (1) When the

quadric (ajic)^ = 0 is conical, the reciprocal equation of the quadric, namely,

(OL^Ly = 0, has peculiar properties.

It has been proved that if b be the vertex, then

whatever element 00 may be. Hence the polar of any element x passes

through the vertex b.
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Let L be the plane Xi fi 4- X2f2 + • • • + ^vfi' = 0.

Then it is proved in Salmon's Higher Algebra, Lesson v. and elsewhere

that, when A = 0,

Uii

But we may write by § 83 (3)

b = OLnCi + 011262 + . . . + (Xiueu.

Hence, = 0, reduces to, = 0 ; that is to the condition that L pass

through the vertex. But this is the property of all polars and not merely of

tangential polars. Thus in this particular case of conical quadrics the

reciprocal equation to the ordinary point-equation, deduced as in the

general case, merely defines the vertex of the quadric.

(2) In order to find the nature of the condition which L must satisfy in

order to be a tangential polar of the conical quadric, suppose that ei has been

chosen to be the vertex of the quadric.

Then (oL^xy = a^^^i ^ol^^S^ + ... = 0

is the equation of the quadric.

And (a$^$^0 = fa (a22?/ + ^23 f3' + . . .)

+ fs (a23?2' + ttss fs' + . . .) + etc.

Hence, as before, the conditions that L, which is the locus defined by

should touch the quadric are Xi = 0, and

where OL^^, OL^^y ... are the minors of a22, otas, ... in the determinant

i

a22) «23> ••• «2

Let this determinant be called A'.

The first condition, Xi = 0, is the condition given by the ordinary reciprocal

equation, namely that the polar should pass through the vertex.

Let the second condition be called the conical reciprocal equation.

(3) Now if we transform to any co-ordinate elements whatever, so that

any point b is the vertex, these equations become, = 0, which is the

condition that b should be the vertex ; and {CC^Lf = 0, where the coefficients

Otiu 0^12 > ••• satisfy the condition

fln, 0^12, ... C<i„ =0.
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In accordance with the notation explained § 78 (6) this determinant will

be called Aj.

(4) Suppose now that we are simply given the equation,

(a$xy=o.

We have to determine what it is to be conceived as denoting when the

above determinant vanishes.

If we had the two equations

(a5Xy = 0, and S/3X = 0,

a conical quadric of vertex b would be determined. Hence it is possible to

conceive {OL^Ly = 0 as denoting a conical quadric with an undetermined

vertex. This, however, is not satisfactory.

Let the reciprocal point-equation be formed. It follows from the

previous investigation that this equation is

where -flin, iCXi2> ••• are the minors of OLn, 0Li2> CLis, ... in the determinant Aj.

This locus is two coincident planes forming a quadric.

If we choose v — 1 co-ordinate elements in this region and any co-ordinate

element ei outside it, then (OC^Ly = 0 takes the form

722X2^ + 2723X2X3 -f . . . = 0.

Hence it is best to consider, (OL^Ly = 0, as denoting in the reciprocal

point-form the region,

1012^2 + ...=0,

taken twice over, and as denoting in the original plane-form a quadric sur-

face of v — S dimensions lying entirely within this region.

(5) If any vertex b be assumed and all the one dimensional regions

joining b to elements of this quadric of v — 3 dimensions be drawn, then a

conical quadric of 1/ — 2 dimensions is obtained.

The vertex b should not be in the region,

iCtii?i + iai2?2 + etc. = 0,

which contains the quadric surface of v — S dimensions, if a true conical

quadric is to be obtained. Hence we may call the region,

aanfi + iai2f2+-.. = 0,

the ' non-vertical region Also call the quadric of v — S dimensions lying in

it the * contained quadric '.

(6) Accordingly, summing up, given the equation, (CtJXy^O, where

Ai = 0, we derive the reciprocal equation
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These two equations taken together represent a non-vertical region and a

contained quadric. This may be considered as the degenerate form of a

quadric defined by either of its two reciprocal equations.

Accordingly the equation, (OC^Ly = 0 (when Ai = 0), gives the condition

to be satisfied by the co-ordinates of all regions of i/ — 2 dimensions whose

intersection with the non-vertical region is a tangential polar of the contained

quadric.

(7) Let us consider as a special case of the above investigations Geometry

of two dimensions. Let ei, e^, be the co-ordinate points, and Ei, E^, the

corresponding symbols denoting the straight lines e^e^, e^e^y e^e^.

Then any point can be denoted by

and any straight line L by the equation

Also the equation,

^1 ^1 +^ ^2+ ^3 ^3 = 0,

denotes either that w lies on L or that L passes through

Any quadric {a^xy = 0 is a conic ; the determinant A is

«ii«22a33 + 2ai2a23a3i — anttss'^ — a^asi^ — cLzzCLi^-

A conical quadric, for which A = 0, is two straight lines. The reciprocal

equation is the tangential equation.

Conversely given the tangential equation {OL\Ly = 0, the point-equation

is formed from it by the same law. Also if A, = 0, then

splits up into two factors.

In this case let

{OP^Lf = (otjXi + OTaXa + IS73X3) (piXi -I- p^X^ + PaK)'

Let p be the point

and let r be the point

Then (OC^Ly = 0 is the condition to be satisfied by all lines which pass

through either p or r.

Also OLu = '^ipi, etc. ; and fl^ = i (p^'^s + Ps'^z), etc.

Hence .Uu = CL^Jt^ - ^33' = - i {p^'^z - p^^^y^

and lOf,. = flosOtsi — (X^^CL^^ = — \ (p^-^s - Ps'^2) (p^'^i - Pi ^sX

and ,0(i3 = — J (p^nTs — p3'cy^) (p^ tsTa — p^^j).
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Accordingly the non-vertical region is the straight line

This is the straight line joining the points p and q. Thus the non-vertical

region is a straight line, and the contained quadric is two points in it.

This agrees with Cayley's statements in his ' Sixth Memoir on Quantics*/

respecting conies in two dimensions.

Note. For further information in regard to what is known of the projective geometry

of many dimensions, cf. Veronese's treatise, Fondamenti di geometria (Padova, 1891),

translated into German under the title, Grundzilge der Geometrie von mehreren Dimensionen

und mehreren Arten gradliniger Einheiten in elemmtarer Form entwicJcelt (Leipzig, 1894).

* Cf. Phil. Trans. 1859 and Collected Mathematical Papers^ vol. ii., no. 158.

11



CHAPTEE IV.

Intensity.

85. Defining Equation of Intensity. (1) Let a complete region of

v — 1 dimensions be defined by the units Ci, ^2, ... Then by hypothesis

the intensity of the element represented by apBp is oCp, since the intensity

of Bp is by definition unity. But no principle has as yet been laid down

whereby the intensity of a derived element a can be determined ; where

a = a^Ci + a^Bi + . • . + a„e„ = Sae, say.

(2) Let a be the intensity, then we assume that a is some function of

«ij 0^2, ... a^.

Hence we can write

a=/(ai, Ota, ... a,).

Now the intensity of fia is fia ; therefore we have the condition

/(/itti, fia^, ... fiot,) = fif(ai, ^2, ... a.).

Accordingly f(a^, ttg, ... a^) must be a homogeneous function of the first

degree.

(3) If a be at unit intensity, then the coefficients must satisfy the

equation

/(«!, 02, ... «.) = ! (A).

This equation will be called ' the defining equation
'

; since it defines the

unit intensities of elements of the region. It will be noticed that the

equation does not in any way limit the ratios

which determine the character, or position, of the element represented by a.

Furthermore this equation essentially refers to the v special units e^, e^, ...

which have been chosen as defining (or co-ordinate) units of the region.

(4) Let («!, ... a„) denote a rational integral homogeneous function of

the Xth degree, and (/)^(ai, ... a„) a rational integral homogeneous function of

the /ith degree. Then the most general algebraic form of/(«!, ... «„) is

^ («i...«.)U'-7

(^M(ai---«.')J
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If there be only one term in this expression, then equation (A) can be written

in the form

(f>k(^i, ^2, ••• ^u)=(t>^(ai, OL^, ... a,) (A').

(5) Let C1C2... c„ be any other group of independent letters which can

be chosen as co-ordinates of the region. Let

a = JiCi + 72C2 + . . . + 7vC„ = S7C.

Then the 7's are homogeneous linear functions of the a's.

Hence the defining equation (A') with reference to any other co-ordinate

elements becomes

i^kiyi, 72, ... yu) = ir^{yu 72, ... 7^);

where a/t^ and -^/r^ are homogeneous functions of the Xth and /juth. degrees

respectively.

(6) Again, when a^, ag* ••• all simultaneously vanish, the intensity is

unity when oti = 1. But in this case equation (A') reduces to an equation

of the form

Therefore for this to be satisfied by ai = l, we must have ^i = r}i- So the

coefficients of the highest powers of Wj, a^, ... on the two sides of the

equation are respectively equal.

(7) In the subsequent work, unless otherwise stated, we will assume the

defining equation to be of the form
1

{<t>^{au as, ...«,)}'* = 1;

where <^^(ai, ofa, ... is a rational integral homogeneous function of the fith

degree of the form

p being an arbitrary coefficient and

o"i + o"2+ ••• + <ru = fju.

Raising each side of the defining equation to the filh power it becomes,

<^^(ai, a^, ... a,) = l.

Coefficients which satisfy the defining equation will be called the co-

ordinates of an element. They define the element at unit intensity. The

co-ordinates of an element must be distinguished from the co-ordinate elements

of a region, which have been defined before [cf § 64 (8)].

86. Locus OF Zero Intensity. (1) It is obvious that there is one

locus of 1/ — 2 dimensions with exceptional properties in regard to the

intensities of its elements. For the equation

<^m(«i> ... a.') = 0,

is a relation between the ratios a^/a-i, ag/aj, ... Uy/ai; and it, therefore,

determines a locus which is such that all the elements of it are

11—2
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necessarily at zero intensity, according to this mode of defining the in-

tensity, and yet do not themselves vanish, since the coefficients of the co-

ordinate extraordinaries do not vanish separately. Therefore in relation to

the given definition of unit intensity, elements of this locus are all at zero

intensity.

(2) Some other law of intensity is necessarily required in the locus of

zero intensity, at least in idea as a possibility in order to prevent the intro-

duction of fallacious reasoning. For if two terms a and a' represent the same

element at the same intensity, then a = a\ and the coefficients of the co-

ordinate elements in a and a' are respectively equal in pairs. But if the

element be in the locus of zero intensity a and pa are both zero intensity

according to the old definition. Hence from the above argument a = pa, and

therefore (p — l)a = 0; and since p — 1 is not zero, a = 0, which is untrue.

Therefore in the locus of zero intensity in order to preserve generality of

expression some other definition of intensity is to be substituted, at least in

idea if not actually formulated. An analogy to this property of points in the

locus of zero intensity is found in the fact that two zero forces at infinity are

not therefore identical in effects, and that for such forces another definition of

intensity is substituted, namely the moment of the force about any point,

or in other words the moment of the couple.

(3) If the properties of the region with respect to the intensity are to be

assumed to be continuous, at any point of the locus of zero intensity one or

more of the co-ordinates must be infinite.

For the equation

(«!,... a,) = 1,

viewed as an equation connecting the absolute magnitudes of the co-ordinates,

can only be satisfied simultaneously with

<^^(ai, ... a^)=0,

viewed as an equation connecting the ratios of the co-ordinates if one or more

of the a's are infinite. In this case we can write the first equation in the form

Then if ap becomes infinite, the equation,

between the ratios of the co-ordinates is simultaneously satisfied.

87. Plane Locus of Zero Intensity. (1) There are two special cases

of great importance, one when the locus of zero intensity is plane, the other

when it is a quadric.
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Considering the case of a plane locus, by a proper choice of the unit

intensities of the co-ordinate elements of the complete region the equation of

the locus can be written in the form

?i + ?2 + ... + ?. = 0.

(2) Let ei, 62, ... e„ be these co-ordinate elements, and let Oj, a^, ... be

another set of independent elements at unit intensity to be used as a new set

of co-ordinate elements.

Let

tta = 02161 -h a22^2 +•••+ ^Q^^l/,

Then by hypothesis ocu + otia + • . . + cti^ = 1,

with V — 1 other equations of the same type.

Let any element x at unit intensity be given by Xfe and also by ^rja.

Then fi + f2+. + =

But by comparison fi = UnVi + 021^2 +.-•+ o^i/i ^.z,

with V — 1 other equations of the same type.

Hence substituting for the ^'s in the defining equation, we get

(an + + ... + Uiy) % + (asi + 02.2 + ... + 02^) ^2 + .•• = 1-

Therefore using the defining equations for the as, there results

as the defining equation for the new co-ordinates. It follows that if this

special type of defining equation of the first degree hold for one set of co-

ordinate elements it holds for all sets of co-ordinate elements.

(3) Any one-dimensional region meets the locus of zero intensity in one

element only, unless it lies wholly in the locus. Let a and h be two elements

at unit intensity defining a one-dimensional region. Then by subsection (2)

the intensity of any element + rjb in the region a6 is f + rj. Hence b - a

is of zero intensity. Let b-a = u; then u is the only element in ab at zero

intensity according to the original law of intensity, but possessing a finite

intensity according to some new definition.

(4) If p - 1 of the co-ordinate elements, where p<v,he assumed in the

region of zero intensity and the remaining v — p + 1 outside that region, then

the defining equation takes a pecuHar form. For let Ui,U2,... u^^i be the co-

ordinate elements in the region of zero intensity, and e^, ^p+i, ... e„ the remam-

ing co-ordinate elements. Then any element can be expressed in the form
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Now any element of the form %\u lies in the region of zero intensity. Hence

the defining equation must take the form

If p = v, then the co-ordinate elements Ui, ... Uy_i completely define the

region of zero intensity.

Let e denote the remaining co-ordinate element. Any element can be

written S\u 4- f The defining equation becomes, f = 1.

88. QuADRic Locus OF Zero Intensity. (1) Let the intensity of the

point xhe+ {(oL$^xy]K

Then the locus of zero intensity is the quadric surface (cL^ooy = 0.

(2) Let us assume this quadric to be closed, or imaginary with real

coefficients [cf § 82 (4)]. If oo lie within this quadric and y lie without it

(the quadric being real and closed), then by § 82 (11)

(a$a^)^ and (a^yy

are of opposite sign. Suppose for example that (oL^xiy is positive for elements

within the quadric. And let

(a^xy=/ji' and (ajyy = -v';

where fju and v are by hypothesis real, since the co-ordinates of cc and y are

real. Then the intensities of a; and y as denoted by the symbols x and y are

fjb and V(— ^^) respectively.

(3) The symbols which denote these points at unit intensity are x/fi, and

yN{~ 1/^). Hence although the element y is defined by real ratios, its co-

ordinates at unit intensity are imaginaries of the form ir]^, irj^, where

772 ••• are real.

Such elements will be called 'intensively imaginary elements.' If the

element be defined by real co-ordinates, its intensity is imaginary. Those

elements such that real co-ordinates define a real intensity will be called

'intensively real elements.'

(4) If intensively real elements lie without the quadric of zero intensity,

then intensively imaginary elements lie within it, and conversely. It is to

be noted that both sets of elements are real in the sense that the ratios of

their co-ordinates are real.

(5) If the quadric of zero intensity be imaginary, then all real elements

are intensively real.

89. Antipodal elements and opposite intensities. (1) Since

(a5^)^ = (a$-^)S

the intensities of x and — x are both positive and equal, when the locus of zero

intensity is a quadric. An exception, therefore, arises to the law that if Sfe

and Sf'e denote the same element at the same intensity, then

f1 = f2 = f etc.
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Let the generality of this law be saved by considering the intensities denoted

by X and — x, though numerically the same, to differ by another quality which
we will call oppositeness.

(2) Another method of evading this exception to the general law is to

regard x and — as two different elements at the same intensity. This is

really a special case of the supposition alluded to in § 65 (9). Let x and — x
be called antipodal elements.

In this method the quality of oppositeness has been assigned to the

intrinsic nature of the element denoted, whereas in the first method it was
assigned to the intensity. When the quadric locus of zero intensity is real

and closed, the first method is most convenient ; when it is imaginary, either

method can be chosen.

(3) Antipodal elements have special properties.

If any locus include an element, it also includes its antipodal element.

If two one-dimensional regions intersect, they also intersect in the anti-

podal element. Hence two one-dimensional regions, if they intersect, intersect

in two antipodal points.

A one-dimensional region meets a quadric in four points, real or imaginary,

namely in two pairs of antipodal points.

(4) The sign of congruence, namely = [cf § 64 (2)], connects symbols

representing antipodal points as well as symbols representing the same point.

90. The Intercept between two elements. (1) The one-dimensional

region which includes e-^ and may be conceived as divided by the elements

6x62 into two or more intercepts. For the element fi^i -f ^2^2 maybe conceived

as traversing one real portion of the region from ei to e^, if it takes all

positions expressed by the continuous variation of from 0 to +00.

Similarly it may travel from e-^ to through the remaining real portion of

the region by assuming all the positions expressed by the continuous variation

of ?2/fi from 0 to — 00 .

A one-dimensional region may, therefore, be considered as unbounded and

as returning into itself [cf. § 65 (9)].

(2) Assume that the expression for the intensity is linear and of the

form Sf. Then the locus of zero intensity cuts the region 6162 at the element

defined by fa/fi = — 1.

Hence as fs/fi varies continuously from 0 to -t- x , the element x does not

pass through the locus of zero intensity, and its intensity cannot change sign,

if ^2 and f1 do not change sign.

Let this portion of the region be called the intercept between and e^.

Also let the other portion of the region be called external to the portion

limited by e-^ and e^, which is the intercept.
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(3) An element on the intercept between ei and 62 will be said to lie

between e^ and e^.

Also the external portion of the region is divided into two parts by the

element of zero intensity, e^ — e-^^. Let the continuous portion bounded by

Ci and 62 — ^1 and not including e^ be called the portion beyond e^, and let the

portion bounded by e^. and e^. — e^ and not including ei be called the portion

beyond e^.

(4) Assume the intensity to be {{ol\ccY^.

Let the locus of zero intensity be the real closed quadric, {cC^xf = 0.

Firstly, assume that + x denote the same element at opposite intensities.

Let the two elements and 62 both belong to the intensively real part of

the region. Then x moves from ex to ^2, as fg/fi varies from 0 to 00 or from

0 to — 00 . Now [cf. § 82 (9)] since (a$ei)^ and (0^62)^ are both of the same

sign, as x moves from e^ to 62 by either route it must either cut the surface

of zero intensity twice or not at all. Call the latter route the intercept

between ei and 62- The intercept only contains intensively real elements.

(5) If the quadric (cL^xy= 0 be imaginary, then the one-dimensional

region 61^2 does not cut it at all in real points. Hence there is no funda-

mental distinction between the two routes from ei to ^2, and both of them

may be called intercepts between ei and ^2- Also all real elements are inten-

sively real.

Hence a one-dimensional region is to be conceived as a closed region, such

that two elements 61^2 divide it into two parts.

(6) Secondly, assume that + x denote two antipodal elements.

Assume that the quadric (a^xy = 0 is entirely imaginary. The two routes

from 61 to ^2 are discriminated by the fact that the one contains both antipodal

points — ei and — ^2, and the other contains neither. Let the latter portion

of the region be called the intercept, and the former portion the antipodal

intercept.

The case when (a^xy = 0 is real is of no practical importance, and need not

be discussed.

Note. Grassmann does not consider the general question of the comparison of

intensities. In the Ausdehnungslehre von 1844, 2nd Part, Chapter i., §§ 94—100, he

assumes in effect a linear defining equation without considering any other possibility.

In the Ausdehnungslehre von 1862 no general discussion of the subject is given ; but in

Chapter v., ' Applications to Geometry,' a linear defining equation for points is in effect

assumed, and a quadric defining equation for vectors—assumptions which are obvious and

necessary in Euclidean Geometry. It should also be mentioned that the general idea of

a defining equation, different for different manifolds, and the idea of a locus of zero

intensity do not occur in either of these works. Also v. Helmholtz in his Handhuch der

Fhysiologischen Optik^ § 20, pp. 327 to 330 (2nd Edition) apparently assumes that only a

linear defining equation is possible.
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CHAPTER I.

Combinatorial Multiplication.

91. Introductory. (1) The preceding book has develope^he general

theory of addition for algebras of the numerical genus (cf § 22). The first

special algebra to be discussed is Grassmann's Calculus of Extension*. This

algebra requires for its interpretation a complete algebraic system of mani-

folds (cf § 20). The manifold of the first order is a positional manifold of

v — 1 dimensions, where v is any assigned integer ; the successive manifolds

of the second and higher orders are also positional manifolds (cf § 22) ; the

manifold of the vth order reduces to a single element ; the manifold of the

(i^ + l)th order is identical with that of the first order. Hence (cf § 20),

when the manifold of the first order is of v — 1 dimensions, the algebra is of

the vth species.

(2) It follows from the general equation for multiplication of algebras

of the numerical genus given in §22, that if two points a(=1ae) and

b (= 2ySe) be multiplied together, where Ci, e^... are any v reference points,

then

ab = l^ae . tfie = (oLp/S^pe^);

where = 1, 2 ... i/, and ap^„ are multiplied together according to the rules of

ordinary algebra.

(3) Thus the products two together of the reference elements gj, 63 ... e„

yield v^ new elements of the form (ei^j), (6262), {e^e^, (^2^1), etc. These v^

elements (which may not all be independent) are conceived as defining a

fresh positional manifold oiv^ — \ dimensions at most, and ab is an element of

this manifold. This is the most general conception possible of a relation

between any two elements of a positional manifold which may be symbolized

by a multiplication.

(4) No necessary connection exists between the symbols {e^e^, (^1^2),

(^2^1), (^2^2), etc.: they may therefore, as far as the logic of the formal

symbolism is concerned, be conceived as given independent reference elements

* Cf. Die Amdehnungslehre von 1844, and Die Ausdehnungslehre von 1862, both by H.

Grassmann.
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of a new positional manifold. But on the other hand we are equally at

liberty to assume that some addition equations exist between these

products, whereby the number of them, which can be assumed as forming

a complete set of independent elements, is reduced. These products of

elements are then interpreted as symbolizing relations between the elements

of the manifold of the first order which form the factors ; and thus the mani-

folds of orders higher than the first represent properties of the manifold of

the first order which it possesses in addition to its properties as a positional

manifold. Let any addition equations which exist between products of the

reference elements ^i, eg... e„ be called 'equations of condition' of that type

of multiplication which is under consideration.

92. Invariant Equations of Condition. (1) The equations of con-

dition will be called invariant, when the same equations of condition hold

whatever set of v independent reference elements be chosen in the manifold

of the first order*.

(2) For products of two elements of the first order, there are only two

types of multiplication with invariant equations of condition, namely that

type for which the equations of condition are of the form

^.^CL ,
(e^e^) + {eoBp) = 0, (6^6^) = 0 (1)

;

and that type for which the equations of condition are of the form

(6^6,) = (e^,) (2).

For assume an equation of condition of the most general form possible,

namely
ttu (eiei) + (e^e^) + a^i (e^e^) + ...=0 (3).

Then if be any v independent elements, this equation (3) is to

persist unchanged when , ... Wf, are respectively substituted for ei, 62... e^.

Thus in equation (3) change Ci into f^i, where f is any arbitrary number,

not unity. Subtract equation (3) from this modified form, and divide by

f — 1, which by hypothesis is not zero. Then

(f 4- 1) ttii (e^ei) + S {flip (eiBp) + ctp^ {epe^)} = 0.

p

Hence since f is arbitrary,

V

«!! (eiei) = 0, S {ttip (eiBp) + (epe^)] = 0 (4).
p=2

Therefore by hypothesis these forms are to be invariant equations of condition.

Hence the second of equations (4) must still hold when fgg is substituted

* The type of multiplication is then called by Grassmann (cf. Ausdehnungslehre von 1862, § 50)

* linear.' But this nomenclature clashes with the generally accepted meaning of a 'hnear algebra

'

as defined by B. Peirce in his paper on Linear Associative Algebra, American Journal of Mathe-

matics, vol. IV. (1881), The theorem of subsection (2) is due to Grassmann, cf. loc. cit.
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for ? being any number not unity. Thus, as before, by subtraction and

division by f— 1,

ai2 (^1^2) + 021 (^2^0 = 0.

Since this equation is invariant, it must hold when and 62 are interchanged,

thus by subtraction,

(ai2 - 021) {(e^e^) - (e^e,)] = 0.

(3) Firstly assume, ai2 = a2i. Then, if d and 62 are any two of the

reference elements,

(6162) + (6261) = 0 (5).

Now since this equation must be invariant, put 62 + ^61 for 62, where ^ is any

number not unity ; then by subtraction we find the typical form

(^iO = 0 (6),

and this satisfies the first of equations (4).

It is evident and is formally proved in § 93 (3) that equations of condition,

of which equations (5) and (6) are typical forms, actually are invariant.

(4) Secondly assume, (^1^2) = (^2^1), as the typical form of equation of

condition. Then it is immediately evident that (wy) = (yoa), where x stands

for X^e and y for Xv^. Thus this form of equation of condition is invariant.

Also substituting o) instead of in the first of equations (4), which is

invariant, it is obvious that aii = 0. Hence this equation introduces no

further equation of condition.

Thus there are only two types of multiplication of two elements of the

manifold of the first order which have invariant equations of condition.

93. Principles of Combinatorial Multiplication. (1) Let the

multiplication be called ' combinatorial ' when the following relations hold

:

(epe^)-^(eaep) = 0

(eiBi) = (6262) = . . .
= (e,e^) = 0

(6^62 ...Bp) (ep+iep+2 ...ea) = (^A • • • ^p^p+i • • • e^) (2).

(2) The second of equations (1) follows from the first, if the first

equation be understood to hold in the case when p = cr. For then (epe„) = {CpX

and therefore {CpB^) + {e^e^ = 2 (gp^p) = 0.

(3) Equations (1) and (2) as they stand apply to one given set of

independent elements, ^i, eg"-^!'* Now if a = %ae and 6 = 2ySe, then the

product ab takes the form 2 {ap^„. — a^^p) (epCa) ; and the number of indepen-

dent reference elements of the type epCa^ in the new manifold of the second

order created by the products of the reference elements of the first order is

iv(v—l). Similarly the product ba becomes S (oLa^p — OLp^a) (^pO-

Thus for any two elements a and h of the manifold of the first order

equations of the same type as equation (1) hold, namely
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(4) Equation (2) expresses what is known as the associative law of

multiplication. It has been defined to hold for products of the v independent

elements ^i, ^2 ... e„. It follows from this law and from equation (1) that

6162 ' • • ^p^p+l • • • ^cr— (^1^2 • • • ^p-l) (^p^p+l) (^p+2 • • • ^o-)

= - (6^62 . . . ep-i) (ep+iBp) (ep+2 ---e^)

— ~~ (^1^2 • • • ^p—l^p+l^p^p+2 • • • ^o-)-

Accordingly any two adjacent factors may be interchanged, if the sign of the

whole product be changed.

. By a continually repeated interchange of adjacent factors any two factors

can be interchanged if the sign of the whole product be changed.

Again, if the same element appear twice among the factors of a product,

the product is null. For by interchanges of factors the product can be

written in the form (e^ei . 6263...), where ei is the repeated factor. But

(^1^1) = 0. Hence by § 21 (^1^16263. . .) = 0. It follows from this that in a region of

v — 1 dimensions products of more than v factors following this combinatorial

law are necessarily null, for one factor at least must be repeated.

(5) It remains to extend the associative law and the deductions from it

in the previous subsection to products of any elements. In the left-hand

side of equation (2) let any element, say Cp, be replaced by Cp =ep-\- Oe^y

where 6 is any arbitrary number.

Then by the distributive law of multiplication (cf. § 19),

{6^62 . .
.
ep){ep^^ep+2 • • • O = (^1^2 • • • ep){ep+^ep+2 ...e^)+6 (6162 ... ex) (ep+i«p+2 • • • e«r)

= (6^62 . . . epep+iep+.2 . . . e^) + ^ (ei^a . . . exep+i^p+a . . • O
= (- l)p-i (ep . 6^62 .

.

. ^p+i^p+a . . . O + (- ly-^ 0 (ex . 6^62 . . . ep+iep+2 . . . e^)

= (- ly-^ (ep . 6162 . . . ep+iep+2 . . . e^).

Also by a similar proof

6162... e/ep+i^p+a . . . = (- ly-i {Bp .6^62... ep+i^p+a . . . e^).

Hence (cie^ . . . Cp) (ep+^ep+2 ... e^) = 6^62 ... ep'ep+iep+2 ---e^.

Hence the associative law holds when Bp has been modified into Cp) and by

successive modifications of this type ^1 ) ^2 • • • can be modified into ai, 0^2 • • • o^i^j

where tti, a2...a^ are any independent elements.

(6) The only deduction in subsection (4) requiring further proof to

extend it to any product is the last, that in a region of v — 1 dimensions

products of more that v factors are necessarily null. This theorem is a

special instance of the more general theorem, that products of elements

which are not independent are necessarily null. For let ai,a2...ap be in-

dependent, but let ttp+i = ttifti + . . . + ttpttp.

Then (oiOa . . . apttp+i) = {a^a2 . . . apa^ + . . . + ap {a^a^ . . . apap).
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Thus every product on the right-hand side has a repeated factor and is

therefore null.

(7) Conversely, let it be assumed that a product formed by any number
of reference elements is not null, when no reference element is repeated as a

factor.

94. Derived Manifolds. (1) There are /o! combinations

of the V independent elements Ci, ... taken p together (p < v). Let the

result of multiplying the p elements of any one combination together in any

arbitrary succession so as to form a product of the pth. order be called a 'multi-

plicative combination' of the pth order of the elements ei, e^... e^.

There are obviously v\l{v — p)\ pi such multiplicative combinations of the

pth order.

(2) It is easy to prove formally that these multiplicative combinations

are independent elements of the derived manifold of the pth order (cf. §§ 20

and 22).

For let El, E2, ... Eff, ... be these multiplicative combinations. Assume

that

a^Ei + a2^2 -h ... + a^E^-i-... = 0.

Then if E^ denote the multiplicative combination (e^ea • • • ^p)> the v — p ele-

ments Cp+i, ep+2...e„ do not occur in E^, and one at least of these elements

must occur in each of the other multiplicative combinations.

Now multiply the assumed equation successively by Cp+j, 6^+2 "-^u, then

by § 93 (4) all the terms become null, except the first term.

Accordingly ofi (6162 ... e^) = 0.

But (6162... e^) is not zero by § 93 (7). So ai = 0. Similarly 02 = 0, a3=0,

and so on.

It follows that the sum of different multiplicative combinations cannot

itself be a multiplicative combination of the same set of reference elements.

(3) The complete derived manifold of the pth order is the positional

manifold defined by the v\/(v — p)\ p\ independent multiplicative combinations

of the pth order formed out of the v reference elements of the first order.

Thus the manifold of the second order is defined by reference elements of the

type (gpO, of which there are ^v(v — l)', the manifold of the (v — l)th

order is defined by reference elements of the type (6162 . . . of which

there are v; the manifold of the vth order reduces to the single element

(^1^2 • • • ^v).

(4) The product of any number of independent elements of the first order

is never null, no factor being repeated.

For let tti, as, ... a^, (c < i^) be cr independent elements of the first order.

Then by § 64, Prop. v. Corollary, v - <t other elements a^+u ...ay can be

added to these elements, so as to form an independent system of v elements.
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Let V equations hold of the typical form

ttp = ttip^i + ^zp ^2 + . . . OLypB^,

Then by § 93,

(aittg ••• a<r)(««r+i«<r+2 a^) = {a^a^^ . , . a^a^+i ... a^)= A {e^e^ ... e^)\

where A is the determinant S ± an 0^22 • • • 01^,^

.

Now A is not null, since all the elements ai,a2,...a^ are independent, and

(61^2... By) is not zero by § 93 (7). Hence (aitta ... a^) cannot be null

(cf. § 21).

95. Extensive Magnitudes. (1) Consider a product of /jl elements,

where fi<v: let all these elements, namely Ctrl , Q/^ . • . dfi , be assumed to be

independent. Then they define a subregion of //, — 1 dimensions, which we

will call the subregion J.^. Let be /jb other independent elements

lying in the same subregion A^. Then fi equations of the following type

must be satisfied, namely

di = XjiCti + ^12^2 + • • . + '^ndfi.}

(I2 = X21^1 ~l~ ^22^2 "I" • • • ~l~ ^2/*^/* >

(ifi = X/iAlO^l + X/A2<^2 + . . . +

Hence by multiplication we find, remembering the law of interchange of

factors,

Oi'oa' ... a/ = A (aiOg

where A stands for the determinant

> ^12 ) • • • ^Ift •

Xgl , \q , • • •

^ftl » ^/w.2 J • • •

If the elements Cl/1 ,
(X2 ... ot^ be not independent, then (a/aa' • • • «/) = 0,

and A = 0 ; and hence in this case also

(ai'a2 . . . a/) = A (aia2 . . . a^).

Thus if Oi', a2' ••• ot/ ^-nd Oj, aa ... be respectively two sets of independent

elements defining the same subregion, then [cf § 64 (2)]

(01(12' . . . a^') = (ai^a • • • ttft).

(2) Conversely, if (a/ag' . . . a/) = (oiCia . • . ct^), where neither product is

zero, then a/, 02 ... a/ and ai, 02... a define the same region: or in words,

two congruent products respectively define by their factors of the first order

the same subregion of the manifold of the first order.

For we may write (OiW • • • V) = ^ (^1^2 • • • a,*). Multiply both sides

by Oi, then (a/aa' . . . a/oi) = 0. Hence by § 93 (6) and § 94 (4) lies in

the region (a/, ag' •••«/). Similarly Og lies in the same region, and so on.

Thus the two regions are identical.
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(3) A product of //. elements of the first order represents an element of

the derived manifold of the fith order (cf § 20) at a given intensity ; two

congruent but not equivalent products represent the same element but at

different intensities. Now an element of the manifold of the /^th order,

which is represented by a product, may by means of Subsections (1) and (2)

be identified with the subregion of the manifold of the first order defined by

that product. Thus the product is to be conceived as representing the

subregion at a given intensity. Then we shall, consistently with this con-

ception, use the symbol for a product, such as (where = aiCta . . . a^),

also as the name of the subregion represented by the product.

(4) This symbolism and its interpretations can have no application

unless a subregion is more than a mere aggregate of its contained elements.

It is essentially assumed that a subregion can be treated as a whole and that

it possesses certain properties which are symbolized by the relations between

the elements of the derived manifold of the appropriate order. Thus a

subregion of the manifold of the first order, conceived as an element of a

positional manifold of a higher order, is the seat of an intensity and the

term which symbolizes it always symbolizes it as at a definite intensity.

(5) A positional manifold whose subregions possess this property will

be called an extensive manifold.

Let a product of p (p< v) elements of the first order (points) be called a

regional element of the pth order, and also a simple extensive magnitude of

the joth order.

Let regional elements of the first order be also called points, as was done

in Book III. : let regional elements of the second order be also called linear

elements or forces: let regional elements of the(z/— l)th order be called

planar elements.

Also it will be convenient to understand 'regions' to mean regions of

the manifold of the first order, unless it is explained otherwise.

(6) Elements of the extensive manifold of the first order (i.e. points)

will be denoted exclusively by small Koman letters. Elements of the

derived manifolds, when denoted by single letters, will be denoted exclusively

by capital Roman letters.

96. Simple and Compound Extensive Magnitudes. (1) There is one

difficulty in this theory of derived manifolds which must be carefully noted.

For example let the original manifold be of three dimensions defined by

reference elements ^i, ^2, ^g, 64. The reference linear elements of the manifold

of the second order are {e^e^, (^364), {e-^e^, {e^e^, (^1^4), (^2^3).

Then any element P of the positional manifold defined by these six

elements is expressed by

P = TTia (^162) + TT^ {e^e^ + TTgi (^361) + 7r24 (^2^4) + (^1^4) + '"23 (^2^3).

w, 12
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But if an element of this manifold of the second order represent the

product of two elements 2fe and Xrje of the original manifold, it can be

expressed as

(fi%) (6162) + (^iVi) (^364) + (^iVs) (^163) + (^4V2) (^4^2) + i^iVd (^164) + (fa^s) (^2^3) ;

where (^pVa) stands for ^pTj^. - ^^rj^.

But the following identity holds

(f1^2) (f3^4) + (f1^3) (?4^2) + (f1^4) (f2^3) = 0.

Accordingly P does not represent a product of elements of the original

manifold unless

TJ"127''34 + '^IS'^'^ + TTuTT23 = 0.

Thus only the elements lying on a quadric surface locus in the positional

manifold of five dimensions (which is the manifold of the second order)

represent products of elements of the original manifold.

(2) Let a derived manifold of the pth order be understood to denote

the complete positional manifold which is defined by the v\/pl (v — p)\ in-

dependent reference elements. Let those elements of this derived manifold

which can be represented as products of elements of the original manifold

be called ' simple ' : let the other elements be called ' compound.' Let the

term regional element [cf. § 95 (5)] be restricted to simple extensive magni-

tudes
; and let compound elements be termed compound extensive magnitudes

or a system of regional elements. The latter term is used since every compound
element can be represented as a sum of simple elements. Thus an extensive

magnitude of the pth. order is an element of the derived njanifold of the pth

order, and may be either simple or compound.

(3) The associative law of multiplication identifies the product of two

simple elements (Ep and Ea) of derived manifolds of the pth and ath orders

(p-\-a-<v) with the simple element of the derived manifold of the (p + <7)th

order formed by multiplying in any succession the elements of the original

manifold which are the factors of Ep and E^.

Thus the product of any two elements, simple or compound, respectively

belonging to manifolds of the pth. and o-th orders yield an element, simple or

compound, of the manifold of the (p + o-)th order. But the product of two

compound elements may be simple.

In the case of simple elements, Ep and Ea, the subregions Ep and E^ of

the original manifold may be said to be multiplied together.

97. Fundamental Propositions. Prop. I. If Sp be an element (simple

or compound) of the derived manifold of the pth order, and if (aSp) = 0,

where a is a point [cf. § 95 (6)], then Sp can be written in the form (aSp-^)
;

where Sp-i is an element of the derived manifold of the (p - l)th order.

For the reference elements of the original manifold may be assumed

to be V independent elements a, b, c... Let A^, A2,..Bj, B^... be the
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multiplicative combinations of the pth order formed out of these elements.

Let A^, A^... be those which do contain a, and let B^, ^g--- be those which do

not contain a.

Then we may write

But by hypothesis

(aSp) = 0 = {aA-i) = {aA^ = etc.

Hence multiplying the assumed equation by a we deduce

Now (a^i), (aB^), etc. are different multiplicative combinations of a, b, c, etc.

of the (/o + l)th order. Hence they are independent, and by hypothesis

they do not vanish.

Accordingly the above equation requires I3i = 0 = = etc.

Hence Sp = a^A^ + a^A^ + etc. = {aSp^i).

Corollary. If (6162 ... ea)icr< p) be a simple element of the o-th order, and

if a equations hold of the type e^Sp = 0 (X = 1, 2 ... o-), then Sp = {e^e^ . . . e^Sp-a)',

where Sp-^ is an element of the {p — o-)th order.

Prop. II. If A denote a regional element of the o-th order, and B denote

a regional element of the pth. order (p < a) such that the subregion A contains

the subregion B, then A can be written (BG); where C is a regional element

of the (cr — p)th. order. For let the subregion B be defined by the a inde-

pendent elements ai,a2...ap. Then to these independent elements cr —

p

other independent elements ap+i, ap+2 eta can be added such that the a

elements ai, ... define the region A. But

^ = A {a,a2

.

. . apap+, ... a,) = A (BC) = (BG)
;

where G' stands for the product (ap+iOtp+a ... a^), and G = AG\

Gorollary. It follows from the two foregoing theorems that the com-

binatorial product of two subregions is zero if they possess one or more

elements in common.

If they possess no common subregion their product is the region which

contains them both.

Prop. III. If Ap and A„ be two regional elements of orders p and a

respectively, and if p + a = v-\-y, then we can write Ap = (GyBp-y) and

Aa= (GyBa-y), where Gy is a regional element of the 7th order and Bp^y

and Ba-y are regional elements of the (p — 7)th and (<r — 7)th orders.

For the subregions Ap and A^ must contain in common a subregion of at

least 7— 1 dimensions. Hence we are at liberty to assume the regional

element Gy as a common factor both to Ap and A^.

12—2
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Prop. IV. All the elements of the derived manifold of the (i/ — l)th

order are simple. For let A and B be two simple elements of the (i/ — l)th

order. Then, since {v — 1) \- {v — 1) =^ v + {v — 1\ we may assume by the

previous proposition a regional element G the {v - 2)th order which is a

common factor of A and B.

Hence A = (a(7), and B = (bC), where a and h are of the first order.

Thus A+B = (a + h)a

But a + 6 is some element of the first order, call it c.

Hence A+B = cC,

But cC is simple. Hence the sum of any number of simple elements of

the (v — l)th order is a simple element.

Note. All the propositions of this chapter are substantially to be found in the

Ausdehnungslehre von 1862. The application of Combinatorial Multiplication to the theory

of Determinants is investigated by R. F. Scott, cf. A Treatise on the Theory of Determinants,

Cambridge, 1880. Terms obeying the combinatorial law of multiplication are called by him
* alternate numbers.'



CHAPTER II.

Regressive Multiplication.

98. Progressive and Regressive Multiplication. (1) According

to the laws of combinatorial multiplication just explained the product of

two extensive magnitudes Sp and >Si^ respectively of the pth and crth order

must necessarily be null, if p + cr be greater than v, where the original

manifold is of v — 1 dimensions. Such products can therefore never occur,

since every term of any equation involving them would necessarily be null.

In the case p-{-<7>v we are accordingly at liberty to assign a fresh law

of multiplication to be denoted by the symbol SpS^. Let multiplication

according to this new law (to be defined in § 100) be termed ' regressive,' and

in contradistinction let combinatorial multiplication be called progressive.

Thus if p + (T<v, the product SpS^ is formed according to the progressive

law already explained. Such products will be called progressive products.

If p + a>v, the product SpSa- will be formed according to the regressive law.

Such products will be called regressive products. If p + a=v, the product

SpSa may be conceived indifferently as formed according to the progressive

or regressive law.

(2) In this last case it is to be noted that SpSa must necessarily be

of the form a (^162 . . . where 61,62... e,, are v independent reference

elements of the original manifold. Since therefore such products can only

represent a numerical multiple of a given product, we are at liberty to assume

them to be merely numerical.

Thus for example we may assume

(^162 . . . e„) = 1, and (SpSa) = a

;

where it is to be remembered that p-\-(r = v.

Let a product which is merely numerical be always enclosed in a bracket,

as thus (6162... e^); o.ther products will be enclosed in brackets where con-

venient, but numerical products invariably so.

99. Supplements. (1) Corresponding to any multiplicative combination

of the fith. order < v) of the elements 6,, 62... 6,, there exists [c£ § 65 (4)]
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a multiplicative combination of the {v — /A)th order which contains those

elements as factors which are omitted from E^. Let it be assumed that

(6162 ...6^)= ±1.

Hence {E^^E^-y) = ± {e^e^ . . . e^) = ± 1.

We may notice that if E\_^ be any other multiplicative combination of the

{v ~ yLt)th order, then (E^E\_^) = 0.

(2) The 'supplement' of any multiplicative combination Efj, of the

reference elements ei, eg... e^* and of the fith. order is that multiplicative

combination of the (v — //<)th order which contains those reference

elements omitted from E^ multiplied in such succession that

(E^Et,^fj) = l.

Let the supplement of Efj, be denoted by j^^.

(3) Then if contain the same elements as but multiplied in

any succession, will be called the multiplicative combination supple-

mentary to E^.

Then since = ± 1, we see that \E^ = (E^Ey^^)E^_^', where

{E^Ey_^ is treated as a numerical multiplier of

The fundamental equations satisfied by
|

E^ are

{E^\E^) = 1, and (^/|^^) = 0;

where E^ is any multiplicative combination of the /ith order other than E^^.

(4) The analogy of the above definitions leads us in the extreme cases

to define

I

(61^2^3 . . e^) = 1, and
1
1 = (^162 . . •

Since (^162 ... e^) = 1, it follows from these definitions that, jl = 1.

(5) Let the supplement of a sum of multiplicative combinations of a

given order be defined to be the sum of the supplements. This definition

is consistent with that of subsection (2), since [cf. § 94 (2)] the sum of

different multiplicative combinations is liot a multiplicative combination of

the reference elements.

Thus |(^^+^; + ...)=|^^+|^;+...

Let this definition be assumed to apply to the special case where Ef^ is

repeated a times.

Thus |(^^ + ^^+ ... to a terms)=|^^+|^^+ ... to a terms = a|^^.

Hence
|

{olE^)= ol\E^.

Now let fi = v, and E^ = E^,= \. Then the above equation becomes |a = a.

Also finally
|

{aE^ + olE^ + etc.) = a
|

+ a'
1

jB;/ + etc.

(6) The symbol
|

may be considered as denoting an operation on the

terms following it. It will be called the operation of taking the supplement.
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This operation is distributive in reference to addition and also in reference

to the product of a numerical factor and an extensive magnitude. For

|(^+^)=|^ + |5, and \{oL.A)=\a.\A.

(7) . Let the symbol
||
^ denote the supplement of the supplement of A.

If A be an extensive magnitude of the fith order, then

||^=(-1)M(«'-M)^.

For with the notation used above,

\E^ = (E^Ey_^) E^_^, and
| ^„_^ = E^.

Hence from (5) \\E^ = (E^E,_^) \E,.^ = {E^E,_^)(E,_^E^) E^.

But (K-^E^) = (- 1)'^ ^"-'^^
(^^^.-m); and (E^E,_^) = ± 1.

Hence ||^^ = (- l)'^^-'^)^^.

But A = taE^] and therefore |!^ =(- ly^'-'^^A.

(8) It must finally be noted that the supplement of an extensive

magnitude must be taken to refer to a definite set of reference elements of

the original manifold, and that it has no signification except in relation to

such a set.

(9) The following notation for the operation of the symbol
|
on products

will be observed. The symbol will be taken to operate on all succeeding

letters of a product up to the next dot ; thus a
\

bed means that
|

(bed) is to

be multiplied into a ; and a\bc.d means that
|

(be) is to be multiplied into

a and d into this product. Also a second
|
will be taken to act as a dot in

limiting the operation of a former
|

: thus \A\B means that
|

B is multiplied

into 1^, and it does not mean |(^ \B).

Again,
|

placed before a bracket will be taken to act only on the magnitude

inside the bracket: thus \(AB)G means that G is multiplied into \(AB).

Johnson's notation with dots might be employed [cf § 20] : thus
|
ab .c.d

would mean that c is multiplied into \(ab) and d into this product.

100. Definition of Regressive Multiplication. (1) If Ap and A^

be extensive magnitudes of the pth. and o-th orders, where p-{-<T> v; then

\Ap and
|

J.^ are extensive magnitudes of the (v — p)th. and (i/ — cr)th orders,

and (v — p) (v — a) < V. Hence \Ap and \Aa can be multiplied together

according to the progressive rule of multiplication, already explained.

Now the regressive product of Ap and A^ will be so defined that the

operation of taking the supplement may be distributive in reference to the

factors of a product.

(2) Let the regressive product A^^A^ be defined to be an extensive

magnitude, such that its supplement is |J.p|ul,r.

In symbols,
\

ApAa=\Ap\Aa.
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Since
|

J.p is of the (2v — p — o")th order, the regressive product ApA^
is an extensive quantity of the (p + a — v)th. order.

(3) If p-\-<T = v, then ApA,, can be indifferently conceived either as

progressive or as regressive. For if Ep, Ep, etc. are the multiplicative com-

binations of the reference elements of the pth order, we can write

Ap = %oLpEp, and A^=XoL„\Ep.

Hence {ApA^) = oipOL^ + apOiJ + etc.,

since {Ep \Ep) = l, and {Ep \ E^) = 0.

Also 1^ = tap \Ep and 1^, = 2a. \\Ep = (- ly^--^) oL^Ep.

Hence ( | .Ip |
= (- 1)^ c-p) {wpa, ( | ^p . ^p) + a^aj ( |

E; . E;) + etc.}.

Now. (l^p . ^p) = ( - l)p<''-p) {Ep \Ep) = (- 1)pC-p).

Thus finally

( l^p 1-4^) = ttptta + CLp'tta + etc. =
|

{ttptta + ttptta + etC.) =
|

{ApA^).

(4) Again if p + a < v, the product ApA^ is progressive and the product

l^p I

is regressive.

But by definition of the regressive product |^p|^a we have

|{|^p|X) = ||^l|^..

Now ||J[p = (-l)pc-p)^p, and \\A^ = {- iy^'-<'^ A„.

Hence
| {

\Ap \Aa] = {- 1^ +^<''-^)^p^
a

.

Therefore, taking the supplement of each side,

!| {
\Ap \A^} = (- l)P(v-P)+<r(.-<r)

I

ApA,.

Now
I

J.p 1^,^ is an extensive magnitude of the {v — p — o-)th degree. Hence

||(|^p1^,} = (-1)(''-p-)(p+-)|^|^,.

Also (— 1 )
<''~p~'^> ^P'''*^^ = (— 1 )p ("-p^ <''-'^>

.

Hence \ApA„=\Ap\A„.

(5) Finally therefore in every case, whether the product ApA„ be pro-

gressive or regressive, we deduce \ApA„ = \Ap\Aa,

101. Pure and Mixed Products. (1) A product in which all the

multiplications indicated are all progressive or all regressive (as the case may
be) is called pure ; if the multiplications are all progressive the product is

called a pure progressive product * if all regressive, a pure regressive product.

Thus ii A, B, G and D be extensive magnitudes, the product AB . CD is

a pure regressive product if the product of A and B is regressive, and that of

G and D, and that oi AB and GD.

(2) A product which is not pure is called ' mixed.' Thus if the product

ofA and B is regressive, and that of G and D is progressive, then the product

AB . GD is mixed.
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(3) A pure product is associative.

This proposition is true by definition, if the pure product be progressive.

If the product (P) of magnitudes A, B,G, etc. be a pure regressive pro-

duct, then the product of \A, \B, etc. is a pure progressive product.

But this product is associative.

Hence \P ^\A .\B\G ... = \A \B\G..,.

Taking the supplements of both sides

||P = ||^.||5||(7... = ||^||5||0...,

hence P = A . BG ... = ABG ...

.

For instance, if the product AB . GD be pure, we may write

AB.GD = ABGD.

A mixed product is not in general associative.

102. Rule OF THE Middle Factor. (1) We have now to give rules

for the identification of that extensive magnitude of the (p + a — v)th order

which is denoted by the regressive product ApA„. This will be accomplished

by the following theorems.

(2) Proposition A. Let Ep, E^, Er be three multiplicative combinations

of the reference units of the pth, ath, and rth orders respectively, and let

p -\- cr -\- T = V.

To prove that EpE„ . E^E, = (EpE^E,) Ep.

It will be noticed that the products EpE^r and EpE^ are progressive, while

the final product of EpE^ and EpEr is regressive ; and also that {EpE^E^) is

either zero or + 1.

Case I. Let {EpEaE^) = 0. Then since in this product there are only

V factors of the first order, one of the v reference elements must be absent

in order that another one may be repeated.

Let Bi be the absent element. Then ei is contained neither in EpE^ nor

in EpE^. Hence it is contained both in \{EpE„) and in \(EpEr).

Therefore \(EpEa . EpE,) =
|

(EpE,)
\

(EpE,) = 0.

Hence EpE„ . EpEr = 0 = (EpE^Er) Ep.

Case II. Let {EpE^E,) = ± 1.

In this case no factor of the first order is repeated in the product

{EpE^E;).

Hence [cf. § 99 (3)] \E,= (E,EpEr) EpE,, \E, = {E^EpE,) EpE,.

Hence \{E,E,) = \EAE, = {E,EpE,){E,EpE,) E^, . EpE, (1).

But from | 99 (3) \{ErE,) = {E,E,Ep) Ep (2).
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Also {E^E^E;) = (- {E,E,E,), {E,E,E;) = (- l)p- {E,E,E,),

and (E,E,E,) = {-iy'^+^^+-^(E,E^Er).

Therefore from equations (1) and (2), and remembering that (EpE^Er)= ± 1,

it follows that ^^^^ , ^^^^ = (E,E,E,) E,.

(3) Proposition B. If J.p, ^<r, J.^ be any simple extensive magnitudes of

the pth, o-th and rth orders respectively, such thdt p-\-a + t = v, then

AfyA.ff . A-pA^j — (^A.pA.fjA.^ -4p.

For let us assume that this formula holds for the case when the factors of

.the first order of Ap, A^ and A^ are composed out of a given set of v inde-

pendent elements a^, ... a„. Then we shall show that the formula holds for

products formed out of the set Oj', aa ... a^,, where = ^0LiJ0L^ and replaces a^.

Now aj may occur in Ap, A^, or A^.

Firstly assume that it occurs in A^. Let A„ = a^A„_^\ and let AJ= a-^A^-x.

Then A„' is what A„ becomes when a/ is everywhere substituted for a^, and

Ap and A^. are unaltered by this substitution.

Thus AJ = a^A„_^ = Sa^

Hence ApA^' . ApAr = Sa^ (J.pa^^a_i . ^p^^).

But each product of the type Apafj^A^-i . ApA^. is such that the factors of

the first degree in Ap, ay,A^_^, and A^. are composed of the set of elements

tti, . . . a^. Accordingly by our assumption

Apa^Aa^-^ . ApA^ = {Apap.Aa_^A^ Ap.

Hence ApAJ . ApA^ — Xa^, (Apa^A^-iAr) Ap = (Ap . 2a^a^ . Aa-iAr) Ap

= (Apdi'Aa—iA^^ Ap = (ApA(/Aj) Ap.

Secondly, it can be proved in exactly the same manner that if occurs

in Ar, so that when a/ is substituted for dj, A^. becomes A^' and Ap and A^
are unaffected, then ApA^ . J.pJ./= {ApA^A^) Ap.

Thirdly, assume that occurs in A p.

Let tti be changed into a/ = ajaj + 0141^, and let ^p = (ai^p_i), and

^;=«^p_0.
If ttg occur in J.p_i, then

Ap = ai (Mp_i) + 02 (aa^p-i) = (o^^p-i) = ^xAp.

Accordingly Ap is merely a multiple of ^p, and we deduce immediately that

ApA„ . ApA^ = a^ApA^ . ApA^ = {ApA^A^) Ap

— (ApAffA^Ap.

If tta does not occur in ^p_i, suppose that it occurs in -4^. Let A^^ aa^a-i.

Then ApA„^ (Xx{axAp_^a^A„_^ ^- OL^{a^Ap_^a^A^^^

= «! (ai^p_ia2^a_i) = Mp^a.
And ApA^^oi^ApA^-\- tL,{a^Ap_^A^.
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Hence A^A^ . ApA^ = 0LMpA<r • ^p^t + oLiO^ApA^ . a^A^-^A^.

Now ApA^ . ApAr = (ApA^Ar) Ap.

And ApAa . tta^p-i^T = ai^p_ia2^a-i • as^p-i-i^ = - as^p-i^i^a-i • a^Ap^^A^

Therefore by substitution,

ApA^ . ApAr = CCi (^p^,r^r) {tti^p + 0L^2Ap-i}.

But (^/^a^r) = «! (ApA^Ar), and oti^p + otsO^a^p-i = Ap.

Hence finally ^/^o . ApA ^ = (^/-A^^^) Ap.

But by repeated substitutions for a^, a/, etc. of the type ai' = ai^i -f aa^a,

a/' = /^la/ + /Sstta, and so on, is finally replaced by any arbitrary element

Thus if any element of the set a^, a.2 ... a^, be replaced by an arbitrary

element, the formula still holds. Hence by successive substitution the v

elements Oj, a^-.-Cbu can be replaced by v other elements 61, 1)2... K.

But if Ep, Eff, Er be simple magnitudes formed by products of the

reference elements ^i, 62... e„, the formula, EpE^ . EpE^ = {EpE„Er)Ep, has

been proved to hold by proposition A. Therefore if Ap, A„, A^ be simple

magnitudes formed by products of any set of elements ai, ... the formula,

ApAa.ApA^ = {ApAaAr)Ap, holds.

(4) Corollary. It is easy to see that the formula still holds ii Aa and Ar

be compound. But it does not hold if Ap is compound.

Proposition B is the foundation of all the formulae in this algebra. The

following important formulae given by propositions C and D can be deduced

from it.

(5) Proposition C. ApA^ .ApAr = (ApA^Ar) Ap, when p + (7 + T = 2v.

In this case the products ApA^ and ApAr are both regressive. Hence

the products |^p and |^p are both progressive, and

Hence by proposition B, l^pl^^. \

Ap\Ar = (\Ap\Aa\Ar)
\

Ap.

Therefore by taking supplements of both sides

ApAff . ApAr ~ (-^p-^a-^r) -^P'

(6) Proposition J). ApA^ . A^A^ = (ApAaAr) A^,

and ApAr • A^Ar = (ApA^Ar) Ar;

where p a -\- t = v or 2v.

These formulae follow immediately from propositions B and C.
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For A,A^ . A^Ar = (- ly^'AaA, . A^Ar

= (-iy^{A,A,Ar)A,

— (ApAffAr)A^.

Similarly for the other formula.

(7) These formulae may all be included in one rule, which we will call

the rule of the middle factor, given in the following proposition.

Proposition E. Let Ap and A^ he two simple extensive magnitudes of

the pth and o-th order such that p + cr = v-\-y. Then the regions Ap and A^
have a common region of at least 7 — 1 dimensions. Let Cy be this common
region. Then we may write (c£ § 97 Prop. III.) Ap = Bp^yCy, and A^ — CyB^-y.

And it is easy from the foregoing propositions to prove that

Ap Aa = Bp_yGy . Aff = (Bp^yAa) Gy

— Ap . CyBff^y = (ApBg^y) Gy.

These formulae embody the rule of the middle factor.

103. Extended Rule of the Middle Factor. (1) But this rule

in its present form is not very easily applicable in most cases. Thus sup-

pose that the complete manifold be of three dimensions, so that = 4, and

let Ap=pqr, and Ag = st; where p, q, r, s, t are elements of the complete

manifold. Then to find the product pqr . st, the rule directs us to find the

element a; which the line st must have in common with the plane pqr and to

write either pqr in the form uvw or st in the form xz ; and then

pqr . st = uvos . st = {uvst) x, and pqr . st = pqr . xz — (j>qrz) x.

But no rule has yet been given to express x in terms of p, q, r, s, t.

This defect is remedied by the following proposition embodied in equa-

tions (1) and (2) of the next subsection, which we will call the * extended

rule of the middle factor.'

(2) Proposition F. Let Ap and B„ be simple extensive magnitudes of the

pth and crth orders respectively, and let /o + <r = + 7, where 7 must be less

than V. Let (7*^*, (7'^', etc. denote the multiplicative combinations of the 7th

order which can be formed out of the factors of the first order of A p. Then
we may write

Ap = A%G^l=: Af.yG^'^ = etc.,

where A^-y, A'f-y, etc. are extensive magnitudes of the {p — 7)th order.

Then according to the extended rule of the middle factor

ApB, = {A^B;) {Af.yB,) 0?' + etc (1).

Similarly let D'^, Uy\ etc. be the multiplicative combinations of the 7th order

formed out of the factors of the first order of B^. Then we may write

B, = D^'^B^J.y = i)'?i5JL, = etc.,

where -BJJL^, ^^-y, etc. are extensive magnitudes of the (o- - 7)th order.
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Then according to the extended rule of the middle factor

A,B, = (A,B%) + (^p5?L,) D'? + etc (2).

Equations (1) and (2) form the extended rule of the middle factor which

has now to be proved.

Let ai, ^2 ... ftp be the p factors of Ap, and let 6i, b^.-.bahe the cr factors

of Ba.

Let v — p other elements ap+i, dp+a ••• be added to ai...ap, so as to

form a set of v independent elements.

Then we may write B^ in the form

ff.B^^ + ^.B^S + etc,

where Bi\ B''^\ etc. are the multiplicative combinations of the o-th order of

the elements ai, ... a^,', and any number of the coefficients ^i, jS^, etc. may

be zero.

Also, remembering that (p — y) + a- = let the index-notation be so

arranged that 5^' contains those as which do not appear in A^pLy, and 5?
contains those which do not appear in ApLy, and so on.

Then it may be noted that to every magnitude A^^-y there corresponds a

magnitude BI^\ but not necessarily conversely.

Furthermore it is obvious that when X 4=

{Al%Bl^^]==0.

Then ApBa = t0,(ApB^f^) = X^,(Al'JyG!,^] . Bi'^).

Now C!^^^ must represent a subregion contained in the subregion Bl^^ ; since

(^^^ is a product of y of the a's which do not appear in A^^ly, and B^^^ is a

product of all those a's which do not appear in A^p}y. Hence by the rule of

the middle factor

Al':}yC!;^ . = (Al%Bl^^) C^'-K

Also since A^^lyB^f^ = 0, we deduce

Hence finally ApB^ = % (^Jl^.J^,) Ci;^
;

which is the equation (1) of the enunciation. An exactly similar proof yields

equation (2).

(3) The following formulae are important special examples of this ex-

tended rule of the middle factor.

Let v = S, the complete manifold being therefore of two dimensions.

Then pq.rs = (prs) q - (qrs) p = (pqs) r - (pqr) s (3).

Let y = 4, the complete manifold being therefore of three dimensions.

Then pqr .st = st. pqr = (pqrt) s — (pqrs) t

= {P<isi) ^ + {rpst) q + {qrst) p.: (4).
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And pqr .stu = — stu . pqr = (pqrs) tu + (pqru) st + (pqrt) us

= (pstu) qr + (rstu)pq + (qstn) rp (5).

(4) Take the supplements of these formulae.

When V = S, the supplement of a magnitude of the first order is a

magnitude of the second order. Let P, Q, R, S be magnitudes of the

second order such that P =
\p, Q=^\q, etc.

Then by taking the supplement of (3) we deduce

PQ.RS = (PBS) Q - (QB8) P = (PQS)B - (PQB) S (3').

Again let = 4 ; then the supplement of a magnitude of the first order

is one of the third order.

Let P, Q, B, S, T, U be put for \p, \q, |r, \s, \t, \u; and let the supple-

ments of equations (4) and (5) be taken.

Then PQB . ST = ST . PQB = (PQBT) S - (PQBS) T

= (PQST)B-\-(BPST)Q + (QBST)P (4').

And

PQB .STU=- STU . PQB = (PQBS) TU + (PQBU) ST + (PQBT) US

= (PSTU) QB + (BSTU) PQ + (QSTU) BP (50-

In fact by taking supplements any formula involving magnitudes of the

first order is converted into one involving planar elements, i.e. magnitudes of

the (v — l)th order; where the complete manifold is of v — 1 dimensions.

104. Regressive Multiplication independent of Reference Ele-

ments. (1) The rule of the middle factor and the extended rule disclose

the fact that the regressive product of two magnitudes A and B is inde-

pendent of the special reference elements in the original manifold which were

chosen for defining the operation of taking the supplement. Accordingly

regressive multiplication is an operation independent of any special reference

elements or of their intensities, though such elements are used in its defini-

tion for the sake of simplicity. Also it is independent of the fact that the

product of the v reference elements was taken to be unity for simplicity of

explanation. Thus the product may be assumed to have any numerical

value A which may be convenient [cf. § 98 (2)].

It would have been possible to define regressive multiplication by means

of the rule of the middle factor. It would then have been necessary to

prove that it is a true multiplication, namely that it is distributive in

reference to addition.

(2) It is useful to bear in mind the following summary of results re-

specting the multiplication of two regions Pp and P^, of the pth. and crth

orders respectively

:
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If p + <T<v, then PpPo is progressive and represents the containing

region [cf. § 65 (6)] of the two regions Pp and ; unless Pp and P„ overlap,

and in this case the progressive product PpP<r is zero.

If p + (T>v, then PpP<r is regressive and represents the complete region

common both to Pp and ; unless Pp and P^ overlap in a region of order

greater than p -\- a — v, and in this case PpP<r is zero.

li p-\-(T = v, then {PpP,r) is a mere number and can be considered either

as progressive or regressive.

The only formulae which in practice it is necessary to retain in the

memory are the extended rule of the middle factor [cf. § 103] and propo-

sition G of § 105.

105. Proposition G. If be p points in a region of i/ — 1

dimensions (v > p), and ii B^, B2 ... Bphe p planar elements, then

(aifta . . . ttp . P1P2 '-'Bp) (aiPiX (a^B^) ...(a,Bp)

(aA), (aA) ...(a^Bp)

(apB,), (apB^)...{apBp)

For assume that the formula is true for the number p — 1 respectively of

points and of planar elements, to prove that it is true for the number

p ; where p<v.

Let denote the minor of the element {a^B^) of the above determinant.

Now the product of the p+ l regional elements of the pth order {aia^...ap),

Bi, B2... Bp is Si pure regressive product and is therefore associative.

Hence (aittg ...ap. B^B^

.

. . -Bp) = {{a^a^ ... ap. B^) B^B^

.

. . Bp]

= (aiPi) (aattg ... dp . P2P3 . . . Pp) + (^2^1) {cLidz ... ftp . B^B^ ...Bp)

+ . , . + (cipPi) (ai^g . • cip-i . B^B^

.

. . Bp).

But since the theorem holds for the number p — 1, ^20^3 ...dp .M2B3 ...Bp = An,

with p similar equations.

Hence

(ttitta dp. B,B^ ...Bp) = (ttiPj) A„ + (a^Pi) A21 + . . . + (apPi) Apj

(aA), (a,B,) ... (a,Pp)

(aA), (a2P2) ... (a2Bp)

(apB,\ (apB,)... (apBp)

But when p = 2,

(chCh . B1B2) = (a^a^ . Bj) B^

= {(aiPi) ^2 - (^2^) cti! ^2

^(aA){aA)-(a,B,){a,B,).

Therefore the theorem is true universally.
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106. Muller's Theorems*. (1) Let A, B and G be three regional

elements of the /cth, pth and o-th orders respectively. Also let k+p-^(t=v+t,

where t is positive and not zero. Then the products A . BC, ABC and

AGS are mixed products. Hence in general [cf. § 101] A . BG, ABG, and

AGB are not congruent. The conditions will now be investigated which are

necessary that an addition relation of the form,

A.BG= XABG + fMAGB (i),

may exist.

(2) It will be only necessary to consider the proofs for the cases when

'BG is a progressive product, and consequently when the product of BG into

A, namely A . BG, is regressive. For if it has been proved in this case that

under certain conditions the above equation (i) holds, then by taking supple-

ments

\A.\B\G=^\\A\B\G + fi\A\G\B.

Let A'=\A, B' =\B, G' = \G. Then B'G' is regressive, and the product

of B^G' into A\ namely A' . B'G\ is progressive.

Also the conditions which hold between A, B, G can be interpreted as

conditions between A\ B\ G'. Hence it follows that, when B'G' is regressive,

under certain conditions

A' . BV' = XA'B'G' + fiAV'B'.

(3) Let the p points which are the factors of B he hi, bz, ... bp, so that

B= 6i&2 ...bp. Also let the a points which are the factors of G be Ci, Cg, ... c^,

so that G= CiC2 ... Co-. Let the multiplicative combinations of the fith order

(fi < p) formed out of bi, b^,... bp be written B^, B^'
,
B/, and so on. Also let

Bp_^, Bp^f^, B"p_n, and so on, be the complementary multiplicative combina-

tions of the {p — /Lt)th order formed out oibi,b^, ...bp, so that

B = {B^B,_^) = (B;B'^^) = (5;'£"p-m) = etc.

Let this convention hold for any number fi] and also a similar convention

for the multiplicative combinations formed out of Ci, Cg, ... Ca, which are the

factors of G.

(4) Assume that the product BG is progressive. Then the multiplication

symbolized by the dot in A . BG is regressive. Also

BG= bib^ .

.

. bpCiCz ...Ca = D, say.

Let the convention of the previous subsection apply to the multiplicative

combinations formed out of the p + a factors of the first order which

compose D.

Then by the extended rule of the middle factor [cf. § 103]

A.BG=:^AD = ^(Anp+a.r)Dr (ii),

* Cf. Epail Miiller, • Ueber das gemischte Product,' Mathematische Annalen^ vol, xlviii. 1897.
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where D^,
,

etc., are the multiplicative combinations of the rth order

formed out of hi, h^, ... bp, C2, ... c^. If r be less than both p and cr, some

of the multiplicative combinations D^, -D/, etc., contain only 6's, some only

c's, and some both 6's and c's. If r be less than p and greater than cr

(assuming p > a), then some of the D^'s contain only 6's, and some contain

both 6's and c's ; but none contain only c's. If t be greater than both p and

a, then all the i)/s must contain both 6's and c's.

(5) Let the products BG, AB, AG he progressive. Then

p + a <v, K + p <v, K-{- <T <v.

By the extended rule of the middle factor

ABG = t (ABG^_r) Gr, AGB = X {AGB^.,) B,.

Hence if a relation of the form of equation (i) holds, no D^'s must exist

which contain both 6's and c's. But this condition can only hold when t = 1.

Hence the condition is that

K -\r p -\- a = v

Also, remembering that c^BG^^\ = {- ly Bc^G^^lr = {- \y BG, equation

(ii) becomes

A.BG = {-\yt (ABGl^-l,) c^ + X (AB^;liG)b^.

And

ABG = t (ABGl'-li) c^, AGB=t (AGBl^]i) = (- 1)'' <p-^> 1 (ABjrJ, G) b^.

Hence A.BG=-{- \yABG + (- l)"-
<p-i) AGB (iii).

This is the required equation of the form of equation (i).

(6) Let the products BG, AB, AGhe regressive.

Then p -\- a >v, k \- p> v, K'\- a > v.

Taking the supplements, |5, |Oare of orders {v — k), {v — p), {v — a)

respectively, and \B\G,\A\B,\A\G are progressive.

Hence in order that a relation of the required form may hold, by the

previous subsection,

{v - k) + {v - p) ^ {v - a) = V + 1,

that is, K p -\- a = 2v — 1.

Also from equation (iii)

\A.\B\G= {-1 y-p \A\B\G + {-l) ("-"^J ("-p-^^ \A\G\B.

Hence ^ . 50 = (- 1)"-^ ^5(7+ (- l)'"-*^' (iv).

(7) Let the products BG and AB he progressive ; and let the product

-40 be regressive.

Then k p-\- a = v -\-r, k + p<v, p-\-<T<v, k + (t>v.

Hence o- > r, k > t, p <t.

w. 13
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By the extended rule of the middle factor

ABG^t (ABa,_r) Or, AG = t (AG,-.)

Hence AGB = 'Z(A C,.,) B.

Accordingly if a relation of the form of equation (i) holds, the D^'s

[cf. subsection (4)] must consist of two classes only, namely those composed

only of c's, and those which contain all the 6's.

But this is only possible if

p=i.

In this case B is of the first order and will be written h.

Then remembering that

GrhG,_, = (- 1)- hG, hGr-, GV_.+i = hG,

and that K + a— v = t— 1, a — t-\-1=v — k,

equation (ii) takes the form

A.BG = (- ly X (AhG,_r) a 4- 2 (^a-rn) 6^-1,

= (- 1)-ABG -\-(-iy-'AGB (v).

This is the required equation of the form of equation (i).

(8) Let the products BG and AB he regressive and the product AG he

progressive. This case can be deduced from subsection (7) by the method of

subsection (6).

The necessary condition for the existence of the required addition

relation is

p = V — 1.

Then from the assumptions it follows that

K>1, (T>1, tc + aKv, K-{-v — l + a- = p+T.

Also A.BG = (- 1)"-- ABG + (- ly---' AGB (vi).

(9) Let the products BG and AG he progressive, and the product AB he

regressive.

Now A.BG = (-iy<'A.GB.

Hence this case can be deduced from that of subsection (7).

The necessary condition is that

o- = l.

Then A.GB = (-iyAGB-\-(- ly-' ABG.

Hence A.BG = (- iy+--^ ABG + (- 1)^+^ AGB (vii).

(10) Let the products BG and AG he regressive, and the product AB he

progressive.

Then from the previous subsection

(T = V — 1,

And A .BG=(- 1)2^-p-t-i ABG + (- ly^-p-^ AGB
= (_ i)p+r-i ABG + (- iy+^ AGB (viii).
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(11) Let the product BG be progressive, and the products AB and AG
be regressive.

Then AB = ^ (AB,.,) B,,„_,, AG=X (AG,_,)

Hence ABG=t(A B,_,) B,+,_, G, AGB=t{A C.+k-. B.

Thus the B^'s of subsection (4) equation (ii) must either contain all the

6's or all the cs ; and thus the Dp+^^jS of the same equation must contain

only 6's or only cs. Hence the Dp+a-r^ are of the first order, that is to say,

p + <r — T = l. But « +/) + o- = z/ + T.

Hence the required condition is that

K = v —1.

Then AB = ^(Ah^)Bl^\, AG =(Ac^) G^l^;

where B^tl^ = B, G^J^l^ = G.

Thus ABG=X (Ab^) B^;\ G, AGB = t {Ac^) G[^\ B.

Now B^;\ Gb^={- ly B^;lib^G = (- ir bg,

and Gi^li Bc^ = (- 1>> Gi^'li c^B ={-iyGB = (- 1>>-+p BG.

Hence by comparing with equation (ii) of subsection (4)

A.BG={- lyABG + (- l>'(''+i) AGB (ix).

(12) Let the product BG be regressive, and the products AB and AG he

progressive.

Then from the previous subsection the condition is

K=l.

Also A.BG= (- ly-^ ABG+ (- i)(«'-p)(--+i) AGB (x).

(13) It has nowhere been assumed in the foregoing reasoning that A is

simple. Accordingly A may be compound.

107. Applications and Examples. (1) The condition that an ele-

ment 00 may lie in a subregion Pp of p — 1 dimensions is, xPp = 0. This

equation may therefore be regarded as the equation of the subregion.

(2) The supplementary equation is, \x \Pp = 0. The product of |^z? and

\Pp is regressive, and the equation indicates that \x and \Pp overlap in a

regional element of an order greater than the excess of the orders of \x

and \Pp above v. Now the order of \x is i/ — 1, and the order of \Pp is

V — p. Hence the order of the common region is greater than

{v-\)^{v-p)-v,

that is, is greater than v — p — \. But the subregional element
|

Pp is only

of order v — p. Hence
|

Pp must be contained in the plane
|

x. This is the

signification of the supplementary equation.

13—2
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(3) The supplementary equation can be regarded as the original equation

and written in the form

Xp^iPp = 0

;

where X„_i is a planar element, and Pp is a subregional element of the pth

order. The preceding proof shows that this equation is the condition that

the plane contains the subregion Pp.

The supplementary equation is now \Pp = 0, and signifies that the

point |Z^_i lies in the region
|

Pp of v — p — 1 dimensions.

(4) The theory of duality also applies, and ocPp = 0 can be regarded as

the condition that the subregion Pp contains the given point oo; and the

equation, X^_iPp = 0, as the condition that the subregion Pp is contained in

the given plane

(5) In the previous subsection it has been assumed that Pp is a regional

element, that is to say, is simple. Now let Sp be a compound extensive

magnitude of the pth. order. Then in general it is impossible to satisfy the

equation ocSp = 0, except by the assumption that x = 0.

For aoSp is an extensive magnitude of the p + 1th order ; but this manifold

is defined by ^
1)1 { + 1)

!
^^^^P^^^^^^ units (cf. § 94). Hence if

ocSp = 0, the coefficient of each of these units, as it appears in the expression

J,!

ocSo, must vanish. Thus there are ; —^— — equations to be
(v-p-l)l (p + l)\

satisfied. But in oc (= Sfe) there are only v—l unknowns, namely, the ratios

of fi, ••• But if p be any one of the numbers 2, S ... v - 2,

(v-p-iy.ip + iy.-"-

In these cases the requisite equations cannot be satisfied. If p = l, then Sp

is a point and must be simple : the equation ocSp = i) then means that a) = Sp.

If p = v — l, then Sp is a planar element and must be simple (cf. § 97,

Prop. IV).

(6) Let P„_i be the planar element

TTjea^a ... e^- 772^1^3 ...e^ + ir^e^e^e^. ..e^- ir^e^e^e-^e^ . . . + . . .+ (— 1)"-^ ir^e-^e^.

.

.

Then tti ,
'Tr^...'jr^ are the co-ordinates of the planar element P„_i with

respect to the reference elements e^, ...By.

Also if X be Xfe, then

(a;P^_i) = (TTif, + TTaf2 + . . . + TT^f^) {e^e^

.

. . e^).

Hence the equation {xP^_^) = 0, is equivalent to the usual equation of

a plane, namely,

TTifi +7r2?2+ ... +7r^f,. = 0.
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And conversely P„_i, as defined in this subsection, is a planar element in

the plane which is defined by the equation

TTifi + ... 4-7r^f„ = 0.

(7) Another simple method of obtaining a slightly different form of a

planar element corresponding to the plane

TTlf1 + . .
. + TT^fr = 0,

is found by means of § 73 (2). The point in which the plane cuts the straight

line e^ep is by that article . Hence by multiplying the — 1 such
TTj TTp

points which lie on the 7^ — 1 such straight lines meeting in , a planar

element in the plane is found to be

Hence

H = TT^e^e^ ... e^- ir.fiye-i . . . + . . . + (- 1)""^ ir^e^e.^ . . . .

Therefore by multiplying out the left-hand side and comparing the

coefficients of the term e.^^ ... on the two sides,

(-1)-^ Tr.TT,..- r^'vii^-^A

= TTiea^s ...e^~ TT^e^e-i ... ... -\-{- 1)""^ ir^e^e.^

.

. . .

This factorization of the right-hand side of the above equation into a

product of 1/ — 1 points forms another proof of § 97, Prop. IV.

(8) Among special applications of these theorems we may notice that

the condition that x may lie on the straight line joining a and b is

xah = 0

;

the condition that x may lie in the two dimensional region abc is

xabc = 0

;

the condition that x may lie in the three dimensional region abed is

xabcd — 0.

(9) Let the complete manifold be of more than two dimensions so that

the multiplication of linear elements is progressive. The multiplication of

a planar and linear element together is necessarily regressive.

Then two lines ab and cd intersect if abed = 0. For this is the condition

that a, b, c and d lie in the same subregion of two dimensions.

The point where a line ab intersects a given plane P„_i is P„_i .
ab. But

by § 103 (2) (the extended rule of the middle factor)

P,_i . ab = (P.-i6) a - (P.-ia) b.
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If the line lie entirely in the plane, (P„_i6) = 0, and (P^_ia) = 0 ; hence

P,_i . a6 = 0.

If the planar element be written as the product cf^ . . . c„_i , then the

point of intersection of the line ah with it can be written c^c^ . . . c^-x . ah.

And by § 103 (2)

C1C2 . . . c„_i . ah = (C1C2 . . . c^^^cih) c„_i + (- 1)" (c^_iCi . . . c^-^ah) c„_2 + . .

.

+ (-l)''(c2C3...c,_ia6) Ci.

The last form exhibits the fact that the point of intersection lies in the

plane CiC2...c„_i; while the form (P^_i6) a — (P„_ia) 6 exhibits the fact that

the point of intersection lies on the straight line ah.

(10) Two planar elements P„_i and Q„_i must intersect in a region of

1/ — 3 dimensions, or in other words the extensive magnitude P„_] . is a

regional element of the {v — 2)th order. Let such subregions be called sub-

planes. The magnitudes denoted by XP„_i + tiQv-i for varying values of the

ratio X//Lt are planes containing the subplane P„_i . Q„_i , common to P^_i

and Qv-\'

In regions of three dimensions straight lines and subplanes are identical.

(11) If four given planes P„_i, Qv~i, Rv-i, Sv-i contain a common sub-

plane X„_2, then the four points of intersection of any straight line with

these planes form a range with a given anharmonic ratio.

.

For let Pv—\ = 2 Qv—i — h, Ru—i = L^^^ c, S^^i = X^_2 d.

Let pq be any line, and assume that p lies in Py_i and q in

Then Xy_2 j9
= -crP,,-!, and Lt,^^q = pQ^-^. Also let pq intersect P^_i and

in r and 5.

Then r = P,_i . pq = (P,_i q)p- (P,_i p) q

= - (Ly-^qc) p + (Z^_2pc)q=-p (Q.-i c)p-{-^ (P^_i c) q.

Similarly s = — p (Q„_i c?) j» + t«r (P„_i d) q.

Hence the anharmonic ratio (pq, rs) = t
^*^"^

^^Vrp~^
^
\ '

(Vf—1 d) {-iv-i c)

This ratio is" the same for all lines pq ; it can also be expressed as

(^,_, h) (S,_, a)l(S,_, h) (P,_, a).

(12) If = XP^_i -I- and >Sf^_i = X'P„_i + , then c = Xa + fih,

and = \'a + fih.

Also since (aP^-i) = 0 = (6Q^_i), we have

Kpq, rs) -
^, ^ ^ .

We also notice that
|

P^_i,
| |

P,.-i, and |
are four collinear points

with the same anharmonic ratio, Xfi'/X'/x, as the four planes.

Note. In developing the theory of Kegressive Multiplication the Atbsdehriungslehre

von 1862 has been closely adhered to.



CHAPTER III.

Supplements.

108. Supplementary Regions. (1) The supplement of a regional

element Pp of the pih. order is a regional element
|

Pp of the {v — p)th order

[cf. § 65 (4) and § 99]. The two subregions Pp and
|

Pp are called supple-

mentary. In particular
\
x is the supplementary plane of the point x, and x

the supplementary point of the plane
|

x.

(2) If Pp be expressed as the product of p points p^, p^, ...pp, then

taking the supplement

Hence if Pp be the containing region of the p independent points, then

Pp is the common region of the p supplementary planes of those points.

(3) If Pp and Pp be two regional elements both of the pth order, then

(Pp
I

Pp) is merely numerical.

Hence (P,|p;) = \{P,\p;) =(\p,\\p;) = (- iy('-rf(|P,.p;) = (p;|Pp).

(4) Thus if y lies in the supplementary plane of x, then (y\x) = 0=(x\y).

Hence x lies in the supplementary plane of y.

(5) Definition. Points which lie each in the supplementary plane of

the other will be called mutually normal points.

If the points x (= Sfe) and y (— S^e) be mutually normal, then

{x\y) = (fi97i + ?2i72 + . . . f.^.) = 0.

(6) A point X does not in general lie in its own supplementary plane,

unless it lies on the quadric

(a;\x) = 0 = ^i^+^,^+... + S^
Let points which lie in their own supplementary planes be called self-

normal ; and let the quadric which is the locus of such points be called the

self-normal quadric.

109. Normal systems of points. (1) All the points normal to a given

point Xi lie in the plane
|

x-^. Let x^ be any such point, and let Xs lie in the

subregion |^Ci l^r.^, and x^ in the subregion kila^aks; and so on; and finally

let x^ be the point \xi\x^... x^^^. Then assuming that none of these points
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are self-normal, we have deduced a system of v independent mutually normal

points, starting with any arbitrary point x^.

(2) Definition. Let a system of v independent mutually normal elements

be called a normal system.

(3) The intensities of the normal system of points as denoted by

, . . . are arbitrary.

Definition. Let any point p be said to be denoted at its normal intensity

when {p\p)= 1. Note that the normal intensity of a point is not neces-

sarily its unit intensity.

* (4) Then if ^j, x^, ... x„ be a normal system of elements at their normal

intensities, the following equations are satisfied

(^1 I^Pi) = (^2 1^2) = etc. = 1, and {xp \xa) = 0, where p=\' (t.

If Xp — fip^i + f2p^2 + ••• ^vp^vy these equations can be written

with v—\ other similar equations,

and fipfla + f2p^aT + . . . + f„pf„a = 0,

with ^v{v — other similar equations.

(5) Also by § 97, Prop. I., the following equations hold

I

Xi = A/j^2^'3 . . . Xp
,

I

Xi^ ^ "^^^yJC-^ ... Xyj • ' '
y

I

"^pXyll'^ . . . Xp.

Hence {x^ \x-^ = Xj {x^x^ ... x^) — !.

Therefore Xj = . ^—^ = _ = = . . . = (_ Vf-^ X,.
yx^x^ . . . Xf,

f

Also since {x^ \x-^) is merely numerical, then by § 99 (5)

(^1
1
^1) =

I

(^1
I

^1) = (
I

^1
1 ki) = / ^

X2 {x^^-i • • . *V
I

^-JX^-i . .
.
oc,).

yX-^X^ • . • Xf/ )

Hence by § 105 and by the previous subsection of the present article

(^2
I

'^2)} (^^2
I
'^s)} • ' • (^2 1

^v)

{x^lx^X {Xs\Xs), ... (Xs\Xp)
(^ll^l)=

^

^X-^X2 ... Xy^^ (X1X2 . . . x^y

(X^lx^), {X,\X.,), ... {Xp\Xp)

Hence (xiX2

.

. . x^y = 1, and therefore (xiX2 ... Xy)= ±1.

Now if Xp be at its normal intensity, then (cf. § 89) — Xp is also at its

normal intensity. Hence by properly choosing the signs of x^, x^, ... x^, we

can make (x^x^... a?^) = 1. Thus finally with this convention

I

Xi = X^Xs '"Xy, \X2 = — X^Xs ...Xy, ... \Xy={— iy~^ X^X^ . . . a7„_i.

(6) Hence the operator | bears the same relation to the normal system

at normal intensities as it does to the original reference-elements.

Accordingly in the operation of taking the supplement the original reference-

elements may be replaced by any normal system at normal intensities.
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110. Extension of the definition of Supplements. (1) This possi-

bility of replacing the original reference-elements by other elements in the

operation of taking the supplement suggests an extended* conception of the

operation.

In the original definition the terms Ci, 63... e„ represent the reference-

elements at their normal intensities as well as at their unit intensities. But

suppose now, as a new definition which is allowable by § 109 (3) and (6),

that the normal intensities of these reference-elements are 61, 63 ... e„. Then

by hypothesis [cf. § 109 (3)]

I
^i^i = 6262 . 6363 . . . €„6i,,

j

62^2 = €161 . 6363 . . . 6p6„,

and so on.

Also it must be assumed that €162 ... ...e^= 1.

Let 6162 ... 6^ = A = .

^

\€i62 ... 6^)

A -A
Then Wi = —^ e-fii ... e^, \e.^ =—- eie^ ... e^, and so on.

ei^ 62-

(2) This extended definition in no way alters the fundamental properties

ofthe operation denoted by
|

. For this operation has been proved to be referred

to an indefinite number of normal sets of points and cannot therefore be

dependent on the symbolism by which we choose to denote one set of them.

Thus it follows that the symbol
|

obeys the distributive law both for

multiplication and addition. Also ||Pp = (— l)p^''~f')Pp, where Pp is of the

pth order.

But (e,\e,) = ^^, Me,)=~,...(e,M=^,.
ti fc2

Also it is not necessary that €1, €3 ... e„ should all be real; thus any number

of their squares may be conceived as being negative.

(3) The self-normal quadric is defined by the equation (x \x) = 0;

that is by liV^i' + M^^' + . •
. S.'h.' = 0.

If 61, e2...6„ be all real, this quadric is purely imaginary: but if some of

them be pure imagiriaries, this quadric is real. Since only the ratios of

61, €2... 6^ are required for defining the self-normal quadric, it is allowable

when convenient to define, 6163 ...€„ = 1. Hence in this case (eie^... e„) = 1.

(4) The equation of the supplementary plane of any point 00 is (y \x) = 0;

that is, if a? = e and y = ^rje, the equation

f + f2W^'/ + • • • + ^"V./eu' = 0.

But this is the equation of the polar plane of x [cf. § 78 (1)].

Hence the method of supplements is simply a symbolic application of

the theory of reciprocal polars and its extension to linear elements and to

other regional elements in manifolds of more than three dimensions.

* This extension is not given by Grassmann.
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(5) Normal sets of elements are obviously sets of polar reciprocal

elements forming a self-conjugate set with respect to the self-normal quadric.

In future it will be better to speak of taking the supplement with

respect to an assumed self-normal quadric, rather than with respect to a

particular set of normal elements.

111. Different Kinds of Supplements. (1) It may be desirable to

take supplements with respect to various quadrics. The operation of taking

the supplement with respect to one quadric is different from the operation

of taking it with respect to another. If one operation be denoted by the

symbol |, let another be denoted by the symbol I. Then \P and IP denote

different extensive magnitudes. But the operator I possesses all the proper-

ties which have been proved to belong to the operator
|

.

Also if the supplement is taken with respect to a third quadric, the

operator might be denoted by Ij and so on.

(2) Confining ourselves to two operations of taking the supplement,

denoted by
|
and I, we see that the two self-normal quadrics are denoted by

(x\w) = 0, and (x Iw) = 0.

But [cf. § 83 (6)] in general two quadrics possess one and only one system

of V distinct self-conjugate points.

Let 61,62... 6p be these points and let e^, €2 ... he their normal intensities

with respect to the operation |, and e/, e./... e/ those with respect to the

operation I.

Then €162 ...€„ = ^ —
. = e/e./ . . . e/ = A.

{6162... 6,)

Hence A g+ J+ ... +g ,

and (^I^) = A(&; + f^-F...+pV

Also ki = ^^2^3 ••• ^.'j and \6^ = ~^e>f.i... 6^.
61 61

112. Normal Points and Straight Lines. (1) The following propo-

sitions can easily be seen to be true for mutually normal points with respect

to any quadric.

On any straight line one point and only-one point can be found normal to

a given point, unless every point on the line is normal to the given point.

If a be the given point and he the given line, this point is

hc\a = {b \a)G — {c \a)h,

unless he |a = 0 = (a \h) = {a |c).
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(2) There are two exceptional self-normal points on every straight

line (viz. the points in which the line cuts the self-normal quadric), but in

general these self-normal points are normal to no other points on the line.

If however these two self-normal points coincide, so that the line is tan-

gential, then this double point is normal to every other point on the line.

(3) It follows from the harmonic properties of poles and polars that

the pairs of normal points on a line form a system of points in involution,

with the self-normal points as foci.

(4) This harmonic theorem can be proved thus : let a^, be the two

self-normal points of any line ; then (aj |ai) = 0 = (da 1^*2).

Let \ai + fia^ and \'ai + /u-'aa be any pair of normal points. Then

Hence (^fju' + X'fi) (a^
\

= 0.

Hence \l/jb = ~ X'/fi.

113. Mutually normal regions. (1) Two regions Pp and P^, where

p and cr denote the orders of Pp and Po respectively, are called mutually

normal, or normal to each other, if every pair of points pp and p„ respectively

in Pp and are mutually normal.

(2) Let Pp be defined by the points p''p\ pf\ . . . p^Tl and P^ by the points

Pa\pa\ '--P^J^- Then any point on P„ must lie on the intersection of the

supplementary planes of Pp\ pf\ . . . pl!'\
Similarly any point on Pp must

lie on the intersection of the supplementary planes of p^^\ P^a>'--pl^^- Thus

the condition that Pa and Pp should be mutually n6rmal is that Pj should

be contained in
|

Pp, or that Pp should be contained in \Pa. Either condition

is sufficient to secure the satisfaction of the other.

(3) If Pp and P^ be mutually normal, then

a ^ V — p, that is v ^ p + a.

(4) If v = p + <T, then P^ =
|

Pp. Hence the supplementary regions are

mutually normal. The supplementary region of Pp will be called the

complete normal region of Pp, or (where there is no risk of mistake) the

normal region of Pp . Thus the supplementary plane of a point is its normal

region.

(5) In any subregion Pp (of the pth. order) p mutually normal points

can be found, of which any assumed point in Pp (which is not self-normal)

is one. For [cf. § 78 (9)] take to be any point in Pp, then
|

intersects

Pp in a region of the {p-l)ih. order. Take x.^. to be any point (not self-

normal) in this region. Then
|

x.^ intersects this region in a subregion of the

(p - 2)th order ; take x.^ (not self-normal) in this subregion of the {p - 2)th

order, and so on.
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\

If however Pp lie in the tangent plane to the self-normal quadric at one

of the self-normal points lying in Pp, then this self-normal point must be one

of any set of p mutually normal points in Pp. For the supplementary plane

of the self-normal point by hypothesis contains Pp, hence the supplementary

plane of any point in Pp contains the self-normal point. Thus proceeding

as above in the choice of a^i, x^, etc., the last point, Xp^ chosen must be the

self-normal point.

(6) To find the subregion (if any) of the highest order normal to Pp

which is necessarily contained in P^ ; where p and a are respectively the

orders of Pp and P„.

Any region normal to Pp is contained in |Pp. Now |Pp and Pa do

not necessarily intersect unless {v — p)-\- a >v, that is, unless <7>p.

Assume a > p. Then [cf § 65 (5)] |Pp necessarily overlaps Pa in a

subregion of the [{v — p) + cr — v]t\i order, that is, of the (o-— p)th order.

Every point in this subregion is necessarily normal to Pp; and hence this

subregion of the (cr — p)th order, contained in P,,, is normal to Pp. If the

- intersection of Pa and
|

Pp is not of a higher order than (o- — p), the regional

element Pa I
Pp defines it ; thus if Pa

\

Pp be not zero, it is the subregion of Pa
normal to Pp.

(7) By subsection (5) p mutually normal points can be found in Pp

and (cr — p) mutually normal points can be found in the intersection of Pa
and

I

Pp (cr > p). Also by the previous subsection each point of the one

set is normal to each point of the other set. Thus the cr points form a

mutually normal set. Hence it is easy to see that^ given two subregions

Pa and Pp (o- > p), cr mutually normal points can be found in them, and of

these p (or any less number) can be chosen in Pp and the remainder in

Pa ; also that any one point in Pp can be chosen arbitrarily to be one of

these points or (if p points are to be taken in Pp) any one point in the inter-

section of Pa and
I

Pp.

114. Self-normal Elements. (1) Every element in a subregion

defined by p independent self-normal elements mutually normal to each other

is itself self-normal.

For if be such elements,

(«! |ai) = 0 = (ag = etc. = (aj = etc.

Hence {(Xi(Xi -f X^a^ + . . . -f Xpttp) \{kxa^ -h X^/i.^ + . . . + \(ip)] = 0.

Also any two elements of such a subregion are normal to each other.

For {(Xifti -t- XaC^a + . . . + \ap) K/^iai -f jx^^a^
-\-

fipap)} = 0.

(2) Accordingly such a subregion is itself a complete generating region

[cf § 79] of the quadric, (x\x) = 0', or is contained in one.
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But from § 79 the generating regions of this quadric are, in general,

of I//2 — 1 or — l)/2 — 1 dimensions according as v is even or odd.

Hence sets of z//2 or (v—l)l2 (as v is even or odd) self-normal and

mutually normal elements can be found.

(.3) Also by § 80 a set of conjugate co-ordinates ju , h, h can

be found all self-normal and all mutually normal except in pairs, i.e. (ji Ik^) is

not zero, nor (j^ \k.^ and so on. But ( ji [
ji) = (ji = etc. = (j^ \k^) = etc. = 0.

If V be even, v such co-ordinates can be found which define the complete

manifold ; but if v be odd, v—1 can be found, and one co-ordinate element e

remains over, which can be assumed to be normal to the v — 1 other elements,

but not self-normal.

(4) Firstly let v be even. Let ei, 62, ...e^ be a set of normal elements,

€1, 62... e„ being their normal intensities according to the notation of § 110.

Then by § 80, we may assume

jl = \ (^i^i H- 162^2), ^1 = \ (^1^1 - *V2),

= X2 (6363 -I- 164^4), ko = X2 (€363 - *64e4),

22 22
Hence j^k^ = — 2iXj^€i€2eie2, with ^ — 1 other similar equations.

Thus (jAj^h '"jM = (- 2if\'X^' ... X.l

2 2 2

Again
|

= Xi (ti
|
+ 1*62

1

e^) = (f2^2^3 • • • ^v — i^iCie^

.

. . e„).

But jAjsh .•.jvK = (- 2if €364 . . . e^X2%2 V^^g^ ... e^
;

22 2

.
-1 A

hence jijahjsh • • • j.'^^ = (- 21*)'^ — XiXa^^ . . , (e^g^^^ . . . -f- iea^sea . . . e„)

2 2 ^1^2 2

= (- 2)^"' 2^vx3^ . . . x,^
I

j = - 4xr^ (jihhh . . . i.A;,)
|

j.

2 2 2

(5) Now let Xi, X2, ... X^ be so chosen that
2

i
Xi = X2 = . . . = X„ = .

Then = (ea^o - ^elel), /^i =^ (62^2 + iej^a),

h =^ (€4^4 - iese^), ^2 =^ (^4^4 + iVs),

2 2
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And (jAj^h . "jpfcy) = (- 2iy
J
= .

2 2

v V

Hence jij^l^^^j^l^i • • -Jv^v = '^^
|
ii • Similarly ^'a^'iA^i^'aArg . .

. =1^
|

and so on.

2 2 2 2

When Xj, Xg, ••• have been chosen as above, the conjugate self-normal
2

elements will be said to be in their standard normal form.

When the self-normal elements are in this form
V

jih = ^€1626162 ; (ii
I
h) = (k^

I
ji) = i 2 (kJJ^h . "juh) = - 1.

2 2

(6) Secondly, let v be odd, and let e, e^, 62, ... 6„_i be the set of normal

elements with normal intensities €, €1, ... e„_i.

Let the standard normal forms of the conjugate self-normal elements be

ji =^ (^2^2 - *ei6i), ^^ ^^'^^

is =^ (^464 - 16363), =
^2 (^464 + ^6363),

^'„_i = -T^ (€„_i6„_i — ^e„_26„_2), ky_i — —rx (e„_i6„_i -\- t6„_26„_2).

~2 "2
^

Then = 1*61626162 , with similar equations.

Hence {ejAjJc^ • - • jp-iku-y) = ^ ^162 . . . 6„_i (661 . . . 6^_i) i 6~\

v-\

Also ej^j^h ... jy-ikv-i = — i ^
^-^lii, with similar equations for the other

elements.

And (j^lk,) = {k,\j,) = -l,

115. Self-normal Planes. (1) Let a be a self-normal element ; now

the region \a contains all the self-normal elements which are normal to a.

Hence \a contains all the generating regions of the quadric which contain a.

Therefore
|
a is the tangent plane to the quadric at a.

(2) The plane-equation of the quadric is, (X \X)= 0, where X is any

planar element. For this equation is the condition that the region X
contains its supplementary element

|

X.

A tangent plane X, for which (X \X) = 0, will be called a self-normal

plane.

116. Complete Eegion of Three Dimensions. (1) The application

of these formulae to a manifold of three dimensions is important. Consider a
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skew quadrilateral jijihh formed by generators of the self-normal quadric

;

so that and k^k^ are two generators of one system, and j^k^ and j^k^ are

two generators of the other system.

A self-conjugate tetrahedron e^e^e-^e^ can be found such that if x be the

point the self-normal quadric is

the normal intensities of e^, e., e^, ^4 are then €i, 63, 63, 64, and

(€1626364) = A = ^ . .

(2) Assume = (62^2 - ie^e^), h =^ (^2^2 + i^iex).

Hence ( jjc^^ kz) = i^ = — l.

Also ^2^2 = - lii, j^jih = - 1^2, hk^j^ = -
I

A^i, k^k,j, = -[h.

Thus \jij2 =jij2h 'hjA = - {jAhh)jxh =hh ;

and similarly
|
A^jA^g = kjc^.

Also \jA = -jxK \j2kx=-j2h.

(3) Hence for a generator (G^) of one system of the self-normal quadric

\G = G, and for a generator G' of the other system \G' = — G'. Let the

system of generators to which G belongs be called the positive system, and

that to which G' belongs be called the negative system.

117. Inner Multiplication. (1) The product of one extensive mag-

nitude (such as Pp) into the supplement of another extensive magnitude

(such as
I

Pg) is of frequent occurrence ; and the rules for its transformation

deserve study. These rules are of course merely a special application of the

general rules of progressive and regressive multiplication, which have been

explained above.

(2) This product Pp\Pa may also be regarded from another point of view.

Since P,
\

(P^ + PJ) = P,\P„ + P,\ PJ, we may conceive [cf § 19] the symbol
|

not as an operation on P„ but as the mark of a special sort of multiplication

between Pp and P^. Let this species of multiplication be called 'Inner

Multiplication,' and let the product Pp\Pa be termed the inner product of Pp

and Pa. In distinction to Inner Multiplication Progressive and Regressive

Multiplication are called Outer Multiplication.

(3) It is obvious that inner products and inner multiplication must be

understood to refer to a definitely assumed self-normal quadric ; and further

that, corresponding to different self-normal quadrics, there can be different

sorts of inner multiplication. But general formulae for the transformation of

such products can be laid down.
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118. Elementary Transformations. (1) Let Pp and P„ be extensive

magnitudes, simple or complex, of the pth and crth orders respectively.

Then v — a is the order of \P„. The product Pp |Po is progressive if

p -\- {v — cr) <v, that is, if p < cr ; and is regressive, if p > o-.

(2) lip<a', Pp|P.= (-l)pC-)|P..Pp;

and hence K^^pl^a) = (- I^P-

But by § 99 (7), ||P. = (-l)'^c-)P..

Therefore finally, |(Pp
|

P,) = (- 1)(p+-)(''—)P, |P^.

(3) If p>a', then|(Pp|P.) = |Pp.||P. = (-l)^C-)(|Pp.P.)

= (- (_ l)-(-p)(P,
I P^) = (_ l)-(p+-)(P,

I P^).

(4) If p =r cr ; then (Pp
|

P^) is merely numerical : write Pp instead of Pa.

Then {PAP;)=\{PAp;)={p;\p;)-

119. Rule of the Middle Factor. (I) The extended rule of the

middle factor can be applied to transform Pp
|
Q„, where Pp and are simple

magnitudes of the pth and crth orders respectively. In the first place

assume that p> a. Let the multiplicative combinations of the o-th order

formed out of the factors of the first order of Pp be P^', Pf,
etc., and let

Pp = P;^'P;^L, = Pi^'P;?U= etc.

Then from the extended rule of the middle factor, we deduce

PAQ« = (PS'
I

P'^'-„ + (P^
I e.) + etc (1).

(2) Secondly, assume that p <(t.

Then (P,
I
Q,) = (- 1)<P+'') (-'"

I
(Q,

I

Pp).

Now let Qp\ Qp\ etc. be the multiplicative combinations of the pth order

formed out of the factors of the first order of Qg , and let

Qo = Q|;'«'-P=Q?«'-p = etc.

Then by equation (1) of the first case

(<3»
I

P,) = («•
I

-Pp) «'-p + (Q? I

Pp) «'-p + etc.

= (Pp
I

q;;') QS'-p + (Pp
Iw «'-p + etc.

Hence (- 1)(.+")(-p) {P,
|
Q„) = (P,

|
Q»)

|

Q«_^ + (Pp
| Q^) |

Q?_p + etc.. . .(2).

The formulae of equations (1) and (2) will be called the rule of the middle

factor for inner multiplication.

120. Important Formula. (1) The rule of the middle factor does not

apply when both factors are of the same order. But the transformation in

this case is given by § 105. For if each factor be of the pth order, then

(aifta . . . ttp
I

bA . . . 6p) = (aitta ...ap.\bi\b^...\bp)

(oi («i I&2), («i|^p)

(^2 \bi\ (tta I&2), («2|&p)

(ttp |6iX K 1^2), Mbp)

(3).
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Important special cases of this formula are

(ojaa ... ftp
I

a^a.^ . . . ap) =

(aaltti), (a2|a2), (as
|

ftp)

(ap|ai), (ttpla^), (apl^p)

(aitta
I
hh) = («!

I
^i) (^2

1
^2) - (tti

I
^2) (^2 1 ;

(2) Also if the complete region be of v - \ dimensions, the products

{a^a^ . . . a,,) and (bj)2 . . . by), although merely numerical, may each be conceived

as progressive products. The proof of § 105 still holds in this case, and

therefore

(ajfla . . • a^) (bj)2 ...bv) = (a-ya2 . . . a„
|

bj)^ . . . 6„)

(ai
1 61), (ai 1 62), (ttilM

(aa 1 61), {h),

{a,
1 6a), (a, 162), KIM

This is the ordinary rule for the multiplication of two determinants.

121. Inner Multiplication of Normal Regions, A, B, G he

three mutually normal regions, (so that the multiplication ABC must be

pure progressive), then

{ABC
I

ABC) = {A\A){B\B){G\C) = {AB\ AB) (C
\

G).

This theorem can easily be proved independently; but we will deduce

it at once from the formula for {a^a^...
\

a^a2 ... ap) of § 120.

For let A = a^a^ ...ap, B = bj)^ ...b^, G= c^c^ ...c,; then each of the groups

(tti, a2 ... ftp), (bi, b2...ba), (ci, C2 ... Ct)

may be conceived [cf. § 113 (5)] to consist of mutually normal elements. But

since A, B, G are mutually normal regions, it follows that the whole set of

/3 + o- + T elements are mutually normal.

Hence

(ABG
I

ABG) = (a^az .

.

. apbj)^ . . . b^CiC^ ...c^ \a^...b^ ...c^...c^)

= («!
I

tti) (a2
1
^2) ... (61 1 61) ... (6^

I

b„) (Ci
I

Ci) . . . {Cr
I
Gr\

Also (^|^) = (aja0(«2 |a2)...(^^pkp), and {B\B), {G\G) and {AB\AB)
are equal to similar expressions. Hence the theorem follows.

122. General Formula for Inner Multiplication. (1) Equations

(1) and (2) of § 119 can be extended so as to prove two more general

formulae which include both them and equation (3) of § 120.

Consider the product Pp+^lQpQ^, where Pp+a, Qp, Qr represent simple

magnitudes of the (/s + o')th, pth, and rth orders respectively.

In the first place assume that a >r.

w. 14
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Then P,MQr = P,^a(\Q,\Qr).

But since <7 > t, the product is a pure regressive product and is therefore

associative. Hence

Now let Pp\ Pp\ etc. be the multiplicative combinations of the pth order

formed out of the factors of the first order of Pp+<r, and let P'^\ etc. be

the multiplicative combinations of the o-th order formed out of the factors

of Pp^tTi SO that

Pp+„ = P;^'P^' = P;'Pf = etc.

Hence by equation (1), Pp+,
|

= X (P^^^
| Qp) P^l

Therefore finally P,+<,|. = 2 (P^ |Q,)P<*' (4).

(2) Secondly, let o-< r. Let QpQr = Qp+r, and let Ql\ Ql\ etc. be the

multiplicative combinations of the pih order formed out of the factors of the

first order of Qp+r, and let Qr\ Q? be those of the rth order, so that

Also let Pp+^ = PpPff, where Pp is of the pth order, and P^ of the o-th

order.

Then Pp+„ = (- |p^^^).

But by equation (4) |P,P, = 2 (Q^"' |Pp) |P..

Hence

liQ,^, \P,P,) = ^(($-> |P,) KQW |P,) = ( - 2 (P, 10<*')P, IQf

.

X X

Therefore finally, P,P, | = (- !)<• ("+') 2 (P,
|

Q**') P,
1

0<*>
(5).

X

(3) Equations (4) and (5) are more general than equations (1), (2) and

(3) but the readiness with which the equations first found can be recovered

from the extended rule of the middle factor makes them to be of the greater

utility.

The theory of Inner Multiplication and the above formulae are given in

Grassmann's Ausdehnungslehre von 1862.

123. QuADRics. (1) The theory of quadrics can be investigated by

the aid of this notation. Let the quadric be chosen as the self-normal

quadric for the operation |. Then the equation of the quadric is (o) \a;) = 0.

Let the reference points e^, e^... be any v independent elements, not

necessarily mutually normal. Then if = X^e, the equation of the quadric

according to the notation of Book in., Chapter in. is written

= ttnf1^ + . . . + 2a,,f,f, + . . . = 0.

But (x\x) = (e, lei)fi^+... + 2(^, |e.)fif2+....

Hence we may write, (e^ \e-i) = (e^ l^a) = ohi, etc., (e-^ l^g)
= a^, etc.
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(2) Since by § 120 (e,e, . . . e^y = (e,e, ...e, \e,e, ...e,)

{ex l^i), {e^\e^),...{e, \e,)

(^2 l^i), fel^a), ...(e2k^)

(e, lO, {e, \e^),... (e, \e,)

it follows that (^1^2 • • • e^^f is the discriminant of the quadratic expression

Since (^162 ... e^) cannot vanish (e^, e^, ... e„ being independent), it follows

that the quadric cannot be conical.

(3) The equation of the polar plane of any point w becomes {x \y) = 0.

The plane-equation of the quadric is = 0 ; where X^_i is a

planar element.

The equation of the polar point of any plane becomes

(X,_, 1F._,) = 0.

(4) Let bx be any line drawn through a given point b ; and let this

line intersect the quadric in the point \b + fjux.

Then X^b \b)-\-2\fi(b \x)-^fjL^(x \x) = 0 (1).

This quadratic for X/fi in general gives two points on the quadric.

(5) These points coincide if (b
\

b)(x\x) — (b \xy = 0.

This is the equation of the tangent quadric cone with vertex b.

But (6 \b)(x\x)-(b\xf = (bx
I

bx).

Hence this cone can be written (bx
|

bx) = 0.

(6) The identity (b \b)(x \x) - (b \xy = (bx \bx), can be written

(a^bf (ajxf - {(aJb1x)Y = X - (y^.f, - (e,e.
\

e,e,).

Also (Bf^e^
1 6x6^) = (ep W) (e„ \e^) - (Cp k^) (e^ jex) = va<rM - "pm^^^a-

(7) The roots of the quadratic equation (1 ) are

X, -(6 \x) + .J[(b \xf-(x \x)(b\b)]

(b \b)

\2_ -(6 k)-V{(6 \xf-(x\x)(b \b)]

(b\b)

(8) If and are the points Xfi + fi^x, and \J) + ^i<2X, then the an-

harmonic ratio (oxa^, xb) is

- (b \x)-^/[(b \xf-(x\x) (b\b)} ^ (b \x)+sl{-(bx\bx)}

- (b\ x) + sj[(b \xy - (x I x)(b
I
b)] (b\x)- VI- (bx

I

hx)}

'

(9) Firstly let (b \xy < (x \x) (b 16).

Let 6 be such that cos'^ 6
(b \xy

~(x\x)(b\b)'

cos 6 -[-i sin 6

and let p = (ai(X2, xb).
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Also zin^e-
^^^'^^^

Therefore Ave deduce the group of equations

" = TT'
^Ocr n = COS ^

' = Sin ^ . / , , , .. . .(2).

(10) Secondly, let (6 \xy > (w \a;){h \b).

Put cosh^^ =
, ?w?iM -

Then
cosh ^ + sinh 0

Q —— —

-

cosh ^ — sinh 6

Also sinh'^=
-,(^f

Hence we deduce the group of equations

^ = 2^ lo^f P = cosh~i ^ ' — = sinh^ . / j-,
—

. . .... ...iS).

(11) If (bx
\

bx) be positive for every pair of elements b and x, it follows

from § 82 (4) that the quadric, {oo\w) = 0, is imaginary.

If the quadric be a closed real quadric and b and x both lie within it, or if

both lie without it and the line bw cut the quadric in real points, then it

follows from the same article that (bx
\

bx) is necessarily negative.

124. Plane-equation of a Quadric. (1) Taking the supplement of

the equation, (bx
\

bx) = 0, and writing B instead of b and X instead of
|

x,

we find the equation {BX
\
BX ) = 0, which can also be written

{B\B){X\X)-{B\Xy = 0.

This equation [cf § 84 (4)] is the plane equation of the degenerate

quadric enveloped by sub-planes lying in the plane B and touching the

quadric.

(2) Again, by a proof similar to that in § 123, let B and X be any two

planes, and let the two planes through their intersection BX which touch

the quadric be and A^. Also let p be the anharmonic ratio of the range

{BX, A,A^].

Then if {B
\

Xf <{B\B){X\X\

- (^|X) / (BX\BX)
^-2i^''SP-^^^ ^[(X\X)(B\B)}~^''^ \/ l(X\X){B\B)}'

And if (B\Xy>(B\ B) (X
\

X),

li 1.1 (^1^)
,

/-{BX\BX)
^ = -logp = cosh-^j^^|^^^^|^^j = smh- ^j^^-^^^^ .

(3) Again, let Lp be any subregion of p—1 dimensions which touches

the quadric. This condition requires that Lp should lie in the tangent plane
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to the quadric at some point b, and should contain b. We can prove that

the condition to be satisfied by Lp is, (Lp
\

Lp) = 0.

For let li, I2, ... lp, be assumed to be p mutually normal points on Lp,

which is possible according to § 113 (5).

Then by § 120 (1) (4 I

Lp) = {k
\
k) (k \k) (^p I

Hence if (Lp
\

Lp) = 0, then one at least of the points k, ... lp must be

self-normal. Assume that lp is the self-normal point b. Then the remaining

points li, I2, ... Ip-i all lie on the plane
|

b, which is the tangent plane of b.

Thus Plucker's conception of the line equation of a quadric in three dimen-

sions can be generalized for any subregion in any number of dimensions*.

(4) Consider the four subregions Bp, Xp, Ap, Ap, oi p — 1 dimensions

which lie in the same subregion of p dimensions. Then considering this

containing subregion as a complete region we see that Bp, Xp, Ap, Ap have

the properties of planes in this region.

Let Ap and Ap both contain the subregion of /o — 2 dimensions in which

Bp and Xp intersect. So that Ap = \Bp + fxXp, and Ap = X'Bp + pfXp . Then

the four subregions Bp, Xp, Ap, Ap form a range with a definite anharmonic

ratio Xfi'/X'/ju; let this ratio be called p. Let Ap and Ap touch the self-

normal quadric.

Then Xj/j, and X'/fi are the roots of the quadratic

X' (Bp
I

Bp) + 2V (Bp
I

Xp) + fi' (Xp
I

Xp) = 0.

Hence, as before, if (Bp
\
Xpf < (Bp

\

Bp) (Xp
\

Xp),

then ^ = l.logp=cos- '

2i'-^^ .s/[{Bp\Bp)(Xp\Xp)]-

And if (Bp
I
Xpf > (Bp

I

Bp) (Xp
\

Xp),

then e = llogp = cosh--^-p-j|i^^ .

It is to be noticed that the formulaB for sin 6 and sinh 6 do not hold unless

p be unity or v — 1.

* As far as I am aware this generalized form of Plucker's line-equation has not been given

before.



CHAPTEE IV.

Descriptive Geometry.

125. Application to Descriptive Geometry. An extensive manifold

of — 1 dimensions is a positional manifold of — 1 dimensions with

other properties superadded. These further properties have in general no

meaning for a positional manifold merely as such. But yet it is often

possible conveniently ho prove properties of all positional manifolds by

reasoning which introduces the special extensive properties of extensive

manifolds. This is due to the fact that the calculus of extension and some

of the properties of extensive manifolds are capable of a partial interpreta-

tion which construes them merely as directions to form ' constructions ' in a

positional manifold. Ideally a construction is merely an act of fixing attention

upon a certain aggregate of elements so as to mark them out in the mind

"apart from all others
;
physically, it represents some operation which makes

the constructed objects evident to the senses. Now an extensive magnitude

of any order, say the pth, may be interpreted as simply representing the fact

of the construction of the subregion of p — 1 dimensions which it represents.

This interpretation leaves unnoticed that congruent products may differ by

a numerical factor, and that, therefore, extensive magnitudes must be con-

ceived as capable of various intensities. Accordingly, in all applications of

the Calculus to Positional Manifolds by the use of this interpretation it

will be found that the congruence of products is the sole material question,

and that their intensities can be left unnoticed
;
except when the products

are numerical and are the coefficients of elements of the first order which

have intensities in positional manifolds. The sign of congruence, viz. = [cf

§ 64 (2)], rather than that of equality is adapted to this type of reasoning.

Also supplements never explicitly appear, since they answer to no mental

process connected with this type of reasoning.

126. Explanation OF Procedure. (1) In the present chapter and in

the succeeding one some applications of the calculus to positional manifolds

are given. Except in § 130 on Projection, the manifolds are of two dimensions.
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and the investigations form an example of the application of the Calculus to

Descriptive Geometry of Two Dimensions. Other applications of this type

have already been given in §§ 106, 107.

(2) In two dimensional complete regions the only products are of two

points which produce a linear element, of two linear elements which produce

a point, and of a point and a linear element which produce a numerical

quantity. If a product yields an extensive magnitude, the act of using such

a product is equivalent to the claim to be able to construct that subregion

which the magnitude represents. Thus the product ab represents the indefi-

nitely produced line joining ah, and the use of the product is the equivalent

to drawing the line. Similarly if L and L' are two linear elements in a

plane, the use of LL' is equivalent to the claim to be able to identify the

point of intersection of the two lines L and L', which by hypothesis have

been constructed. Thus the representation of a point by a product of certain

assumed points is the construction of that point by drawing straight lines

joining the assumed points and is the point of intersection of lines thus drawn.

127. Illustration of Method. The method of reasoning in the

application of this algebra to Descriptive Geometry is exemplified by the

proof of the following theorem*.

If abc and def be two coplanar triangles, and if s be a point such that

sd, se, sf cut the sides he, ca, ah respectively in three collinear points, then

sa, sh, sc cut the sides ef,fd, de respectively in three collinear points.

For by hypothesis

(sd . be) (se . ca) (sf. ah) = 0.

Hence by the extended rule of the middle factor

{(sdc) b — (sdb) c] [(sea) c — (sec) a} {(sfh) a — (sfa) b] = 0.

Multipl3dng out and dividing by the numerical factor (abc),

(sdc) (sea) (sfh) — (sdb) (sec) (sfa) = 0.

The symmetry of this condition as between the triangles abc and def

proves the proposition.

128. VON Staudt's Construction. (1) Let a, c, b represent any three

points in a two-dimensional region, which are not collinear.

In ac assume any point d arbitrarily, and in eh assume any point e.

Since the intensities of a, c and b are quite arbitrary, we may assume that

d = a 8c, e = b ec,

where S and e are any assumed numerical magnitudes.

Then it is to be proved that any point x on ac (i.e. of the form a -f fc) can

be exhibited as a product of the assumed points, or in other words can be

constructed. This construction to be given is due to von Staudti*.

* Due, I believe, to H. M. Taylor. t Geometrie der Lage, 1847.
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(2) Firstly, consider the following products, or in other words make the

constructions symbolized by them :

q — ae. db, qi = qc. de, pi = qj) . ac.

Thus pi = ae .db .c .de.h . ac.

Then is the point a + 28c.

b

a

Fig. 1.

For q=(ab -\- eac) (ab + Scb) = Sab . cb + eac . ab + eBac . cb

= S (acb) b + € (acb) a+ eB (acb) c = - (abc) {ea -\-Bb + eBc]

= €a+ Bb + eBc
;

where the numerical factor — (abc) has been dropped for brevity. This will be

done in future without remark.

qi = (eac -f Bbc) . (Zc = (eac + Bbc) (ab + eac + Bcb)

= eac . ab + Beac . c6 + Bbc . ab + Bebc . ac

= e (acb) a + Be (acb) c + 8 (ac6) b + Be (acb) c = ea + 86 + 28ec.

= qib .ac= €[a + 28c) b.ac = e (abc) [a + 28c} = a + 28c.

Hence pi is the point a + 28c.

(3) Again, substitute d for a and for d in the above product. The

new lines in the figure are represented by dotted lines. Then since pi= d-h Be,

we obtain the point

P2 = de . pj) . c .piC .b .dc = d-{- 28c = a + 38c.

Similarly by substituting pi for d and p2 for p^ in this construction, we find

^3 = a + 48c, and so on successively. Thus finally if v be any positive integer,

we find p^ = a+(v -\-l) Be.
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(4) Secondly, consider the point e' = qpi .bc = b— ec (cf. fig. 2).

Make the following construction,

rj = ae . de, = rj) . ac = ae . de . b . ac.

Now

ri = (ab — eac) (ab + eac + Bcb) = eab . ac + Bab . cb — eac . ab — Seac . cb

= - 2eac . ab + Sa6 . c6 - Beac . c6 = - 2e (ac6) a + 8 {acb) b-8e (acb) c
;

and Pi = — (acb) {2ea6 + Becb] . ac = a + ^8c.

(5) Similarly by substituting p, instead of d in this construction we

obtain

1 o

6

Fig. 2.

and by continually proceeding in this manner we finally obtain if v be any

positive integer

(6) Then if yu, be any other positive integer, the construction of the first

figure can be applied /n times starting with instead of with d. Thus the

point ^

can be constructed.
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(7) Thirdly, make the following construction (cf. fig. 3)

q = ab . de', d' — q'e ,ac = ab.de.e. ac.

Fig. 3.

Now q = ab [ab — eac + Bcb] = — eab . ac + Bab .cb = — (abc) [ea + 86}

,

d' = {eae + hbe) ac = {eab + e^ac + hebc) ac

= eab . ac + Bebc .ac = e (abc) {a — Bc]=a — Be.

(8) In this construction if we substitute for d any constructed point of

the form

p^=a + ^Jc,

2"

we obtain

Thus all points of the form (^a ± ~ Bc^ can now be constructed.

(9) Fourthly, let p, p' and be three constructed points, and let

p = a + tnBcy p' = a + ct'Sc, p" = a-\- txy'^Bc.

Then p'=p + (m'- ^) Be.
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Now in the first construction substitute p for a and p' for d. Then
we obtain

p^ =p (ct' — ct) Sc = a + (2t*r' — ot) Sc.

Similarly by substituting p^ for a, and p" for c?, we obtain

= a + (2ct" - 2ot' + ct) Sc
;

and so on by successive substitutions.

(10) But any positive number f, rational or irrational, can be expressed

to any approximation desired in the scale of 2, as the radix of notation,

in the form

/S. + § +§ + § + etc.;

where /5o is the integer next below f and ySi, etc. are either unity or zero.

If the series is finite any point of the form a ± fSc can be constructed

in a finite number of constructions; if the series is infinite it can be con-

structed in an infinite number of constructions ; and (since the series is

convergent) this means that in a finite (but sufficiently large) number of

constructions we can construct a point a ± ^'hc, where f f' is less than any

assigned finite number however small.

Thus any point a+^c on the line ac can be constructed, and similarly any

point on the line he can be constructed ; and it is sufficiently easy to see that

any point a + ^b-i-njc can be constructed.

This type of construction can easily be extended to a projective manifold

of any dimensions.

129. Grassmann's Constructions. (1) Grassmann's constructions*

in a complete region of two dimensions have for their ultimate object to

construct the point a-\-yfr(^^, f2) (0^1 + ^2), where ^jri^i, fa) is any rational

integral homogeneous function of fi, and a, a^, a<i are any three given not

collinear points, provided also that the point a + fitti + ^2^2 and als(3 certain

points of the form a + ttidi + 02^2 are given, where the a's are known coefficients.

In order to accomplish this end the constructions are given for the following

series of points,

a + ?i(ai + a2), a+?2(ai + a2), a + ?i?2(ai + a2),

a + fi" (tti + (X2) {where v is any positive integer), a + ^2" («i + «2),

^ ^ 7igi 72^2 ^ [where 71 + 72 is not zero}.
7i + 72

Then finally a construction is deduced for

7 + 7 +...

when 7 + 7' + ... is not zero, and yb, v, fjtf, v', ... are positive integers, and

^ -\- V fJb -\-
v' = ....

* Cf. Ausdehnungslehre von 1862, §§ 325—329.
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(2) Let a, a^, denote any three elements forming a reference triangle

in the two dimensional region ; let it* = a + fi^i + f2^2; and let c2 = a + ai + ag.

Fig. 4.

Firstly, make the following constructions (fig. 4),

2/1 = ^2 . ady y.2 — ocai . ad.

Then = (aa^ + fi^iag) (aai -\- aa^) = - (aaitt^) {a + f1 (cii + ^2)}

= a + f1 («! + a2)-

Note that in future numerical factors which do not involve f1 or will be

dropped without remark.

Similarly 2/2 = 0^ + f2 (^i + ^2)-

(3) Secondly, make the following constructions (fig. 4),

Bj = y^a^ . a^d, x = e^a . yia^, y = x'ai . ad.

= (aai + f2«2«i) («^2a + aatti)

= — (aai^a) 0^ — (ddidi) 0^1 — f2 (dciidi) 0"2.

= a + Oi + ^2^2.

a?' = (ojd + f2«2<*) (o^ct2 + fiaia2)

= — {aa^a^ ci — ^1 {aa^a<^ ctj — fif2 {ddid'^ 0^2

= (aaittg) [a + fif2 («i + o,^] = « + fif2 («i + ^2)

= 1/20^1 . ttgC^ . a . y^a^ . a^ . ac?.

(4) Now substitute y^ for 3/2 in the above construction (fig. 5). We
obtain

Vi = yiCi^i ' ct^d . a . y^a^ . . ad = a + ^{^ {a^ + a^).

Then

And

And
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Similarly we construct

2/2' = 2/2^1 .(hd.a. y^a^ .a^.ad = a-{- ^oj {a^ + a^.

Fig. 5.

It is also obvious that in the constructions and can be interchanged.

Thus

y = y^a^ . a^d . a . y-jx^ . . ad,

and 2// = y^a^ . a^d . a . y^ai . . ad,

and y^ = 3/2^*2 • a\d . a . y^a-^ . . ad.

Also in the construction in subsection (3) for y from y^ and y^, y^ and y^

can be interchanged, thus giving two fresh forms of the construction, namely,

y = y^a^ . a^d . a . 2/2^*2 • ^^i • ad, and y = y^a^ . a^d . a . y^a-^^ . a^ . ad.

(5) Let the symbol (^/) stand for the point a + f/ (ai + a^), and similarly

let (^2") stand for the point a + f2" (^i + a^), and let {^1^2^) stand for the point

a + {a, + a2).

Now substitute the point (fi") for y^ in the first construction given for

2/, then we obtain

(f1"+^) = (f1") . ttgC^ . a . yia^ . ai . ad.

(6) Again, let pJ?i denote that the point p has been multiplied succes-

sively by the factors aj, a^d, a, y^a^, aj, ad, so that pRi stands for the point

pai . a^d . a . y^a^ . Oi . ad. In order to avoid misconception it may be men-

tioned that i?i is not the product a^ . a^d . a . y^a^ .a^.ad] for in pR^ the first

factor tti is multiplied into the point p. Also pR^ is itself a point : let

{pR^ Ri be denoted by pRi^, and so on.
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N

By applying this notation to the construction for (f/^O in terms of fj",

we see that when z/ is a positive integer, (fi") = yiR/'K

Since t/iOg = xa^, Ri may be conceived to stand for the set of factors

Oj, cu^y a, xa^, Oi, ad successively multiplied on to a point. Also = xa^. ad.

Hence (fi") = xa<^ . ad . Ri"'^.

Thus the point a + f i" (ai + a^ is exhibited as a product in which x occurs

V times.

(7) Similarly interchanging the suffixes 1 and 2, let R^ stand for the

set of factors a^, a^d, a, xa^, a^, ad successively multiplied on to a point.

* Also 2/2 = ^cii ' f^d.

Hence (f/) = xa-, . ad .

Thus the point a + fs** (aj + a<^ is exhibited as a product in which x occurs

fi times.

c

Fig. 6.

(8) Again, in any of the constructions for y (say the first) substitute (^1")

and (la**) for y^ and
3/2, say, for example, (fi") for 3/1 and (fa'*) for y^.
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Then (fi"?2") = {^^^) a^.a^.a. (f a^.a^. ad.

Hence the point a + ((Xi + ^2) is represented as a product in which sc

occurs (//, + v) times.

(9) Finally, let p and p' be any two points a + w (ai + a^) and

a + ot' (aj + ofa) on the line ac? ; and let c denote any point y^Or^ — y^a^ on the

line a^a^. Make the constructions (fig. 6)

q = pai . p'otg, r = qc .ad= pa^ . pa^ .c .ad.

Then q = pa^ . p'a^ = {aa^a^ ja + ^'aj + Tsa^,

r = {7iaai — y^f^a^ + (71^ + 72^') «2<Xil [at^i + aa^

= (aa^a^) {(71 + 72) + (71^ + 72^') + «2)1

71+72

Similarly, let p'' denote a third point a + -gt" (aj + aa), and let c denote

the point (71 + 72) fti — 73^2 • Make the construction

r =raa.p a^.c .ad=a-\- — (a. + aX
71 + 72 + 73

And so on for any number of points p, p\ p", etc.

Thus if any number of points of the form {^x^<t) have been constructed,

then the point

7 + 7 + ...

can be exhibited in the form of a product.

(10) Hence the numerical product

7 + 7 + • •
•

It will be observed that x occurs in this product ((//, + v) + {fj!
\- v) + . .

.]

times, and that therefore if x be written in the form rja + r)^a^ + rj^a^, then the

product is a homogeneous function of T/a of degree [{fjb + v)+{fi -\-v) + ...].

But let p be the greatest of the numbers {fi + z/), {fx + v), etc., then it is

easily verified that the homogeneous function represented by the product is

any required homogeneous function of degree p multiplied by 77 to the power

:

[{(//- -\- v) •\- {p/ -\- v) + ...} — p], and also by some constant numerical factor.

If however we keep x in the form a + ^^a^ + ^^a^, then the most general

rational integral algebraic function (not necessarily homogeneous) of fi and

fa can be exhibited in the form of a product ; or if <^(fi, ^2) be the function,

it can be represented by a point

which is constructed as a product of the point x and fixed points, partly

arbitrarily chosen and partly chosen to suit the special function.
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130. Projection. (1) Definition. Let the complete region be of v — 1

dimensions, and let x, y, etc., be elements on any given plane A of this

region. Let e be any given point not on this plane and let B be any other

given plane. Then the lines ex, ey, etc., intersect the plane B in elements

x\ y\ etc.: the assemblage of elements x\ y\ etc., on the plane B is called the

projection on B from the vertex e of the assemblage of elements x, y, etc., on

the plane A.

Definition. Two assemblages of elements x, y, etc., on the plane A and

x', y\ etc. on the plane A\ which is not necessarily distinct from A, are

called mutually projective, if one assemblage can be derived from the other

by a series of projections.

If one figure can be deduced from another by a single projection, the two

figures are obviously in perspective.

(2) These constructions can be symbolized by products : thus the pro-

jection of X on to the plane B from the vertex e is x=xe.B. Let the

projected points always be assumed to be at intensities which are deduced

from the intensities of the original points according to this formula.

Since (\x + //-y) e.B = Xxe . B -f fiye . B, it follows that any range of ele-

ments on a line is projected into a homographic range.

(3) Proposition L Let any subregional element in the plane A be

denoted by the product tJ/j
,
x^ ... Xp , where p is less than v — 2; also let

Xi, x^ ... Xp be the projections of the points x-^^, x^, ... Xp on to the plane B
from the vertex e, so that for instance x^ = x^e . B ; then it will be proved

that*

iCj'^a' sOp = (eBy~^ X1X2 . . . Xpe . B = x^^x^ . . . Xpe . B.

In other words, if Xp be any subregional element of the pth order, and

Xp be the corresponding subregional element formed by the projected points,

then

X; = (eBy-' Xpe.B= Xpe . B.

Thus Xp will be called the projection of Xp, and the above equation forms

the universal formula for the projection of elements of any order.

(4) In order to prove this formula the following notation will be useful.

Let X1X2 . . • (Xtr) . . . Xpe denote that the elements e, with the excep-

tion of Xa, are multiplied together in the order indicated. Then the extended

rule of the middle factor gives the transformations

«r=p

x^x^ ...Xpe.B= 2 (— 1)*^-^ {x^B) x^x^ . . . {x„) ... Xpe-\-(-Vf (eB) x^x^ ...Xp.
(7=1

Also ir'p+i = iCp+i e. B= (xp+i B)e — {eB) Xp^^ .

But x-^x^ . . . {xa) ... Xpe . e = 0,

and X1X2 . . . (x„) ...Xpe. Xp+^ = — x^x^ . . . (xa) . . . XpPOp+^e .

* This formula has not, I think, been stated before.
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Hence by multiplication and rearrangement of factors it follows that

{xiX^ ... XpB .B] a;'p+i = {—\y (eB) (^p+j B) x^cc^ ... x^e

+V (- 1)*^-^ (eB) (x^B) x^x^ ...(x^)... a?p+ie - (- 1)p (eBy x^x^ . . . a^p+j

<r=\

= {eB) S (- 1)'^-^ {x^B) x^x^ ...(x^)... x,+, e + (- 1)^+' {eB)x,x, . . . x,+,

= (eB) X1X2 . . . Xp+ie . B.

Hence by successively applying this theorem we deduce

Xj^X2 ...x/ = {eB)p~'^ X1X2 ... Xpe . B = x-^x^, ...x^e.B.

(5) It is obvious that the relation between a point x and its projection

x is reciprocal ; that is, if x be the projection of a; on 5 from vertex e, then

X is the projection of x' on A from vertex e.

For x'e.A = {(xB)e - (eB) x]e . A = -(eB) xe . A
= (eB) (eA) x = x,

since (xA) = 0, by hypothesis.

Thus two figures are projective if they can both be projected into the

same figure.

(6) Proposition II. Any three collinear points are projective with any

other three collinear points.

This is the same as the proposition that any two homographic ranges

are projective.

Firstly, let the two lines L and L', on which the points respectively lie,

be intersecting, so that the complete region is of two dimensions. Let a, b, c

and a, b', c be the two sets of three points on L and L' respectively.

Take e and e any two points on aa'. Construct the points eb . e'b' and

ec . e'c : call them the points b", c". Construct the point aa . b"c" = o!'.

Then we have evidently

a — a"e . L, 6 = b"e . L, c = c"e . L,

and a' = a"e' . L\ b' = b"e' . L', c' = c"e' . L'.

Thus the collinear points a"
,
6", d' can be projected both into a, 6, c and

a, b\ c'. Hence a, b, c and a, b\ c' are projective.

(7) It may be noticed that if the regressive multiplications are defined

for a complete region of three dimensions and the ranges abc and a'b'c' be

coplanar, then the above results must be written

a = a"e . Ld, b = b''e . Ld, c = o"e . Ld,

and a=a"e.L'd, b' = b"e'.L'd, c=c"e'.Ld\

where d is any point not in the plane of the straight lines L and L', and e and

e being both on aa' are in the plane of L and L'.

w, 15
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And more generally, if the regressive multiplication be defined for a

complete region of — 1 dimensions, let D^^g be any extensive magnitude of

the (z^ — 3)rd order which does not intersect the two dimensional regions

containing L and L', then LD^^^ and L'D^-z can be taken as the planes of the

two projections, so that

a = a"e . LD^,^^, etc., and a' = aV . LD^-^, etc.

(8) Secondly, let the lines containing a, b, c and of a, h' , d be not inter-

secting. Take any point 'p on ahc and 'p' on dh'c'. Construct the line pp'^

and on it take any three points a!\ h'\ c". Then a, h, c and a'\ h", c" are

projective, also a', h', c and a", h'\ c" are projective. Hence a, 6, c and

a', h\ c are projective.

(9) Proposition III. If any p points in a subregion of p — 2 dimen-

sions (with only one addition relation) are projective with any other p
points in another subregion of - 2 dimensions (with only one addition

relation), then any /) + 1 points (with only one addition relation) in a

subregion of p — 1 dimensions are projective with any other /o + 1 points

(with only one addition relation) in another subregion of p — I dimensions.

For let Oi, a^, ... ap+i and 6i, 62, ••• &p+i be any two sets of p + 1 points in

regions of /o — 1 dimensions.

Since the p + 1 points aj . . . ap+i are contained in a subregion oi p — 1

dimensions, apOtp+i must intersect the subregion of the independent points

Oi, tta, ... ap_i in some point c; and similarly hjbp^x must intersect the sub-

region of the independent points h^, 62, ... 6p_i in some point d.

Now by hypothesis a series of projections can be made which transforms

61, 62 ••• ^p-i> d into c. Assume that such a series transforms 6^

and 6p+i into hp and h'p^^.

Let J.p_i stand for the subregional element a^a2 ... ap_.^, and let i)^_p

denote the product of any v — p independent points which do not lie in -4p_i,

where — 1 is the number of dimensions of the complete region. Then

^p_i i)„_p is a planar element.

Again, c, h/, 6'p+i are collinear and so are c, ap, ap+i, hence hp, ¥p+i, ap, ap+i

lie in the same two dimensional region. Therefore aphp and ap+ih'p+i intersect

in some point e.

Let i)„_p be so chosen that e does not lie in the plane Ap-^D^^p : also let

i)„_p contain ap and ttp+j. Then it cannot contain hp and 6'p+i, since it does

not contain e.

Project on to the plane J.p_ii)„_p from the vertex e. The points

1, c are unchanged, being already in that plane, also hp is

projected into ap, and h'p+i into ap+i.

Hence the proposition is proved.

(10) It has already been proved that three collinear points can be pro-

jected into any other three collinear points ; it follows that any p points in a
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subregion of p — 2 dimensions are projective with any other p points in

another subregion of p — 2 dimensions.

(11) PROPOSITION IV. The least number of separate projections required

can also be easily determined. For we have proved in the course of subsec-

tion (9) that if
(f> (p) projections are required for two sets of p points in

subregions of p — 2 dimensions, then <^ (/:)) + 1 projections are required for

two sets of p + 1 points in subregions of p — 1 dimensions. We have there-

fore only to determine the least number requisite to project three collinear

elements a, h, c into three other collinear elements a, h', d.

The construction given above in the second and general case may be

simplified thus. Join ah'. Project from any point e on hh' . Then a is

unaltered, h becomes h' and c becomes some point d'. Now project a, h' c"

from the point of intersection of aa' and c'c". Then a becomes a\ h' is

unaltered, c" becomes c'. Hence two projections are in general requisite.

Thus three projections are requisite for four points in a two dimensional

region, and p — 1 projections for p points in a region of p — 2 dimensions.

(12) These constructions still hold if the two sets of p points are both

in the same subregion of /a — 2 dimensions. In such a case the same series of

projections which transforms one set of p elements into another set of p
elements may be conceived as applied to every point of the subregion. Thus

every point of the subregion is transformed into some other point of the

same subregion.

(13) Proposition V. It will now be proved that the most general t3rpe

of such a projective transformation is equivalent to the most general type of

linear transformation which transforms every point of the given subregion

into another point of that subregion.

If X be the point into which any point x is finally projected, the relation

between x' and x can be written in the form

x' = xe^.B^.e^.B^. e^. B^... Sp-i . Bp^^.

It is obvious therefore that x can be conceived as transformed into x by

some linear transformation. The only question is, whether it is of the most

general type.

Now in the most general type of linear transformation, as applied to a

region of p — 2 dimensions, p — 1 elements must remain unchanged. Let

«!, a^, ... dp-i be these elements, and let any other point x be represented by

Then if x^ be the transformed element corresponding to x, we have

^i = aifiOti +a2f2a2 + ... + ap-ifp-ittp-i, where «!, Oa, ... ap_i are the constants

which in conjunction with the fixed points define by their ratios the linear

transformation.

Hence if a given point g is to be transformed into a given point d, where

g = Sya, and d = we must have, Wj — BJyi, = ^72, • • • «p-i = ^p-i/Tp-i-

15—2
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Accordingly if the p — 1 unchanged points are arbitrarily assumed, it is not

possible by a linear transformation to transform more than one arbitrarily

assumed point into another arbitrarily assumed point.

But it is possible by a series of projections to transform the p points

Oi, ag, ... ap_i, c into the p points ai, a^, ... ap_i, d.

Hence the general type of projection is equivalent to the general type of

linear transformation.

(14) It is to be noticed that a linear transformation can be conceived as

transforming all the points of the complete region of (say) v—1 dimensions.

But these points cannot be projectively transformed without considering

the region of i/ — 1 dimensions as a subregion in a containing region of v

dimensions. This fresh conception is of course always possible without in any

way altering the intrinsic properties of the original region of r - 1 dimen-

sions.

The Theory of Linear Transformation in connection with this Calculus is

resumed in Chapter VI. of this Book.



CHAPTER V.

Descriptive Geometry of Conics and Cubics.

131. General Equation of a Conic. (1) The following investigation

concerning conics and cubics is in substance with some extensions a repro-

duction of Grassmann's applications of the Calculus of Extension to this

subject*. In places the algebra is handled differently and alternative proofs

are given for the sake of illustration.

A quadric surface in a complete region of two dimensions will be called

a conic. It will also in this chapter be called a curve in order to agree with

the usual nomenclature of Geometry.

(2) The complete region is of two dimensions: the product of three

points or of three linear elements or of a point and a linear element is

purely numerical. Also the product of three linear elements, being a pure

progressive product, is associative; thus if Zj, L^, be the linear elements,

(L1L2L3) = (Li . L2L3). Also if p and q be points, then, since L^L^ is a point,

{L^L^pq) is the product of the three points L^L^y p, q. Hence

(L^L^pq) = (L^L^ . pq).

(3) The equation, {xaBcDex) = 0,

where a, c, e are any points and B and D are any linear elements, is evidently,

since x occurs twice, of the second degree in the three co-ordinates of x.

For let 61, 62, es be the three reference points, and let x — ^^ei -f- ^2^2 + ft^a-

Also let the fixed points and lines be written in the form

a = aiCi + 02^2 + oLses , B = ^le^e^ + ^^3^1 + 1336162 ,

and so on ; where Wa, ag, etc., are given numerical coefficients. Then the

given equation, after multiplying the various expressions for the points and

lines, takes the form

{ei626,y (X^ ft^ -F . . . -h 2X^?,?3 + ...) = 0.

Hence, dividing out the numerical factor (^1^263)^ the given equation is

equivalent to a single numerical equation of the second degree defining a

quadric locus.

* Cf. Ausdehnungskhre von 1862, and Crelle, vols, xxxi, xxxvi, lii.
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Write OTjB for the expression (xaBcDex), then the following transformations

by the aid of subsection (2) are obviously seen to be true

:

iff^ = [xaBcD . ex] — {ooaBc (D . ex)] = - {xaBc . exD]

= — {c . ctxB . exD] = [c . exB . axB] = — [xeDcBax]
;

where it is to be remembered in proving the transformations that xa is a

linear element, xaB is a point, xaBc is a linear element, xaBcD is a point.

(4) From -era; = — {c . axB . exD] = 0, it is obvious that a and e are points

on the conic. In general c is not on the conic, for the points c, (acB), and

(ecD) are not in general coUinear.

(5) Points in which B and Z) meet the curve. Suppose that B meets

the curve in the point p, and let B = pq. Also substitute p for x in the

expression -573..

Now apB =ap .pq = (apq)p = (aB)p.

Therefore tB-j, = — {c . apB . epD] = (a5) {cp . epD) = 0.

This involves either (i) that {aB) = 0, or (ii) that {cp . epD) = 0.

(i) Let (aB) = 0. Then axB = (aB) x - (xB) a = - (xB) a. Hence

'^x= — i^B) (ca . exD) = 0.

Therefore the curve splits up into the two straight lines

{xB) = 0, and {ca . exD) = 0.

Similarly if {eD) = 0, the curve becomes the two straight lines

{xD) = 0, and {ce.axB) = 0.

These special cases in which the conic degenerates into two straight lines

will not be further considered.

(ii) Let {cp . epD) = 0. Then [cp . epD] = }c (jp . epD)].

But p . epD =p {{eD)p - {pD)e] = - {pD)pe.

Hence {cp . epD) = {pD) {cep) = 0,

so that p lies in Z) or in the line ce.

Accordingly the two points in which B intersects the curve slto B . D and

B.ce.

Similarly the points in which D intersects the curve are B . D and D . ca.

(6) Letg = B.D, b = B.ce, d = D.ca.

Then h = {Be)c-{Bc)e, d = {Da) c - {Dc) a.

Hence eh.ad^ {Be) {Da) [ec . ac] = {Be) {Da) {eac) c = c.

Also we may write B = hg, D = dg.

Hence the equation becomes

{(xa . hg) {eh . ad) {dg . ex)] = 0

;

where a, b, d, e, g are five given points on the curve and a? is a variable point.

(7) Conversely, if we take any five points a, b, d, e, g and write,

[{xa . bg) {eb . ad) {dg . ex)] = 0,
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then the above reasoning shows that the five points are on the curve which

is the locus of x. But only one conic can be drawn through five points;

therefore by properly choosing the five points this equation can be made
to represent any conic section, and is therefore the general equation of the

second degree.

(8) If we perform the constructions indicated by the products on the

left-hand side (cf. fig. 1), we see that the equation is a direct expression of

Pascal's theorem, which is thereby proved.

b

.X
j

e

d

Fig. 1.

(9) Perform the operation of taking the supplement on the equation,

and write X for the linear element \x, A for \a, and so on. Then

I

{(xa . bg) (eb . ad) (dg . ex)} = {{XA . BG) (EB . AD) {DG . EX)]

= 0.

This is the general tangential equation of a conic [cf. § 107 (4)] : hence from

subsection (7) it follows that A, B, D,E,G are tangents ; and the equation is

a direct expression of Brianchon's Theorem.

132. Further Transformations. (1) These results can be obtained

by a different method which forms an instructive illustration of the algebra.

The following series of transformations follow immediately fi'om the

extended rule of the middle factor

:

axB = (aB) x — (xB) a
;

hence, axBcDx = {(aB) xc . D - (xB) ac .D}x

= (aB) (xD) cx - (xB) (aD) cx + (xB) (cD) ax.

Now (aB) (xD) - (xB) (aD) = x [(aB) D - (aD) B]=x[a. DB] = (xa . DB).

Hence, axBcDx — (xa . DB) cx + (a^B) (cD) ax,

and, (axBcDxe) = (xa . DB) (cxe) + (xB) (cD) (axe).
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Thus the equation of the curve, 'ur^ — 0, can be written

{xa . DB) {cxe) + {xB) {axe) (cD) = 0.

(2) To find where B meets the curve, put (xB) = 0. Then either

(xa . DB) = 0, or (cxe) = 0.

Thus either x is the point BD or it is the point ceB ; therefore these are the

points where B meets the curve.

Similarly the points where D meets the curve are BD and caD.

(3) Obviously the points a and e lie on the curve.

(4) If (cD) = 0, the curve degenerates into the two straight lines

(xa . BD) = 0, (xce) = 0.

Similarly if (cB) = 0, the curve becomes the two straight lines,

(xe . BD) = 0, (xca) = 0.

(5) To find the second point in which any line through the point a cuts

the curve.

Let L be the line, then (aZ) = 0. Let x be the required point in L, then

xa = L.

Hence (xaBcDex) = (LBcDex) = 0.

Hence x is incident in the linear element LBcDe, also x is incident in L.

Therefore x = LBcDeL.

(6) It is to be noticed that a apart from L does not appear explicitly

in this expression for x. Hence the theorem can be stated thus

:

If a be any variable point on the line L, the conic through the five

points a. BD, ceB, e, caD passes through the fixed point LBcDeL.

(7) The conditions that T should be the tangent at a are (aT) = 0, and
a = TBcDeT.

(8) The general expression tn-a; is susceptible of a very large number
of transformations of which the following is a type

:

xa.bg = (xhg) a - (ahg) x, eh.ad = (ehd) a - (eba) d, dg.ex = (dgx) e - (dge) x.

Hence {(xa . hg)(eh . ad)(dg . ex)} =(eba)(dge)(xhg)(adx) - (eba)(ade)(xbg){dgx)

-H (abg) (ehd) (dgx) (aex) — (ahg) (eha) (dgx) (dex).

(9) The equation,

(xa^B^a^B^ . . . an-A-ia^x) = 0,

represents a conic. Hence the following theorem due to Grassmann

:

'If all the sides of an n-sided polygon pass through n fixed points

respectively, and n — 1 of the corners move on n — 1 fixed lines respectively,

the nth comer moves on a conic section.*
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133. Linear Construction of Cubics. The first linear constructions

satisfied by any point of a cubic were given by Grassmann* in 1846; and

the theory was extended and enlarged by him in 1848 and 1856 *(*. An
indefinite number of such linear constructions of increasing complexity can

be successively written down by the aid of the calculus. The simplest types

are given by

{xaAa^ . xhBkCbi .ooc) = 0 (1),

(xaAai . oobBbi . xc) = 0 (2),

{x . xaBcD . xaiBiCiDi) = 0

)

(xaBcnxD,c,B,a,x) = 0} ^ ^'

(xaA .xbB.xcG) = 0 (4).

The two equations, marked (3), are alternative forms of the same equa-

tion. It is to be noted that none of these constructions give a method of

discovering points on a cubic ; but that, given a point « on a cubic, the

constructions can be made. Thus a point x on the cubic will be said to

satisfy the corresponding construction, but not to be found by it.

134. First Type of Linear Construction of the Cubic. (1) To

investigate the construction

{xaAa^ . xbBkCbi . xc) = 0.

This equation asserts that if the three lines xaAai, xbBkCb^, xc are

concurrent, the locus of a; is a cubic. Let y be the point of concurrence

;

then the construction is exemplified in figure 2.

(2) It has now to be proved that any cubic can be represented by

this construction. This will be proved by shewing that by a proper choice

* Of. Grelle's Journal, vol. xxxi.

t Cf. Grelle's Journal^ vols, xxxvi. and lii.
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of the fixed lines and points of the construction the cubic may be made

to pass through any nine arbitrarily assumed points. Thus we proceed

to investigate the solution of the following problem : Given any nine arbi-

trarily assumed points in a plane to find a linear construction satisfied by

any point of the cubic passing through them.

But previously to the direct solution of this problem in § 135 some

properties of the expression (xaAa^ . xhBkChx . xc) must be investigated.

(3) Let ts-jc stand for the product {xaAa^ . xhBkCbi . xc).

Then era; = — (xaAa^ . xc . xhBkCb^.

Now put p = xaAai .xc, q = xbB.

Then ot^; = — . qkCbi) = (phiCkq).

It is easily proved that (phiCkq) = — (qkCbip).

(4) To find the particular positions of x for which ^ = 0, or = 0.

Now p = 0, when x = a, and when x= c.

Also by § 105 p = (xaAaic) x — (xaAaix) c

= {(xA) (aoic) — (aA) (xaic)] x - {xA) (a(hx) c.

Hence all the points x for which p = 0 (except x — c) must satisfy (in

order to make the coefficient of c zero) either (xA) = 0, or (xaai) = 0.

If (xA) = 0, then, since the coefficient of x must also be zero, (xaic) = 0.

Hence x = aicA ; and thus OicA is another of the required values of x for

which p vanishes.

If {xaai) = 0, then (xA) (aa^c) — (aA) (xaic) = 0. The only point on the

line aai which satisfies this equation is the point a. For if Xa + fia^ be

substituted for x, the equation reduces to fju (a^A)(aa^c) = 0; and hence, //< = 0.

Hence the three values of x for which ^ = 0 are a, c, OicA.

The only value of x for which q = 0 is x = b.

(5) To investigate the values of x for which p = x. These are included

among the points satisfying the equation px = 0. Though this equation for x

is also satisfied by the points just found which make ^ = 0.

Now px = — {xA) {aoix) ex.

Hence if x lie in A, i.e. if {xA) = 0, or if x lie in aa^, i.e. if {xaa^ = 0,

then p = x. But the points a and a^cA must be excluded, as involving ^ = 0.

(6) The points for which q=iX are given by qx = 0, excluding the

point b for which q = 0.

Now qx = xbBx — (xB) xb.

Hence if (xB) = 0, then q = x.

Thus either of the points AB or aa^B substituted for x in the expressions

and g' make 7)=x = q.
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(7) Hence if x be either of these points

Now {xb^Ckx) = (xbik) (xC).

Therefore (xbiGkx) = 0, implies either (xbik) = 0, or (xG) = 0.

Hence if the points AB and aa^B lie on the cubic they must lie either on

bik or G. Thus ii A,B, G he concurrent, the point of concurrence lies on the

cubic.

This analysis of the equation will enable us easily to follow Grassmann's

solution of the problem.

135. Linear Construction of Cubic through nine arbitrary

POINTS. (1) Let the nine given points be a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i ; and let

the cubic be (xaAa^ . xbBkGbi . xc) — 0. Then the curve obviously goes

through the points a, b, c.

Let a-^cA, which lies on the cubic [cf § 134 (4)], be the point d; and let

A, B, G he concurrent in the point e, which is therefore on the cubic by

§134 (7). Hence we may write A = de.

Let the point aa^B lie on bjc and therefore be on the cubic by § 134 (7) :

let it be the point /, so that {fbjc) — 0. Hence both e and/ lie on B ; there-

fore we may write B = ef. Also a^cA = d now becomes a^c .de = d; hence d

is the point of intersection of (iiC and de and therefore (aicd) = 0. And
{a^aB) =f becomes a^a . ef=/; hence (a^af) = 0. Therefore, since lies both

in cd and in af, we may assume ai = af. cd.

It has been assumed that no three of a, c, d, e, /, are coUinear ; for other-

wise some of these equations become nugatory.

(2) We have k, G, bi still partially at disposal: the conditions to be

satisfied by them being only,

(Ge) = 0, {fbjc) = 0.

Now let . ^1 = gaAa^ .gc=ga (de) (of . cd) . gc,

= haAai .hc = ha (de) (af. cd) . he,

ii = laA tti . ic = ia (de) (af. cd) . ic,

g, = gbB =gb.ef,

= hbB — hb . ef

% = ibB = ib . ef

Thus the six points g^, h^, ii, g^, 4 can be obtained by linear construc-

tions from the nine given points a,b, c, ... i. We proceed to choose k, G, 6i,

so that the following equations hold [cf § 134 (3)]

(gJcGb,g,)^0, (h,kGbA) = 0, (iJcGb^H) = 0.
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(3) Let G and k be chosen, if possible, to satisfy the equation

(iAGku) = 0

without conditioning h^. Then for this purpose we must write iJ)iC = ^ ; that

is to say, G must be assumed to pass through i^. But e lies in G, hence we
must assume G = eii.

Hence k is given by (^I'li's) = 0. Further, except in the special case in

which (feii) = 0, k and are also [cf. subsection (1)] related by (fkbi) = 0.

Thus k = iii2.fbi, where is as yet any arbitrarily assumed point.

(4) The remaining equations can be written

(kg^GgA) = 0, {kh.,GhA) = 0.

Hence k must also be such that the three lines kf, kg^Gg^, kh^Gh^ intersect in

the same point bi', also k lies in iii^. Therefore k is one of the points in

which t'lta intersects the cubic curve,

(of. xg^Gg^ . xh^Ghy) = 0.

(5) But this curve is formed of three straight lines. For if x be any

point in (7, then

xgJJ = Xj xhju = x^

and hence {xf . xg^Gg^ . xh^Gh^) = (xf . xg^ . xh^) = 0.

Thus G is part of the locus.

Now ^2 (= g^^) ^2 (= hbB) both lie on B, also / lies on B. Thus if x

be any point on B,

xf= B, xgjJgx = BGg^, xh^Gh^ = BGhi.

Hence (xf . xg.Gg, . xh,Gh,) = (B . BGg, . BGh^) = 0.

Thus B is part of the locus.

(6) Hence the remainder of the locus is another straight line.

To find this required line, let y = xf. xg^Gg^.

Then ( y . xh^Ghi) = (xh^Gh^y) = — ( yh-JJh^x).

Hence the equation of the three straight lines is

{xf . xg^Ggi . xhJJh^ = [xf{xg^Gg-^ hyGh^x] = 0.

This equation is satisfied by any value of x for which

xf(xg^Gg^ h^ = 0;

that is, by any value of x making xf and xgJJg^ intersect in ; that is,

if X satisfies (^//^i) = 0, and {xg^GgJi^) = 0. But (xg^Gg^h^) = (h^g^Gg^x) ; hence

X must lie in the intersection of ffh and h^iGg^. Therefore

so = KgxGg^ .fK.

Similarly another point on the third line is gxKGh^.fg^. Hence the

required line which completes the locus is

(%iC^2 -fK) (gAG/h .fg,).
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(7) Put K=^{hg,Cg,.fh){gACh.fg,).

Then k must lie in [by subsection (3)] and in i? or C or K.

Now the assumed equation of the cubic is

(xaAai . oobBkCbi . xc) = 0.

Assume that k lies in B, Then xhBk = (xbk) B.

Hence the equation of the cubic becomes

(xbk) (xaAai . BCbi . xc) = 0.

Accordingly the cubic degenerates into the straight line bk and a conic

section ; and cannot therefore be made to pass through any nine arbitrarily

assumed points.

Assume that k lies in C. Then xbBkC = (xbBG) k.

Hence the equation of the cubic becomes

(xbBC) (xaAoi . kb^ . xc).

Thus in this case also the cubic degenerates in a conic section and a

straight line, namely, BCb.

Therefore the only possibility left is that k lie in K. It will be shown

that this assumption allows the cubic to be of the general type by showing

that the cubic passes through the nine arbitrarily assumed points.

Hence let it be assumed that k = i-^i^K.

Accordingly with these assumptions the equations

(gAGkg2) = 0, (hAGkh,) = 0, (iAGki,) = 0,

are satisfied.

Again, bi has been determined, for by subsection (4) it is the point of

intersection of

kf, kg^Cg^, kh^Ch^;

hence bi = kg^Cg^ . kf.

(8) Finally, therefore, it has been proved that the equation,

xuAot^ . xbBkCbi .xc = 0,

denotes a curve passing through the nine arbitrarily assumed points a, b, c, d,

e,f, g, h, i, provided that A, B, C, a^, bj, k are determined by the linear

constructions,

A=:de, B = ef, C = ei^, ai = af.cd, k^ixi^K, bi = kg^Gg^ . kf \

where

g\ = gci (de) (af. cd) . go, — ha (de) (af . cd) . he, = ia (de) (af . cd) . ic,

g2=gb.ef, h^ = hb.ef i^ = ib.ef

and K = Qhg^Gg^ .fh,) {gAGh -fgi)-

(9) This linear construction satisfied by any point x on the cubic repre-

sents the general property of any ten-cornered figure x, a, b, c, d, e, f g, h, i,

inscribed in a cubic. It is the analogue for cubics of Pascal's Theorem for

conies.
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136. Second Type of Linear Construction of the Cubic. (1)

Equation (2) § 133, namely

(xaAai . xbBbi . xc) — 0

is a simplified form of (1), which has just been discussed. It can be derived

from (1) by putting k = hy. For in this case

xhBhfih, = (wbBhA) 0 - (Cb,) xbBb,

= -(Cb,) xbBb, = xbBb,.

(2) Hence as in § 134 (4) and (7) the points a, b, c, a^cA, AB, aaJB are

seen to lie on the curve.

Similarly, from the symmetry of the equation, bxcB, hb^A are seen to be

points on the curve.

Also it is easy to see that aa^ . bb^ is a point on the curve.

Let these nine points be denoted by a, 6, c, d, e, f, g, h, k respectively ; so

that

d = aicA, e = ABy f^aa^B, g = bicB, h = bbiA, k = aa^.bb^.

(3) To prove that the cubic denoted by this equation is of the general

type.

Take any cubic, and inscribe in it any quadrilateral khef as in the

figure 3.

Let the side kh meet the curve again in h, the side he meet the curve

again in d, the side ef in the side fk in a. Assume c to be any other

point of the curve not collinear with any two of the other points. Then
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the assumed points on it determine the cubic. Join cd cutting ^in a^, and

eg cutting hk in bi. Then iffe = B,he = A, the equation

has been proved to represent a cubic through the nine points. Hence by a

proper choice of constants the equation can represent any cubic.

(4) The construction represented by this equation is exemplified in

figure 4.

V

Fig. 4.

137. Third Type of Linear Construction of the Cubic. (1) The

equation (3) of § 133 is

tar^ = (xaBcDxD^CxB^a^x) = 0.

The points a and obviously lie on the curve.

To discover other points on the curve, notice that by § 132 (1)

axBcDx = {xa . DB) cx + (xB) (cD) ax.

Hence -cja. = (xa . DB) {cxD^c^B^xaT) + {xB) {cD) {axD^c-^B-^xa-^) (A).

But {cxD^cJB^xa^ = 0 is, by § 131 (4) and (5), a conic through the five

points c, «!, ^lA, CittiA, CiC-Bi.

Also {axD^CiB^xa^ — 0 is, by § 131, a conic through the five points a, Oi,

BJ)x, c^Or^D^, c^aBj.

Hence the points B^Di and CittjA lie on both conies and therefore also on

the cubic.

But -CT^ = xa^B^c^DyxDcBax.

Hence BD and caD are also points on the curve,
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(2) As a verification notice that, if x = BD, then

xaB = X, xaBcD = xcD = x, xaBcDx = xx — 0:

also, if x = ca . D, then

xa = ca, xaBc = caBc = ca, xaBcDx = caDx = xx = 0.

(3) To find where D cuts the curve a third time; note that axBcD

is a point in D ; hence if x be also in D, axBcDx = D, excluding the case

when axBcDx is zero.

Hence, by substituting D for axBcDx in the equation of the curve, we

see that x satisfies (DD^c^B^a^x) = 0, and {Dx) = 0 : therefore x = DD^CiB^aJ).

Hence D cuts the curve in the three points BD, caD, DD^CiB^a^D, and

similarly Dj cuts the curve in the three points B^D^y c^aj)^, DJ)cBaD^.

(4) The two conies {cxD-^JB-^xa^) = 0, and {axD^CiBxa-^) — 0, have been

proved to intersect in the three points ai, BJ)^, c^aj)^. The fourth point

of intersection is caB^c^B^a^ . ca ; since by § 132 (5) this is the point in

which the line ca meets either conic.

Hence the three points in which the line ca meets the cubic are a,

caB, caDiCiB^ai . ca. Similarly the three points in which the line c^a^ meets

the cubic are a-^
, CiCtiA >

CxO^DcBa . c-^a^ .

(5) It is easy to obtain expressions for the three points in which the

line BDa cuts the cubic. Two of the points are already known, namely, a

and BD. To find the third notice that from equation (A) of subsection (1),

the required point is the point, other than a, in which the line cuts the conic

(xaD^cAaiOo) = 0. By § 132 (5) this is the point {BDa) D^c^B^a^ (BDa), which

can also be written

BDaD^c^B.a, . BDa.

Thus the three points in which BDa meets the cubic are a, BD,

BDaD^CiB^a^ . BDa. Similarly the three points in which B^D^ai meets the

cubic are a-^, B^D^, Bjy^OiDcBa . B^D^a^.

(6) To find the three points in which B cuts the curve, notice that

if (xB) = 0, then from equation (A) of subsection (1) the equation of the

curve reduces to

{xa . DB) (cxD^CiBixai) = 0.

Hence either xa . DB = 0, and x = BD, which has been already discovered;

or (xcDidB^aix) = 0. Therefore the two remaining points in which B meets

the cubic are the points in which B meets the conic {xcD^CxB^a^x) = 0.

These points can be immediately expressed, if B — B^. In this case the

cubic becomes

(xaBcDxDiCiBaix) — 0
;

and it will be proved [cf. subsection 13] that the equation still represents any

cubic curve,
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The points where B meets the conic, {xcD^c-^Ba^x) = 0, have been proved

in § 131 (5) to be BD^ and cc^^B. Hence B meets the simplified cubic in

the three points BD, BD^, cCxB.

(7) The transformation

OT-^ = — ^ . xaBcD . xaiB^CiDi

is established as follows.

Let Xx = xaBcDxD^CiBi, then "07^ = x^a^x = — x^^ , xa^^ since the product

of three points is associative.

Let = xaBcDxDiCi, then 7^^ = — X^B^. xax = X^.xa^B^', since the pro-

duct of three linear elements is associative.

Let x.^ = xaBcDxDi, then -cTa. = x^Ci . xa^B^ = — x.^. xa^BiCi.

Let X4 = xaBcDx, then -cr^ = — XJ)i . xa^B^Cx = X4 . xa^B^CxD^.

Hence ot^, = (xaBcD) x . xa^B^CxD^ — —x. xaBcD . xa-JB^CxD^.

The previous results can be easily obtained by means of this form of

the equation.

(8) The geometrical meaning of the equation is that x, xaBcD, and

xaiBiCiDi are coUinear. This property is shown in the annexed figure 5.

Fig. 5.

Hence if two variable triangles have a common variable vertex, and

two sides, one of each triangle, which meet in the common vertex lie in

the same straight line, and if also the four remaining sides pass respectively

through four fixed points, and the four remaining vertices lie respectively on

four fixed straight lines, then the locus of the common vertex is a cubic.

(9) The four lines A (= ca), D, Ai(= Ci(Xi), A have a special relation to

the cubic

(xaBcDxDiCiBiaix) = 0,

in addition to the fact that the points caD and CiaiDi both lie on the curve

[cf. subsection (1)].

For suppose that the lines A, D, A^, are arbitrarily assumed. Then
'

the points AD (= e) and A^Di (= gj) are determined.

w. 16
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Also suppose that the remaining points in which A and A-^ cut the curve

are arbitrarily assumed on these lines, namely [cf. subsection (4)],

/(= AD^CiB^aiA), /i(= A^DcBaA^), a and ai.

Thus a, a^,f,fx are supposed to be known, and the equations /= AByC^B^a^A

and f^ = AJ)cBaA^ partially determine Ci and jBj, and c and B, which are

the remaining unknowns.

Again the arbitrarily assumed lines T> and are supposed to meet the

curve in two arbitrarily assumed points e (= AB) and ex (= ^lA)- Let two

other points h and in which D and A respectively meet the curve be

arbitrarily assumed, so that [cf. subsection (3)] we may assume

k = DDxCxBaxD, and k, = D,DcBaD,.

Then the remaining points in which D and Dj respectively meet the

curve are [cf. subsection (3)] BD and A^i- Call these points g and gi. It

will now be shown that g and gi are both determined by the previous

assumptions of the eight points a, a^, e, ei,f,fi, k, Ajj; and that accordingly

the group of four lines A, D, A^, Dj must bear some special relation to the

cubic curve which passes through the eight assumed points.

(10) For if Zj and are linear elements and and p^. are points, the

extended rule of the middle factor gives,

LJj^Pi = - (L^pi) A, and p^p^L^ = (pxLx)p^ - (p2Lx)pi.

Remembering these formulae we see that

fai = ABxCiBxOi^cii = — (Aai) AD^CxByax = ADiCiB^ai ;

faxB, = AD,CxB,a,B, = - (a,B,) An,cA = AD.CxB,;

foiBxCi = AD^CiBxCi = - (B^Ci) AD^c^ = AD^Ci.

Hence AD^Ci . fa^ . A = 0.

Similarly DD^Ci .ka^. Bx = 0.

Hence B^ passes through the points AD^Cx .fa^ (=p) and DAci . ka^ (= q).

Therefore we may write B^ = (^A^i -fdi) {DD^Ci . ka^ —P9[-

Hence g^ = AA = Aci .A) (i>Aci . ka^)A = pqDi = (i?A) q - (gA)P-
Now {pD,) == Aci -A . A) = - Acx . A .A)

= (c,A) A -A) = (cxA) (^AA).
And (gA) = (i>Aci .

ka, . A) = - (i^Aci . A • ka,) = (CiA) {DDJca^).

Hence g^ = {AD^fa^ q - {DDJca^) p.

But p = AD,c,
. fa, = (-4AA) - (CiA)^A

;

and q = DA^i . A;ai = {DDJca^ Ci - (ciA;ai) i)A-

Also (ciA) = - (^i/X and {cjca,) = - (^i^;) by subsection (9).

Thus g, = {Axk) (ADxfa,) DD, - {AJ) {DDMx) AD,.
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Hence the position of is completely determined by the arbitrarily

assumed elements.

Similarly the position of ^ is completely determined.

(11) Hence ten points on the cubic are now known. The cubic is there-

fore independent of the positions of c and on A and
;
except that c

must not coincide with a or AD, nor Ci with or A^D^, in which cases some

of the previous equations become nugatory.

(12) We will now prove that the specialized form of equation introduced

in subsection (6), namely

{xaBcDxD^CiBa^x) = 0,

where (cDi) = 0 = (cji)) represents the most general form of cubic.

The three points in which D cuts the curve are [cf. subsection (3)], BD,
caD, DD^c^Ba^D.

But since {c^D) = 0, DD,c,Ba,D = DBa,D = DB.

Hence D touches the curve at BD and cuts it again in caD. Similarly

jDi touches the curve at BD^ and cuts it again in c^aj)^.

Also [cf. subsection (6)] B cuts the curve in the points BD, BD^, cCxB,

Fig. 6.

(13) Now (cf. fig. 6) take any cubic curve and draw the lines D and A
tangents to it at any two points g and g^. Join gg^ by the line B which cuts

the curve in another point h. Through h draw any line cutting D in Ci and

A in c. The tangents D and A cut the curve again in two points e and e^.

16—2
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Now join ec; this line cuts the curve in two points. Call one of the two a.

Similarly call one of the two points, in which eiCi cuts the curve, a^.

Then by construction h = cCiB, e = caD, ex = CiaJD^.

Now the tangents D, at g and and the points A, e, Ci, a, completely

determine the cubic.

But {xaBcLxD^CxBoxx) = 0 is a cubic satisfying these conditions. Hence

this equation represents the assumed cubic.

138. Fourth Type of Linear Construction of the Cubic. (1) The

•equation (4) of § 133 is

{xaA . xhB . xcG) = 0;

and it represents the fact that the points xaA, xbB, xcG are collinear. The

construction is shown in figure 7.

It will be shown that any cubic can be thus described.

Fig. 7.

(2) To find where A cuts the cubic, note that if ^i; lies in J., xaA = x.

Hence (xaA . xhB . xcC) = (x . xhB . xcG) = (xB) xh . xcG

= {xB)(xG)(xbc);

where the sign of congruence means that only constant factors have been

dropped.

Therefore the three points in which A cuts the cubic are AB, AG, bcA.

Hence by symmetry, BG, caB, abG also lie on the cubic. Also obviously

a, 6, c lie on the cubic. Thus the two triangles respectively formed by a, b, c

as vertices, and by -4, -S, (7 as sides are both inscribed in the cubic and their

corresponding sides, namely A and 6c, B and ca, G and a6, intersect also on

the cubic.
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(3) We have to prove that, given any triangle ahc inscribed in a cubic,

a triangle A, B, G always exists with these properties relatively to abc and

the cubic.

Take a, b, c any three points on a given cubic, not collinear. Let be cut

the cubic again in /, ca in g, ab in h.

Let a, b, c be the reference triangle, and let 77, f be the co-ordinates

of any point cc. Then we can write x = ^a + rjb + fc.

Let A, B, C be any straight lines through / g, h. Then, since any

numerical multiples of A, B, and G can be substituted for them, we may
write A=\bc + y,ca + /3,ab,

B = yj)c + fica + 0L2ab,

G = jSsbc + a^ca + vab
;

where X, /a, v are at our disposal and 71, 72, Wo, ySg, otg are known from the

equations, /= beA, g = caB, h = abG and from the fact that one of the letters

with each subscript can be assumed arbitrarily without affecting anything

except the intensities of A, B, G, which are immaterial.

Now xaA = (xA) a — (aA) x

= (abc) {(X? + 7,77 + ) a-\{^a + rjh + fc)}

= (abc) \(rY^7J + A?) « - - He}-

Similarly xbB = (abc) {— fi^a + (ouX + 72?) ^ — A^fc},

£PC(7 = (abc) {- v^a — vrjb + (jS^^ + ots^)}.

Hence, (xaA . . .-rcC) = 0 can be written as the ordinary algebraic

equation.

This becomes on expanding the determinant

(yiv + A?) («2f+ 72?) (A? + «3^) - /^^^? (7i^ + )

- ^'Xff + 72?) - (A? + oi,v) - 2\fMv^v^=0.

This is the equation to a cubic through the six points a, b, c, f, g, h: it is

required to determine X, fi, v so that it may be the given cubic through

these points.

The given cubic is determined by any other three points on it f\,gi, K
forming another triangle. Now X, fi, v can be so determined that the above

equation is satisfied by the co-ordinates of these points. For by substituting

successively the co-ordinates we find three linear equations to determine

X, fi, V, each of the form

X jjb V \fJLV

where Pj, Pg, ... ,
P5 do not contain X, jx, v.
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Now put (T for Xfiv, and solve these three linear equations for X \ \

Then we may assume

X (7 fjL (T V a

where H^, H2, ... ^3 do not contain X, /jl, v.

Hence multiplying and replacing X/jlv by a, an equation of the form,

i>oO-^ + Pi<^^ + P20- +i?3 = 0,

is found; where Poy Pi, P2> Ps not contain X, fi, v. Thus there are three

values of <7, one of which must be real. Hence there are three systems of

values of X, fju, v; and one system must consist of real values. Thus three

systems of values can be found for A, B, G; and one of these systems must

make A, B, G to he real lines.

Thus three triangles, of which one must be real, can be found related to

a, h, c and to the given cubic in the required manner.

Let A, B, G he one of these triangles. Then

(osaA . whB . xcG) = 0

is the given cubic.

The above proof of the required proposition is different from that which

is given by Grassmann*.

139. Chasles' Construction. (1) Another construction for a cubic

given by Chasles -[•, without knowledge of Grassmann's results or methods is

represented by

xeDpEdF . xfB . xdG = 0,

where {Ff) = 0 = {Bd).

(2) It is easy to prove J the following relations:

The points d, e,/ BG, GF lie on the curve.

The third point in which de cuts the curve is

deDpEdF{deG)Bf{de).

The third point in which ef cuts the curve is

efDpEdF (efB) Gd {ef).

The third point in which BGf cuts the curve is

FGdEpDe (BGf).

* Crelle, vol. lii.

t Comptes Rendm, vol. xxxvi., 1853.

t Cf. Grassmann, loc. cit.
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The third point in which BCd cuts the curve is

BFdEpDe(BCd).

Also if we put a = deDpEdF (deC) Bf(de),

b = efDpEdF (e/B) Gd (ef), c = FG, A = BGf,

= cdEpDeAc (de), h = BFdEpDeBc (ef) ;

then the given cubic can be expressed by the construction

coaAai • oi^hBbi . xc = 0.



CHAPTER VI.

Matrices.

140. Introductory. The leading properties of Matrices, that is of

Linear Transformations, can be easily expressed by the aid of the Calculus

of Extension. A complete investigation into the theory of Matrices will

not be undertaken in this chapter: the subject will only be taken far

enough to explain the method here employed and prove the results required

in the subsequent investigations in the theory of Extensive Manifolds.

Grassmann treated the subject in his Avsdehnungslehre of 1861 apparently

in ignorance of Cayley's classical memoir on Matrices*. An exposition and

amplification of Grassmann's methods was given by Buchheim-|-. The

present chapter is in its greater part little more than a free translation of

Grassmann's own writing, amplified by the aid of Buchheim's paper
;
except

that Grassmann and Buchheim do not explicitly consider the case of a matrix

operating on an extensive magnitude of an order higher than the first ; and

that the treatment here given of symmetrical matrices is new, and also that

of skew matrices. I have also ventured in § 146 to distinguish between

latent regions and semi-latent regions : in the ordinary nomenclature both

would be called latent regions.

141. Definition of a Matrix. (1) Let gj, ^2 ... be any reference

elements in a complete region of v — 1 dimensions. Let the symbol

Oi, ^2 ••• (^y

01, 62 ... 6„

prefixed to any product of some or all of these elements, be defined to

denote the operation of replacing the element Ci by a^, the element 62 by a^,

and so on. Thus if e^, ... Cp be any of the original reference elements,

«!, a2...a^—— e^BK ... ep = a^ax ... ap]
^1 > ^2 • • •

* Phil. Trans, vol. cxlviii., 1858 ; and Collected Mathematical Papers, vol. 11., no. 152.

t Proc. London Math, Soc. vol. xvi. 1885,
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SO that in this instance the symbol of operation has transformed the product

e^ex ...Bp into the product a^a^ ...a^. Let </> be put for the symbol ^

The convention with respect to the operator
<f>

will be the same as that with

respect to the operator
|

which is stated in § 99 (9). Then c^^i = a^, </>^2 = <*2,

(^gjgg = o^i0^2, and so on.

(2) It follows from this definition that </> is distributive in reference to

multiplication. For (f>ei<f>e2 = aiQ^ = f^e^e^y and so on.

(3) Furthermore let </> be defined to be distributive in reference to

addition, so that if E^, E^-.-Ep be regional elements of the o-th order

formed by the multiplicative combinations of the o-th order formed out of

the reference elements [cf. § 94 (1)], then

<f>
(a^E^ + tta^a + . . . + oipEp) = ai(j>E, + 0L,<f)E^ + . . . + ap</)^p.

For example, if a) = fi^i + ^2^2 + + ^^e^, then

(f)X = fi</)ei + f2<#>^2 4- . . . + ^i^cpe^,

(4) The operator
(f)
—called by Grassmann a quotient—may be identified

with Cayley's matrix. For assume

«! = ttuOi + aai^a + ... + (^piepy

= ttia^i + a22^2 + . . . + a^^u,

Then (ftsc = (wnf1 + ai2?2 + . . . + oiiv^,.)

+ (a2ifi + a22?2 + . .
. + CL2v^u) e.2

+

+ (a.ifi + a.2?2 + . . . + a,^^,) e,.

Hence if we put <j)X = rj^ei -\- Tj^e^ . . . +r)^ey, then with the usual notation

for matrices,

(771, r}^...7]^,) = Otn, ai2 ... «!. 5f , ?2-.- ^.)'

Cf-21
) 0^22 . . • ^2i>

Thus we may identify </> with the matrix ||apal|.

(5) It will be convenient to call the elements aj, a2...(iu the elements

of the numerator of the matrix, and ei,e2...e„ those ^of the denominator.

The elements of the denominator must necessarily be independent, if the

matrix is to have a meaning.
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142. Sums and products of Matrices. (1) If denote any regional

element of the ath order, say ^162 - Ba, then

6ly 62 ' • • Bf, 61 f 62 ' • • 6p

If 0 denote the matrix
0^2

^ ^j^^^ ^j^^ matrix
... Xa^ ^.^^

61 , 62 ... 6^ , 62 ... 61,

be said to be the matrix
(f)

multiplied by X, and will be written symbolically

X</). This convention agrees with the ordinary notation, and will cause no

confusion when the matrix is operating on elements of the first order, but

must be abandoned when the matrix operates on regional elements of order

greater than unity.

(2) If two matrices, operating on v independent elements of the first

order, give the same result in each case, then they give the same result

Avhatever extensive magnitude they operate on.

For let Ci, C2...c„ be any v independent elements, </> and % the two

matrices.

Assume (f>Ci = %Ci, </)C2 = %C2, . . . </>c^ = %Cy.

Then any extensive magnitude of the crth order can be written as the

sum of terms of which XCjCg ... c^- is a type. Hence

<I)A„ = t\(l>CiC2 . . . = . <^Ci . <^C2 . </)C3 . . . <^Ca = . %Ci . . %C3 . . . xc,, =

Thus the two matrices </> and % must be considered as equivalent, and their

equivalence may be expressed by (/>
=

(3) If Ci, C2...c„ be any v independent elements, and if the matrix cfy,

originally given as
'"

, give the results <f)Ci = d^, <f)C2 = c?2 . . . <t>Cy = d^,
61, 62 ...

then <j) can also be written in the form
^

'
"

'

. For if A be any exten-
Ci , C2 . • . c„

sive magnitude, it follows that (j>A =
"

A.
Ci ,

C2 . . . c„

Hence any matrix can be written in a form in which any v independent

elements form its denominator.

(4) The sum of numerical multiples of matrices operating on any element

of the first order can be replaced by a single matrix operating on the same

element. For it can be seen that

( «!, 02 ... a„ ^ 61, 62 •.. ) aai + )86i+ aa2 + /3&2+ ...

i a h ps \- ...y x= OD.

\ 6ij €2 • ' . 6f, 61, 62 • ' • 6i, j 61 , 62 } •

But if the extensive magnitude operated on be of order greater than the

first, then this theorem is not true. For example consider the product

Then

\ +- —yeie2 = aia2 + bib2.

[61, 62 . .. ^2 • -
•

)
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But in general a^a2 + hfi^ is not a single force, and cannot therefore be

derived from e^e^ by the operation of a single matrix.

(5) A numerical multiplier can be conceived as a matrix. For if

x = X^e, then \x = SfXe, where \ is some number. Hence \ may be con-

ceived as the matrix .

e^y 62 • • • 6„

If be an extensive magnitude of the crth order, then

\ei, Xe^ ... Xe^ ^ ^
61, 62 ... &v

Also from subsection (4) if (ft be any matrix, X any number, and x an

element of the first order, then (<^ + X) ^ can be written where % is a

single matrix.

(6) Let (j) and x *wo matrices and A any extensive magnitude.

Then the expression (/);^^ is defined to mean that the transformation = ^
is first effected and then the transformation ^B.

The combined operation <px can itself be represented by a single matrix.

For let ^1, ^2 ... be the independent reference elements, and let

and let = b^, <f>a2 = 62 • • - </>ofi' =

Then the matrix which replaces Ci by 61, ^2 by 62 ••• hy h^,, is equivalent to

the complex operation
<j>x.

(7) The operator when operating on an element of the first order,

may be conceived as a product [c£ § 19] of two matrices. For let ^/r be a

third matrix, and a any extensive magnitude of the first order. Then

^ (% + 0^ = <#> + "^c^) = <i>X^ + 4>'^(^ = + </>^) f^-

Hence the two operators <^> (% + and
<\)x + are equivalent.

It is to be noticed that the sum of the matrices is another matrix and

the product of matrices is another matrix. It will be convenient to speak of

the product of two matrices when the matrices are operating on a magnitude

of an order greater than the first. In this case the matrices have not a sum
[of. subsection (4)], and therefore strictly speaking have not a product

[cf. § 19].

The product of three matrices is associative; that is . -^A = <j) . X"^^-
For the meaning of . yjrA is that a single matrix

<f>i
is substituted for the

product
<l)x,

and the meaning of cf) . that a single matrix X\ is substi-

tuted for the product x^ '-* then the equation asserts that <\>x^A = </)Xi^.

Now let 61,^2... e„ be the v reference elements; then, taking a typical

element only, let yjrep = dp, x(^p
= bp, (^hp = Cp. Hence

(piap = Cp, and Xi^p — ^p-
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Therefore <^i>|^ep = ^jttp = Cp, and </)%iep = </>6p = Cp.

Thus (piyfrep = (^^i^p ;
and, since this is true for every reference element,

<^ii|rJ. = </>%i^, where A is any extensive magnitude.

143. Associated Determinant. If the matrix <^ can be written in

the alternative forms
''^>

and ^li^klllA
^ then the ratios

^^""^ ' ' '
'^'[^

^1, ^2 . . . e,; Ci, Ca . . . C„ (61^2 . . . e„)

and
(^1^2 • • f^i^)

equal.
(C1C2 . . . c„j

For let Ci = 711^1 + 712^1 + . . . + 7i^e„, with v — 1 other similar equations.

Then = </)Ci = yn^^i + 7i2<^^2 + • • . + 7i,.<^e,. = 7iiai + 7120^2 + • • • + 7i^a„ with

1/ — 1 similar equations.

Hence (ciCa ... c„) = A (61^2 ••• ^i/), where A stands for the determinant

7ii» 7i2 7iK

721. 722 ••• 72.'

Similarly

Finally therefore,

7»'i» 71^2 ••• Kvv

(did2 ... d^) = A {cixa^ .

.

. aJ).

(dxd2 ... dt) _ (Oitta . . • CLi>)

(C1C2 . . . Cp) (^1^2 • • • ^v)

(2) If with the notation of § 141 (4) the matrix be

Otu, CL12 Ctiv ),

^£21 } 0^22 • • •

^Ul > ^v2 • • •

then the ratio (aia2 ... a„)/(eie2 ... e^) is the determinant

ttn, «i2 ••• ail/

0^21 >
0t22 . . . 0t2„

CCvl ) • • • ^vv

144. Null Spaces of Matrices. (1) If the v elements which form

the numerator of a matrix are not independent, so that one or more relations

exist between them, then the matrix can always be reduced to the form in

which one or more of the elements of the numerator are null.

For let the matrix <^ be ——

—

~
; and let be independent,

Bi, 62 • • •

while the remaining v — yb elements of the numerator are expressible in

terms of the preceding /x elements ; so that we may assume v — equations

of the form

o^/it+p = api^i + ap2<^2 + . • • + CLppCLp,.
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Let c^+i , . . . c„ be defined by (v — ^) equations of the type,

where </>c?m+p = ^m+p-

Then it is easily seen that e^, e^... e^, C/^+i, ... are v independent

elements. Hence these elements can be chosen to form the denominator of

the matrix.

But <f>OiL+p = i>d^+p - <i>^,ji+p = «M+P ~ ^M+P = 0-

Hence the matrix takes the form —Q^i. ^2 ••• 0, 0 ... 0

(2) In this case the associated determinant is zero. The region

of V — /JL—1 dimensions, is called the null space of the matrix ; and the

matrix is said to be of nullity v —
fj,.

Thus if the associated determinant

vanish, the matrix is of nullity other than zero.

Any point in the null space is said to be destroyed by the matrix, and

will be called a null point of the matrix. Any point x is transformed by the

matrix into a point in the region (ei, 62 ... e^). This region (ci, 62 ... e^) is

said to be the space or region preserved by the matrix.

(3) Sylvester* has enunciated the theorem that the nullity of the

product of two matrices is not less than the greater of their nullities, but

not greater than the sum of the two nullities. The following proof is due to

Buchheim-f*.

Let </> be a matrix of nullity a and let Na be its null space ; and let x
a matrix of nullity 0 and let be its null space. Also let P^_a and P^_^

be the spaces preserved by </> and x respectively. Then if Na and P^_p

intersect in a region Ts of 3 — 1 dimensions, the nullity of the matrix (jy^ is

/3 + 5. For to find the nullity of (ffx we have only to find the most general

region which x transforms into T^, since any point in this latter region is

destroyed by (j>. Now if Ts and be taken as co-ordinate regions [cf.

§ 65 (3)], any point in the region of /3 + 5 - 1 dimensions, defined by the

co-ordinate elements lying in Ts and iV^, is transformed by x ^^^^ ^ point

in Ts. Thus the nullity of
(f>x

is yS + S, and the null space of is the

region defined by the co-ordinate points lying in ^5 and Np. Hence the

nullity of (px is not less than /3, being equal to 13 if Na and P^^p do not

intersect. Also it is immediately evident that the nullity of
<t>x

is at least

equal to the nullity of </>: for if x^ lie in Na, then = 0. Hence the

nullity of <f)x is not less than a.

* Cf. 3 Johns Hopkins Circulars 33, " On the three Laws of Motion in the World of Universal

Algebra."

t Cf. Phil. Mag. Series 5, vol. 18, November, 1884.
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Again, to prove that the nullity of
(l>x is less than a + yS, note that if

OL-V ^>v the theorem is obvious. For a matrix of nullity v would destroy

all space. Assume therefore ol + ^<v. Now 3 is greatest when Na is con-

tained in P^-p, since a<v — fi; hence the greatest possible value of 8 is a.

Thus the greatest possible value of the nullity of (px is a + /S.

(4) Buchheim extends Sylvester's theorem. For if a + (v — 13) <v, that

is, if a < then in general i\^a and P„_^ do not intersect. In this case there

is no region T^. Thus if a<l3, the nullity of <^;^ is in general yS. Again, if

a + {v — i^, that is, if a > y8, then in general and P^_^ intersect in a

region of a — ^ —1 dimensions ; thus 8 = a - and in general the nullity of

i>X is a.

Thus in general the nullity of is equal to the greater of the two

nullities of </> and ^ J
but if special conditions are fulfilled, it may have any

greater value up to the sum of the two nullities.

145. Latent Points. (1) If a point x is such that, <j) being a given

matrix, =

then X is called a latent point of the matrix, and the ordinary algebraic

quantity p is called a latent root.

The transformation due to the matrix does not alter the position of a

latent point x, it merely changes its intensity.

(2) Let the latent point x be expressed in the form X^e. Also let

(</) — p)ei = Ci, (4>— p) 62 = C2, and so on.

Hence (</> — p) ^ = 0 = Sf (</> — /a) e = 2fc.

Therefore Ci, Ca ... c„ are not independent, and thus (cjCa ... c„) = 0.

This equation can also be written II [(<^ — p)e] = 0, that is

{(</)ei - pe^) (<f)e2 - pe^) • . . (<^>e^ - pe^)} = 0.

This is an equation of the vth. degree in p, of which the first term is

(—iy(ei ... e^)p'', and the last term is ((f^ei . (^63 ... <pey). The roots of this

equation in p are the latent roots of the matrix.

(3) From § 142 (4) and (5) with the notation of § 141 (4), (j>-p is the

matrix

ttii-f?, ai2 ... ).

"21 yCl^ — p-'- (^2u

Hence the equation for the latent roots is

Cin — p, OCia ... ttii/

0^21 J 22 P • • • ^2t'

a. a^„-p
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(4) If all the roots of this equation are unequal, then v, and only v,

latent points exist, one corresponding to each root, and these points form an

independent system. These propositions are proved in the following three

subsections.

(5) There is at least one latent point corresponding to any root of

the equation giving the latent roots. For let

(<^ - /Ji) ei = Ci, ((/> - ^i) ^2 = C2 ...(</) - ^i) = c^.

Then since (CjCa . . . c^) = 0, a relation holds such as y^Ci + 72C2 + . . . + j^Cy = 0.

Hence 71 (</> - pi) + 72 (</> - Pi) ^2 + • • • + Ju (</> -pi)e^ = 0;

this becomes
<f) {71^, + 72^2 + . . . + y^e^] = pi {jie1 + 72^2 ~r • • • 4" 7«'^«'}*

Hence the point 71^1 + 72^2 + . . . + y^ey is a latent point corresponding to

the root pi of the equation.

(6) A system of v such points, one corresponding to each root, form a

system of independent elements. For let ai, a2 ... he the v latent points;

then, if they are not all independent, at least two of them are independent,

otherwise the v points could not be distinct.

Assume that the /jl points a^, ... are independent, and that another

point aa can be expressed in terms of them, by the relation

tta = ai^i + 32^2 + . . . + a^a^.

Then c/x^^ = UiCpai + a2<^>t*2 + . • + a^cpaij,,

that is, p^aa = ttipiaj + a2P20^2 + • • • + oL^p^ci^.

Multiply the first equation by pa and subtract from this equation, then

0 = (pi- Pa) CLiOi + (p2 - po) ttaaa + . . . + (/O/* - /3a) a^^M'

Since none of the latent roots, pi, p^ ... pa are equal, this forms one relation

between ai, ... contrary to the hypothesis. But at least two of the

latent points must be independent, hence they are all independent.

(7) Two latent points cg-nnot belong to the same latent root. For

assume that and a/ are two distinct points such that t^di = p^ai, = /Jia/.

Let a^, as... be latent points corresponding to the remaining v — 1 roots.

Then ai, a^... form an independent system. Hence a/ can be written in

the form aitti + CX2<^2 + ... + OL^^a^.

Hence <^a/ = ai</)ai + a2</>o^2 + . • • + a„</)a^

= pi^i(J'i + /32a2«2 + . . . + puOLt^a^.

But (l>ai = piai = piOLiay + piOL^a^ + . . . + piOL^a^.

Therefore {p^ — pi) a^a^ + (ps - pi) OL^a^ + ... -\- (pu — pi) ol^cLu = 0.

Accordingly there is a relation between a^, ... a^, which has been

proved to be impossible.

Hence there is only one latent point corresponding to each latent root,

when the latent roots are all unequal.
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146. Semi-Latent Regions. (1) Let the region defined by fju latent

points of a matrix with unequal latent roots be called a semi-latent region

of the {fjb- l)th species. The number indicating the species of a semi-latent

region is thus equal to the dimensions of the region when all the latent

roots are unequal.

(2) Let ^1, ^2 ••• be the v latent points of a matrix with unequal latent

roots pi,p2-- Pv Then the region defined by e^, ... e^(fM<v) is a semi-

latent region. The characteristic property of a semi-latent region is that if

OS be any element in the region, then </)ii? is an element of the same region

;

for if ^ = ^1^1 4- . . . + f^e^, then

(1)00 = /^ifi^i + p^^^ei + . . . + Pm^A-

And if X be any regional element incident in the semi-latent region,

then <I)X is a regional element incident in the same semi-latent region. In

particular if X = \e1e2 ... e^, then

(l>L = Xpip2 .

.

. p^OiC^ ...e^ = P1P2 . . . p^L.

(3) It is also important to notice that

<I)X = Pj_x -H (pa - Pi) f2^2 + . . . + {p^ - pi) f

= piX -f oc',

where x' is a point in the semi-latent region ^2 ... e^, excluding ei. Thus x'

lies in a semi-latent region of the (p, — 2)th species, whereas x lies in a semi-

latent region of the (p, — l)th species.

147. The Identical Equation. (1) li p^, p^... p^he the latent roots

of a matrix, no two being equal and none vanishing, and if Oj, c&a be

the corresponding latent points, then it follows from above that the matrix

can be written in the form

Cl\
J

C^2 • • •

(2) If
(f>

be the matrix, let
(fy^

denote the matrix </)<^, the matrix </></></),

and so on. Also any point x can be written fitti -\- ^2^*2 + . • . + iv(^v'

Hence <^x = pi^x(h + p2^^<^2 + • • • + pv^vf^v

Hence <t)X ~ p^x = {p^ — pi) ^2(^2 + • • • + — f^a^.

Again
<f> (<f)X — p^x) = (jx^x - /Oi</)ic = p2 {p2 - pi) f2^*2 + - " + Pv(pu — Pi) ^v(^v •

Hence <\y^x — (pi + ^2) </)^ + Pip^ = (ps - P2) (ps — pi) fsO^s + • • •

-f (p^ - P2) (Pu - Pl) ^yClu.

Proceeding in this way, we finally prove that

(</) - Pl) - ^2) ...(<;> - p.) ^ = 0,

whatever element x may be.
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(3) The equation may be written

(<^-^0(</>-p2)...(^-^.) = o,

that is, - (/>! + + ... p.) + ...(- iypiP2 ... /3. = 0.

This is called the identical equation satisfied by the matrix </>. A similar

equation is satisfied by any matrix, though the above proof has only been
given for the case when all the roots are unequal and none vanish.

148. The Latent Region of a refeated latent root. (1) In the

case when the equation giving the latent roots has equal roots, assume

that «! of the roots are p^, are p2,...aft, are /o^, where pi,p2-"p^ are

the fi distinct roots of the equation. Then

oti + 02 + . . . + = z/.

(2) Then subsections (5) and (6) of § 145 still hold, proving that at

least one latent point corresponds to each distinct root, and that the fi latent

points which therefore certainly exist are independent.

(3) Consider now the root p^ which occurs otj times, where ai is greater

than unity.

Let ei, 62 ... e^he V reference elements, and for brevity write

piCi — (jiCi = 61, pi^a — </>^2 = . . . pie,, — <^e,, = ej.

Then since p^ is a latent root of the matrix
(f>, {e-ie^l . • . e/) = 0. Hence

e/, 62 ... ej are not independent [c£ § 145 (2)].

(4) Assume that v — of them and no more are independent, so that

there are ySi relations of the type

?^(rie/ + ^02^2' + . . . + '^av^v =0 (1),

where cr is an integer less than or equal to /3i and equation (1) denotes the

o-th relation of that type.

Let = + ^^02^2 + . . . + Xaye^.

Then (p^ - a^^ — X^e/ + . . . + K^eJ = 0.

Hence (jya^r = PiCtia

-

Thus corresponding to each relation of the type (1) existing between

61, 62 ... ej, there is a latent point, such as a^^, corresponding to the root p^.

Hence, since ySi relations have been assumed to exist, there are latent

points of the type a^^. Furthermore all these points are independent. For

if not, the relations of the type (1) are not independent.

(5) The region of A — 1 dimensions defined by otn, ... is such

that if X be any point in it, </> (x) = p^x.

This region is therefore such that every point in it is a latent point,

corresponding to the root p^. Let it be called the latent region of the

matrix corresponding to p^.

w. 17
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(6) The number cannot be greater than cti. For let On, aig-.-^i^i,

defining the latent region corresponding to p^^ be chosen to be y^i of the

reference elements Cj, ^2... e^. Thus let a^^ = ejy a^^^^e^ and so on. Let

stand for {p-<f>)e^, ej for {px — (f>)e„. Then the equation {e^ec^...e^) = 0,

contains the factor (p — piY^

But (p - cf)) a^a = (p- Pi) ciia = (p- pi) ^a, when o- ^ A.

Hence the equation becomes (p — p^y^ {e^e^ . . . e^e^^^x . . • = 0.

Therefore A ^ «!•

149. The first species of semi-latent regions. (1) If A<ai, then

(61^2 • . . . . . ^.z) = 0, is satisfied by the root p^ which occurs olx —A times.

Hence (ei^a . . . e^^e'^+i . . . e/) = 0.

Thus the v elements ex,e^,..e^^, e'p+i ... ej are not independent. It is

known that the ^1 elements ^i, ^2 ... e^^ at least are independent. Assume

that 1^ — 71 only are independent (v — yi> ^1). Then 71 relations hold of the

type

Kaiei + Ka2e2 + . • . + fCa,p^ep^ + (/^^^ p^+jg ^^+1 + . • . 4 P'a^eJ) = 0 (2),

where a is put successively equal to 1, 2 ... 71.

Since ei, ... e^, are independent, in each relation of type (2), all the

coefficients /-t<r,^i+i ... fia,v cannot vanish, nor can it be possible to eliminate

all the elements e'p^+i ... ej between these relations and thus to find a

relation between ei ... ep^.

Thus if we assume 71 elements of the type

then these elements of the type bi^ are mutually independent, and are also

independent of ^i, ^2 ... e^^. Also

(px - <!>) ha = fia,Pi+ie'p,+i + . . . + fiiTt^eJ = - KaiBx - ... - fCap^e^^.

The coefficients k^i ... fc^p^ cannot all vanish: for otherwise b^a would belong

to the latent region corresponding to pi, which by supposition is only of

— 1 dimensions.

Let a\a stand for /c^ex + . . . , then a\a is a point in the latent region

corresponding to pi : and

<t>hi<r = pAa + Cl\a.

(2) Thus 7i independent elements, 6n, ... 6iy^, satisfying an equation of

this type [cf. § 146 (3)] have been proved to exist, defining a region of 71 -

1

dimensions. Also by the same reasoning as in § 148 (6) it is proved that

(3) The y8i independent points of the latent region of the type a^a

corresponding to the root p^ and the 71 points of the type bia, just found,

together define a region of y8i + 71 - 1 dimensions, which will be called the
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semi-latent region of the first species corresponding to the root p^. This

definition is in harmony with the definition of semi-latent regions given in

§ 146 for the case where all the latent roots are unequal. For let x be

any point in this semi-latent region, then is another point in the same

region ; let X be any regional element incident in this region, then (j^X is

a regional element incident in the same region. And if Z be a regional

element denoting the semi-latent region itself, then cftL = p/^'^y^ L. Also we
can write, (/>a; = piX + y, where y belongs to the latent region (that is, to the

semi-latent region of the zero species).

It should be noticed that by definition the semi-latent region of the first

species corresponding to any given repeated root contains the latent region

corresponding to that root.

(4) The region defined by the points of typical form b^^ in subsection (1)

is contained within the'region defined by ep^+i ... e„; while the latent region

is defined hj e^, 62 ... ep^. Hence the region defined by the points

6i,(cr = l, 2...7O
does not intersect the latent region.

But from subsection (1), (fyb^a = pt>xa + cb\a, where a\„ lies in the latent

region. Now it can be proved that the 71 points a'iff(o-= 1, 2 ... 71) are

independent. For if a relation of the type, %^aCb\a = 0, holds between them,

then by writing — p^) h^^^ for a\„, we have

2:?.(</>-/3i)2>ia = 0, that is ((^ - A. = 0.

Hence the point Sfa^ia lies in the latent region, and therefore the region

defined by h^„{(T = l, 2... 7,) must intersect the latent region, contrary to

what has been proved above.

Hence the 71 points a\„{(T = 1, 2 ... 71) are independent. But they all

lie in the latent region which is defined by /3i points. Hence /81 ^71.

150. The higher species of semi-latent regions. (1) Semi-latent

regions of the second and of higher species can be successively deduced by

an application of the same reasoning as that of §149 (1).

Thus to deduce, when )Si + 7i<ai, the semi-latent region of the second

species, corresponding to the repeated root /Oi, take as before y8i of the refer-

ence elements, namely gj, e2...ep^, in the latent region, which is assumed

to be of /Si — 1 dimensions, and take 71 of the reference elements, namely

in the semi-latent region of the first species (but not in the latent region),

so that the ySi + 71 reference elements thus assumed define the complete

semi-latent region of the first species. Then, if o- ^ /Si, <^ea = pi^^, and hence

(p-<l))ea = {p- pi) Also, if o- > /Si and ^ /Si + % , ^Ba = pie^ + a«r, where

tta lies in the latent region and is therefore dependent on ^i, ^2 ... e^,. Hence

(p -<l>)ea = ip- pi) ea - a^.

17—2
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Thus {(p - <^) .(/)-(/)) ^2 ...(/)- </)) e^^+y] ={p- pif'^^' e,e^ • • • •

V

Hence the equation for the latent roots, namely, 11 \(p — <f))ea] =0, can
<T= 1

V

be written (p — piY^'^y^ {e-fi., .

.

. e^^+y, 11 {(p — ea}] = 0.

But the equation for the latent roots has by hypothesis the factor (p — piY',

where A + 7i < ^i, thus the expression

V

[^i^2...e^,+Y, n {(p-(l))e,}]

contains the factor (p — piY'~^'~'^K

Thus writing pi for p we see that the v points

^1,62... e^^+y^, (pi - (j>) e^^+y^+i, . .
. , (pi - </))

are not independent.

Assume that v — 8^ only are independent (v — > /Si -\- yi), so that there

are independent relations of the type

fCaiei + /c^e2 + . .. + f<:o,p,+yep,+y,

- W.^,+yi+i (pi - 0) ^^.+Y.+i + . .
. + Mcr. (pi - </>) e,) = 0 ;

where o- is put successively 1, 2 ... 3i. All the fis cannot vanish simul-

taneously in any typical relation ; and all the terms of the type

(/?i-(^)e,(T>/3i + 7i)

cannot be simultaneously eliminated between the 8i relations, so as to leave

a relation between the independent elements Ci, ^2 ... e^j+v,.

Now assume c^^ = /i^^^^+y^+ie^^+Y^+i + . . . + fi^ve^.

Also note that the point /tai^i + ^^^^ea -h . .. + ac^.^i+vj^^i+yi (= say) lies in

the semi-latent region of the first species. Hence the above typical relation

takes the form

</>Ci<r = piCia +

(2) Also by the same reasoning as in § 148 (6), it follows that

A + 7i + ^1 = «!•

(3) Also by the same reasoning as in § 149 (4) it follows that the region

defined by the Si points Cio-(o" = 1, 2 ... Sj) does not intersect the semi-latent

region of the first species. Also, as before, the 8i points of the type h^a are

independent and the subregion defined by them (lying in the semi-latent

region of the first species) does not intersect the latent region ; for otherwise

some point of the type SfiaCi^ lies in the semi-latent region of the first

order, contrary to the assumption that this semi-latent region is only of the

A + 7i — 1 dimensions. Thus 3i ^ 71.

(4) If /3i = ai, then only a latent region exists corresponding to the

repeated root and no semi-latent region. If ^1 < and A -I- 71 = ai, then

no semi-latent region of a species higher than the first exists. If ft + 71 < otj,

and ft -I- 7i 4- ^1 = «! , then no semi-latent region of a species higher than the
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second exists. If A + 7i + Si < «!, then by similar reasoning a semi-latent

region of the third species exists, and so on till independent points have

been introduced defining the complete series of semi-latent regions corre-

sponding to the root p^.

Also from subsection (3) and from § 149 (4) it follows that if > fM^^, where

/jb is an integer, then in addition to the latent region at least /m semi-latent

regions of the successive species must exist*.

(5) It follows from (3) and § 149 (4) that a matrix can always be written

thus

^lo-> ^10- > ^la >
•••

where only those typical terms are exhibited which correspond to the latent

root pi.

151. The Identical Equation. (1) Suppose that the number of

different groups of points of the types 0^^, h^, Cia, and so on corresponding

to a latent root pi is Ti. Then

- Pi) a,, = 0, (</) - p;f b,, = 0, ((/> - p,y Ci. = 0,

and if p^^ be a point in the rjth group, that is in the semi-latent region of

the (ti — l)th species (but not in that of the (r — 2)th species), then

(</> — piY'Pia = 0. Let the region defined by all these points be called the

semi-latent region of the matrix corresponding to pi.

(2) Now all the points of the different types thus found, corresponding

to all the latent roots, are independent, and may be taken as a reference

system.

Hence if Ta, Xg ... be the corresponding numbers relating to the other

latent roots, and x be any point, then

('t>-P^y{<t>-p.r-i<t>~pJ'''^=o.

Thus any matrix satisfies the identical equation

(<^-p.r(^-p.r;..(./.-p,)v=o.

(3) Since Ji < ai, Ta < ttg ••• T/* < follows that any matrix satisfies the

equation

(<^-po-(<#>-/'.r-(*-p.)'''=o.

Thus the equation of § 147 is proved for the case of equal roots. But in

this case the matrix satisfies an equation of an order lower than the vth.

152. The Vacuity of a Matrix. (1) A null space [cf. § 144] can

only exist if a matrix has a zero latent root. The null space, or null region,

is the latent region corresponding to the zero latent root.

* This theorem does not seem to have been noticed before : nor do I think that the relations

7i < /3i , ^ 7j , etc. have been previously explicitly stated.
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(2) If the zero latent root occur a times, then the matrix is said to be

of vacuity or. Thus by definition the vacuity of a matrix is not less than its

nullity. Let the semi- latent regions corresponding to the zero root be called

also the vacuous regions of the matrix. Thus if 6 be a point in a vacuous

region of the first species, </>6 = a, where a is a point in the null region

;

also if c be a point in the vacuous region of the second species, cf)C = b,

where 6 is a point in the vacuous region of the first species ; and so on.

(3) Assume that 8 independent points, and no more, can be found in

the vacuous regions of the first species defining a subregion which does not

Intersect the null region. Let di, ... ds, be these points, and let the /3

points bi, 62 ••• bp define the null region. Then any point x in the vacuous

region of the first species can be written Sfc? + Xrjb.

Also by §150(3), S<^; and we may assume consistently with the

previous assumptious, (j)di = \ibi, ^d^ = Xg^a? • • • 4^ds =
8

Hence (px = </)Sfci + (jySrjb — ^^<^d = S ^pXpbp.
p=i

Thus any point in the vacuous region of the first species is transformed into

a point in the subregion of the null region defined by 61, 62 ... 65. Call this

subregion the subregion of the null region associated with the vacuous

region of the first species.

153. Symmetrical Matrices*. (1) In general, if a; and 3/ be any two

elements and
<f)
any matrix, (x

\ <f)y)
is not equal to {y \

<f)x).

In order to obtain the conditions which must hold for these expressions

to be equal, let the matrix be ^'^^ '"
, where, according to the notation

61, 62, ... 6v

of § 141 (4), ttp = otipei + ttap^a 4- . . . + a^pe„.

In other words the matrix is ( ctn, ai2, ... )•

Then, supposing that e^, e^, ... are a set of normal elements at unit

normal intensities [cf. §§ 109 (3) and 110 (1)],

{Bp
I

<f>ea)
- {Bp = ttpa {ep = Upay

and (e<r
|
<t>Bp) = (e^

\

ap) = a^p (e„
\

e„) = aop.

Hence, if the required condition holds, ttp^ = a^p.

(2) Thus the matrix with the desired property is a matrix symmetrical

about its leading diagonal when the elements of the denominator form a

* Symmetrical matrices are considered by Grassmann [cf. Ausdehnungslehre von 1862, § 391]

;

but his use of supplements implicitly implies a purely imaginary, self-normal quadric. Hence

his conclusions are limited to those of subsection (7).
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normal system (at unit normal intensities) with respect to the quadric chosen
as the self-normal quadric.

Let such matrices be called symmetrical with respect to the normal
systems, or, more shortly, symmetrical matrices.

(3) If yu, out of the 1^ latent roots of a symmetrical matrix be distinct and
not zero, so that at least /jl points Cj, Cg, ... c^, can be found with the property

<l>Cp = ypCp, then the /n points c^, Ca, ... corresponding to different latent roots

7ij 72> ••• 7m are mutually normal.

For let 0) = ^^c^ + faCa + • • • + f^c**, and y = rj^c^ + rj^c^ + . . . + tj^^c^.

Then (y \

<i>x) = (^rjc
\

1^ = ^ (?p^.7p + fo^.) (o,
\

o.\

and (x
I (l>y) = (Sfc

|

Xvyc) = t (^pVaJo + ^aV.Jp) (Cp
\

c.).

Hence (y \

<i>x) = (w
\ <i>y)

gives S {^pTj, - ^^rjp) {yp - 7,) (Cp
|

c,) = 0.

Now let all the f's, except fp, and all the rj's, except 77^, vanish ; and it

follows that (Cp \ca) = 0.

Hence Ci, Ca ... are mutually normal.

(4) Let Ci\ Ci \ etc., be other points in the latent region of the root 71, so

that <^Ci' = 7iCi', etc.: then the same proof shows that c/ is normal to all of

C2, ... c^, and so on. Hence the latent region corresponding to 71 is normal

to the latent region corresponding to p^, and so on.

(5) In the same way it can be proved that the whole semi-latent region

corresponding to any latent root 71 is normal to the whole semi-latent region

corresponding to any other latent root 72. For let di be any point in the

semi-latent region of 71 of the first species.

Then <^c?i = y^di + XjCj, <^C2 = 72C2.

Hence (ca
|
(f^d^) = 71 (cg \d^), by (3) and (4).

Also (c?i
I

(fyc^) = 72 (c^i
I C2) = 72 (C2

1

c^i).

But (Cg
I

</>c?i) = (cZi
I

</)C2), by hypothesis. Hence (71 — 72) = 0, and

71+72 by hypothesis. Therefore (C2 |c?i)=0. Hence the semi-latent region of

the first species corresponding to 71 is normal to the latent region correspond-

ing to 72. Similarly the semi-latent region of the first species corresponding

to 72 is normal to the latent region corresponding to 71.
*

Again di and d.^ lying respectively in the semi-latent regions of the first

species corresponding respectively to 71 and to 72 are normal to each other.

For (c^i
I

(jyd^) = (d^
\
(y^.^ -\- \^c^)) = 72 {d^

\

d^), and {d^
\

<^c?i) = 71 {d^
\

d^).

Thus (c?i
I

</)C?2) = (c?2
1

^c^i) gives (71 - 72) {d^ \d^ = 0\ and hence {d^ \ d^) = 0.

Similarly if be another point in the semi-latent region of the second

species of the root 71, such that </>/i = 71/1 + /^iC^i, then the same proof shows

that /i is normal to c^, d^ and /g; and so on.

Hence the semi-latent regions of different roots are mutually normal.
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(6) Again consider the equation

(CilM) = (c^i|<#>Ci)-

This becomes 71 (ci \di) + Xi (ci |ci) = 71 (ci | c?i).

Hence Xi (cj
|
Ci) = 0.

Thus if Cj does not lie on the self-normal quadric, Xj = 0.

Now suppose that the latent region defined by Ci, c/, c/'... does not touch

the self-normal quadric. Then it is always possible in an infinite number of

ways to choose Cj, Ci, Ci\.. to be mutually normal and none of them self-

normal. Also the most general form for di is such that

</>c?i = 7iC?i + XiCi + X/ci' + ....

Then (ci
|
</)di) = 71 (Ci

|

d,) + \ (ci
|
cO = (d,

\

<f>c^) = 71 (Ci
|

d^).

Hence Xj = 0, similarly X/ = 0, X/' = 0, and so on. Hence d^ lies in the

latent region, and no semi-latent regions of the first or higher species exist

corresponding to the root 71.

(7) It is a well-known proposition that the roots of the equation

= 0,

«21 > "22 — • • • <X.2v

0„1, ^v2y • • • ^vu

are all real
;
provided that oLpa = a^p, where all the quantities a^^ are real.

Hence it follows that the latent regions of symmetrical matrices are all

real. For if 71 be one of the real roots, the equation <f>x = y^x, determines

the ratios of the co-ordinates of x by real linear equations. If the self-normal

quadric be imaginary owing to all the normal intensities being real [cf.

§110 (3)], a latent region, being real, cannot touch it. Hence in this case

there can be no latent self-normal point, such that <l>Cp=ypCp. Hence from

above there are no semi-latent regions. Thus finally in this case a complete

real normal system of the type Ci, c/, Ci' ... Ca, C3..., c^, c/, c/' ... can be

found defining the latent regions of 71, 72, etc. ; each element being at unit

normal intensity.

(8) If the latent region defined by Ci, c/, c/'... touches the self-normal

quadric (assumed real), but is not part of a generating region, take Ci to be

the point of contact, and take c/, c/' ... to be mutually normal elements on

the tangent plane at Ci, but not self-normal [cf § 113 (5)].

Then the general form of di is such that, cj^di = yidi + X^Ci 4- X/c/ + . . .

.

Hence (ci
|

(pd,) = 71 (c,
|

d^) = (d^
\

<j>c^) = y, (ci
|

d^).

Also (c/ ; (t>d,) = 7i (c^'
I

d,) + X/ (c/
I c/) = (d,

I

<^>c/) = 71 (c/
I
dO.

Hence X/ = 0, similarly X/' = 0, and so on.

Thus di is such that </)(ii = y^di + XjCj.
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There can only be one independent point di satisfying this equation. For

if di be another point such that (f>di =yidi +\iCi, then it was proved in

§149 (4) that if Ci, di, c?/ are independent, then XiCi is independent of A-iCi,

whereas here they are the same point ; which is impossible.

(9) If the latent region of the root 71 contain a real generating region of

n — 1 dimensions of the self-normal quadric, let the points Cu, C12, ... c^, be

chosen to be mutually normal points in this generating region [cf. §§ 79 and

80], and let the remaining points of the latent region be mutually normal

and normal to Cn ... Cjp, but not self-normal. Let these remaining points be

^'ij Ci , Ci ....

Let di be any point in the semi-latent region of the first species, but not

in the latent region.

Then <^c?i = y^di + S X^Ci^ + fJ^iCi + ya/c/ + . . ..

K= l

Hence (ci
1

(j^d,) = (Ci
|

d^) + /^i (ci
|
cO = (d^

\

</>Ci) = 71 (ci
|

d^).

Hence fjui
= 0. Similarly yu/ = 0, /^i" = 0, and so on.

K= p

Hence <^c?i = yid^ + S X^Ci«

.

K=l

Thus in the semi-latent region of the first species the subregion of highest

dimensions not necessarily intersecting the latent region cannot be of higher

dimensions than the real generating region contained in the latent region

[cf. § 149 (4)]. Similarly for the semi-latent regions of higher species.

154. Symmetrical Matrices and Supplements. (1) A one to one

correspondence of points to planes is given by the operation which transforms

the reference elements ei, 62 ... e„ into the planes Ai, A2 ... A^, where [cf. § 97

Prop. IV.]

A 1 = ttn^i + + a3i^3 + . . . 4- oi,,E,
,

and so on.

Then the element x (= Sfe) is transformed into the plane X (= X^A).

Now let ^1, ^2 ... e„ be a normal system, so that Ui = \ei, and so on ; then

A^ = |(an«i 4- 02162 -I- . . .) = |ai, say.

Similarly A^ = Kwia^i + 0^62 -h ...)=\a2, and so on.

Also let (j) denote the matrix ^i^im^
^

61, 62 ... 6p

Then the type of one to one correspondence of points to planes, which

we have been considering, can be denoted by X =
|

<j)a;.

Similarly this type of correspondence could be denoted by <^|^; but

I (f)
and <!>

I

are in general different operations.

(2) If to every point there corresponds a plane and to every plane there

corresponds a point, then the matrix </> has no vacuity. In this case ^' "

0/1,0/2'.. Op
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is a determinate matrix; denote it by <^~^ Then if X= |</>^', \X = <f)a), and

In general the transformations
|

<^ and </)~^
|
are different : thus

|
</>a; is

different from </)~^|^.

(3) If the latent roots of <^ are all unequal, then the operations |0 and
</)~i| can only be identical when the v latent points of (j) form a normal

system, that is, when the matrix is symmetrical ; and when, in addition, the

product of the latent roots of the matrix is unity.

For let Ci, C2 ... c„ be the latent points of so that </> can be written

Cj
, C2 . . . Cv

Then \^c^ = 71 |ci. Hence |</)Ci = </)~^ |ci, becomes 71 |ci = |ci, that is

7i</) |ci = |ci.

Let Oi = C2C3 ... c^, (^2 = CjCg . . . c„ , . . ., 0^ = C1C2 . . . c^_i.

Assume that
|
Ci = ^jOj + \^G^ + . . . + X^O^.

Then 7i</)
|

Cj = ^^^^G^ + ^d^^G^ + . . . + 7iX^(/)C^.

But by §141 (1) </>0i = 7273 •••7.'C^i» </)C^2 = 7i73 ••• 7^^2, etc.

Hence 7i(/)
|

Ci = 7172 . . . 7A1O1 4- 71^73 . . . ^^4^2 + • . • + 71^72 • • • ^y-^yG^

=
I

Cj = XjCi + X2^2 + . . . + XyC^.

Hence since 71, 72... 7,/ are all unequal, 7172 ... 7„=1, ^2 = 0, \3=0, ...\y=0.

Thus |ci = XiCi; and similarly for \c^, jcg, etc. Accordingly the latent

points of the matrix form a normal system, and the product of the latent roots

is unity.

(4) Conversely if the matrix be a symmetrical matrix with unequal

latent roots of which the product is unity, then
|
</> and <^~i

|
are the same

operations.

For let Ci, C2 ... be the latent points, 71, 72 ... 7./ the latent roots of ^.

Then Cj , C2 • • • are the latent points and 71 ^ 72 ^
. . . 7^'^ are the latent

roots of </)~\

Also |<^Ci = 7i [ci, and </> |</>Ci = 7i<^ |ci = 7172 ... 7„ |ci = |ci.

Hence |<^Ci = </)~^ |Ci. Similarly for the other latent points.

Thus finally = (j>~^ \x.

(5) It is obvious that in this case the operation
|

(p is equivalent to the

operation of taking the supplements with respect to some quadric with

respect to which Ci, ... form a self-normal system. Let I denote this

operation; let 61, €2 ... 6„ be the normal intensities of Ci, C2 ... c„ with respect

to this operation; and let Si, 82... denote the normal intensities of

Ci, C2 ... with respect to the operation |. Also put

A' = 6162 ... e„, A = 81^2 '.'By.
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Then ki = ^^CgCa ... c^, Ici = ^ C2C3 ... c^.

But Ici =
I

<^Ci = 7i |ci = -g— C2C3 . . . c^.

Thus 7i = ^ . Similarly 72 = ^ ^ , and so on.

Hence 7172 ... 7„ = 1 = ^^_2 ,
therefore A = A'.

Hence 7i = 7i. 72 = 72 >
••• 7. = •

Thus the symmetrical matrix (j), with unequal roots of product unity, has

been expressed in the form |I; so that =
\
Ia).

The latent points of the matrix are the one common system of self-

normal points of the two self-normal quadrics corresponding to
|
and I;

and the relations between the latent roots and normal intensities are given

above.

155. Skew Matrices. (1) The matrix — ' "' (=</>) has important
^1 > ^2 • • .

properties in the special case when

ai = * -f- a2i^2 + "31^3 + . • • + cL^ie,,,

«2 = «i2ei + * + aaa^g -I- ... -I- a„2^„,

etc.,

where ai2 + ^21 = 0, . .
. , ap«r + a^p = 0 . .

.
, and Ci, 62... form a normal system at

unit normal intensities. Let such a matrix be called a skew matrix.

Then (ep\(j)ep) = 0, (e^
|
</)ep) = a,,p = - Wp,, = - (gp

1

06^).

Thus (x \(l>x) = 0 (A), and (x
\
<j>y) -\- {y \

(\)x) = 0 (B), whatever points x and

y may be.

(2) Any latent point Ci of this matrix, such that <^Ci = 7iCi, where 71 is

not zero, is self-normal. For from equation (A) (ci
|

^Ci) = 71 (Ci
|
Ci) = 0.

Again, putting Ci and Ca for x and y in equation (B), where is another

latent point,

(71 + 72) (ci|c2) = 0.

Hence either 71 + 72 = 0, or (ci
|

C2) = 0.

(3) Assume that there are no repeated roots. The self-normal quadric

contains generating regions of dimensions ^ — 1 or — 1, according as v

be even or odd (cf. § 79).

If V be even, ^ mutually normal elements ji, ... can be found on the

quadric, defining one generating region, and hx,h^ ... A;„ mutually normal
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elements defining another generating region. Also any element such as jp

can be made normal to all the k's, except kp, and conversely kp is normal to

all the/s, except (cf. § 80).

Then ji,j2--->, k^,k2...k^ can be chosen as the latent points of the
2 2

matrix. If 7i, 72 ••• 7i; be the latent roots corresponding to jj, then
2 ^>

by subsection (2) —71, —72 ... —
7^^,

are the latent roots corresponding to
2

kx >
k^ • • • kf/ .

2

• Hence if x= ^,j, + + . . . + f.j,, + vA + ^2^2 + • • • -f ,

22 22
then (jix = ji^iji + 72f2^2 + • • • - 71^1^1 - 72^2^2 - . . .

.

Thus (w
I
(l>x) = (7jfiT/i - 7i?i77i) (ji \k,)+ ...=0.

(4) If V be odd, —2~ mutually normal elements of the type jp can be

found, and ^
^

^
of the type Aip, and an element e, not on the quadric, normal

to all the j's and all the k's.

Let these be the latent points of the matrix, then the element e must be

a null point of the matrix.

If x=^^e-\- %^j + Srjk, then (px = '^y^j — Xynk ; and (00
\

j>x) = 0.

(5) Assume that there are repeated roots. Let the roots 71 and 72 be

both repeated, and neither zero. Let and be in the semi-latent regions

of the first species (and not in the latent regions) corresponding to 71 and 72

respectively, /j and ^2 in the semi-latent regions of the second species (and

not in the semi-latent regions of the first species), and so on. Let d, c/, ...

be in the latent region of 71, and C2, c^, ... in that of 72.

Then we may assume [cf. § 150 (5)],

</>Ci = 7i^^i» = 7i^i + ^i^^i' </>/i = 7i/i + A^i^i' so on.

Hence by equation (B), (ci
|

</>c/) -i- (c/
|

<pc^ = 2yi (ci |c/) = 0.

Hence Ci and Ci are mutually normal as well as being self-normal. Thus

the latent region of a repeated root is a subregion of some generating region

of the self-normal quadric.

(6) -Again from equation (B), (c/ |<^(Zi) + {d^ |</)c/) = 271 (c/ \d,-,) = 0.

Hence the semi-latent region of the first species corresponding to 71 is

normal to the latent region corresponding to 71.

Also by equation (A), (d^
\ (f)di) = 71 (c?i {d^) = 0.

Hence (dj \di) = 0. Therefore each point in the semi-latent region of the

first species is self-normal. Further if di be another point in this semi-

latent region,

(d, \<f>d^) -h {d; \<t>d,) = 27, (d, \d/) = 0.
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Thus (d^\di) = 0. Hence the semi-latent region of the first species is a

subregion of a generating region of the self-normal quadric; and therefore

the latent region and semi-latent region of the first species are together

contained in the same generating region.

(7) The same proof applies to semi-latent regions of higher species.

Hence the complete semi-latent region (which contains the latent region)

corresponding to a repeated root is a subregion of a generating region of the

self-normal quadric.

(8) The same proof shows that the complete semi-latent region of one

repeated root 7i is normal to the complete semi-latent region of another

repeated root unless 71 + 7.2 = 0.

(9) Again assume that the matrix is of vacuity a and of nullity 0.

Let c be any null point of the matrix, and Ci any latent point corresponding

to the non-vanishing root 71.

Then <f>c = 0, hence (cj
|

</>c) = 0. Thus by equation (B)

(ci |</)c) + (c \(t>c,) = 7i (c |ci) = 0.

Hence the null region is normal to the latent regions of all the other latent

roots.

Similarly the null region can be proved to be normal to all the semi-

latent regions of the other latent roots.

(10) Let be a point in the vacuous region of the first species : assume

<j>d = Xc, where c is a null point.

Then (c
|

</)C?) + {d \ cpc) = \{c\c) = 0, by equation (B).

Hence either X = 0, and d is in the null space; or (c\c) = 0, that is to

say, c is self-normal. Hence the subregion of the null region associated

with the vacuous region of the first species is self-normal.

Also from equation (A), (d
\ (f>d) = X(c\d) = 0.

Hence, assuming that X is not zero, (c
\

d) = 0, that is to say, d is normal

to c.

Again let c' be any other null point, then (c' {(fid) + (d |</)c') = \(c\c') = 0.

Hence, assuming X 4= ^ is normal to every other null point.

(11) Similar theorems apply to vacuous regions of higher species.
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EXTENSIVE MANIFOLDS OF THREE DIMENSIONS.





CHAPTEE I.

Systems of Forces.

156. Non-metrical Theory of Forces. (1) The general theory of

extensive manifolds, apart from the additional specification of the Theory of

Metrics, has received very little attention. It is proposed here to investigate

the properties of Extensive Manifolds of three dimensions, thereby on the one

hand illustrating the development of one type of formulae of the Calculus of

Extension, and on the other hand discussing properties which are important

from their connection with Geometry*.

(2) Since in this case four independent points define the complete

region the simple extensive magnitudes are only of three orders, the point,

the linear element, the planar element. Also the only complex extensive

magnitudes are systems of linear elements. A linear element,—in that (a) it

is an intensity associated with a straight line, it is directed along the line,

so as to be capable of two opposite senses, (7) it is to be combined with

other linear elements on the same line by a mere addition of the intensities

[cf § 95 (1)],—has so far identical properties with a force acting on a rigid

body. Only in an extensive manifold no metrical ideas with respect to

distance have been introduced. The other properties of a linear element,

whereby it is defined by two points and is combined with other linear

elements on other lines form a generalization of the properties of a force so

as to avoid the introduction of any notion of distance. It will be noticed

that the theorem respecting the combination of Forces known as Leibnitz's

theorem expresses the aspect of the properties of forces which are here

generalized. The parallelogram of forces is without meaning at this stage

of our investigations : for the idea of a parallelogram depends on the

Euclidean (or equivalent) axioms concerning parallel lines, and such axioms

presuppose metrical conceptions with respect to distance which have not yet

been enunciated.

* The formulflB and proofs of propositions in this book are, I believe, new. Many of the

propositions are well-known ; but I believe that they have hitherto been obtained in connection

with Metrical Geometry, either Euclidean or non-Euclidean.

w. 18
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(3) We shall therefore use the term force as equivalent to linear element,

meaning by it the generalized conception here developed apart from metrical

considerations. It will be found that very few of the geometrical properties

of ordinary mechanical forces are lost by this generalization.

Also, when no confusion will arise, plane will be used for planar element.

The context will always shew the exact meaning of the term.

157. Recapitulation of Fobmul^. (1) It will be useful to re-

capitulate the leading formulae of the Calculus of Extension in the shape in

which they appear, when the complete manifold is of three dimensions.

(2) The product of four points is merely numerical. The product of a

linear element and planar element is the point of intersection of the line and

plane. The product of two planar elements is a linear element in the line of

intersection of the two planes. Thus a linear element can be conceived

either as the product of two points or as the product of two planar elements.

The product of three planar elements is a point. The product of three points

a planar element. The product of a linear element and a point is a planar

element. The product of two linear elements is merely numerical.

(3) The formulae for regressive multiplication are [cf. § 103 (3) and (4)]

abc ,de=de . abc = (abce) d - (abed) e = (ahde) c + (cade) b + (bcde) a. . .(1).

Thus five points a, b, c, d, e are connected by the equation

By taking supplements, we deduce that these formulae still hold when

planar elements A, B, G, D, E, F are substituted for the points a, b, c, d, e,f.

(4) Also from § 105 there come the group of formulae, B^, B^, B^, ^4 being

planar elements,

(bcde) a - (dcde) b + (abde) c — (abce) d + (abed) e = 0.

Again abc . def= (abcf) de -f (abed) ef+ (abce)fd

= (adef) be + (bdef) ea + (edef) ab = - def . abc

(2).

(3).

(a^a^a^.B^B^B^)= (a^B^), (a^B^), (aA),

(a^a^ . B^B^) = (a^B^) (a^B^) - (aA) (aA)
(5);

(ag^i), (aA), (tta^s),

(as^i), (a^B^\ (aA),

(Oaa^a^a^ (B^B^B^B^ = (a^a^a^a^ . B^B^B^B^ =

(a^B^), (aA\ (oi^s), (aA),

(aA), (aA)> (aA\ (^2^4),

(aA), (^3^2), (dzB^), (a^B,),

(a,B,), (a,B,\ (a,B,), (a,B,\

(6).
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(5) Also from equation (4) a useful formula may be deduced by putting

Bi = bcci, B-i = hcc^. Then from equation (4)

But from § 102, (6cGi) {hcc^) = {hcc-fi^ he.

Therefore Ojag . (hcc^ (bcc^) = (a^ajbc) (bcCiCi).

Hence finally, {a^ajjc) iJbcCiC^) = iaj)cc^ (a^bcc^) — {aj)cc^ (a^bcci) (7).

This equation can be written in another form by putting F for the force

be. Then
{a,a,F) {c^c^F) = (a,c,F) (a^c,F) - (a,c^F) (a,c,F) (7').

158. Inner Multiplication. (1) If a be any point, then |a is a

planar element; and if A be any planar element, then \A is a point. If F be

a simple linear element, then li'^ is a simple linear element ; and if >Sf be a

system of linear elements, then
|
>S is a system of linear elements.

(2) Agam[d\l99C7)l\\a = -a,\\A==-A,\\F=F

Also (cf. § 1 1 8),
I

{abc
\

de) = \\de.\ abc = (de \ abc),
]

and hence \(de \abc) = \\(abc |c?e) = - (abc de))

Also \(abe\d) — — \abc . d = (d\abc),]

and hence \(d \abc) = \\{abe \d) = (abe \d)
j

Also \(ab\e) = — \ab .e = — (e\ab)'^

hence \(c\ab) = -\\{ab\c) = {ab\c)
J

Finally • (a |6)= (6 |a), and {ab \cd)= {ed\aby

and (abe \def) = (def\ abc)

.(8).

.(9).

(3) Again from the extended rule of the middle factor (cf. § 119),

abc \de = (ab \de) c + (be \de) a + (ea \de) b.

And de \abc =
|

(abe \de) = (de \bc)\a-{- (de |ca) |6 + (ab \de) \

c

Again abc\d = (a \d)be-\- (b\d) ca + (e \d) ab.
\

And d\abc = \(ahc\d)=(d\a)\bc + (d\b)\ca + (d\c)\ab\

Again ah\c = (a
\

c)b — (b \c) a.

And c\ab = - \(ab \c) = (c |6) \a-(e \a) \b

(4) Again from § 120, (ab \ed) = (a \e) (b\d) - (a \d)(h |c) (16),

,(10).

.(11).

.(12).

.(13).

(14).

,(15).

(abe \def) =

(abed
\

efgh)

{a\d), {a\e), {a\f) \
(17),

{h\d), (h\e), {h I/)

{c\d), {c\e), (c|/)

{a\e), {a\f\ {a\g), {a\h),

{b\e), (blf), {b\g}. {b\h),

(c\e), (c |/), (o\ff), (cM
(d\e), (d\f). (d\g), {d\h),

18—2

(18).
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(5) It is unnecessary to reproduce the special forms of the more general

but less useful formulae in § 122. These eighteen formulae of the present and

the preceding articles are the fundamental formulae which will be appealed to

as known. They are all immediate consequences either of the extended rule

of the middle factor or of the formula of § 105.

159. Elementary Properties of a Single Force. (1) A force can

be represented as a product of any two points in its line. This is a simple

corollary of § 95.

(2) A system of forces lying in one plane is equivalent to a single force.

This is a corollary of § 97, Prop. IV.

(3) A force can be resolved into the sum of two forces on lines concurrent

with it and coplanar with it. For let a be the point of concurrence, then ah

can be chosen to represent the given force. Two points c and d can be found

on the other lines respectively, such that 6 = Xc + ^id. Hence ah = \ac + fiad.

Thus ah is resolved as required.

(4) Any force can be resolved into the sum of two forces, of which one

passes through a given point and one lies in a given plane, which does not

contain the point.

For consider the plane P through the given force and the given point.

It cuts the given plane in a line concurrent with the force, and through the

point of concurrence a line can be drawn in P through the given point : then

two forces can be found by (3) along these lines of which the sum is equivalent

to the given force.

Thus if a be any given point, A any given plane, F any given force, then

we can write,

F=ap-{-AP,

160. Elementary Properties of Systems of Forces. (1) The

letter S will only be used to denote a system of forces. Two congruent

systems of forces (i.e. of the types 8 and X^) will be spoken of as the

same system at different intensities. If F^, F^, etc. be any number of

forces, then 8 = ^F represents the most general type of system.

(2) If a be any given point and A any given planar element not

containing a, any system of forces (S) can be written

S = ap + AP.

For by § 159 (4), F, = ap, + AP„ F, = ap^ + AP„ etc.

Hence S = F^-\- F^-h a{p^-^ p2-\- + A (P^ + P^ •}-..,) = ap + AP.

Hence any system can always be represented by two forces of which one

lies in a given plane, and one passes through a given point not lying in the

plane.
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(3) The mention ofp and P can be avoided by means of the formula

{aA)S=-a.AS + aS.A.

This can be proved as follows. From (2) of this article

/Sf = op + AP.

Multiplying by a, we have aS=^a . AP = (aP) A - (aA) P.

Hence aS . A = - (aA) PA = (aA) AP.

Again multiplying by J^, we have AS = A .ap = (Ap) a — (Aa)p.

Hence a.AS = (aA)ap.

The required formula follows at once.

(4) It follows from (2) that any system S can be expressed in the form

S = ab -h cd.

For we may write cd instead of AP in the expression for S. It will be

proved in § 162 (2) that one of the two lines, say ab, can be assumed

arbitrarily.

(5) If ^2, ^3, ^4 be any four independent elements, then [cf. § 96 (1)]

S can be written

Hence any system can be represented as six forces along the edges of

any given tetrahedron.

When ^1,62,^3, 64 are unit reference elements, ttij, etc. will be called the

co-ordinates of the system S.

161. Condition for a Single Force. (1) If ^Sf be any system of

forces, (SS) is not in general zero. For by § 160 (4), S may be written

ab-{- cd] hence (SS) = 2 (abed).

Thus (SS) only vanishes when (abed) — 0, i.e. when ab and cd intersect.

But in this case ab + cd can be combined into a single force.

Thus (SS) — 0, is the required condition that S may reduce to a single

force.

(2) If/Sf=ap + ilP, then

(SS) =2(ap. AP) = 2 (aA) (pP) - 2 (aP) (pA).

If S= 7712^162 + '^236263 -f- TrsiCzei 4- '^'14,6164 + 7r24,e2e4 + 7r34e3e4,

then J (SS) = ir-^i'^^^ + 7r237ri4 + 7r3,7r24.

(3) If S reduce to a single force, \S reduces to a single force. For if

(SS) = 0, then \(SS) = 0, that is (|/Sf |^) = 0.

162. Conjugate Lines. (1) When a system S is reduced to the sum

of two forces ab and cd, then the lines ab and cd are called conjugate lines,

and the forces ab and cd are called conjugate forces with respect to the

system. Also ab will be called conjugate to cd, and vice versa.
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(2) To prove that in general any line ab has one and only one conjugate

with respect to any system S, not a single force.

For if S = \ab + ficdy then S — \ab is a single force.

Hence {(S - \ab) (S - \ab)] = 0 ; that is {SS) - 2\ (abS) = 0.

Therefore X = ^ ; and hence S — ^ t^tX cib represents the force
2 {abS) 2 {abS) ^

conjugate to Xa6. Since only one value of \ has been found, there is only

one such force; and if {abB) be not zero, there is always one such force.

•Similarly if any line be symbolized by AB, its conjugate with respect to S

(3) If two lines ab and cd intersect, their conjugates with respect to

any system S intersect.

For by multiplication

1 (SS) ] ( 1 (SS)
] _ 1 (SSfjabcd)

^ 2 (abS)
J \ 2 (cdS) ^

J

~ 4 (abS) (cdS)

since by hypothesis (abed) = 0.

= 0,

163. Null Lines, Planes and Points. (1) If L be any force, and

(LS) = 0, then the line L is called a null line of the system S.

Note that L can be written in the two forms ab and AB ; the product

(abS) is a pure progressive product ; the product (ABS) is a pure regressive

product.

If F be any force, then (FS) is called the moment of S about the force F.

(2) The assemblage of null lines of any given system S will be called

the linear complex* defined by the system S.

(3) If a be any point, then the planar, element aS defines a plane

containing a, which is called the null plane of the point a with respect to

the system S.

If A be any plane, then the point AS lies in A and is called the null

point of the plane A with respect to the system S.

* Linear Complexes were first invented and studied by Pliicker, cf. Phil. Trans, vol. 155, 1865,

and his book Neue Geometrie des Raimes, 1868. The theory of Linear Complexes is developed in

Clebsch and Lindemann's Vorlesungen ilher Geometrie, vol. 2, 1891 ; also (among other places)

in Koenig's La Geometrie Reglee, Paris, 1895, and in Dr Rudolf Sturm's Liniengeometrie, 3 vols.,

Leipzig, 1892, 1893, 1896. The chief advances in Line Geometry, since Pliicker, are due to

Klein. Buchheim first pointed out the possibility of applying Grassmann's Ausdehnungslehre to

the investigation of the Linear Complex, cf. On the Theory of Screws in Elliptic Space, Proc. of

London Math. Soc. vols, xv, xvi, and xvii, 1884 and 1886.
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164. Properties of Null Lines. (1) All the null lines of S which

pass through any point a lie in the null plane of a ; and conversely all the

null lines which lie in any plane A pass through its null point. For if ab

be any null line of S through a, then (abS) = 0 = (aS . b). Hence b lies on

the plane aS.

Similarly if AB be any null line of S in A, then (ABS) = 0 = (AS . B).

Hence B contains the point AS.

(2) If a lie on the null plane of b, then b lies on the null plane of a.

For (bS.a) = 0 = -(aS.b).

It is obvious that in this case ab is a null line.

(3) If any null line L of a system of forces intersect any line ab, it

intersects its conjugate.

For by hypothesis, i^L) = 0 = (abL).

Hence L (s -I j^ab) =^0.
V 2 {abS) J

Also obviously any line intersecting each of two conjugates is a null line.

(4) The conjugates of all lines through a given point a lie in the null

plane of a.

For let ab be any line through a. Then the plane through a and the

f 1 (SS) )
conjugate of ab is defined hy a\S — ^^j '

^^^^

It follows as a corollary that aS . bS represents the line conjugate to ab.

For this conjugate lies in the line of intersection of the null planes of a and

b. Thus

aS.bS = S-l^^^ab.
2 (abS)

(5) If the system do not reduce to a single force, no two points have

the same null plane and no two planes have the same null point.

For if X and y be two points such that xS = yS, then putting x = y +
zS = 0. Hence by § 97, Prop, i., S = zp; and therefore 8 reduces to a single

force, contrary to the assumption. Thus no two points with the same null

plane exist.

If X and Y be two planes with the same null point, then XS = YS.

Hence by taking supplements |Z |>Sf =
|

F|/Sf. But |^ is a system of forces,

and hence the points
|
X and

|
Y cannot have the same null planes with

regard to it unless \S reduce to a single force. Hence from § 161 (3) X
and Y cannot have the same null points with regard to S, unless S reduce

to a single force.
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(6) The relations between planes and their null points and between

points and their null planes can be expressed in terms of ordinary algebraic

equations involving their coordinates*. For let

and X = XxB^^i — X^xezCi + ^^le^e^ — X^^x^^fi^.

Then the equation, either of a plane through x, or of a point on X, is

Also [cf. § 160 (5)] let B be the system

oix^exe^ + rjL^e^i^ + dviexe^ + oi^^fi^ + ai4eie4 + 023^2^3-

Then by simple multiplication xB — (taj^x — «i3?2 + «i2?3) ^i^2^3 + etc.

Hence the co-ordinates \i, X3, X4 of the null plane of can be written,

o-Xj == * + ttg^fa + a^afg + a23f4,

O-Xs = ^43^1 + * + ai4?3 + a3i?4,

o-Xs = a24?i + 4- * + ai2f4,

= a32^] + aisf2 + a2if3 + * ,

where we assume + a2i = 0 = ajg + ol^ — etc.

Again by simple multiplication, we find

X8 = ( * + otaiXg + a3i^ + a4i^4) iexe^^^e^ ex + etc.

Hence the co-ordinates fi, fa* f3> ?4 of the null point of X are given by

(t'^X = * + Otai^ + a31^3 + «41^4)

^^'^2 — ^12X1 + * + OtsaXa 4- 342X4

,

O'^fs = ^13^1 + 023^ + * +0£43^4>

= ^14^ + 024X2 + 0t34^ + * •

(7) Thus, if the reference elements be normal points at unit normal

intensities, a skew matrix [cf. § 155] in a complete region of three dimensions

operating on x can be symbolized by \xS.

165. Lines in Involution. (1) A system of forces can always be

found so that five given lines are null lines with respect to it. But if six lines

are null lines with respect to some system, their co-ordinates must satisfy

a condition.

For let Zj, Za, Z3, Z4, Zg, Zg be any six independent lines. Then

[cf. § 96 (2)] we may write any system 8,

S = flA + ^2^ + ?34 + f4i^4 + ^.L, + feA.

Assume that (LxS) = 0 = (L,S) = (L,S) = (L,S) = (L^).

* Cf. Clebsch and Lindemann, Vorlesungen fiber Geometrie, vol. ii. pp. 41 et seq.
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Then the five ratios fi : f2 : f3 : f4 : f5 : are determined by the five

equations

* + (AZ,) + f3 + f4 {L^L,) + f„ (AZ,) + ?c (AZe) = 0,

f1 (Z2ZO + * + f3 (Z2Z3) + ?4 (Z^4) + (ZA) + ?6 (Z.Z,) = 0,

f1 (Z5ZO + f, (Z^,) + ?3 + ?4 (Z5Z4) + * + f6 (ZsZe) = 0.

Hence 8 is completely determined. Therefore one and only one system

of forces can in general be found such that the five lines Zi, Z2...Z5 are null

lines with respect to it.

(2) If Zg be also a null line with respect to the same system then

eliminating fi, fz. etc. from the six equations of condition, we find

= 0;

(AA), (W, ,

*

where it is to be noticed that (ZjZs) = {LJL^.

(3) Definition. Six lines which are null lines with respect to the same

system are said to be in involution ; and each is said to be in involution with

respect to the other five.

Thus the propositions of the preceding article can be stated thus :

The lines through a given point in involution with five given lines lie in

a plane, cf § 164 (1).

The lines in a given plane in involution with five given lines are con-

current, cf § 164 (1).

Again, a linear complex may be conceived as defined by five independent

lines belonging to it.

166. Reciprocal Systems. (1) Two systems of forces S and S' are

said to be reciprocal* if (SS')= 0.

It is obvious that a force on a null line of any system is a. force reciprocal

to the system.

(2) If two systems be reciprocal, the null lines of one system taken in

pairs are conjugates with respect to the other system.

For let S and S[ be the two systems. Then (SS') = 0. Let ab be a null

line of S, its conjugate with respect to S' is S' — ^
^^^^/^

* Reciprocal systems of mechanical forces were first studied by Sir R. S. Ball, cf. Transactions

of the Royal Irish Academy, 1871 and 1874, vol. 25, and Phil. Trans. (London), vol. 164, 1874,

and his book Theory of Screws (1876), ch. iii. The theory of systems of forces for non-Euclidean

Geometry was first worked out by Lindemann in his classical memoir, Mechanik bei Projectiven

Maasbestimmung, Math. Annal. vol. vii, 1873. The most complete presentment of Sir R. S. Ball's

Theory of Screws is given by H. Gravelius, Theoretische Mechanik, Berlin, 1889.
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Hence the conjugate of ab with respect to S' is a null line of >Si.

It is to be noted that there are conjugates of either system which are not

null lines of the. other.

167. Formulae for Systems of Forces. (1) The following formuljje

are obvious extensions of the standard formulae of § 157, remembering the

distributive law of multiplication.

From equation (I), § 157,

abc.S = S.abc = (abS)c + (caS) b 4- (bcS) a.)

Also Sc.de= (See) d - (Scd) e J

From equation (3), abc.dS= (adS) be + (bdS) ca + (cdS) ab (20).

By taking supplements, and replacing \S hy S, we see that the formulae

hold when planar elements replace the points.

(2) To prove that, if a be any point and S any system of forces

S. aS= aS.S = i(SS)a,

S.AS = AS.S==i(^^^

For let S = bc + de.

Then S . aS= de . abc + bc . ade = - (abed) e + (abee) d - (abde) e + (acde) b

= (bede) a ; from § 157, equation (2).

Also (SS) = 2 (bcde). Hence S.aS = i (SS) a.

The second formula follows by taking supplements.

(3) To prove that

aS.bS=^ (abS) S-i(SS)ab, ) .

AS.BS = (ABS)S-i(SS)AB] ^
^'

For let S — \ab + cd. Then aS .bS = acd . bed = (abed) cd.

/Cfcrv

But (abed) = (abS), and ^^ —^~2^^^^'

Hence aS .bS = (abS)S-i(SS)ab.

This forms another proof of the corollary to § 164 (4).

(4) From equations (21) and (22) it is easily proved that

aS .bS .cS = i (SS) {(beS) a + (caS) b + (abS) c) = 4 (SS) S . abe ;) . .

AS.BS,CS = i (SS) S . ABC J

'

'

Also from equation (22), aS,bS.S=i (SS) (abS),
\

AS.BS.S=i(SS)(ABS)] ^
^'
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(5) To prove that if a be any point and S and S' any two systems of

forces, then

S.aS' +S\aS = (SS')a,\

S . AS[ + 8\AS = (SS') a]

For in equations (21) write S+ S' instead of S.

Then (S + S').a(S + 8') ^i{{S + S') (8 + >Sf')l a.

Hence by multiplying out both sides,

8.a8 + 8\a8' + 8.a8' + 8\a8=:i(88)a-\-i(8'8')a + (88')a.

B\it8.a8 = i (^^ ct> and 8' .a8' = i (8'8') a. Hence the required result.

Similarly from equation (22) we can prove

a8. b8' + a8' . b8 = (ab8) 8' + {ab8') 8 - (88') ab,
\

A8 . B,8' + A8' . B8 = (AB8) 8' + (AB8') 8 - {88') AB]



CHAPTER II.

Groups of Systems of Forces.

168. Specifications of a Group. (1) If S^, S.2, ... he any six

independent [cf. § 96 (2)] systems of forces, then any system can be written

in the form X^S^ + X^^z + . . . + \Ss, Let \i, Xg? • • • ^ be called the co-ordinates

of as referred to the six systems.

Definitions. The assemblage of systems, found from the expression

Xi>Sfi + \2'S^2 by giving the ratio : X, all possible values, will be called a * dual

group ' of systems. The assemblage of systems, found from the expression

XiSi + X2S2 + X383 by giving the ratios Xi : X2 : X3 all possible values, will be

called a ' triple group ' of systems.

The assemblage, found from XiSi + X^S^ + X^Ss + X4>Sf4 by giving the ratios

Xi : X2 : X3 : X4 all possible values, will be called a ' quadruple group.' The

assemblage, found from X^Si + X^2 + + X4^S^4 + X5S5 by giving the ratios

Xj : X2 : Xg : X4 : X5 all possible values, will be called a * quintuple group.'

(2) A dual group will be said to be of one dimension, a triple group of

two dimensions, and so on.

It is obvious that a group of p — 1 dimensions (p = 2, 3, 4, 5) can be

defined by any p independent systems belonging to it ; and also that not

more than p independent systems can be found belonging to it.

(3) Again, if the co-ordinates Xj, X2, ... Xg of any system >Si satisfy a linear

equation of the form,

ttiXi + 03X3 + agXg + a4X4 + tteXg 4- OgXg = 0,

then S belongs to a given quintuple group.

For by eliminating Xg, we can write

a,S = Xi (a,S, - GtA) + >^ (06^2 - cL^Se) + X3 (a^s - a^e)

+ X4 (a^, - aA) + X5 (a,8, - a,S,).

Hence 0^81 — 0^8^, OgiSfa — ofa'Sfg, etc., define a quintuple group to which 8
belongs.
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Similarly it can be proved that if the co-ordinates Xj . . . Xg satisfy two

linear equations laX = 0, 2/3X = 0, then the system must belong to a certain

quadruple group : if the co-ordinates satisfy three linear equations, the

system must belong to a certain triple group : and if four linear equations, to

a certain dual group.

(4) Hence a dual group may be conceived as defined by two systems

belonging to it, or by four linear equations connecting the co-ordinates of

any system belonging to it.

• And generally, a group of p — 1 dimensions (p = 2, 3, 4, 5) is defined by p
independent systems belonging to it, or by 6 — p linear equations connecting

the co-ordinates of any system belonging to it.

169. Systems Reciprocal to Groups. (1) Definition. A system of

forces, which is reciprocal to every system of a group, is said to be reciprocal

to the group.

If a system S' be reciprocal to p independent systems, S^, S^, ... Sf,, of a,

group of /3 — 1 dimensions, it is reciprocal to the group.

For any system of the group is S = X^S^ + ... + XpSp.

Hence (SS') = \{S,S') + ... -{-X,(S^').

But by hypothesis (S^S') = 0 = {S,S') =...= (S^'). Hence {SS') = 0.

(2) All the systems reciprocal to a given group of p — 1 dimensions form

a group of 5 — p dimensions.

For let ••• ^6 be any six independent reference forces.

Then any system can be written

^Si = Xi^i 4- X^E^ + ... -\- \E^.

If this system be reciprocal to the p independent systems Si, S^, ... >Sfp

which define the given group, then the following p equations hold

:

\ {E,8,) + \,(E,S,) + X,{EA) = 0,

X, (E,S,) 4- K (E,S,) + . . . + Xe (EA) = 0,

Xi (E,S,) + X, (E,S,) + . . . + X« (E,S,) = 0.

Hence by § 1 68 (4) the group of reciproca-l systems is of (5 — p) dimensions,

and is therefore defined by any (6 — p) independent systems belonging to it.

(3) Definition. Let this group of reciprocal systems be called the

group reciprocal to the given group ; and let the two groups be called

reciprocal.

It is to be noted that there is only one system reciprocal to a quintuple

group ; or in other words, the reciprocal group is of no dimensions.
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170. Common Null Lines and Director Forces. (1) Definition.

A line which is a null line of every system of a group is called a * common
null line of the group.'

It is obvious that if a line be a null line of p independent systems of a

group of (p — 1) dimensions, it is a common null line of the group.

Definitim. Those systems of forces of a group which are simple, that is,

which reduce to single forces, are called ' director forces of the group
'

; and

the lines, on which they lie, are called ' director lines of the group.'

(2) Since the null lines of a system are the lines of forces reciprocal to

t*lie system, it follows that the common null lines of a group must be the

director lines of the reciprocal group ; and conversely.

(3) Let Si, Sz, ... Sp define a group of p — 1 dimensions, and let S'p+i,

>Sfp+2> ••• Sq define the reciprocal group.

Call the first group (r, the second group G\

Then if XiS^ + X^^i + . . . + Xp>Sfp be a director force of G, we must have

... + \Sp) ... = 0.

Hence X^' (SA) + 2W (S^S,) + . . . + Xp^ (^p>Sfp) = 0.

Let this equation be called the director equation of the group G.

If ai : tta : . . . : otp be a system of values of the ratios Xi'.X^' "• '\ which

satisfy this equation, then aiSi + a^S^ + . . . + ttpSp is a director line of G and a

null line of G\

Similarly if \p+i/Sfp+i+ ... + Xg/Se' be a director line of G\ the X's must

satisfy the equation

X%+i (,S'p+i S'p+,)+ 2Xp+,\p+2 (/Sf'p+i^'p+O + etc. = 0

;

and the director line of G' is a null line of G.

(4) A common null line of the group (r is a null line of any one of its

director forces F. But the null lines of a single force are the lines inter-

secting it. Accordingly each common null line of a group intersects all the

director lines and conversely.

171. Quintuple Groups. (1) Let a quintuple- group be defined by

the five systems Si, S^, S^, S^, and let Se be the system which forms the

reciprocal group.

The director equation is

V (SiSi) + 2\i\, (SA) + . . . + X^'^ (SA) = 0.

If Gfj : OTa : ttg : a4 : satisfies this equation, then ai^i -i- olzS^ + a^S^ + a^S^ +
is a director line of the quintuple group ; and accordingly is a null line of Sq.

Hence the director lines of a quintuple group form a linear complex

defined by the system S^ [cf. § 163 (2)].

Thus conversely a linear complex may be said to be defined, not only by
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any five independent lines belonging to it [cf. § 165 (3)], but also by any five

independent systems of the group reciprocal to S^.

(2) Also if 61626364 be the four co-ordinate points and any system S be

denoted by TTia^i^a + 7r^63^4, + Trig^iea + 7r42e4^2 + 7^14^164 + TTasegea, then a linear

complex is defined by the two equations

5:a7r = 0 (1),

and '"'12^34 + 7ri37r42 + ttuTt^s = 0 (2),

where the a's are given coefficients.

For the first equation secures that the variable system S belong to

a given quintuple group, and the second that it be a director force of the

group. Then by subsection (1) the lines, on which these director forces lie,

form a linear complex.

(3) The system reciprocal to the quintuple group given by equation (1)

can easily be expressed. For let this equation be written at length in the form.

Then the system, Se = aia^i^a + a34,6364 + (^1^6163 + ^x^^^^e^ + 01^6164 + 01^36263, is

reciprocal to any system S, whose co-ordinates satisfy equation (1). Therefore

is the required system. All the lines of the linear complex are null lines

of>Sf;.

(4) In general a quintuple group has no common null line. But if the

reciprocal system reduce to a single force, then this line is the common null

line of the group. The linear complex is in this case called a special linear

complex. It consists of the assemblage of lines w^hich intersect the line of

the reciprocal force.

172. Quadruple and Dual Groups. (1) Let ^1 and define a dual

group and >Sf3', >Sf4', S^', the reciprocal quadruple group. Let the dual group

be called G and the quadruple group G\

The director equation of is

This equation is a quadratic in X1/X2, and has in general two roots, real or

imaginary. Let aja^ and ^1/^2 be the roots, assumed unequal [cf. subsection

(9) below].

Then ai^Sfi -|- a^S^ and ^^S^ -f- ^2^2 are the only two director forces of

the dual group G.

Thus a dual group has in general two and only two director forces ; and

a quadruple group has two and only two common null lines.

Another statement of this proposition is that two systems of forces have

one and only one common pair of conjugate lines.

(2) Also the common null lines of a dual group are the lines intersecting

the two director lines of the group ; and the director lines of a quadruple

group are the lines intersecting the two common null lines of the group.
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(3) Definition. The assemblage of common null lines of a dual group is

called the ' congruence ' defined by the group.

Thus the lines of a congruence are lines intersecting two given lines.

The lines indicated by the director equation of the group G\ namely

V ('Sf/^aO + 2X3X4 {S^S:) +....+ \i (^e'/Sf/) = 0,

form the congruence defined by the group G.

(4) Through any point one and only one line of a congruence can in

general be drawn.

To find the line through any point x of the congruence defined by the

group G, notice that it must lie in the null planes of x with respect to any

two systems >Sii and of the group. Hence xSi.xSz is the common null

line through x.

Similarly in any plane X one and only one line of the congruence lies.

This line isXS^.XS,.

(5) The equation, xS^ . xSz = 0, implies that x is on one of the two

director lines of G.

For if Oitta and hj)2 are the director lines, and >Sfi = Xiaia2 4- a^^Aj

S2 = XaOida + H'jbih, then xSi . XS2 = (Xi/^a — oca^az . xbib2.

Hence, assuming that the director lines are not co-planar, either xaia2=0,

or xhih2 = 0.

Similarly the equation, XSi.XS2 = 0, implies that the plane X contains

one of the director lines.

If xSi . xS2 = 0, and XSi . Z^2 = 0, then the theorems of subsection (4)

do not hold.

(6) If the congruence be defined as the assemblage of the director lines

of the quadruple group G\ the line belonging to it which lies in any plane or

passes through any point can be determined thus

:

Lemma. If L denote a single force the two equations, (abL) = 0,

(6cZ)=0, imply the equation (caX)= 0 and that L lies in the plane abc.

But if L denote a system which is not a single force then the three

equations cannot coexist. For the equations (abL) = 0 and (bcL) = 0 imply

that b is the null point of the plane abc with respect to L. Hence ca cannot

be a null line (assuming that abc is not zero), unless L represent a single

force lying in the plane abc.

Now let abc represent any given plane, and let + + Xj/Sfg' + \Ss

represent any system of the group G'. Then it follows from the Lemma that

the three equations,

X3 (bcS,') + X4 {bcS:) + \ (bcS,') + \e (bcSe') = 0,

Xg (caS/) + X4 (caS/) + X5 (caS/) -f \ (caS/) = 0,

X3 (abS,') + X4 (abS:) 4- X^ (abS,') + Xe (abS,') = 0,

are the three conditions that this system may represeilt the director line in

the plane abc.
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Hence the system of the group 0' which can be written in the form

S^, Si, Sq,

(bcs:), (bcs:), (hcs,'), (bcs,')

(caSa), (caS^'), (caS^), (caSe)

(abSs'), (abS:), (abS;), (abS,')

is the director force of the group which lies in the plane abc.

(7) Similarly the line of the congruence, which passes through any

point ABC, where A, B, G are planes, is found by substituting A, B, G for

a, b, c respectively in the above expression.

(8) Again, if the plane abc contain one of the two common null lines

of G\ then every line lying in it and passing through its point of intersection

with the other common null line must be a director line.

Hence the above expression for the single director line lying in the plane

abc must be nugatory.

Accordingly the conditions, that the plane abc may contain one of the

two common null lines of G\ are

(bcS,'), {bcSa (bcS,'), (bcS,')
I
= 0.

(caSs), (caS/), (caSs), (caSg)

(abS,'), (abS:), (abS,% (abSe')

Similarly the conditions, that the point ABG may lie on one of the

common null lines, is found by replacing the points a, b, c by the planes

A, G in the above conditions.

(9) An exceptional type of dual group arises, when the director equation

has two equal roots. In this case, with the notation of subsection (1), if Si

and ^2 he any two systems of the group,

A group of this type will be called a parabolic group.

There is only one director force in the group. Let it be D, and sub-

stitute D for Si in the above equation. Then, since (DD) = 0, the equation

reduces to {DS2) = 0. Hence the director line is a common null line of

all the other systems of the group ; in other words, the director force is

reciprocal to every other system of the group.

The null plane of a point on the director line is the same for each

system of the group, and contains the director line. For, if S be any system

of the group and D the director force, any other system of the group can be

written \D + fiS. Hence, if x be any point on the line D,

X (\D + fjbS) = fixS = xS.

Since the director line is a common null line of the group, the plane xS
contains the director line.

Similarly the null point of a plane containing the director line is the

same for each system of the group, and lies on the director line.

w. 19
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The theorems of subsection (4) still hold. For, if x be any point not on

the director line, the common null lines of the group through x must

intersect the director force D ; and therefore must pass through the common

null point of the plane xD. Hence there is only one such line through x,

and there is always one such line. Also, if Si and be any two systems of

the group, the common null line through x is xSi . xSi.

The theorem of subsection (5) still holds. For, if ah be the director force,

any system of the group can be written in the form ac + bd.

Now xab .x(ac + bd) = (xabc) xa 4- (xabd) xb.

Hence, xab .x(ac+ bd) = 0, implies (xabc) = 0 = (xabd). Therefore x must

lie on the line ab.

Now, if Si = ac -\- bd, any other system S2 of the group can be written in

the form Xab + fiSi.

Hence xSi . xS^ = xSi . x (Xab + fiSi) = XxSi . xab.

Now X is not zero, if ^2 be different from Si. Hence, xSi.xS2 = 0,

implies, xab . xSi = 0.

(10) If be any line not intersecting the director force 2) of a parabolic

group, then one and only one system of the group can be found for which N
is a null line.

For let S be any system of the group. Then XD + fiS is any other

system. If iV is a null line of this system

X(ND) + fi(NS) = 0.

Now by hypothesis (NB) is not zero. Hence the system D (NS) — S (ND)
has N for a null line. And no other system has N for a null line.

If 2) = eie2, and N = e^e^, then the conjugate with respect to

D(]srs)-s(]srD)

of the line 61^3 must intersect both D and N. Hence D (NS) — S (ATZ)) can

be written in the form

XBiB^ + fiab,

where 6163 is any given line intersecting D and N, and a lies on D and b

on N.

173. Anharmonic Ratio of Systems. (1) The null points of any

given plane with respect to the systems of a dual group are collinear. For

let the two systems Si and ^2 define the group, and let >Si be any third

system of the group. Also let A be any plane.

Then S = XiSi + X2S2, also the null point of A with respect to S is

AS= XiASi + X2AS2. Hence AS, ASi, AS2 are collinear.
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(2) The anharmonic ratio of the four null points of any plane with

respect to four systems of a dual group is the same for all planes and

depends only on the four systems. For let Si, S2, XiSi + X^S^) fJ'i^i -\- (^28^ be

the four systems. The four null points of any plane A are ASi, AS2,

\ASi-^\2^S2, fiiASi-\- fi2AS2. The anharmonic ratio of these four points,

taking the first two and the last two as conjugates, is XiyLta/^/^i. This ratio

is independent of A.

(3) Similarly the four null planes of any point a with respect to the

four systems have the same line of intersection, and their anharmonic ratio is

also Xi/i-g/^^i'

(4) Definitions. Let this ratio be called the anharmonic ratio of the

four systems. If the anharmonic ratio be — 1, the four systems are said to

be harmonic ; and one pair are harmonic conjugates to the other pair. Pairs

of systems, harmonically conjugate to the two systems Si and S2, are said to

form an involution, of which Si and >Sf2 are the foci.

The anharmonic ratio of the four systems \i>Sfi -f- ^2*^^25 XiSi-\-7<^'82,

^I'Si + 'K2"82
, y<'i"Si + 7^2"S2 is

(X,i\2 — ) ^2 — ^2 ^1 *~~ ^2^1 ) (^1 — ^2 ^1 )•

(5) There is one and only one system belonging to a dual group which

is reciprocal to a given system of the group. For if tti^S^i + 0I2S2 be any

given system, and XiSi + '^282 a system of the dual group reciprocal to it,

then

\ {«! (SiSi) + 02 (S1S2)} + X2 {Oil (S1S2) + 0L2 {SS.)] = 0.

And this equation determines \i : uniquely. Thus a dual group can be

divided into pairs of reciprocal systems. Each director force is its own

reciprocal system.

But if the group be parabolic [cf. § 172 (9)], the director force is the only

system of the group reciprocal to any of the other systems. For, if S be any

system and D the director force, any other system can be written \D + fiS.

If this system be reciprocal to S, X(DS)-\- fi(SS) = 0. But {LS) = 0, and

(SS) is not zero. Hence //, = 0.

(6) A pair of reciprocal systems of a dual group are harmonic conjugates

to the two director forces of the group.

For let Di and A be the two director forces, and \iA + ^2A and

fiiDi-\- fi2D2 be the two reciprocal systems.

Then (X^y^ + Xg/^i) (AA) = 0.

Hence (assuming that the director lines do not intersect),

The two reciprocal systems can therefore be written \iA + ^A,
XjA — ^2A» and are harmonic conjugates to A and A-

19—2
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(7) Hence systems Si, S^, Ss, etc., belonging to one dual group form an

assemblage of systems in involution with their reciprocal systems S^, S2, S./,

etc., belonging to the same dual group. The foci of the involution are the

director forces.

The dual group will be called elliptic or hyperbolic according as these

foci are imaginary or real.

(8) Since a single system uniquely defines a linear complex, we can also

speak of the anharmonic ratio of four linear complexes which have the same

congruence in common. An assemblage of complexes with the same con-

gruence in common contains two and only two special complexes. These are

the foci of an involution in which each complex corresponds to its reciprocal

complex, that is, to the complex of the assemblage which is defined by a

system reciprocal to its own.

These theorems respecting linear complexes are merely other statements

of the theorems proved above.

174. Self-Supplementary Dual Groups. (1) Let the operation of

taking the supplement be assumed to refer to any given quadric.

The system \S will be called the supplementary system of S, where S is

any system. Also S and |;Si define a dual group. This dual group has the

property that the supplement of any system belonging to it also belongs to

the group.

For if 8' = \S + fi\S, then \S' = \\S + fiS. Let the group be called

' self-supplementary.'

(2) A self-supplementary group is obviously in general determined by

any one system belonging to it. For if S be known, S and |^ in general

determine the group.

But if S' be of the form \S ±\\S, then \8' = ± >Sf', hence S' and \S' do not

determine the group. A system S\ such that
|
/S' = + 8', is called a self-

supplementary system.

(3) If two generators of the same system of any quadric are conjugate

lines with respect to any system of forces, then the generators of that system

of generators taken in pairs are all conjugate lines with respect to that system

of forces. Let 8 be the system of forces, Di and the two generators which

are conjugate with respect to 8 ; and let G be any third generator of the

same system of generators. We require to prove that ^'^~^^^^^^) ^^^^

a generator of the quadric.

Now let the operation of taking supplements be performed in reference

to this quadric. Then |A=±A, and |i)2=±A, where both the upper

signs or both the under signs are to be taken [cf. § 116 (3)]. Hence since 8
can be written \Di + XgA, we have \8=±8. Also \0= ±G.
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Therefore
|

-
J

= iglG

Accordingly the conjugate of (r is a generator [cf. § 116 (3)].

(4) Conversely it is obvious that if 8 be self-supplementary, that is,

if \S= ±8, then the conjugate of any generator G belonging to one of the

two systems of the self-normal quadric is another generator of the same

system of generators as G.

It is obvious that if \8 = S, the generator must be of the positive system
;

ii\S = — 8, the generator must be of the negative system.

(5) In general the director lines of a self-supplementary group are

supplementary to each other.

For if the group be defined by 8 and
1

8, the director equation is

(V + fJL') (88) + 2Xfi (S\8) = 0.

Let the roots of this equation be a//3 and fi/a, then the director forces

and A are 1),:= aS + 0 \8, n^ = 138 + a\8. Hence
|
A = A, and

|
A = A-

(6) But if we choose two director forces so that each lies on the self-

normal quadric, that is, so that
|
A = ± A . and [D^ — ± (making the same

choice of both ambiguities), then any system 8 = \A + A belonging to the

group is self-supplementary. Hence these exceptional groups cannot be

defined by two systems of the form 8 and
1

8. Therefore the above reasoning

fails.

Also if (88) = + (8\8), the roots of the director equation are equal ; and

the group is parabolic [cf. § 172 (9)]. If (88) = (8\8), the director force is

8—\8, and is self-supplementary, and belongs to the negative system of

generating lines : if (88) = — (8\ 8), the director force is 8 -{-18, and belongs

to the positive system. This is the most general type of self-supplementary

parabolic group, in which each system is not self-supplementary.

(7) In general there is one and only one self-supplementary system of

each type (positive and negative) in each self-supplementary dual group.

For if the group be defined by 8 and
1

8, where >Si is any system, or by 8'

and \8\ where |>Si' is any other system of the group, then any two pairs of

self-supplementary systems of the two types belonging to the group are

8±\8, and >Sf' ± |;Sf'.

But if 8' = \8 -\- fji\8, then \8' = \\8 fi8 ; and hence

8'±\8' = (\±fju) (^±|>Sf) = /Sf±l/S'.

Thus all such pairs of systems are identical.
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(8) Any system S which is not self-supplementary has in general two

and only two conjugate lines which are supplementary. The system obviously

has one pair of such conjugate lines, namely, the director lines of the group S
and \S. It has no more, for if possible let D and \D be two such lines which

are not the director lines of the group S,
\
S.

Then S = \D-^/m\D;

hence \S = \\D + fjuD,

Accordingly D and \D must be director lines of the group S, \S, which by

hypothesis is not the case.

This proposition does not hold, if the group (S, \S) be parabolic.

(9) This proposition may also be stated thus : Any system has in general

one and only one pair of conjugate lines which are polar reciprocal to each

other with reference to a given quadric.

Let ab and cd be this pair of conjugates for any system S. Let ah and cd

meet the quadric in a, 6 and c, d. Then ad, ac and bd, be are generating

lines of the quadric. But these lines are also null lines of the system S.

Hence in general [cf. § 175 (12) and (13)] any linear* complex has four

lines which are generators of any given quadric, two belonging to one system

of generators and two belonging to the other system.

(10) The proposition can easily be extended to self-supplementary

systems with respect to the given quadric. For if S be any system, then

/Si ± |>S> is the general type of a self-supplementary system. But the director

lines of the group S and \S are supplementary, and they are conjugate lines

oi S ±\S which belong to the dual group.

The discussion of self-supplementary systems, and of systems such that

(SS) ± (S\S) = 0, is resumed in § 175 (8) to (13).

* Cf. Clebsch and Lindemaun, Vorlesungen iiber Geometries vol. ii.
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175. Triple Groups. (1) The reciprocal group of a triple group is

another triple group. Let Si, S2, Ss define any triple group G, and let

/Sf/, 85, Se define the reciprocal group G\ The director equation of G,

namely, the condition that X^S^ + Xa/Sfg + X^S^ reduce to a single force, is

\' {8A) + (8A) +V (^3^3) 4- 2\{K, (8A) + 2\2>^3 (8A) 4- 2X3X1 (^3'S^i) = 0.

This equation is also the condition that the line XA + X^^ + \8s be a

common null line of the group G'.

(2) The condition that x may lie on a common null line of G is,

(x8i.w8,.8,)^0.

For X81.X82 is a common null line of 81 and 8^, and the given condition

secures that it be also a null line of 8^.

(3) But the equation, {x8i . xS^ . 8^) = 0, is the equation of a quadric

surface.

Hence the common null lines of a triple group G are generators of a

quadric surface. The director lines therefore, which are null lines of the

triple group G', must also be generators of a quadric surface. Furthermore

every null line intersects every director line, and conversely. Thus it follows

that the quadric surfaces, on which the null lines of G and of G' lie, must be

the same surface ; and that the null lines of G are generators of one system

on the surface, and the director lines of G (i.e. the null lines of G') are

generators of the other system on the surface. Let the two systems of

generators be called respectively the null system and the director system

with respect to the given group.

(4) Hence a triple group G defines a quadric surface. The only other

triple group which defines the same surface is the reciprocal group G\ The

director system of generators with respect to G is the null system with

respect to G\ and vice versa.

(5) Conversely, any quadric surface defines a pair of reciprocal triple

groups.

For take any three generators of the same system belonging to this

quadric. Let Gi, G2, G3 be forces along them. Then Gi, G^, ft define a

triple group, and its associated quadric must contain the three lines

Gi, G2, G3. But there is only one quadric which contains three given lines.

Hence the associated quadric is the given quadric.

(6) The condition that the plane ahc may contain a director line of the

group G is

(bcSi), (bc82), (bcSs)

(ca8i), (ca/Sa), (ca8s)

{ah8i), (abS^), (ab8.s)

0.
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For assume that X-^S-i + Xg/Sia + Xg^Sfg is a single force lying in the plane abc.

Then, by the lemma of § 172 (6), the three following equations are the

necessary and sufficient conditions,

\ (hcS,) + \, (hcS,) + Xs (hcSs) = 0,

Xi (caSi) + (caS^) + Xg (caS^) = 0,

Xi (abSi) + X2 (ahS^) + X3 (abS.,) = 0.

But these equations require the given condition.

Accordingly this is also the condition that abc may touch the associated

quadric and contain a common null line of the group.

(7) Similarly the condition that the point ABC, where A, B, G are

planar elements, may lie on the associated quadric is found by replacing

a, b, c in the above condition hy A, B and G.

(8) If the supplements of G and G' be taken with respect to the asso-

ciated quadric, then from § 174 (3) and (4) every system belonging to G or

G' is self-supplementary; and conversely all self-supplementary systems

with respect to a given quadric must belong to one of the two associated

groups of the quadric.

For any system 8 of group G we may assume \S = S; then for any

system S' of G' we have \S' = - S\

(9) Corresponding to each director line of a triple group, one parabolic

dual subgroup can be found with that line as director line.

For let F2, be any three director lines of the triple group, and let

F^ be the given director line. Then any system 8 of the triple group can be

written

8 = Xi-Fj + X2-F2 + Xsi^g.

Now, if the subgroup {F-^, 8) is parabolic, {F^8)= 0. Hence the required

condition is

\,{F,F,) + \,{F,F,) = 0.

Thus the subgroup defined by F^ and (F^Fs) F^ - (F^F^) F^ is parabolic

with ^1 as director line.

(10) Let the quadric defined by the triple group be self-supplementary.

Hence by the previous subsection, if 8^={FiFs) F2- (F^F^) Fs, the dual

group defined by F^ and 8^ is parabolic and such that each system 8 is self-

supplementary. U\F, = F„ then
|
^ = /Sf ; and if | i^i = - i^i , |

>Sf= - ^. Corre-

sponding to each generator of either system there is one such parabolic

self-supplementary dual group [cf subsection (12), below].

(11) The most general type of self-supplementary parabolic group, in

which each system is not self-supplementary, is the type defined by a

generator, G, of the self-normal quadric and a self-supplementary system 8
;

such that, either
|

= G^, and
|

/S = - /Sf, or,
|
= - G^, and

|
>S = >Sf [cf § 174 (7)].
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For firstly let the director line of the parabolic subgroup, be such that

\G = G; and let >S^i be any other system of the group. Then by § 174 (6)

\S, = aG-S,.

Also by hypothesis, {GS^ = 0.

Then any system S of the group can be written \G + fiSi.

Hence \S = \\G -\-
fjL\S= (\ + ficL)G - fiS^.

Thus, if S be self-supplementary, that is, if \S=8, then, A, + /u,a = — X;
that is, \ = — ^fjLa.

Hence the system S= Si — ^<xG, is such that |^Sf= — ^.

Accordingly the self-supplementary parabolic group can be defined by

GsiiidS; where \G = G,\S = -S.
Similarly ii

\ G = ~ G, then the self-supplementary system S belonging to

the group is such that \S = S.

Thus corresponding to any generator G of the self-normal quadric there

are an infinite number of such parabolic self-supplementary groups, since any

self-supplementary system S of the opposite denomination (positive or

negative) to G will with G define such a group.

(12) It is evident [cf. § 174 (3) and (4)] that any self-supplementary

system S has as null lines all the generators of the self-normal quadric of the

opposite denomination. It also has as null lines two generators of the same

denomination.

For we may write S = a^Di + olJ)^, where Dx and are two generators of

the same denomination as S. Let be a third such generator. Then any

self-normal system of the same denomination as S can be written in the

form

This system is a generator (D) if

X.A (AA) + ^3^1 (AA) + (AA) = 0.

Also i) is a null line of S, if {DS) = 0, that is, if

(Xitti + \,a,) (D,D,) + X3 {«! (AA) + «2 (AA)| = 0.

These two equations give two solutions for the set of ratios of Xj to X2 to

X3. Hence S has two null lines among the generators of the same denomi-

nation [cf. subsection (10) above, and also § 174 (10)].

(13) Now let iV be a generator of the opposite denomination to the

self-supplementary system S ; and let D and D' be the two generators of the

same denomination as S, which are null lines of S according to the previous

subsection.

Then D and D' necesvsarily intersect N. Also the parabolic group

defined by N and S is of the type discussed in subsection (11). But I) and

D' and N must be common nulls of this group. Also no other generators of
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the quadric can be null lines of any system of the group, other than N and

S. For consider the system \N+ fiS, Then every generator of the D type

intersects iV, but only D and D' are null lines of S. Accordingly only B
and D' of the generators of this type are null lines of \N-]-/jlS. Again,

all the generators of the N type are null lines of S ; but no generator of this

type, except N, intersects N. Hence iV is the only null line belonging to

the generators of this type.

Hence any system S'y not self-supplementary, which is such that

(*Sf'^') ± |^') = 0, has two generators of one system and one generator of

the other system as null lines. This proposition should be compared with

that of § 174 (9).

(14) Thus, summing up and repeating, any quadric has in general two

generators only of one system and two generators only of the other system,

which are null lines of any system of forces S. But, as exceptional cases,

either all the generators of one system and two only of the other system are

null lines of S ; or one generator only of one system and two only of the

other system are null lines of S.

176. Conjugate sets of Systems in a Triple Group. (1) Any two

systems Si, S2 of the triple group G define a subgroup. It is possible to find

one and only one system S belonging to G which is reciprocal to the whole

subgroup Si, Si.

For let S be such a system and let S3 be any third independent system so

that Si, S^i S2 define G. Then we may write S = XiSi + \S2 + \Ss.

Hence by hypothesis

\ (SiSi) + \ (S1S2) + X3 (SiS,) = 0,

\ {S2S1) + (SA) + X3 (S.A) = 0.

Thus the ratios XiiX^: X3 are completely determined, and therefore S is

completely determined. The reciprocal system S can be written in the form

(SA), iS^S,), (SA)
(SA), (SA), {SA)

This system does not belong to the dual subgroup (Si, S2), it the

coefficient of S3 does not vanish ; that is, if

{SiSi)(SA)-{SiS2y

be not zero; that is, if the subgroup (Si, S2) be not parabolic. In subsections

(2), (3), (4), following, the subgroups will be assumed to be not parabolic.

(2) Also in the subgroup defined by Si, S^ we may choose ^1 and S2 so

as to be reciprocal [c£ § 173 (5)]. Thus three systems Si, S2, Ss can be

found, belonging to the triple group G, such that each system is reciprocal
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to the subgroup formed by the other two. And one of these systems, say S^,

can be chosen arbitrarily out of the systems of the group G ; and then

and S3 can be chosen in a singly-infinite number of ways out of the dual

subgroup of G which is reciprocal to Si.

Definition. Let such a set of three mutually reciprocal systems of a

group G be called a 'conjugate' set of the group.

(3) If Si, S2, Ss be a conjugate set of systems, then XS^, XS^, XS^ are

three conjugate points lying in the plane X with respect to the associated

quadric of G.

For the director lines of the group (S^, S^) are generators of the quadric

G; and it has been proved [cf § 173 (6)] that the line joining the points XSi
and XS2 intersects these director lines in two points di and d^s such that the

range formed by (d^, d^, XS^, XS2) is harmonic. But d^ and d.^ are on the

quadric G. Hence by the harmonic properties of poles and polars XSi is on

the polar of XS^, and XS^ on the polar of XS^.

Similarly for XS^ and XS3, and for XSi and XS3. Hence the three

points XSi, XS2, XS3 are three mutually conjugate points on the plane X.

(4) An analogous proof shows that xS^, ccS^, XS3 are conjugate planes

through the point x.



CHAPTEH III.

Invariants of Groups.

177. Definition of an Invariant. (1) Let ^i, S^, ... Sp define a

group G of p-1 dimensions, and let Si, 82, ...Sp be any p systems belonging

to this group G. Then there must exist p equations of the typical form

Sf/ = ^filSi + X,^2'S'2 + . . . + ^fjipSp.

Also let A denote the determinant

^21? •••

Xpi, Xp2, ... ^pp

Then, if A be not zero, the systems Si, S2, ...Sp are independent [cf. § 96

and § 63 (4)] systems.

(2) Let (l)(Si, Szi ... Sp) be any function of the p systems Si, S^, ... Sp

formed by multiplications and additions of Si, S2, ... Sp and of given points,

forces, and planar elements. Let </>(^/, S2, ... Sp) denote the same function

only with ^2', ••• Sp substituted respectively for Si, S2, ... Sp.

Then if </)(/Sf/, >Sf;, ... S;) = A^(t>(Si, S^, ... Sp), X being an integer,

(p(Si, S2, ... Sp) is called an invariant of the group G,

The effect of substituting any other p independent systems of the group

G hr Si, S2, ... Sp in an invariant of the group is to reproduce the original

function multiplied by a numerical factor which does not vanish.

178. The Null Invariants of a Dual Group. (1) Let ^1 and S2

define a dual group, and let S = XSi + /JLS2, S' = X'^i 4- fi'S2, A = X/x' - X'/x.

Then the expressions wSi . 0)82 and XSi . XS2, where x is any point and

X is any planar element, are invariants of the group. Call them the Null

Invariants.

For wS . xS' = AxSi . XS2, and XS . Z>Sf' = AXSi . XS2.

It has already been proved [cf. § 172 (4)] that these expressions denote

respectively the common null line of the gi'oup through the point x, and

the common null line of the group in the plane X.
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179. The Harmonic Invariants of a Dual Group. (1) Another

important invariant of the group is xSi . ^2 — ^^^2 • ^i' Call this expression

the Harmonic Point Invariant of the group ; let it be denoted by H(x).

This expression is easily proved to be an invariant by direct substitution.

It represents a point. It must be noticed that the intensity to be ascribed

to H(x) depends on the special pair of systems (S^, S2) which is chosen to

define the group.

It is obvious that H (\x + = XiT (00) + /jlH(x).

(2) Similarly if X be any planar element, XSi . — XS^ . ^1 is an

invariant of the group. Call this expression the Harmonic Plane Invariant

;

and let it be denoted by H{X). It represents a planar element. The

intensity of H{X) depends on the special pair of systems which define it.

Also H{\X + ijlX') = \H{X) 4- tiH{X').

(3) If ^1 and 8^ be a pair of reciprocal systems, it is obvious from

§ 167 (5), equation 25, that

Hence in this case H{x) = 2x8-i_ . 8^ = — ^xS^ .Si.

Similarly H(X) = 2X8^ .8, = - 2X8, . 8^.

These expressions only hold when 81 and 8^ are reciprocal.

(4) To find the relation between the points x and H(x), and between

the planes Xand H(X).

Let the common null line through x meet the director lines of the group

in c?i and ; and let the two director lines be written d^ei and cZa^a-

Then 81 and >S^2, which will be assumed to be reciprocal systems, can be

written in the forms [cf. § 173 (6)]

81 = diCi + c^2^2, /Sfg = X (diBi — d^e^.

Also we may write x — ^idi + fa^^a-

Hence by multiplication x8i= ^id^d^e^^ ^^did^ei^

x8i . 82 = X^xdid^e^ . diBi - X^^d^dxex . d^e, — X (c^i^if^a^a) [^\di — ^^d^^.

Also {8S1) = 2 {dxexd^e,), (S^S,) = - 2X^ {dxe^d^e^)-

Therefore H{x) = 2x8, . 8^ = V{- (>S^i'S^i) {^2^2)} {^xd, - ^^d,).

But fA+faC^a, i\dx — ^^2y diy form a harmonic range. Hence H{x)

lies on the common null line of the group through x, and is the harmonic

conjugate of x with respect to the two points in which the null line meets

the director lines.

(5) Similarly H{X)=^2X8, . 82= ^{-{8A){S28,)]{^,D,-^2D2)\ where

Di and Da are two planes both containing the common null line in the plane

Xy and respectively containing the two director lines ; and X = fiDj + fa^a.
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Hence H{X) contains the common null line of the group which lies in

X, and is the harmonic conjugate of X with reference to the two planes

containing the null line and the two director lines.

(6) Let H[H{x)] be written H''{x), and let H^{x) denote H[H''{x)],

and so on.

Then it has been proved in (4) and (5) that if and c^g lie on the director

lines of the group, and x = fjC^j + ^Ji^,

H {x) = V{-m {SA)] {^A - fA).

It follows that iT^ {x) = - {8A) (SA) {^A + ^42) = - (^A) (SA) ^.

Therefore H^(x) = x, and generally II^(x) = x, or =H(x), according as X

is an even or an odd integer.

Similarly (X) = - (SA) (S^S^)X ; and hence (X) = X.

(7) If the group be parabolic [c£ § 172 (9)], then H(x) is the null point

(common to all the systems) of the plane through x and the single director

line. For let D be the director force and S any other system of the group,

then (D8) = 0.

Hence by subsection (3), H (x) = 2xD . S.

Thus H (x) is the null point of the plane xD with respect to S.

Accordingly all the points of the type H (x) are concentrated on the

director line
;
and, if (xyD) = 0, then H (x) = H (y).

Similarly H {X) is the null plane of the point DX,

180. Further Properties of Harmonic Invariants. (1) If /Sfj and

)S>2 are two reciprocal systems of the group, the null plane of x with respect

to Si is the same as the null plane of H{x) with respect to ^8^3. For by

§ 167 (2), since xSx and xS^ are planar elements,

and H (x) = - 2xS, .S,.S, = - (SA) ^S,] ^
^•

Similarly the null point of X with respect to Si is the same as the null

point of H{X) with respect to S2.

For H(X)S,^ 2XSi.S,.S,= {SA)XSil
H {X) Si = - 2XSi .Si.Si = - (SA) XS,.}

(2) If S be any system of the dual group, to prove that

H(x)S=-H (xS), H(X)S =-H(XS) (3).

For let S' be the system reciprocal to S belonging to the group. Then
we may write H(x) = 2xS . S'. Also from the second of equations (1) in

subsection (1),

H(x)S = -(SS)xS\

Again by § 167 (2) H (xS) = 2xS.S.S' = (SS)xS'^-H (x) S
Similarly // (XS) = - H(X) S.
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(3) If the locus of x be the plane X, then the locus of H{x) is the plane

H{X).
This proposition is obvious from the harmonic relation between x and

H{x) and between X and H{X).

It can also be proved by means of the important transformation

XH(x) = xH(X) (4),

where a; and X denote respectively any point and any plane.

For if Si and be any two reciprocal systems of the group, then

remembering that the product of two planar elements and a force, or a

system of forces, is a pure regressive product,

XH (x) = 2X . (xSi . S,) = 2X .xSi.S, = - 2x8^ . XS,

= - 2x(Si . XS,) = 2x(XSi . S,) = xH(X).

(4s) If ab be a null line of any system S of the dual group, then

H(a) H(b) is also a null line of 8.

For by hypothesis (abS) = 0. And by (2) of this article,

H(a)H{b)S=-H (a) H (bS).

But by (3) of this article and by § 179 (6),

H (a) H(bS) = bSH' (a) = bSa = 0.

Hence H(a) H(b)S = 0.

Since H^{x) = x, this proposition can also be stated thus, if aH(b) be a null

line of >Sf, then bH(a) is a null line of S.

(5) If 8i and 82 be reciprocal systems of the dual group and ab be a

null line of 82, then H(a) H{b) is the conjugate of ab with respect to >8^i.

This proposition will be proved [cf § 164 (4)] by proving the important

formula

H (a) H{b) = -2 {8,8,) a8,.b8, .(5)

;

where H (x) = 2x8^ . 8,.

For remembering that {8^82) = 0, and {ab8^ = 0, and twice using equations

(22) of § 167 (3),

H (a) IT (6) = 4 {a8,) 8, . {b8,) 8, = 4> (a8i . b8, . 8,) 8,-2 (8A) a8, . bS^

= 4 [[(ab80 8,-i {8181) ab} 8,] 8,-2 (8,8,) a8i . 6>Sf,

= -2(8,8,)a8,,b8i.

In connection with this proposition and that of subsection (4) the proposition

of § 166 (2) should be referred to.

181. Formulae connected with Reciprocal Systems. (1) A variety

of formulae connected with two reciprocal systems can be deduced from the

preceding article.

Thus equation (22) of § 167 (3) can be written

(ab8)8 = i(88)ab-\-a8.b8.
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From this equation and from equation (5) of § 180 (5), it immediately follows

that, if Si and 82 be reciprocal and ab be a null line 82,

2 (ab8i) 8i = (8A) ab - H (a) H (b).

Similarly, 2 (ABSi) 8, = (8A) AB - H{A)H(B)
;

where AB is a. null line of 8^,

.(1).

(2) Also with the same assumptions as in (1), it follows from § 180(5)

^that aH(b) is a null line of >S^i. Hence by the preceding subsection

2 {aH (b) 82} 82 = (8,8,) aH(b) - ^H(a) H' (a).

But by § 179 (6), H (b) = - {8A) (8,8,) b
;

also by an easy transformation

{aH(b)8,} = (8A){ab8,).

Hence 2 (ab8i) 8, = aH (b) - bH (a).
\

Similarly 2(AB8i) 8,=^ AH(B) - BH (A).)

(8) Also, since (ab8,) = 0, (abS^) 8^ = 0 = i {8A) ab + a8^ . bS^,

2
Hence ab = — y^tcT^ a/Sfg . b82.

{bA)

Thus (ab80 8, = i (8A) ab + a8i . b8, = a8, . b8i - aS^ . b8,.

Similarly, if (^^^Sf^) = 0, (AB8,) 8^ = A8, . B8^ - A82 . B82.
(02/02)

• (3).

(4) Also, with the same assumptions, equations (26) of § 167 (5) become

(ab8i) 82 = a8i . bS^ + aS^ .b8i, \ ...

(AB8,) 82 = A8i.B8, + A82.B8,.] ^
^•

182. Systems reciprocal to a Dual Group. (1) Let R be any

system reciprocal to a whole dual group. Then R belongs to the reciprocal

quadruple group. Also let 8^ and 82 be two reciprocal systems of the dual

group.

Then by equation (25) of § 167 (5) and remembering that (R81) = 0 = (R82),

H(XR) = 2{XR)8i . ^2 = -2(X8,)R. 82 = 2(X8,)82 . R = H(X)R.
Similarly, H {xR) = H (x) R.

(2) We may notice by comparison of this result with § 180 (2) that if

8 be any system of the dual group,

H(x8) = -H(w)8, H{X8) = ^H(X)8
But if R be any system of the group reciprocal to the dual group,

H{xR) = H{x)R, H(XR) = H{X)R.
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183. The Pole and Polar Invariants of a Triple Group. (1) Let

the triple group G be defined by three systems Si, 82, S3. The same three

systems taken in pairs define three dual subgroups. Let these dual subgroups

be denoted by g^, g^, g^; thus, let the group g^ be defined by >Sf2, S3, the group

g2 by S3, Si, and the group gs by Si, S2.

Let the harmonic invariants of the point x or of the plane X with

respect to the groups gi, g^ and ^3 be denoted respectively by Hi{x), Hi{X),

H,{x), H,{X), H,{x), H,{X).

(2) The expression

(S1S2), (8282), (828s)

i8M (8A}, (8,8,)

(1).

{82S2), (S2S3)

(S2S3), (S3S3)

will be proved to be an invariant of the group, and will be called the Polar

Invariant with respect to the group G. Similarly the expression

(8^2), (S2S3)

(8283), (8383)

Si , 82 , S3

{81S2), (S282), {82S3)

(S183), (S2S3), (S3S3)

•(2),

will be proved to be an invariant of the group, and will be called the Pole

Invariant with respect to the group G.

(3) If Ri be the system of the group G reciprocal to the subgroup ^1,

then by properly choosing the intensity of Ri we may write [cf. § 176 (1)]

(S282), (82S3)

(S2S3), (S3S3)

Ri== Si , 82 y S3

(S1S2), (8282), (8283)

(8183), (82S3), (S3S3)

Hence the polar invariant of x with respect to G is Hi{x)Ri, and the pole

invariant of X with respect to G is Hi {X)Ri.

Let the polar invariant be denoted by P(oci) and the pole invariant by
P(X).

Then P{x) = Hi{x)Ri, and P {X)=^ Hi{X) Ri,

(4) Another form for P {x) and P {X) can be found as follows.

We have Hi {x) 82 = [xS^ . S3 - XS3 . 82} 82 = {(8283) x - 2x83 . 82} 82

= (82^3)^82- (8282) X83.

Also Hi (x) 83 = {2x82 . 83 - (8283) x] S3 = (83S3) X82 - (8283) X83.

Hence from equation (2), P (x) = Hi (x) 8^ - (SA) X82 + (8182) X83.

Similarly P (X) = Hi (X) 81 - (SA) X82 + (>Sf,;Sf3) X83.
.(3)

(5) The invariant property can easily be proved from this latter form.

For write x[Si, 82, 83] for P (x) as defined above, in order to bring out the

w. 20
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relations of P {x) to the three systems ^i, S3. Then it follows from the

form for P (00) given in equations (3) that

a^{S,,S„Ss} = -x{S,,S3,S,} (a),

also cc{S,, S,,S,}=^0 (6).

Furthermore H, (w) S, = {2x8, . Ss - (SA) ^} S^

Hence w {S,, S„ S^} = (SA) xS, - 2xS, .S^.S^- (SA) xS^ + (SA)

= (SA) ^S, - (SA) xS, - {2xS, . S, - (S,S,) x] Ss

= (x) S3 - (SA) ^S, + (S.S^) xS,

= x{S3,S,,S,} (c).

Lastly X {S, + S,\ S,, S3} = x {S„ S,, S3} + x {S,\ 8^,83} (d).

Now let S, S\ S" be three systems of the group, such that

S=^\S,-{- fiS, + VS3, S' = X'S, + fM'S, + v'S3, S" = X''S, + /JL^S, + v''S3;

and let A denote the determinant X ± Xfiv". Then from the equations (a),

(6), (c), {d), which have just been proved, we deduce at once that

x{S,S',S"} = Lx{S,,S,,S3}.

This proves that P (x) is an invariant of the group.

An exactly similar proof shews that P (X) is an invariant of the group.

Now that the invariant property is proved we may abandon the notation

x{S„S,,S3}fovP(x).

184. Conjugate sets of Systems and the Pole and Polar

Invariants. (1) Let R^, R^, R3 be a set of conjugate systems of the

group G. Then
{R1R2) = (R2R3) = {R3P1) = 0-

Also let ^1, g^, gs denote the subgroups R2R3 and R3R1, and R1R2

respectively. Hence R^ is reciprocal to the group g^, and R^ to the group ^2,

and R3 to the group ^3.

Then P (x) and P (X) take the simple forms 2xR2 . R3 . Ri and

2XR2.R3.Ri. This follows at once from the forms for P (x) and P(X)
given in § 183 (4), equation (3).

(2) It also follows that

P (x) = 2xR2 . . i^i = 2xRi . . = 2XR3 .Ri.R,= - 2XR3 .R^.R^^ etc.

;

with similar transformations for P (X).

(3) The equation, aRi = P (6), can be solved for a. For let

P(b) = 2bR2.R3.Ri.

Then multiplying each side of the given equation by Ri,

aR, .R, = i (R,Ri) a = P(b)Ri = 2hR, .R3.Rx.R, = (R,R,) bR, . R3.

Hence a = 267^2 . i^s = - 2bR3 . R^.
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Also a condition holds. For

aR, = - 2bRs .Eo^.R^ = - {RJlo) bR,.

Thus (ahR,) = - (haR,) = (R^R^) (hbRs) = 0.

Similarly (ahRs)=0.

Accordingly ab is a common null line of the subgroup g^.

185. Interpretation of P(x) and P(X). (1) P(oc) denotes a

planar element, and P (X) denotes a point.

To find the plane P (x), write P(oo) in the form ^xR^^.R^. R^, which is

given in the last article.

Let the common null line through x of the subgroup intersect the

director lines of g^ in and d^. Then d^ and are on the quadric G
[cf. § 175 (4)]. Also the four points x, 2xR.2.Rz, d^, d^ form a harmonic

range [cf. § 179 (4)]. Hence the point 2xR2 . R3 lies on the polar plane of x

with respect to this quadric.

But P{x) is the null plane of this point with respect to R^] and therefore

the plane P (x) passes through the point 2xR2 . R3.

Now let Ri, R2, R/ be another set of conjugate systems of the group G.

Then the same proof shews that the plane P(x) passes through the point

2xR2 . Rs ', and that this point, 2xR2 . R3, lies in the polar plane of x with

respect to the quadric G. Similarly for a third set of conjugate systems,

such as R,'\ R^', R^'.

Hence the plane P {x) passes through the three (not collinear) points

2XR2.R3, 2xR2\Rs, 2xR^'.R^'.

Hence P {x) denotes a planar element of the polar plane of x with respect

to the quadric G. Similarly P(X) denotes the pole of the plane X with

respect to the quadric G.

(2) It follows as a corollary from subsection (1) and from § 176 (3) and

(4) that we can express the angular points of tetrahedrons self-conjugate

with respect to the quadric G, which have one face in a given plane.

For let X be the given plane, and Ri, R^, R^ a set of conjugate systems

of the group G. Then by § 176 (3) XRi, XR^, XR3 are three conjugate

points in the plane X, and by the present article P (X) is the pole of X.

Hence these four points are the corners of a self-conjugate tetrahedron with

one face in the plane X.

By taking different sets of conjugate systems an infinite number of such

tetrahedrons may be found.

(3) Similarly we can express the four planes which are the faces of a

self-conjugate tetrahedron with respect to G, of which one corner is at a

given point x.

20—2
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For, by the same reasoDing as that just employed, the four planes are wR^,

XK2, xBs a-nd P {oc).

By taking different sets of conjugate systems an infinite number of such

tetrahedrons may be found.

(4) The interpretations of P {x) and of P (X), which are given in (2)

and (3), shew that P^{cc) [i.e. P {P {x)W must denote the point x, and that

P^ (X) must denote the plane X.

This result can also easily be proved by direct transformation.

(5) Again it follows from the interpretations of P (x) and P (X) that if

y lie on P(x), then x lies on P(y)', and that if Y contain P(X), then X
contains P ( Y).

This result can also be proved by direct transformation, namely the

following equations hold

[P (x) y] = [P (y) xl [P (Z) F] = [P (7) X].

186. Relations between Conjugate Sets of Systems. (1) It fol-

lows from § 181 (3), equation (3), that if Pi, R^, R3 be a conjugate set of

systems, and if (abR.^) = 0, then

(ahR,) R, = aR, . bR, - aR, . bR,.

Now if we take aR, = P(b), then by §184(3) the condition (abR^) = 0 is

fulfilled ; and (aR,) = - (R,R,) bR,.

Also (abR,) = - (baR,) = - [bP {b)\ = {P (b) b}.

Hence finally if b be any point,

{P (6) b]R, = P (b) . bR, - (PiPi) bR, . bRs ;\

and, since b bears no special relation to Pj, by the cyclical

interchange of suffixes, V (1)

{P (b) b]R,^P (b) . bR, - (R,R,) bR, . 6P1

,

{P (b) b]R, = P (b) . 6P3 - (P3P3) bR, . bR, J

(2) Similarly if B be any plane,

{P (P) B}R, = P (B) . PPi - (Pi Pi) BR, . PP3,]

jp (P) P} P2 = P (P) . PP2 - (P2P2) PP3 . PPi,> (2)

{P (P) P) P3 = P (P) . PP3 - (P3P3) PPi . ^^^2J

(3) It is to be noticed that P(P), PPi, PPg, PP3 are the four angular

points of a self-conjugate tetrahedron with respect to the quadric G. This

tetrahedron has the plane of one face, namely P, arbitrarily chosen, but is

otherwise definitely assigned by the conjugate set of systems Pi, Pg, P3.

Similarly, P(6), 6P1, 6P2, 6P3 are the four faces of a self-conjugate tetra-

hedron with respect to the quadric G. This tetrahedron has one angular

point, namely b, arbitrarily chosen, but is otherwise definitely assigned by

the set Pi, P2, P3.
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(4) Let pi, ps, p denote the angular points of a self-conjugate tetra-

hedron with respect to the quadric G. Then one reciprocal set of systems

with respect to the group G can be expressed by

PP2 + H'2PbPi>\ (3)

PPs-^fJ'3PlP2])

where /Xi, fi^, fis are given definite numbers.

Similarly if Pi, Pg, Pg, P denote planar elements in the faces of a self-

conjugate tetrahedron, then one reciprocal set of systems can be expressed by

PP, + \P,PA (4)

PP, + \P,P,',]

where \, X^, X3 are given definite numbers.

(5) The proposition of the preceding subsection, symbolized in equations

(3) and (4), may be enunciated as follows : Corresponding to any given set of

conjugate systems of a group G, one and only one tetrahedron self-conjugate

with respect to the quadric G can be found with three corners in a given

plane, such that its opposite edges taken in pairs are respectively conjugate

lines of the three systems of the conjugate set.

Also corresponding to any given set of conjugate systems of a group G,

one and only one tetrahedron self-conjugate with respect to the quadric G
can be found with one corner given, such that its opposite edges taken in

pairs are respectively conjugate lines of the three systems of the conjugate

set.

Such self-conjugate tetrahedrons will be said to be associated with the

corresponding conjugate sets of systems, and vice versa.

(6) The group G' reciprocal to the group G is also a triple group, and

defines the same quadric as G.

Now let p, p.^, ps be the four angular points of a tetrahedron which is

self-conjugsbte with respect to this quadric. Also let the conjugate set of

systems of the group G associated with this tetrahedron be

PPl + f^lPzPs, Pp2+ fJ-zPsPu PP3 + fJ'3PlP2'

Then it is obvious that the conjugate set of the reciprocal group G', associated

with this tetrahedron, is

PPl - H'lP2P3> PP2 - f^2P3Pl, PPs - fJ'3PlP2'

For it follows from mere multiplication that any system of the last set

is reciprocal to each system of the first set. Hence the three systems of

the last set each belong to the group G'. Furthermore they obviously are

reciprocal to each other, and therefore form a conjugate system of the group

G\ And lastly, the form in which they are expressed shews them to be the

conjugate set of systems associated with the tetrahedron j9, Pi,p2,Pi'
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(7) Similarly an analogous proof shews that if P, Pi, P2, P3 be the four

faces of a tetrahedron self-conjugate with respect to the quadric of G and G\

and if the associated conjugate set of G be

PPi + fi,P,P„ PP,-¥ti,P,P„ PP, + f,,PiP,;

then the associated conjugate set of the group G' is

PP,-fl,P,P,, PP,-fl,P,Pi, PP,-fJL,PiP,.

187. The Conjugate Invariant of a Triple Group. (1) U S^, S.,,

Ss be any three systems of the group G, the equation of the quadric G is

[cf.§l75 (3)] (wSi.wS,.S,) = 0.

(2) If 00 and y be any two points and Xx -\- fjuy he a. point on the quadric

lying on the line joining them, then

\' (xSi . ^>Sf, . Ss) 4- \fi {{xSi . yS, . ;Sf3) + (yS,. xS, . S^)} + /^^ (yS^ . yS, . S^) = 0.

Hence the condition that the points x and y should be conjugate is

(xSi . yS, . ^3) + ( yS, . xS, . ^3) = 0.

If y be regarded as fixed, this is the equation of the polar plane of y.

(3) Let the expression ^ {xSi . yS.^ . ^3 + ySi . XS2 . Ss] be denoted by

G(xy). It will be proved to be an invariant of the group G, and will be

called the Conjugate Invariant.

The equation G (xx) = 0, is the equation of the quadric G.

It follows from symmetry that, G (xy) = G (yx).

(4) In order to prove the invariant property let us write G (xy) in the

form xy {Si, Sr,, Ss}.

Then obviously

[Si + Si\ S,, Ss} = xy {S„ S,, Ss} + xy (Sf/, S,. Ss} (1).

Also cvy{Si,S,,Ss}=^-xy[S,,Si,Ss} (2),

and a;y{Si,SuSs} = 0 (3).

Furthermore yS^ . Ss = (S^Ss) y - ySs . S2.

Hence xS^ . yS, . Ss = xS^ . (yS, . Ss) = (SA) xS,,y- xS, . ySs . S,.

Similarly yS^ . xS^ . Ss — (S^Ss) yS^.x— ySi . xSs . S2.

Also xSi . y + ySi . x = xySi + yxSi = 0.

Therefore xy {S,, S^, Ss} = - xy [S,, Ss, S,} = xy {Ss, S,, S,} (4).

Now let S, S\ S'^ be any three systems of the group G, such that

S = \Si + fjiS^ + vSs, S' = X'Si + fi'S, + v'Ss, S" = \"Si + ijI'S, + v"Ss.

Also let A stand for the determinant 2 + Xfi'v".

Then from equations (1), (2), (3), (4) it follows that

xy[S,S',S"} = ^xy[S,,S,,Ss}.
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This proves the invariant property of xy {8^, S^, S3]. This expression for

the conjugate invariant may now be abandoned in favour of 0 (xy), in which

the special systems used do not appear.

(5) Let Ri, R2, Rs be a conjugate set of systems of the group ; so that

(R1R2) = (RiRs) = (R3R1) = 0.

Then (yR^ . XR2 . R3) = — (yRi . R2 - ^R-s) = (yRz • -^^i . xR^)

= - (yR^ . R3 . xRi) = {xR^ . yR^ . R^.

Hence G {xy) = ^ [{xR^ . yR^ . R^) + (yR^ . xR^ . Rs)}

= (xR^ . yR^ . Rs) = (xRi . Rs . yR^) = {(xRj_ . R3) R.^ . y].

But xR,.R3.R2 = iP(a)).

Therefore G (xy) = J (P (x) y} = ^{P (y)

The equation G(xx) = 0, can be written in the form [P(x)x} = 0.

(6) Similarly the condition that the plane X touches the quadric G is

(XS,.XS,.S3)=^0.

The condition that the planes X and Fare conjugate is

(XS, . YS, . ^3) + ( YS, . XS, . >Sf3) = 0.

The expression ^ {{XS^ . YS2 . ^3) -\-{YSi . XS., . /Sfg)} can be proved to be

an invariant of the group and will also be called the conjugate invariant,

and denoted by G(XY). Also

G{XY) = GiYX).

Furthermore if R^, R2, R3 be a set of conjugate systems of the group,

then .

G(XY) = {XR,.YR2.R3).

Also G(XY) = i{P {X) Y} = i{P{Y)X].

Therefore the plane-equation of the quadric G is

{P(X)X} = 0.

(7) Also from § 183 (3), P («) = H, (cc) B^, hence

G(xy) = i{P (x) y} = i {H, (w) B,y] = i [H, {x) . yR,\

= i [H^(ijR;)x], from § 180 (3)

= iffi-^ (2/) from §182(1)

= ^[H,{y)xn,] = )i{H,{xR,)y].

Similarly G{XY) = \[H,{X) YR,\=^{H,{YR,)X\

= i {ff. ( Y) XR,] = i [H, (XR,) Y}.

(8) Corresponding to each director force A the triple group, there is

one parabolic subgroup [cf. § 175 (9)]. Let be any system of this subgroup,

and let H3 {x) and H3 (X) be the harmonic invariants with respect to this

subgroup of a point x and of a plane X. Then we will prove that H3 (x)

[cf § 179 (7)] is the point of contact of that tangent line from x to the
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quadric, which intersects A; also that H^{X) is the tangent plane con-

taining that tangent line to the quadric, which lies in the plane X and

intersects the line A-
For let y be another point, and ^3 any system of the triple group which

does not belong to the given parabolic subgroup. Then, according to sub-

section (2), if Xa; + fiy be a point on the quadric,

{xD, . . Ss) + Xfi {{wD, . yS, . S^) + (yD, . ccS, . S,)} + fj? (yD, . yS, . ^3) = 0.

Now let y^HsW = 2a;A • .

Then by § 179 (7), yD, = 0. Hence (yD, . yS^ .Ss)='0; and

(yD,.wS,.Ss) = 0.

Also yS^ = 2xD, .S.2.S^ = xD, (S.,S,). Hence (xD, . yS, . S,) = 0.

Thus the equation reduces to X^ = 0. Hence the two points, in which the

line xHs(x) meets the quadric, coincide at the point H^{x). Similarly for the

second part of the theorem which concerns (X).

Another mode of stating the propositions of this subsection is that, all

quadrics with a given parabolic subgroup touch along the director line of that

subgroup.

Hence the equation of any one of a group of quadrics which touch along

a common generator can be immediately written down.

188. Transformations of G(pp) and G{PP). (1) Let a point p
on a plane X be conceived as the null point of X with respsct to some

system of the group ; it is proved in subsection (3) below that, if G {X, X)
be not zero, p may be any point on the plane X. Hence p can be written

X {\Ri + Xai^a + Xaiig); where Ri, R^, R3 are three reciprocal systems of the

group.

Then writing XiZi^i -H X2Z"i22 + XgXi^a for the second p in G(pp), and

then using § 187 (7)

G (pp) = \G (p, XR,) + \,G (p, XR,) + X,G (p, XR,)
= i (XR,) ,pR, + i \,H, (XR,) .pR, + i \,H, (XR,) . pR,.

But Ri is reciprocal to the dual group g^, and therefore by § 182 (1)

H, (XR,) = H, (X) R,; similarly H, (XR,) = H, (X) R,, H, (XR,) = ^3 (X) R, .

Hence

G (pp) = i \H, (X) R, .pR, + i \,H, (X) R, .pR,+\ \H, (X) R, . pR, .

But [cf. § 167, equation (21)]

H, (X) R, . pR, =:H,(X)R,.R,.p = iH,(X)p. (R,R,).

Similarly E, (X) R, .pR, = i H, (X) p . (R,R,\

and H, (X) R, ,pR, = ^ H, (X)p . (R,R,),

Hence

G (pp) = i {\ (R^R^) (X)p + X, (RA) (X) p + \, (R,R,) H, (X) p] .
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Again iH,(X)p = i H, (X) . X (\R, + 7^R, + \,R,).

And by § 187 (7) J (Z) .XR,= G (XX),

Also i H, (X) . XiJ^ = XR, . Rs . XR, = 0 ;
similarly J H, (X) . Zi^g = 0.

Therefore i H,{X)p = \G(XX). Similarly

i H, (X)p = X^G^ (ZX), i (Z)p = Xs (XX).

Thus finally (^p) = G (XX) (R,R,) + X^^ (RA) + Xg^ (RA)].

(2) Now if (t (pp) = 0, _p is a point on the section of the quadric G
made by the plane X. But G (pp) = 0 involves either G (XX) = 0, or

Xi^ (Eii^O + Xs^ (EA) + X3^ (i^ai^s) = 0.

If G (XX) = 0, the plane touches the quadric and therefore contains one

director line of the group and one common null line. The null points of

this plane in respect to the various systems of the group must lie on

this common null line.

If G (XX) be not zero, then

V (RiRi) + ^2' (R2R2) +V (R,Rs) = 0.

But this is the director equation of the group. Hence the director

forces of the group are in general the only systems in respect to which the

null points of any plane—not a tangent plane—lie on the quadric.

(3) If G(XX) be zero, then by (2) the three points XR,, XR.^, XR, are

coUinear and lie on the common null line. The point of contact of the plane

is P (X), which is also collinear with the three points.

If G(XX) be not zero, the three points Zi^i, XR^, XR3 form a triangle

on the plane. Hence any point on the plane can be represented by
Z (\iRi + Xgi^a + ^3^3); that is by XS where S is any system of the group.

Also P (X) does not lie on the plane Z.

(4) Similarly if P=a) (\R, +\A + XA),
then G (PP) = G (ww) [X,'(RA) +V (RA) +V (^3^23)}.

The plane P is a tangent plane of the quadric G, if G (PP) = 0.

But this equation involves either G (xx) = 0,

or X,^ (R,R,) + X,2 (R,R,) +V (^^3^3) = 0.

If G (xx) = 0, the point x lies on the quadric and therefore is contained in

one director line of the group and one common null line. The null planes

of this point with respect to the various systems of the group all touch the

quadric (since G(PP) = 0), hence they all contain the common null line

through the point.

If G (xx) be not zero, then X^^ (RA) + X2' (^2^2) + V (^3^3) = 0. But
this is the director equation of the group. Hence the director forces of the

group are in general the only systems of the group with respect to which

the null planes of any point—not lying on the quadric—touch the quadric.
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If G{xx) be zero, the three planes xR^, xR^, xR.^ are collinear, and con-

tain the common null line through x. The tangent plane at a; is P {x) and

also contains this null line.

If G (xx) be not zero, the three planes xR^, xR.2, xR^ are not collinear.

Hence any plane through x can be represented in the form

X (XiRi + + ^-3-^3).

Also P (x) does not contain the point x.

(5) Let p, pi, p2,Ps be the corners of a self-conjugate tetrahedron of a

quadric ; and let a conjugate set of systems of one of the two triple groups

defined by the quadric be

Rl=PPl + IJ'lP2P3, R2 = PP2+ f^2PsPl, R3=PP^i + H'sPlP^'

Also let any point x be defined by ^p + fi^i + fai^^ + ^^Ps-

Then xR^ = fi^^pp^ps + fh^PiP^Ps + ^^ppiP-z + S-sPPiPs,

and xR^ = - fi^ipPiPi - iiPP^P-i + /*2?2^iP?i^3 + izPPzP^ •

Hence xR^ . R^ = {ppip^pd {f^ifH^Pi - ^iP + f^2hp3 - /^3?3P2).

Therefore finally G (xx) = (ppiPiPsf {^ifJ'iH'sP + fij^i" + /Xafa' + /^sfs'}-

Accordingly the equation of the quadric, G (xx) = 0, can be written in

the form

/^2/^3 H'SH'I f^lf^2

(6) Conversely let the equation,

ar + aifi^ + a2f2^ + «3f3^ = 0,

be the equation of the quadric; where x is the point ^p -\- fipi + ^2Pz + fsPa-

Also let one group of the two reciprocal groups, defined by this quadric,

be defined by the conjugate set

PPi + fhPzPs, PPz + P^PzPi, PPs-i-M'sPiPz-

Then by comparison with (5) we find

Hence

^l/*2/*3 H'l f^2 M'S

Therefore fi,fi,fi, = ± a/——:

•

Finally fh= ± Xaai, y"'2 = + ^aa2, and //-s
= ± Xaa^

;

where all the upper signs are to be chosen or all the lower signs, and l/\ is

put for + /^(aoiiCi.20is).
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Thus one group associated with the quadric is defined by the three

systems

ppi + \cLOLip^p-^ , pp2 + \aoL,psPi , pps + Xaaapi^o

.

The reciprocal group is defined by the three systems

PPj^ - Xct<x^p2Piy PP2 - ^'^cL^PzPu PPs - Xaots^i^,.

If aaittaag be positive, \ is real; if negative, X is imaginary.



CHAPTER IV.

Matrices and Forces.

189. Linear Transformations in Three Dimensions. (1) Let a

real linear transformation of elements in a complete region of three dimen-

sions be denoted by the matrix </>, as in Book IV, Chapter VI. All the

matrices considered will be assumed to be of zero nullity [cf. § 144 (2)].

(2) The following notation respecting latent and semi-latent regions,

which agrees with and extends that in §§ 145 to 150, will be used.

The region, such that for each point x in it (^x = <yx, is called the latent

region corresponding to the latent root y of the matrix. Any subregion of

this latent region will be called a latent subregion corresponding to the

latent root 7.

(3) The region, such that for each point x in it <f)X = yx + y, where y is

a point in an included latent region, is called a semi-latent region of the

first species. Here two cases arise. Firstly, if 7 be a repeated root, then

[cf. § 149] there may be a semi-latent region of the first species corresponding

to the root 7. Similarly [cf § 150], there may be semi-latent subregions of

species higher than the first.

Secondly, let 71 and 72 be two latent roots, of which either or both may
be repeated ; and let e^y e.^ be a pair of latent points belonging to the two

roots respectively.

Then [c£ § 146] any point x = fi^i -V is transformed according to

the rule,

= yfyi 4- 72f2^2 = 7i^ + ^2^2 = 72^ + Si^i.

The region defined by the assemblage of independent latent points

corresponding to both 71 and 72, that is by the points e^, e/, e/', etc.,

62 J ^2, ^2', etc., is called the semi-latent region of the first species corre-

sponding to the two roots conjointly. If neither of the roots be repeated,

such a region is necessarily a straight line.

(4) A subregion of a semi-latent region of the ath species, which is not

contained in a semi-latent region of a lower species, and which is such that
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any point x in it is transformed into a point in the same subregion, is called

a semi-latent subregion of the ath species.

The semi-latent regions, or subregions, which are of most importance in

the present investigation, are straight lines. A semi-latent straight line is

necessarily of the first species ; so that its species need not be mentioned.

It necessarily contains at least one latent point : let be a latent point on

such a line, and x any point on it.

Then the transformation of^ takes place according to the law

If 72 be not the latent root corresponding to e-^, then another latent

point 62 exists on the line, and the line is a semi-latent subregion with

respect to the two latent roots 71 and 72 conjointly.

If 72 be equal to 71, the latent root corresponding to e-i, then, either

§1 = 0, and all the points on the line are latent, and the line is a latent

region (or subregion) ; or Si is not zero, and there is only one latent point

on the line. Thus, if 72 = 71, the line is either a latent or semi-latent

subregion corresponding to the root 71.

(5) A semi-latent plane is at most of the second species. The trans-

formation takes place according to the law

(fix^fyx + x'
\

where x is any point on the plane, and x is some point (depending in general

on x) on a semi- latent line lying in the plane.

If the plane be semi-latent of the first species, it necessarily contains lines

which are semi-latent subregions of the first species. For let x', above, be a

latent point, so that ^x' = ^x\ then the point \x-\- fix is transformed accord-

ing to the law

4> (\ic + fix') = \ (yx -f x') -H fiyx' = \yx + (X + yu.7) x'.

Hence any point on the line xx' is transformed into another point on the

line xx' ; and therefore the line is a semi-latent subregion.

190. Enumeration of Types of Latent and Semi-Latent Regions*.

(1) Let the four latent roots 71, 72, 73, 74, of the matrix <^ be distinct.

Then [cf. § 145 (5), (6), (7)] there are four and only four independent latent

points, one corresponding to each root. Let these points be ei, e^, 63, e^.

The only semi-latent regions of the first species are the six edges of the

tetrahedron e^e^eze^', and each edge is semi-latent with respect to two roots

* This enumeration has, I find, been made by H. Grassmann (the younger) in a note to

§§ 377—390 of the Ausdehnungslehre von 1862 in the new edition, edited by F. Engel (cf. note at

end of this chapter). He gives interesting applications to Euclidean Space. He also refers to

von Staudt, Beitnige zur Geometrie der Lage, 3rd Ed., 1860, for a similar enumeration made by

different methods.
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conjointly. The only semi-latent regions of the second species are the four

facCvS of the tetrahedron e^e^e^e^\ and each face is semi-latent with respect to

three roots conjointly. All the manifold necessarily belongs to a semi-latent

region of the third species ; therefore such species need not be further con-

sidered.

The enumeration will be made without regard to the difference of type

which arises according as the roots are real or imaginary.

(2) Let there be three distinct latent roots of the matrix. Let these

roots be 71, 73, 74; and let the root 71 be the repeated root.

There are necessarily [cf. § 148 (2)] three latent points e^, e^, 64, corre-

sponding respectively to the three roots. There is a line €162 which is, either

(Case I.) a latent region corresponding to the root 71, or (Case II.) a semi-

latent region corresponding to the root 71.

Case I. The line 6162 is a latent region corresponding to the root 71, is

the latent point corresponding to 73, and is the latent point corresponding

to 74. The semi-latent regions of the first species are, the plane Cie^es

corresponding to the roots 71 and 73 conjointly, the plane eie^e^ corresponding

to the roots 71 and 74 conjointly, the line ^3^4 corresponding to the roots 73

and 74 conjointly. Any line through 62, which intersects 6162, is a semi-latent

subregion corresponding to the roots 71 and 73 conjointly
;
any line through

64, which intersects ei^g, is a semi-latent subregion corresponding to the two

roots 7i and 74 conjointly.

The complete manifold forms a semi-latent region of the second species

corresponding to all the roots conjointly. All planes through the line 6^4

are semi-latent subregions of the second species corresponding to all the

roots conjointly.

Case II. The point Ci is the sole latent point corresponding to the root

7i, the points and 64 are the latent points corresponding to the roots 73 and

74. The semi-latent regions of the first species are, the line 6162 corre-

sponding to the root 71, the line e^e^ corresponding to the roots 71 and

73 conjointly, the line €164 corresponding to the roots 71 and 74 con-

jointly, the line 6264 corresponding to the roots 73 and 74 conjointly. The
semi-latent regions of the second species are the planes 61^2^3, 616264, 616364;

the roots to which they correspond need not be mentioned.

(3) Let the matrix have a triple latent root 71 ; and let 74 be the other

root.

There are necessarily two latent points 61 and 64 corresponding to these

roots respectively. There is [cf. §§ 149, 150] a plane 616263 which is, either

(Case I.) a latent region corresponding to the root 71, or (Case II.) a semi-

latent region of the first species corresponding to the root 71, or (Case III.)

a semi-latent region of the second species corresponding to the root 71.
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According to § 150 (5), the points Ci, e^, can always be so chosen that

^^3 = 71^3 + ^2^2, <^>^2 = 71^2 + ^1^1, <^^i = 7iei;

where cannot vanish unless also vanishes.

Thus, in Case I. = 0 = ; in Case II. = 0, and ^2 is not zero ; in Case

III. neither Si nor vanishes.

Any point oo^'E^e is transformed according to the rule

(f)X = (7if1 + Sifs) ^1 + (7i?2 + ^2ft) ^2 + 7lf3^3 + 74?4^4.

Thus in Case I, (jyoc = + (74 — 71) ^4^4 (A).

In Case II., = y^a; + 83^3^2 + (74 - 7i) ^4^4 (B).

In Case III., (jxc = y^os + B,^,,e^ + S^^^e^ + (74 - 7i) ^4^4 (C j.

Case I. The plane e^e^e^ is the latent region corresponding to the triple

root 7i, and is the latent point corresponding to the root 74. Any line

in the plane ^16263 is a latent subregion corresponding to the root 71.

The complete manifold is the semi-latent region of the first species

corresponding to the two roots conjointly. Any line through ^4 is a semi-

latent subregion corresponding to the two roots conjointly.

Case II. The latent regions are, the line e^e^ corresponding to the root

7i, and the point corresponding to the root 74. The semi-latent regions of

the first species are, the plane ^162^3 corresponding to the root 71, and the

plane ^1^264. There is some one point [cf. § 149 and § 150 (5)] in the line ^1^2

(the point e^, according to the present notation), such that any line through

it in the plane 61^2^3 is a semi-latent subregion corresponding to the root 71.

Also any line through ^4 in the plane 61^2^4 is a semi-latent subregion corre-

sponding to the roots 71 and 74 conjointly. The semi-latent region of the

second species is the complete manifold. Any plane through ^2^4 is a

semi-latent subregion of the second species ; for from equation (B)

6264(^0; = e^e^x.

Case III. The only latent points are, the point e-^ corresponding to the

root 7i, and the point corresponding to the root 74. The semi-latent

regions of the first species are, the line e^e^ corresponding to the root 71, and

the line e-^e^, corresponding to the roots 71 and 74 conjointly. The semi-latent

regions of the second species are the planes ^1^263, and the planes 61^2^4.

(4) Let there be only one latent root to the matrix, which occurs

quadruply. Let 71 be this root, and let be the latent point corresponding

to it which necessarily exists [cf § 148 (2)]. Then [cf. § 150 (5)] it is always

possible to find three other points 63, 63, 64, such that

</>«4 = 7l^4 + ^3^3, <^^3 = 7l^3 + ^2^2, </>^2 = 7l^2 + ^1^1, <^>^1 = 7l^l

'

Then any point x = X^e is transformed according to the rule

<l>x = (7if1 -\- 2) ei + (71^2 + S2?3) ^2 + (7if3 + ^3^4) ea + 71^4^4

= 7l^ + ^if2^1 + ^2?3^2 + 53^4^3 i^)'
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. Five cases now arise according as, either (Case I.) B^, and 83 all vanish

;

or (Case II.) Bi and B^ vanish, but S3 does not vanish ; or (Case III.) B^

vanishes, but B^ and S3 do not vanish ; or (Case IV.) Sj, B2, B^ do not vanish
;

or (Case V.) B^ vanishes, but B^ and B^ do not vanish.

Thus in Case I., <l>a) = y^x (E).

In Case II., (f)X = r^-^x+ §3^463 (F).

In Case III., (t>x = r^^x + 8213^2 + ^3?4e3 (Gr).

In Case IV., (^x= y,x + B^^^^ + B^^^e^ + 83^4^3 (H).

In Case V., <^a?= 71a;+ Sif + B^^^e^ (I).

Case I. Every point is latent ; and the operation of the matrix is simply

equivalent to a numerical multiplier. This case need not be further con-

sidered ; and may generally be neglected in subsequent discussions.

Case II. The latent region is the plane ^162^3. The semi-latent region

of the first species is the complete manifold. Every line through the latent

point 63 is a semi-latent subregion. All semi-latent planes must pass

through 63 ; and all planes through are semi-latent.

Case III. The latent region is the line 6162. The semi-latent region of

the first species is the plane 61^2^3. Every line through 62 and lying in the

plane ^162^3 is a semi-latent subregion. The semi-latent region of the second

species is the complete manifold. Every plane through the line ^2^3 ^ ^ ^

semi-latent subregion of the second species ; for by equation (G)

e^e^cfiX — e^e^.

Case IV. The sole latent point is ei. The semi-latent region of the first

species is the line ei^o. The semi-latent region of the second species is the

plane 6162^3. The semi-latent region of the third species is the complete

manifold.

Case V. The latent region is the line ^163. The semi-latent region of

the first species is the complete manifold. Every point lies on some straight

line which is a semi-latent subregion. For consider the condition that the

point x{=^^e) may lie on a semi-latent straight line through the latent

point a (= aiei + ocses).

Now (f>x = ry^x -h Sif + Ssf463 = yiX + Xa, by hypothesis.

Hence Sif2 = ^ai, Bs^^ = \a3.

Thus X must lie on the plane of which the equation is

a3Sif2 = (XiBs^4.

This plane passes through a ; and all lines lying in it which pass through

a are semi-latent. A planar element in this plane is 61^3 (aiB3e2 + (^sBie^).

(5) Let there be two distinct latent roots, and let each be once repeated.

Let 7i and 73 be the two distinct latent roots ; and let e^ and 63 be the two

latent points, which certainly exist, corresponding to these roots respectively.
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Then it is always possible to find two points and e^, such that

Hence any point oo = Sfe is transformed according to the rule

(fios = (7if1 4- Sif2) ^1 + 71^262 + (73?3 + ^3^4) ^3 + 73?4e4-

Three cases now arise according as, either (Case I.) Si and 83 both vanish
;

or (Case II.) Si vanishes and 8^ does not vanish ; or (Case III.) neither 81 nor

8s vanishes.

The case, when 8^ vanishes and 81 does not vanish, is not a type of case

distinct from Case II.

Thus in Case I.,

= y^oc + (73 - 7i) (^363 + ^^e^) = 73a; + (71 - 73) (fi^i + ^2^2) (J).

In Case II.,

(f>^
= 7i« + {(73 - 7i) ?3 + ^3^4} es + (73 - 7i) ^4^4

= 73^ + (71 - 73) + ^262) + ^3^463 (K).

In Case III.,

(j^X = (7ifi + 8ifo) ^1 + 7i^2«2 + (73?3 + ^3^4) ^3 + 73^4^4 (L).

Case /. The latent regions are, the line 6162 corresponding to the root 71,

and the line ^364 corresponding to the root 73. The semi-latent region of the

first species is the complete manifold, and it corresponds to the two roots

conjointly. Every line intersecting both eie^ and 6364, is a semi-latent sub-

region corresponding to the two roots conjointly.

Case II. The latent regions are, the line 6162 corresponding to the root

7i, and the point corresponding to the root 73. The semi-latent regions

of the first species are, the line 6364 corresponding to the root 73, and the

plane 616263 corresponding to the roots 71 and 73 conjointly. Every line

through 63 in this plane is a semi-latent subregion corresponding to the two

roots conjointly. The semi-latent region of the second species is the

complete manifold. Every plane through 6364 is a semi-latent subregion.

Cas6 III. The only two latent points are, 61 corresponding to the root 71,

and 63 corresponding to the root 73.

The semi-latent regions of the first species are, the line 6162 corresponding

to the root 71, the line 6364, corresponding to the root 73, the line 6163 corre-

sponding to the roots 71 and 73 conjointly. The semi-latent regions of the

second species are, the plane 61^2^3 corresponding to the roots 71, 71, 73 con-

jointly, and the plane 61^3^4 corresponding to the roots 71, 73, 73 conjointly.

It is to be noticed that, in order to define the roots corresponding to the

semi-latent regions of the second species, the repeated roots must be counted

twice. The semi-latent region of the third species is the complete manifold.
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191. Matrices and Forces. (1) Let S denote any system of forces,

and <j) any matrix. Then ipS is defined in § 141 (1) and (3), and denotes

another system of forces.

If (fyS = S, the system S is said to be a latent system of the matrix <^

[cf. § 160 (1)].

If every system S, belonging to a group of systems G, is transformed

into another system <^>S of the same group, the group G is said to be a semi-

latent group of the matrix.

If every system of the group is latent, the group is said to be latent.

(2) The following properties of the transformation are immediately

evident.

If (SS') = 0, then ((pSc^S') = . SS') = 0. Hence if S and S' are reciprocal,

</»Sf and <^>S^' are also reciprocal ; and if S reduce to a single force, reduces

to a single force.

If >Sf belong to the group defined hy S^, S<i, ... Sp, then cl>S belongs to the

group <j)Si, (l)S2, ... <^>Sfp.

(3) Let be any fundamental tetrahedron of reference; and let

S = + '33-23^2^3 + '=''31^3^1 + '5714^1^4 + 'CJ'24^2^4 + '0734^3^4 >

and </»Sf = 'us^^e^e^ + 'u^j^e.^e^ + ^3/^361 -I- ^1/61^4 + '^^^6264^ + ^34^6364.

Then it is obvious [cf. § 141] that the coefficients 'STja, -5734 are transformed

into the coefficients -crja', 'ST34' by a linear transformation represented by a

matrix of the sixth order.

But the most general matrix of the sixth order contains thirty- six

constants ; whereas the matrix of the fourth order, from which the present

transformation is derived, contains only sixteen constants. Accordiugly

relations must hold between the thirty-six constants reducing the number
of independent constants to sixteen.

(4) An interpretation of these relations can be found as follows. In

general the transformation of the sixth order yields only six latent systems

:

and in general a matrix of the fourth order has four latent points forming a

tetrahedron. The six edges of this tetrahedron are latent forces. Hence in

general the six latent systems are six single forces along the edges of a

tetrahedron. The expression of these conditions yields twenty independent

equations, which reduce the number of independent constants to sixteen.

(5) Let the corners of the tetrahedron e^e^e^e^, be the latent points of the

matrix 0. This is always possible, when the roots 71, 72, 73 > 74 are unequal.

Then the latent roots of the matrix of the sixth order, which transforms

the co-ordinates of any system of forces, are given by the sextic

(o- - 7^72) (o- - 7374) (o- - 7273) (o- - 7174) (o- - 737i) (o- - 7274) = 0.
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(6) Apart from the special cases when some of the roots of the matrix
(f>

are repeated, the only cases, for which latent systems exist other than forces

along the six edges of the tetrahedron, arise when two roots of this sextic are

equal [cf. § 145 (4) and § 148]. There are two types of such equality

;

namely, the type given by 7172 = 7374, and the type given by 7273 = 7371.

The second type necessitates 71 = 72 ; and thus leads back to the special cases

when the matrix </> possesses repeated latent roots.

(7) It is evident from (3) that, if 81, S2, ... Sq be any six independent

systems, and any system S be defined by

S = X,i>S^i + ^2^2 + . . . + ^6^6)

and (f>S = \iSi + X2''^2 + . . . + ^sS^,

then X/, X2', ...Xfi', can be derived from Xi, A^, ••• hy a linear transformation.

192. Latent Systems and Semi-Latent Groups. (1) A force on

any semi-latent line is a latent force. For let 6162 be the semi-latent line,

and 61 the latent point on it. Then [cf § 189 (4)] we may assume,

</>^2 = 72^2 + ^1^1, </>ei = Jl^l •

Hence </)ei^2 = (f>ei<^e2 = 717261^2 •

(2) If one of two conjugate forces of a latent system be latent, the other

force is also latent. For let 8 = + fjuD^ ;
and assume that

<f)8
= 8,

<f>D^ = D^. Then since

<\>8 = X(/)A + /A</>A = + /-tA,

it follows that (/>A = A-
Also from subsection (1), ^A = 77'A, and (/)A = 7'V"A; where 7, 7',

7'', ry'" are latent roots of the matrix, but not necessarily distinct roots.

Thus 77' = 7'V l^^is forms another proof of § 191 (6).

(3) Hence, if a latent system 8 (not a single force) exist and also

a semi-latent line which is not a null line of 8, then another semi-latent

line not intersecting the first must exist, and such that the two lines are

conjugates with respect to 8.

(4) The null plane of a latent point with respect to a latent system

is semi-latent.

For let e be the latent point, 8 the latent system, P a planar element in

the null plane. Then

P = \e8, <I>P = \(f>e8 = X</)e(/)/Sf = e8 = P.

Conversely the null point of a semi-latent plane with respect to a latent

system is latent.

(5) Hence from (2), (3), (4) it is easy to prove that, if a tetrahedron of

latent points exist, every latent system must have two semi-latent lines as

one pair of conjugates.

21—2
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(6) If a group is semi-latent, its reciprocal group obviously is also

semi-latent.

(7) In general a semi-latent group of /) — 1 dimensions (p ^ 6) contains

p latent systems. This follows from § 191 (3) and (7).

(8) If no special relation holds between the latent roots of the matrix,

then [cf. § 191 (4)] the only six latent systems are six single forces on the six

edges of the tetrahedron formed by the four latent points. It follows that

in general a semi-latent group of (p — l) dimensions must have p edges of

the fundamental tetrahedron of the matrix as director lines.

Thus in general a dual group of the general type can be a semi-latent

group, namely, any dual group with two non-intersecting edges of the

fundamental tetrahedron as director lines. Also [cf subsection (6)] in

general a quadruple group of the general type can be a semi-latent group,

namely, any quadruple group with two non-intersecting edges of the funda-

mental tetrahedron as common null lines.

But in general a triple group of the general type cannot be semi- latent.

For the director lines of a triple group, which are generating lines of the

same species of a quadric, do not intersect unless the quadric degenerate into

a cone or into two planes. But there are not three non-intersecting edges

of a tetrahedron.

(9) A matrix can always be constructed with four assigned latent roots,

so that any given dual group (or any given quadruple group) is semi-latent.

For it is only necessary to choose two of the latent points on one director

line (or common null line), and two on the other director line (or common
null line).

(10) Every semi-latent dual group, which is not parabolic and does not

consist of single forces, contains at least two distinct latent systems, which

are either the director forces or two reciprocal systems.

For, if i)i and Da be the director forces of the group, then A and D2

remain the director forces of the group after transformation. Hence either

</)A = A, and <^A =A ; or </>A = A, and <^A = A-
In the first case the two director forces are the two latent systems.

In the second case, let </)A = "A? 0A = y^A- Let one of the latent

systems be >Sf = XA + AtA.

Then ^>Sf= = A + /^</>A = A-aA + A^ySA.

aX = fjL^, (Tfi = Xa.

0-2 = a/3.

Hence

Therefore

Hence
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Thus the two latent systems are

+ VaA and sJ^D^ - VaA;
and these systems are reciprocal [cf. § 173 (6)].

But reciprocal systems of a dual group of the general type are necessarily

distinct.

. (11) The director force of a semi-latent parabolic group is evidently

latent.

Also [cf. § 172 (9)] the null plane of any point on the director line is the

same for each system of the group. Hence the null plane of every latent

point on the director line is semi-latent. Thus there must be as many semi-

latent planes passing through the director line as there are null points on it,

for a semi-latent parabolic group to be possible. And conversely there must

be as many latent points on the director line as there are semi-latent planes

through it.

(12) If a semi-latent line exists which does not intersect the director

line of a semi-latent parabolic group, then the parabolic group contains at

least one latent system in addition to its director force.

For let D be its director force and N the semi-latent line. Then [cf.

§172 (10)] one and only one system of the group exists, for which N is

a null line. This system is D (NS) — S (ND) ; where S is any other system

of the group. But since the group is semi-latent, and the lines N and D
are semi- latent, this system must be latent.

(13) Let D = 6162, and ^=6364; and let ei and be the latent points on

D and N which certainly exist. Then 6162 is a semi-latent line. Now by

subsections (3) and (4), either 6162 is not a null line of* the latent system, and

then its conjugate is also a latent line intersecting both D and iV in two

other null points ; or 6162 is a null line of the system.

In this last case 62 is the null point with respect to the latent system of

the plane eiN, since the two null lines 6162 and N intersect in it: also ei is the

null point of the plane ^or all the systems of the group [cf. § 172 (9)],

since the null lines 6162 and D intersect in it.

(14) It follows from (12) that the only possibility, for the existence of a

semi-latent dual group with only one latent system, is when all the semi-

latent lines intersect one of their number. Then such a semi-latent group

is parabolic, and the director force is the single latent system, and is on that

one of the semi-latent lines intersected by all the rest.

Furthermore, if two non-intersecting semi-latent lines exist, and no latent

system exists which is not a single force, then no semi-latent parabolic group

with either of these lines as director line is possible. For by (12), such a

group must contain a second latent system, and by hypothesis such a system

does not exist.
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(15) Every semi-latent triple group of the general type must contain

at least three distinct independent latent systems, unless it contains a

semi-latent dual group with only one latent system. This is obvious,

remembering that the properties of semi-latent triple groups are particular

cases of the properties of the linear transformation of points in a complete

region of two dimensions [cf. § 145 (4) and § 148].

Also by the preceding subsections such a semi-latent dual group iis

parabolic. Hence, if for any matrix no semi-latent parabolic group with

only one latent system exists, every semi-latent triple group must have three

distinct latent systems.

(16) If a plane region of latent points exists, every director force D
of a semi-latent triple group intersects this plane, and therefore has a latent

point on it. Thus D and are either congruent or intersect. If they

intersect, the triple group is not of the general type, since </>Z) is also a

director force. Hence the only possible type of semi-latent triple group

is latent.

(17) If a line of latent points exists, this line is either a generator of

any quadric or intersects it in two points. Now consider the quadric

defined by any semi-latent triple group G. The reciprocal group G' is also

semi-latent.

Firstly let the latent line intersect the quadric. Then by the same

reasoning as in the previous subsection (16), two director forces of G and

two of G' must be latent, assuming that G is of the general type.

Secondly let the latent line be a director line of G. Then as in (16) all

the director forces of G' (null lines of G) are latent.

Thirdly let the latent line be a null line of G\ Then all the director

forces of G are latent.

193. Enumeration of Types of Latent Systems and Semi-Latent

Groups. (1) Let no two roots of the sextic of § 191 (5) be equal. . The

four latent roots of the matrix cf) are unequal, and only four latent points

^1, ^4 exist. Then [cf. § 191 (6)] the only latent systems are the six

forces on the edges of the tetrahedron ^162^364-

By § 192 (10) the only semi-latent dual groups, not parabolic, have two

edges of the tetrahedron as director lines.

No semi-latent parabolic group can exist, for by § 192 (12) and (14) a

latent system of the group must exist which is not a director line ; and there

is no such system.

No semi-latent triple group of the general type can exist. For [c£ § 192

(15)] such a group must contain three latent systems, that is, three edges

of the tetrahedron ^1^2^364 as director lines. But three non -intersecting edges

cannot be found.
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The semi-latent quadruple and quintuple groups can be found by the

use of § 192 (6). Thus it is not necessary to enumerate them.

(2) Let the four roots 71, Ts? 74 of the matrix be unequal, and [cf

§191 (6)] let 7173=7274.

Case I. Let no other roots of the sextic of § 191 (5) be equal. Then, as

in (1), the four latent points 61626364, form a tetrahedron. The latent systems

are the six single forces on the edges of the tetrahedron, and any system of

the type Xeie^ + /jLe2ei. It can be seen by the use of § 192 (2) that no other

system can be latent. The dual group defined by eie^ and 62^4 is therefore

latent. The dual groups defined by any system of the type Xeie3 + fie^e^

together with 6162, or e^e^, or 6164, or 63^2 are semi-latent. They are parabolic

groups. The only semi-latent dual groups, not parabolic, have two edges of

the tetrahedron as director lines.

By § 192 (14) no semi-latent dual group exists with only one latent system.

The semi-latent triple groups of the general type are, all groups of the

type defined by \eje3-\- 1116264, 6162, 6364] and all groups of the type defined by

^6163 -\- fJ'6264, 6\64, 6263.

The generality of these types is proved by § 175 (9) and (12). By

§ 192 (15) no other semi-latent triple group (of the general type) exists.

Case II. Let 7173 = 7274, and 7174 = 7273. Then 71^= 72^, 73^ = 74^. Hence,

excluding the case of equal roots which is discussed later [in subsection (5)],

7i=-72. 73 = -74.

As in Case I. there are only four latent points, which form a tetrahedron.

The latent systems are, the six single forces on the edges of the tetrahedron,

and [cf § 191 (6)] any system of the type \e^e3-\- 1x6264, and any system of

the type \e^e4 + 1x6263.

The semi-latent dual groups are, the semi-latent group defined by 6^62

and 6364, the latent group defined by e-^e^ and 6264, the latent group defined

by 6164 and 6263, any group defined by systems of the types \e-^e3-\- 1x6^64 and

^'6^64 + ^'62^3. This last type of semi-latent group is not parabolic, unless

one of the four quantities \, /x, \', /x' vanishes.

The semi-latent triple groups of the general type are all groups defined

by sets of three systems of the following types :

6162, 6364, Xei63 + 1x6264,

6x62, 6^64, \6ie4 + fie2e3,

6164, 6^3, \6-163 + /^^2^4>

6-^63, 6264,, 'X6164 + 1X6263.

Thus there are four types of semi-latent triple groups for this case.

There appears to be a fifth type of group of which a typical specimen is

the group defined by Xe^e-, + fie264, X'6^64 + fx 6^3, ^1^3- But this group cannot
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be of the general type. For from § 175 (9) only one parabolic subgroup of a

triple group (of the general type) exists with a given director line of the

triple group as its director line. Whereas in the group above mentioned,

6163 is the director line of two such subgroups.

By § 192 (15) no other semi-latent triple group of the general type

can exist.

(3) Let 7i = 72- Then from § 190 (2) there are two cases to be con-

sidered ; but two extra cases arise, when the relation 71^^ = 7374 is satisfied.

Thus there are four cases in all ; in the first two cases it is assumed that

yi 4= 7374- Let the notation of § 190 (2) be adopted.

Case I. [Cf § 190 (2), Case I.] The line 6162 is the latent region corre-

sponding to the root 71. Then from § 190 (2) the latent systems are, 6162 y ^3^4 >

any force of the type (\ei + yLt^a), any force of the type 64 (X^i + fJ^^)-

From § 192 (3) no other latent systems exist. Hence no latent systems

exist, which are not single forces.

The semi-latent dual groups (not consisting entirely of single forces)

are the group defined by 6162, e^e^'^ and the groups of the type defined by

«3 (^^1 + /^^2)j ^4 (^'^1 + y^^^-

No semi-latent parabolic group exists [cf. § 192 (14)].

No semi-latent triple group of the general type exists ; since three non-

intersecting latent forces do not exist, and the only latent systems are single

forces.

Case II. [Cf § 190 (2), Case IL] The line e-^e^ is the semi-latent region

corresponding to the root 71. The latent systems are the forces 61^2, ^163,

61^4, 6364. It is impossible for any latent system (not a single force) to

exist, since 61^2, eye^, 6164 are not coplanar, and cannot therefore all be null

lines. Hence the theorem of § 192 (3) applies ; and the truth of the state-

ment can easily be seen, since \eie.2 + fiesCi is not latent.

The only semi-latent dual group, not consisting entirely of single forces,

is that defined by ^162, e^e^.

No semi-latent parabolic group can exist [cf § 192 (11) and (14)].

No semi-latent triple group of the general type can exist [cf § 192 (15)].

Case III. (Subcase of Case I.) Let 71^ = 7374 ; and let the arrangement

of latent and semi-latent points and regions be that of Case I. Then, from

Case I. and § 192 (3) the only latent systems are, 6162, 636^, any force of the

type 63 (\ei -1- yn^a), any force of the type 64 (X^i + fjLe2), and any system of the

type \e1e2 + fJLese^.

The semi-latent dual groups (not consisting entirely of single forces) are

the (latent) group defined by 6162, 6^64', any group of the type defined by

63 (kei + fie^), 64 {X'ei + //.'^a) ; the parabolic groups of the types defined by
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X^i^a + ^le^e4, together with either {X'e^ 4- fi'e^, or ^4 {Kle^ + fxe^. No other

semi-latent parabolic groups exist [cf. § 192 (14)]. The semi-latent triple

groups are groups of the type defined by

Case IV. (Subcase of Case II.) Let = 7374 ; and let the arrangement

of latent and semi-latent points and regions be that of Case II. Then the

latent systems are the forces e-^e^, e-^e^, e-^e^, e^e^, and any system of the type

X^i^a + ^16364. By § 192 (3) no other latent systems exist.

The semi-latent dual groups, not consisting entirely of single forces, are,

the (latent) group defined by 6162, e^e^, all parabolic groups of the types

defined by \e1e2 -f- /jLe^e^ together with e^e^ or 61^4. No other semi-latent

parabolic groups can exist [cf. § 192 (11) and (14)]. No semi-latent triple

group of the general type can exist.

(4) Let 71=72=73. Then from § 190 (3) there are three cases to be

considered.

Case I. [Cf. § 190 (3), Case I.] The plane 6162^3 is the latent region

corresponding to the root 71. The latent systems are, any force in the plane

61^263, any force through the point e^.

No other latent system exists. For all the latent lines in the plane e^e^ez

cannot be null lines, since all the null lines lying in a plane must pass

through the null point. Thus some line he lying in the plane ^16.2^3 may be

assumed not to be a null line of any such late at system. Then by § 192 (3)

the system must be of the form Xe^a -f- ^ihc, where h and c lie in the plane

^1, ^2, ^3> and 64(1 is any line through e^. Let a be assumed to be the point

in which this line meets the plane 6-^6063.

Hence <^ (XeiCb -\- ixbc) = jiy^Xe^a + yi^fjubc.

Therefore such systems are not latent.

The semi-latent dual groups are all groups of the type defined by e^a and

be, where be lies in the plane 616.263.

No semi-latent parabolic group can exist [cf. § 192 (14)].

No semi-latent triple group of the general type can exist [cf. § 192 (16)].

Case II. [Cf. § 190 (3), Case II.] The line 6^6.2 is the latent region

corresponding to the root 71; and the plane 61^2^3 is the semi-latent region

of the first species corresponding to the first root. Also 62 and e^ aie such

that <^e3 = 71^3 + 82^2, where is not zero. The latent forces are, 6^62, any

force through 62 in the plane 6x626^, any force through e^ in the plane e^e^^.

No other latent systems exist. For a similar proof to that in Case I. shows that

a latent system, not a single force, cannot have two non-intersecting semi-

latent lines as conjugate lines. Hence such a system must have all the semi-

latent lines as null lines. Therefore e^ must be the null point of the plane
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616263, and 6i the null point of the plane 646163. But since the null line 6163

does not go through 64, which is the null point of the plane 616264, this is

impossible.

The semi-latent dual groups (not entirely consisting of single forces) are

all groups defined by a force through 6.2 in the plane 616363 and a force

through 64 in the plane 616364.

No semi-latent parabolic group exists [c£ § 192 (14)].

No semi-latent triple group of the general type exists [cf § 192 (15)

and (17)].

Case III. [Cf. § 190 (3), Case III.] The only latent points are, the

point 61 corresponding to 71, and the point 64 corresponding to 74.

The only latent systems are, the force and the force 6164. There can

be no other latent system (not a single force). For by § 192 (4) the null

point with respect to such a system of the semi-latent plane 616363 is 61,

and therefore the null point of the semi-latent plane 616364 is 64. Hence the

line 6164 is not a null line of such a system ; and therefore from § 192 (3)

another semi-latent line, not intersecting 6164, is required. But such a line

does not exist.

There are no semi-latent dual groups, not consisting entirely of single

forces. For the only possibility of such a group lies in the possibility of a

semi-latent parabolic group with only its director force latent [cf. § 192 (14)].

But 6164 cannot be the director force of such a group, since by § 192 (11)

there must be as many semi-latent planes containing 6164 as there are latent

points on 6164. But 6i and 64 are both latent points ; while 616364 is the only

semi-latent plane through 616364. Again 6162 cannot be the director force, for

by § 192 (11) there ought to be as many latent points on it as there are

semi-latent planes through it. But there are two semi-latent planes through

it, namely 616363 and 616064; and there is only one latent point on it.

There are no semi-latent triple groups of the general type [cf. § 192 (15)].

(5) Let there be only one latent root 71 of the matrix. Then [cf § 190

(4)] there are five cases to be considered: but, of these, the first may be

dismissed at once.

Case II. [C£ § 190 (4), Case II.] The latent region is the plane 616363.

The latent systems are of the type X63a -j- ^hc, where a is any point and

the force he is any force lying in the plane 616263.

If 8 be any one of these latent systems, <\)S = >y^^S.

The semi-latent dual groups (not consisting entirely of single forces) are,

all groups defined by the forces 63a and 6c, where a is any point and he is any

line lying in the plane 616363; and any parabolic group with a director force

of the type e^d, where d lies in the plane 616363. All the semi-latent dual

groups are thus either latent, or else possess only one latent system.
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In order to prove the above statements, first notice that, if and S2 be

the latent systems of a semi-latent group with two distinct latent systems,

(t>Si = yi^8i and (^/Sa = 7i^>S.2- Hence the group is latent, and hence the

director forces are latent, if there are two of them.

Accordingly the director forces of a non-parabolic semi-latent group are

of the type described.

Again [cf § 192 (11)] the number of latent points on the director line of

a semi-latent parabolic group is equal to the number of semi-latent planes

passing through it. Hence a force of the type e^d is the only possible

director force of such a group [cf § 190 (4), Case II.]. Now if d be any

point on this director line, a system 8 of one of the parabolic groups with

this line as director line can be written in the form S= Xe^x fidy, where

X and y are any points [cf. § 172 (9)]. Now the dual group defined by

e^id and S is semi-latent.

For [cf § 190 (4), equation (F)],

(1)8 = X(f>es(f>x + /jLcjidcpy

= {<y^x + 3^3) + r^^fid (y^y + B'es)

= y-i^S — B'yifiesd.

Thus (1)8 also belongs to the dual group.

Furthermore, if be not zero (that is, if dy do not lie in the plane

616^3), e-id is the only latent system of the group. But if 6' be zero (that is,

if dy do lie in the plane 6162^3), every system is latent and the group is

therefore latent.

No semi-latent triple group of the general type exists [cf § 192 (16)].

Case III. [Cf § 190 (4), Case III.] The latent region is the line e,e,.

The latent systems are all forces in the plane ^1^263 through the point gg.

There are no other latent systems : for all the planes through 63^3 are semi-

latent; and their null points with respect to any latent system must be

latent [cf § 192 (4)]. But is the only latent point on all these planes.

There are no semi-latent dual non-parabolic groups (not consisting entirely

of single forces). For there are evidently no semi-latent dual groups (not

single forces) with two latent systems. There are semi-latent parabolic

groups of the type defined by e.2a and ab + Xe-ik ; where a is any point on the

plane 61^2^3, but not on 6162 or 6263 [cf § 192 (11)], h is any point on the plane

616263, k is any point, and X is determined by a certain condition. In order

to prove this, note that the form assumed is obvious from § 192 (11) and

from the consideration, that the null point of the semi-latent plane 61626s

is latent and lies on the director force 62a, and must therefore be 62. Now
let a = ai6i + 01^2 + 0L36S, where neither nor is zero ; let 6 = /Si^i -f- /Sa^a + A^s i

let k = Kiei + /Cg^a + '^s^a + f<^4^4'
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Then, using § 190 (4), equation (G),

(j) {ah + Xejc) = {ah + \ejc) + 8271 {a^e.J) - ^^e^a) + XyiB^K^e^es.

Now
(f)

{ah + \e2k) must belong to the group defined by ah + \ejc and ae^.

Hence

^27i («3^2& - ^^^^Ci) + ^yAlC^lB^^ = 641.

Hence h^yiOi^e^ih — XfyT^h^K^fi^^cb — 0.

(It is easy to deduce from this equation another proof of the limitation of

the position of a, namely that it is not to lie on 61^2 or on e^e^.)

Again e^ah = 61^263 = e^e^i = 0Le2eza, say.

Then
7163/C4

These semi-latent parabolic groups have only one latent system.

There are no semi-latent triple groups of the general type [cf. § 192 (17)].

Case IV. [Cf § 190 (4), Case IV.] The sole latent point is the point e^.

The only latent system is the force 6162-

The semi-latent dual groups are parabolic gi'oups, with ^162 as axis, and
with 61 as the null point of the semi-latent plane e^e^es. Such semi-latent

groups have only one latent system, namely the director force 6162. Also all

such groups are not semi-latent ; one condition has to be fulfilled, which

will be investigated as follows.

Let k = KiCi + K2e2 + K^e^ + K^e^, where K4, is not zero ; let a = a^Ci + aa^a*

where is not zero; and let h = ^^e^ + ^82^2 + y^s^g, where ySg is not zero. Then
a parabolic group of the specified type is defined by e-^a and eJc-{-\ah. If k,

a and h are given, then \ is determined by a condition, which is found as

follows.

From § 190 (4), equation (H), remembering that

(f)
{ejc -f- \ah) = 71^ {ejc -i- Xah) + ^e^a -|- 'yxh^K^/Sie^ + \y1B1CL2eJ)

;

where f need not be calculated.

But
(f)

{ejc + Xah) belongs to the parabolic group.

Thus yA/C4eie3 4- XyAa2eJ) = 61^2.

Hence y-^zK^e-^e^^ -h XyJ^^a^e^ei) = 0.

Also e^eji = ^^e-^e^e^ .

Therefore 7183/C4 -I- Xy^h-^oiSz = 0.

But 7i, 5i, Oa, are not zero.

Hence x= -p!^.

No semi-latent triple group exists. For if such a group existed, 6162 must

be a director line. But the reciprocal group must also be semi-latent, and

therefore it must also contain e\&2 ^ director line.
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Case V. [Cf. § 190 (4), Case V.] The latent region is the line e,e,. Those

latent systems which are single forces are grouped in planes : thus corre-

sponding to the latent point a (= a-^ei + ageg), there are an infinite number of

latent forces of the type ax ; where x is any point on the plane of which the

equation is

Any point a; lies on the line of a latent force.

For axpx = oo (Sif + ^3^4,^3)'

Hence <j> {x(f>x) = y^^x (81^2^1 + ^3^4,^3) = yiX<\>x.

Also the force ^163 is latent.

The only latent systems, which are not single forces, are formed by any

two latent forces as conjugate forces: thus, if x and y be any points, x<j)x + y<f>y

is a latent system. And if 8 be such system = y-^S. Also it may be noted

that ^1^3 is a null line of all such systems.

There is no a priori impossibility in the existence of latent systems with

all the semi-latent lines as null lines. The following investigation shows

that such a latent system does not exist.

For, since 61^3, 61^4, ^2^3 are to be null lines, systems, with all the semi-

latent lines as null lines, must be of the form

^13^1^3 + ^14^1^4 + ^23^2^3'

This form is found by assuming

^ = ?23^2^3 + f31 ^3^1 + ?i2 6l62 + ^14^1^4 + 124^2^4 + ^34^3^4 \

then the following equations must hold

0 = (^1^3^ = {e^eS) = (e^esS).

Also any point a (= a^e^ + ag^g) on the line 61^3 is the null point of the

semi-latent plane ^163 (aiSgSa + asSie4), for all values of the ratio of to ag.

Hence e^es {a^h^e^ + cts^ie^) . 13^163 + f14^164 + f23^263) = ai^i + a^es ;

that is aA^u^i + oLsS^^^^es = ai^i + Wg^g.

Hence systems with all the semi-latent lines as null lines must be of

the type

f136163 + ? (^16164 -I- 83^2^3).

But by operating on such a system with the matrix, it is easy to see

that such a system is not latent. For, if S be the system,

Any dual group defined by two latent systems is latent, and has therefore

(unless it be parabolic) two latent forces as director forces.

Any parabolic group with 6163 as director line is semi-latent. Such a

group is either latent, or has only one latent system (the director force).

For, let a and b be any two (latent) points on 61^3, and let x and y be
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any other two points. Then (f>a = y^a, <^6 = ryj6, (f>x = y^x -\- x'
, (l>y

= y^y + y'

;

where x' and y' are points on 61^3. Hence, if >Si be the system ax-\-hy,

<I>S = ry^'S + Xe^e^
;

since ax' = by' = e-^e^.

Thus >Sf and e^e^ define a semi-latent parabolic group. If 8 be latent

(that is, if X be zero), the group is latent.

The serai-latent triple groups (not entirely single forces) are of two

kinds, which will be called, type I. and type II.

A semi-latent group of type I. is defined by any three non-intersecting

latent forces, namely by x<\)X,
y(l>yy

z^z. Any such group is latent.

The groups of type II. are the groups reciprocal to those of type 1. Thus

61^3, which is a common null line of every group of type I., is a common
director line of every group of type II. Also, since every other semi-latent

line intersects Cie^, this force is the only latent director force of any group

of type II.

Again it has been proved that every semi-latent line is a null line of the

system 81^164 + 83^2^3. Hence this system is reciprocal to every system of

every semi-latent group of type I. Accordingly the semi-latent parabolic

subgroup defined by ^1^3, 8161^4+836263 is a subgroup of every reciprocal

semi-latent group of type II. The force 6163 is the only latent system of

this common subgroup, since the system 816164 + 836263 is not latent. Thus a

semi-latent group of type II. has only one latent system, namely 6163. For,

by § 175 (9), a director force (6163) of a triple group can only be a null line

of one dual subgroup of systems ; and 6163 is a null line of every latent

system.

Semi-latent groups of type II. are defined by 6163, 816164+836263, and any

system 8. For the system 8 can be written

>S^= '^126162 + '53-i36i63 + 'ST346364 + 'BT236263 + t3-i46i64 + ^246264.

Hence
<l>8

= ^-^8 + ('57238171 + '57148371 + t!7248i83) 6163 + '572471 (816164 + 836363).

Thus ^8 belongs to the triple group defined by 8, 6163 and 816164+ 836363.

The other semi-latent parabolic groups cannot belong to any semi-latent

triple group. For the reciprocal to such a group must be another semi-

latent triple group. But groups of type I. and II. are respectively reciprocal

in pairs : so this reciprocal semi-latent group must contain another semi-

latent parabolic subgroup. Thus two reciprocal triple groups would each

contain the director line 6163 in common. This is impossible for triple

groups, not of a special kind.

(6) Let the roots of the matrix <^ be equal in pairs ; so that 71 = 72, and

= 7^. Then [cf. § 190 (5)] there are three cases to be considered, as far as

the distribution of latent and semi-latent points and regions is concerned.
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But each of these three principal cases gives rise to another case, in which

the additional relation 71 = — 73 is fulfilled. Thus there are six cases in all.

Case I. [Cf. § 190 (5), Case I.] The latent regions are the lines 6162

and 6364. The latent systems are the forces e^e^, e^e^, and any system of

the quadruple group which has e^e^ and e^e^ as common null lines.

The semi-latent dual groups are defined by any two of these latent

systems ; since by § 192 (14) no semi-latent parabolic group exists with

only one latent system.

The semi-latent triple groups are defined by any three of these latent

systems.

There are only two types of semi-latent triple groups, of a general kind

:

let them be called type I. and type II.

Type I. consists of groups defined by three systems of the form, ab, a'b',

a!'h'\ where a, a', a" lie on e-^e^, and 6, h\ h" lie on e^fi^.

Type II. consists of groups defined by three systems of the form e^e^y 6364,

Xab + fia'h'. Each group of type II. is reciprocal to a corresponding group

in type I.

Groups defined by two forces of the form ab and a'b', together with either

^162 or 6364, are not of the general kind ; since in them the director force 6162

(or 6364) intersects the director forces ab and a'b'.

Case II. [Cf § 190 (5), Case II.] The latent regions are the line e^ec^

and the point e^. The latent systems are, the forces e-^e^, e^ie^, and any

force of the type e^ (\ei -\- fie^). There can be no other latent systems ; for

the coplanar lines of the type es (Xei + /x^a) and 61^2 are not all concurrent

and therefore cannot all be null lines. Hence by using § 192 (3) the pro-

position is easily proved.

There is a semi-latent dual group defined by eie^ and ^364.

There are semi-latent parabolic groups with any force of the type

^3 (X^i -I- fjLe^) as director line [cf § 192 (14)].

Now by § 192 (11) the point \e-^-\- fxe^ is the null point with respect

to the group of the plane ^162^3 ; and the point e^ is the null point of the

plane (X^i -\- ^e^ e^e^ ; since both ^i^a and e^e^ must be common null lines

of the group. Hence any other system of such a group must be of the form

S=es (\ei + fie2) + ^^2^3 + V (^^1 + /^^2) ^4-

And by § 190 (5), equation (K), it follows that

(j)S = 7i73^ + v^sji (kei + /u^a) 63.

Hence any parabolic dual group of the type defined by es (XSi + fie^)

and ^^2^3 + rj (Xe^ + /ue2) ^4 is semi-latent ; and all such semi-latent groups

contain only one latent system.

There can be no semi-latent triple groups of the general type [cf § 1 92

(17)].
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Case III. [Cf. § 190 (5), Case III.] The only two latent points are

and 63. The latent systems are e^e^, e^e^, e^e^, and any system of the type

X^a^i + yLt (7183^2^3 — 738161^4). For [cf. § 192 (3) and (4)] the point is the

null point of the plane ^162^3, and the point is the null point of the plane

636461. Hence any possible latent system >Sf (not a single force) must be of

the form

Now [cf. § 190 (5), equation (L)]

(f)S = 7i73^ + (73V23 + 71^3/^14) 61^3 (1).

Thus, if S be latent,

The semi-latent dual groups (not consisting entirely of single forces) are,

the group defined by 6162 and 6364; any parabolic group [cf. equation (1)] of the

type defined by the director force 6163 and a system of the form /ju^^e^es + fiueie4;

any parabolic group of the type defined by 6162 and Xe^ei + y"- (7i^3^2^3 — 73Si^i^4) ;

any parabolic group of the type defined by 6364 and Xe^Ci + (7iS3^2^3 — 73^161^4).

It can easily be proved that no other dual groups are semi-latent, as

follows. The only possibility lies in the existence of a parabolic group with a

single latent system. But, from § 192 (11) and (14), 6163 is the only possible

director force of such a group; and the group must have the form stated

above. Further, by equation (1) above, the group stated is actually semi-

latent.

In searching for triple groups of the general type, it is useful to notice

that such a group cannot be defined by a director force D and two systems

S and S\ such that (DS) = 0 = {BS'). For by § 175 (9) in a triple group of

the general type only one parabolic group with D as director force can exist.

The semi-latent triple groups with three latent systems are all groups of

the type defined by 6162, ^364, Xe^ei + fi (71S36063 — 73^16164). Call such groups the

semi-latent groups of type I.

No two groups of type I. can be reciprocal to each other, since all such

groups have one pair of director forces in common, namely 6163 and 6364.

Thus there must be another type of semi-latent groups. Call them the

groups of type II. The only semi-latent subgroups, which a group of type 11.

can contain, are parabolic subgroups of the type defined by 6163, At'23^2^3+/^i4^i^4.

Now the condition that the system /^23^2^3 + /^i4«i^4 may be reciprocal to

the system Xe^ei -f- /jl (yAe^es — 73S16164) is

jAH'u — 73^1/^23 = 0.

Hence all groups of type II. contain the parabolic subgroup defined by

^1^3) 7iS3^2^3+ 73^1^164- There is no other latent system which, in conjunction

with this subgroup, will define a triple group of the general type. Hence

all groups of type II. contain only one latent system, namely 6163.
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Any system 8, which has eje^ and 6364, as null lines, defines in conjunction

with the systems e^es, 7183^2^3 + 73^161^4, a semi-latent triple group of type TI.

For we may write

S = -^236263 + -57316361 + '53-146164 + 'CT246264.

Then <^>Sf = y^y^S + ('5J'23^i73 + ^1471^3 + '^'iA^A) ^1^3 + '=^24 (7i^3^2^3 + 73^1^164)-

Hence <^>Si belongs to the required group. There can be no other semi-

latent triple groups. For any other semi-latent triple groups must contain

a parabolic subgroup of the type 6163, //'236263 + /^i4^i^4- But two such triple

groups (of the general type) cannot be reciprocal to each other, since they

both contain a common director force 6163.

Case IV. (Subcase of Case I.) The latent and semi-latent points and

regions are the same as in Case I. : but the additional relation 71 = — 73 is

satisfied. Thus 71^ = 73^

The latent systems are the forces 6162, 6364, any system of the type

X6162 4-/^3^4, and any system of the quadruple group which has 6162 and

6364 as common null lines. Any latent system S is either such that

(jyS = 7i2/Sf = y^^S ; or such that (t>S = y.y^S = - yi'S = - 73^^.

No semi-latent parabolic group exists with only one latent system [cf.

§ 192 (14)] Hence all semi-latent groups have their full number of latent

systems.

The semi-latent dual groups are defined by any two of these latent

systems. The semi-latent triple groups are defined by any three of these

latent systems.

There are three types of semi-latent triple groups. Type I. and type II.

are the same as in Case I. ; and their groups are reciprocal in pairs. Type

III. consists of groups defined by three latent systems of the form \6162 + fie^e^,

ab, a'h'. The groups of this type are reciprocal in pairs ; since the group

defined by X6162 + iJ^e^e^, ab, o!b\ is reciprocal to the group defined by

X6162 — A'.^364, ob\ o!b.

Case V. (Subcase of Case 11.) The latent and semi-latent points and

regions are the same as in Case II. : but the additional relation 71 = — 73 is

satisfied. The latent systems are, the forces 6162, 6364, any system of the type

X6162 + ^16364, any force of the type 63(^61 + fie^).

There is a latent dual group defined by 6162 and 6364 ; semi-latent parabolic

groups defined by latent systems of the type X6162 + /W'6364 and 63 (X'6i + fju'e^) ;

and semi-latent parabolic groups, with only one latent system, defined by

systems of the type 63 (\6i + fie^) and f6263 -I- r) (\6i + /jlc^) 64 [cf. Case II.].

There can be no semi-latent triple groups of the general type

[cf. § 192 (17)].

w. 22
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Case VI. (Subcase of Case III.) The latent and semi-latent points and

regions are the same as in Case III. : but the additional relation y^^ — y^ is

satisfied.

The latent systems are the same as in Case III. with the additional set of

latent systems of the form Xei^g 4- fie^^.

The semi-latent dual groups (not consisting entirely of single forces) are,

the (latent) group defined by Cie^ and 6364 ;
any parabolic group of the type

defined by e^e^ and ^2362^3 + ^14^1^4 5
any parabolic group of the type defined by

6162 and X^a^i -}- /A (71^36263 — 7381^164) ;
any parabolic group of the type defined

by ^3^4 and \e3e1 + fi (71^362^3 — 7381^164) ; and any group of the type defined by

XCiB^ + fie^e^ and X'e^ei + fi (71^362^3 — 733161^4).

The semi-latent triple groups are simply those of type I. and type II. in

Case III. For the only possibility of additional semi-latent triple groups (of

a general kind) beyond those of Case III. lies in the semi-latent groups of

the type defined by XeiC^ + i^e^e^, X'e^e^ + ij! (yAe^2^3 — y^^iC^e^, e^e^. But these

triple groups are not of the general kind, since the director force e^e^ is the

director force of two parabolic subgroups belonging to such groups.

194. Transformation of a Quadric into itself. (1) When a triple

group is semi-latent, the matrix must transform the director generators of

the associated quadric [cf. § 175 (4) and (5)] into director generators of the

same quadric. Thus each point on the associated quadric is transformed into

a point on the same quadric ; and the quadric may be said to be transformed

into itself by a direct transformation, the associated triple groups being semi-

latent.

(2) There is another way in which a matrix may transform a quadric

into itself, so that the associated triple groups are not semi-latent. For the

generators of one system may be transformed into generators of the other

system, and vice versa. Let this be called the skew transformation of a

quadric into itself, and let the first method be called the direct trans-

formation.

(3) If a matrix transforms a quadric into itself, by either direct or skew

transformation, then every semi-latent line either has two distinct latent

points on it, or touches the quadric.

For let any semi-latent line cut the quadric in the two distinct points p
and q. Then

<f>p
and

(f>q
are also on the quadric and on the semi-latent line.

Hence either </>p <l>9
= in which case p and q are two distinct latent

points on the line, or (jyp = q, <t)q= p. In the second case
(t>^p

=
<f)q=p, and

<l>^q^q.

Now if e be the sole latent point on the line, and 7 be the repeated

latent root corresponding to e, then (j)p = ryp-\- Xe, and
<f)^p

= y^p-\- 2\ye = p.

Hence \ = 0. Thus p m a. latent point. Similarly 9 is a latent point. Thus
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the line is a latent region corresponding to the repeated root, and e is not
the sole latent point on it.

But if the semi-latent line touches the quadric, this reasoning does not
apply. The point of contact must be a latent point

;
and, as far as has been

shown, it may be the only latent point on the line.

(4) If the semi-latent line does not touch the quadric, and if
(l>p

=
q,

<f>q=Py assume that Ci and are the two distinct latent points on the line,

and that 71 and 72 are the corresponding latent roots.

Also let p = Xi^i -I- Va- Then
(fy'p

= 71^X161 + y^X^e^ = X^e^ + X^e^. Hence

yi = 72^- But if 7i = 72, then
(fyp =p, (j>q = q, which is contrary to the assump-

tion. Hence in the present case 7^ = — 72; and
<f>p

= 71 (X^ei — X^^) = q- Thus

(pq, e^e^ form a harmonic range. Thus and are conjugate points with

respect to the quadric.

(5) The polar reciprocal of a latent or semi-latent line is itself latent or

semi-latent. For since the quadric is unaltered by transformation and the

original line retains the same position, its polar reciprocal must also retain

the same position.

Also if a point be latent, its polar plane must be semi-latent. Hence
if the latent point be not on the quadric, at least one other latent point

must exist on the semi-latent polar plane. Then the line joining these

latent points is semi-latent; and its reciprocally polar line is also semi-

latent.

195. Direct Transformation of Quadrics. (1) It follows from the

enumeration of § 193, that the only cases in which semi-latent triple groups

of the general type exist are those cases stated in | 193 (2), Cases I. and II.

:

in § 193 (3) Case III. : in § 193 (5), Case V. : in § 193 (6), Cases I. and III.

and IV. and VI. In all these cases the relation, 77' = y"y"\ holds between

the four latent roots of the matrix. In the two cases of § 193 (2) the four

latent roots are distinct; and there are only four latent points, which form

a tetrahedron. In Case III. of § 193 (3) two latent roots 71 and 72 are equal,

and 7i^ = 7374 : also a latent line exists corresponding to the double root : this is

really a subcase of Case I. in § 193 (2). In Case V. of § 193 (5) all the latent

roots are equal, there is a latent line, and an infinite number of semi-latent

lines intersecting the latent line. This is really a subcase of Case III. of

§ 193 (6), and will be discussed after that case.

In Cases I. and III. of § 193 (6), the latent roots are equal in pairs, namely

7i = 72> 73 = 74; and either (Case I.) two latent lines exist corresponding

respectively to the two distinct roots ; or (Case III.) only two latent points

exist, one corresponding to each root. Case I. is a subcase of § 193 (2).

Case IV. of § 193 (6) is Case I. with the additional relation 71 = — 73.

It is partly merely a subcase of (6) Case I.: but it also transforms other

22—2
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quadrics according to the type of (2) Case I.: thus it is partly a subcase

of (2) Case II.

Case VI. of § 193 (6) is a subcase of Case III., and in no way differs from

it in its properties with regard to the direct transformation of quadrics.

(2) The general type of direct transformation of quadrics is given by

§193 (2), Case I. Then the associated quadric of any group of the type

defined by 6164, 6363, aeie^ + ^e^e^ is transformed into itself by direct transfor-

mation. The reciprocal group, associated with the same quadric, is 6163,

^364, aeiCs — ^6264, and this group is also semi-latent.

The semi-latent lines 6164, e^e^ are generators of one system, and the

semi-latent lines generators of the other system. Hence the

quadric has four of its generators semi-latent, two of one system and two of

the other.

It follows that the semi-latent lines e-^e^ and 6^64 are reciprocally polar

to each other, so that the polar plane of any point on one contains the other.

All quadrics containing these four generators are transformed into them-

selves. For they are defined by either group of a pair of reciprocal triple

gi'oups of the types mentioned above.

(3) In Case II. of § 193 (2), the only difference from the general case

is that an additional set of quadrics are transformed into themselves
;
namely

the associated quadrics of groups of the type defined by e^e^,, 6^64, aeie4 + ^e^e^.

The reciprocal group associated with the same quadric is Cie^, 6264, (16164— ^e^e^',

and this group is also semi-latent.

(4) In Case III. of § 193 (3) the only difference from the general case is

that any two points ai and on the line 6x6^ can be substituted for ex and e^.

Then 01^3, a<fi4, 0x64, 0^63 are generators of one of the quadrics; and 6x6^ and

62.64 are reciprocal lines.

(5) Case I. of § 193 (6) is really only a subcase of that described in the

subsection (3). Let Ox and be any two latent points on the line ^162

;

and let and a4 be any two latent points on the line 6^4. Then the

explanation of the previous subsection applies, substituting any tetrahedron

such as axa2(ha4 for the tetrahedron 61^26364 in the previous subsection. Thus

all quadrics which have the two latent lines 6x6^ and 6^64 as generating lines

are transformed into themselves by direct transformation. Also all such

quadrics have two generators of each system latent, or semi-latent.

(6) Case IV. of § 193 (6) transforms into themselves the quadrics

mentioned above both in (3) and in (5): that is, quadrics with the latent

lines 6x62 and 6^64 as generating lines, and quadrics with 6x6^ and 6.^4 as

reciprocal lines. The transformation may be represented as follows. Let x

be any point ; draw through x the line xpq intersecting 6x6^ and 6^64 in p
and q. Then x, (f>x, p, q form a harmonic range.
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Let S = 6162 + ^3^4, = ^1^2 - ^3^4- Then [cf. § 179 (4)] we may put

(7) In Cases III. and VI. of § 193 (6) the semi-latent triple groups

belong to two types ; and are reciprocal in pairs, one from each type. A
typical specimen of type I. is defined by 61^2, 6364, \e3e1 + ytt (YiSseg^s — 7381^1^4)

:

a typical specimen of type II. is defined by

^1^3 J yA^^^s + js^ieiBi, ^236263 + '^^316361 + ^14^1^4 + ^2462^4.

Hence all quadrics, which are transformed into themselves, have two

semi-latent generators of one system, namely 61^2 and 6364; and one semi-

latent generator of the other system, namely 6163. All the quadrics, so

transformed, touch each other along the generator 6163 ; since [cf § 187 (8)]

the parabolic subgroup, defined by 6163 and jAe^es + 7351^164, is common to

them all.

The systems of the type \e3e1 + /jl (718362^3 — ^3^16164) have only three null

lines which are generators of the quadric associated with the triple group,

defined by any one of them together with 6162 and ^364 [cf § 175 (13)]. Thus
consider the quadric defined by 6162, 6364, and 63^1 + v (7183^263 — 73^161^4). Let

it be called the quadric A ; also for brevity write S = v {^1836263 — 73^16164).

Then we have to prove that the system S' = + yu- (71^362^3 — 7351^1^4) has

only three null lines which are generating lines of the quadric A ; unless

\v = fi. For take the quadric A as the self-supplementary quadric, then

[cf. § 175 (8)] we may assume that

1 61^2 = e^e^y
1
6364 = 6364,

I
{6361 + S} = {6361 + S],

1 61^3 = - 61^3.

Hence
|

>Si = 2^361 + S. Also it is easy to see that (61638) = 0.

Now vS' = \v636^ + /i/Sf. Hence (S'S') = fi^ (SS).

Again v \S' ^Xv \e3^i + /jl\S = {2fjb - Xv) 636^ -f- yi,8.

Hence (S' \S') = fi' (SS) = (S'S').

Thus (S' \S') = (^0. But [cf § 175 (13)], this is the condition that S'

may have only three null lines which are generators of the quadric A,

assuming that \S'=¥S\

(8) Case V. of § 193 (5) is a subcase of the case discussed in the

previous subsection. The semi-latent triple groups belong to two types,

such that the groups are reciprocal in pairs, one from each type. A
typical group of type 1. is defined by three latent forces oc<f)Oc, y<j)y, z<pz: a

typical group of type II. is defined by 6163, ^1616^ + ^36263, S; where S is any

system. Thus any quadric transformed into itself has the latent line 6163

as a generator, and has no other latent or semi-latent generator of the same

system; also all the generators of the opposite system are semi-latent

[cf § 192 (17)]. All quadrics which are transformed into themselves touch

along the generator 6^63, since [cf § 187 (8)] they have a common parabolic

subgroup with ^163 as director force.
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(9) If the four latent roots 7i, 72, 73, 74, satisfying the relation 7173 = 7274,

be assigned, then a matrix can in general be constructed, which will transform

the quadric into itself by direct transformation, and at the same time make
an assigned system latent.

For let S be the assigned system. Then [cf § 174 (9)] S has in general

one pair of conjugate lines which are polar reciprocal with respect to the

given quadric. Let eie^ and 6264 be these lines, cutting the quadric in the

points 61, 62, 63 f 64. Consider the matrix for which Ci, e^, e^, are the latent

points coiTesponding to the latent roots 71, 72, 73, 74. The given system is

obviously latent, since it is of the form ae^e^-V ^e^e^. Also all quadrics con-

taining the four generators e^e^, 63^3, 61^2, 6^64 are transformed into themselves,

and among them the given quadric.

(10) But if the system S has only three null lines, which are generators

of the quadric to be transformed into itself ; then the matrix must be of the

type of § 193 (6) Case III., or must belong to one of the subcases. Then [cf.

subsection (7)] with the notation of § 193 (6) Case III., let e^, e^, 63, 64 be so

chosen that the three generators, which are null lines are, 6162, e^e^, 6364. The
system S can be written 636^ 4- 0Le^3 + ^^164, where a and ^ are known, since S
is known. Then 71, 73, 81, 83 must be so chosen that

« ^_ 71^3

Also by an easy extension of subsection (7) [cf. § 175 (13) and § 187 (8)]

the quadric is defined by three systems of the form

^1^2, €364, 636^ + X (aea^a + Pe^e^.

Hence the quadric is transformed into itself, at the same time as ^Sf is latent,

by the operation of the matrix.

(11) Thus from (9) and (10), it is always possible to find a matrix which

transforms directly a given quadric into itself, and keeps a given system

of forces latent. And the matrix is not completely determined by these

conditions.

196. Skew Transformation of Quadrics. (1) When a quadric

is transformed into itself by a skew transformation, no generator can be

semi-latent.

(2) If </) be a matrix which transforms a certain quadric into itself by a

skew transformation, then the matrix
(f)^

transforms the same quadric into

itself by a direct transformation. It is useful to notice that the latent points

of <j> are also latent points of </>2, though the converse is not necessarily true.

(3) Let the matrix </> have four distinct latent roots. Let 71, 72, 73, 74

be the distinct latent roots, and e^, e^, €3, 64 the corresponding latent points.

Then the latent roots of
(f)^

are y^^ yi, yi, 74^, and e^, e^, 63, 64 are latent

points. Now either y^, y^, 73^, y^ are distinct
;

or, two are equal, y^^ = 72^,

so that 7i = — 72 ;
or, they are equal in pairs, y^^ — y^, y^ = y^.
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Hence 4>' is either of the type of § 193 (2), or of § 193 (3), Cases I.

or III., or of § 193 (6), Case I. Case 11. of § 193 (3) cannot occur because

[cf. subsection (2)] the line eie^ has two null points, ei and 62, on it. Similarly

the other cases of § 193 (6) cannot occur: § 193 (6) Case IV. is inconsistent

with the roots being distinct.

But (j)^ transforms the quadric into itself by direct transformation.

Hence § 193 (3), Case I. is impossible ; and § 193 (2) and § 193 (6), Case I.

both make semi-latent lines of </> to be generating lines of the quadric, which

is impossible by subsection (1) above.

If the additional relation, = 73^74^ hold, then (j)^ is the type of matrix

described in § 193 (3) Case III. The latent roots of <^ are connected either

by the relations 71 = — 72 = \/7374> or by 71 = — 72 = \/— JsJi- With the nota-

tion of § 195 (4), the points ai and are on a quadric transformed directly

into itself by (j)'^] and a^Cs, a^e^, a^e^, a^^ are generators of this quadric.

Hence, if </> transforms this quadric into itself by a skew transformation,

Oi and a2 cannot be latent [cf. subsection (1)].

Hence, since they lie on a semi-latent line, = a.2, cl>a2 = ai. Hence,

by § 194 (4), (ctiag, 6162) forms a harmonic range. Also ^cii = yia2, (fta^ = yitti.

Now for the quadric defiued by the group ajCia + "^e^ei, a^e^, a^e^, to be trans-

formed by </> by a skew transformation, this group must be transformed by
<f>

into the reciprocal group Oxa^ — XesB^, ag^sj (h^i-

Now
(f)

(aiftg + Xe^e^) = — 'y^(ha2 + 7374^^364, (\>aie^ = jiysd^es, (jya^e^ = yiy4(h'Si'

Thus it is necessary that yi^ = 7374.

Hence a matrix with four distinct latent roots, related so that

7i = -72 = V7374>

transforms into themselves by a skew transformation quadrics, passing

through 63 and 64, with ^162 and ^3^4 as polar reciprocal lines, and with ei and

62 as polar reciprocal points.

(4) Let the matrix </> have three distinct roots. Assume Ci, 62, e^,

to be such that

<^^l=7l^l> <#>e2 = 7l^2 + Vl, 4>^3='y^Zy <^64=74^4;

where 81 may, or may not, be zero.

Hence (fy^ei = y^e^, (jy^Cz = yi^ + 28171^1, = 73^63, <t>% = y^^.

Now four cases arise.

Case A. Let yi", 73^, 74= be distinct. Then the matrix is of the type

described in § 193 (3). Hence it cannot transform a quadric by direct

transformation into itself
;
except in Case III. But in § 193 (3) Case III.

the lines of the type a^es, a.^^, Oie^, aa^g [cf. § 195 (4)] are generators of the

transformed quadrics. But these lines are semi-latent lines of <^ as well as of

<^-: and hence [cf subsection (1)] this case must be rejected.
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Case B. Let ty^ — ry^\ so that 71 = — 73. Then the matrix is of one

of the types (Cases I. and II.) described in § 193 (4) ; either it is Case I. if

vanish ; or it is Case II. if hi do not vanish. In either case </)^ cannot trans-

form a quadric into itself by direct transformation.

Case C. Let 73^ = 74^ ; and Bi be not zero. Then
(fy^

is of the type

described in § 193 (6), Cases II. and V. The other cases of § 193 (6)

cannot occur, since the three latent roots 71, 73, 74 are by hypothesis distinct

;

and the points es and 64 are both latent points of cf)^. Hence
(f>^

cannot trans-

form a quadric into itself by direct transformation.

Case D. Let 73^ = 74^ ; and Si = 0. Then (j)^ is of the type described

in § 193 (6), Cases I. and IV. If belongs to the type of § 193 (6)

Case I., then by § 195 (5), <f)^
transforms into themselves all quadrics with

61^2 and 6364 as generating lines. But these are semi-latent lines of 0.

Hence by subsection (1), this case is impossible.

But if (fP belong to the type of § 193 (6) Case IV., so that

7^ = 72 = 173 = -174,

then transforms quadrics directly for which e^e^ and ^364 are polar reciprocal

lines. Thus since 73^ = 74^ = — 7172, we have a subcase of the transformation

considered in subsection (3). But it is the alternative case for which 0 does

not effect a skew transformation.

(5) Assume that
<f>

has two distinct roots, one root 71 occurring triply.

Let Ci, 62, ^3, 64 be assumed so that

where and B2 may, or may not, vanish.

Then

= 71^61, <l>% = 712^2 + 23j7iei, = 71^63 + 2827162 + ^182^1, (l>% = y^e^.

Let the point €3 = 271^3 — 82^2- Then ^i, e^, e^ are such that

<l>% = yi%, <i>'e^ = yi% + 28i7iei, </)V = yi%' + 4S27i'^2.

Case A. Let 74^ be not equal to 71^. Then must be one of the three

types described in § 193 (4). But in no one of the three cases of that article

does the matrix transform a quadric into itself by direct transformation.

Case B. Let 74 = — 71. Then must be one of the types described in

§ 193 (5). The matrix 0^ is of the type of Case III of § 193 (5), if B^ and B^ do

not vanish : it is of the type of Case II., if B^ vanishes : it is of the type

of Case I., if Sj and B^ both vanish. But in Cases II. and III. no quadric

is transformed into itself by direct transformation. In Case I. the matrix
<fp

is merely the numerical multiplier 71^. Hence every quadric is transformed

into itself, since no point changes its position.

Then the matrix </> has two latent roots 71 and -71. There is a latent
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plane 61626^ corresponding to 71 ; and a latent point e^, not on 6162^3, corre-

sponding to —71. These are the only latent regions. Hence, by § 194 (5),

for all quadrics which are transformed into themselves by </>, and 61626^ must

be pole and polar. Also 64 cannot lie on such a quadric, since it does not lie

on its polar plane.

Now, if p be any latent point on the plane eie^e^, and x = \ei + fip, then

(l>w = (fip - Xe^).

Hence {e^p, xcjyx] forms a harmonic range. Thus if a; be a point on a

quadric for which and 616263 are pole and polar, (fyx is also on the same

quadric. Also the transformation is skew, since by § 192 (16) it cannot be

direct. This is a subcase of the skew transformation of subsection (3), since

7i = - 74 = V7273-

(6) Assume that cf) has only one root. Let Ci, e^, e^, be assumed

so that

<l>ei = 71^1 , (f>e2 = 71^2 + Si^i , </)^3 = 71^3 + 82^2, (jye^ = 71^4 + 8^63.

Then = y^^ei, </)^e, = y^^e^ + 2yAei,

<t>% = 7l^^3 + 27182^2 + ^1^2^!, </>^^4 = 7l^^4 + 271^3^3 + 82^362.

Let 63 = 271^3 - ^2^2, 64 = 271^64 - 27183^3 -}- 82^362.

Then • = 71%' + 4fy,%e2
,

</)e4' = 712^4' + ^yi%e,\

Hence cj)^ is a matrix of one of the types described in § 193 (5). The
case, when 8^ = 82 = Ss = 0, need not be considered : for then </> is a mere
numerical multiplier. Thus [cf. § 195 (1)] the only case of this type in

which
(f)^

transforms a quadric into itself by direct transformation is that of

§ 193, Case V. Then and B3 do not vanish, and 82 = 0. In this case 63 = e^;

also [cf. § 195 (8)] the latent line 6^63 is a generator of all quadrics trans-

formed by But 6163 is also a latent line of </>. Hence </> cannot transform

these quadrics into themselves by a skew transformation.

(7) Assume that the latent roots of </> are equal in pairs, so that 71 = 72,

and 73 = 74. Let 61, 62, 63, be such that

</>ei = 7iei, <f>e2 = y162 +8161, </>e3 = 73^3, <#>e4 = 73^4 -I- 8363.

Then (t)% = yi%, = 71%+ 2yAeu (l>%=ys%, <^'^4 = 73'^4 + 27353^3.

Hence </>2 belongs to the type described in § 193 (6). Of the six cases

of this type only Cases L and III. and IV. and VI. yield quadrics which are

transformed into themselves by </)2 with a direct transformation. In Cases

L and IV., 8^ = 0 = 83, and [cf. § 195 (5) and (6)] either 6162 and 6364 are

generating lines of such quadrics, or they are reciprocally polar lines to them.

If they are reciprocally polar lines, the four semi-latent lines, joining the two
pairs of points in which 6162 and 6364 meet any such quadric, are generating

lines of the quadric. But the latent lines 61^2 and 6^4, and the semi-latent

lines joining any point on 6^62 to any point on ^3^4, are latent and semi-latent
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lines of as well as of </>^ Hence </> does not transform any of these quadrics

into themselves by a skew transformation.

In Cases III. and VI. of § 193 (6) neither 8i nor 83 vanishes. All

quadrics transformed into themselves by
(f)^

have [cf. § 195 (7)] the three

lines 6162, 6163, 6364, as generators, which are semi-latent with respect to <^ as

well as with respect to
<l)\

Thus <j> does not transform these quadrics into

themselves by a skew transformation.

(8) Thus there is only one case of skew transformation, namely the

case (including its subcase) when

7i = - 72 = \/7374

;

and the subcase arises when

7i = 72 = 73 = - 74-

In the general case the lines Cie^ and 6364 are polar reciprocal with respect

to any quadric so transformed, the points ei and 62 are polar reciprocal, and

the points 60 and 64 are on the quadric (except in the subcase, when 73 = 74

and the line ^3^4 is a latent region).

In the subcase the point and the latent plane eie^e^ are pole and polar

with respect to all quadrics so transformed.

Note. Homersham Cox, On the Application of Quaternions and Grassmann's Algebra

to different kinds of Uniform Space^ Trans, of Camh. Phil. Soc., 1882, points out the

connection between a positional manifold and Descriptive Geometry of any dimensions

[cf. Book III.], and applies it to Hamilton's theory of nets. Also he points out the special

applicability of Outer Multiplication to Descriptive Geometry [cf. Chapter IV., Book IV.]
;

this had already been practically demonstrated by Grassmann in his papers in Crelle's

Journal on Cubics. Further [in correction of note, p. 278] he applies the calculus in the

manner of this book to deduce some elementary propositions concerning Linear Complexes

;

he finds the condition for reciprocal systems [cf. § 116 (1)], for null lines [cf. § 163 (1)],

the director equations of dual and triple groups [cf. § 172 (1) and § 175 (1)], and the

condition for a parabolic group [cf. 172 (9)]. He also finds a defining equation of Intensity

[cf. note, p. 168], which depends on the distance between points. The bulk of this very

suggestive paper is concerned with the Theory of Metrics.
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CHAPTEH I.

Theory of Distance.

197. Axioms of Distance. (1) In a positional manifold, to which

no additional properties have been assigned by definition, no relation

between any two points can be stated without reference to other points

on the manifold. Thus consider a straight line which is a one-dimensional

positional manifold. If ei and 62 represent the reference elements at unit

intensity, any point p can be written f -|- fg^g • But f1 is not the ex-

pression of a quantitive relation between p and Ci. For fi depends on fg,

and fi/fa represents a relation of p to the terms and 63. But even this

does not properly represent a relation of the element represented by p to

those represented by Ci and 62- For no determinate principles have been

assigned by which the terms ei and 62 should be considered to represent

their corresponding elements at unit intensities. Thus the arbitrary

assumption as to the intensities is included, when is considered as

representing a quantitive relation ofp to and e^.

The only relations between points, which are independent of the

intensities, are the anharmonic ratio between four points [cf. § 69 (1)], and

functions of this anharmonic ratio.

(2) A spatial manifold will be defined to be a positional manifold,

in which a quantitive relation between any two points is defined to exist.

This quantitive relation will be called the distance, and the following

axioms will be assumed to hold of it.

(3) Axiom I. Any two points in a spatial manifold define a single

determinate quantity called their distance, which, when real, may be

conceived as measuring the separation or distinction between the points.

When the distance vanishes, the points are identical.

Axiom II. If p, q, r be three points on a straight line, and q lie between

p and r [cf. § 90 (3)], then the sum of the distances between p and q and

between q and r is equal to the distance between p and n
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Axiom III. If a, b, c be any three points in a spatial manifold, and the

distances ab and be be finite, then the distance ac is finite. Also if the

distance ab be finite and the distance be be infinite, then the distance ac is

infinite. Also if the distances ab and be be real, then the distance ac is also

real.

(4) Let pq be any straight line through p ; and assume some rule to

exist, by which one of the two intercepts between p and any point q on the

line can be considered as the intercept [cf, § 90] such that points on it lie

between p and q ; then points on this line on the same side of p as q are

points which either lie between p and q or are such that q lies between

them and p. It follows from axiom II. that all points between p and q are

at a less distance from p than the distance pq, and that all points on the

same side as q, but beyond q, are at a greater distance from p than is q.

Also it is evident that there cannot be another point on pq on the same

side of ^ as ^ and at the same distance as q. For if q' be such a point,

then by axiom II. the distance qq' must be zero ; and hence by axiom I. the

points q and q' coincide.

(5) Hence the relation of a point ^ to a point ^ in a spatial manifold

is completely determined by (a) the straight line through p on which q lies,

the determination of the side of p on which q lies, (7) the distance of q

from p. Thus any quantitive relation between points on a straight line

must be expressible in terms of their distance.

198. Congruent Ranges of Points. (1) Two ranges p, q, r, s, ...

and p\ q\ r', s', ... of the same number of points in a spatial manifold are

called congruent when the following conditions hold. Let the points p, q, r,

s, ... and the points p\ q\ r', s', ... be mentioned in order ; also let the

distance between p and q be equal to that betweeiT p' and q', and the

distance between q and r equal to that between q' and r', and so on.

(2) It follows from this definition of congruent ranges and from axiom

II. of distance, that the distance between any two points on one range is

equal to that between the corresponding points on the other range.

(3) Also [cf. § 197 (5)] any quantitive relation between points in the

first range, which can be expressed without reference to other points of the

spatial manifold, is equal to the corresponding relation between the corre-

sponding points of the second range. Such a relation in a positional

manifold is the anharmonic ratio of a range of four points. Hence con-

gruent ranges must be homographic [cf. § 70].

(4) Also conversely, if on two homographic ranges the distances between

three points of one range are respectively equal to the corresponding

distances between the three corresponding points on the other range, then

the ranges are congruent. For let pqr and p'qY be the two groups of three
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points on the two ranges, and let s and s' be any other two corresponding

points on the ranges respectively. Then the anharraonic ratio of (pqrs)

equals that of {p'qr's'). But if the range {p'q'r's") be constructed congruent

to the range (pqrs), then by the previous part of the proposition the

anharmonic ratio of (pqrs) is equal to that of (p'q'r's"). Hence the an-

harmonic ratio of (p'q'r's') is equal to that of (p'q'r's"). Hence s and s"

coincide.

The proposition may be stated thus, if three points of one range are

congruent to the three corresponding points of a homographic range, then

the ranges are congruent.

199. Cayley's Theory of Distance. (1) Cayley has invented in his

' Sixth Memoir on Quantics '* a generalized expression for the distance

between two points of a positional manifold. This work was extended and

simplified by Klein who pointed out its connection with Non-Euclidean

geometry.

(2) Consider in the first place a one-dimensional region. Let a-i and

be two arbitrarily assumed points on it. Then any three points £Ci, oo^, and

of the region can be written X^aj -\- fiia2, X^^^i + 1^2(^2, ^sC^i + fJ'sCt^.

The anharmonic ratios p^, p^^, p^^ respectively of the ranges (d?2^3, aitt^),

(X1X3, a^a^), (V2, a^a^) are given by

^3/^2 ^3/^1

Hence log p^^ + log ^23 = log p^.

Then if 7 be some numerical constant, real or imaginary, we may define

[cf Klein, loc. cit,]
^
log p^^ as the distance between any two points oo^ and a?2;

where the distance is conceived as a signless quantity, but the ordinary

conventions may hold as to the sign of lengths according to the direction

of measurement. But the definition and the resulting conventions require

further examination according to the different cases, which may arise [cf.

subsection (4) below].

(3) Let the point-pair a^, be called the absolute point-pair. Let

these points be either both real, or let their corresponding co-ordinates,

referred to any real set of reference elements, be conjugate complex numbers.

Then for real points Xi and yLtj are both real when and are real, and

are conjugate imaginaries when and are conjugate imaginary points.

Similarly for and /w^, and for X3 and fi^.

* Cf. Phil. Tram. 1859, and Collected Papers, Vol. ii. No. 158.

t * Ueber die sogenaunte Nicht-Euklidische Geometrie,' Math. Annalen, Bd. iv. 1871.
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Hence when and are real, in order that the distance between real

points which both lie on the same intercept between and may be

real, 7 must be real. When Oi and are conjugate imaginary points, in

order that the distance between real points, such as and x^, may be real,

7 must be a pure imaginary ; for log p^^ is a pure imaginary. Let % be

written for 7 in this case.

(4) Thus if the absolute point-pair, di and a^, be real, the distance

between any two real points, ajj and a?2, lying between them, is defined to

be the real positive quantity ^ log pig, where 7 is some real number, and

/3i2 is so chosen as to be greater than unity. Since > 1, it follows that,

with the notation of subsection (2),

_ Xi/f;2
^YiQ^ ^ ^

^ and = when — > —

.

Assuming — > — , then can be described either as the anharmonic ratio

of the range (oCiX^, a^a^), or as the anharmonic ratio of the range (^2^1, a^aj).

Thus bears the same relation to oo^, as bears to a;^, in this definition of

distance. The points ai and will be considered as lying on one side of oo^,

and the point on the other side [cf § 90]. Let this be called the Hyper-

bolic definition of distance. It is to be noticed that, with this definition a

pair of points, not in the same intercept between ai and 0^2 , have not a real

distance.

If the absolute point-pair be two conjugate imaginary points, the distance

between two real points osi and ^2 is defined to be one of the two values

of log/3i2 which lies between 0 and ttj. The ambiguity as to which value

is to be chosen is discussed later in § 204, and its determination is possible in

two ways. Let this be called the Elliptic definition of distance.

(5) Let the limiting case be considered in which the absolute points are

coincident at some point u. Let e and u be the two reference points in the

one-dimensional manifold, het = a^e + ^iu, a^ = oufi -\- p^^- Then, when

Oi and tta ultimately coincide with u, a^/^i and Oa/A ultimately vanish. Let

any other points x and y be written, x = e + ^u, y = e-\- rju.

Now putting A for tti^Sa — ol-z^x,

AiC = O2 - fla?) tti - (A - 0^2,

% = (/32 - (hV) - {^l - ^XV) «2.

Hence according to Cayley's definition, the distance between x and y is
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Therefore expanding in powers of ai//3i and Og/A and retaining only the

lowest powers, the distance becomes

*^(|-|)<-f>-

Now let 7 increase as a^l^i and a^j^^ decrease, so that 7 ~" ^) ^^^^^^^

finite and equal to say. Then in the limit when and coincide with u,

the distance between the points e + and e -\-7]U is S (7; — f). Therefore

this definition of distance is a special limiting case of the more general

definition first explained. Let it be called the Parabolic definition.

200. Klein's Theorem. (1) It can be shown (cf Klein, loc. cit.)

that this definition of the distance between two points is the only possible

definition, which is consistent with the propositions on congruent ranges in

§ 198 (3) and (4).

Let p, pi, P2, ... and P\, p^, Pzy be two congruent ranges. Then by

definition the distance pp^^Xhe distance p^p2=Qtc. Also by § 198 (3) and

(4) the ranges are homographic ; therefore [cf § 71 (1)] the first range can

be transformed into the second by a linear transformation. Let ai and be

the two points on the line which are unaltered by this transformation [cf § 71

(2)], and firstly assume them to be distinct [cf § 71 (4) and (5)]. Then

[cf § 71 (8)]

= ftti + f«2, Pi = v^ci, 4- ftta, .
.

jOp = pP^a^ + f ... Pa = V^ch + f^2, •

.

Thus the anharmonic ratio (p^p,r, (^1(^2) is p'^'^- But the distance between

Pp and Pa is (a- — p) times the distance p^p.2 , which is any arbitrarily assumed

distance \. Accordingly if ai and Cayley's absolute point-pair and

Pp = da^ + </)a2. Pa = ^Jra^ + we obtain

dist. ppPa = X(cr-p) = log^

.

But this is the definition of distance already given in § 199 (2), as far as

concerns integral multiples of an arbitrarily assumed length X. But since X

is any length, it may be assumed to be small compared to all lengths which

are the subjects of discourse. Thus the definition must hold for all lengths.

(2) Secondly, let the two points, and ag, unaltered by the linear

transformation, be coincident, and write u for either of them [cf § 71 (7)].

Let e be any other reference point on the line ; then if any point p be

written in the form e+fi^, it is transformed [cf. § 71 (7) equation D] into

the point e + (f + where 5 does not depend on f. Thus if the range

p. Pi, P2". be transformed into the congruent range p^, p^, ps-.-, the distance

between the points pp and p^ is (o- — p) times the distance between p and pi.

But [cf. § 71 (9)] pp=e-^(^-{-pS)u(=e-\- rju, say), and

Pa = e + {^\- ah) u riu, say).

w. 23
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Therefore the distance paPp = X (o- — /o) = ^ — tj), where X is real. But

this is the Parabolic definition of distance of § 199 (5).

201. Comparison with the Axioms of Distance. The only difficulty

in reconciling the Cayley-Klein theory of distance with the axioms

of § 197 (3) arises from axiom I. For in axiom I. the distance is said to

relate two points of a spatial manifold, whereas the definition of distance of

§199 relates four points of the manifold, namely the two points of which the

distance is defined and the two points forming the absolute. But the two

points which form the absolute, if real, are at an infinite distance from every

point of the spatial manifold. They may be considered as extreme, or

limiting points, of the manifold. Thus the distance only relates two points

arbitrarily chosen. Again if the absolute point-pair be imaginary, and the

distance only relates real arbitrary points, the other points which enter

into the definition are special points and are imaginar}^

202. Spatial Manifolds of many dimensions. (1) Consider a

spatial manifold of — 1 dimensions, where v >2. Assume that Cayley's

definition of distance applies to every straight line in it.

Let the whole, or part, of the spatial manifold be such that Cayley's

definition of distance, in the same one of its three forms, applies to any two

real points in it ; so that a real distance exists between them. Then such a

manifold, or such a part of a manifold, will be called a Space oi v — 1

dimensions. If the Space oi v — 1 dimensions be not the complete spatial

manifold, then there must not be a real distance between any point in Space

and any point in the remaining part of the spatial manifold. Let the remain-

ing real part of the spatial manifold be called Anti-space. Thus a spatial

manifold is either such that its complete real portion forms Space ; or it is

such that its complete real portion is partly Space and partly Anti-space.

(2) Consider any triangle ahc in the complete spatial manifold, the

whole or some part of which forms the space considered. Let 6 and c be

real, and a either real or imaginary. Let the distance between h and c be

real and finite.

It follows from § 197, Axiom III., that if a be one of the points of the

absolute point-pair of the line ah, it must also be one of the points of the

absolute point-pair of the line ac. Hence all the points which form the

absolute point-pairs of all straight lines must form either an entirely imagin-

ary surface, or a closed surface ; and the part of the spatial manifold,

which forms Space, must lie within the surface. For [cf § 82 (1)], when
the absolute is real, every straight line through any point in space must

cut the absolute in a pair of real points. Then the part of the manifold

outside the closed surface is Anti-space.
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(3) Also every straight line, containing points in the spatial manifold,

must cut this surface, whether it be real or imaginary, in one point-pair.

The only algebraic surface for which this is possible is a quadric.

Let it be assumed in future that the absolute point-pairs form a quadric,

which is either entirely imaginary or real and closed. Let this quadric be

called the Absolute.

(4) When the absolute is imaginary, the spatial manifold is called

elliptic*. There are two forms of elliptic geometry; the polar form in which

the symbols -\-x and —x represent the same point at opposite intensities

[cf § 89 (1)] ; the antipodal form in which -f- x and — x represent different

points [cf. § 89 (2)]. The discrimination between the two forms was first

made by Klein.

When the absolute is real and closed, the spatial manifold is called

hyperbolic. In hyperbolic geometry the symbols -|- x and — x represent the

same point at opposite intensities.

Parabolic Space is a special limiting form which both Elliptic and

Hyperbolic Space can assume, when the absolute degenerates into two

coincident planes [cf § 212 below].

(5) Let the distance between the two points a and h be written D (ah)

as an abbreviation for ' distance ab.'

203. Division of Space. In the polar form of elliptic geometry a

plane does not divide space. For if x and y be any two points and L any

plane, the straight line xy cuts the plane L in one point p only. But

[cf 90 (5)] there are two intercepts between x and y. Thus the plane L cuts

one of the intercepts and does not cut the other. Hence it is always possible

to join any two points by an intercept of a straight line which does not cut

a given plane.

(2) But two planes do divide space. For it is possible to find two

points, such that each of the two intercepts joining them cuts one of the two

planes. For any straight line must cut the two planes in two points, say in

p and q : on the straight line pq take two points x and y, one on each of the

two intercepts joining p and q. Then the planes divide x from y in the way

stated.

(3) In the antipodal form of elliptic geometry a plane does divide space.

For any straight line cuts a plane L in two antipodal points. Then if one

intercept between two points x and y contains only one point p on the plane,

the other intercept must contain the antipodal point. Thus x and y are

divided from each other by the plane. Points x and y, which are not divided

* Klein confines the term Elliptic to the Polar form of Elliptic Geometry. The Antipodal

form is called by him Spherical Geometry.

23—2
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from each other by the plane, must be such that one intercept between

X and y does not cut the plane and the other intercept contains the two

antipodal points of section, namely ±j>.

(4) In the hyperbolic geometry a plane does divide space. It might

have been wrongly anticipated, since ±x represent the same point, that

results analogous to those in the polar form hold. But in elliptic geometry

space is the whole of the real part of the positional manifold; whereas in

hyperbolic geometry space is only the part of the positional manifold within

the closed absolute. Now no straight line lies completely within the absolute.

Accordingly if one intercept, joining two points in space, itself lie completely

in space, the other intercept passes out of space. Hence, ignoring points

outside space, points joined by an intercept, lying entirely in space and cut

by a plane, are divided from each other by that plane.

204. Elliptic Space. (1) Let the absolute be imaginary, so that the

space is elliptic : let it be chosen to be the self-normal quadric [cf Bk. IV.,

Ch. III.]. Then its equation can be written {x\x) = 0. Also let it always be

assumed that, when x represents any real point, (x
\

x) is positive. Then from

§ 199 (4) and equation (2) of § 123 (9), the distance between any tw^o points

Xi and X2 is

. . 7 , , +fel^2) • , / (x^xAx-iX^
2)(.,.,)= 2^.1ogp. = 7 cos- = 7 sm-

v^C^.
'

where the inverse trigonometrical functions are to denote angles between

0 and TT.

(2) If X and —x represent the same point [cf § 89 (1)], the am-

biguity of sign must be determined so that +
|

x^ is positive ; for this

choice makes the distance of a point from itself to be zero. Hence, in the

polar form of elliptic space, D {x^x^ is not greater than ^ ir^^.

(3) If X and — x represent different points [cf. § 89 (2)], then the upper

sign is to be chosen in determining the ambiguity. Thus if d be the distance

between x and y, and d' the distance between — x and y,

cos---—^ and cos
^"^'^^ - "^^'^^

^[{x\x){y\y)Y A{^\x){y\y)}- ^{{x\x){y\y)Y

Hence, in the antipodal form of elliptic space, D {xy) is not greater

than iry.

205. Polar Form. (1) It is necessary, for the elucidation of the

distance formula of the polar form of elliptic space, to investigate the circum-

stances under which {x\z) and {y \z) are of the same and of opposite signs.

Let the polar plane of x with respect to the absolute cut xy in x, and let

that of y cut xy in y'. Let the closed [cf § 65 (9)] oval line xyx'y' of the
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figure represent the complete straight line xy. Any point z on this line can

be written in the form ax + ^x'. For the sake of simplicity assume that a is

positive and does not change, and that f alone varies as z shifts its position on

Fig. 1.

the line. Then for one of the two intercepts between x and x\ f is positive

;

for the other, f is negative ; let xyx be the f positive intercept. Assume

y = 0Lx-\- ^x', thus y8 is positive. Also we can write y' — ^ {x' \x)x — ol{x\ x)x

thus y' is on the f negative intercept. Also let it be noted that with the

assumed form of y, {x \y) [= a (a? | a?)] is positive.

Now z ^0Lx-\- ^x = \^ {a^ (x\x) + {x' \x')] y +V (a/3 - af) y',

where X-^ = a''{x\x)-\- yS^ {x' \
x').

Accordingly {x \z) is positive at all points of xy. And

{y \z) = \' [a? {x + f/3 {x \x')] (y \y).

Hence, remembering that as z moves from x' to y' in the direction of the

OL^(x\x)
arrow f changes gradually from — oo to — ^ ,

\

,
we deduce that {y\z)m

p {x \x)

positive when z is on the intercept x'yxy' between x' and y\ and is negative

when z is on the other intercept.

(2) Secondly let z be any point not necessarily on the line xy. Now
[cf. § 72 (5)] z can always be written in the form z^ +p, where z-^, is on the

line xy and p is on the subplane which is the intersection of the polars

of X and y\ and this representation is possible in one way only. Then

{x\z) = {x\z;), and = ki).

(3) Hence, summing up the results of (1) and (2), we see that if z be

separated from x and y by the polar planes of x and y, then (x \z) and {y \z)

are necessarily of different signs, provided that {x
\
y) is positive. But if z

be not separated from x and y by the polar planes, then {x \z) and {y \z^ are

necessarily of the same sign, when {x\y^ is positive. Thus if {y\z\ (^|«),

{x \y) are all of the same sign, they are all positive.
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(4) Let the intercept between x and y on which x and y' do not lie be

called the intercept, while that intercept on which x' and y' do lie is called

the polar intercept.

206. Length of Intercepts in Polar Form. (1) li x,y,zhQ three

collinear points, it is as yet ambiguous as to which lies between the other

two, since the straight line is a closed curve. The definition of distance has

however really decided the question, as is shown by the following inves-

tigation.

(2) Let {x\y) be positive, and firstly let z lie on the intercept [cf. § 205

(4)] between x and^ y.

Put z = Xx + fjiy; then X, fi, (x\z) and (y\z) may be assumed to be

positive.

Hence

(^k) ' ^ (^^) ^ /Jxz\xz)_^ / (^y .

7 ^{{x\x)(z\z)]' 7 \/(x\x){z\z) ^\/ {x \x) (z\zy

Thus sin
+ ^ +

I S^\^) ^ mn^-^

Also cos
^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ = (^1^) (^3/1^3/) ^ + (^3/ 1^)

7 (z\z) 1^) (3/ !3/)) k) VK^ 1^) (y

VK^k)(3/l2/)) 7

Hence D (a?^) + i) (^t/) = D {xy).

Thus when z lies on the intercept between x and as defined in

§ 205 (4), z lies between x and y according to the meaning of § 197,

axiom II.

(3) If z lie on the intercept between y and x', then y lies on the

intercept between x and z. Thus from subsection (2),

n(xy) + D(yz) = D(xz).

Similarly if z lie on the intercept between x and y', then x lies on the

intercept between y and z, and

i)(y^) + i)(^^)=i)(2/^).

(4) If z lie between a;' and y', then / lies on the intercept between

X and y, and each of the points x, y, z is separated from remaining two by

the pair of polar planes of those two ; so that each point lies on the polar

intercept of the other two. Assume (x\z) positive and (y\z) negative: also

let z = \x — fjLy, where X and /x are positive [cf. § 205 (1)].
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Then cos ^^"^ - sin
^^^'^^ - a

7 VK^I^X^k)}' 7 V
Hence

n(xy) + D(yz) (y\z) / {xy\xy) Ux\y) I {xy\xy)
sin

7 (2/ \y) V k) (2/ V \^){z \z)

xy) = sin~^\/ {x\x)̂){z\z)

Also

D{^y) + D{yz) ^ -(^\y) {yU)-'^imiWy) ^ -{^\y) (y k) - (^2/ Ny)

7 {y \y) k) k)) (2/ V{(^ l«) k)}

(2/l2/)V{(^k)(^k)l 7
Hence Z) {xy) + D (i/^r) = 7ry — D (xz),

or D(yz) + D(zx) + D(xy) = '7ry (A).

Hence no one of the points x, y or z lies between the other two according

to the meaning of § 197, Axiom II.

(5) This difficulty in the reconciliation of the Polar form of Elliptic

Geometry to the Axioms of Distance may be obviated as follows. The

distance between two points must be specially associated with the intercept

between them; since for the intercept only is the axiom II. of § 197 true.

Let the distance between two points be also called the length of the

intercept. Thus the intercept itself is considered as possessing a quantity of

length.

(6) Again the polar intercept may also be considered as possessing a

quantity of length. For, since (x \x') = 0,

D (xx) = 7 cos~^ 0 = ^Try.

Also and similarly

D(yx') = D(xy') = i7ry-D(xy).

Hence D {x'y') = D {xx') - D {xy') = D {xy).

Thus D {yx') + D {x'y') + D {y'x) = 777 - i) {xy).

Hence ivy — D {xy) may be considered as the length of the polar intercept

between x and y, since it is the sum of the lengths of its three parts.

Accordingly the whole length of the straight line may be considered to

be Try. This also agrees with equation (A) of subsection (4).

(7) The paradox of subsection (4) can now be explained. For each of

the three points lies on the polar intercept between the other two : and the

sum of the distances of any two from the third is in each case equal to the
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length of the polar intercept. Thus axiom II. of § 197 ought to be amended
into, the sum of the lengths of the parts which make up either the intercept,

or the polar intercept, is equal to the length of the intercept, or of the polar

intercept, as the case may be.

(8) Also if 7Cos~^
^j^^ kHy |3/)1

^^^^^ length of the intercept

between a; and y, then y cos'^
|^) (y^'y)]

^^^^^ length of the polar

intercept ; and vice versa.

Let that intercept between x and y of which the length is

V{(^k)(2/l2/)r

be called the intercept (a)\y), or xy\ and let the length of the intercept (oc
\ y)

be called xy. This name is useful in the ordinary case in which it is unknown
and immaterial whether {x\y) is positive or negative. If {x\y) be positive,

the intercept {x \y) is the intercept between x and y according to § 205 (4).

(9) It is necessary in this connection to distinguish carefully between

the points x and y, and the terms x and y by which they are symbolized

[cf § 14, Definition]. All congruent terms [cf § 64 (2)] denote the same

point (or regional element). Two points x and y divide the complete

straight line into two intercepts. The sum of the lengths of the two

intercepts is iry. The length of the shortest intercept, which is the distance

between the points x and y, is D {xy). The length of the other (polar)

intercept is 7ry — D{xy). The terms x and y, written in the form (x\y) or

xy, define one of these intercepts. If {x\y) be positive, this intercept is the

intercept, and is of length xy = D {xy). If {x\y) be negative, this intercept

is the polar intercept, and is of length xy irj — D {xy). Let x" = — x,

y" = — y. Then the terms x" and y" denote the same points as x and y. Also

{x" \y") = {x\y); hence the intercept {x" \y") is the same as the intercept {x \y).

But the intercepts {x"\y) and {x\y"), which are the same intercept, are

always the other intercept to the intercept {x\y) or {x"\y").

Thus, summarizing and repeating the distinctions between D {xy) and xy
;

D {xy) = D {x"y") =B {x"y) = B {xy")

;

xy = x'Y; xy" = ^y; xy + ^^iry;
xy —D {xy), if {x \y) be positive

;

x"y =D {xy), if {x \y) be negative

;

Also the length of the intercept {x \y) is written xy. Then xy (as well

as {x\y)) may also be taken as this name of the intercept. It is not often

of much importance to know whether xy =D {xy) or iry—D {xy).
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(10) If ^ be the point x -\- ^y, then when f is positive z lies on the

intercept {x\y).

For cos5 = +
7 V[(^k)l(^'k) + 2f(^l2/)+r(2/l2/))]'

ccz
Hence as f changes gradually from 0 to + oo , cos— diminishes gradually

from 1 to ,r/ I X / I
>
and this whether (x

\
y) be positive or negative.

^/{{^\^){y\y)}
V I.// F 6

Thus ^ gradually increases from 0 to xy. Similarly at the same time

zy gradually decreases from xy to 0. Hence z must lie in the intercept

\y)-

207. Antipodal form. (1) In the antipodal form of elliptic geometry

the intercept between x and y is that intercept which does not contain the

Fig. 2.

antipodal points — x and — y ; the intercept containing the antipodal points

is called [cf § 90 (6)] the antipodal intercept.

(2) Now by a proof similar to that in the previous article, if z lie in the

intercept between x and y, D {xz) + D (zx) = D (xy). If z lie in the intercept

between y and —x,D (xy) + D (yz) = D (xz). If z lie in the intercept between

X and —y,D (yx) + D (xz) = D (yz).

(3) If z lie in the intercept between — x and — y, let z' (= — z) be the

antipodal point to z. Then / lies in the intercept between x and y.

Hence by subsection (1)

D(x2f)-\-D(z'y) = D(xy).

But by § 204 (3),

D (xz) -fD (xz') = 7r7 = i) (yz) 4- D (yz').

Hence D (xz) + D (zy) = 27ry — D (xy).

Also

D (xy) 4- D (yz) = D (xy) + Try - D (ysf) = '7ry-\-D (xz') = liry - D (xz),

and D (yx) D(xz) = liry - D (yz).
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Thus no one of the three points Xy y, z lies between the other two in the

sense of axiom II. § 197. Accordingly this axiom is not literally satisfied

;

however the following explanations and additions shew that it is substantially

satisfied.

(4) Analogously to the similar case of the polar form, let the distance

between x and y be called the length of the intercept between x and y.

Then the length of the intercept between y and — x is rrry — D (xy), and this

is also the length of the intercept between —y and x. The length of the

intercept between — x and — y is D (xy). Hence adding the three parts, the

length of the antipodal intercept between x and y is 27ry — D {xy).

Thus the length of the whole straight line is ^iry.

(5) The paradox of subsection (3) can now be explained. For each

of the three points lies on the antipodal intercept between the other two

:

and the sum of the distances of any two from the third is in each case equal

to the length of the antipodal intercept. Thus axiom II. § 197 ought to be

amended into, The sum of the lengths of the parts which make up either

the intercept or the antipodal intercept is equal to the length of the

intercept or of the antipodal intercept, as the case may be.

208. Hyperbolic Space. (1) Secondly let the absolute quadric be

real and closed. Then from § 199 (4) and equation (3) of § 123 (10), the

distance D {xy) between any two points x, and y within the quadric is

D {xy) = i7 log p,, = 7 cosh-
...-/^l^^, = y sinh- .

/pMf^
.V 2/ / ^/{{x\x){y\y)} ' y {^\^){y\y)

The ambiguity of sign must be determined so that ±(x\y) is positive.

It has been proved in § 82 (9) that {x\x) and {y\y) are of the same sign

:

hence [{^\^){y\y)} is necessarily positive.

(2) The test as to which sign of the ambiguity is to be chosen is

derived from the following lemma
;
which, it is useful to notice, applies to

any closed quadric {ol^x^) = 0, and not solely to the absolute in its character

of self-supplementary quadric.

Let e, X, y, z be four points within the quadric. Then, if {e ja?), {e \y), {e\z)

are of one sign, also {y \z), {z \x), {x
\
y) are of one sign.

For let the line xy cut the polar of e in e', and let xz cut it in e". Then

we may write y = \x-\-7]e\ z—fix + ^e". Hence, since {e\e) = 0 = {e\e"),

{e\y) = \{e\x) and {e\z) =^ ^{e\x). Therefore from the hypothesis \ and /a

are positive.

Again as rj varies between — oo and \- oo
, y takes all the positions on the

line xe. Also {x\y) = \{x\x)-{-7} {d \x). Hence {x \y) is a linear function of

the variable r] ; and thus as t; varies, {x y) can only change sign when it
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vanishes or is infinite. But when {x\y) vanishes, y must lie on the polar

plane of x, and this plane is entirely outside the quadric [cf. § 82 (6)]

;

similarly when (x\y) is infinite, rj is infinite and y coincides with e which is

outside the quadric since it lies on the polar plane of e.

Thus for all points y on that part of the line xe which lies within the

quadric, {x\y) has the same sign. Now put ?; = 0. Hence {x\y) has the

same sign as \{x\x). But \ is positive. Thus {x\y) has the same sign

as {x \x). Also {x \x) has the same sign for all points within the quadric, say

the positive sign. Hence {x\y) is also positive. Thus the proposition

is proved.

(3) Let {x\x) be always assumed to be positive for points within the

quadric : also let a point x within the quadric be said to be of standard sign

when {e x) is positive, where e is any given point within the quadric chosen

as a standard of reference. Then it follows from the above that for all points

of standard sign within the quadric, {x
\
y) is positive.

Thus the distance between two points x and y, within the quadric and
of standard sign, is

n (xy) = I7 log = 7 cosh- Vm = ^ ^i^^"^
. /r~^Z^7\ •

\/{(x\x)(y\y)} V
In future all symbols arbitrarily assumed to represent points within a

real closed absolute will be assumed to represent them at standard sign.

(4) In hyperbolic space there is only one intercept between two points

X and y which lies entirely within the space. Also if z lie within this

intercept

D(xz)-\-n(zy) = I){xy).

Hence there is no ambiguity as to the application of axiom II. of § 197.

The distance between x and y will be called the length of the intercept

between x and y.

The distance of any point from any point on the absolute is infinite.

Thus the length of the part of any straight line within the spatial manifold

is infinite.

209. The Space Constant. It is formally possible to assume that

7, instead of being an absolute constant, is constant only for each straight

line ; and accordingly is a function of any quantities which define the special

straight line on which x^ and x^ lie. Such quantities can necessarily be

expressed in terms of the co-ordinates of x-^^ and x^, since these points define

the line x^x^. Hence the assumption of 7 as a function of the co-ordinates of

the straight line joining the points does not appear necessarily to offend

against the axioms of § 197. Let the assumption be made that 7 is constant

and the same for all lines. Let 7 be called the space-constant.
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210. Law of Intensity in Elliptic and Hyperbolic Geometry.

(1) The law of intensity (cf. Bk. III. ch. iv.) is also settled, if the

assumption* be made that, when x-^ and x.^ are of the same intensity, x-^ + x.2

bisects the distance between and \ where for the polg-r form of elliptic

geometry (iCi \x,^ is assumed to be positive, and for hyperbolic geometry

iCi and x^ are both of standard sign. No special explanation is required for

the antipodal form of elliptic geometry, since Xx + x^ is to bisect the distance

between x^ and x^, and x^ — x^ is to bisect the distance between x^ and — X2.

Then by §§ 204 and 208,

KKa^i+a;^)} ^ {x^\(x, x.^)]

%/[(Xx\x,) {(Xx+X2)\(Xx'{-X2)}] \/[(^2|^f'2)l(^l + ^2)|(^l + ^2))]
'

Hence {\/(ooi \Xx) — ^(x^ Ix^)} | ^1) (^2 ^2) — (^1 ^2)} = 0.

Therefore either (xi \xi) = (ajg |^2)> or (^1 |^i) (^2 1^2) — (^1 kz)^ = 0.

The second alternative is equivalent to {xiX^ Ix^x^) = 0. This implies that

the line X1X2 touches the absolute [cf. § 123 (5)] ; and this presupposes

special positions for x^ and x.^. In fact for such a case in elliptic geometry

the line x^x^ would then be imaginary ; and in hyperbolic geometry x^ and X2

would lie outside the absolute.

Hence the alternative, (^Ci I^Ci) = (^2 1^2), must be adopted. Accordingly

if the point x has a given intensity, (x \x) is independent of the position

of X. Thus with a proper choice of constants the intensity x is ^(x \x)

;

so that (x\x) = l, when x is at unit intensity.

(2) Then, if x^ and X2 be at unit intensity and (x^ \x2) be positive

(except for antipodal elliptic space), the formulae for the distance between

them become,

di2 = ^ log pi2 = 7 cos-i (xj, 1x2) = y sin-i V(^i^2
1

^1^2) ;

and

dn =
I
log pi2 = 7 cosh-1 (iCi l^jg)

= 7 sinh-i x^x^ \xxX2)]

according as the space is elliptic space or is hyperbolic space (of any number

of dimensions), where in both cases x^ and ^2 fulfil the condition

(Xx\Xx)==l=(X2\x2).

(3) As an illustration of these formulae consider antipodal elliptic space

of two dimensions.

Let the absolute be (x\x)= f + ^ ^2 ^ q

Then the conditions, (x\x) = l —(y \y), become

* This assumption is made by Homersham Cox, loc. cit.
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And cos -={x\y) = ^.rj, + ^3772 +
7

sin - = V(^2/ = V((f2^3 - ^sV2y + {?zVi - + - ^^ViY}-

These are the formulae of the ordinary Euclidean geometry of a sphere

;

where fi, fg, ?3 and 971, 7J2, rj^ are direction cosines.

211. Distances of Planes and of Subregions. (1) As yet only

the distance between points has been defined. The same principles can

easily be applied to planes.

For any planes X and Y can be expressed in terms of their polar points

with respect to the absolute. Thus X and Y =\y. Hence, if the

absolute be imaginary, (X
\

X) and (F| F) are necessarily of the same sign.

If the absolute be real and closed, (X
|

X) and (F| F) are of the same sign,

when X and y are either both within or both without the absolute. If x lie

within the real closed absolute, the plane X contains [cf § 82 (6)] no points

lying in space, but only points in anti-space ; but if ^ lie without the

absolute, then [cf § 82 (7)] the plane X contains points in space as well as

points in anti-space.

Let X and F be any two planes, and suppose that the plane \X + /xF

touches the absolute quadric.

Then X/yu, must be one of the two roots Xi//Xi and X^l^i^ of the equation

\'{X\X)-\-2\fi(X\Y)^-^i''{Y\Y) = 0.

Let Ai and J. 2 be these two tangent planes ; then the anharmonic ratio

of the range [XY^ A^A^ is \ifi2/'><'2/^i, and this ratio is either real or of the

form e^**, where </> is real. Let it be called p.

Then if p be real, the measure of the separation between X and F can

be defined to be
^
log p ; and if p be imaginary, it can be defined to be

K
2^.

log p ; where k and k are constants.

There is no reason why either k or k should necessarily be equal to the
' space-constant ' 7. But there is no real loss of generality, and there is a

gain in the interest of the analogy to ordinary geometry, if K = y, and k = 1.

For it will be found that the hyperbolic measure of separation between

planes can then be identified with the distance between two points; and
the elliptic measure of separation can be considered as the angle between

them, which is of no dimensions in length.

(2) Thus, [cf. § 124], it follows that the separation between two planes

X and F is that angle between 0 and tt given by

= - ±(^|F) . _^ / (XY\XY)
^Aogp cos

^[(X|X)(F|F)j"^''' V {(Z|Z)(F|F)} '

when (X\Yy<{X\X)(Y\Y).
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And the separation is

^ 7i 1.-1 • u I / -(XY\XY)
d = ^\ogp==ycosh

^((x |X)(F| F))
= ^ ^^^^ V {{X\X)(Y\ F)l

'

when (Z|Fy>(X|Z)(F|F).

It must be noticed that the distinction between these two cases must not

be identified simply with that between Elliptic and Hyperbolic Geometry as

defined above. The trigonometrical functions must however always be

adopted in Elliptic Geometry. This question will be considered in the

succeeding chapters as far as it concerns Hyperbolic Geometry.

(3) Furthermore the ambiguity of sign is capable of being determined

by exactly the same methods as obtained for points. But with respect to

planes, in order to obtain an interesting extension of the ideas of ordinary

geometry, the ' polar ' form is invariably adopted, namely, +X and — X are

considered as representing the same plane at opposite intensities.

(4) If the elliptic measure of distance between planes has to be adopted,

the measure of separation of planes is called the angle between them.

The ambiguity of sign in the formula for the cosine of the angle leads to

the definition that planes make two supplemental angles with each other,

^andTT — ^; and that of the two the acute angle is the measure of the

separation of the planes.

(5) The law of intensity of planar elements is determined by the same

principles as that of points. Let it be assumed that if X and F be planar

elements of the same sign and at the same intensity, then X +Y bisects the

distance between X and F. Hence the defining equation of unit intensity

can be written, (X
|

X) = 8, where 8 is a constant which will be determined

later separately for Elliptic and Hyperbolic Geometry according to con-

venience. In Elliptic Geometry 8 is always of the same sign : let it there-

fore be chosen to be unity. In Hyperbolic Geometry it is convenient to

choose 8 to be positive or negative according as the (real) plane does or does

not cut the absolute : let it therefore be chosen to be ±1.

(6) It is in general impossible to define one single measure of separation

between any two subregions X„ and F^, of <r — 1 dimensions. But if they

are both contained in the same subregion of cr dimensions, then considering

the latter subregion as the complete region, X^ and Y^ have the properties

of planes in regard to it. Also the absolute in this complete region may be

taken to be the section of the absolute by the region.

Hence in this case, cf § 124 (4), the measure of the separation of X^ and

Ya (with the conventions, already explained, determining ambiguities) is

either

±(X,|F,)
„,^,,3h- ±(^AI^

VlWX^XI'.iy^)) ' ^ '/{(X,\X,)(Y,\Y,)]-
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Definition.
\

X„ and
|

Y„ are called the absolute polar regions of

and Fff.

It is obvious that the separation between two regions is equal to that

between their absolute polar regions.

212. Parabolic Geometry. (1) If the parabolic definition of distance

hold for every straight line, then every straight line must meet the absolute

in two coincident points. Hence the absolute must be two coincident planes.

It can be seen as follows that the elliptic and hyperbolic definitions for - 1

dimensions both degenerate into the parabolic definition, when the absolute

is conceived as transforming itself gradually into two coincident planes.

(2) Let the co-ordinate points ^i, 62, ... be v self-normal points, then

the equation of the absolute takes the form,

Now conceive the form of the quadric to be gradually modified by

02, ... oLu diminishing, till they ultimately vanish, while Wj remains finite.

Then ultimately the equation of the quadric becomes o^^^ = 0 ; that is to

say, the quadric becomes two coincident planes, the equation of each plane

being fi = 0. Also the v — \ co-ordinate points e^, e^, ... lie in this plane,

and the point 61 without it.

Also, cf. § 1 23 (6), (xy \xy) = ^a,OL, (^,Va - ^.VpY-

Assume that, as the quadric approaches its degenerate form,

CL^—
, tts — —

, . .
. ,

Ot,, = — ,

7 7 7

where the /c's are finite and 7 is ultimately infinite.

Then ultimately,

{xy
I

xy) = a,t ^ (^.rj, - ^,7j,y + S (fp^. - ^aVpf = "i^ ^ (^^Vp - ^pViT-

Similarly {x \x) = a^f (y \y) = ofi^/i^.

Then if the geometry be elliptic and 7 be the space-constant,

V (x\x){y\y) yai^iVi «! ^iVi

Now, since the geometry is elliptic, and k^, k^, ... k^, are all of the same

sign. PutJ = /3/.

Hence cZ = SA^fclf^\

If the geometry be hyperbolic,

e« = 7sinh-i /
- (^y

I

^y) ^P (gi^P
-

?P^iy
^
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Now, since the geometry is hyperbolic, the absolute is a real closed

quadric; and hence [cf. § 82 (5)] must have one sign and /tg, /c.,, ... /c^

another sign. Put ^ = — ySp^.

Hence ^ ^ ^^/gp-
(fi^p - fp%)\

(3) Thus as a limiting case both of Elliptic and Hyperbolic Geometry,

we find a space with the distance between any two elements given by

where the j/ — 1 co-ordinate elements 62, 63, ... lie on the absolute plane at

an infinite distance.

213. Law of Intensity in Parabolic Geometry. (1) Let be the

reference element not in the absolute plane, and let Wg, U3,...u^ be the

reference elements in the absolute plane. Let it be assumed, as in § 210 (1),

that, when x and y are of the same intensity, y bisects the distance

between a; and y.

Now let x = f -I- iA, y = rj^ei + 'S^rju ; then

^ + 2/ = (f1 + ^1) ^1 + 2 (f + v)

Also the distance between o) and a;-}- 3/ is by § 212 (3)

ft (ft + 'J.) ft(ft+'?.)

Similarly the distance between x + y and y is

^1 (fi + Vi)

Hence since these distances are equal, fj (fj + rji) = (f1 + %), and thence,

ft=%.

(2) Hence the intensity of the point is a function of fi only ; but by

§ 85 (2) it must be a homogeneous function of the first degree. Thus the

intensity of w is Xfj, where \ is some constant
;
and, if be chosen to be at

unit intensity, then X=l. Hence the absolute plane is the locus of zero

intensity and the law of intensity explained in § 87 (4) must hold. And the

expression for a point a; at unit intensity is + ^^u, where is at unit

intensity.

Also the distance between the two points Ci + 'Z^u and ei -f ^rju, both at

unit intensity, is X^J^ (f — rjy.

Furthermore by properly choosing the intensities of Ws, ih, ...u^, this

expression for the distance can be reduced to Xi^ — vf. Thus* parabolic

* Cf. Riemann, Ueher die Hypothesen, welche der Geometne zu Grunde liegen, Collected

Mathematical Works.
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space of — 1 dimensions can be interpreted to be simply an ordinary

Euclidean space of that number of dimensions; where CiU^, eiU^, ... e^Ut, are

v — 1 axes at right-angles, and ^3...^,, are rectangular Cartesian co-

ordinates. The interpretation of (the vectors) ii^^, u^, ... u^, will be considered

in Book VII.

Historical Note. An interesting critical ' Short History of Metageometry ' is to be

found in Chapter I. of The Foundations of Geometry, by Bertrand A. W. Russell,

Cambridge, 1897. Klein also gives an invaluable short history of the subject in his

lithographed Vorlesungen iiher Nicht-EuHidische Geometrie, Gottingen, 1893 ; he makes

the important division of the subject into three periods. The following are the creative

works of the ideas of the three periods.

First Period.

Lobatschewsky, Geometrische Untersuchuvgen zur Theorie der Parallel-linien, Berlin,

1840 ; translated by Prof G. B. Halsted, Austin, Texas, 1891. Lobatschewsky's first

publication of his discovery was in a discourse at Kasan, 1826 (cf Halsted's preface)

;

and subsequently in papers (Russian) published at Kasan between 1829 and 1830 (cited

by Stackel and Engel, cf below).

John Bolyai, The Science Absolute of Space, 1832 ; translated by Prof Halsted, 1891
;

also cf German edition by Frischauf, cited below. The original is written in Latin, and

is an appendix to a work on Geometry by his father, Wolfgang Bolyai.

Second Period.

Rieman, Ueher die Hypothesen, welche der Geometrie zu Grunde liegen, written 1854,

Gesammelte Werke ; translated by Clifford , cf. his Collected Mathematical Papers.

Helmholtz, Ueher die thatsiichlichen Grundlagen der Geometrie, 1866, and Ueher die

Thatsachen, die der Geometrie zum Grunde liegen, 1868; both in the Wissenschaftliche

Ahhandlu7igen, Vol. 11.

Beltrami, Saggio di Interpretazione delta Geometria non-Euclidea, Giornale di

Matematiche, Vol. vi. 1868 ; translated into French by J. Hoiiel in the Annales

Scientifiques de V^Jcole Normale Superieure, Vol. vi. 1869.

Third Period.

Cayley, Sixth Memoir upon Quantics, Phil. Trans., 1859
;

and. Collected Papers,

Vol. II., No. 158.

Klein, Ueher die sogenannte Nicht-Euklidische Geometrie, two papers, 1871, 1872,

Math. Annalen, Vols, iv., vi.

Lindemann, Mechanih hei Projectiven Maashestimmung, 1873, Math. Annalen, Vol. vii.

Lie, Ueher die Grundlagen der Geometric, Leipziger Berichte, 1890.

A bibliography up to 1878 is given by G. B. Halsted, American Journal of Mathematics,

Vols. I., II.

The following very incomplete list of a few out of the large number of writers on the

subject may be useful

:

Flye, Ste Marie, Etudes analytiques sur la theorie des paralleles, Paris, 1871.

M. L. Gerard, Th6se, Sur la Geometric Non-Euclidienne, Paris, 1892.

Poincar^, TMorie des Groupes Fuchsiennes, Acta Mathematica, Vol. i., 1882.

Clebsch and Lindemann, Vorlesungen iiher Geometrie, Vol. 11. Dritte Abtheilung,

Leipzig, 1891.

Frischauf, Elemente der Ahsoluten Geometrie nach Johann Bolyai, Leipzig, 1876.

w. 24
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Killing, Die Nicht-EuklidiscJwn Ranmformen in Analytischer BeJumdlvrng^ Leipzig, 1885.

Stsickel and Engel, Die Theorie der Parallel-linien von Euklid bis auf Oauss, Leipzig,

1 895. This book contains a very useful bibliography of books on the Theory of Parallels

from the year 1482 to the year 1837.

Veronese, cf. loc. cit. p. 161.

Burnside, On the Kinematics of Non-Euclidean Space, Proc. of Lond. Math. Soc, 1894.

Clifford, Preliminary Sketch of BiquaternionSy Proc. of Lond. Math. Soc, 1873, and

Collected Mathematical Papers.

Newcomb, Elementa?y Theorems relating to the Geometry of a space of three dimensions

and of uniform positive curvature in the fourth dimemsion, Crelle, Vol. 33, 1877.

The philosophical questions suggested by the subject are considered by Russell,

Foundations of Geometry (mentioned above) ; in this work references will be found to

the previous philosophical writers on the subject.

The first application of an 'extraordinary' algebra to non-Euclidean Geometry was

made for Elliptic Space by Clifford, Sketch of Biquaternions, Proc. of London Math.

Society, Vol. iv. 1873, also reprinted in his Collected Papers ; this algebra will be con-

sidered in Vol. II. of this work. The first applications of Grassmann's Calculus of

Extension to Non-Euclidean Geometry were made independently, by Homersham Cox

(cf. loc. cit. p. 346), to Hyperbolic and Elliptic Space, and by Buchheim to Elliptic Space
;

On the Theory of Screws in Elliptic Space, Proc. London Math. Soc, 1884 and 1886,

Vols. XV. XVI. XVII.

The idea of starting a ' pure ' Metrical Geometry with a series of definitions referring

to a Positional Manifold is obscurely present in Cayley's Sixth Memoir on Quantics ; it

is explicitly worked out by Homersham Cox {loc. cit.) and by Sir R. S. Ball, Oii the Theory

of Content, Travis, of Roy. Irish Academy, Vol. xxix. 1889. Sir R. S. Ball confines himself

to three dimensions, and uses Grassmann's idea of the addition of points, but uses none of

Grassmann's formulae for multiplication. But the general idea of a pure science of

extension, founded upon conventional definitions, which shall include as a special case

the geometry of ordinary experience, is clearly stated in Grassmann's Ausdehnmigslehre

von 1844 ; and from a point of view other than that of a Positional Manifold it has been

carefully elaborated by Veronese {loc. cit.).

Homersham Cox constructs a linear algebra [cf. § 22] analogous to Clifford's

Biquatei'nions, which applies to Hyperbolic Geometry of two and three and higher

dimensions. He also points out the applicability of Grassmann's Inner Multiplication

for the expression of the distance formulae both in Elliptic and Hyperbolic Space ; and

applies it to the metrical theory of systems of forces. His whole paper is most suggestive

[cf. notes, p. 346 and at the end of this volume].

Buchheim states the distance formulae for both Elliptic and Hyperbolic Space in the

same form as they are given in this chapter, with unimportant variations in notation. He
then deduces Clifford's theory of parallel lines ; and proceeds to investigate the theory of

screws in Elliptic and Hyperbolic Space of three dimensions. In his last paper he obtains

an important theorem respecting the motion of a rigid body in Elliptic Space of 2/li
— 1

dimensions. Many of his results are deduced by the aid of Biquaternions, and of Cayley's

Algebra of Matrices. A further account of his important papers is given in the note at the

end of the volume.



CHAPTEH II.

Elliptic Geometry.

214. Introductory. In the following application of the formulae of

the Calculus of Extension to the investigation of Elliptic Geometry the

polar form will be exclusively considered. Most of the theorems and investi-

gations apply, mutatis mutandis, to both forms. But each form requires its

own special explanations, which though important geometrically" are only

remotely possessed of any algebraic interest. So to avoid prolixity one form

is adhered to.

The space spoken of throughout this chapter will be of v — \ dimensions

where v is any number. It is the merit of this Calculus that the general

formulae for — 1 dimensions are as simple and short as those for two or for

three dimensions.

215. Triangles. (1) Let the terms a, h, c denote three points; there

are eight modes of associating the pairs of intercepts [cf § 206 (8)] joining

each pair of points; namely, using lengths as named, that by associating

be, ca, ah ; or 777 — he, Try — ca, iry — ah; or iry — he, ca, ah ; or he, iry — ea.

Try — ah ; and so on.

(2) Let the angle a between the two intercepts ab and ae be defined to

be that angle (out of the two supplementary alternatives) given by

[cf. § 211 (6)]

_ (ah \ae)

\/[{ah
\

ah){ae\ae)}

'

Similarly for the angles J5 and y.

Thus the angle between ah and Try — ca is found by putting — c for c in

the above and is

-(ah\ae)

^[{ah \ah) {ae \ac)}

'

that is TT — a.

Let the angles a, j9, y be associated with the intercepts he, ca, ah ; and

let this system of intercepts and angles be called the triangle abe.

24—2
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(3) Now (ab \ac)^(a\a)(b\c)-(a\h){a\c).

Also [cf. § 206 (8)]

• _ / • / (ac\ac)

"'""T^V
''''

7 ~y (a\a){c\cy

, a6 _ (a
1 6) oc (a

\

c)

TT a6 ac . ab . ac
Hence cos— = cos— cos—I- sm— sm — cos a

;

7 7 7 7 7
with similar formulie for /S and y.

(4) When a = 0, then c is collinear with a and 6. Also (ab\ac) is

positive : hence we can write either c = fa + 6, or c = — fa + 6, where f is

positive. In the first case by § 206 (9) c lies in the intercept ab ;
in the

second case, since 6 = c + fa, 6 lies in the intercept ac.

. , be ab ac
Also cos — = cos .

_ _ _ 7 _
Thus bc= ab — ac in the first case, and bc = ac — ab in the second case.

(5) Let a', b\ c' stand for - a, —b, — c respectively. Then

co,^'- (fe'lO _ (b\c)

_ 7
'

|6'Kc' (c lc)l
- '°

7

Thus b'c' = 6c. Similarly ca' = ca, = ab.

Again it is easy to see from (3) that the angle between ab' and ac' is a;

and so on. Hence the triangle ab'c is the same as the triangle abc, both in

its sides and angles and angular points. The two are therefore identical.

(6) Consider the triangle a'bc, which by subsection (5) is the same as

ab'c'. Its sides are easily seen to be related to those of abc as follows :

b'c = be, da = tt^ — ca, all = tty — oh.

Hence by subsection (3) its angles are a, ir— jS, it — y.

Similarly the triangle ab'c, or a'bc', has sides iry — be, ca, ir^y — ab, and

angles ir — a, jS, it — y.

And the triangle abc, or a'b'c, has sides ir^ — be, 777 — ca, ab, and angles

IT — a, IT — J3, y.

(7) Hence of the eight possible cases mentioned in subsection (1) only

four can have angles associated with them in accordance with the convention

of subsection (2). Accordingly three points will be said to define four

triangles, where a triangle is taken to mean three determinate intercepts

and three angles between each pair of intercepts. The triangle defined

by the terms a, b, e will be taken to mean the triangle with the intercepts

(b\c\ (c\a), (a
1 6) as sides, and will be called the triangle abc. The other

triangles defined by the points a, b, c are the triangles a'bc (or ab'c),

ab'c (or a'bc), abc' (or a'b'c).
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There are two main cases to be considered : firstly when one of the four

triangles defined by the points a, b, c has all its sides less than ^iry, that is

to say, has the three lengths D (be), D (ca), D {ah) for its sides [cf. § 204 (2)] ;

secondly, when one at least of the sides of each of the four triangles is

greater than ^iry.

(8) Case I. Let no one of a, b, c be divided from the other two by their

polar planes, then [cf. § 205 (.3)] {b
\

c), {c \a), {a\b) may be assumed to be of

the same sign; and this sign must be positive. Hence bc = D (be), ca — D {ca),

ab = D {ah). Thus one triangle (the triangle abc) is formed by the intercepts

of the lengths D {be), D {ca), D {ab) ; each being less than ^ivy.

Then by subsection (6) the other three triangles formed by the three

points are (i) that formed by the intercepts D {be), ttj-D {ca), iry — D {ab),

with angles a, tt — j3, tt — y; (ii) that formed by the intercepts ttj — D {be),

D {ca). Try - D {ab), with angles tt — a, jS, tt — y ;
(iii) that formed by the

intercepts Try — D {be). Try — D {ea), D {ab), with angles tt — a, Tr — j3, y.

(9) Each of these last three triangles has two sides greater than ^Try.

Let the triangle with each side less than ^Try be called the principal triangle

abc, let the other three be called the secondary triangles.

(10) Case 11. Assume that a is divided from b and c by the polar planes

of b and c. Then [cf. § 205 (3)] we may assume {b\c) and {a\b) to be

positive, and {a
\

c) negative. Hence bc — D {be), ca — Try — B {ca), ab = D {ab).

Also {ab
I

ac) {= {a
\

a){b\c) —{a\ b) {a \ e)] is positive
;

(6c 1 6a) {=(6 |6)(c|a) — (a|6)(6|c)} is negative;

{ea \cb) {= (c |c) {a 16) - (6 |c) (c \a)} is positive.

Thus, considering the triangle abc, the angles a and y are acute, and /9

is obtuse ; and the obtuse angle is opposite to the side greater than ^Try.

The other three triangles, defined by the points a, b, e, are (i) that formed

by D {be), D {ea), Try — D {ab), with angles a, Tr — /3, tt — y. This triangle

has one side, namely Try — D {ab), greater than \Try, and one obtuse angle,

Tr — y, opposite to it. (ii) The triangle formed by Try — D (be), D (ea),

D (ab), with angles Tr — a, Tr — jS, y. This triangle has one side, namely

Try — D (be), greater than ^Try, and one obtuse angle, namely Tr — a, opposite

to it. (iii) The triangle formed by Try — D (be), Try — D (ca), Try — D{ab),

with the angles Tr — a, j9, Tr — y. This triangle has all its sides greater than

^Try, and all its angles obtuse.

(11) Thus in this case the points a, 6, c define three triangles each with

one side greater than ^Try, and one triangle with all its sides greater than ^Try.

Call this case, the case with no principal triangle. This possibility respecting

triangles in elliptic space of the polar form has apparently been overlooked.

Let the set, of three triangles, each with one side greater than ^Try, be

called the principal set.
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216. Further Formulae for Triangles. (1) The two typical trans-

formations, from which the further formulae connecting the sides and angles

are deduced, are

(a
I

a) (ahc
\

abc) = {ah
\

ah) (ac
\
ac) — (ah

\

ac)'- (i)

;

and (b
\

c) (ahc \ahc) = (hc \ha) (ca \ch) + (ah \ac) (he \hc) (ii).

Both of these formulae can be proved by mere multiplication. Thus for

instance [cf. § 120]

(be
I

ha) (ca ch) + (ah
\

ac) (he
|

he)

= {(h \h) (c \a) - (a \h) (h \c)} {(e \c) (a \h) - (h \c) (c \a)]

+ {(a \a) (b \c) - (a |6) (c \a)} [(h \h)(e\e)-(b\ cY}

= (6 Ic) {2 (h ic) (c a) (a 16) + (a a) (h \h) (e \c) - (a \a) (h \cy -(h\b) (c \ay

-(o\c)(a\hy}

= (h\e)(ahc
\

abc).

\/{(ah \ah) (ac\ae) — (ah |ac)^)

fs/Kah ah) (ac\ac)}
*

it follows from equation (i) of subsection (1) that

(2) Since sina = \/(l —cos'a) =

But

Hence

ina=V (ah\ah)(ac\ac)

. he I (6c|6c)

7 v (6|6)(cjc)-

sing _ sin yff _ sin y
.he . ca .ah

sin — sm— sm —
7 7 7

\a \a)(h\ h) (c c) (ahc \ ahc)

(he
1

6c) (ca
,

ca) (ah \ah)

(3) From equation (ii) of subsection (1)

Fe
sin j3 sin y cos — = cos yff cos y +• cos a

;

Fe
a = — cos j8 cos y + sin yff sin y cos — ,

that is, cos

with two similar equations.

(4) If a, 6, c be at unit intensity then [cf § 120 (1) and § 210 (2)]

(ahc \ahe) = 1,

cos

ah ac
cos—

,

cos—
7 7

1,
6^

cos—
7

E
cos—

,

1

7

ah

7

ac

7

This determinant is the square of the well known function, which in

Spherical Trigonometry is sometimes called the Staudtian of the triangle.
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(5) It is evident that the usual formulai of Spherical Trigonometry,

for example Napier's Analogies, hold for triangles in Elliptic Geometry. For

these formulse are mere algebraic deductions from the fundamental formulae

of § 215 (3) and of subsections (2) and (3) of this article.

(6) Let a circle be defined to be a curve line [cf § 67 (4)] in a two-

dimensional subregion, such that each point of it is at the same distance (its

radius) from a point (its centre) in the subregion. Then it follows from

subsection (2) that the perimeter of a circle of radius p is 27r7 sin - .

For consider the chord pq, subtending an angle a at the centre. Draw

cl perpendicular to pq.

Then, since by symmetry I is the middle point oi pq,

. pq .pi . a . cp . a . p
sin^ = sin-^ = sin sm — = sin ^ sin .

27 7 27 2 7

Therefore when a is made small enough,

^ = a7 sin ^

.

Accordingly, assuming that the length of the arc of a curve is to be

reckoned as ultimately equal to the chord joining its extremities, the

circumference of the circle = "^pq, ultimately, = 7 sin ^ = 27r7 sin ^ .

217. Points inside a Triangle. (1) Consider the triangle abc, that

is, the triangle with its sides formed by the intercepts (6|c), (c\a), {a\b).

Any point of the form Xa + p.b + vc, where \, fju, v are of the same sign, will

be said to be inside the triangle. Other points of this form will be said to

be outside the triangle.

(2) To prove that any straight line, in the two dimensional subregion

.Refined by a, h and c, cuts the sides of the triangle, either two internally

and one externally, or all three externally.

Write p = \a-\- ph-\-vc \ and let px be any line through p and another

point X in the two dimensional region. Without loss of generality we may

consider that the complete manifold [cf. § 103 (3)] is the two-dimensional

region defined by a, b, c.

Then px . be = Xax . be + phx . be + vex . be

= {\ (xea) — fi (xbc)] b -\- {X (xab) — v {xbe)\ c
;

px .ca=[p, {xab) — v (xca)} c + {xbc) — X {xea)] a
;

px.ab = {v {xbc) — X {xab)] a 4- (1/ {xea) - /a {xab)} b.

Let Oi = fi {xab) — v {xca), 62 = v {xbc) — X {xab),

63 = X {xca) — fjL {xbc).

Hence j)x . be = 0.J)
— O.^c, px . ea = O^c — O^a, px . ab = O^a — dj).
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Now px . he is the point of intersection of poc and he ; and if 6,, and 0.^ are

of the same sign, this point is external to the intercept (6 |c) ; and if 0.2 and

^3 are of opposite sign, the point is within the intercept (6 |c). But 6i, 0^, 6^

are either all three of the same sign, or two are of one sign and the third of

the opposite sign. Hence the proposition is evident.

(3) Any line in the two dimensional region, which contains a point

inside the triangle, cuts two of the sides internally and one externally ; also

conversely. With the notation of the previous subsection, assume that p
lies within the triangle. Then X, fju, v may be assumed to be all positive.

Also without any loss of generality, x may be assumed to be on the line he,

so that {xhc) = 0.

Then 6^ = fx (xah) — v (xca), 62 = — X (xah), ^3 = X (xca). Hence, if (xah)

and (xca) are of the same sign, 62 and 6.^ are of opposite signs
;

also, if (xah)

and (xca) are of opposite signs, 0^ is of opposite sign to both 60 and O^.

Hence in either case the first part of the proposition is true.

To prove the converse, assume that the sides (c\a) and (a\h) are cut

internally at the points aa + yc, a^a + ^J) ; where a, 7, oci, ySi can be assumed

to be all positive. Then any point on the straight line can be written in the

form f (aa + 7c) + 77 (a^a + ^yh). Hence all points, for which f and 7) are of

the same sign, lie within the triangle.

218. Oval Quadrics. (1) If three points a, 6, c, lie within [cf.

§ 82 (1)] a closed quadric, (oL^xy = 0, then the quadric cuts all of the sides

of one of the triangles defined by the points a, h, c externally.

For [cf. § 208 (2)] we may assume (a][6][c), (a^cja), (oi^a\h) to be all

positive, when (oL^xy is positive, x being a point within the quadric. Now
with this assumption as to the terms a, 6, c, consider the triangle ahc. Let

any side he cut the quadric in a point jxh 4- ve. Then

(a][6/ + 2ixv (ajftjc) + z/^ (a][cy = 0.

Thus the two roots for fiw given by this equation are both negative.

Hence any side (h \c) of the triangle ahc is cut by the quadric in two external

points. It follows that the sides of any of the remaining three triangles

defined by the points a, h, e are cut two internally and one externally.

(2) An oval* quadric is a quadric which cuts externally the sides of any

principal [cf. § 215 (9)] triangle ahc, of which the three angular points lie

within it.

(3) Let a sphere be defined to be a surface locus contained in the

complete manifold [§ 67 (1)], such that every point of it lies at a given

distance (the radius) from a given point (the centre).

* Oval quadrics have not, as far as I am aware, been previously defined. In the special

case of Euclidean space of three dimensions, ellipsoids and hyperboloids of two sheets are both

closed quadrics ; but only ellipsoids are oval quadrics.
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A sphere is a closed quadric. For if e be the centre and p the radius,

the equation of the sphere is

. ^^Y) I X = cos^ ^ , that is, {e \xf -{e\e) (x 'x) cos^ ^ = 0.
{si\x){e\e) 7 ' \ i / v /\ , /

^

Now if 1/ be a point at a distance from e less than p, then

> cos-^ - ; hence (e lyY — {y\y) |^) cos^ - is positive.

Also there must be two real points on any line through y which lie on the

surface. For, let any line through y cut the plane \e in e\ so that {e |e') = 0.

Then any point z on this line can be written y + ^e. Hence

(e \zy -{z\z){e\ e) cos^ ^
= |(e \yy - (y \y) (e

|

e) cos^

- 2? (y \e') (e \e) cos^ - f ^ (e' \e') (e \e) cos^ ^ .

7 7

Hence, since |(e iy)^ — (y |e) cos^
-|

is positive, it is always possible to

find two real values of f for which (e \zy — {z z) (e \e) cos- - = 0. Accordingly

[cf. § 82 (1)] any point at a distance from the centre less than the radius

is within the sphere, and for such points {e\yy — (y\y) (e\e) cos^ - is positive.

(4) A sphere of radius less than ^Try is an oval quadric. For let e be

the centre of the sphere, and x and y two points within it. Then by (8)

the two intercepts D (ex), and D (ey) both lie within the sphere and are cut

externally by it. Now let the intercepts (e \x) and (e\y) be these intercepts,

so that (e\x) and (e\y) are both positive. Then the triangle exy has two

sides cut externally by the sphere, and hence by (1) the third side {x\y) is

cut externally.

T3 ^ xy ex ey . ex . ey ^
rJut cos — = cos — cos — + sin — sm — cos 6,

7 7 7 7 7

where 6 is the angle at e of the triangle exy.

TT ex ey . ex . ey
Hence cos— > cos — cos — — sin — sin ^

ry 7 7 7 7

ex + ey
> cos *^

.

7

Hence xy <ex-{-ey < ^iry ; since ex and ey are by hypothesis each less

than liry.

Thus xy = D {xy). Hence that intercept joining any two points within

the sphere, which is cut externally by the sphere, is the shortest intercept.

Hence the sphere is an oval quadric.
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ca ab
cos— cos

y 7 7

ca be ab
cos— COS7~

7 7

(5) It is also evident by the proof of the preceding subsection that any

sphere of radius greater than ^Try is not an oval quadric. Hence also it is

easy to prove that any oval quadric can be completely contained within

some sphere of radius liry.

(6) Furthermore it follows from (1) and (4) that any three points lying

within a sphere of radius ^iry define a principal triangle.

219. Further Properties of Triangles. (1) Two angles of a

principal triangle [cf. § 215 (9)] cannot be obtuse. For if possible let a
and jS be both obtuse. Then from § 215 (3)

ab . ca
cos — = cos— cos— + sm— sm — cos a,

- 7 7

be . ab rt
n — sm — cos ff.
7 7

TT 1 i.1
be ca ab , ca be ab

Hence both cos cos — cos— and cos cos— cos — are negative,
y y y 7 7 7

be ca
since cos a and cos j3 are negative. But cos — and cos — are both

be
positive by hypothesis and one of them must be the greater, say cos — .

Then cos — — cos cos — has the sign of cos — , and is therefore positive.
7 7 7 7

Hence there cannot be two obtuse angles in a principal triangle. It has

been proved [cf. § 215 (11)] that, if no principal triangle exist, the triangles

of the principal set defined by a, b, e have each only one obtuse angle,

while the remaining triangle has three obtuse angles.

(2) In any triangle abe [cf. § 215 (7)] if j8 and y be both acute or both

obtuse, the foot of the perpendicular from a on to be falls within the in-

tercept (b\c); otherwise it falls without the intercept (b
\

c).

For let p = \b + fiehe the foot of this perpendicular. Then

(ap \bc) = \ (ab \be)-h /jl (ae \ be) = 0.

Hence we may write p = (ca
|

c6) 6 + (ba
\

be) c.

Now j8 and y are respectively acute or obtuse according as (ba \bc) and

{ea\eb) are positive or negative [cf. § 215 (2)]. Hence the proposition.

(3) If the angles jS and y be both acute, the triangles abp and acp have

jS and y respectively as angles (and not tt — jS and tt — y), also the sum of

their angles at a is equal to a. This proposition is easily seen to be true.

(4) The sum of the three angles of any principal triangle, or of a triangle

from a principal set is greater than two right-angles.

Firstly, let the angle y be a right-angle, and let a and j3 be acute.
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Then by one of Napier's Analogies,

,hc-ca , he ^ ca
cos ^ cos J

tan J(a + >^) = — — cot \y = — .

. hc + ca . hc + ca
cos i cos i

_ _
Now since bo and ca are each less than ^nry, it follows that

,bc-^ca ,bc + ca
cos * > cos i

.^7 '7
Hence a + jS >^ . Hence a + + y > tt.

Secondly, let abc be any principal triangle or a triangle from a principal

set. Then at least two of its angles are acute, say a and jS. Draw a

perpendicular cd from c on to the opposite side. Then d lies between

a and b on the intercept (a\b), and ahc is divided into two right-angled

triangles. Hence obviously from subsection (3) the theorem holds for the

triangle abc.

220. Planes one-sided. (1) It has been proved in § 203 (1) that a

plane does not divide space. An investigation of the meaning to be attached

to the idea of the sides of a plane is therefore required.

Let two points a and b be said to be on the same side of a plane P, when
the intercept D (ab) does not contain the point of intersection of ab and P,

that is to say, the point ab . P.

Conversely when the intercept D (ab) does contain the point ab . P, let

a and b be said to be on opposite sides of the plane.

Suppose that a and 6 are on opposite sides of the plane, but that

they each approach the plane along the line ab so that D{ab) diminishes

and ultimately vanishes. Then in the limit a and 6, though coincident in

position, both lie on the plane on opposite sides of it.

Thus a plane can be considered to have two sides in the sense, that at

each point of the plane there may be considered to be two coincident points

on opposite sides of the plane. This idea can obviously be extended to any

surface.

(3) If a be any point on a plane P, then a and — a may be considered

as symbolizing the two coincident points on opposite sides of the plane.

For let b be any other point not on the plane ; and assume, for example,

that {a
I

b) is positive. Write a for — a. Then if a be considered to be on

the same side of the plane as 6, the intercept {a
\

b) does not contain a' (by

the definition of subsection (1)), the intercept {a' \b) does not contain a (since

a'b is the length of the long (polar) intercept between a' and b, namely,

Try —D (ab)), and the straight line is completed by the indefinitely small

intercept D (aa') which passes through the plane.
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Thus if 6 be a given representation of the point b, which is taken as the

standard representation, a is on the same side as the point b of any plane on

which a lies when (a \b) is positive, and is on the opposite side when (a\b) is

negative.

It must be carefully noticed that the choice of sides for a and — a

depends not only on the position of the point 6, but also on the special term b

which represents the point. For - b represents the same point, and if — 6

be taken as the standard representation, a and — a would according to the

above definition change sides of any plane on which they lie.

(4) Suppose that a sphere of radius liry be described cutting the plane,

and that attention be confined to points within this sphere. Then [cf. § 218

(6)] any three such points, a, b, c, define a principal triangle : let it be the

triangle abc.

Now if a and b be on the same side of the plane, then c is on the same

side of the plane as a or on the opposite side of it, according as c is on the

same side as b or on the opposite side.

For the plane cuts the two dimensional region abc in a straight line,

and by hypothesis this straight line cuts the intercept (a \b) externally, hence

by § 217 (2) and (3) it cuts the other two intercepts, (a\c), {b\c), both

externally or both internally.

Thus when attention is confined to the space within this sphere, the

ordinary ideas concerning the two sides of a plane hold good.

(5) But if the points a, b, c do not define a principal triangle, let the

triangle abc be one of the principal set. Assume that {a\b\ {a\c) are

positive and that {b c) is negative. Now the straight line, in which any

plane cuts the region abc, must cut the. sides of the triangle abc either

all externally or two internally and one externally.

If the line cut all the sides externally, it cuts D (ab), D (ac) externally

and D(bc) internally. Hence a and b are on the same side of the plane,

also a and c ; but 6 and c are on opposite sides.

If the line cut (a
\
b), (a\c) internally and (6 |c) externally, it cuts D (ab),

D(ac), D(bc) all internally. Hence any two of the three are on opposite

sides of the plane to each other.

If the line cut (a
\

b), (b c) internally and (a\c) externally, it cuts D (ab)

internally, and D (be), D (ac) externally. Hence c and b are on the same

side of the plane, also c and a ; but a and b are on opposite sides. Similarly

if the line cut (a c), (b
\

c) internally and (a b) externally, then c and b are

on the same side of the plane, also b and a; but a and c are on opposite

sides.

Hence, when three points do not form a principal triangle, the ordinary

ideas concerning a plane dividing space cannot apply.
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(6) It has been defined in (3) that if the point a lie on the plane P and

b be another point not on the plane, then the term a symbolizes a point on

the same side as the point b, when (a
\

b) is positive.

Let c be another point on the plane so that the triangle abc is a principal

triangle. Then by hypothesis (b\c) is positive, and the term c symbolizes

a point on P on the same side as the point b. Hence, assuming that the

theorems of subsections (4) and (5) are to hold when two angular points

are on the plane, a and c are on the same side of the plane when (a\c) is

positive.

(7) If a and c be two points on the plane P and on the same side of it,

then the point \a +1x0 is defined to describe a straight line without cutting the

plane, when any two neighbouring points of the line successively produced

by the gradual variation of \ and are on the same side of the plane.

Suppose that \ varies from 1 to 0 as /Lt varies from 0 to 1, then the

intercept (a |c) is described without cutting the plane. Also every point on

this intercept is on the same side as both a and c. But now starting from

c let the moving point describe the other intercept without cutting the

plane. Then \ must vary from 0 to — 1 while /a varies from 1 to 0. But

the final point reached is —a. Thus a moving point, starting from a and

traversing a complete straight line drawn on the plane without cutting the

plane, ends at — a, that is on the opposite side of the plane.

Again, if Q be another plane cutting P, and the subplane of inter-

section does not cut either P or Q, then when the moving point starting

from a has made a complete circuit of a straight line lying in the subplane

PQ it is on the opposite side both of P and Q to a.

In order to understand the full meaning of this property, consider for

example space of three dimensions. Let the two sides of P at a be

called the upper and under side, and the two sides of Q at a be called

the right and left side. Let a dial with a pointer lie in the plane P at a

with face upwards and pointer pointing to the right. Let the dial be carried

round the straight line of intersection of the planes so that in neighbour-

ing positions both face and pointer respectively look to the same sides of

the two planes. Then, when the complete circuit has been made, the dial at

a is face downwards and the pointer points to the left.

The property of planes proved in this subsection is expressed by saying

that planes are one-sided. The discovery of this property of planes in the

polar form of elliptic geometry is due to Klein*.

(8) The definition in subsection (7) of a straight line drawn on a plane

without cutting it can obviously be applied to any curve-line drawn on the

plane. Also by the method of (7) it is easy to prove that a point, starting from

* Cf. Math. Annal., Vol. VI.
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a and describing a closed curve on a plane P, returns to a or to — a according

as the closed curve cuts the subplane of intersection of F and the polar plane

of a (that is, the subplane P |a) an even or an odd number of times.

221. Angles between Planes. (1) Since in Elliptic Geometry the

absolute is imaginary, the separation [cf § 211 (2)] between planes must

necessarily be measured by the trigonometrical formula and not by the

hyperbolic formula. The same applies to the separation between any two

subregions, when the idea of a measure of separation between them can be

applied [cf § 211 (6)]. Let the measure of the separation between planes or

between subregions (excluding points) be called the angle between them.

Thus the angle between two planes X and Y is one of the two supplementary

angles (less than tt).

^{(X\X){Y\7)y

(2) Let < XY stand for that one of the two supplementary angles

between X and Y which is defined by

cos<XY= ^ '

^

(3) The points \X(=x) and \Y(=y) are the absolute poles of the

planes X and F. The length xy of the intercept (w \y) is given by

cos " =
I

ly
I

= COS <XY
7 V{(^|^)(2/|2/)1

Hence ^ = <XY,
7

(4) If be a third plane, the angles between the subplanes XY and XZ
are the two supplementary angles (less than tt) defined by

COS- -
±(^y\xz)

^{(XY\XY)(XZ\XZ)}'

These angles are the same as those between the lines xy and ocz, where

z==\Z.

222. Stereometrical Triangles. (1) The angles which the planes

A, B, C make with each other, and also the angles which the subplanes

BG, OA, AB make with each other can be associated together by definition,

so as to form what will be called a stereometrical triangle. Let the stereo-

metrical triangle ABC be the association of the three angles < BG, < GA,

< AB, with the three angles a, y^, y, defined by

(ABIAG)
*J{{AB \AB){AG\AG)}'

with two similar equations for jS and y.
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(2) Then ii a — \A, b = \B, c = \G, the triangle abc is the ' polar ' triangle

of the stereometrical triangle ABC. Also the angles of the triangle ahc are

respectively equal to a, jS, y, while the sides of the triangle abc are

respectively equal to 7 (< BC), 7 (< CA\ 7(< AB).

(3) Accordingly, coiTesponding to every formula for a triangle defined

by three points there exists a formula for a stereometrical triangle defined

by three planes. Thus the ordinary formulae of Spherical Trigonometry, in

ordinary three dimensional Euclidean space, are shown to hold for the relations

between three planes of any number of dimensions in Elliptic Geometry.

(4) From § 215 (3) it follows that

cos < BC = cos < CA cos < AB + sin < CA sin < AB cos a

;

with two similar formulae.

Now if the complete space be three dimensional, the subplanes BC, CA,

AB are three straight lines meeting at a point ; and thus a, jS, y correspond

to the * sides ' of an ordinary three dimensional spherical triangle, while

< BC, < CA, <AB, correspond to the angles.

Thus according to analogy the above formula ought to be

cos < BC = - cos < CA cos < AB + sin < CA sin < -45 cos a.

This difference of sign is explained by noting that the angles to be

associated with the stereometrical triangle ABC were defined by convention

in subsection (1) ; and that if the angles of the triangle ABC had been

defined to be tt — < BC, etc., and tt — a, etc., the signs of the formulae

obtained would have agreed, when the complete region is of three dimen-

sions, with those of ordinary Spherical Trigonometry.

223. Perpendiculars. (1) Any two mutually normal [cf. § 108 (5)]

points a;, 2/ are at the same distance from each other. For since {x\y) = 0,

cos— = 0, and therefore xy = ^iry. Such points may also be called quad-

rantal. The condition that two lines ab and ac should be at right-angles

(or perpendicular) is (ab
\

ac) = 0.

Lines, or other subregions, which are perpendicular must be carefully

distinguished from lines, or other subregions, which are mutually normal

[cf. § 113 (1)].

(2) Let any region Lp of p — 1 dimensions be cut by a straight line ab

in the point a ; then, if (p — I) independent lines drawn through a in the

region be perpendicular to ab, all lines drawn through a in the region

are perpendicular to ab. For let ap^, ap^, ••• «Pp-i be the {p — 1) independent

lines.

Then by hypothesis {ab lapi) = 0 = (ab ap^) = etc.
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But \a + represents any point in Zp. Hence any line through
a is (/-tiopi + fi^ap^ +...).

And [ab
\

(fM^ap^ + fi^ap. + ...)) = A^i (ah \apy) + fi^ (ah {ap^) + . . . = 0

;

which is the required condition of perpendicularity.

Then ab will be said to be perpendicular to the region Zp, or at right-

angles to it.

(3) Any line perpendicular to the region Zp intersects the supple-

mentary (or complete normal) region |Zp; and conversely, any line inter-

secting both Zp and |Zp is perpendicular to both.

For, with the notation of the previous subsection, let ah be the line ; and
let b be the point on the line ab normal to a [cf. § 113 (5)], then b is normal

to every point on Zp. For, if p be such a point, (ab \ap) = 0.

Hence (a
|

a) (b \p) - (a \p) (a\b)= 0. Hence (a
\

a) (b \p) = 0.

But (a
I

a) is not in general zero. Hence we must have (b \p) = 0.

Hence b lies in |Zp; and therefore ab intersects |Zp.

(4) If Pp and be two regions normal to each other [cf. § 113], and if

a be any point in Pp, then any line drawn through a in the region Pp is

perpendicular to the region aP^.

For let a be any other point in Pp, and b be any point in P^, then by

hypothesis, (a b) = (a' |6) = 0.

Hence (aa' \ ab) = (a\a) (a' \b) — (a\b) (a' | a) = 0.

(5) Let two planes Z and M intersect in the subplane LM, and a^ be

any point in LM. From ai draw a^l in the plane Z perpendicular to the

subplane LM, and draw a^m in the plane M perpendicular to the subplane

LM, then the angle between Z and M is equal to that between a^l and a^m.

For in the subplane LM, which is of z/ — 3 dimensions (the space through-

out this chapter being of — 1 dimensions), we can find [cf. § 113 (5)] v — S

other points «3, so that a^, a^, ... a„_2 are mutually normal. Also

take I in the line aj, to be the point normal to aj. Then by subsection (3)

/ is normal to a^, a^, ... a^_2; and therefore to every point in LM.

Similarly in the line ajm let m be normal to every point in LM.

Then (a, \a^) = (a^ \a^) = (ap |a,,) = ... = (a^ |a,_2) = 0,

and (tti 10 = (^2 0 = • • • = («.'-2 10 = 0,

and (tti |m) = (a^ |m) = . . . = (a„_2 |m) = 0.

Also we may write Z = {a-^a^ . . . a^^j), and M = {a^a^ . . . a^^-^m).

Then from § 120 (1)

(Z I Z) = (a,
I ai) (tta

I
ttg) . . . (^

1 0. (M M) = (a, \ a,) (a^\a,) ... (m \m),

(Z
I

if) = (a,
I

a,) (a, \a,)...(l \m).
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Hence if 0 be the angle between L and M, and <^ between aj> and a^m,

V}(X |X) (M\M)} ^{{l
1
1) (m |m)} ~ V{W l^iO K^n |a,m)]

" "^^^

Thus l9 = ^.

Corollary. It is also obvious that ^ = ^ = —

.

(6) Any line perpendicular to any plane L also passes through its

absolute pole [cf. subsection (3)].

Thus if any plane M include one perpendicular to X, then from any

point of the subplane LM a perpendicular to L can be drawn lying in M.

For, if M includes one perpendicular to L, it includes the pole \L. Then

any line joining any point in LM to \L must be perpendicular to L and must

lie in M.

Also since \L lies in M, then \M lies in L. Hence this property is

reciprocal. Such planes will be said to be at right angles.

It is obvious that, if two planes are at right angles, their poles are

quadrantal.

(7) If two planes L and L' be each cut perpendicularly by a third plane

M, it follows at once from the formulae for stereometrical triangles investigated

in § 222, that the angle between the subplanes LM and L'M is equal to that

between the planes L and L\

224. Shortest Distances from Points to Planes. (1) The shortest

distance from a point to a plane is the shortest intercept of the straight line

through the point perpendicular to the plane.

For let X be the point, p the foot of the perpendicular, and q any other

point on the plane. Let the terms cc and p be so chosen [cf § 206 (9)] that

xp = D (ocp) ; so that oop is the shorter of the two intercepts between x and p.

Then by § 215 (3), cos— = cos— cos — . Hence, if pq be greater than
_ 7 7 7

iiry, xq is also greater than ^777. Thus the points x, p, q must define a

principal triangle. Let the terms x, p, q be so chosen that xpq is this principal

triangle. Then from the above formula, B (xq) > D (xp).

This length of the perpendicular will be called simply the distance of the

point from the plane.

(2) It is obvious that the other intercept of the straight line xp is the

longest intercept of a straight line drawn from x to the plane.

(3) The pole of the plane is easily seen to be the point which is further

from the plane than any other point, namely at a distance i'rry.

w. 25
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(4) Let p be the distance of the point x from the plane L. Then
^7r7 — p is the distance between a; and the point

|
L.

Hence sin = +

where, as in the other cases, the ambiguity in sign is to be so determined as

to make sin
^

positive. With this understanding we may write

• P —
^'''r^-[{x\x){L\L)r

•

225. Common Perpendicular of Planes. (1) The line joining the

poles \L and \L' of any two planes L and L' is obviously [cf. § 223 (3)]

perpendicular to both planes L and L'. Further, any point on the line \L\L'

is normal to any point on the subplane LU. Let the line \L\L' intersect the

planes in I and V. Let a be any point on the subplane LL'. Then it is

easy to prove that al and aV are each perpendicular to the subplane LL'.

Hence the angle between al and aV is equal to the angle \ between the

planes. Accordingly in the triangle lal', the two angles at I and l are right-

angles, al and aV are each \iry, and a is X. Hence W = ^7.

Fig. 3.

It is to be noted that there are two lengths \<y and (tt — X) 7 for B {W)
;

the shortest of the two is meant according to the usual convention.

(2) It is easy to see that D (W) is greater than the distance of any point

x in either plane from the other plane. For let x lie in L, and draw xp

perpendicular to L\ Then xp passes through \L'. Also the distance from

\L' to p equals that from \L' to 1', both being ^ttj ; but that from IX' to ^ is

less than that from \L' to x, since the line from |X' to Z is perpendicular to L.

Hence D(ll') is greater than D(xp).
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226. Distances from Points to Subregions*. (1) The least distance

of a point a from a line be can be found. For let p be the foot of the

perpendicular from a to he, and let b be any other point on be. Then, by
the same proof as in § 224 (1), the three points a, b, p define a principal

triangle. Let this triangle be abp. Then, as in § 224 (1), D{ap) < D{ab);

and hence D (ap) is the least distance which it is required to express.

_ . pa . ab . ri
But sm— = sm — sin a,

7 7

where fi is the angle at b in the triangle abp, that is, the angle at b in the

triangle abc, if the term c be properly chosen.

^ ^ . ab / (ab\ab)
But sm— = . / .

I

X /T ,

• o /{(b\b)(abc\abc)}

. pa / (abc \ abc)
Hence sm^ = . /V (a\a]ry V (a\a)(bc\bc)'

Therefore, if F be the force be, the distance (8) of a from the line of F
is given by

/ (aF\aF)

y'V (a\a)(F\F)'

(2) This formula can be extended to give the least distance of any

point a from any subregion Pp of /> — 1 dimensions.

For the argument of § 224 (1) still holds, and the least distance is evi-

dently the length of the perpendicular ap from a to the subregion. One, and

only one, such perpendicular line always exists, since [cf. §§72 (5) and

223 (3)] it intersects both Pp and |Pp.

Let P be a force on any line through p in the region Pp, and let Pp_2 be

the subregion in Pp normal to F. Let Pp = FPf^^-

Then sin^- /Ml^ ^^^^"^ ^^"^
y - \/ {a\a){F\Fy

Now since ap is perpendicular to Pp it passes through the normal point

to Pp in the region aPp. Let pp be this point. Then pp is normal to every

point in Pp.

* These formulsB, and the deductions from them in subsequent articles, have not been

stated before, as far as I am aware.
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Let a =^p + Xp ; where the two equations (^p |Pp) = 0, and {pF) = 0, hold.

Therefore (aF) = (p^F).

Also (aP, \aP,) = {p,FP^,\p^P^,)=(p^\p,F) (Pp-.|Pp_.)

= (aF\aF)(P^,\P^), (cf.§121).

And (P,|P,) = (j;'|P)(P,_,|P,_,).

Therefore
(^'P'-l^-P-) = ("^'1"-^)

(a\a){P,\P,) {a\a){F\Fy

Hence if 8 be the distance of a from the subregion Pp, then

'''^7 V (a|a)(Pp|Pp)-

(3) This formula includes all the other formulae for distance from a

point. For if Pp denote a point b, then it becomes

sm 8_ I {ah\ah)

7~V (a!a)(6|6)'

which is in accordance with § 204 (1).

And if Pp denote the plane L, then since (aZ) is numerical,

{aL\aL) = (aLf',

hence the formula becomes

sm - = ^ '

7 ^{{a\a){L\L)y

in accordance with § 224 (4).

(4) Since op is perpendicular to Pp, it also intersects |Pp and is perpen-

dicular to it. Let q be this point of intersection. Then P {jpq) = ^irj, and

P (aq) = ^TTj — a^.

Thus if 8' be the distance from a to |Pp,

cos - = sm - = . / .
I

w p I D s .

7 7 V (a|a)(Pp|Pp)

But also by the same formula, replacing Pp by |Pp,

8'
/(aiPp|.a|Pp)

7 V (a|a)(Pp|Pp)-

Hence is obtained the formula

(aPp I aPp) + (a |Pp |. a |Pp) = (a |a) (Pp |Pp) (i).

This formula is easily obtained by direct transformation by taking [cf.

§ 113 (7)] p mutually normal points in Pp and v — p mutually normal points

in
I

Pp as reference points, as in § 229 following.

227. Shortest Distances between Subregions. (1) Let Pp and Qa
be two non-intersecting subregions of the pth and crth orders respectively, so

that p-{- G-<v. A line, such that one of its intercepts is a maximum or a

minimum distance between them, is perpendicular to both.

sm
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For let a, b, c be three points, and let D (be) be small. Then a, b and c

define a principal triangle : let this triangle be the triangle abc. Then it is

easy to prove from the formulae [cf. §§ 215 and 216] that D(ab)-^D{ac)
is a small quantity of the second order compared to D (be) when, and only

when, the angle at 6 is a right angle.

The main proposition follows immediately from this lemma.

(2) Let p>o-; then the polar region, \Q„, of Q^, intersects Pp in a

subregion of the (p — <T)th. order at least.

Also any line pq, from a point p in this subregion to any point q in

is perpendicular to and is of length \'Tr<y. Accordingly such perpen-

diculars from Pp to Qa are of the greatest length possible for the shortest

intercept of perpendiculars from Pp to Q^] but they are not necessarily

perpendicular to Pp.

The polar region, |Pp, of Pp does not in general intersect Hence

in general there are no such perpendiculars from to Pp of length ^777.

(3) Let gi, q<i, ... qa be cr independent points in Q^. Then any point

X in Q„ can be written

Hence [cf § 226 (2)] the perpendicular h from x to Pp is given by

sm

Write X for sin -
, and square both sides, and perform the multiplication

;

7
then

\^ (Pp
1

Pp) If (2, 1
q,) + ft^ (gJ + 2?i, (q, 1

2.) + ...
1

= 1.^ iq^P, Iffi-Pp) + fe^P l3.-Pp) + - + 2^.ft (?.^P W^P^) + •••)•

If S be a maximum or a minimum for variations of x in Q^, then X is a

maximum or minimum for variations of fi, fa, ••• ^a-

Thus by differentiation

{(g,Pp l^xPp)- V(Pp|Pp)(5,i^,)} fl + toxPp|^.Pp)-X^(PplPp)fe|^2)} ?2

+ ... = 0;

with <r — 1 other similar equations.

Thus, by eliminating fi, ••• an equation is found for \^ of the

form
= 0
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where a -(Sl^J^Mf) « _„ _fe^pl^.^p)

with similar equations defining the other as.

(4) Hence, if Pp and be two subregions of the pth and o-th orders

respectively (p > a), there are in general a common perpendiculars to the

two subregions, which are the lines of maximum or minimum lengths joining

them.

If Pp and had been interchanged in the above reasoning, an equation

of the pth degree (p > a) would have been found. But this equation would

not merely determine the common perpendiculars to Pp and Q^. For, if B be

the length of the perpendicular from any point in Pp to Q^, then, with the

notation of the previous subsection,

. B d\ 8 dS
X = sm - , = cos -

. —^ .

7 9fi 7 79?i

9X
Hence ^ = 0, when 3 = ^Try, as well as when 5 is a maximum or a

minimum. Thus the infinite number of lines discussed in subsection (2)

fulfil the conditions from which this equation of the pth. degree is derived.

(5) A formula can be found which determines the a feet in Q„ of these

perpendiculars. For, if q^, q^, ... q^, be these feet, then in the equation for

X^ of subsection (3) the <t roots must be [cf. § 226 (2)]

fe-Pp Ig^-Pp) X^^p^fe^p) ^^dsoon
(gi (P.W '

(q. k.) (Pp IP.) ' ^ '

Hence equations must hold of the type {qiPp
\

q^P^ — 0, and of the type

(gilg2) = 0.

Thus g'l, ••• (liT are the one common set of cr polar reciprocal points

[cf § 66 (6) and § 83 (6)] with respect to the sections by Q„ of the two quadrics

{x \x) = 0, and {xP, \xP,) = 0.

Thus the a feet in Q„ are mutually normal.

(6) These common perpendiculars all intersect |Pp [cf. § 223 (3)]. These

<T points of intersection with |Pp are also mutually normal.

For any line joining Pp and Q„ must lie in the region P^Q^ of the

{p 4- o-)th order defined by any p + a reference points, p from Pp and a from

Qa. Also the common perpendiculars, being perpendicular to Pp, all intersect

the region |Pp (of the {v — p)th. order), and are perpendicular to it. Hence
they all intersect the subregion, PpQ„\Pp, formed by the intersection of |Pp

with PpQff. But this subregion is of the crth order. Then the common
perpendiculars of and Pp are also common perpendiculars of and

PpQ<r\Pfi, since PpQa\Pp is part of |Pp. But by the previous subsection, if

Pi,P2,"-P<r\ be the <r feet in PpQ„\Pp of these perpendiculars, then
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Pi, "'Pa form a mutually normal set of points. Also they are the

one common set of a polar reciprocal points with respect to the sections by

PpQa \Pp of the two quadrics {x\x) = 0, and {xQ„ \xQ„)=^ 0.

(7) Now, since 2(t<v, the 2o- points q^, q^, ... qa, Pi, P2, Pa are

in general independent. Hence the a lines Piqi, pz'q^, cut Pp in a inde-

pendent elements pi, p^, ... Pa, which define a subregion P^. Then by

subsection (o) p^, p2, ... p^ are mutually normal. But they are also normal

to Pi,p2y ...pj. Thus [cf. § 113] the a- lines of the a common perpendiculars

are mutually normal, so that any point on one is normal to any point on

the other.

(8) The theorems of subsections (5) to (7) can be proved otherwise thus,

assuming subsection (1) and that one common perpendicular exists between

Pp and Q<r. For, since this perpendicular (call it Pj) intersects Pp at right-

angles, then [cf § 223 (3)] any line drawn in Pp through the point of inter-

section intersects the region |Pi. But p — 1 independent such lines can be

drawn. Thus |Pi intersects Pp in a region of the (/> — l)th order: similarly

it intersects Qo- in a region of the {a — l)th order. Let these regions (both

contained in |Pi) be called Pp_i and Q^-i. Then by the original assumption

Pp_i and Q,r-i have a common perpendicular. Call it F^. Then lies in |Pi

and is therefore normal to it.

Also
I
Pa intersects Pp_i and Q^-i in two regions of the (/9 — 2)th and

(<7 — 2)th order ; and so on. Hence (cr < p) by continuing this process, a

common perpendiculars can be found, all mutually normal.

228. Spheres. (1) Let h be the centre and p the radius of a sphere
;

its equation is

{x\x) (6 1 6) cos2^ = (6|a;)l

7

But [cf § 110 (4)], (6 |^c) = 0, is the equation of the polar plane of h with

respect to the absolute.

Hence [cf. § 78 (2)] a sphere is a surface of the second degree, touching

the absolute along the locus of contact of the tangent cone to the absolute

with 6 as vertex.

(2) It is obvious that any point on a sphere of radius p and centre 6 is

at a distance irrry — p from the polar plane of b, viz. from \b. But \b may be

any plane since b may be any point. Hence a sphere of radius p is the locus

of points at constant distances, ^ttj — p, from a plane.

A plane can be conceived to be the limiting case of a sphere of radius

{iry. For if b be the absolute pole of any plane, the equation of the plane is

(^|6) = 0;

and this is the degenerate form of the equation of the sphere, when p is put

equal to ^ir^y.
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(3) Every line, perpendicular to a plane and passing through the pole of

the plane with respect to a sphere, passes through the centre of the sphere.

For let b be the centre of the sphere, p its radius and let p be the pole of

the plane with respect to the sphere.

The equation of the plane can be written

(w \p)(b\b) cos' ^-{w\b)(p\b) = 0.

Hence [cf § 110 (4)] the absolute pole of the plane is

p{b\b) cos2^-6(6 \p).
7

But [cf § 223 (3)] the perpendicular lines to the plane pass through the

absolute pole. Hence the perpendicular through p to the plane is the line

i,|p(6|6)cos=^_6(6|p)J;

that is, dropping numerical factors, the line pb. Accordingly this line passes

through b.

Corollary. The perpendicular to a tangent plane of a sphere through its

point of contact passes through the centre of the sphere.

(4) Let the length of a tangent line from any point x to the sphere,

centre 6, radius p, be r. Let the line meet the sphere in p. Then consider-

ing the triangle xpb, by the last proposition, the angle at p is a right-angle.

Hence the triangle xpb may be assumed to be a principal triangle.

{x
I

by = cos^ - cos^ ^ {x
I

x) (6
1

b).

7 7

Hence when r is constant the locus of ^ is a sphere concentric with the

original sphere.
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In order that the tangent t may be real, we must have—^^^11— <1.

cos^ ^(a;\x)(b\b)

Hence / f^J/Lii.\ < cos^ ^

.

Therefore the point x must be at a distance from 6 greater than p, that is

to say, must be outside the sphere [cf § 218 (3)].

(5) The intersection of any plane with a sphere is another sphere of

v — S dimensions contained in the plane [cf § 67 (1)].

For let L be the plane, and

(w
I

by - (w \x) (b \b) cos' ^ = 0 (i)

be the equation of the sphere.

Then any point p on the perpendicular from b to L [cf subsection (3)]

can be written b-\-\\L.

Hence the distance B from p to any point x is given by

pos^
^ - (^li^y = {(x\b) + \{Lx)Y

7 {x\w){p\p) (x\x){{b\b) + 2\{Lb) + X'(L\L)}'

Now let X lie on the locus of intersection of L with the sphere, then

(xL) = 0, and x satisfies equation (i).

g
(b\b) cos^ ^

^"^^^
^"^^r (6|6) + 2X(X6)+V(X|Z)

Thus the distance of any given point on the line b
\
L from any point on

the locus of intersection of L and a sphere, centre 6, is constant.

But this must hold for the point L.b\L, where the line b\L intersects

the plane L. Hence the locus of intersection is a sphere of v — S dimensions,

with the point L .b\L as centre.

The radius of this sphere (of i; — 3 dimensions) is easily proved by

equation (ii) to be given by

. (6|6)(X|Z)cos^^

cos2 = . 1
7 {b\b){L\L)-{Lbr

(6) The locus of the intersection of any two spheres is contained in two

planes, the radical planes.

For let {oc\x){b\ b) cos^ ^ - (6 |
= 0,

and {x\x){c\c)cos^- — {c\xf = 0,

7
be the equations of the two spheres.
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Then two planes containing the locus of intersection are given by

(6 \a)y (c \c) cos2 - - (c Iwy (b 16) cos^ ^ = 0
;

7 7
that is, by the two equations,

(6 1^) |c) cos - + (c \a)) s/{h \h) cos ^ = 0.

7 7

Let these planes be called the radical planes.

(7) These planes are the loci from which equal tangents can be drawn

to the spheres. Also from subsection (5), it follows that the locus of inter-

section of two spheres consists of two spheres of r — 3 dimensions.

(8) Spheres cut each other at two angles of intersection, one correspond-

ing to each radical plane.

For consider the radical plane

(6 \x) ^(c \c) cos - —(c\x) \/(b\b) cos ^
= 0 (iii).

Then for points on this plane the equations of the two spheres can be

written

{b\x) = ±\/(a;\x)(b\b)cos^
,}

(C \00)= ± "^({Clw) (C |c) COS

•(iv),
7

a

7

where the same choice (upper or lower sign) determining the ambiguity is to

be made for both equations.

Also the angle o), at which the spheres cut each other along this plane, is

the angle between the lines bw and coo through a point w on that part of the

locus of intersection contained by the plane.

TT (^^ kc)
Hence cos m = ,

,

.—ry

.

V[(^6
\

xb) {xc \xc)}

Hence, eliminating x by the use of equations (iii) and (iv),

(6 |c) - V(6i6) (c|c) cos ^ cos
^

V{(&|6)(c|c)) sin ^ sin

-

7 7
8

7

cos ft)

p ^
COS COS - COS -

sm ^ sm -
(v),

7 7

where 3 is the length be of that intercept between the points b and c defined

by (6|c).
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Similarly for the other radical plane

(b \a)) V(c
I

c) cos - + (c 1«) ^/(b \h) cos - = 0,

7 7

the angle of intersection between the spheres is given by

cos O) =
(6|c) + \/(6|6) (clc)cos^cos-

7 7

(c|c)} sin ^ sin

-

7 7

cos - + cos - cos -

= 1—2 (vi).

sm sm -
7 7

Hence if 8' be the length of the other intercept between b and c, so that

S 4- 8' = Try, then

p a
cos cos - cos -

' 7 7 7
cos (tT - ft) ) =—i—^——^

.

. p . a
sin - sm -

7 7

This equation exhibits the identity of type between the formulae of the

equations (v) and (vi).

Corollary. It may be noted as exemplifying equations (v) and (vi)

that, if ft) = ^ , then cos - = cos - cos -

.

z 7 7 7

Hence cos ft)' = 2 cot - cot - .

7 7

This illustrates the fact that both parts of the intersection are not

necessarily simultaneously real.

(9) Let it be assumed that (6 1

c) is positive, so that h = D (be) < ^iry.

Also by definition, p and a are both less than ^iry.

Then the two spheres have real or imaginary intersections on the

corresponding radical planes, according as cos co and cos w are numerically

less or greater than unity.

Now cos ft)' is positive ; and cos co' <1,

,o Dibc) p a- . p . cr

II cos —

—

- + cos - cos - < sin - sm -
;

ry 7 7 7 7

that IS, II cos —^— < cos ^
;

7 7

that is, if D (be) + p-\-<T>'Try (vii).

Also if cos ft)' be less than unity, cos w is necessarily numerically less than

unity. Hence if ay' be real, m is also real ; and both parts of the intersection

are real.
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Thus the condition that the intersections of the spheres with both radical

planes may be real is

D (be) + p + <r > Try.

(10) If Z) (be) + p 4- cr < Try, then one of the intersections is imaginary.

The condition that the other may be real is

D(bc) p a-
cos—^ cos - cos —

_l< 1 1 2<i,
. p . a
sm - sm -

7 7

^ D(bc)^ p^a
Hence cos —

—

- > cos
,

7 7

p o-

< cos .

7

Therefore the condition that one intersection (at least) may be real is

p o- < D (6c) <p + o- (viii).

(11) It follows from the inequality (vii) of subsection (9) that two oval

spheres cannot have two real intersections. For D (be) < ^Try, and by § 218 (4)

for oval spheres p and <r are both less than I Try.

Hence D (be) + p + o- < Try.

(12) Let the sphere, centre c, reduce to the plane X, so that we may
write \c = L, and a = ^Try.

Hence the angle co at which the plane cuts the sphere, centre 6, is given

w
. Pi (bL)
sm'^ cos ft) = .jX^t i r\u -

If the plane cut the sphere at right-angles, (bL) = 0. Hence the plane

contains the centre of the sphere.

(13) If the plane touches the sphere, ft) = 0. Hence the plane-equation

[cf. § 78 (8)] of the sphere, of centre b and of radius p, is

(b\b)(L\L)sm^^ = (bLy.
7

If the sphere be defined as the locus of equal distance <t from the plane

B, then remembering that B = \bj and that p-|- (7 = ^777, this equation be-

comes

(B\B)(L\L)cos^- = (B\Ly.
7

Similarly the point equation of the sphere takes the two forms

(w \x) (b\b) cos' ^ = (b\xy,
7

and (x \x)(B\ B) sin^ - = (xBf.
7
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229. Parallel Subregions. (1) Let Pp be a subregional element of

the pth order, then the locus of points x, which are at a given distance 8 from

the subregion Pp, by § 226 (2) is determined by the equation,

{x \a)) (Pp |Pp) sin^ - = (xP, \xP,).
7

This is the equation of a quadric surface. In the special cases in which

Pp is either a point or a plane, the surface reduces to a sphere.

(2) If Pp be neither a point nor a plane, real generating regions exist on

this surface. For let 6^,62,... be p mutually normal points in Pp, each at unit

normal intensity; and let ^p+i, ...e^^Qv—p mutually normal points in |Pp, each

at unit normal intensity. Then ei, e^, ...e^, Cp+i, . . . form a set of v mutually

normal points at unit normal intensity. Let 6162 . . . 6p be written for Pp, then

(Pp IPp) = 1. Also let X be written ife + X rje. Then (x \x) = if + S rj^

1 p+1 1 p+1

Also

{xPp\xP^= 2 VC^A^l-'-^pkA^l-" ^p)+ ^ ^ ^A^mC^A^i ... ^ple^^i ... gp),
A=p+1 A=p+ l/x=p+l

where X and /a are assumed to be unequal in the double summation. But

{e„ = 1, for all values of a ; and {e^ \er) = 0, for all unequal values of a and

T. Hence {exe^ ...e^] e^ei . . . ^p) = 1 , and (^x^i . . • 1 6,^,61 . . . gp) = 0.

Thus (^Pp|a;Pp)= S^.
P+1

Hence the equation of the surface takes the form

7 1 7p+i

If p < ^v, then [cf § (80) (1) and (5)] noting the formation of conjugate

sets of points from reciprocally polar sets, and remembering Sylvester's

theorem [cf. § 82 (6)], it is evident that real generating regions defined by

p points exist on the surface, that is, regions of p — 1 dimensions.

If /o > ^v, then real generating regions defined hy v — p points exist on

the surface, that is, regions of v — p — 1 dimensions.

If p = iv (v even), then real generating regions defined by p points exist

on the surface, that is, regions of p — 1 dimensions.

(3) Let these real generating regions be said to be parallel to Pp. Thus

a region parallel to Pp is by definition such that the distances from all

points in it to Pp are equal, and has been proved to be of the type Qp or

Q^_p, according 3iS p or v — p is least.

Also from § 226 (4) a surface of equal distance from Pp is also a surface

of equal distance from |Pp. Thus all regions parallel to Pp are also parallel

to |Pp, and conversely.
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\

(4) Let the region Qa be parallel to Fy, where a is equal to the least of

the two jO and v — p. Let q be any point in Q^^, and let qp be the perpen-

dicular from to Pp. Then qp is also the perpendicular from p to

For if not, let pq' be this perpendicular. Then D (pq) < D (pq). Also from

q\ let q'p' be drawn perpendicular to Pp. Then either coincides with p, or

D {p'q') < D (pq')' Hence in any case D {p'q') < I) (pq). But, since the

region Q„ is parallel to Pp, D (p'q') = D (pq). Thus pq must be a common
perpendicular of Pp and Q^.

Thus, if for example p be less than v — p, so that <t = p, then Pp is parallel

to Qp. Thus Pp and are mutually parallel to each other. But the same

proof does not shew that |Pp is parallel to Qp. For, by the preceding

subsection, no region parallel to Qp can be of an order greater than the pth
;

and by hypothesis v — p is greater than p. Also, if 8 be the distance of Pp
from Qp, the entire region parallel to Qp at a distance ^iry — B from Qp must

be contained in |Pp. Hence a subregion P'p of |Pp of the pth order is

parallel to Qp.

Accordingly a distinction must be drawn between the fact that one

region is parallel to another region, and the fact that two regions are

mutually parallel. Thus with the above notation, Qp is parallel both to Pp

and to |Pp; also (p < v — p) Pp and Qp are mutually parallel ; but |Pp and Qp
are not mutually parallel, though Pp (a subregion of

|

Pp) and Qp are mutually

parallel. The feet of the perpendiculars from all points in Qp to |Pp must lie

in this subregion Pp. This agrees with § 227 (7) : the perpendiculars found

by the method of that article must be all equal.

(5) This theory of parallel regions is an extension* of Clifford'sf theory

of parallel lines in Elliptic Space of three dimensions. Consider a straight

line Z in a space of i/ — 1 dimensions, (v ^ 4). Then the regions parallel to

L are also straight lines, whatever be the dimensions of the space, provided

that they are equal to or greater than 3. If the space be of three dimensions,

then only two parallels to L can be drawn through any given point x, being

the two generating lines of the quadric surface through a; of equal distance

from L. But if the space be of more than three dimensions, an indefinite

number of parallels to L can be drawn through any given point. Also the

tangent plane at x to the surface of equal distance from L which passes

through X cuts this surface (a quadric) in another quadric of one lower

dimension. Hence [cf. § 80 (8) and (12)] this quadric is a conical quadric

formed by the parallels through x. Thus in a region of v—1 dimensions

the parallels through £C to a line L form a conical quadric of v — S dimensions

with X as vertex.

* Hitherto unnoticed as far as I am aware.

+ Cf. Preliminary Sketch of Biquaternions, Proc. of Lond. Math. Soc.^ vol. 4, 1873, reprinted

in his Collected Papers.



CHAPTER III.

Extensive Manifolds and Elliptic Geometry.

230. Intensities of Forces. (1) In considering the special metrical

properties of extensive manifolds we shall confine ourself to three dimensions.

The only regional elements in this case are planar elements and forces.

The intensity of a planar element X is now taken to be [cf. § 211 (5)] (X \X).

The intensity of a force F has now to be determined.

(2) Let* it be defined that the intensity of the force xy is some function

of the distance xy multiplied by the product of the intensities of x and y.

Thus assume that the intensity of xy is ^J{{x \ x) (y \y)\ <^ (xy) ; where the

function <l>(xy) has now to be determined. Now let x and y be at unit

intensity, and let a be any number, then xy = x{y + ax). Hence

{x \x)=\={y\y)', [{y + ax) \{y + ax)] = {y\y) -\- 2a{x\y) -\- a' (x

= 1 + 2a cos^ + a\
7

Accordingly the intensity of xy = the intensity of a; (3/ + ax)

= ^1 + -I- 2a cos cf) [x (y + ax)}.

Therefore, </> (xy) = ^1 + a^ + 2a cos (l>{x(y-\- ctx)\.

7

7
. xy
sm ^

But sin ^(y + ^> = -

(l+a^+2acos^)

Hence <^(^ <l>\x^ + ax)]

. xy . x(y + ax)
sin sin

7 7

* This reasoning is very analogous to some reasoning in Homersham Cox's paper, cf.

loc. cit. p. 370.
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But X (y + ax) can be made to be any length (< iry) by choosing a

suitable value for a.

(3) Hence the intensity of the force F is (F\F)K Thus if the force F
be written PQ, where P and Q are planar elements, the intensity of F is

{{P\P)(Q\Q)]^sm<PQ.

231. Relations between two forces. Let F and F' be any two

forces. In general there are only two lines intersecting the four lines F, F\
\F, \F'. These two lines [cf. § 223 (3)] are two common perpendiculars to F
and F' [cf. § 227 (7) and (8)].

Let one perpendicular intersect F and F' in a and b respectively, and let

the other intersect F and F' in c and d. Let ab = 8, and cd = 8\ Then one

of the two is the shortest distance from one line to the other, and the other

is the longest perpendicular distance. Also since ab intersects F, F'
,
\F, \F\

\ah intersects the same four lines. Hence cd is the line |a6, and ab is

the line \cd. Thus db = ^777 = ac. Hence {a |c) = 0 = (6 ]c?) = (a \d) = (6 |c).

(2) To prove that*

Fig. 6.

{FF')
- \F')Y

'
7

^'"^ 7
' {(^1^) {F' \F')\^

. 8 . h' (F\F') 8 8'

{(F\F) {F'

Let F = \ac, F' = X'bd.

Then

Hence
8 8' _ {a\b){c\d)

ri''''%-[{a\a){b\b)(c\c){d\d)r

But {F\F)

Similarly,

= (ac

I

ac) = V {(a \a){c\c)-{a\ cf} = (a

|

a) (c | c).

{F'\F') = -)^:'{b\b){d\d).

* Cf. Homersham Cox, loc, cit.
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Also {F\F') =W (ac \ hd) = Xk' (a \ b) (c d).

Therefore cos " cos - = p^^y^pj^j •

(3) Again, from (1) we may write cd = fi \

ah.

Hence (cd
\

cd) = /u,^ {ah
\

ah).

Therefore [cf § 204 (1)]

• ^
^'"^

{(c\c){d\d) )^

^-~l\{a\a){h\h)]
'

7

Also {abed) = ft {ah \ah) = ix{a\ a) {b \ h) sin^ -

= sin ^ sin ^- [{a \a){b\ b) {c \c){d\ d)]K

But {FF') = XX {acbd).

Hence assuming that the ambiguity of sign is so determined as to make
both sides positive,

{FF') .5.8'

(4) If the lines F and F' intersect, either h or h' vanishes, say S' = 0.

Then {Fr)^0, and ^^^1^^^^^
= ^,'-.

This agrees with § 211 (6).

232. Axes of a System of Forces. (1) A system of forces {S) can in

general [cf §§ 174 (9) and 175 (14)] be reduced in one way and in one way

only to the form*,

Then the lines of the forces a^a^, and e \a-^a2 are called the axes of the

system (sometimes, the central axes), and the ratio of their intensities,

namely e ^or
, is called the parameter of the system.

Then {81^) = 26 (a^a^
\

a,a^),

and {S\S) = {! + €'') {a^a^ \ a^a^).

(2) Let >Sf denote the system F-{-e\F, and S' the system F'-\-7]\F\

Also with the notation of § 231 let 8 and be the perpendicular distances

between the lines F and F', reckoned algebraically as to sign.

* Cf. Homersham Cox, loc. cit., p. 370.

w. 26
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Then (SS') = (1 + €v) {FF') + (e + t;) {F\F')

= [{F\F) {F' IF')}^ 1(1 + ev) sin ^ sin - + (e + rj) cos - cos -1

;

I 7 7 7 7)

and (;Sf
I

S') = (e + v) (FF') + (l+e'n)F\r)

= {(F\F) (F' \F')}i \(€ + v) sin ^ sin - + (1 + €v) cos - cos - -

.

I 7 7 7 7.

(3) The simultaneous equations (SS') = 0, (S \S') = 0, in general secure

that the axes of S and S' intersect at right angles. For from (2) unless

either e or be + 1,

cos - COS - = 0 = sin - sin —

.

7 7 7 7

Thus 3 = 0, 8' = ^Try ; or vice versa. Hence F and F' intersect at right

angles.

Therefore [cf. § 223 (3)] intersects \F' as well as F' ; and F' intersects

I

F as well as F. Also, since (FF') =0, (\F\F') =
\

{FF') = 0. Thus
|

F and

1^' intersect. Also these various pairs of lines [cf. § 223 (3)] intersect at

right angles.

(4) Every dual group contains one pair of systems, and in general only

one pair, such that their axes intersect at right angles.

Let Si and >S^2 define the dual group, and let

S = \Si + 7i^S2, S' = fjLiSi + fl2S2-

Then, (>Sf^') = 0, becomes

\fii (SA) + (\ifi2 + X^^i) (SA) + XaA^-i (SA) = 0.

Similarly (S \S') = 0, becomes

\Ha (Si \Si) + (Xifl2 + X^/xi) (Si IS^) + X^2(S2i S2) = 0.

Hence eliminating
fj'i'. fi^, the pair of systems are given by the quadratic

for \i : Xa,

V {(SiSi) (Si \S2) - (SA) (Si \Si)} -V {(SA) (Si A) - (SA) (S, \S,)]

+ \i\2 {(SA) (S2 is^) - (SA) (Si
I
^0! = 0.

Let this pair of systems be called the central pair of the dual group, and

let the points at which their axes intersect be called the centres of the

group. There are [c£ subsection (3)] four centres to a dual group, forming

a complete normal system of points.

If the group be not parabolic [cf § 172 (9)], the two director forces A
and D2 may be written for Si and S.2 in the above equation. The equation

then becomes

(AA) (x.'^ (A
I
A) -V(A

I
A)} = 0.
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Hence (considering only real groups) there are always two distinct roots to

this equation. But, if A and be both self-normal, this equation is an

identity. For this exceptional case, cf. § 235 following.

If the group be parabolic. Let be any system, and replace by the

single director force D. Then {DSi) = 0, and the equation for \ ; becomes

\,^{8,\D)-\-\\,{D\D) = 0.

Thus the central pair of the group are D and {D \D)S^— (S^ \D) D.

(5) To find* the locus of the axes of the systems of a dual group. Let

the four centres be e, ej, e.2, 63, forming a complete normal system of unit

points; also let eei and \eei be the axes of one central system, and 662 and

[662 of the other.

Let Si = eei + €i\eei, S^ — ee-i + ezlee^, denote this central pair of systems

of the group ; and let ei and be called the principal parameters of the dual

group. Any other system S' of the group can be written

>Sf' = Xi*Sfi + X^Sr, = e + V2) + k (^i^i^i + ^2^2).

Consider the system

S" = (e + fe) (fiiBi + fJh^e^) + e |(e + fe) (fi^e^ + fi^e^).

It is a system of which a central axis intersects the line ee-i at right

angles [cf. § 223 (3)] in the point e 4- ; also its parameter is e.

But we may assume e^ei = \ee2, e.fi-i — \ee^, l^s^i = e^a, \e^e-^ = eex.

Hence B" = e [(/ii - /^afe) + {jji^ + e)

+
I

e {(/Lti6 - + + /zif) e^].

But in general we can make S" and S' identical by putting

/^i - efi2^ = \i (1),

/U2 + 6/ii?=X2 (2),

€fli- fl2^= €i\i (3),

€fl2 + /^1?= ^2^2 (4).

Hence, by elimination, we find

(6^ + 1) (eAz^ + 6,V) - 6 l(e,' + I) Xi^ + (6,^ + 1) X.'^l = 0 (5).

This is a quadratic to find e; the two roots are reciprocals, namely €

and -
,
corresponding to the two axes of any system.

Again, let any point x on either axis of the system S' be

* Cf. Homersham Cox, loc. cit.

26—2
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Then, assuming for example that x is on the axis {e -j- ^e-^ {fixCi + jJ^^^^^

comparing with the original form of S'\

Also by elimination between equations (1), (2), (3), (4), (6)

- (r

+

m = (1 - (7).

This surface is the analogue in Elliptic space of the cylindroid. It is

the locus of all the axes of systems of the dual group. All the central axes

intersect at right angles the lines ee^, and le^g which are called the axes of

the dual group.

(6) Equation (5) of the previous subsection can also be found thus.

Assume that ah is the axis of the system >Sf'.

Thus S'=e (XiBj + Xg^g) +
I

e 4- Ke^ez) = ab + €\ab.

Then (S'S') = 2 (e^i^ 4- e^V) (ee^ \ee,) = 2€ (ab \ab)
;

and (S'
I

S') = {(1 + e^^V + (1 + e,') X,^} (ee,
\

ee,) = (1 + t") {ah
\

ab).

Thus finally

1 + 6^ ^ (1 + V + (1 + ej)V
26 2 (eiV + e^V)

This is equation (5) of the previous subsection.

233. NoN-AxAL Systems of Forces. (1) If a system of forces, >S', be

such that (/Sf>Sf)= ± {S \S), then [cf § 174 (8) and § 175 (13)] S has not a pair

of axes [c£ § 232 (1)] ;
provided that S be not self-supplementary [cf § 235,

following], in which case it has an infinite number of pairs of axes.

Such systems may be called non-axal. It will now be proved that all

non-axal systems are imaginary.

(2) No real hyperbolic dual group can contain a real non-axal system.

For let F and F' be the real director forces of this group, and let the non-

axal system be \F -\-WF\ Then by subsection (1)

X2 (F\F)-{- 2\V {(F
I

r) + (Fr)] + (F'
I

F') = 0.

Hence from § 231 (2), if B and 8' are the lengths of the two common

perpendiculars to F and F\ this equation becomes

V (F\F) + 2\V {(F \F) {F' \F')]^ cos + X' (F \r) = 0.

7

But the roots of this equation are necessarily imaginary. Hence the four

non-axal systems, which belong to any real hyperbolic group, are necessarily

imaginary.
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(3) But any real system must belong to some real hyperbolic groups.

For [cf. § 162 (2)] the conjugate with respect to the system of any real line,

not a null line, is a real line. Now the dual group with these two lines as

director lines is a real hyperbolic group, and contains the real system.

(4) It therefore follows from (2) and (3) that all non-axal systems are

imaginary.

Hence any real system S, for which (SS) = ± (S\S), is self-supplementary.

234. Parallel Lines. (1) An interesting case arises [cf § 231]

with regard to lines Avith a special relation discovered by Clifford*, and

called by him the parallelism of lines [cf § 229]. It is to be noted that

the parallel lines of Hyperbolic Space [cf. Ch. iv. of this Book] do not exist

(as real lines) in Elliptic Space, and conversely these parallel lines of Elliptic

Space do not exist in Hyperbolic Space.

In general only two lines intersect the four lines F, F', \F, \F'. But if

these four lines are generators of a quadric, then an infinite number of

lines—namely, the generators of the opposite system—intersect them.

The two lines F and F' have then the peculiarity that an infinite number

of common perpendiculars can be drawn. F and F' will then be proved

to be mutually parallel according to the definitions of § 229 (3) and (4).

(2) Since the four lines are generators of the same quadric a relation [cf.

§ 175 (4) and (5)] of the formf,

\F+fi\F-\- X'F' -\-fi' \F' = 0

must exist.

Taking its supplement, it must be identical with

\\F-hfjLF-\-X'\F~hfi'F' = 0.

Hence ~ = ^ = ~ = ^/ •

ft A, /A \

Accordingly A, = + X = ± fi'.

Firstly, let \ = V = /x'. The condition becomes

\(F+\F) + \'{F'-[-\F')=0.

Let the relation of F and F' be called * right parallelism.'

Secondly, let X = - ft, V = - fju\ The condition becomes

\{F-\F) + \'(F'- \F') = 0.

Let the relation of F and F' be called ' left parallelism.*

* Cf. loc. cit., p. 370.

t This form of the relation between parallel linfes was first given by Buchheim, Proc. London

Math. Society, loc. cit.
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(3) Consider the equation

\(F+\F)-\-\'(r-\-\F) = 0,

Multiply it successively by F and F', then

\{F\F) + \' l(FF') + (F \F')} = 0,

and X{(Fr)-\-{F\F')}-\-X'(F'\F') = 0.

Hence by eliminating X : X',

(F
,

F) (F'
I

F) = {(FF') + {F
,

F')\\

Therefore - - - + Wl „ - + i

VK^!^) (r \F)] + ^l(F\F) {F' \F')}
- ±

Similarly from the equation

X{F -\F)-\-\' {F' -\F')=0,

we deduce

{FF') {F\F') ^
>J\{F\F){F' :F')\ ^J[{F\F)(F'\F')\ - '

But it has been proved in § 231, using its notation, that

{F\F') 8, 8, {FF') . 8, .

^[{F\F) (F'
i

F')]
-

7 ' ^{{F \F) (F' \F')}
~

7 7

"

Hence for right-parallelism, assuming that — and - are both acute

angles but not necessarily both positive (with the usual conventions as to

signs of lengths), cos cos 83 + sin 81 sin = 1 ; therefore = Sg-

For left-parallelism, cos Si cos — sin sin = 1 ; therefore 3i = — §2-

But 3i and taken positively are the greatest and least perpendicular

distances from one line to the other. Hence the lines are parallel according

to § 229.

(4) Thus through any point h, a right-parallel line and a left-parallel

line to any line F may be obtained by the following construction.

Draw la perpendicular to F, and let the least of the two distances of h

from F be 8, which is ha. Find the polar line of ah, which must intersect F
at right-angles in some point c. On this line take d and d' on opposite sides

of c at distance 8 from it. Then hd and hd! are respectively the right and

left-parallel to F through h. It is to be noted that \F is both a right

and a left-parallel to F\ and that a line parallel to F is parallel to \F.

(5) Since two parallel lines are generators of the same quadric [cf. sub-

section (2)], they are not coplanar.
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235. Vector Systems*. (1) Any system (S) of the type F±\F is

called a vector system. Such a system has an infinite number of pairs of

axes, consisting of all lines parallel to F taken in pairs. For let F' be

any right or left-parallel to F. Then a relation exists of the form,

F±\F==\(F' ± \Fy Accordingly >Sf = X (i^' +
|

F').

Let a system of the form F+\Fhe called a right-vector system. If R
be a right-vector system, R = \R, and (R R) = {RR) : either of these equa-

tions is a sufficient test, if the system is known to be real [cf. § 233 (4)].

Let a system of the form i'^— be called a left-vector system. If X be a

left-vector system, L = — \L, and {L\L) = — {LL) : either of these equations

is a sufficient test, if the system is known to be real. Vector systems are

the self-supplementary systems of § 174 (2).

(2) The sum of two right-vector systems is a right-vector system, and

the sum of two left-vector systems is a left-vector system ; but the sum
of a right-vector system and of a left-vector system is not a vector system f.

For let R = aiCL^ +
\

a1a2, and R' = bj).2 + jftA, be two right-vector systems.

Then R-j-R' = (a^a^ + bA) +
I
{^1^2 + ^1^2).

Now let ai^a + ^1^2 = CiC^ + e
|

CiCg.

Then R-^R' = {!+€) (c,c, + M.
Accordingly i2 -f- i^' is a right-vector system.

A similar proof shows that the sum of two left-vector systems is a left-

vector system. It is also obvious that another statement of the same

proposition is that the dual group defined by two vector systems of the

same name (right or left) contains only vector systems of that name.

(3) But if is a right-vector system and Z is a left-vector system,

then R-\-L is not a vector system.

For if it were, R L = \(R + L) = R - L.

Hence R = L. But a system cannot be both a right and a left vector

system ; since for such a system, \S= S= — S, which is impossible.

Any system % S can be written in the form R + L. For

S = i(S+\S)^i(S-\S);

and J (/Sf +
I

/S') is a right-vector system, and i(S-\S) is a left-vector system.

This reduction is unique. For if S = R -\- L = R' -\- L\ then R — R' = L' — L.

Hence a right-vector system would be equal to a left-vector system, which is

impossible.

* This use of the word ' vector ' seems to me to be very unfortunate. But an analogous use is

too well established in connection with the kinematics of Elliptic space to be altered now. The

theory of systems of forces is very analogous, as will be proved later, to the theory of motors and

vectors investigated by Clifford ; cf. loc. cit., p. 370.

+ Cf. Sir R. S. Ball, "On the Theory of Content," Royal Irish Academy, Transactions, 1889.

t Cf. Clifford, loc. cit., p. 370.
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(4) Any right-vector system and any left-vector system are reciprocal*.

For let R = a^a^ + loittg, and L = 6162 - then {RL) = 0.

236. Vector Systems and Parallel Lines. (1) Let and be

two unit quadrantal points : then the vector systems ^162 ± 161^2 are called

unit vector systems, li R = eiC^ + lei^g, then

{RR) = 2 {e,e, \ e,e,) = 2 (e,
|

e,) {e, \e,) = 2 = {R\ R).

Also if L = 616.2 —
\
6162, then (LL) = - 2 = — (Z |Z).

(2) A vector system possesses an infinite number of axes, it being

possible to draw an axis of the system through any point; and this set

of axes forms a set of parallels, right or left according as the vector

system is right or left.

For let X be any other unit point and let p be another unit point on the

right parallel to 6162 and quadrantal to w.

Then by § 234 (2), R = 616^+ \6i62 = \(xp-\-\xp). Hence xp and \xp are

also axes of R.

Also (R\R) = 2 = 2X\ Hence X= + l. Thus a unit vector system,

when expressed in terms of one pair of axes, is a unit vector system when
expressed in terms of any other pair of axes.

(3) A simple expression J for a line drawn through a given point right or

left-parallel to a given line can be found. For let a^a^ be the given line and a;

the given point. Consider the right-vector system R = aittg + lo^i^a. Let xp

be the required right-parallel to a^a^ drawn through x. Then

R=X(xp + \xp).

Hence xR = \x \xp = \(x \p) \x — X(x\x)\p;

therefore x \xR = — \(x\x)xp = xp.

Hence x
\
xR is a force on the right-parallel to ttjag drawn through x,

where R = aittg 4- \a^a2.

Similarly if Z = aia2 — kia2> then x\xL is the left-parallel to a^a^ drawn

through X.

(4) It follows that, if any two lines are each parallels of the same name
(right or left) to a third line, they are parallels of that name to each other.

Let all the lines parallel (of the same name) to a given line be called a

parallel set of lines.

(5) Any pair of conjugates of a vector system is a pair of parallel lines

of an opposite denomination (right or left) to that of the systemj.

* Cf. Sir R. S. Ball, Transactions R.I. A.

t Cf. Clifford, loc. ciL, p. 370.

X Not previously published, as far as I am aware.
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For let R = \F+fiF'.

Then R = XF+ fiF' = \R = \\F
-\-

fjL\F\

Hence \ (F- \F)-^ fi (F' - \F') = 0.

Thus by § 234 (2) F and F' are left-parallels, while R in a right-vector

system. ^

It is to be noted that by § 234 (4) any pair of axes of a vector system,

since they are reciprocally polar lines, are both right and left-parallels,

(6) Any* right-parallel set of lines and any left-parallel set of

lines have one and only one pair of reciprocally polar lines in common
[cf. § 234 (4)]. For let R and L be the associated vector systems of the two

sets of parallels. Then they are necessarily reciprocal ; also they have

one and only one pair of common conjugates. These common conjugates

are the lines F and F\ where

F=R ^{LL) + L V{- {RR)] ; F' = R ^/(LL) - L ^/{- (RR)}.

Hence F'=\F.

Also R = (F+\F), L = (F-\F).

Thus F and F belong to the right-parallel set of R and to the left-

parallel set of L.

(7) The common conjugates of two vector systems of the same denomi-

nation are a pair of imaginary generating lines of the absolute. This follows

from § 235 (2).

237. Further Properties of Parallel Lines f. (1) If any straight

line meet two parallel straight lines, it makes each exterior angle equal to

the interior and opposite angle, or in other words the two interior angles

equal to two right angles.

For let and yq be two parallel lines (say right-parallel) ; and let ocy

be any line meeting them. Then pxy, and qyx are the two interior angles.

(Z y

Fig. 7.

Let OD, y, p, q be all unit points, and let (x \p) = 0 = (y \q).

Then, by § 236 (2), it may be assumed that

a)p-\-\xp = yq-\r\yq (1).

* Not previously published, as far as I am aware. t Cf. Clifford, loc. cit., p. 370.
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Also

Similarly

{xy xp) {xij\xp)
Gos yxp

^\{xy\xy){xp\xp)] \l{xy\xy)

^/[{xy \xy) {yq \yq)] ^/{xy \xy}

'

But from equation (1), multiplying by xy, we find (xy xp) = (xy yq).

Hence cos yxp + cos xyq = 0, and yxp + xyq = tt.

A similar proof applies to left-parallel lines.

(2) Conversely, if two straight lines be such that every line intersecting

both makes the two interior angles equal to two right angles, then the lines

are parallel.

For let any line xy cut the lines xp, yq ; so that yxp = xyq\.

p X

3 /y I

Fig. 8.

Draw xl and y7n perpendicular to yq and xp respectively.

Then from § 216, considering the triangles xyl and xym,

. xl
sm —

7

. xy

^ 7 = sm =
sm^

7
. TT

sin
2

sin xyq 7 sin yxp

Hence ' xl = ym.

Therefore the lines xp and yq are parallel.

(3) Parallelograms can be proved to exist in Elliptic Space: but they

are not plane figures [cf § 234 (5)].

For let ab and ac be any two lines intersecting at a. Then the right-

FiG. 9.
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parallel through b to ac is, by § 236 (3), F = b b (ac + \ac). Similarly the

left-parallel through c to ab is F' = c c (ab —
\

ah).

To prove that these lines intersect, we have to prove that {FF') = 0.

But it is easy to prove by multiplication and reduction that,

(^FF') = b {b (ac + \ac)} .c\{c{ab- \ab)} = 0.

Therefore the two parallels through b and c intersect in some point d.

Therefore the opposite sides of the figure abdc are parallel, one pair being

right-parallels and the other pair being left-parallels.

Also if the angle cab be 6, then abd = 7r — 6, bdc = 6, dca = 7r — 0.

Further it is easy to prove that ab= cd, and bd = ac. Thus the opposite

sides are equal. Hence if ac and bd be any two parallels and ac = bd, then

ab and cd are parallels of opposite name (right or left) to ac and bd ; and

also ab = cd.

(4) Let ab, ab' be one pair of parallels, and let ac, a'c be another pair

of the same name as the first pair: also let ab = a!b', ac = ac, then be and b'c

are parallels of the same name, and be = b'c' . For join aa! , bb' , cd.

Then by (3) aa' and bb' are equal and parallels, of the opposite name to

ah and a!b' ; also aa! and cc' are equal and parallels of the opposite name to

ac and a!d . Hence [cf. § 236 (4)] bb' and cc are equal and parallels of the

opposite name to ab and ab'. Hence be and are equal and parallels of the

same name to ab and ab'

.

Fio. 10.

It is further obvious that the angle cab is equal to the angle c'a!b'.

Hence if from any point a! two parallels of the same name are drawn

to any two lines ab, ac, the two pairs of intersecting lines contain the same

angle.
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238. Planes and Parallel Lines*. (1) One line, and only one line,

belonging to a given parallel set of lines, lies in a given plane.

For let P be the given plane and 6162 a line of the given parallel set.

Now if F be one of the set lying in P,\F is also one of the set

and passes through the point \P ; and conversely. But one and only one of

the set can be drawn through \P, hence one and only one of the set lies

in P.

If p stand for |P, then by § 236 (3) the right-parallel \F, which passes

through |P, is ^ \pR, where R stands for 6162 + jeie^. Hence

F=\p.\.\p\R = P\PR.

Thus the single right-parallel in the plane P is the line P\PR. Similarly

for left-parallels.

(2) To any point p in a given plane P there corresponds one and only

one point q in any other given plane Q, such that if any line through p be

drawn in the plane P, the right-parallel line through q lies in the plane Q
(or in other words the right-parallel in the plane Q passes through q).

For draw any two lines pp\ pp" in the plane P. Let their right parallels

in the plane Q be q((^ qq' intersecting in q. Then q is the required point.

For take pp' = qq\ pp" = qq".

Then pp' -{ \pp' = qq' +
\

qq', pp" + pp" = qq" -h
|
qq".

Any other line through p and in the plane P can be written pp' + \pp".

But from the above equations,

pp' + \pp" -h
I
{pp' \pp") = qq; + \qq" -f \{qq + \qq").

Hence the line qq + Xg'g", which passes through q and lies in the plane

Q, is the right-parallel to the line pp + \pp".

Fig. 11.

* These properties have not been stated before, as far as I am aware.
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Similarly a unique point in the plane Q corresponds to the point p
in the plane P with similar properties for left-parallels.

(3) With the construction of the preceding proposition (where pp' = qq',

pp" — qq"), it follows from § 237 (4) that p'p" is the right-parallel to qq\
Hence the points p' and q' in the planes P and Q correspond. Thus, given two

corresponding points p and q, it is easy to find the point on one plane corre-

sponding to any point on the other. For consider the point p' on P. Join

pp' and draw qq parallel to pp' and of the same length. Then q' corresponds

to p'.

(4) The common perpendicular of two planes P and Q, namely \PQ, cuts

the planes in two points p and q which are corresponding points both for

Fig. 12.

right and left-parallels. For in the plane P draw any line pm cutting the

line PQ in m. Take two points I and r on PQ such that lm=m7'=pq.

Join qr and ql Then [cf § 234 (4)] one of them (say qr) is a right-parallel

to pm and the other ql is a left-parallel.

Accordingly, knowing that p and q are corresponding points, it is possible

by (3) to construct the points ^'i and ^2 on Q corresponding to any point p' on

P for right and left-parallels respectively.



CHAPTER IV.

Hyperbolic Geometry.

239. Space and Anti-space. (1) In hyperbolic geometry [cf. § 208]

the absolute

is a real closed quadric.

If e be any point within such a quadric, then [cf. § 82 (6)] its polar plane

does not cut the quadric in real points and the polar plane lies entirely

without the quadric. Hence if e, ei, 62, ... form a normal system, and if

e lie within the quadric, then the remaining points e^, e^, ... lie without

it. Similarly [cf. § 82 (7)] if E, E^,E2,... E^_^ form a normal system of

planes, and if E does not cut the quadric in real points, then Ey, Ec,, ... E^_^

must all cut the quadric in real points and include points within the quadric.

(2) Let that part of the complete spatial manifold of 1/ — 1 dimensions

which is enclosed within the absolute be called Space [cf § 202]. Let the

part without the absolute be called Anti-space, or Ideal Space. Let a point

within space be called spatial, a point in anti-space anti-spatial.

(3) A subregion may lie completely in anti-space, as far as its real

elements are concerned, but cannot lie completely in space. Let a subregion

which comprises spatial elements be called spatial, and a subregion which

does not comprise spatial elements anti-spatial.

(4) Then a normal system of real elements e, e^, ... consists of one

spatial element e, and oi v—1 anti-spatial elements. Let e be called the

origin of this system.

A normal system of planes E,Ei,...Ey^i consists of one anti-spatial

plane E, and of v — 1 spatial planes.

If a plane P be spatial, its absolute pole
|
P is anti-spatial ; if the plane

be anti-spatial, its absolute pole is spatial.

If an element p be spatial, its absolute polar |^ is anti-spatial ; if /) be

anti-spatial, \p is spatial.

If any subregion Pp, of p — 1 dimensions, be spatial, the subregion |Pp is

anti-spatial; if Pp be anti-spatial, |Pp is spatial.
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240. Intensities of Points and Planes. (1) Let the absolute be

referred to the v normal elements e, Ci, ... e„_i, of which e is spatial.

Let a, itti, ioi2,...ioiv-i he the normal intensities [cf. § 110] of these

elements ; and let {*'~^ A stand for i""^ aUiOL^ . . . a^_i. Then A is also real,

where a, ai, ... a„_i are real.

Also let i"-^ A (eei .

.

. = 1.

Then \e =—^ 61^2 ... [^1
= -^ee^.-.e^^u

OL — 0^1

1^2
= — 66163 . . . 6^-1 ; and so on.
— Ok

Hence if a; = ^e + ^161 + . . . 4- ^„_ie„-i

,

then (-l-) = (§-S-S---fc:)-
Thus [cf. § 82 (9)] if x be spatial and its co-ordinates real, (a)\w) is positive.

This supposition will be adhered to.

(2) Any real plane is given by

L = \6162 . . . 6„_i — \1e62 . . . 6v-x + Xs^^i^a • • • 6t,-i -\- etc.

;

where the ratios X : Xi : Xg ^ ^tc. are real.

But if X (= S^e) be a real point with its co-ordinates real, we may suppose

X to be the pole of X, and write L — \x

etc,

Hence \ = iV-i^ Xi = i''-i^, etc.

Therefore if be even, X, Xj, etc., are pure imaginaries, so that their

ratios are real.

A plane will be considered to be in its standard form, when expressed in

the form

L = i'^^\6ie2 . . . - 2''~%e^2 • • ^p-i + etc.,

where X, Xj, etc. are real.

Then we can write L = \x, where the coefficients of x are real. Thus a

real plane is, if v be even, intensively imaginary [cf. § 88 (3)] ; while a real

point, spatial or anti-spatial, is always intensively real.

(3) If X be spatial, its intensity is unity when (x\x) = l, and is real

when {x\x) is positive.

If X be anti-spatial, the intensity of x will be defined to be real when

(x \x) is negative, and to be unity when (^z? |^) = — 1.

Thus in both cases the intensity is real when the coefficients are real.
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The intensity [cf. § 211 (5)] of a plane L will be defined to be unity,

when it is in the standard form \x, where x is at unit intensity.

Thus for anti-spatial planes at unit intensity, \x is spatial, and

{L\L) = {\x.\\x) = {x\x)=l.

For spatial planes at unit intensity

(i|i)=-i.

(4) Thus for a spatial point Sfe at unit intensity

For a spatial plane Si""^ at unit intensity,

ttiV + a2%' + . . . + a.-i%-i' - a^X^ = A^.

(5) But if the reference elements e, Ci, ... e^-i be at unit intensities,

spatial and anti-spatial, then « = «! = ... = = 1.

Hence [cf. subsection (1)] the point-equation of the absolute is

the plane-equation of the absolute is

V +V+ ... +XVi-X2=0.

The intensity of a spatial point 2fe is (p — f — f2^ — . . . — Pv-i)^ ; the

intensity of a spatial plane Si"-' is (Xj^ + x^a ^ _ .,_ x2^_j _ x')i.

Also i""^ (g^i . . . = 1
;

and
I

e = i''~%e2 . .
. ,

|
= • • • ^i-i ,

|
^2 = — I'^'^^^i^s • • • e^-i

,

I

^3 = i''~^eeie4 . . . , and so on.

This supposition will be adhered to, unless it is otherwise stated.

241. Distances of Points. (1) It will be seen that in the case, in

which the line joining two points in anti-space does not cut the absolute in

real points, the usual hyperbolic formula does not give a real distance between

them. In this case it is convenient to use the Elliptic measure of distance.

Thus any two points in anti-space (as well as any two points in space) are

separated by a real distance, Elliptic or Hyperbolic. But a point in space

cannot have a real distance of either type from a point in anti-space.

(2) Firstly, let two points x and y both be spatial, and of standard sign

[cf. § 208 (3)] ; then xy is given by

y-^{{x\x)(y\y)}^

and xy, thus determined, is real. Also, since there can be no distinction

between D (xy) and xy, the latter symbol will always be used for the distance.
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(3) Secondly, let x and y both be anti-spatial, but let the line xy be

spatial. Then if and be the points where the line meets the quadric,

X and y lie together on the same intercept between and a^. Also {x\x)

and {y \y) are of the same negative sign. Hence the hyperbolic functions

give a real distance. Thus xy is determined as a real quantity by the

formula

where the ambiguity of sign must be so determined that the right-hand side

is positive.

(4) Thirdly, let x be spatial and y be anti-spatial. Then both the
formulae

cosh xy _ {x\ y)

cos ~^~WWW)(!y\y)\
must make xy imaginary, since {x \x) and {y \

y) are of opposite signs.

(5) Fourthly, let x and y both be anti-spatial, and let the line xy be

anti-spatial. Then the two elements and in which xy meets the absolute

are imaginary. Hence the elliptic law applies. Let the distance between

X and y, determined by this law, be called the angular distance between the

points, and denoted by Z xy.

Then cos Zxy = ^"^\^}—rr
;

where the conventions of § 206 apply : so that, if x' stand for — x,

cos Zxy=
, ,1 ... = — cos Z xy.

Hence Zx'y Zxy = ir.

(6) Thus, to conclude, if the line xy be spatial, and x and y be both

spatial or both anti-spatial, then xy is real. If the line xy be anti-spatial,

then ^ xy is real. If x be spatial and y anti-spatial, both xy and Z xy are

imaginary.

242. Distances of Planes. (1) Consider the formulae for the separa-

tion between two planes P and Q.

Firstly, let both planes be spatial, and let the subplane PQ be spatial.

Then \P and
\

Q are both anti-spatial, and |P |Q is anti-spatial.

Hence Z |P |Q is real, and is given by

CO. IP 10- ^^1*^)
z \r IV ^j^j^ 11^^ ii^^j

-
^.((p

•

Hence the separation between P and Q is real, when determined by the

elliptic formula. Let it be called the angle between P and Q, and denoted

by zPQ.
w. 27
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Then cosZPQ- ^^'^
s/{(F\F)(Q\Q)}'

, It is to be noticed that there are two angles Z PQ and tt — Z PQ, corre-

sponding to the ambiguity of sign on the right-hand side.

(2) Secondly, let both planes be spatial, and let the subplane PQ be

anti-spatial. Then \P and
\
Q are both anti-spatial, and |P|Q is spatial.

Hence \P\Q is real, and is determined by

eosh^= <™
y A{\p\\p)mm'

_ iP\Q)

->/{(p\p)(Q\Q)y

Hence the separation between P and Q is to be measured by the hyper-

bolic formula, and will be called the distance between the planes, and denoted

by PQ. _
Then cosh^ •

where as usual the terms P and Q are so chosen that (P
\

Q) is positive.

(3) Thirdly, let P be spatial and Q be anti-spatial. Then (P\P) and

(Q
I

Q) are of opposite signs. Hence both Z PQ and PQ are imaginary.

(4) Fourthly, let the planes P and Q both be anti-spatial. Then \P

and \Q and |P |Q are spatial, and \P
\

Q is real.

Hence cosh^ = ^^^^>Uence cosn
^ ^{(\P \\P) (\Q\\Q)]

{P\Q)

^{{p\p)(Qm-
Hence PQ is real and Z PQ is imaginary.

Also cosh^- ^l^>

where the terms P and Q are so chosen that (P
[
Q) is positive.

243. Spatial and Anti-spatial Lines. (1) If the elliptic measure

for separation holds, then [cf. §§ 204 and 211]

sim^y =^{(iSS))'

and sin /PO- / (PQIPQ)
and

''°^^^-\/i(P|P)((3|Q))'

and if the hyperbolic measure holds, then [cf. §§ 208 and 211]

7 V {(^\^)(y\y.

and sinh
PQ I -iPQ\PQ)

7 V {{p\p){Qm
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(2) Thus if xy be spatial, {xy
\

xy) is negative. For if x and y be either

both spatial or both anti-spatial, the proposition follows from the expression

for sinh^ . But if x be spatial and y anti-spatial, then

{xy\xy) = {x\x) {y\y)-{x \y)\

Now {x\x) is positive and {y\y) negative; hence again the proposition

follows. But if xy be anti-spatial, then, from the expression for sin Z xy,

{poy\xy) is positive.

(3) Furthermore if x be anti-spatial and y be any point on the cone,

{xy \xy) = 0, which envelopes the quadric, then ^^ = 0 and /Lxy = 0. Hence

any two points on a tangent line to the quadric are at zero distance from

each other.

(4) Again, by similar reasoning, if the intersection of two spatial planes

P and Q be spatial, {PQ\FQ) is positive. If the intersection of two spatial

planes be anti-spatial, (PQ \PQ) is negative. If P be spatial and Q anti-

spatial, {PQ \PQ) is negative. Hence if PQ be spatial, {PQ \PQ) is positive
;

if PQ be anti-spatial, (PQ
|

PQ) is negative.

244. Distances of Subregions. (1) If two subregions Pp and Qp,

each of p — \ dimensions, are contained in the same subregion (X) of p

dimensions, then [cf § 211 (6)] a single measure of the separation of Pp

and Qp can be assigned.

(2) Let the section of the absolute by L be real; and firstly let the

intersection of Pp and Qp be spatial. Then Z PpQp is real, and

Secondly, let the intersection of and Qp be anti-spatial, but Pp and Qp

be both spatial. Then PpQp is real, and

eosh^^
^ "V{(Pp|i^p)(Qp|Qp)}'

Thirdly, let Pp be spatial and Qp be anti-spatial. Then PpQp and Z PpQp

are both imaginary.

Fourthly, let Pp and Qp be both anti-spatial. Then PpQp is real, and

~V{(Pp|Pp) («p|«p)}'

(3) Let the section of the absolute by L be imaginary. Then Pp and Qp

are anti-spatial, and we have a fifth case when Z P^Q^ is real, and given by

the formula of the first case.

27—2
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245. Geometrical Signification. Geometrical meanings can be

assigned to the co-ordinates of any spatial point x, at unit intensity

and of standard sign, referred to a normal system e, Ci, ... at unit in-

tensities, of which e is the spatial origin.

Let a; = ^6 + fiei + . . . + where (a)\x) = 1 = p - ... - f^-i^.

Then cosh— = (e\a;) = P.

7

Let the angles, xee^ = \i, xee.2 = etc.

{eei
i

ex)
Then cos A,i =

^J[{ex\ex) (eei \eei)}

. , ex'
sinh —

eiXy eoc
Hence fi = sinh— cos Xi , f2 = sinh — cos X2, etc.

7 7

Also the angles \, X^, ... X^_i are connected by,

Scos2X = L

Similar geometrical interpretations hold for Elliptic Geometry.

246. Poles and Polars. (1) It will be noticed that the only case,

when there is no real measure of separation between two points x and y,

is when x is spatial and y is anti-spatial. In this case the point of intersec-

tion of xy and the polar of y is spatial. For this point is

xy\y = {x y)y-(y\y)os = y',sa,y.

Then by simple multiplication we find

(y'\y)==(y\yyi^\^)-(^\yf(yy)'

But (x x) is positive and (y \y) is negative. Hence {y \y') is positive,

and therefore y' is spatial.

Also the term y' is of standard sign. For [cf. 208 (3)] x is by hypothesis

of standard sign, and

(x \y') = {x\yy - (x
I

x) {y \y) = - (xy \xy).

But xy is spatial
;

hence, by § 243 (2), (xy
\

xy) is negative, and {x y')

is positive.

Similarly the point of intersection of xy and the polar of x\% x' = yx\x\

and x is anti-spatial, since \x is anti-spatial.

(2) Now {y \y') = (y \y) \{x \x) {y \y) - (x \yy] = (y \y) (xyjxy),

and (y' \x) = {x\yy- (x \x) (y \y) = - {xy \xy).

Hence cosh^= - /
<y -A{^\x)(y'\y')]-\/{

^ j i^y
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Also since {y\y)y as well as {xy\xy\ is negative, y'x is real as given by

this formula.

Similarly sinh— = ^Y^'jcosh^^

sJ{-{x\x){y\y)Y _
Also since x and y are both anti-spatial, and x'y is spatial, then x'y is

real. And by a similar proof

cosh^ = ,A-i^^^, = cosh ^.

Hence x'y = y'x.

(3) Let X and y be both anti-spatial ; and let xy be spatial. Then xy is

real.

Also x' = yx\ X, and y' = xy\y are both spatial points. For

W) = iyW k) - (2/ = {y \y) (.^y \^y)'

Now {y \y) and (xy\xy) are, by hypothesis, both negative.

Hence {y'
\
y) is positive, and y' is a spatial point. Similarly x is a spatial

point.

Also (x' \y') = {x\yy - {x \x) (y \y) (x\y) = -(x \y) {xy \xy).

Hence if the terms x and y be so chosen as to sign that (x \y) is positive,

{x \y') is also positive.

Now, since x' and y' are both spatial, x'y' is real ; and

pn^}, _ -{^\y){^y\^y)

7
~

\/{«' W) {y' W)]
- + ^[{x \x) (y \y) (xy \xyy]

'

Now, since (xy \xy) is negative,

+ V k) (^2/ 1^2/)'} = - {^y \^y) .

TT 1 I V) 1-Hence cosh —^ =
,

[ f
,

x-, = cosh —

.

7 Vl(^l^) (yly)} 7

Therefore a?'?/' =

(4) Exactly in the same way let the plane P be spatial and Q anti-

spatial, then \P is anti-spatial and
\
Q is spatial. Let the plane through PQ

and \P be called P' and that through PQ and |Q be called Q'. Then is

obviously spatial, and P' can be proved to be anti-spatial.

Then P and Q' are two spatial planes with an anti-spatial intersection.

Hence cosh ^ = ± ^-p |p)(Q'

•

But y'=pQiQ=(Pie)y-(«;y)i'-
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Therefore (PIQ') =(Pm-{Q\Q){P\P} = - {PQ\PQ},

and (Q'\Q')=(Q\Q)(PQ\PQ).

Similarly sinh^ = /p^iwninM = ^inh^ .

7 ^/{-(F\P)(Q\Q)\ 7

Hence PQ' = FQ^

247. Points on the Absolute. (1) A point u on the absolute is at an

infinite distance from any other point. For (u\u) = 0, and hence

,ua) (a)\u)
cosh— = -

; / = 00.

(2) To find a point u in which any spatial line wy cuts the absolute,

put u=x-\- \y.

Hence (^\y)^ 2\ {x \y) + {x \x) = 0.

Now let p stand for the distance xy, and let x and y be spatial points at

unit intensity and of standard sign.

Hence X' + 2X cosh ^ + 1 = (\ + ev) (X + e >') = 0.

Accordingly the two points, in which the line xy cuts the absolute, are

x — e'^y and x — e"^ y.

(3) In the same way if the line xy be spatial, but x and y be both anti-

spatial at unit anti-spatial intensity, and {x\y) be positive, then the points,

_p p

in which xy cuts the absolute, are x-\- e y^ x-\-e^ y.

(4) Similarly let P, Q be two spatial planes, and PQ be anti-spatial

:

also let P and Q be at unit spatial intensity and let p be the distance

between them (hyperbolic measure). Then the planes through PQ touching

the absolute are P -I- e y Q, and P + e'*' Q.

Also if P and Q be both anti-spatial at unit anti-spatial intensity, the

tangent planes are P — e Q, and F — e* Q.

248. Triangles. (1) Consider a triangle a6c, in which the measures

for the separation of the angular points are all real. Then the cases which

arise are (1) a, h, c all spatial
; (2) a, b, c all anti-spatial, and be, ca, ab all

spatial
; (3) a, 6, c all anti-spatial, and be, ca, ab all anti-spatial

; (4) a, b, c

all anti-spatial, and be, ca, ab two spatial and one anti-spatial
; (5) a, b, c all

anti-spatial, and be, ea, ab being one spatial and two anti-spatial.
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(2) Case I. a, h, c all spatial. Let the triangle abc in this case be

called a spatial triangle.

Let the angle between ab and ac be a, that between ba and be be j3, and

that between ca and cb be y.

To discriminate between a and tt — a, let a be that angle which vanishes

when b coincides with c ; and similarly for jS and y.

Thus, 6 and c being of standard sign according to the usual convention,

_ (ab
\

ac)

\J[{ab \ab) {ac\ac)]

'

And {ab \ac) = {a \a) {b \c) — (a\b) {a |c);

[ac \ac)1 . , ab I — (ab ab) . , ac / — (a
also sinh— = . / ,

,

.
'

,

'
, sinh — = . / ^-f-

7 V(o^|o^)(M^) 7 V ((i\a)(o\c)-

, be , ab , ac
cosh cosh — cosh —

Hence cos a = — _ _ .

. , ab . , ac
sinh— smh —

7 7

„ , 6c . ab , ac . , ab . , ac
h inally, cosh — = cosh — cosh smh— sinh— cos a,

ry 7 7 7 7

(3) Also [cf. § 216 (1)]

sin a = ^^^"^^ ^^^^ ~ ^^^^'^

\/{(ab
\

ab) (ac
\

ac)}

_^{(a\a) (abc lobe)]

\/{(ab\ab)(ac\ac)}'

And sinh
be I — (be

I

be)

7 V(6|6)(c|c)-

Therefore = , /^"l^,^ °J,"t'?
.,6c V - (^c :6c) (ca ca) (a6 |a6)
smh —

7

_ sin _ sin Y
sinh£^ sin^'

7 7

(4) It is easily proved, exactly as in Elliptic Geometry [cf § 216 (6)],

that the perimeter of a spatial circle, with a spatial centre and of radius p, is

27r7 sinh ^ . And that the length of an arc subtending an angle a at the

centre is ay sinh -
.

7

(5) Case II. The angular points a, 6, c are anti-spatial, and the sides

he, ca, ab are spatial. Let the triangle a6c in this case be called a semi-

spatial triangle.
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The distances between the sides be, ca, ah must now be measured by the

hyperbolic measure. Thus let a, j3, y be assumed to be lengths and not

angles. Also adopt the conventions of Case I. Then by a similar proof

, he , ah ac . , ah . , ac , a
cosh — = cosh — cosh smh— smh — cosh -

.

Also

7 7 7

sinh- sinh — sinh—
7. ^ 7_ 7

. . he
smh — . , ca

smh
. , ah
smh —

7 7 7

/(a\a) (b\h) (c| c) (ahc\ahc)
~ y (6c

I

he) (ca
\

ca) (ah
\

ah)

(6) Case III. The angular points a, h, e all anti-spatial, and he, ca, ah

also anti-spatial.

This case gives simply the ordinary formulae of Elliptic Geometry [cf. § 215].

(7) Case IV. The angular points a, h, c are anti-spatial, the two sides

ah, ac are spatial, and the third side he is anti-spatial.

The sides ah and ac have a real measure of separation a, reckoned

according to the hyperbolic formula, but the sides ha and he, and the sides

ca and eh have no real measure of separation.

TT 1 , ah , ac . . ah . , ac . a
Hence cos Z 6c = cosh •— cosh sinh— smh — cosh - .

ry 7 7 7 7
(8) Case V. The angular points a, 6, c are anti-spatial, and ah, ac are

anti-spatial and 6c is spatial. Then a is real, and j8 and y are imaginary

;

and a is measured by the elliptic formula. And

cosh — = cos Z ah cos Z ac + sin Z a6 sin Z ac cos a.
7

There are no corresponding formulae to be obtained by cyclic interchange;

since j3 and y are imaginary.

(9) The theory, given in § 217, of points inside a triangle holds without

change for Hyperbolic Geometry.

249. Properties of Angles of a Spatial Triangle. (1) Two
angles of a spatial triangle cannot be obtuse. For if a and jS be both

obtuse, cos a and cos j9 are both negative. Hence from § 248 (2)

.ah , ac , he , , 6c .ah , ac
cosh — cosh — < cosh — , and cosh — cosh— < cosh — .

_ 7 7 7 7 7 7

But cosh^ is necessarily greater than unity; hence these two inequalities

are inconsistent.
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(2) It follows from § 247 (2) that, when b and c are spatial points of

standard sign, all points of the form \b + /nc, where \/fi is positive, lie on the

intercept between b and c ; since the two points, in which xy cuts the absolute,

both lie on that intercept for which X/fju is negative. Hence it may be proved,

exactly in the same way as in § 219 (2) dealing with Elliptic Geometry, that

if in any triangle abc j9 and y be both acute, the foot of the perpendicular

from a on to be falls within the intercept be.

(3) The sum of the angles of any spatial triangle is less than two right-

angles.

Firstly, let the angle y be a right-angle. Then as in Elliptic Geometry,

[cf § 219 (4)].

, 1 6c - ca
cosh 2

tan i(a + fi)
= — — cot ^y

2 y

, Ibc ^ ca
cosh ^

_ Z ry

, Ibc + ca
cosh^^

Z y

,\bc~ca , lbc-\-ca
JNow cosh^i <cosh2^ .

z y z y

Hence a + yff<J.
z

Hence a + + y < tt.

Secondly, the theorem can be extended to any triangle by the reasoning

of § 219 (4).

250. Stereometrical Triangles. (1) It is obvious by the theory of

duality that a complete set of formulae for stereometrical triangles [cf § 222 (1)]

can be set down, and that these can be ranged under eight cases just as in

the case of ordinary triangles. It will be sufficient to obtain the results for

the two most important cases.

(2) Firstly, let the planes A, B,Ghe spatial, and let the subplanes BG,

OA, AB he also spatial.

For shortness put BC = A„ OA = B^, AC= G^.

Let zBG = a, ZGA=^ fi, zAB = y. Also zB,G„ ZG,A„ /.A.B.are

real.

Then if \A = a, \B = b,
\

G = c, the triangle abc is anti-spatial, and be, ca,

ab are anti-spatial. Hence from § 248 (6)

cos Zbc = cos Z ab cos Z.ac-\- sin Z ab sin Z ac cos Z {ah) {ac).
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But zbc = ^BG=a, Zca= zCA=jS, Zab= zAB = y. Also

Hence, cos a = cos jS cosy + sin sin y cos Z BiGi.

(3) When the complete region is of two dimensions, this does not agree

with the ordinary formula in Euclidean space for spherical trigonometry; and,

as in the analogous case of Elliptic Geometry, the discrepancy is removed

by replacing the angles by their supplements.

When the complete region is of three or more dimensions, we deduce,

as in the case of Elliptic Geometry, that the 'Spherical Trigonometry' of

Hyperbolic Space is the same as that of ordinary Euclidean Space. This

theorem is due to J. Bolyai, as far as space of three dimensions is concerned :

it is here extended to planes of any number of dimensions.

(4) Secondly, let the planes A, B, G he spatial, but let the subplanes

J-i, Bi, Gi be anti-spatial. Then the triangle abc has its three angular

points anti-spatial, but its three sides be, ca, ab spatial. Hence from

§ 248 (5) ^ _ _ _
, be , ab , ac . , ab . ac , (ab)(ac)

cosh —= cosh— cosh sinh— sm — cosh ^

—

-

ry y y y y

Hence cosh ^ = cosh — cosh ^ — sinh — sinh — cosh
;

7 7 7 7 7 7
with two similar formulae.

251. Perpendiculars. (1) The theory of normal points and of per-

pendiculars in Hyperbolic Geometry is much the same as in Elliptic

Geometry (cf § 223). The proofs of corresponding propositions will be

omitted.

Any two mutually normal points satisfy, (a;\y) = 0. If be spatial, then

one point must be spatial and the other anti-spatial [cf § 239 (4)]. In this

case no real measure of distance exists between x and y. If ojy be anti-

spatial, then the elliptic measure holds, and Z.xy— ^ir.

The condition that two lines ab, ac should be at right-angles (or perpen-

dicular) is (ab
I

ac) = 0. If a be spatial, the measure of distance between the

lines is elliptic, and the angle between them is a right-angle. If a be

anti-spatial, and both lines be anti-spatial, the measure of distance is elliptic

and the angle is a right-angle. But if a be anti-spatial, ab be spatial, and ac

be anti- spatial, there is no real measure of distance between the lines. It is

impossible for two lines to be at right-angles when a is anti-spatial, and ab,

ac both spatial.

(2) If a line ab cut any region Lp, of p — 1 dimensions in the point a,

and if /o — 1 independent lines drawn from a in Lp are perpendicular to ab,

then all lines drawn from a in Lp are perpendicular to ab.

The line ab is then said to be perpendicular to the region Lp.
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(3) Any line perpendicular to the region Xp intersects the supplementary

(or complete normal) region \Lp\ and conversely, any line intersecting both

Lp and \Lp is perpendicular to both.

(4) If Pp and Pa be two regions normal to each other, and if a be any

point in Pp , then any line drawn through a in the region Pp is perpendicular

to the region aP^.

(5) Let two planes L and M intersect in the subplane LM, and let be

any point in LM. From draw a^l in the plane L perpendicular to the

subplane LM, and draw a^m in the plane M perpendicular to LM, then the

separation between L and M is equal to that between aj, and a^in.

For as in the Elliptic Geometry,

{L\M) _ {a^l\a{ni)

V{(X|Z) (if
I

if)} ~ VlWIoiO {axm\a^m)]

'

Hence if ZLM be real, then /.LM= /.{aj?){a^m)\ and if LM be real,

then LM= (a^l) (aim).

(6) Any line, perpendicular to any plane L, also passes through its

absolute pole.

If any plane M include one perpendicular to L, then from any point of

the subplane LM a perpendicular to L can be drawn lying in M.

Also if
I

L lies in M, then
|

M lies in L ; hence this property is reciprocal.

If two planes are at right-angles, their poles are mutually normal.

(7) Also if two planes L and L' be each cut perpendicularly by a third

plane M, then the measure of separation between L and L' is the same as

that between LM and L'M.

252. The Feet of Perpendiculars. (1) Let p be the foot of the

perpendicular xp, drawn from any spatial point x to a, spatial plane L.

Then p is spatial.

For p = w\L .L; also put l=\L. Then it can easily be proved that

(p\p}=iL\L)i^i\xi):

Now since ccl is spatial, (ocl\a)l) is negative [cf § 243 (2)]; and (L\L) is

negative, since the plane L is spatial. Hence (p \p) is positive, and p is

spatial.

This can be extended to any spatial subregion Pp by noticing that Pp

has the property of a plane with respect to the region ooPp.

(2) If the plane L and the point x be both anti-spatial, then the

perpendicular from x to Z is spatial, since it passes through the spatial

point \L.

(3) The line joining the poles \L and \L' of two planes L and L' is

evidently the only common perpendicular to the two planes L and L\ It

is anti-spatial, if LL' be spatial : it is spatial, if LL' be anti-spatial.
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For let ^= IX and V = \L'.

Then if LL' be spatial, by § 243 (4) {LL' \LL') is positive. But

{lV\ll') = {LL'\LL'). Hence IV is anti-spatial by § 248 (2).

If LL' be anti-spatial, by § 243 (4) {LL' \LL') is negative, and hence

{W
I

W) is negative. Therefore W is spatial.

(4) If |Xi' = (|Z be spatial and L be spatial, then \LL' intersects L
in a spatial point. For let d be this point.

Then d = L\LL' = (L\L')\L-{L\L) \L'.

Hence (d\d) = (L\ L) {LL'
\

LL').

But (X |Z) is negative, and {LU \LL') is positive. Therefore d is spatial.

The theorem also follows immediately from subsections (1) and (3).

253. Distance between Planes. (1) To prove that the distance

(hyperbolic or elliptic) between two planes is equal to the distance between

the feet of their common perpendicular line.

For let L and L' be the two planes ; and let = Z
\

LL', d! = L' \L'L.

Then d^{L\L')\L-{L\L)\L', d' ^{L' \L)\L' -{L' \L)\L,

Hence {d \

d') = {L \ L'f -{L\L) {L' \ L') {L \

L')

= -{L\L'){LL'\LL').

Hence if LL' be anti-spatial and {L \L') be positive, [cf. § 252 (3) and (4)

and § 242 (2)]

, ~dd' -{L\L'){LL'\LL')

T " {L' \L') {LL'\LL'y}

- (^'^'> =cosh^'- ^/{{LL){L'L')\ 7
•

Hence dd' is the distance which has been defined as the measure of

separation between the planes.

(2) Secondly if IjL' be spatial, d and d' are anti-spatial and on an anti-

spatial line [cf § 252 (3) and (4) and § 242 (1)].

Then cos Z dd' =
, r/\-> = cos Z LL'.

^/[{L \L){L \L)\

Then Z dd' is the angle which has been defined as the measure of separa-

tion between the planes.

(3) Also [cf § 211 (6)], when the distance formula can be applied to

two subregions Pp and Qp, each of p — 1 dimensions, these subregions are

both contained in the same region of p dimensions ; and therefore they have

the properties of planes. Hence they possess a single common perpendicular

;

and, when Pp and Qp are spatial and their common subregion anti-spatial, the

length of this (spatial) perpendicular is the measure of separation between
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the snbregions ; also when the common subregion is spatial, the angular

length of this (anti-spatial) perpendicular is the angle between the sub-

regions.

254. Shortest Distances. (1) The least distance from a spatial

point ^ to a spatial plane L is the perpendicular distance xp, where p is the

foot of the perpendicular.

For let q be any other spatial point on the plane L. Then since [cf.

§ 251 (2)] the angle between ^a; and^g is a right-angle,

cosh^ = cosh— cosh —

.

7 7 7

Hence xq > xp.

This length of the perpendicular will be called the distance of x from the

plane L.

(2) To find this distance xp, write I for \L, then

p = xl\l = {x X.

Hence {p\p) = {L\L){xl\xl),

and {xp \xp) = {x \Vf (xl \xl) = (xLy (xl \xl).

Th ' h^- / -(^P\^P) _ / (^Ly _ ±(xL)

y-\/{x\x)(p\p)-\/ -(x\x)(L\L)-^[-{xix)(L\L)}'

This formula gives the distance from a spatial point x to a. spatial

plane L.

(3) The greatest hyperbolic distance from an anti-spatial point x to an

anti-spatial plane L is the perpendicular distance xp, where p is the foot of

the perpendicular from x to L.

Let q be any other point on L such that xq is spatial : also xp is spatial

from § 252 (2). But pq is anti-spatial.

Hence cosh —= cos pq cosh— .

y _ 7

Hence xq < xp.

(4) It follows from (1) of this article and from § 253 that the length of

the common perpendicular is the least distance between the spatial points of

spatial planes with an anti-spatial intersection and that this least distance is

what has been defined as the distance between the planes. The same holds

for any two subregions of the same dimensions with a single measure of

distance between them.

(5) A formula, analogous to the formula for Elliptic Geometry, in § 226

(1) and (2), can be found for the perpendicular distance of any point a from

any subregion Pp, oi p - 1 dimensions.
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Case I.

Case II.

HYPERBOLIC GEOMETRY.
\

If a and Pp be both spatial, then

8 /-{aPp\aPp)

[chap. IV.

sinh V7 'V y.a\a){P,\P,y

If a and Pp be both anti-spatial, and aPp be spatial

h /-(aPp\aPp)
sinh

Case ///.

7 V ^a|a)(P,!P,)-

If a and Pp be both anti-spatial, and aPp be also anti-spatial

(aPp aPp)
sin 8

(6) To prove these formulae first consider the distance of a from the

straight line F. Let h and c be two spatial points on F and let ap be the

perpendicular from a on P [fig. 1].

Then F=hc = ph.

Also by hypothesis (pa\hc) = 0 = (pa \ph), since ph = be.

Hence by formula (i) of § 216 (1)

(p\p)(pab
I

pab) = (pb\pb)(pa\ pa) -(pa\ pbf = (pb\ pb) ( pa
\

pa).

(pa
I

pa) ( pa6 |

b) (abc
\

abc)
^^^^^

(i)li))(a|a) (^6|^6)(a|a)

Now, if the hyperbolic formula hold,

(6c
1
6c) (a \a)'

sinh 8^ /
-(pa\pa) _ I

7 \l {p\p){a\a) V
and if the elliptic formula hold

{aF\aF)

{F\F){a\ay

sin 8 / / (aPI^P)

V (i^li?)(«|^^) V </|i^^)(«l^^

In Case II the hyperbolic formula holds; since F is anti-spatial, and

therefore the point, in which \F meets the two

dimensional region aF, must be spatial; re-

membering that the section of the absolute by

aF is real. But ap passes through this point.

These formulae may be extended to the general

case of subregions of — 1 dimensions by exactly

the same reasoning as that used for the analogous

theorem of Elliptic Geometry in § 226 (2).

255. Shortest Distances between Subregions. (1) Let Pp and Q„
be two non-intersecting sub-regions of the pth and o-th orders respectively, so

that p (T <v. A series of propositions concerning lines of maximum and

minimum distance between Pp and Q„ can be proved analogous to those for

Elliptic Geometry in § 227. Let it be assumed throughout this article that
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p > (7. Four different cases arise according as Pp and are respectively

spatial or anti-spatial. We will only consider here the single case in which

Pp and Q„ are both spatial.

(2) It can be proved, as in § 227 (1), that a line (spatial or anti-spatial)

of maximum or minimum distance (hyperbolic or angular) between them is

perpendicular to both.

(3) The polar regions |Pp and IQ^ are both anti-spatial, and of the

(v — p)th. and (i/ — o-)th orders respectively. In general the region {Q^

intersects Pp in an anti-spatial subregion of the (p — o-)th order at least. The
regions \Pp and Qa do not in general intersect.

(4) Let qi, q2, ... qa he (T independent points in Q^. Then any point w

in Qff can be written ^^q.

Also write

If X be spatial, and wp be the perpendicular to P from oc, then [cf § 252 (1)]

p is spatial. Hence by § 254 (5), Case I, sinh^^ = —W If xp be anti-

spatial, so that the elliptic measure of distance holds, sin^ Zxp =

Hence in all cases of lines of maximum or minimum length between

d\
Pp and Qtr, cr conditions of the type, ^ = ^> hold; where fi, fa, ••• fa are

successively put for f.

Thus by the same reasoning as in § 227 (3) a determinantal equation of

the 6th degree is found for of the form

«!! - A-' {qi
I
qi\ ai2 - A," {qi \q^), ot^a - X-' (^i

|

q^), = 0

- x-' (q^ \qi), ^ - (^2 \qi). • • a2<r - a.' (ga \qi).

= {Pp\Pp '
- (Pp\Pp)

'

with similar equations defining the other a's.

(6) Hence there are in general cr common pei-pendiculars to the two

subregions Pp and Q^, (p > cr).

If Pp and Qa had been interchanged in the above reasoning, so that a; is a

point in Pp, and
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then an equation of the pth. degree for would have been found. But by

the formula (i) of § 226 (4)

(xQ. I^Qa) + {x\Q.\.oo\Q,) = (x\x)(Q,m (i).

Now by subsection (3) above x may be supposed to lie in the region

Pp
\ Q<r, which is a subregion of Pp. Thus for all points x in this subregion,

x\Qa = 0; and equation (i) becomes

(xQM) = (^ \^)(Q.\Q<r) (ii).

Now differentiate fi, fg, fp with respect to any variable 0, and put x

• for S^ p. Then equation (i) becomes, after differentiation,

{x'Qa \xQ,) + {x'\Q,\.x\Q,) = (x' \x) (Q,
I

Q,).

But {x'\Q.\.x\Q,) = 0,

Hence (x'Q, \xQ^) = (x' \x) {Q,\ Q,) (iii)

;

which holds for any point x in the subregion Pp jQa, which has made any

infinitesimal variation to the position x + xBO in the region Pp.

Thus differentiating V, and using equations (ii) and (iii),

dX' ^ ^ {x'Q, \xQ,) {x \x) - {x' \x) {xQ, \xQ,) ^

Thus the infinite number of lines drawn from any point in Pp
|

Q„ to
,

which are not necessarily perpendicular to Pp, fulfil the conditions from

which the equation of the pth. degree is derived. The analysis of this

subsection could have been used for the corresponding subsection in Elliptic

Geometry [cf. 227 (4)].

(7) It follows by the method of § 227 (5) that the a feet in Qa of these

(T perpendiculars are the one common set of <r polar reciprocal points with

respect to the sections by Qa^ of the two quadrics (x\x) = 0, and (xPp \xPp) = 0.

(8) It follows by the method of § 227 (5) that the a common perpen-

diculars all intersect |Pp; and that the a points of intersection with |Pp are

mutually normal.

(9) It follows by the method of § 227 (7) that the a lines of the

perpendiculars are mutually normal ; and that therefore they intersect Pp in

a mutually normal points, which define a subregion P^. of the crth order.

(10) Also these theorems can be proved by the method of § 227 (8).

(11) One, and only one, of the cr perpendiculars is spatial. For consider

a spatial point p in Pp and a spatial point g in Q^. Then the distance pq
is real and finite ; it varies continuously as p and q vary their positions

continuously on Pp and Q^ ; and it approaches infinity as a limit, when p
or q or both approach the absolute.
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Hence there must be at least one position of pq, for which ^ has a

minimum value. Thus there is at least one spatial common perpendicular to

Pp and Qa.

Let be a force on the line of this perpendicular: then by (9) the

remaining a—\ perpendiculars must lie in \F. Now \F is anti-spatial

[cf. § 239 (4)].

Hence the other (o-— 1) perpendiculars are anti-spatial lines, and their

lengths must be measured in angular measure.

256. Kectangular Rectilinear Figures*. (1) Let attention be

confined to rectilinear figures lying in a two-dimensional subregion. Then

the straight lines of the figures have the properties of planes in this contain-

ing region. Let the two-dimensional region cut the absolute in a real

section. Let all the rectilinear figures have all their corners spatial, unless

otherwise stated.

(2) A rectangular quadrilateral (a rectangle) cannot exist. For in such a

figure two opposite sides would have two common perpendiculars, contrary

to § 253 (3).

Fig. 2.

(3) Two alternate sides of any rectangular figure intersect on the

(anti-spatial) pole of the included side.

Thus [see fig. 2] let A, B, and G be three consecutive sides of a

rectangular figure, so that the angles at the intersections of A and B, and

of B and G, are right-angles. Let the closed conic in the figure be the

section of the absolute.

* These results have not been given before, as far as I am aware.

W. 28
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Then [cf. § 251 (3)] A and G must intersect in b\ the pole of with

respect to the absolute.

Hence, corresponding to the rectangular spatial figure formed by the

lines A, B, C, there is the figure of which the anti-spatial comers

a\ h', c , are the poles of the lines of the original figure. Let this be

called the reciprocal figure.

Then in the reciprocal figure each corner, such as h\ is normal to the two

adjacent corners, such as a and c' : so that (6' = 0 = (b' |c').

(4) Let the point of intersection of A and B be a, and the point of

intersection of B and G be b. Then ab is the side of the given figure corre-

sponding to b'. Also by § 246 (3), aV = ab.

(5) A rectangular pentagon can be described as follows [cf. fig. 3] : take

any tw^o mutually normal anti-spatial points, and ; and let a' be any third

B e/

i A V ^

Fig. 3.

anti-spatial point, such that ac' and dd' are spatial. Let the line A be the

polar of a\ G of c', D of d' \ let B be the line o!d and E the line a'd'. Then

the lines A,B,G, D, E, taken in this order, form a rectangular pentagon with

its corners spatial. Let A and G intersect in b', and A and i) in e' : then

a'b'c'd'e is the reciprocal pentagon.

(6) The following formula holds for the rectangular pentagon, giving the

length of any side ae in terms of the two adjacent sides ah and de :

cosh— = coth — coth — (i).

7 7 7

In order to prove this formula, assume that the two-dimensional region is

the complete region with respect to which supplements are taken ; so that

we may write

b'=\a'c', e=\a'd'.
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Then, by subsection (4),

cosh^ — = cosh^— = (b'\ey

(b'\b')(e'\e')

{a'o'\a'd.y _ (a'\cy{a'\dy

Since

But

and

Hence

(a'c
I

aV) {a'd'
\

a'd') {a'c'
\

a'c') {a'd'
\

a'd')
'

{c'\d') = 0.

coth^? = coth^^=-i^i^,
7 7 —{ac\ac)

7 7

cosh^— = coth2— coth^

{a'd' \ad')

'

de

7
'

(7) The reciprocal figure of a rectangular hexagon can be decomposed

into a pair of triangles conjugate with respect to the absolute. For, in

figure 4, let the conic be the absolute : take any three anti-spatial points

a', c, e\ so that the three sides of the triangle ace' are spatial. Let A, G, E
be the polars of these points ; and let B be the line a'c'y D the line c'e', F the

line e'a'.

Then A, B, C, D, E, F, taken in this order, form a rectangular hexagon.

Let A and B intersect in a', B and G in b, and so on. Thus abcdef is the

rectangular hexagon, and a'b'c'd'e'f is its reciprocal figure.

28—2
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(8) The formulae connecting the sides of a rectangular hexagon are

simply the formulae of § 248 (5) for a semi-spatial triangle.

For consider the semi-spatial triangle a'de' : let a, y, e be the measures

of the separation between its sides.

Then [cf. § 248 (5)].

, c'e' , old , a'd . , a'c' . , a'e' , a
cosh — = cosh— cosh smh— smh— cosh —

;

7 7 7 7 7 7

sinh — sinh ^ sinh —
and 4 = J. = 1.

. , &e' . , a'e' . , a'c'
smh — smh— sinh—

7 7 7

But, by subsection (4), cd = ce\ ef = e'a', ab — a!d\ and by § 253 (3),

a = af, y = bc, e = de.

Hence the formulae connecting the sides of the hexagon are

, cd , ab , ef . , ab . , ef , af ....

cosh — = cosh— cosh —— smh — smh — cosh — (u);
7 7 7 7 7 7

and i = i = X (iii).

sinh
ab

7 _
sinh

cd

7
sinh

7

sinh
de

7
sinh

7
sinh

be

7

257. Parallel Lines. (1) Two spatial straight lines in a subregion

of two dimensions may intersect spatially, or non-spatially, or on the absolute.

In the first case let them be called secant*, in the second case non-

secant, in the third case parallel. These parallel lines are not the analogues

of parallel lines in Elliptic Geometry, cf. § 234.

(2) If the straight lines be secant, then by starting from a spatial point

on either line the point of intersection can be reached after traversing a

finite distance. This case is illustrated in figure 5.

Fig. 5.

* Cf. Lobatsohewsky and J. Bolyai {loc. cit.]
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If the straight lines be non-secant, then the point of intersection has

neither a real linear nor a real angular distance from ,a spatial point on either

of the lines. This case is illustrated in figure 6.

If the straight lines be parallel then the point of intersection is at an

Fig. 7.

infinite distance from any spatial point on either of the lines. This case is

illustrated in figure 7.

(3) Let the two straight lines ac, he intersect at a point c on the

absolute.

Then (ac
|

he) = (a
1 6) (c

|

c) - (a
|

c) {h ' c) = -(a\c) (h
j

c).

Hence if 6 be the acute angle between ac and he,

~
^/{{ac \ac) (hc\bc)]

~ ^[(a \cy (h\cf]
'

Hence ^ = 0.

Therefore the angle, which two parallel lines make with each other, is

zero.
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(4) Any spatial straight line meets the absolute in two points ai and ag.

Hence through any spatial point p two

straight lines can be drawn in the

plane parallel to the given straight

line, namely the line pai and the line

pas.

From p draw the perpendicular pd
on to the line a^az. The length between

p and d is pd. Let the angle between

dp and pai or pa^ be called the 'angle

of parallelism
;

' there is only one angle of parallelism, since it follows from

the subsequent analysis that these angles are equal. Then the angle of

parallelism is a function of pd only. For in the right-angled triangle pdai,

we have

Fm. 8.

COS Z Oi = sin Zp cosh

cos Z ai= 1.

pd

But

Hence

This relation can also be written in either of the forms.

sin Z p = sech— .

7

cot Zp = sinh
pd

and cot

where e is here the base of Napierian logarithms.

Let the angle of parallelism corresponding to a perpendicular distance,

from the given straight line be denoted by H (f)*.

Then the formula above becomes

cot -^ = ey .

It is to be noticed that when f= 0, Il(^) = i'Tr; as ^ increases, H )

diminishes ; and when ^ is infinite, H (J*) is zero.

(5) It is possible to draw a straight

line parallel to two secant straight lines.

For let the two straight lines intersect

at an angle a ; draw cp bisecting the angle

a; and produce it to p so that

cp = 7log cot|.

The perpendicular to cp through p is parallel

Fig. 9. to both the secant lines.

* Cf. Lobatschewsky, loc. cit.
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258. Parallel Planes. (1) Let the complete region be of three

dimensions, then the planes are ordinary two-dimensional planes, and the

subplanes are lines.

Let two planes L and L' intersect in a spatial line LL' , and let this line

cut the absolute in the two points ai and a^. Then through any two points

p and p in the planes L and L' respectively two pairs of parallel lines can be

drawn, namely ^cii, and pa^^pa^. Thus all the lines through in the

two planes L and U form one series of parallel lines distributed between the

tw^o planes ; and all the lines through form another series. And both

series are parallel to the line of intersection of the planes.

(2) If the line LU touches the quadric, the points and coincide,

and the two series of parallel lines coincide. The planes may then be called

parallel.

The condition that LL' may touch the absolute quadric is

{LL'\LL') = Q.

Hence sin Z LL = 0, and Z LL' = 0. Therefore parallel planes are in-

clined to each other at a zero angle.

(3) The planes through any point p which are parallel to a given plane

L envelope a cone, which has p for vertex and the section of the absolute by

L for its section in the plane L.

Let pd be drawn perpendicular to L, and let ah be any tangent line to

the absolute lying in the plane L and touching it at a.

Then the plane pab is one of the parallel planes through p. Let L' be

Fig. 10.

written for the plane pah. Now draw pn perpendicular to L'. Then pa, pd

and pn are co-planar. For pd and pn pass through \L and \L'. But the line

\L\L' is the normal subregion to the line ah. Hence \LL' passes through a,
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since ab touches the absolute quadric. Hence the three lines pn, pd, pa are

co-planar.

Now the two lines da and pa are parallel. Hence the angle Z apd is

n (pd). But the angle Z apn = ^tt. Hence Z dpn = Jtt — H (pd). Thus if

through any point p, distance f from any plane L, all the parallel planes to L
are drawn, the normals to these planes form a cone of which all the generators

make an angle ^tt — H {^) with the perpendicular from p to L.



CHAPTER y.

Hyperbolic Geometry [continued).

259. The Sphere. (1) The equation of a sphere of radius p and of

spatial centre h is

{x\x) {h\h) Qo^\i''^ = {h\xf.

Every point of this sphere is spatial. For (6 \xy is positive and (6|6) is

positive ; hence {x \x) is positive [cf. § 240 (1)].

(2) The equation

6^ {x\x) (b\b) = (b\xy

represents an anti-spatial locus, when h is anti-spatial. For then (b\b) is

negative, and hence {x \x) is negative [cf § 240 (8)].

(3) The equation

-6^ {x\x){b\b) = (b\xf

represents an anti-spatial locus, when b is spatial. For then (b
\

b) is positive,

and hence (x \x) is negative.

But the equation represents a purely spatial locus, when b is anti-spatial.

For then (b\b) is negative, and hence (x\x) is positive. Let e be written

sinh - ; then [cf 254 (2)] a is the distance of the spatial point x from the
7

spatial plane \b.

(4) Thus, if the equation

v(x\x){b\b) = (b\xy

be considered as the general form of equation of a sphere, there are two types

of real spatial spheres
;
namely the type with spatial centre 6, of which the

equation is

(x \x){b\b) cosh' ^ = (b\xy;
y

and the type with anti-spatial centre 6, of which the equation is

-{x\x) (b lb) sinh^ - = (6 \xy.
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(5) This latter surface is the locus of points at a given distance <j from

the spatial plane 5(= |6); and the equation can be written [cf. § 254 (2)].

-{oc\x) {B \B) sinh^ - = {xB)\
7

Let the spheres of this second type be also called Surfaces of Equal

Distance ; and let the plane B be called the Central Plane.

(6) The spatial sphere is a closed surface. For firstly, let the centre be

spatial, and let it be taken as the origin, e, of a normal system of reference

points with the notation of § 240.

Then («|^) = |_g-..._&zJ, = =

Hence the equation of the sphere is,

a? ai a^^_i 7
'

that is, tanh^ ^ 1' _ II _ . . . _ Ij^^ = 0.

Therefore the sphere is a closed surface [cf. § 82 (5)].

(7) Secondly, let the centre be the anti-spatial point, ei, of this normal

system of reference points.

Then {e,\x) = ^,(e,\e,) = -^^;

sinh^ -

and - (ei
\

e^) sinh^ - = -I

.

Hence = ^osech^ - ^ .

Therefore the equation of the sphere becomes

This is the equation of a closed surface [cf. § 82 (5)].

(8) It is to be noticed that this last closed surface touches the absolute

along the real locus of — 3 dimensions given by the equations

t2 t 2 t2
fc n ^ '2 ^ v—1 /%

(9) If the centre of a sphere be spatial, it lies within the surface.

For let b be the centre of

(a;.
I

a;) (b
\

b) cosh^ ^-(b[xy = 0.
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Then if x be any point, the point h-^-Xx lies on the surface, when

(6
I

hy sinh^
^ + 2X (6 |«) (6 1 6) sinh^

^ + {(-^ |^) |5) cosh^ ^
- (6 = 0.

The roots of this quadratic for \ are real, if

(6 1

xj {b
I

by sinh2 ^
- (6 1 6^ {(x \x){b\ b) cosh^ ^

- (6 1 is positive
;

that is, if (6 cosh^^ — (x\x) {b
\

b) cosh^ ^ is positive
;

7 7

that is, if — (bx
\

bx) is positive.

But [cf. § 243 (2)] since the line bx is spatial, this condition is fulfilled.

Hence [cf. § 82 (1)] 6 lies within the sphere.

Also if b be substituted in the expression

{x\x) (6 1 6) cosh^^-

there results (b |6)''sinh2- , which is positive.

Hence [cf § 82 (9)] any point x, which makes this expression positive,

lies within the surface.

(10) But if the centre b be anti-spatial, then the equation of the sphere is

-{x\x) (b
1
6) sinh^ ^-(b\xy=0.

Then if x be any point, the point b + \x lies on the surface, when

- (6 \by cosh^ Z-2{x\b){b\b) cosh^ - + {- {x \x) (b \b) sinh"- - - (6 1^)^) = 0.

7 7 7
The roots of this equation for X are real, if

(x \by {b \by cosh^ ^
- (6 \by {(x\x) (b \b) sinh^ ^ + (6 \xy} is positive

;

that is, if (x \by — (x \x)(b \b) is positive
;

that is, if — (xb \xb) is positive.

But xb may or may not be spatial ; and therefore {xb \xb) may be positive

or negative.

Hence the anti-spatial centre of a sphere lies without the surface. But

it is interesting to note that any spatial line, drawn through the (anti-spatial)

centre, cuts the sphere in real points. Also substituting b in the expression

-(x\x){b\b)smh'^-(b\xy,

we obtain — (b
\
by cosh' -

, which is negative. Hence any point x, which makes
7

this expression positive, lies within the surface [cf § 82 (9)]. Thus any
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spatial point on the central plane
|

b lies within the surface. For, if oo be

such a point, (. |6) = 0, and - |.) (b \b) sinh^ ^ is positive.

(11) It can be proved, exactly as in the case of Elliptic Geometry [cf

§ 228 (3)], that the line, perpendicular to any plane and passing through its

pole with respect to a sphere, passes through the centre of the sphere.

Hence it follows as a corollary, that the perpendicular to a tangent plane

of a sphere through its point of contact passes through the centre of the

sphere.

260. Intersection of Spheres. (1) The locus of the intersection of

two spheres

fi,'(oo\w) = {c\w)\

lies on the two planes

These planes are respectively the absolute polar planes of the points

b__c_

b c
But if b and c are both spatial and of standard sign, the point + ^

Pi H2

is spatial, and its polar plane is anti-spatial. This plane can only meet the

spheres, which are entirely spatial, in imaginary points. If b and c are anti-

b _ c
spatial, one of the two points ^ + ^ must be anti-spatial, and hence its

polar plane spatial. The other point may or may not be anti-spatial.

These radical planes are perpendicular to the line 6c, since be passes

through their poles.

(2) It can be proved, as in the Elliptic Geometry [cf. § 228 (4)] that the

lengths of all tangent lines from any given point to a sphere with a spatial

centre are equal. Also if p be the radius, and b the centre of the sphere, and

T the length of the tangent line from oo, then

cosh I =

—

m—

.

^ cosh^V{(^|^)(6|6)}
7

Also, by an easy modification of the proof and by reference to § 246 (2),

we find when the centre b is anti-spatial, and the distance from the plane

|6 is 0-,

sinh-
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(3) The locus of points, from which equal tangents are drawn to two

spheres with spatial centres b and c, and with radii and p2, is given by

cosh^V(^l^) cosh^V(c|c)

This locus is the spatial radical plane.

The cases when b or c, or both, are anti-spatial can easily be discussed.

(4) The theorems of § 228 (5) also hold, with necessary alterations.

(5) The angles of intersection of two spheres can be investigated by the

method of § 228 (8). Let the two spheres be

6{b\b)(a)\x) = (b\xy.

and r}(c\c)(x\oo) = (c 'Iwf',

where e stands for cosh^ — , if 6 be spatial, and for — sinh^ — , if 6 be anti-
7 7

spatial [cf § 259 (4)] ; and tj stands for cosh^ — , or for — sinh^—
,
according as

c is spatial, or anti-spatial.

Then it can easily be proved, as in the analogous theorem of Elliptic

Geometry, that the angles of intersection, co and co', of the two spheres, which

correspond to the two radical planes, are given by

_ +^{ev(b\b)(o\c)}-(b\c)

""VKe-lX^-lXftifiXcIc)}'

and cos <o'
- -'J\^vim(c\c)]-{b\c)

Also let it be assumed that in all cases (h\c) is positive. Four separate

cases now arise.

(6) Firstly, let b and c be both spatial.

Then cos &>

cosh— cosh — — cosh —
7 7 7

sinh sinh —
7 '7

— cosh — cosh — — cosh —
and cos co' = y y 7

sinh— sinh —
7 7

Since coth ^ coth — is necessarily greater than unity, co' is always

imaginary.
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The spheres have one real intersection, if

— 1 < cos ft) < 1

;

that is, if ~ p2<hc < pi-{- p^.

(7) Secondly, let h and c be both anti-spatial ; and let he be anti-spatial.

Let 6 = |J5, and c = \C; so that B and G are the central planes of the spheres.

Then, since be is anti-spatial, BG is spatial.

sinh— sinh — — cos < BG
Now cos ft) = ,

^1
cosh— cosh

7

and

— sinh — sinh — — cos < BG

cosh — cosh —
7 7

Then m and co' are both necessarily real.

(8) Thirdly, let b and c be both anti-spatial; and let he be spatial. Then

BG is anti-spatial.

sinh — sinh — — cosh —
Then cos co =

cos ft)' =

The angle co is real, if

The angle co' is real, if

cosh — cosh —

— sinh — sinh — — cosh—

cosh — cosh —

BG < 0-1 + 0-2.

BG < o-i- a-2.

The first condition secures a real intersection on one radical plane ; the

second condition secures a real intersection on both radical planes.

(9) Fourthly, let b be spatial, and c be anti-spatial. Let 8 be the dis-

tance from b to the central plane G.

Then [cf § 254 (2)],

y ^ V{-(6|6)(0|(7)r

cosh — sinh — — sinh -

Hence, cos co = 2^

;

sinh — cosh —
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— cosh — sinh — — sinh -

and cos w! = 1 ^ 7
^

sinh — cosh —
7 7

Then o) is real, if era — /^i < S < o-a + Pi ; and w is real, \ih <p^ — a-^.

This condition for (o' includes the conditions for (o, since h has been
assumed to be positive.

(10) Now a spatial plane is a particular case of a sphere with an anti-

spatial centre c, when cr = 0 ; the plane is then \c.

Hence from subsection (9) the plane L cuts the sphere, with spatial

centre h, at an angle <o given by

smh ^ cos o) = -J
—

ii./r
I

.

And from subsection (8), the plane L cuts the sphere, with anti-spatial

centre h, at an angle (o given by

,0-, -{hL)
cosh — cos ft) =

^\{b\b){L\L)y

Hence putting w = 0, the plane-equation of a sphere is

-Q)\h){L\L)^mh?P-^ = ihL)\

when the centre is spatial ; and is

(6 1 6) cosh^^ = (6X)^
7

when the centre is anti-spatial.

261. Limit-Surfaces. (1) If 6 be on the absolute,, the surface

denoted by
e^{x\x) = {h\xf

is called a limit-surface. It must be conceived as a sphere of infinite radius.

Since the centre is on the absolute, by § 259 (11) all the perpendiculars from

points on to their polars with respect to the surface are parallel lines.

(2) Let a distance 8 be measured from every point x on the above limit-

surface along the normal xb, either towards or away from 6. Let y be

the point reached. Then x and \ can be eliminated from

x + \h = y, cosh^-=,—f^Jf^p-,, e'^{x\x) = {h\x)\

The result, remembering that (6 1 6) = 0, is easily seen to be

je' exp
(^) {y\y)- (6 |y)j exp (- ^) (y |y) - (6 \y)^ = 0.
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The surface obtained by measuring towards b is therefore

e"exp(-^)(y|y)-(6|2,)^ = 0.

The surface obtained by measuring from b is

e'expQ(2,|y)-(6|,/y = 0.

Both these surfaces are again limit-surfaces with h as centre.

(3) Now assume that the spatial origin e, of a normal system of unit
* reference points e, ei, ... is on the surface.

Let eei pass through the centre 6. Then b is of the form e±ei, say e-^e^.

The equation of the surface becomes

(a;\oo)={a;\(e-{-e,)Y.

But since e is on the surface, we can put a; = e in this equation. Hence

The equation now is

(x\x)={oo\{e4-e,)Y.

This form, by its freedom from arbitrary constants, shows that all limit-

surfaces are merely repetitions of the same surface differently placed.

262. Great Circles on Spheres. (1) Let any two-dimensional

region, through the centre of a sphere and cutting the sphere in real points,

be said to cut the sphere in a great circle. Accordingly a great circle is

in general defined by two points on a sphere, since these two points and the

centre of the sphere (if not collinear) are sufficient to define the two-

dimensional region. The radius of the circle is the radius of the sphere, and

the centre of the circle is the centre of the sphere. If the centre be anti-

spatial, the circle is the surface of equal distance in the two-dimensional

region from the line of intersection of the two-dimensional region with the

polar plane of the centre. The two-dimensional region, since it contains the

centre, is perpendicular to the polar plane of the centre, that is, to the central

plane of the sphere.

(2) If the centre b be spatial, and two points pq on the surface define a

great circle, then the length of the arc pq of the great circle [cf. § 248 (4)]

is a.ry sinh — , where p is the radius of the circle, and a is the acute angle
7

between pb and qb.

(3) Let the centre be anti-spatial. Consider any two points p and p'

on a surface of equal distance a from any given plane. Let the two perpen-

diculars from p and p meet the given plane in q and q\ Then the length of
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the arc pp', traced on the great circle joining^ and p', can be found in terms

of q and q. For putting qq = it is easy to prove that

cosh — = — sinh^ - + cosh^ - cosh -
.

7 7 7 7

1 '

1 \r
^ 8 r
Fig. 1.

Hence when pp' and h are small,

1 + 18^

2f,

Therefore pp = S cosh

But ultimately, pp' = arc pp'.

Therefore
^^cpp _ ^^^-^ Z

,

qq 7

But if p" be any point on the arc pp prolonged to a finite distance, and

if p"q" be drawn perpendicular to the plane, it is obvious that

arc pp" _ arc pp _ ^^^^
a

(4) Let d be the centre of a spatial sphere of radius p, and let a, b, c be

three points on the sphere. Let the acute angle between db and dc be a',

that between dc and da be /3', that between da and db be y ; let the angle

between the two-dimensional regions dab and dac be a, that between dab

and dbc be jS, that between dbc and dca be y. Then the three two-dimen-

sional regions can be conceived as planes in a three-dimensional region.

Hence by § 250 (2),

cos a' = cos /3' cos <y' + sin ^' sin y cos a.

Now a, y are the angles of the curvilinear triangle formed by the

great circles joining a, b, c. Also if be, ca, ab stand for the lengths of the

arcs of great circles, by (2) of the present article,

, cib 1 p
y = — cosech - .

' y A'

w. 29

a' = — cosech ^ S' = ^ cosech -

7 7
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Hence

be ca ah . ca . ah
cos = cos— cos—— + sm—^— sin cos a

;

y sinh - 7 sinh - 7 sinh - 7 sinh - 7 sinh -
7 7 7 7 7

with similar equations.

Thus the relations between the lengths of the arcs, forming a triangle of

great circles on a sphere of spatial centre, and the angles between them are

the same as the relations between the sides and angles of a triangle in an

Elliptic Space, of which the space constant is 7 sinh - . Thus an Elliptic

Space oi V — 2 dimensions can always be conceived as a sphere of radius

p with spatial centre in Hyperbolic Space of 1/ — 1 dimensions, the great

circles being the straight lines of the Elliptic Space, 7 being the space

constant of the Hyperbolic Space, and 7 sinh - that of the Elliptic Space.

(5) Let a sphere with anti-spatial centre be a surface of equal distance a

from a spatial plane; and let a, h, c be three points on the sphere, and a', h\ d

be the feet of the perpendiculars from a, 6, c on to the plane of equi-distance.

Let a, 6, c be joined by great circles of lengths 6c, ca, ah.

Let a, y be the angles of the curvilinear triangle ahc
;
they are also

the angles of the triangle a'h'c\ since the two-dimensional regions containing

the great circles are perpendicular to the plane of equal distance.

Then [cf. § 248 (2)]

, h'c' , c'a' , ah' . , ca' . . ah'
cosh— = cosh— cosh— — smh— smh — cos a.

7 7 7 7

But by subsection (3) of the present article, h'c' = _ , with similar

equations. Hence

.he , ca , ah . , ca . , ah
cosh = cosh cosh_ _ sinh—^ smh— cos a.

7 cosh - 7 cosh - 7 cosh - 7 cosh - 7 cosh -
7 7 7 7 7

Thus the relations between the lengths of the arcs, forming a triangle of

great circles on a sphere of equal distance a from a spatial plane, and the

angles between them are the same as the relations between the sides and

angles of a triangle in a Hyperbolic Space, of which the space constant is

7 cosh ^. Thus, since 7 cosh ^ is always greater than 7, a Hyperbolic Space

of 1/ — 2 dimensions can always be conceived as a spherical locus with anti-

spatial centre in a Hyperbolic Space oi v — 1 dimensions and of smaller

space constant.
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(6) The relations between the sides and angles of a curvilinear triangle

formed by great circles on a Limit-surface can be found either from (4) or (5)

by making p or a ultimately infinite. Then with the notation of (4) or (5)

bc^ = ca"^ + ab^ — 2ca . ab cos a.

Hence triangles formed by great circles on Limit-surfaces have the same
geometry as triangles in ordinary Euclidean Space; for instance, the sum
of the angles of any such triangle must equal two right-angles. Thus a

Euclidean Space of v — 2 dimensions can be conceived as a Limit-surface in a

Hyperbolic Space of v—1 dimensions*.

263. Surfaces of Equal Distance from Subregions. (I) Let Pp
be a spatial subregion of p — 1 dimensions, and let Pp be the regional element

of the pth order which represents it. Then locus of points oo at the given

distance S from this subregion is by § 254 (5),

(a; t^) (Pp |Pp) sinh^ - -H (o^Pp kPp) = 0.

7

(2) Now take as reference elements v normal points, of which the spatial

origin e and p — 1 other points ei, e^, ... ep_i lie in Pp, and the remaining

v — p elements lie in |Pp. Also let e be at unit spatial intensity, and

e-i, 62, ... e^-i at unit anti-spatial intensity. Let Pp = eei ... e^-i. Then
(Pp|Pp)=(-l)p- Let

a; = fe -H f 4- . . . -h^ fp-i^p-i + Vp^p + . . . + Vu-ieu-i.

Then {a^Pp \xPp) = (- 1)p trj^ {x |^) = f^ _ f - . . . - ^^i-

Hence the equation of the surface of equal distance from Pp becomes

(P - f1^ - • .
.
- Pp-i -V - ... - ^Vi) sinh^

^
=

;

that is,

(P - - . . . - Pp-i) tanh^ ? _ (^^2 + . . . + ^ 0.

7

This is a closed surface with no real generating regions. Hence the

parallel regions of Elliptic Space [c£ § 229] have no existence in Hyperbolic

Space.

* The idea of a space of one type as a locus in a space of another type, and of dimensions

higher by one, is due partly to J. Bolyai, and partly to Beltrami. Bolyai points out that the

relations between lines formed by great circles on a two-dimensional limit-surface are the same

as those of straight lines in a Euclidean plane of two dimensions. Beltrami proves, by the use

of the pseudosphere, that a Hyperbolic space of any number of dimensions can be considered

as a locus in Euclidean space of higher dimensions. There is an error, popular even among

mathematicians misled by a useful technical phraseology, that Euclidean space is in a special

sense flat, and that this flatness is exemplified by the possibility of an Euclidean space containing

surfaces with the properties of Hyperbolic and Elliptic spaces. But the text shows that this

relation of Hyperbolic to Euclidean space can be inverted. Thus no theory of the flatness of

Euclidean space can be founded on it.

29—2
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264. Intensities of Forces. (1) Consider an extensive manifold

of three dimensions. The only regional elements are planar elements and

forces. A spatial planar element X is at unit intensity when (X|X) = — 1,

and an anti-spatial planar element X is at unit intensity when {X\X) — \

[cf. § 240 (3)].

(2) In order to determine the intensity of a force xy, let it be defined

that the intensity of xy is some function of the distance xy, or Z xy if the

measure of distance be elliptic, multiplied by the product of the intensities of

X and y. Then by the same reasoning as in § 230 (2) for Elliptic Space it

can be proved that : (a) if x and y be both spatial, the intensity of xy is

i^{{x \x){y \y)] sinh — , that is {—xy\xy]h) where it is to be noticed that, by
7

§ 243 (2), {xy \xy) is negative, when xy is spatial : {p) \i x and y be both anti-

spatial and xy be spatial, the same law of intensity holds as in (a) : (7) if xy

be anti-spatial, the intensity of xy is \/[{x\x){y\y)] ^inxy, that is (xy\xy)^.

Hence the intensity of a spatial force F is {—F\F]^, that of an anti-spatial

force F is {F \F}K

(3) If P and Q be two planes the standard form of a real force of the

type xy is iPQ. If the force be anti-spatial, its intensity is

VKP|P)(<2|Q)lsinh^;

if the force be spatial, its intensity is \/{(P \P)(Q\Q)} sin PQ.

265. Relations between two Spatial Forces. (1) In general [cf.

§§ 231 (1) and 255 (6)] there are only* two lines intersecting the four lines

d F' b

Fig. 2.

jP, F\ \F, \F\ Let these be the lines ah and cd. Then ah and cd are

perpendicular to both F and F' ; also each is the polar line of the other.

One of the two must be spatial and the other anti-spatial. Assume ah

spatial. Let ah = B, and Zed =6. Then 8 is the shortest distance between

the lines, and 6 will be called the angle between the lines.

* For the discussion of an exceptional case for imaginary lines see the corresponding discus-

sion for Elliptic Space, cf. § 234, in which case the lines are real.
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Let F=.ac, F' =hd.

Then cosh- = cos^-—

also {F\F)^{ac\hd) = {a\h){c\d), since (a = 0 = (6 |c).

Also {F\F) = {ac\ac) = {a\a){c\c), since (a|c) = 0.

And {F'
I

F') = {b\b)(d\ d), since (b\d) = 0.

Hence = (amo\d)
_eos^cosh^

(2) Again, let a' be the point normal to a on the line ab, and c be the

point normal to c on the line cd. Also let (a' |a') = — (a [a), where a is

assumed to be spatial, and (c' |c') = (c |c).

, a cosh - + a' sinh - , , • ^
mi 0 7 7 1 a _ccosa -\- c sm6
^^"^

V(hW) ~ '^(a \a) ' - V-(c|c)
*

Hence

^H-g-n _ ijacbd)
t(««V) sing sinh -

V{(J'|i')(i?"|J")) V((a|a)(6|6)(c|c)(dM;) -(a|a)(6]6)

= + sin ^ sinh -

:

7

since [cf. § 240 (5)] i {aa'cc) = ±{a\a) {b\b).

(3) If the forces intersect, the point of intersection is either spatial or

anti-spatial or on the absolute. If the point of intersection be spatial, then

S = 0. Hence {FF') = 0 ; and

V{(i^l^)(^'|i^'))"

If the point of intersection be anti-spatial, then ^ = 0. Hence {FF') — 0
;

and
{F\F') h

If the point of intersection be on the absolute, so that the lines are

parallel, then S = 0 = (9. Hence {FF') = 0, and

{F\F'y = {F\F){F'\F').

(4) Let two forces F and F' have a spatial intersection, and let their

intensities be p and p'. Let the single force F+ F' be of intensity cr. Let 6

be the angle between F and F'. Then

a^ = -{F + r)\{F-{-F') = p' + p'^ ± 2pp' cos d.

The upper sign of the ambiguity must be chosen so that, when 6 = 0,

<T = p + p'.
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If F and F' be spatial but have an anti-spatial point of intersection, let 8

be the shortest distance between F and F'. Then as before, if F+F' be

spatial,

0-2 = p2 _^ ^ 2pp cosh -

.

But it is possible that, though F and F' are spatial, F F' may be anti-

spatial, the intersection of F and F' being anti-spatial. In such a case

o-2 = 2/o/j'cosh--/32_p'2^

266. Central axis of a System of Forces. (1) It has been proved

in § 175 (14), also cf § 232, that any system of forces has in general one and

only one pair of conjugate lines, which are reciprocally polar with respect to

a given quadric. Now let a system B have the two conjugate lines a^a^, a^a^,

which are reciprocally polar with respect to the absolute. One of the two must

be spatial, the other anti-spatial. Let a^a^ be spatial. Then >S>= \a^a^ + fi(i^(i4, \

and this form of reduction is unique. The line a-^a^ will be called the central

axis of the system. Let the points ai, a^, a^, be so chosen at unit intensity,

that

S = a^a^ + a^a^
;

then a^a^ ( = S) and Z asa4, (= a) will be called the parameters of the system.

A system, >Si, referred to its central axis may also be written in the form

aitta + *6 |ai(X2,

where e is real.

Then (>Sf>Sf) = 2ie {a^a^ lajaa), and (S \8) = (1 — e^) (a^a^ la^a^).

(2) Let >S^ denote the system F+ie\F, and >Sf' the system F' + irj \F'.

Also with the notation of § 265, let 8 be the shortest distance between the

lines and 0 the angle between the two.

Then

{SS') = (1 - 67?) {FF') + ^ (e + v) {F\F')

= {{F \F) {F' \F')f 1+ i (1 - 67;) sin 6 sinh ^ + 1 (e + ^) cos 6 cosh
^|

.

And

\S') = i{e + v) (FF') + (1 - 67;) (F\F')

= {(F\F) {F' \F')]^ 1+ (6 + 7;) sin 6 sinh
^ + (1 - erj) cos 6 cosh

^

(3) The simultaneous equations {88') =0, {8\8') = 0, secure that the

axes of 8 and 8' intersect at right angles.

For from (2), unless e or 7; be i, which is the case of an imaginary system

analogous to the real vector system of Elliptic Geometry [cf § 235], (88') = 0

and (8 \8') = 0 entail cos 6 cosh - = 0, sin 6 sinh - = 0 ; that is 3 = 0, ^ = ^ .
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(4) Every dual group contains one pair of systems, and only one pair,

such that their axes intersect at right angles. The proof is exactly the same
as for the analogous theorem of Elliptic Geometry, cf. § 232 (4). Let this

pair of systems be called the central systems of the group, and let the point

in which their central axes intersect be the centre of the group.

(5) Dual groups with real director lines can be discriminated into three

types according as, either (a) both director lines are spatial, or (/8) both

director lines are anti-spatial, or (7) one director line is spatial and one is

anti-spatial.

(6) To find the locus of the central axes of a dual group, let e be the

centre, eei and ee.2 the axes of the central system, and ee-^ a line perpendicular

to the lines ee^, ee^. Also let ee-ie^^e-i be a normal system at unit intensities.

Let ^1 = ee^ -f ie^
\

eei, = ee.j + ie^
\

ee2, be the central systems of the group.

Now [cf. § 240 (5)] we may assune

^3^1 = — i\ee2, ^2^3 = — i\eei,
\

e-^ei = — iee^
,

|

e.^es = — ieei

.

Any other system S' of the group can be written

S' = \i>Sfi + \2'S^2 = e (XiBi + X^^z) + * |. e (XiCiBi -f Xaea^a).

Then, as in § 232 (5), this system can be identified with the system

(e + f^s) (fi^ei + fi^e^) + i€\.(e + ^e^) (yLti^i 4- fj^e^).

Hence all the central axes of systems of the group intersect ee^ at right-

angles. Let 663 be called the axis of the group.

The equation to find e is

- 1) {€r'K' + 6,^V} - € ((6,2 - 1) X,' + - 1) X/i = 0.

The locus of any point 2fe on an axis of any system of the group is

(^1 - O ft?. (P - f/) = (1 + 6,6,) (f1^ + f2^).

267. NoN-AxAL Systems of Forces. (1) A system of forces, not

self-supplementary, and such that (SS) = ±(8 ^S), is called a non-axal system

[cf. § 233].

(2) All such systems are imaginary. For if S be real, then [cf. § 240 (5)]

it is easily proved that (SS) is a pure imaginary, and that (;Sf \S) is real.

(3) Hence, from this article and from § 266 (3), any system S, such that

(SS) = ±(S
\

S), whether it be self-supplementary or not, is imaginary.

(4) Accordingly the theorems of § 266 hold for all real systems of forces.



CHAPTER VI.

Kinematics in Three Dimensions.

268. Congruent Transformations*. (1) A congruent transformation

is a linear transformation, such that (a) the internal measure relations of

any figure are unaltered by the transformation; e.g. if abc is transformed

into a'b'c\ then ab = a'b', and the angle between ab and ac is equal to

that between a'b' and ac, and similarly for the other sides and angles:

(y8) the transformation can be conceived as the result of another congruent

transformation p times repeated, where p is any integer: (7) real points

are transformed into real points: and (3) the intensities of points are un-

changed by transformation.

It follows from (a) that points on the absolute must be transformed into

points on the absolute.

Hence congruent transformations must transform the absolute into

itself

It follows from (a), (yS) and (7) that spatial points must be transformed

into spatial points. For from (a) [cf. § 241 (1)], either all spatial points are

transformed into spatial points, or all spatial points into anti-spatial points.

Also from (y8), since the integer p may be taken indefinitely large, a finite

transformation can be considered as the result of p repetitions of an infini-

tesimal transformation. But an infinitesimal transformation must transform

spatial points into spatial points. Hence the same holds for a finite trans-

formation.

(2) Let the discussion be now confined to regions of three dimensions.

To prove that a congruent transformation must transform the absolute by

a direct transformation (cf § 194).

For by of (1) any congruent transformation can be conceived as

the result of p repetitions of another congruent transformation. But an

even number of applications of either a direct or a skew transformation of a

quadric produces a direct transformation of the quadric. Hence every

congruent transformation is a direct transformation of the absolute.

* The theory of congruent transformations is due to Klein, cf. loc. eit. p. 369 ; Buchheim has

applied Grassman's algebra to this subject, cf. loc. cit. p. 370.
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(3) By § 195 (2) to (6) among the latent points of a direct transforma-

tion of the general type there are the points of intersection of two conjugate

polar lines with the quadric. Now in Elliptic Space the absolute is imaginary;

and therefore the co-ordinates of the latent points on either one of the polar

lines, referred to real reference points, form pairs of conjugate imaginaries.

In Hyperbolic Space one polar line must be anti-spatial and one is spatial:

the co-ordinates of the latent points on the anti-spatial polar line, referred

to real reference points, are pairs of conjugate imaginaries : the latent points

on the spatial polar line are two real points, and their co-ordinates are real.

Now either in Elliptic or in Hyperbolic Space let aj, a.^, a^, be the

four above-mentioned latent points of a congruent transformation, and let

ai^a and a^a^ be conjugate polar lines. Also let and ^4 be imaginary

points, then their co-ordinates are pairs of conjugate imaginaries. Hence

if as and be taken as reference points, the co-ordinates, 773 and 774, of a real

point y (= Tj^as -f rj^a^) are conjugate imaginaries.

(4) Let the latent roots of the congruent matrix be oti, ota, flg, a4. Then y
is changed into r}sOisa.i-{- rjiOL^a^, and by (7) of (1), Vs^s^^s-^- V4^4(^4 is a real point.

Hence and a4 must be conjugate imaginaries.

Similarly if and 02 are imaginary points as in Elliptic Space, «! and

are conjugate imaginaries ; but if Oi and are real points as in Hyperbolic

Space, oLi and must be real.

Hence in Elliptic Space the latent roots are two pairs of conjugate

imaginaries, in Hyperbolic Space one pair are real and one pair are conjugate

imaginaries.

(5) In Hyperbolic Space both the real latent roots oti and otg must

be positive. For the given congruent matrix may be conceived, according

to (/S) of subsection (1), as the result of another congruent matrix twice

applied. Let /Sj, /^s, A be the latent roots of this matrix. Then /3i^ = ai,

and = But ft and ft are real by the same proof as that for a-^ and ttg;

hence oti and are positive. Therefore the real roots of a congruent matrix

in Hyperbolic Space are positive.

(6) By § 195, ttitta = a3«4. Hence in Elliptic Space we may put,

iS iS i8' iS'

And in Hyperbolic Space we may put,

i _«

Also by (8) of (1) the intensity of any point is unaltered by trans-

formation. Now the intensity of -^lai + rj^a^ is {t^^tj^ (oj \a^]^, and the

intensity of the transformed point is

{A''OT2(«i|a2)}^.
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Hence X = 1. Thus the latent roots in Elliptic Space take the form

iS _i8 iS^ _iS'

0L^ = ey, a2 = e y, a3 = ey, OL^ — ey\

and in Hyperbolic Space

«! = tta = e Ota = e*"*, a4 = e"^*.

(7) The special type of direct transformation, with only three semi-

latent lines [cf § 195 (7)], cannot apply to Elliptic or Hyperbolic Space, so

as to give a real congruent transformation. For, with the notation of § 195 (7),

the points e^, e^, e^, and the planes 61626^ and 616364 are imaginary, both in

Elliptic and Hyperbolic Space. But an imaginary plane always contains one

straight line of real points. Hence the semi-latent plane 616^63 contains one

real line. But, since real points are transformed into real points, this line

must be semi-latent. Also the semi-latent lines 6^62 and 6163, which lie in

this plane must be imaginary, since they are generators. Hence a third

semi-latent line must lie in this plane ; and this is impossible in this type

of transformation.

(8) The theory of congruent transformations in Hyperbolic Space will

first be discussed, cf §§ 269 to 280, and then that of congruent transforma-

tions in Elliptic Space, cf §§ 281 to 286.

269. Elementary Formulae. (1) Let ai, ar,, as, be the latent

points of a congruent transformation in Hyperbolic Space.

Let ttittg and a3a4 be conjugate polar lines; and let them be called the

axes of the transformation. Let o^aa be spatial, and be called the spatial

axis, or more shortly the axis ; then asa^ is anti-spatial, and may be called

the anti-spatial axis. Thus and are real ; and ag and are imaginary.

Then it at once follows that,

(«! tti) = 0 = (ag
I
as) = (aa

|

ag) = (a^
\

a^) = (a^
\
as) = (a^

\
a^ = {a^

\
as) = {a^

\

a^.

(2) Let 6, 61 y 62, 63 be a normal system of elements at unit intensity,

of which 6 is the spatial origin.

Let 661 be the line ai^a, and 6263 the line asa^.

Then by § 247, we may write
in in in in

ai=6i + 6, a2 = ei — 6, a3=e '^6^ + 6^63, a^^ 6^62^-6 ^63.

Hence (a^ lag) = (e^ \ei) — (e
\

e) = — 2
;

and {as \ a^) = {62 \ 62) + {63 \e^ = - 2.

Also from § 240 (5) {66x626^ = i.

Hence {a^a^asa^ = — 4^ {661626^ = 4 = (o-j
i

ag) {as
\

a^.
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(3) Again, by substituting for a^, a^, a^, in the expression for any real

point X (= fitti + ^2^2 + fsO^a + f4^4), we find

iff iff in in

But since x is real, the coefficients of e, e^, 62, 63 are real. Hence fg and

f4 are conjugate imaginaries. Let = = pe~^.

Then ^ = 1 - f^) e + (f1 + ^1 + 2p cos
(^^
- + 2p cos ^(9 + ^)

e,

= V6+ Vi^i + ^2^2 + ^3^3 (say).

Any spatial point x must satisfy the condition that (x
\

x) be positive.

But (x
I

x) = 2?,f, (a,
I

a,) + 2^3?4 (^a
1

a,)

= -4(f,?. + ?3f4) = -4(|,f, + |Q0.

Hence for a spatial point fif2 is negative, and — fif2 > p^-

(4) The congruent matrix transforms x into x, where

S _8_

= (fi^^- ?2e"^) e + (f> + f^e ^) ei

+ 2/5 cos + a - ^2 + 2/3 cos
(^(9
+ a + 63

= f9? cosh - + 77i sinh e + f sinh - + 77i cosh
V 7 7/ V 7 7/

+ (972 cos a + -jys
sin a) + (773 cos a — -i/a sin a) ^3.

270. Simple Geometrical Properties. (1) Consider any point x

(= fi^^i + f2^*2) on the axis aiag. It is transformed into ^c' = fjevai + f3^ "^a^,

which is again on the axis.

Furthermore,

^ =
I
log (^^', a.a^} =

I
log =

I
log e V = 8.

Thus all points on the axis are transferred through the same distance 8.

(2) Again, consider any plane P through the axis ai^a and any point

^ (= ^3(^3 + on the anti-spatial axis a^a^. Let the plane aittaag be called

As, the plane a^aza^ be called A^. Then A3 and A4 are the two planes

through aitta which touch the absolute in imaginary points ag and a^. Also

P = ^3^3 + ^4^14; and P is transformed into the plane P' = ^36^A 3 + ^^jsr^A^.

Furthermore, Z PP' = 1 log (PP', ^3^,) =^ log^^^^ = a.

Hence every plane through the axis is rotated through the same angle a.
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(3) The distance, ot, of any spatial point x from the axis is given by

g-j^j^
-ST _ J

{xa^ci^
I

xa^a^ _ 2/o

7
~

I- 1^) {a^a^\a^a^)
~

{x \xf
'

where x is written in the form fia^ + ^2^2 + pe^^a-^ + pe'^^a^. But the trans-

formed point x' is fi^'^'ai + fa^ >'a.2 + /je^^^+^^ag + /3e~^(^"'"'*^a4; and it is obvious

that its distance from the axis is the same as that of x. Hence the distance

of a point from the axis is unaltered by the congruent transformation. Also

it is easy to prove that

I

- 4f1 fa] * f- (ooa^a^
\
xasa^)] *

cosh ^ = = {-(^asa.M)'

(4) To find the distance of the transformed point x' from the plane

through X perpendicular to the axis aia2 of the transformation.

This plane is represented by xa^a^. Now xa3,a^ = 2{xe2es; but ^ixe^e-i is in

the standard form of § 240 (2) ; hence xa2!0b4^ is in the standard form. Now
if f be the distance of x' from this plane, it is easily seen after some

reduction that

sinh - = ± -77— (^^^30^4) ^ = cosh — sinh - .

7 \/{-{x \x){xa2,a^\xa^a^)\ 7 7

Hence f is independent of a, and depends only on 8 and on the distance of

X from a^a^. Also when 8 — 0, ?=0; and when 'cr = 0, f becomes 8 in

accordance with subsection (1).

(5) It is easily proved that

, / 1 /X fifa cosh - + oleosa
5^

cosh— = ,(/ I w /

1

= irzr o =cosh2— cosh- + smh^— cosa.
7 F) 1^' )} fi?2 + p 7 7 7

271. Translations and Rotations. (1) Let the quantities h and a

be called the parameters of the transformation.

If a = 0, the congruent transformation is called a translation through the

distance h with a^a^. as axis. The effect of the translation on a point x is

that the transformed point x-^ is at the same distance as x from a^a^y is ia the

plane ^^0102, and is at a distance 7 sinh~^lcosh — sinh -I from the plane xa^iob^,

i 7 7J

where tn- is the distance of x from a-^a^, or in other words the plane x-^a^a^, is

at a distance h from the plane xa2,a^, a^a^ being their common perpendicular.

(2) If 8 = 0, the congruent transformation is called a rotation through

the angle a with a-^a2 as axis. The effect of the rotation on the point x is

that the transformed point x^ is at the same distance -cr from a^a^, and is

in the plane xa^a^, and that the plane x^a^a^ makes an angle a with the

plane xaia^.
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(3) It is obvious that the general congruent transformation, axis aitta,

parameters (8, a), in its effect on any point a) is identical with the effect first

of the translation, axis otiaa, parameters (8, 0), bringing x to x-^, and then of

the rotation, axis a-^a^, parameters (0, a), bringing ooi to oc'; or first of the

rotation bringing x to and then of the translation bringing x^ to x.

It is to be noticed that congruent transformations with the same axis

are convertible as to order, but that when the axes of the transformations

are different the order of operation affects the result.

It will be convenient for the future to use the letter K for the matrix

representing a congruent transformation, so that Kx is the transformed

position of x.

(4) A further peculiarity of translations and rotations is established

by seeking the condition that a real plane, other than one of the faces of the

tetrahedron a^a^a^fii. may remain unchanged in position, i.e. be semi-latent.

Let X be any point in such a plane. Then x, Kx, K'^x, K'^x must all lie in the

plane. Therefore (xKxK^xK^x) = 0.

But

Therefore

25 26

K^x = fi^v tti + fae' y + pe^(«+2«) + pe-'^^+^'^^a^,

86 38

K'x = ^,ey + f^e' y + pe^ + pe-' ^^+^'''>a,.

(xKxK'xK'x) 1,

8

ey,

28

ey,

38

ey.

e y

e y.

1

j+Ml

>+2mi -2ia

-3ia

Now ^1 = 0, or ^2 = 0, or p = 0, each makes the plane to be one of the three

real faces of the tetrahedron {a^a^a^a^. Hence the determinant must vanish,

if another real plane is semi-latent. But this condition can be written,

8 8 8 8 6 _8

{ey - e~y){ey - e^) {& - e'^) (e~y- e^) {e~y - e-^) {e^ - e-^) = 0.

The only solutions, making 8 and a real, of this equation are 5 =- 0 or a = 0.

Thus rotations and translations are the only congruent transformations

by which planes do not change their positions. For rotations, planes per-

pendicular to the axis are rotated so as to remain coincident with them-

selves ; for translations, planes containing the axis are translated so as to

remain coincident with themselves. In other words, the only possible motions
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of a plane, which remains coincident with itself, are either rotations about a

perpendicular axis, or translations along an axis lying in it.

Similarly it is obvious that rotations and translations are the only con-

gruent transformations by which points—other than the four corners of the

self-corresponding tetrahedron—do not alter their positions. For rotations

these points are points on the axis, for translations they are points on the

anti-spatial axis.

(5) The property, which discriminates a translation from a rotation, is

that, as a translation is continually repeated, the distance between the original

and final positions of any spatial point grows continually greater. For let

the translation, axis aidg, parameters (8, 0), be repeated v times, and let

Then K^'w = f v + + pe^^ a^-\- pe- .

v8
Hence (a; [K^'x) = — 4fif2 cosh 4d2.

7

-(4fi?2Cosh^-h4/3^j

Therefore wK^x = 7 cosh" , ,^
(^1^)

Hence xK^x grows continually greater as v is increased. But in the case

of a rotation, if the parameter a bear a commensurable ratio to four right

angles, then after a certain number of repetitions every point coincides with

its original position.

272. Locus OF Points of Equal Displacement. (1) The locus of

points, for which the distance of displacement [cf. § 270 (5)] in the general

transformation, parameters (8, a), is equal to a given length a, is the quadric

surface

2fif2 cosh - + 2p^ cos a = cosh - {2fifs +2p^\;
7 7

that is (x
I

x) ^cosh ^
— cos = — ^cosh - — cos (x

\
ai) (x

\

a^).

Also by referring to § 195 (2) we find that all quadrics of the form,

(x\x) + fi^(x\a:^)(x\a2) = 0,

remain coincident with themselves after the congruent transformation, axis

a^a^. They are quadrics which touch the absolute at the ends of the axis

aiftg- But by comparison with the quadric, which is the locus of points

transferred through a given distance a, we see that the system of quadrics

found by varying a is the same* as that found by varying fi.

* Cf. Sir K. S. Ball, " On the Theory of Content," Transactions R. I. A., loc. cit. p. 370.
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In fact we have

fcosh - — cos a]

^cosh - — cos

(2) The sections of these quadrics by planes perpendicular to ajfta are

circles. For let pa3a4, be any such plane, and let a)= + ^s(^s-{- ^ia^. Then
(^|aj)= f |ai), (oo\a2)= ^(p\a.2); and (xasajb) = ^(pa^aj)), where b is any

fixed point.

Hence (^\a,)(x\a,)J-Pl^^^ (a:a^J>f.

Therefore the section of the quadric,

+ fi^ (x
I
ai) Ida) = 0,

by the plane pa^a^ is the intersection of the plane with the sphere

{pa^aj))
^

(3) The centre of this sphere is the point {a^aj), that is the point where

aittg. meets
|

h. Hence the centre of the circle, which is the intersection of

pa^a^ with the quadric [cf. § 260 (4)], is the point where a^a^ meets

pa2.a^. It is otherwise evident from § 270 (5), that all points on such a

circle must receive equal displacements, and that the distances of their

displaced positions from the plane of this circle must be the same for each

point. Similarly the curves of intersection of the system of quadrics with

planes through a^a^, that is of the form pa^a^y are lines of equal distance

from ajCZaj that is are circles with their anti-spatial centres on a^a^.

273. Equivalent Sets of Congruent Transformations. (1) Any
congruent transformation {E?) may be replaced by a combination of two

transformations consisting first of a translation with its axis through any

arbitrarily chosen spatial point h, and then of a rotation with its axis through

Kh, where the given transformation changes h into Kb. First apply a

translation, axis bKb and parameter bKb', which is always a possible

transformation. This translation converts b into Kb. The second trans-

formation, which brings all the points into their final positions, must leave

Kb unchanged. Hence the transformation must be a rotation with its axis

through Kb.

(2) Applying the principles of § 2 75 below with regard to small

displacements, it will be easy to see that any small transformation is equi-

valent to the combination of a rotation and a translation with their axes

through any arbitrarily assigned point b.
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274. Commutative Law. The operations K and
|

performed succes-

sively on any point x are commutative, that is \Kx — K\x.

For let ^2, ^3 be a unit normal system, e being the spatial origin.

Let the transformation K have ee^ as axis, and a as parameters.

Then if a; = fe + fi^i + ft^a + fs^s,

P cosh - + f1 sinh -
) e + ( f sinh - + fi cosh -

)

7 7/ V 7 7/

+ (fa cos a + f3 sin a) + (f3 cos a - fa sin a) 63

.

Also [cf § 240 (5)] \e — — ie-^e^e^, = — iee^e^, 1^2 = + ^'^^1^3, l^s
= — ^eei^a;

and -STe = cosh - e + sinh - gj, = sinh - e + cosh - e^,

7 7 7 7

J^^a = COS a . ^2 — sin a . e^, Ke^ = sin a . ^a + cos a . e^.

Hence Keei=^ KeKei = ee^, and Ke^e^^^ e^e-^.

Thus
I

^ = - 2 (f^1 + fie) ^2^3 - 1 (f3^2 - f2^3) ee^
;

and K\x = — i (fiT^i + fi^e) ^2^3 — i {^^Ke^ — ^^Ke^) ee^ .

(3 3\ / 3 3\
f cosh ~ + f1 sinh -j + ^f sinh ~ + f1 cosh -

j

and ^zKe^ — ^^Ke^ = — (fs sin a + f2 cos a) + (fs cos a — fa sin a) ^2.

Hence by substitution and comparison

\Kx=^K\x.

275. Small Displacements. (1) Two finite congruent transforma-

tions, when successively applied, produce in general different results according

to the order of operation. If however each transformation be small, and

squares of small quantities be neglected, the order of operation is indifferent.

This is a general theorem, which holds for any linear transformation what-

ever. Thus let 6162^364 be any four reference points, and let x be transformed

in^o Kx by the transformation

f/ = (1 + an) fi + ai2f2 + flfisfs + ai4f4,

f2'= a2lfl + (1 + ^22) f2 + a23f3 + "24?4,

with two similar equations ; where all letters of the form Wpp or ol^^ are small,

and their squares and products are neglected. Again, let Kx be transformed

into K'Kx by the transformation

fi" = (1 + ;8n) f/ + A.?; + Aafs' + /S„f/,

with three similar equations for f2", f3", f4''; where all the letters of the

form /3pp or f^p^ are small and their squares and products are neglected.

Substituting for f/, fa', etc. in the equations for f/', fa'^ etc. we find

f/' + + ^,,) f, + (a,, + ^^^) + («,3 + /3i3) f3 + (ai4 + /^k) f4,

with three similar equations.
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It is obvious from the form of these equations for the co-ordinates of

K'Kx, that K'Kx = KK'x.

(2) Let a point x with reference to the normal system e, e^, e^, e.^ (spatial

origin e) be written in the form 7;e + it)^e^ + t]^^ + t]^e^.

Apply a congruent transformation, axis ee^, parameters h and a. Let x
become Kx. Then, as in § 269 (4),

Kx = (t) cosh - + Vr sinh -1 e + (vi cosh - -hv sinh -\ Cx
\ 1 yJ \ 7 7/

+ (772 cos a + 7)3 sin a) 62 + (% cos oc — rj^ sin a) ^3.

Assuming that 8 and a are small, this equation becomes

Kx=\^7}-{- -7}ije-\- I^T/i + -
^j ^1 + (^2 + a^a) ^2 + (^3 - ai/a) e^.

(3) Accordingly if in any order small translations Bi, Sg, B3 and small

rotations «!, Oa, as be applied with axes ee^, ee^, ee^ respectively, and as the

total result x becomes Kx, then

ry f Bi Bs \ f Si \
J^op = [v-^ - Vi + - Vi + ~ Vs) e [vi + ~ V + - «2^3 ^1V777/V7 /

/ ^2 \ / ^3 \
+ (^^2 + - ^ + (XiVi - (^sVij e2 + \Vs-^ ~V + a2^i - ai^2

j
e^.

276. Small Translations and Rotations. (1) The result (K) of

the three small translations of the preceding article by themselves is a

B B B
translation, having as axis the line joining e and - ei-\- — 62+- e^, and as

7 7 7
parameters Vi^i' + + S3'} and 0.

For let d = -ei-{-- 62 + e..

7 7 7

Then Ke=:e-\-d, and Kd = e + d.

7

Hence every point on ed is transferred to another point on ed ; and any

plane of the form edx is semi- latent. Therefore the resulting displacement

is a translation with ed as axis. Let B be the parameter. Then

B B
- = sinh - = Vl" (eKe \ eKe)] = V— {'^d \ ed)
7 7

(2) The result {K) of the three rotations by themselves is a rotation,

having as axis the line joining e and ai^i + 01^2 + «3^3> and as parameters 0 and

V{ai' + a2^ + a3^}.

For let a = a^gj -|- ^2^2 4- oL^e^.

w. 30
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Then Ke = e, and Ka — a.

Hence every point on ea is unaltered by the resulting transformation.

Therefore the transformation is a rotation with ea as axis.

To find its parameter, calculate the angle a between the planes iee^a and

iK {eeiO) ; this is the required parameter.

Let A = iecxa. Then KA = — iKci . Kea — — % (e^ — a^e^ + oL^e^ ea.

Also
I
^) = - {oLi + ai) = {KA \KA).

Hence AKA = [e^ {e^ — oiyfi^ + 0.263) ea] ea = i {ai + a^) ea = — i{A\A) ea.

(3) By properly choosing Sj, 82, S3 the line ed, which is the axis of the

translation, can be made to be any line through e, while at the same time the

parameter \J[h-^ + hi + h^] can be made to assume any small value. Similarly

the axis of rotation ea can be made to be any line through e by properly

choosing Oi, 01^, a^, while at the same time the parameter v^{ai^+ 012^ + a^^} can

be made to assume any small value. Hence it follows from § 273 (2) that the

combination of the three translations along ee^, ee^y ee^ and the three rotations

round the same axes may be made equivalent to any small congruent trans-

formation whatever.

277. Associated System of Forces. (1) Let S denote the system

of forces

(2) Similarly if P be any plane, then KP=P +i\.P\S.

ForletP = |^. T\iQnK'p=p + i\pS.

By taking the supplement of both sides of this equation

\Kp^K\p=^KP=^\p^.i\\.pS=P-\-i\{\p\S)=P + i\.P\S.

Thus the system |>Si bears the same relation to the transformation of

planes that the system S bears to the transformation of points.

(3) It follows that, corresponding to every theorem referring to systems

of forces, there exists a theorem referring to small congruent transformations.

The system S will be called the associated system of the transformation.

Also since S completely defines the transformation, it will be adopted as

its name. Thus we shall speak of the transformation S.

Thus a = sin a =
/ -(AKA\AKA)

V {A\A){KA\KA)
= A/(ea \ea) = V(ai^ + ^2' + ots^).

* This formula has not been given before, as far as I am aware.
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278. Properties DEDUCED FROM THE Associated System. (1) If the

S B B
associated system be (with the previous notation)— 63^3 + — ^3^1 + -ei^o, the

y y y
transformation is a translation along the line e (S^Ci + §2^2 + ^3^3) of para-

meter V{^i^ + + ^3^1- Hence if the associated system be the single force F,

where ^is anti-spatial, the transformation is a translation of axis |^ and of

parameter .yJlFlF].

If the associated system be the single force (ai^^i + 026^2 + as^^s), the trans-

formation is a rotation round this line of parameter \/ {ai^ -\- a^^ + «3^}. Hence
if the associated system be the single force F, where F is spatial, the trans-

formation is a rotation round F of parameter ^/{—F\F}.

(2) Hence the condition that the transformation S he a translation or a

rotation is (SS) = 0. The additional condition, that it be a translation, is that

(S\S) be positive, and the additional condition, that it be a rotation, is that

(S\S) be negative.

(3) The system S can be reduced [cf. §§160 and 162] to two forces

F + F\ in such a way that either one force is in a given line, or one force

passes through a given point and the other force lies in a given plane. If

both F and F' are spatial, the transformation has been reduced to two

rotations round the two lines. If one (or both) of the forces be anti-spatial,

instead of a rotation round the line of that force a translation along its polar

line must be substituted.

Since the given point may be assumed to be spatial, and the pole of the

given plane may be assumed to be a given spatial point, it follows that it is

always possible to reduce a small congruent transformation to a rotation

round an axis through one given spatial point and a translation along an axis

through another given spatial point. The two given points may be chosen

to coincide.

(4) The axis of the transformation is the axis of the system S.

Let be a force on this axis, then

8 = dF-^i<t>\F.

If F= \eei 4- fiee^ + veea + ^3-^063 + pe^ei + 0-^1^2; then the condition,

\ot -\- fjLp -\- va = 0,

must be fulfilled.

Also S = (0\-{- <t)'sr) ee^ + (OfM + (t>p) ee^ + {6v + (jxr) ee^

+ {6'us - </)\) ^2^3 -f (dp — (\>p) 63^1 + {6(T — <t>v) e^i.

Hence with the previous notation,

d\ + <f>'GT = ~ «! ,
0/jL-\-

<f)p
= —a2, 6v-{-<t>(T= — as,

30—2
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Therefore \ = ^ ^ ^
, = , with four similar equations

;

where the ratio of ^ to <^ is given by

and a and 3 are put for ^{a^^ +03-+ as") and V{^i^ + ^2^ + Bs"}-

The equation of condition gives two ratios for 0 : and hence two lines

are indicated as the axis. One of these is F and the other is the spatial

line is the axis.

The equation of condition for ^ : <^ can be given in another form. For

(8\S)^-a^ + ~, and (SS) = - 2i \''^^^±''^^±^
T [ 7

Therefore 2(9^ {S \S) + (0^ - (90 i (SS) = 0.

(5) The character of a small congruent transformation will be conceived

as completely determined by its axis and the ratio of ^ to <^ ; the remaining

constant simply determines its intensity. In other words, the two transfor-

mations, of which the associated systems [cf § 160 (1)] are S and \S, are

of the same character with their intensities in the ratio 1 : \.

The performance of a given transformation \ times increases the intensity

in the ratio X, : 1. For let S be the associated system.

Then = x i\wS, K^x = Kw i\KxS= Kw -i- i\wS = cc+ 2i\a)S,

neglecting squares of small quantities.

Hence K^x = w-\-Xi\ ooS.

279. Work. (1) Let any two spatial points a and 6 on a line ab be
transformed into Ka and Kb, let the angle between aKa and ab be ^|r and
that between bKb and ab be x> ^hen

. , aKa , . , bKb
smn cos-ur = smh cos v

7 ^ y
^

or aKa cos yfr = bKb cos x, since the transformation is small.

To prove this proposition, notice that

. , aKa _ / -(aKa\aKa) _ V{- (aKa\aKa)]

7 V (a\a)(Ka\Ka)~ (a\a) ~ '

and ' ooq ^ - -(al^a\ab)
^ ~ ^/{(aKa laK^LjJabl^}

'

Hence sinh^ cos ^ =
, refill Ml '

7 {a\a) ^/[— {ab\ab)]
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Therefore we have to prove that

-^Ka \ah) ^ -{bKb\ab)
(a lay (6|6)

*

Let the associated system of the transformation be S, where S = \(ab-\- cd).

Then
Ka = a + i\aS = a-\-\i\ acd,

and aKa = iXa
\
acd.

Hence {aKa
\

ab) = {ab
\

aKa) = i\ (ab . acd
|

a)

= iX [ab {{a \a)cd-\- (d |a) ac + (c
|

a) da\]

= i\ (a
I

a) (abed) = i {a \a) (abS).

Therefore i""^^ = i (abS) =^Af^^

.

(a\a) ^ {b\b)

We notice that if S be the associated system of the transformation

aKa cos ilr = bKb cos y = , ,

^'

(<^^^)

^ ^ A/{-{ab\ab)]

(2) Definition of Work Let any point a on the line of a force of

intensity p be transformed by a small congruent transformation to Ka, so

that aKa makes an angle yjr with the force, then p . aKa . cos yjr is said to

be the work done by the force during the transformation.

It follows from the previous proposition that the work done by the force

is the same for all points on its line.

(3) Let b be another point on the force (F) so that F — ab. Then

/o = Vf— (o^^ \ab)}.

Hence by (1) the work done by i*^ during the transformation S is

-i{FS).

(4) Let the work done by any system of forces S' be defined to be

the sum of the works done by the separate forces of the system. Thus let

S' = F-^r-hr'+etc.
Then the work done by S' during the transformation S is

- i (FS) - i {F'S) - i (F'S) - etc.,

but this is -i(SSy
We notice (a) that the work done by a system of forces during a small

congruent transformation is the same however the system be resolved into

component forces; and (^) that the work done by the system S' during

the transformation \^ is equal to the work done by the system S during

the transformation XS'; where X is small, but the intensities of S and >Si' are

not necessarily small.

If two systems be reciprocal, that is if (SS') = 0, then no work is done

by either one during the transformation symbolized by the other.
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280. Characteristic Lines. (1) Let the line joining any point

with its transformed position, after a small congment transformation, be

called a characteristic line of the point : and let the line of intersection

of a plane with its transformed position be called a characteristic line of

the plane.

Thus if X be changed to Kx, the line xKx is the characteristic line of

the point x ; and if the plane P be changed to KFy the line FKF is the

characteristic line of the plane P.

(2) Let L be any line, and KL its transformed position, and let L intersect

KL, then L is the characteristic line of some point and also of some plane.

For let L and KL intersect in Ka, and consider the points a and Ka.

Since Ka lies on KL, then a lies on L, hence L = aKa. Thus L is the

characteristic line of the point a. Also consider the plane P = K~^a . a . Ka,

then KF = aKaK^a. Hence aKa (i.e. L) is the characteristic line of the

plane P.

(3) If S be the associated system, the characteristic line of any point x

is X
\

xS, and the characteristic line of the plane P is P
j

. P |<Sf.

(4) The locus of points x on the characteristic lines, which pass through

a given point a, is given by (axKax) = 0. This is a quadric cone through

the point a.

The equation can also be written (aKa . xKx) = 0.

Hence the characteristic lines of the points x are those characteristic

lines, which intersect the characteristic line aKa.

The equation can also be written (a \aS .x
\
xS) = 0 ; that is [cf. § 167 (3)],

(axS) (ax \S) - i(SS) (ax \ ax) = 0.

(5) Similarly if AF be a characteristic line lying in the plane A, then

the planes P envelope the conic (AFKAF) = 0, which lies in the plane A
;

that is to say, the characteristic lines in the plane A envelope a conic.

The equation can also be written (AKA . FKF) = 0. Hence the planes

P are such that their characteristic lines intersect the characteristic

line AKA,

The plane-equation of the conic can also be written

(AFS) (AF \S) - i(8S) (AF [AF) = 0.

281. Elliptic Space. (1) The Kinematics of Elliptic Space can be

developed in almost identically the same manner as that of Hyperbolic Space

[cf. § 268], only with a greater simplicity.

The absolute quadric being now imaginary, the four corners of the self-

corresponding tetrahedron in any congruent transformation must also be

imaginary.
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Let tti, a.^, as, be these four comers. Let the lines aiftg and a^a^ be
real conjugate polar lines. Then Ui and aa are conjugate imaginaries, and
so are as and a^.

Thus let Bi and e.^ be two real quadrantal points on aia^, and let and 64

be two real quadrantal points on asa^. Then

i]T i!r
in in in in

ai = e * 61-6*62, a^^ 6* 61-6 ^ 6^, as = 6 *6s-e'*6i, a4 = e * ^3 - e"*
64

.

The transformation changes a^ into e~^*ai, a^ into 6^a2, as into e~^^asy

©4 into e*^a4. Hence any point x = 971^1 + 7/2^3 + ^3^3 + '^4^4 is changed into

Kx = (771 cos a + i/a sin a) 61 + (772 cos a — 77^ sin a) ^3

+ (773 cos yS + 774 sin/3) 6s + (774 cos y3 - 773 sin/3) 64.

Thus (^a;
I

Kx) = 771^ + 77./ + 7732 + ^ i

And (a;
|
Kx) = (7712 + 77^2) cos a + (773' + 774") cos fi.

(2) Thus any point 971^1 + 773^2 on 6162 is transferred through a distance yoL,

any point on ^3^4 through a distance 7/3. Similarly any plane through 6x6^

is transferred through an angle ^, any plane through ^3^4 is transferred

through an angle a.

(3) The distance of Kx from 616.2 is 5, where

h I (6162KX \6162Kx)
sin

7 V (Koi)\Kx){6i62\6i62)'

But

{6X62KX \6x62Kx) = (773 COS ^ + 774 sin + (774 cos /3 - 773 sin /Sf = 773^ + 774^.

Hence sin -
7

Thus the distance of Kx from 61^2 is the same as that of x from 61^2.

Similarly for the distances from 6364.

(4) Let a and y3 be called the parameters of the transformation. The

transformation will be described as the transformation, axis 616^, parameters

a, fi, or as the transformation, axis ^3^4, parameters /3, a.

The transformation, axis 6162, parameters a, 0, will be called the transla-

tion, axis 61^2, parameter a ; or else, the rotation, axis 63^4 >
parameter a.

(5) Any congruent transformation may be conceived as the combination

of a rotation round and a translation along the same axis ; or as the com-

bination of two rotations round two reciprocally polar lines; or as the

combination of two translations with two reciprocally polar lines as axes.

The distinction between translations and rotations, which exists in

Hjrperbolic Space, does not exist in Elliptic Space.
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282. Surfaces of Equal Displacement. (1) The locus of points, for

which the distance of displacement in the transformation axis €162, parameters

a, is y<r, is the quadric surface

(x\Kx)

^{{x\x){Kx\Kx)}~'^^^

Hence employing the notation of the previous articles,

(^1' + V^) cos a 4- {rji 4- 77/) cos )8 = cos cr (^i^ + 7;./ + 773= + rj/).

Therefore {rj^^ + rj^^) (cos a — cos a) + {rj^ + (cos y3 — cos a) — 0.

(2) The system of quadric surfaces found by varying a is also easily

shown to be the system which remains coincident with itself during the

transformation. Its sections by planes through eiC.^ or 6364 (i.e. by planes

perpendicular to 6364 or 616.2) are circles.

283. Vector Transformations. (1) An interesting special case

discovered by Clifford * arises in Elliptic Geometry which does not occur in

Hyperbolic Geometry.

Let a congruent transformation, of which the parameters are numerically

equal, be called a vector transformation. Thus, with the above notation.

Hence [cf § 282 (1)] any point x is transferred through a distance 7a.

Accordingly in a vector transformation all points are transferred through

the same distance, and similarly all planes are rotated round the same angle.

(2) Again, the line xKx is parallel to the axis e^e^.

For, taking a = ^,

xKx = - (771^ + 772^) sin a . 616.^ - {rji + 77/) sin a . 6^4,

+ (^1^74 - -^s^'i) sin a . 61^3 - (771773 + 772774) sin a . e^e^

+ (^2^4 + ^1^73) sin a
. ^2^3 + (^1^4 — -^2^3) sin a . cs^

= - (^1^ + V2) sin OL . 6162 - (r)^ + v^) sin a .
1
6x6^

+ (^71^4 - W2) sin a (^163 - \e^e^ + (^2^4 + ^71^3) sin a {e^e^ - \e.fi^.

Hence xKx 4- 1
xKx = — (771^ 4- 772^ 4- 'nz + ^74^) sin a (e^e^ 4-

!

^163).

Similarly if a = — yS,

xKx — \xKx = — {x\x) sin a {6x6^ —
\

ei6.^.

Thus [cf. §§ 234 (2)] if a, a be the parameters of the vector transformation,

all points are transferred along right-parallels to 61^2; and, if a, ~a be the

parameters, all points are transferred along left-parallels.

Let these transformations be called right-vector transformations and left-

vector transformations respectively.

It follows therefore that any one of the lines parallel to the axis of a

vector transformation may with equal right be itself conceived as the axis.

* Cf. Clifford, Collected Papers, Preliminary Sketch of Biquatemions, loc. cit. p. 370.
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284. Associated Vector Systems of Forces. Let R be the unit

right-vector system of forces 6162 + 1^162 [cf. §236 (1)], then the right-vector

transformation, axis 6162 and parameter a, can be represented by

Kx — X cos a — sin a \xR.

This representation, unlike the preceding formula of § 277 and the subse-

quent formula of § 286, is not confined to the case when a is small. Let

R be called the associated unit system of the right-vector transformation,

axis 6162.

Similarly ifL be the unit left-vector system 6163 — I6162, then the left-vector

transformation, axis 6162 and parameter /3, can be represented by

K'x = X cos /3 + sin /3 \xL.

Let L be called the associated unit system of the left-vector transformation,

axis 6162.

285. Successive Vector Transformations. (1) If a right-vector

transformation and a left-vector transformation be successively applied, the

result is independent of the order of application*.

For let K and K' be the matrices denoting the vector transformations of

the last article only with different axes, namely 6162 and 6/62'.

Then KK'x = K'x cos a - sin a
|

{K'x . R)

= X cos a COS /3 + cos a sin ^\xL — sin a cos ^ \xR

— sin a sin ^ |(
\xL . jK).

Also K'Kx Kx cos ^ + sin ^\(Kx . L)

— X cos a cos sin a cos ^ \xR + cos asmfi\xL — sin asin ff\(\xR . L).

But \{\xL.R) = \\xL.\R = -xL .R; and similarly \{\xR.L) = xR. L.

But, by § 167 equation (25), since (RL) = 0 [cf. § 235 (4)], it follows that

{xL . R) + (xR . X) = 0.

Hence finally, KK 'x = K'Kx.

(2) Again, let R and R' be both of the same name, say both unit right-

vector systems of the forms 6162 + 1 6162, 6/62' + 1 6/62'; and let K and K' be the

corresponding matrices.

Then

K'Kx = a; cos a cos /3 - cos a sin ^ \xR' - cos ^ sin a\xR+ sin a sin /3 |( . R)-

Now \{\xR' ,R)^-xR' .\R^-xR' .R = - (RR')x + xR . R'.

Hence K'Kx = a; cos a cos /9 — cos a sin y8 1 — cos ^ sin a
i

xR

— {RR') sin a sin y3 . a; + sin a sin fi.xR. R'.

* Cf. Sir R. S. Ball, loc. cit. p. 370.
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Similarly

KK'x= a? cos a cos - cos a sin ^ \xR' — sin a cos ^ \xR — sin a sin /3 . xR . R'.

Hence K'Kx is not equal to KK'x.

Thus two vector transformations of the same name (left or right) applied

successively produce different results according to their order*.

(3) The resultant transformation, which is equivalent to two successive

vector transformations of the same name, is itself a vector transformation! of

that name.

Let R and R' be the two unit associated right-vector systems with any

axes, and let a and p be the respective parameters. Then it is proved in

the preceding subsection that

KK'x= X cos a cos ^ — cos a sin yS \xR' — sin a cos /3 \xR — sin a sin /8 . xR . R',

Let K^x be written for KK'x.

Also let X be a point at unit intensity, so that {x \x) — \.

Then {x \ K^x) — {x\x) cos a cos ^8 — sin a sin ^ [x
\

(xR . R')}.

Now X \(xR.R') = x.{\xR.\R') = x . (R \x .R') = x.R \x.R'.

Again R — eie2+ \eie2 = xp-\-
\

xp, where p is the unit point on the right-

parallel to e^e^ through x and normal to x, so that (x \p) = 0.

Similarly R' = 6162 +\ei'e.2' = xp' + \xp, where p is a similar point such

that xp' is a right-parallel to e/ej'.

Then R\x = xp\x = {x\x)p — (x \p) x = p.

Hence x
\

(xR . R ) = xp (xp' 4-
1

xp') = (xp
|

xp') = ^ (RR').

Thus (x
I

K^x) = cos a cos ^ — J (jRi2') sin a sin yS.

Accordingly, if 70- be the distance through which x is transferred,

remembering that (K^xlK^x) — (x |iz;) = 1, we find

cos o- = cos a cos /3 — ^ (RR') sin a sin )S.

Therefore the resultant distance of displacement of x to K^x is the same

for all positions of x. Therefore [cf. § 283 (1)] the transformation is a vector

transformation of which the parameter is a.

The proof is exactly similar if the two component transformations are

left-vector transformations.

(4) It now remains to be proved that the resultant transformation is

of the same name (left or right) as the component transformations. The

method of proof will in fact prove the first part of the proposition also.

It is easy to prove that, with the notation of the previous sub-section,

KK'x = cos a .X — cos a sin ^ .p' — sin a cos ^ .p + sin asin ^ \(fop'p),

and K'Kx = cos <t . a; — cos a sin .p' — sin a cos ^ . 4- sin a sin ^ |

(xpp').

* Sir R. S. Ball, loc. cit. t Cf. Sir R. S. Ball, loc. cit.
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Then, if stand for KK\ we find

xK^x = — sin a cos /8 . ^c;? — sin cos a . xp + sin a sin . \p'p,

since x
\

{xpp) = {x \p) \xp + {x \p') \px -\-{x\x) \pp = \

p'p.

Now let 1/ be any other point, and let q and (][ stand in the same relation

to y as do ^ and p' respectively to x. Then

yK^y = — sin a cos .yq — sin cos a.yq + sin a sin ^ .
|

q'q.

But ^p-^\^p = yq-^\yq, -^l^' = yq' + \yq\

and by § 236 (2) pp + \pp' = qq + \qq'.

Hence xK^x + l^iTio; = yK^y +
Therefore yKiy and A-iTio; are right-parallels, which was to be proved.

(5) These theorems, due to Sir Robert Ball, have been proved analytically

in order to illustrate the algebraic transformations. They can however be

more easily proved geometrically.

For consider two vector transformations of opposite names applied

successively. Let the right-vector trans-
^ ^

formation transfer a to b, and the left- / ~7

vector transformation transfer 6 to c [cf. / /
fig. 1]. Complete the parallelogram abed / /
[cf. § 237 (3)]. Then the left-vector / /
transformation transfers a to c?, and the ^
right -vector transformation transfers d Fig. l.

to c.

Hence in whatever order they are applied the same ultimate result is

reached.

But [cf. fig. 2] if any other point a' is transferred by the same

c

Fig. 2.
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combination of transformations successively to h' and to c\ a'c is not parallel

to ac, since ah and ah' are not parallels of the same name as he and h'c

[cf. 237 (4)]. Hence the combination is not itself a vector transformation.

Consider again two vector transformations of the same name, say both

right-vector transformations, call them and T^.

Let Ti transfer a to 6, a' to h' ; let transfer 6 to c and h' to c' [cf fig. 2].

Then ah=a'h' and hc=h'c', and the pairs of lines are parallels of the same
name. Hence by § 237 (4), a'c' and ac are equal and parallels of that name.

Hence the resultant of the combination is itself a vector transformation

of the same name.

But a parallelogram cannot be formed in which the opposite sides are

parallels of the same name. Hence the combination of first, second,

gives a different result from that of first, second.

286. Small Displacements. (1) The theory of small displacements

in Elliptic Space is the same as that in Hyperbolic Space [cf §§ 275 seqq\

Let S = a^^e^e^ + cL^'fixe^ + a^Cxe^ + oL^e^^^ + oLxz^^'^z + oL^jB-ie^,

where the coefficients etc., are small.

Then Kx = ^ + \xS, gives

Kx = (f1 - ai,f2 - flfisfs - ai4?4) ex + (fs 4- ciyi^x - o-isfs - a42f4)

+ (?3 + ttisfi + a^?2 + es + (?4 + ai4fi + a42?2 + a^^s) e,.

This is the most general type of small congruent transformation.

(2) Also K\x = \Kx. Let P be any plane, then

\KP = K\P = \P-\{\P.Sy

Hence KP = -\K\P ^P \-\\{\P .8) = P - \{P\B).

Thus \S bears the same formal relation to the transformation of a plane P,

as B does to that of a point p.

(3) It follows, as in Hyperbolic Space, that corresponding to every

theorem referring to a system of forces there exists a theorem referring to

small congruent transformations. The system 8 will be called the associated

system, and S will be used as the name of the transformation.

(4) Thus if S=F-\-F', the transformation S is equivalent to two rota-

tions round F and F', of parameters \/{F\F) and s/{F'\F') respectively.

Every transformation possesses two axes, which are found as in Hyperbolic

Space.

(5) Also [cf § 160 (2)] if h be any point, >Sf = p6 + P16. Thus the

transformation is equivalent to a rotation, parameter ^{ph \ph), round the

axis ^6, and a rotation, parameter 's/{P\h\. P
\

h), round the axis P\h : this

last rotation can also be described as a translation, parameter fJ{P |6 |.P

along the axis h\P.
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(6) Let any two points a and 6 on a line ah be transferred to Ka and

Kb ; let the angle between aKa and ah be 6, and that between hKh and ah

be (\>, then

. aKa ^ . hKh
sm . cos ^ = sin . cos 6,

7 7

or, since the transformation is small,

aKa . cos 6 — hKh . cos
(fy.

This theorem is proved (as in Hyperbolic Space) if we prove that

(aKa \ah) _ {hKh\ah)

{a\a) (h\h)
'

Now let the associated system S be written in the form \ (ah + cd).

Then Ka = a + \aS= a -\-\\ acd,

and aKa = \a \acd = \{a \d) \ac + \(a \c) \da + \(a \a) \cd.

Hence (aKa
\

ah) = (ah
\

aKa) = \ (a
|

a) (ahcd).

(7) The definition of work is the same as in Hyperbolic Space.

The work done by a force is (by the last proposition ) the same for all

points on its line.

If \S be the associated system of a transformation, where X is small and

S is not necessarily small, and be any system of forces, then the work done

by S' during the transformation \S is \(SS'). This is equal to the work

done by B during the transformation \S'. The proof of this theorem is

exactly as in the case of Hyperbolic Space.

If two systems >Sf, S' are reciprocal, so that (SS') = 0, then the work done

by S (or >Si') during the transformation \8' (or \>Sf) is zero.



CHAPTER VII.

Curves and Surfaces''''.

287. Curve Lines. (1) Let the Space be Elliptic (polar) and of three

dimensions, though the resulting formulie will in general hold for Hyperbolic

Space. Let any point x be represented, as usual, by fi^i + fa^g-f ?3^3+ ^4^4,

where the co-ordinate points e^, 62, ^3, 64, form a unit normal system.

Now let the co-ordinates of x, namely fj, fs, fs, ?4, be functions of some

variable r. Then, as r varies, x traces out a curve line.

When T becomes r + St, where St is indefinitely small, let x become

X 4- xBt.

Then obviously = fi^i -f-fa^a +^3^3 + ?4^4- Let x^ stand for x-\-xBt. Let

X, X etc. be derived in regular sequence by the same process as x is derived

from X.

(2) Now as X changes its position to x^^, it might change its intensity

as expressed in the above notation. Let it be assumed that the intensity

of X remains always at unit intensity.

Hence (x\x) = l, (x\x) = 0, (x \x) +(x\x) =0, and so on, by successive

differentiations. Hence x is a. point on the polar plane of x.

Also the same variation of t to t -f- Br, which changes x to x^, will change

Xi to X2, where x2 = Xi-{- x^^Bt = + 2xBt + x {Bry, and will change x^ to x^,

where X2 = x -\- SxBt + Sx (St)^ -t- x (St)^ and so on.

(3) Let Ba denote the length of the arc xx^, then

. Ba- Ba I (xx^ \xx^
5,

= /v/{(^P \x) — {x \xf \ Bt — s]{x \x) Bt.

Therefore ^ = 7V(^I^)-
Fig. 1.

* This application of the Calculus of Extension has not heen made before, as far as I am
aware.
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(4) Again, let Se denote the angle of contingence of the curve at x

corresponding to the small arc Ba. Then 8e denotes the angle between xx^

and XiX^. Hence by considering the triangle xx^X2, we find [cf. § 216 (2)]

r» • / {XX1X2 \XX1X2)
66 = sm 66 =. / 7—

,

—
,

.V {(x^iX!i\xXi){XiX2 1x^X2)

Now XX1X2 = XXX (Bry
;

and {X1X2 \x1X2) — (xxi \xxj) = (xx \xx) (BtY, ultimately.

„ Jixxx \xxx) ^ J(xxx
\
xxx)

Hence oe = \ . . .x ot =— . .
,

'

or.
{xx \xx) {x \x)

Also we may notice [c£ subsection (2)] that

(xxx^xxx)= 1, 0, —{x\x)

0, (X'\x), {d!\x)

— (x \x), {x 1^), (x \x)

= (x \x) (x \x) — (x \xf — {x \xf

= {xx \xx) — {x \xf.

Hence ^ V{(i^ |^^) - 1^)1

{x\x)

(5) The tangent line at x is the line xx^, that is, the line xx.

The normal plane at x is the plane through x perpendicular to xx^. This

plane is the plane x \xxi, that is, x \xx.

Now X \xx = {x \x) \x — {x \x) \x = — \x.

Hence \x is the normal plane of the curve at x.

The normal plane at x^ is therefore \x + : xBt.

Monge's ' polar line ' of the curve at x is the line of intersection of the

two planes, that is, the line \xx.

(6) The osculating plane of the curve at x is xxi^x^, that is, the

plane xxx.

The neighbouring osculating plane at x^ is xxic + xxxBt.

The angle between these two planes, namely, B6, is the angle of torsion

corresponding to the arc Ba: If the first plane be P and the second plane

be Q, then

PQ = XXX . xxxBt = {xxxx) xxBt.

Hence

s/i _ • a- I i^Q\^Q) _ (^^^'^) 1^'^) ^ _ (xx^'^) \/{x \x) ^
^^^"^ V {P\P)(Q\Q)~ {xxx\xxx) {xxx\xxx)

Curvature and Torsion. (1) Let the 'measure of curvature or

the * curvature ' of the curve be defined to be the rate of increase of e per

unit length of o-, and let it be denoted by -

.
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Let the ' torsion ' of the curve be defined to be the rate of increase of 0

per unit length of <r, and let it be denoted by —

.

Then
1 _ _ 1 {ocxx) _ 1 ^{(xx \wx) — (x Ixf}

p~ da~ y (x\x)^ " y (i; \x)^
'

1 _ 1 (xxxx)

K dcr y {xxx \xxx)
'

Tx 11 (xxxx)
Hence T =

-1 •

p^K rf {x \xf

The condition, that a curve is plane, is - = 0 ; that is, {xxxx) = 0.

(2) Newton's geometrical formula for the curvature still holds. For

let ha be the distance between the points x and x + hx, and let hv be the

perpendicular from x-\-hx ow to the tangent xx.

Then [of. § 226 (1)] fV^f^

But hx = x^-xhT + \x {hrf.

rru r s^ 1
/{(cxx \xxx) . /{xxx \xxx) ...

Therefore ^v =h^ -{^rf^hy^ (IW^ '
^^"^ "

TT Bv _11 /{xxx \x^x) __ 1
^^"^""^

(My~2y\/ {x\xy ~¥p'

(3) The normal planes envelope the 'polar developable,' of which the

edge of regression is the locus of intersection of three neighbouring normal

planes.

The polar line \xx is a tangent to this edge of regression at the point

corresponding to x.

The three normal planes at Xy t37j
,
Xi^ are

\x, \x + \x, Bt, \x + 2\x,Bt-{- I'x.iSrf.

Hence the point on the edge of regression of the polar developable which

corresponds to x is \xxx. Let the distance, pi, of this point from x be called

the radius of spherical curvature.

mu Pi {xxxx)
Then cos — = ,/. , .

—r

.

7 \/(xxx \xxx)

(4) The polar line \xx meets the osculating plane in a point called the

' centre of curvature.'

This point is xxx \xx.

The distance of this point from x is called the radius of curvature

—

which is not in general equal to the inverse of the measure of curvature

except in parabolic geometry.
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In order to find the radius of curvature, which will be called p^y we
notice that \xx is perpendicular to xxx. For the line through the point

\xxx perpendicular to xxx is the line \xxx. \xxx = \{xxx. xxx)= — (xxxx) \xx.

Hence neglecting the numerical factor, this is the line \xdi;.

Therefore p2 is really the distance of x from the polar line \xx.

But the distance of x from any line F is

. _ f / (xF\xF) )

Now X \xx = (x \x) \x — (x \x) \x = (x \x) \x.

And {\xx . \\xx) = (xx \xx).

Hence sin
P?= V^'^jf = W- -.

y V {xx\xx) \/{xx\ccx)

Therefore = cosec^^ - ] = cot^^ .

P 72 7

Hence P = y ^'^^ — •

7

(5) The principal normal is the normal line in the osculating plane,

that is the line,

XXX \X = {X \x) XX -{ (X \x) XX + (x \x) XX = (X \x)xX-\- (x \x) XX.

The binormal is the normal perpendicular to the osculating plane, that is

the line x \xocx.

It will be useful later to notice that the intensity of xxx \x is

^J[{X \x) {xxx \XXX)].

For if P and Q be two planes, then {PQ\PQ) = {P\P){Q\Q) - {P\Qy \ and

by wi'iting xxx for P and \x ioY Q the result follows.

289. Planar Formula. (1) The complete duality both of Elliptic

and of Hyperbolic Space allows formulae similar to the above to be deduced

from the plane equation of a curve.

Let P denote the plane ^1^2^364 — 'y2^i^3^4 + ^3^162^4 — ^461^2^3. Let Vi,V2,v^,

be functions of one variable r. Then the plane P, as it moves, envelopes a

developable surface, of which the curve under consideration is the edge of

regression.

Let Pi = P + PSt, where P = '^1606364 + etc., and let P be derived from P
as P is from P, and so on.

Let P2 = P + 2P . St + P (Bry, P, = etc. Let (P |P) = 1, so that

(P|P)=0, (P|P) + (P|P) = 0.

(2) The point on the curve corresponding to P is the point PP1P2, that

is the point PPP. The tangent line in P is the line PP.

W. 31
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Then

and

The angle of torsion Bd is given by

=V (ifS/Sm) ^ ^(-^^
•

= '^^ •

(3) The angle of contingence Be is the angle between the lines PPi and

PjPg. Hence by considering the stereometrical triangle P, Pi, Pa and

deducing the formula from that for a point-triangle by the theory of duality,

we find

' V (PP, |PP,)(P,P. |P,P.) (P |P)

^ VKJ'P|PP)-(P|Pfl
g

(P|P)

(4) The length of the arc Ba- is obviously found from the analogous

formula to that which gives the angle of torsion in the point-equation.

Thus
g^^(PPPP)V(P|P)3^

7 (FPF\PFF)

de ^ ^/(PPPlPPP) ^ ^{(PF |PP) - (P |Py}
.

de~ (p|p)t " (p|p)i

da y{PPPP)
dO (FPF\PPPy

da y(PPPPKP\P)^

llence ^"de" {PPP\PPPf
'

da y{PPPP)

de~(ppp\pppy

(5) The point |P is a point in the plane P, such that any line in P
through |P is perpendicular to the tangent line PP. For the point, where

|PP meets P, is the point P | PP = (P |P) 1 P - (P | P) | P = - (P |P) |P, and

this is the point |P, neglecting the numerical factor.

Thus |P is the point on the principal normal distant ^wy from the

point PPP.

The normal plane is the plane PPP |PP, this can easily be shown to be

the plane (P |P) P + (P\PyP-(P |P) P.

290. Velocity and Acceleration. (1) Some of the main propositions

respecting the Kinematics of a point in Elliptic or in Hyperbolic Space can

now be easily deduced. It must be remembered, that in such spaces the idea

of direction, as abstracted from the idea of the fully determined position of a

line, does not exist. In Euclidean Space all parallel lines are said to have

the same direction. Again, in considering the small displacements which

a moving point has received in a small time Bt, we must remember that
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the propositions of Euclidean Space are applicable to infinitely small figures

in Elliptic or Hyperbolic Space.

As in the case of curved lines the reasoning will explicitly be confined to

Elliptic Space.

(2) Let the variable r of the preceding sections be now considered to be

the time. Then the point x in the time 8t has moved to the position

x-\-xhT. The line joining these points is the line of the velocity, and the

length of the arc traversed is its magnitude. Hence the linear element xx

represents the line of the velocity, and its intensity represents the magnitude

of the velocity. Hence xx may be said completely to represent the velocity.

Hence at a time t + the linear element {x + xhr) {x + xhr), that is

xx-^ XX . 8t, represents the velocity. Therefore, remembering that the

propositions of Euclidean Space can be applied to the infinitely small figures

which are being considered, the linear element xx completely represents the

acceleration.

(3) It is also obvious, from the applicability of the ideas of Euclidean

Space to small figures, that two component velocities and along lines

at an angle « are equivalent to one resultant velocity of magnitude

^Jivx + + 2viV2 cos ew), making an angle Q with the line of Vx ; where

Vx — ^2 _ ^

sin (ft) — 0) sin ^ " sin o)

'

The same theorem holds for accelerations.

Thus if XX and xx' denote two component velocities of the point x, then

xx-\-xx represents the resultant velocity [cf § 265 (4)] ; and if xx and xx'

represent two component accelerations, then ^c^+a?^' represents the resultant

acceleration.

(4) The magnitude of the velocity is 6-, or r^\l{x\x). It will now be

shown that the acceleration is equivalent to two components, one along the

\X \'xS

tangent of magnitude cr, or 7 , and the other along the principal
i\J\X \x)

normal of magnitude ^ .

For a unit linear element along the tangent is ; also [cf § 288 (5)]

• T 1 • • 1 1 • 1^
a unit Imear element along the principal normal is +

{xxx\xxx)\
'

... ^
(x \ic) XX - (x \x) XX

which can also be written + \f! . . ... r ...x^ .~ VK^ F) (^^^ \xxx)l

.._ (x\x) XX I \

{XXX
I

XXX)\ (X \X)XX — (X\ X) XX
Also r^xx - 7 -^^^ . + 7y^

I {x\x) j s/[{x \x) (xxx \xxx)]

XX &^ XXX \x
= a

is/{x \x) p ^{{x \x) (xxx \xxx)]

'

31—2
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Hence the acceleration is equivalent to two components as specified

above.

(5) Let the point d; be called the velocity-point of and x the accelera-

tion-point of X. The velocity of x is directed along the line from x towards x

and the acceleration towards x. Furthermore, if v be the magnitude of the

velocity and a of the acceleration, then,

v = ^s/{x\x)\

and a = 7 \/{xx \xx) = 7 \/[{x
\

x)—{x \xY\ = 7 hj[{x\x) — {x \xy].

Hence 7V -\- = ^ {x \x).

291. The Circle. (1) To illustrate the formulae of §§ 287, 288 con-

sider the circle, radius a, in Hyperbolic Space [cf. §§216 (6) and 259].

Firstly let the centre be the spatial point e. Let e, e^, e^, be a system

of normal points at unit intensities, spatial and anti-spatial respectively, and

let 66162 be the plane of the circle.

Then if x be any point on the circle [cf. § 216 (6)], and (j> be the parameter

T of § 287 (1),

x = e cosh - + 61 sinh - cos 6 + 62 sinh - sin 6,
7 7 7

= sinh - {— ^1 sin -I- ^2 cos <^},

X = sinh - {— 61 cos (ft
— 6^ sin <!>} = 6 cosh - — x.

7 7

Therefore "tt = 7 V- I
^) = 7 sinh -

;

a<f) 7

and o- = <^7 sinh -
; and the length of the whole circumference is 27r7 sinh -

.

7 7
Also

XXX = sinh - (e^ cos
<f>

-{-62 sin </>) . sinh - (- 61 sin
<l> 62 cos </>) . 6 cosh -

= 66^62 . sinh^ - cosh - .

7 7

TT de sl\xxx\xxx\ . a
Hence = —

,, \ ,
^ = cosh -

.

d<^ — {x \x) 7

The normal plane is \x = i sinh - {6626^ sin (j) -f- 66163 cos <^}.

All the normal planes pass through the line 663, drawn through the centre

perpendicular to the plane of the circle.

The measure of curvature is given by

1 1 Jixxx
i

xi'x) 1 , , a
- = - -^^ ~- = - coth .

P 7 {-.v\xy 7 7
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Hence p = r^ tanh -

.

7

When the radius is infinite, the measure of the curvature becomes - and

this is its least possible value ; when a is zero, the measure becomes infinite.

The binormals obviously all intersect in gg, and form a cone with an anti-

spatial vertex.

(2) Secondly, let the circle have an anti-spatial centre, e^, and let it lie

in the plane ee-^e^; where e, e^, e^, form an unit normal system of points

with e as spatial origin. Then [cf. § 259 (5)] the circle is a line of equal

distance from the line ee^.

Let /3 be the distance of a point x on the circle from this line. Then

sinh - = ^ / 7-T"w "
\ = k^^i),

7 \' —{x\x){ee^\ee^ ^
'

^

when X, e, ex are at unit intensities, spatial and anti-spatial.

Hence if ^ = ?e -F fi^i + ^2^2,

we have f ^ - - = 1, and ^2 = sinh -

.

7
Hence we may put

^ = cosh - cosh f1 = cosh - sinh (j>.

Thus a; = e cosh - cosh 6 + ex cosh - sinh <b-V e^, sinh -
,

7 7 7

X = cosh - [e sinh </> + cosh 0},

X — cosh
^

{e cosh
<i> + ei sinh </>}

= a; — ^2 sinh - .

7

The normal plane is given by

R
\x = i cosh - {— ^1^263 sinh <f>

— ee^e^ cosh
(f>].

7

The principal normal to the curve is the intersection of this plane ydth.

66162', and it is perpendicular to the axis, since \x contains the polar line of the

axis, viz. 6^3.

This normal meets the axis 661 in the point eei\x, that is in the point

61 sinh <j> + 6 cosh Call this the point y, then y = 6 sinh <f>-\- 61 cosh

Let denote the distance between y and y yBcf).
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Then ^ = 7V— (^|i»)=7C0sh^,

da'

Hence [cf. 5 262 (3)1 ^= cosh ^, o- = (7'cosh^.
*^ ao- 7 7

Ae^ain xxx = — ee^eo cosh^ - sinh -
.

y y

de
- sinh -

^
Hence j7 = n = sinh -

,

cosh^^
7

and - = - tanh - .

P y 7

When 13 is infinite, p = y', and when jS is zero, the curvature is zero. In

this latter case the curve is identical with the straight line which is the

axis.

(3) Thirdly, let the centre of the circle be on the absolute, so that the

curve is a limit-line. Let e be a spatial point on the curve, and let eei be the

normal at e, and 66162 be the plane of the curve ; also let 6, 61, 62, be a

normal system of unit reference elements. Then from § 261 (3), the limit-

line becomes the section of the limit-surface

{X\X)=[X\{6+6;)Y

by the plane ee^e^*

Thus, if X be of unit intensity, it can be exhibited in the form

^ = (l + i(92)e + ^(92ei + l9e2.

Then, if 6 be the parameter r of § 287 (1),

x= 6e-\- 06x-\- 62i x — e + ei.

Hence
I
^) = 7) = ^7-

Thus we can write

1 1 0-2 a
2 72 ry

where a- is the length of the arc from 6 to x. Then vnriting x' and x" for x

and X with this new variable cr,

r 1 o-2\ J. u u

x' =-„e+ -^61 + - 62, x" = (e + 61), and xx'od' =-\ eeie^,

y y y v /

„ d€ 1 1
Hence -j- = - = - .

da p y
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This agrees with the deduction above, that a circle of infinite radius is of

curvature
7

Again let y he a, point on a second limit-line with the same centre as

the first one, and at a constant normal distance 8 from it ; so that, if x and y
be corresponding points on the first and second limit-lines respectively, the

line ooy is normal to both curves, and xy is equal to 3. Then if y be of unit

intensity, it is easily proved that

y = exp (~ ~) ^ + ^^^^
^

Hence if o- be an arc of the x curve and a' an arc of the y curve, and if

a- be the independent variable,

Hence ^ = y^-(y \y) = 7exp ^ V- {x' \x') = exp [-^ .

Hence a = exp ^—^ , a.

This result is proved by both Lobatschewsky and J. Bolyai.

292. Motion of a Rigid Body. (1) Let S stand for the system

and let SSr be the associated system of the transformation which would dis-

place the body from its position at time r to its position at time t -I- Sr. Let

any point of the rigid body be x at time r and x -f- xBt at time r + St.

Then x + x8r = x + \xS . St.

Hence x = -\-\xS.

Let *S be called the associated system of the motion of the body.

(2) The theorem of § 286 (6) can be stated in the form : the resolved

parts of the velocities of two points of a rigid body along the line joining

these points are equal.

Thus if X, y be the two points, and xx and yy make angles 6 and 0 with

xyy then

XX cos 6 = yy cos (ft.

(3) The velocity of any point x of the moving body is

xx = x\xS.

Hence the velocity of each point is perpendicular to its null plane with

respect to S.
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(4) Again if S change to >S 4- >S' . 8t at the time r -f Bt,

then x = \xS+\xS = \xS-\-\x\S = \xS-\-xS\S.

(5) It is obvious that all the theorems which have been enunciated with

respect to small congruent transformations hold with verbal alterations for

the continuous motion of a rigid body.

Thus if >§ be a vector system of the form aittg ± lai^a, then \S= ±S. Also

suppose that S is constant with respect to the time. Then

Thus iz^aj is always zero and no point of the moving body has any acceleration.

Thus each point of the body is moving uniformly in a straight line. This is

a vector motion of the body.

293. Gauss' Curvilinear Co-ordinates. (1) Let x be any unit

point on a surface in Elliptic Space. Then the co-ordinates of x, referred

to any four reference elements, may be conceived as definite functions of

two independent variables, 0 and (/>. And the two equations, 6 — constant,

<f>
= constant, represent two families of curves traced on the surface.

(2) Suppose that the unit point x + hx corresponds to the values 6 -\-hO

and
(f>
+ B<l> of the variables. Then we may write 8x in the form

Sx = x,Be + x^B<f) + J {xn (Bey + 2x^^BeB(f> + x^^ {B4>y] + etc.

Since the point remains a unit point, we see by making BO and B<^

infinitely small, and by remembering that the ratio of B6 to B(f> is arbitrary,

{x\x^ — 0 = {x\x^.

Hence and x^ are in the polar plane of x.

In order to exhibit the meanings of ^i, x^, ^n, etc., let 61626364 be a set of

four unit quadrantal points ; and let x = Sfe. Then Xi = X^6, X2 = %^ 6,
CD OCp

^'11 ~ ^ 3^ ^' ®^ '
w^^i'^ condition, f1'^ + f2^ + + f/ = 1 is fulfilled.

It will be an obviously convenient notation to write ^ for ajj, and so

on, when occasion requires it.

(3) By differentiating the equations, (x\x-^) = 0 =^ {x\x^, with respect

to ^ and </) successively, we obtain

(^1 1^1) = - kii), (^2 1^2) = - (a; 1^22), (^1 1^2) = - 1^12).

(4) The distance B<t between x and x + Bxi^ given by

(Bc^ Be
= sin2 = {xBx\xBx) = {xx^ \xx^) {Bdf + 2 (xx^ \xx^ B6B<I> + (xx^ Ixx^) (S<^y

= (^1 ki) (Boy + 2 (x, \x,) BeBct> + (x, \x,) (B(i>y.
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(5) The tangent line to the curve joining the points x and a? -f 8a; is xhx,

that is X (xiBd + a^aSc/)). Hence xx^^ and xxz are two tangent lines to the

surface at x, and therefore the plane the tangent plane at x.

The normal at x is the line

But X
I

xx-^x^ = {x
I

x^
I

xx-^ + {x
I

A'l)
I

Xc^ + (d?
I

x)
I

a^iAJg =
I

x-^x^

.

Hence the line I the normal at x.

294. Curvature of Surfaces. (1) Let Bvhe the perpendicular from

the point x-^Sx on to the tangent plane at x.

Then [cf § 224 (4)]

Bv {xx-^x^Bx)

7 V
1

xx-i^x^]

_ 1 (ocXiX2Xn) (8^y + 2 (;2-'a."i.^'A) 8^S<^ + (xXiX^x,^) (3<^)^

Let - be the measure of the curvature of the normal section at x through

the tangent line x8x. Then

^ 1 (Baf ^ ^/lx,x, \x,x,} . {(x, \x,)(Bey + 2 (x, \x,) + (x, \x,)(8(l>y}

^ 2 8v (xx^x^^i) (SOy 2 (XX1X2X12) B6 B<l> + (xxix^^) (B<f)y

(2) Now seek for the maximum and minimum values of p, when the

ratio of 80 to
8(f>

is varied. Let pi and p2 be the maximum and minimum
values found, and let B6i/B<l>i and BO^IBil}^ be the corresponding ratios of

BeiB<f>.

Then /3i/7V{^i^2 l^i^a} and pil^\/[x^X2\x-^x^ are the roots of the quadratic

for

[{xx^x^,^) (a?i \x^} [{xx^x^^) f- {x^ \X2)] - [{xx^x^^^) f- (x^ \Xi)\' = 0.

Hence —— = (^^1^2^11) (^^1^2^22) {xxiX^i^y

/>i/>2 7M(^iki)(^2|«2)-(a?i|a;2)2j2
'

1^1 _ (iTi I^Ci) (XX1X2X22) + (^P2 1^2) (^aJjiTa^ii) — 2 [x^) (xX^X^iz)

^ 7K^iki)(^2k2)-(^ik2)n*

(3) The expression for — can be put in terms of (jCi \xi), (x^ \x.^), (x^ Ix^),

and of their differential coefficients with respect to 6 and
<f>.

For {xx^Xc^i^ (xxix^2!i) = (xx^x^u \xXiX^^)

1 , (x\xi) ,
(x\x2) ,

(x\x^)

(X^\X), (Xi\x^), (X^lx^), (^i|^22)

{X^lx), (d72|a?i), {X2\Xi), (X2\X^)

(Xn\xy {Xn\Xi), (Xu\x^), (^ii 1^22)
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Similarly

Hence, since (x\xi) = 0 == {x \x^,

{xx^x^j^^){xa)^x^^)= {x^\x^), (a?i|i»2), (a?i|a?22)

(^il^a), {X'i\0Ci)y {X2\x^

(^ll^ll), (^2|a?u), 0 !

+ {(^1 (x^\x.^ - (x^ \x,y] {{xn Ix^)- (x \xn) (x \x^)].

(xx^x^^y=^ (^ll^Ji), (Xi\Xz), {x^\xj^)

(a^il^a), (^21^3), {x^\Xi2)

(xiM, (^2^12), 0

+ {(^1 \xi) (x^ \x^) - (x, \x^y] {(x,^ 1^12) - (x \x^^y].

9 9
Now write ^ {x^ \xj) in the form (xi \xi)i, and ^ (xj, {x^) in the form (x^ \xj)2,

with a similar notation for the dififerential coefficients of similar quantities.

Then by successive differentiations of the equations (x\xj) = 0 and

(x\x2) = 0, we find

1^11) = - (^1 ki), 0>s\x22) = -(x2\x^), (x\xi2) = -(xi\x2);

(^lkll) = i(^lkl)l> (X2\x^) = i(X2\x^)2, («l|a7i2) = 4(^lkl)2, (^2kl2) = i(^2k2)i;

(X^
I
a?n) = (Xi

I
^^2)1 - i (^1

I

^^^1)2 , (^1
1
^22) = (Xi

I

X^\ -i(Xr,\ X^\.

Also (^11 1

x^) - (x^2
1

x^) =
I

^^2)12 - i (^2
1

^2)11 - i (^1
1
^1)22-

Hence 7M(^i l^i) (^21^2)- (^1 1^2)?

P1P2

(xilx^), 1^2)2 -4 (^2 1^2)1

fela^a), («2k2), i(a?2 1^2)2

i(^l\^l)ly {x^\X2)i-i(x,\Xi\, 0

(^l|^l), (^11^2), 4(^1 ki)2

(«i|^2), (^2^2), i (^2 1 ^2)1

i (^1^1)2, i (^2 1^2)1, 0

+ {(^1 ki) (^2 1^2) - k2)'l 1(^1 1^2)' - ki) {x2 ka)

+ (a^i
I
a^aXa - i(fl?2 1^2)11 - i(Xi ^1)22).

Thus — is expressed in the required form.
P1P2

(4) Hence follows the extension to Elliptic and Hyperbolic Space of

Gauss' theorem with respect to the applicability to each other of two small

elements of surface. It is evidently a necessary condition, that should

be the same for each element.

295. Lines of Curvature. (1) By the usual methods of the ele-

mentary Differential Calculus it is easily shown that the ratios B6i/S<f)i and

hdilh<t)3, which give the directions of the lines of curvature (defined as lines
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of maximum or of minimum curvature) through x, are the roots of the follow-

ing quadratic for BO/Scj)

:

+ {(a?2M (xx^x^^^) - (x^\xi) (xxix^^)} (S(l>y = 0 (i).

This equation can be put into another form.

For [cf. § 293 (3)]

(xi \x2) (xx^x^u) - (^1 ki) (xx^x^x^^) = (a? \xn) (xx^x^x^^) - M (xx^x^n)

= [{(XX^X^^^) Xn - (xX^X^n) aa2) |«] = {{xx^X^ . XnX^^) \x},

by § 103 (3), equation (4).

But the product {(xx^x^ . XuXi2)\x} is pure [cf. § 101], and therefore

associative.

Hence {(xx^Xz . x^Xi^)
\

x} = {xXiX2
\

x . x^x^^) = (x^x^ XnXi2),

since xx^x^
\

x = (x\x) x-^x^ + (xi \x) x^^ + (a?2 \x) xx^ = x^x^^,, by § 293 (2).

Similarly {x^
\

x^ {xx^x^y^ — (x-^
\

x^ {xx^x^^ = {x^x^-^^-^x^,

and {x^
I

x^ (xx^x^^^ — {x^
\

x^ {xx-^x^^ = (^71572^12^22)-

Accordingly equation (i) takes the form

{x^x^-^^x-^^ hO^ + {x^x^^-^x^ SdB(j) + (xix^j^^) S</>2 = 0 (ii).

It easily follows from equation (i) that

(x, \x,) BOM + {x,\x,) {8e,8<t>, + 86,8(1),} + (x,\x,) 8(l>,8^,
= 0.

(2) Let x-h8x and x 4- 8'x be any two neighbouring points to x on the

surface, where
8x = Xi8d + X28(j>, 8'x = Xi8'6 + ^CaS'c^.

Then the angle ^jr between the two tangent lines x8x and x8'x is given by

(x8x\x8'x)
cos yjr =

/s/{(x8x \x8x) {x8'x \x8'x)}

,
(x, \x,) 868'e + (x, Ix,) {868'<l>

+ 8'e8cl>) + {x, \x,) 803^

where 8(t and 8'a are the arcs between x and x + 8x, x and a? + 8'x.

Corollary. The lines of curvature cut each other at right angles.

(3) Since {x\8x) = 0 = (x\ 8'x), where 8x and 8'x are infinitely small,

{8x\8'x)

^[{8x\8x){8'x\8'x)}'

TT • . / (8x8'x\8x8'x)

^ V {(oa;|oa;) (o a;|6 a;)j

Therefore 8<t8(j' sin i|r = 7V{^^S'^
I

^^^'^}

= 7^ (8i9S'<;) - 8'68(l>) VKa?! (a^a \x^)} . sin «

;

where o) is the angle at x between the curves 6 = constant, <^ = constant.
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(4) If the curves, 6 = constant, ^ = constant, be lines of curvature at

all points, then the equation for the lines of curvature must reduce to

Hence from subsection (1), equation (i),

(^1 ^2) = 0 = (xxiX^x-i^)
;

and these equations must hold for all values of 6 and </>.

(5) Let — be the measure of curvature of the normal section through

xoOi, and — of that through 00X2; where the 6 and </> curves are lines of

curvature.

The radius of curvature of any normal section [cf § 294 (1)] is given by

i {(oh k.) (sey + k,) (S<py} = (sey + my
P Pi P2

The angle yjr, which the tangent line xhx makes with the tangent line ocxj
,

is given by

j{{x, \x,) {Boy + {X, \x,) (8<t>r}
'

sin ^^ - -

TT 1 cos^i/r sin'^^lr
Hence - = ^ h ^

.

P Pi P^

This is Euler's Theorem.

(6) The condition for the 0 and <j> curves being lines of curvature may
be put into a simpler form than that in subsection (4).

For we have {x\x^ = () = {x\ x^ = (x^ \ x.^ = {xxiX^^.

Hence [cf § 293 (3)] {x \x,,) = 0.

Hence since {x
| ^'i)

=z {) =(x
\

x^ = {x
\

X12), either the three equations are

not independent and X12 can be written in the form

XiCi + fiX2 ,

or X is of the form v
\

x-^x^y^.

Taking the latter alternative, and substituting in the equation

{xx^x^^^ — 0,

we find {xxX^y^^
|

^1^2^12) = 0.

But the condition (P
|

P) = 0 cannot be satisfied in Elliptic Space by a

real plane area. Hence it implies, if the plane area is known to be real,

P = 0.

Thus we are brought back to the first alternative, namely x^x^jc^^ = 0.
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If the space be Hyperbolic, the condition, (P
|

P) = 0, implies that all

the points on the plane P be anti -spatial, except its point of contact with

the absolute. Hence if « be a spatial point, (ooP) cannot vanish. So again

the first alternative is the only one satisfying the conditions.

296. Meunier's Theorem. The measure of curvature of the curve,

</> = constant, is found from the formula of § 288 (1). Writing — for it,

ip is given by

The measure of curvature of the normal section through ipa?i is given by

P V 1(^1^11 1 ^i^ii) {V2 1

^ia^2)}

'

The osculating plane of the curve is ocxiX^. Let be the angle between

this plane and the normal section, which is the plane

Then cos y = +
{oo^x^. {ajx^Xu)

Now Xj, \x-^X2 = (xi Ix^) \Xi — (a?! \xi) \x^;

hence (^1 \x-^X2
\

. x^ \x-xX^ = {x^ (a?id72
1
XyX^.

And {x-^ \x^x^ . x^x<^xv) — — {xx^x^^^ {xi ^x^).

Thus cos X =
i^i l^ifi^'Wu)

^

P
'

Therefore pcosx = iP-

297. Normals. (1) The normal at the point a; is iV^ = Ix-^x^, the normal

at the point x + Bx is

j^' =
I

x-^X2 +
!

SxiX^ +
!

x^Sx^ 4-
1

BxiBx2

.

Hence (NN') = KxiX^BxiBx^) = {X1X2SX18X2).

Now Bx^ = ^11^^ + ^12^^, — ocyiBO 4- ^^22^0-

Therefore

{NN') = {x^X2a^^^x^2) i^Oy 4- {x,x.j30uOO^) ^OBcj) + (x,x^,^^) (8<t>y.

Therefore in general normals at neighbouring points of the surface do not

intersect. But [cf. § 295(1) equation (ii)] normals at neighbouring points on

a line of curvature do intersect,
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(2) If the 6 and <^ curves are lines of curvature, then by § 295 (6)

Hence {x^x.piy^X'^^ = 0 = {x-^x^^-^^.

Thus {NN') = {x^x^^^x^) m<f>.

Hence neighbouring normals on the curve 0 — constant, or on the

curve = constant, intersect ; that is to say, neighbouring normals on a line

of curvature intersect.

298. Curvilinear Co-ordinates. (1) Let x be conceived as a

function of three variables, ^, i/r. Then the equations ^ = constant,

<^ = constant, and i|r = constant, determine three families of surfaces. On
the surface, 0 — constant, is a function of the variables and ; on the

surface, ^=constant, it is a function of ^/r and Q\ on the surface, = constant,

a function of d and

"dx dx dx
Let ^ = Xi, ^ = ^2, ^^^-^^ ^^^^ ^ corresponding notation for the

higher differential coefficients.

(2) Now suppose that the three families of surfaces intersect orthogonally

wherever they meet.

Then (x^
|

iCg) = 0 = (x^
|

x^) = (x^
\

x^).

Hence (x^^
|

x^) + (ocj
|

x^) = 0, (a?i2

1

x^) + (x^
\

x^^ = 0, (x^ \x^ + {x^ \xy^ — 0.

Therefore {x-^
)
iCgs) = 0 = (x^

\

x^^ — (x^
\

x^.

Also [cf § 293 (2)] {x \x,) = {x \x,) = {x \x,) = 0.

Hence since {x^\x)—0 = {Xj \ x^) = (x^ \xs)= (xi [x^), it follows that

{xx^s«^^) = 0.

But the equations (x2 \xs) = 0 = {xx^-^x^) are the conditions [cf. § 295 (4)]

that the </> and curves should be lines of curvature on the surface, 6 = con-

stant. Thus the lines of intersection are lines of curvature on each surface.

This is Dupin's Theorem.

299. Limit-Surfaces. As a simple illustration of some of the above

formulae, adapted to Hyperbolic Space, consider the limit-surface

e'ix \x) = {x\h)\

It has been proved [c£ § 261 (3)] that if the spatial origin e be taken on

the surface, and if the line ee^ be taken to be through the point 6 on the

absolute, then the equation takes the form

{x\x)=[x\{e-¥e,)]\

Now if X be at unit intensity, we may write

^= l + o ^— H + o ^ ^1+ — ^2 + — 63.
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Then a?i =— = — e + e^-\--e^,
da-2 Y 7 7

dx (Ts <To 1

dcTj 7^ 72 7

Let 8a be the element of arc between the points x and x + Sa;, then

= - (^1 1^0 Sa,' - 2 (x, \x,) 50-280-3 - (x^ \x,) 80-32

_ 80-3^ + 80-3^

7^
•

Hence 80-2 = 80-2' + 80-3^

Accordingly the metrical properties of the surface must be the same as

those of a Euclidean plane. The same result had been arrived at before

[cf. § 262(6)] when it was proved, that the sum of the angles of a triangle formed

by great circles on a sphere of infinite radius is equal to two right-angles.

The curvature of any normal section [cf § 294 (1)] is given by

_ Vf— x^x^ |a?ia72} . {— (xi 80-22^ 2 (a?!
I

x^) 80-280-3 — (x^
I

X2) 80-3'
^} _

^ (xXiX^u) 80-2^ + 2 (XX1X2X12) 8o-28o-3 + (xx^x^^) 80-3^

Hence every normal section is a limit-line, a result otherwise evident.



CHAPTER VIIT.

Transition to Parabolic Geometry.

300. Parabolic Geometry. (1) The interest of Parabolic Geometry
centres in the fact that it includes the three dimensional space of ordinary

experience. Any generalization of our space conceptions, which does not at

the same time generalize them into the more perfect forms of Hyperbolic or

Elliptic Geometry, is of comparatively slight interest. We will therefore

confine our investigations of Parabolic Geometry to space of three dimensions,

in other words, to ordinary Euclidean space.

(2) The absolute quadric as represented by the point-equation has

degenerated into the two coincident planes [cf § 212]

The intensity of any point x{—^^e) must therefore [cf. § 213] be con-

ceived to be the square root of the left-hand side of this equation, that is,

+ ... + ^4^4. The absolute plane itself being the locus of zero intensity.

(3) It is proved in § 87 that, if the intensities of the unit reference

points be properly chosen, the equation of the absolute plane becomes

and the intensity of any point Sfe is

The intensities of all points in this plane are zero. Hence, if a and h be

any two points at unit intensity, the point a — h, which is at zero intensity,

lies in the absolute plane.

(4) If three of the reference points, namely, u^, u^, u-j, be taken to be in

the absolute plane, and e be any other reference point, then any point x is

denoted by fe + fi^*i + f2^2 4- f3^*3 ; and its intensity is f. Thus the expression

e + 1^u is the typical form for all points at unit intensity.

301. Plane Equation of the Absolute. (1) In order to discuss

completely the formulse for the measurement of distances and angles, it is

requisite to write down the most general plane-equation of the absolute,

which is consistent with the point-equation reducing to two coincident

planes. This question was discussed in § 84 (4).
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(2) Let any planar element be denoted by

P = \UiU.2Us — + \fiu{ib^ — X^eviUz.

Then it has been proved in § 84 (4) that the plane-equation

anV+... + 2ai2\iX2 + ... =0,

where the terms involving X are omitted, necessarily implies the point

equation,

r=o,
where any point x is written fe + ^iWj + ^^112 + ^sU^.

The fully determined absolute quadric may therefore be considered as a

conic section lying in the absolute plane. The points on the absolute are

the points of the plane, the planes enveloping the absolute are the planes

touching the conic section. The absolute plane is also called the plane at

infinity ; and the conic section denoted by the plane-equation of the absolute

may be called the absolute conic lying in the plane at infinity.

(3) Let this conic section be assumed to be imaginary, so that the

elliptic measure of separation holds for planes [cf § 211 (2)].

(4) It may be as well at this point to note that the operation of taking

the supplement with respect to the absolute becomes entirely nugatory.

The operation therefore symbolized by
|
will in Parabolic Geometry represent

as at its first introduction in § 99 the fact that the reference points (what-

ever four points they may be) are replaced according to the following scheme,

ei by 626364, 6., by - 6163^4, 63 by ^1^264, ^4 by - 616^63.

This operation of taking the supplement, as thus defined, will (as

previously) be useful in exhibiting the duality of the formulae, when it

exists. Its utility for metrical relations will be considered later [cf Book VIL,

Chapter il.]

(5) It has been proved in § 212 that in either Elliptic or Hyperbolic

space if we start with an absolute of the form,

ar+«n?i^ + «22f2^+a33?3^ = 0,

and make it gradually degenerate to f^ = 0, at the same time increasing the

space-constant, then the distance between any two points .x and y, where a:

is + ^lUi + f + ^3^3 and y is r)6 + 7j{Ui + T/a^a + ^3^*3 takes the form

vi^i {^iv - vi^y + (^.v - v.sy + K3 {^3V - v.m
fv

It will be observed that the assumption of the initial form of the absolute,

from which the degeneration takes place, is equivalent to the assumption that

6Uj, 6U2, 6U3 are mutually at right-angles.

The most general assumption for the plane-efjuation of the absolute is

then [cf. § 84 (4)]

(^'Jxy = + A^X2^ + = 0.

w. 32
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And if 6 be the angle between the two planes

XU1U2US ~ + X^UiU^ — Xseit^u^,

and X'uiU^Ua — X^eii^u^ + X^eu^u^ — X^euiU^,

then [ef. § 211] cos ^= .

(6) But the -fir 's are not independent of the /8's as these two detached

forms of statement may suggest. In order to perceive the connection it

. is better to conduct the gradual degeneration of the absolute as follows.

Let the plane-equation of the absolute be

-f- ^1%^ + ^82%^ + ySs'V= 0,

where ^ will ultimately be made to vanish.

Then the point-equation of the absolute is

Hence by reference to § 212 we see that

Therefore if K be some finite constant,

Accordingly, when ^ is made to vanish, the distance between two points

a? and y takes the form

If X and y be two points of unit intensity, they are of the form e +
and e 4- 'l.rju, and their distance is

Kmm (f.
- v^r + a. - +^m -

302. Intensities. (1) The intensities of the points which lie on the

plane at infinity, which is the degenerate form represented by the point-

equation of the absolute, are all zero according to the general law of inten-

sity. It was explained in the chapter on Intensity [c£ § 86 (2)] that some

special law of intensity, applying to these points on the locus of zero intensity,

must be introduced.

(2) Consider two points x and x on the line eu^. Let a; = e + f

,

x' = e X^i'Ui, so that x and x' are at unit intensity. The distance ex is

K^^z^i, the distance ex' is Kfi^^^i. Hence ex' = \ex.
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The difference of the two points x and e each at unit intensity is a point

at infinity, in fact x — e = ^^u^
;

similarly x' — e = X^iU^. Hence x — e arid

x' — e denote the same point at infinity, but at intensities (according to some

new law) which are proportional to the distances ex and ex'.

(3) Let the intensity of a point at infinity be so defined that, if a and b

be any two unit points at unit distance, the point a — h is at unit intensity,

positive or negative. Also let the three points u^, u.^, used above, be at

unit intensity.

Then any point a = e + Wi is a unit point on eiii at unit distance from e.

But its distance from e is Kfi^^^. Hence K^^^s = 1. Similarly for points on

eu.2 and eu-i.

Thus A = yg^ = /Sg = A say ; and K/S" =1.

(4) Hence with these definitions, the plane-equation of the absolute is,

V +V = 0.

The angle 0 between the two planes

\ Vr^u^u^ — \i eu^Ui + \2 eu^u^ — X^eu^u^,

X'u^u^u^ — XiBii^Us + Xi'eUiU^ — X^eu^u^,

is given by

""^ " VKv +V + V) (V^ +
+

•

The distance between any two unit points e + 2f» and e + 'S.riu is

V((f. - + (f. - %y + (fc - %«•

The intensity of the first of the planar elements given above is

V[V +V + V}.

The intensity of the point on the absolute plane, Xjifi + X2'W2 + ^^3, is the

distance between the points e and e + l^Xu, that is, + V + Vl-

(5) The transition* from Hyperbolic or from Elliptic Geometry to that

of ordinary Space has now been fully investigated. The logical results of

the definitions, which have finally been attained, will be investigatedjn the

next book.

* Since Euclidean space is the limit both of Elliptic and of Hyperbolic space with infinitely

large space-constants, it follows that the properties of figures in Elliptic or Hyperbolic Space,

contained within a sphere of radius small compared to the space-constant, become ultimately

those of figures in Euclidean space. Hence the experience of our senses, which can never attain

to measurements of absolute accuracy, although competent to determine that the space-constant

of the space of ordinary experience is greater than some large value, yet cannot, from the nature

of the case, prove that this space is absolutely Euclidean.

32—2
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303. Congruent Transformations. (1) It will however be instruc-

tive to work out the properties of Congruent Transformations for Parabolic

Geometry in the same way as that in which they were discussed in the

preceding chapter for Elliptic and Hyperbolic Geometry.

(2) The special properties of a congruent transformation are, as stated

in § 268 (1), (a) the internal measure relations of any figure are unaltered by

the transformation : (ff) the transformation can be conceived as the result of

another congruent transformation p times repeated, where p is any integer

:

(7) real points are transformed into real points : (8) the intensities of points

are unaltered by transformation.

(3) It follows from (a) firstly that the plane at infinity is unaltered by

the transformation; and secondly, that the degenerate quadric represented

by the plane-equation of the absolute, which is a conic in the plane at

infinity, is transformed into itself.

(4) Thus the plane at infinity is one semi-latent plane of a congruent

transformation. It is proved in the next subsection that there must be at

least three distinct latent points on this plane. Now, by reference to § 190,

it can be verified that semi-latent planes, with at least three distinct latent

points on them, only exist in the cases enumerated in § 190 (1), in § 190 (2),

in § 190 (3) Cases I. and II., in § 190 (4) Cases I. and II., and in § 190 (5)

Cases I. and II. But in each of these cases a semi-latent (or latent) line

exists, which does not lie in the semi-latent plane containing the three

distinct latent points. Now by Klein's Theorem [cf. § 200] the points on

the absolute on this line are the latent points of the congruent transforma-

tion. But these points on the absolute are the two coincident points in

which the line meets the plane at infinity. Hence the line is in general a

semi-latent line with only one latent point on it, namely, the point at

infinity.

(5) Now consider three unit points 1(2, on the plane at infinity,

so that the three lines drawn to them from a unit point e, not on this plane,

are at right-angles to each other. Then any point on the absolute is

+ ^2^2. 4- izihi and any plane is Xujii^Us — \eU2U3 -f- — X^l^u^u.^. The

plane-equation of the degenerate absolute conic is \^ 4- + \^ = 0.

Hence, confining attention to points and lines on the absolute, any line

on the absolute is X-iii^ih-^^'^h'^i-^'K'^h'^h'' the line-equation of the absolute

conic is X-^ + \^ -|- Xg^ = 0 ; and its point-equation is + -f- — 0.

Now it is easily proved* that a linear transformation in two dimensions,

which transforms a conic into itself, must be such that two of its latent

* Cf. Klein, loc, cit. p. 3C9.
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points are on the conic, and a third is the pole of the line joining the other

two.

Assume to be the latent point not on the absolute conic: then the

polar of is the line U2U3. Let this line cut the absolute in the points v and
v'. Then u^, v, v' are the latent points of the transformation. Since the

conic is imaginary, the points v and v' are conjugate imaginary points ; and
hence it is easily proved, that the three points v and are necessarily

distinct. The equation of the line is fi = 0 ; hence v and v are given

by this equation and by + l^i = 0. Thus we may write

?ff iff iir ivr

v = e^u.^-{-e ^Us, v' = e ^u^ + e'^u.^.

(6) Let the latent roots of the matrix be a, /3, jS' corresponding to

III y
V, v'. Then ^ and /3' must be conj ugate imaginaries

;
accordingly put

Again, considering the complete three dimensional transformation, the

semi-latent line, not lying in the plane at infinity, corresponds to two equal

roots. This repeated root must be real : hence the line also must be real,

and cut the plane at infinity in a real latent point. Thus 11^ is the point in

which the semi-latent line cuts the plane at infinity. Now if jt? be any

point on this semi-latent line, and <^ be the matrix representing the complete

three dimensional transformation,

<^^= op + \Ui.

But from assumption (8) of subsection (2), a = 1.

Again*, in order that the conic may be transformed into itself, = ^P'.

Hence y3o^= 1, and therefore ySo= 1.

Thus finally the latent roots of the transformation are 1, 1, e*^ and e~^^.

(7) Now let U2 and be transformed into t*./ and u^.

Then e'^u^' -\-

e~
^ ic^ = e'^v = + "^^u.^,

e * U2 + % = e~ = ^ '^^ u,y\-e ^ ^' 1^.

Hence = cos 8 -}- 11.^ sin h, 11-^ = U3 cos B - u.^ sin 8.

Also let e be any unit point on the semi-latent line cutting the absolute

in Wi. Then [cf § 200 (2)] any point e + on this line is transformed to

6 4- (^4-7)^^1. Thus all points on this line are displaced through the same

distance 7. Let this line be called the axis of the transformation.

Any point e + X^u becomes

« + + 7) ^1 + (?2 cos S - f3 sin B) + (fg cos S + f2 sin B) u.^,

* Cf. Klein, loc. cit. p. 369.
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(8) If 8 = 0, the transformation is called a translation. The axis of a

translation is indeterminate, since any line parallel to eui possesses the same

properties with regard to it as eui.

If 7 = 0, the transformation is a rotation. Every point on the axis eu^ of

the rotation is a latent point.

If any point at a finite distance is unchanged by a congruent transforma-

tion, then the axis must pass through that point, and 7 = 0. Hence the

transformation is a rot«,tion.
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CHAPTER I.

Vectors.

304. Introductory. (1) The analytical formulae applicable to

Euclidean space relations were arrived at, under the name of Parabolic

Geometry, as a special limiting case of a generalized theory of distance.

We will now start afresh, and, apart from any generalized theory, will con-

sider the applicability of the Calculus of Extension to the investigation of

Euclidean Geometry of three dimensions. Neither will it be endeavoured to

assume a minimum of axioms and definitions in Geometry, and thence to

build up the whole science by the aid of the Calculus. Such a scientific

point of view was adopted in the investigation of the generalized metrical

theory of the previous book. At present the propositions of elementary

analytical Geometry will be assumed as known, and the suitability of the

Calculus for geometrical investigation demonstrated by their aid. It may be

further noticed that the propositions, which fall under the head of what is

ordinarily called Projective Geometry, have been sufficiently exemplified in

Book III., so that now metrical propositions will be chiefly attended to.

Fm. 1.

(2) Let the points ^i, 63, ^3, ^4 ^orm a tetrahedron; and let os be

any other point. Let the co-ordinates of x in tetrahedral co-ordinates be

^2, ?3, ^4 refen-ed to the fundamental tetrahedron that, for
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instance, fj is the ratio of the vohime of the tetrahedron xe^e^e^ to that of

the fundamental tetrahedron. Similarly for f^, fg, and ^4. Also ^1 is positive

when X is on the same side of the plane 62^364 as the point e^, and fi is

negative when x is on the other side, with similar conventions for the signs

of the other co-ordinates. With these conventions the co-ordinates of x
always satisfy the equation,

(3) Now let 61, ^4 ^^-Iso stand for four reference elements of the

first order [cf. §§ 20 and 94] in the calculus, and let x denote the element

fi^i + ^2^2 + fs^s + f4^4. And let x be at unit intensity [cf. § 87], when

f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 = 1 ; and be at intensity \, when f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 = ^.

(4) Then, when x is at unit intensity, the co-ordinates fj, fg, ?3> f4 of

subsections (2) apd (3) can be identified. For [cf §§ 64 and 65] if x and y
be any two points with tetrahedral co-ordinates fi, fg, fs, ^4 and rji> V2, Vs^ V4

respectively, then the point z which divides the line xy in the ratio \ : fi,

so that ^ is to as \ is to fi, has as its co-ordinates

(fl^l + Ml)IQ^ + f^l (f^h + ^V^)IO^ + H'l (/^f3 + ^3)10^ + (>?4 + M4)/(X + fl).

Thus if a; and y also stand for unit elements in the calculus, the point z

stands for the element (fix + \y)l(^ + fi), and is also at unit intensity as thus

represented.

Thus conversely (fix -f- Xy) can be made to. represent any point on the

straight line xy, by a proper choice of

(6) For instance let x, y, z denote the three angular points of a triangle

at unit intensity. The middle points of the sides, also at unit intensity, are

2 (y + i (-^^ + i + y)' Any points, not necessarily at unit intensity,

on the three medians respectively are

J\ (y-{-z) + fix, (z-^x) + fi'y, iV + 2/) + fi"z.

It is obvious therefore that the three medians meet in the point

+ y + z), which, as thus represented, is at intensity 3.

305. Points at Infinity. (1) The point fix — Xy, assuming X and fi

to be positive, divides the line xy externally in the ratio X to /-t. In

particular, the point x —y divides xy externally in a ratio of equality, and

is therefore the point on xy at an infinite distance. It is to be noticed that

the intensity oi x — y is necessarily zero, and therefore that the intensity

of X(x — y) is also zero. Thus the plane at infinity is the locus of points

at zero intensity [cf. § 86 (1)].

(2) A special law of intensity must therefore be assumed to hold for

the points on the plane at infinity [cf § 86 (2)]. Thus if x, y, z be three

coUinear points at unit intensity, y — x and z — x both denote the same

point at infinity, but not at the same intensity according to this special law.
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Suppose for instance that z divides the distance between x and y in

the ratio \ to ft, so that

z = {fioc + \y)l(K-\- fx). ThQH z — X = -^^^ {y — x).
A. + //>

Hence the intensity oi z— xvs to that y — xm the ratio of the distance

xz to that of the distance xy [cf. § 302 (2)].

(3) Any law of intensity may be assumed to hold in the plane at

infinity, which preserves this property [cf § 85 (2)]. But great simplicity

is gained by defining the distance xy as the intensity of the element y—.x.

(4) Let the line ah be parallel to the line cd and of the same length.

a b

Fig. 2.

Let the points a, h, c, d be at unit intensity. Then the elements 6 — a and

d — c are the same point at infinity at the same intensity.

Hence b — a — d — c. Therefore a — c=b — d, and the symbols express

the fact, that ac and bd are equal and parallel. Also a + = 6 + c ; which

expresses the fact, that ad and be bisect each other.

306. Vectors. (1) Let a point at infinity be called a vector line,

or shortly, a vector. A vector may be conceived as a directed length

associated with any one of the series of parallel lines in its direction.

Thus if u denote the vector parallel to ab and cd, and of length equal to

ab or cd reckoned from a to 6 Or from c to d, then u = b — a = d — c.

(2) The conception of vectors is rendered clearer by the introduction of

the idea of steps, which is explained in § 18. Thus the addition of it to a

is the step by which we pass from a to 6, for a + w = 6 ; and the intensity of

u measures the length of the step. Since also c + u = d, we must reckon,

in accordance with this definition, all parallel steps in the same sense and

of the same length as equivalent [cf § 3].

Again if v denote the vector, or step, from d to 6, then v = b — d. So

w + 2; = (Z— cZ=6-c. Thus the sum of two steps is found by the

parallelogram law.
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(3) The fundamental tetrahedron may be chosen to have for its corners

any unit point e and three independent vectors Wj, u^, u^, each of unit length.

Any point x is then symbolized by + + ^2^*2 + fs^^s, and the intensity

of a; is f [cf. § 87 (4)]. Thus if x be at unit intensity, it is written

e + ^iUi+ ^2^2+ ^zUs. Thus the lines eu^, eu^, eu^ are three Cartesian axes,

and fi, fa* are the Cartesian co-ordinates of the point. For let ^i, e^, e.3

be three unit points on the lines eu^, eu^, eu^ respectively, and each at

unit distance from e. Then Ui= ei — e, u^^e^- e, u^ — e^ — e. Also let

a?=fe + fiei + f2^2 + fs^s* where f, fi, fg, ?3 are tetrahedral co-ordinates

of X, Then

^= (f + f1 + f2 + f3) e + f1 {ei - e) 4- f2 (^2 - + f3 (^3 - e) = e + fi^^i + f2^2 + f3i^3

.

But fi is the ratio of the tetrahedron exe^e^ to the tetrahedron eexex^- that

is, the ratio of that Cartesian co-ordinate of x, measured on eui, to a unit

length. Similarly for ^2 and fg. Hence fi, fa, fs may be considered as the

Cartesian co-ordinates of x, referred to the axes eUi, eu^, eu.^.

(4) Any vector can be written in the form

flt^l + f2W2 + ?3i*3.

A vector of the form \u + fjuv must denote a vector parallel to the series

of planes which are parallel to the pair of vectors u and v.

307. Linear Elements. (1) A linear element, or the product of two

points, must be conceived as a magnitude associated with a definite line.

Thus, if a and h be two points, the linear element ah is a magnitude asso-

ciated with the definite line ah.

Suppose that c is another point on ah such that the length from a to c is

\ times the length from a to h. Then ac = \ah, c6 = (1 — \) ah. Therefore

c = (1 — \) a -f \6, and c is at unit intensity, if a and h are also supposed to

be at unit intensity. But ac = \ah. Hence the intensity of ac is X times

that of ah, when the length ac is \ times the length ah.

(2) We may therefore define the intensity of the product of two unit

points as the length of the line joining them.

If the two points a and h are at intensities a and jS, the intensity of ah is

times the length ah.

(3) The vector h - a (a and h being at unit intensities) and the product

ah should be carefully compared.

The intensity of each is defined as the length ah, but they are magni-

tudes of different kinds. For 6 — a is a directed length associated with any

one of the infinite set of straight lines parallel to ah, and is an extensive

magnitude of the first order, being really a point at infinity. While ah
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must be conceived as a directed length associated with the one definite line

ab, and is an extensive magnitude of the second order.

(4) Also ab can be written in the form a(b — a), since aa = 0. Hence

the linear element ab may be conceived as the vector b — a, fixed down or

anchored to a particular line ; and the unit point a, as a factor, may be

conceived as not affecting the intensity, but as representing the operation

of fixing the vector.

(5) Also if c be any other unit point on the line ab, then

(a - c) (6 - a) = 0

;

since a — c and b — a represent the same point at infinity at different

intensities. Hence a(b — a) = {c+ (a — c)] (b — a) = c{b — a). Thus any

other unit point in the line ab may be substituted as a factor in place of a.

(6) Hence if a, b, c be three collinear unit points,

ab-\-bc = ac.

For by (5) b (c - b) = a (c - b); and hence

a,b + bc = a(b- a) + b(c -b) = a(b — a)-{-a{c—b) = a(c — a) = ac.

a I

Fig. 3.

If a, b, c be not collinear, then

ab -\- ac = 2 .a ^ = act,

where d is the opposite corner of the parallelogram found by completing the

parallelogram ab, ac.

308. Vector Areas. (1) A product of two vectors will be called a

vector area.

If uv be any vector area, then only the intensity is altered when any

two vectors parallel to the system of parallel planes defined by u and v are

substituted for u and v.

For let = \jU + fi^v, = X^u 4- fi^v ;

then UyU2 = — Xa/ii) uv.

Hence u^u^ denotes the same vector area as uv only at different intensit)\
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(2) From any point e draw two lines ep and eq representing in

magnitude and direction the vectors u and v respectively, and complete the

parallelogram eprq. Also draw epi and ep.2 to represent the vectors and

respectively, and complete the parallelogram ep^psp^-

FiQ. 4.

Then, conceiving eu and ev as two Cartesian axes and assuming that

the vectors u and v are of equal length, the co-ordinates of pi and p^ are

Xi, /ii and \2> H'z respectively.

Hence the area of the parallelogram epip^p^ is to that of the parallelogram

eprq as (Xi/^g— ^2/^) is to unity. Therefore the intensities of uv and UxU^ are

in the ratio of the areas of the parallelograms formed by uv and u^u<i.

(3) But the intensities of vector areas are necessarily zero according

to the general definition [cf § 307 (2)] of the intensity of a linear element.

For if au be a linear element where u is a vector of length h and a is a point

at intensity a, then the intensity of au is aS. But when a becomes a vector,

a is zero. Therefore the intensity of a product of two vectors is necessarily

zero.

Accordingly a special definition must be adopted for the intensity of

vector areas; and the above investigation shews that we may consistently

adopt the definition that the intensity is the area of the parallelogram

formed by completing the parallelogram eu, ev.

The intensity of uv will be considered by convention as positive when

by traversing the perimeter of the parallelogram so as first to move in the

direction of u and then of v, the direction of motion is clockwise relatively to

the enclosed area.

Then in the above figure for uv, we start from e and traverse ep which

represents u and then pr which represents v, and the motion is anti-clockwise

so that the area is negative.
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(4) A vector area will be conceived as possessing an aspect or direction,

namely the aspect of the system of parallel planes which are parallel to the

two vectors. A line parallel to this system of planes will be called parallel

to the plane of the area, or parallel to its aspect.

309. Vector Areas as Carriers. (1) The addition of a vector area

to any linear element, which is parallel to its aspect, simply transfers the

linear element to a parallel line without altering its intensity.

b

c

Fig. 5.

For ab = ct (6 — a) = {c + (a - c)} (h — a) = c(h — a) +{a-c){h - a).

Now let d — c — h — a.

Then c{d — c)-\-{a — c){d — c) = a(h — a).

Thus the addition to cd of the vector area (a — c)(d — c) transfers it to

ab, which is an equal and parallel linear element.

(2) It is also to be noticed that, if cd is conceived as continuously moved

into its new position by being kept parallel to itself with its ends on ca

and db, then it sweeps through the area abdc, which is the area of the

parallelogram representing the intensity of the vector area.

(3) Let X and y denote any two unit points

e+ ^lUi + f + ^3^3 , and e + vi^h + ^2^2 + VsUs

-

Then by multiplication

iey = e. {{vi - ?i) + {V2 - fa) u, + (vz - fa) u^}

This is the form which any linear element must assume. Any vector area

takes the less general form
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310. Planar Elements. (1) A planar element, or the product of

three points, must be conceived as a magnitude associated with a definite

plane.

Thus if ahc be a planar element formed by the product of the three

points a, b, and c, then abc is a magnitude associated with the definite

plane abc.

(2) Let Ui and be two unit vectors parallel to this plane but not

parallel to one another, and let e be any other point in it. Then we may write

a = e-{- UyUi + a2^2 , b = e-h jS^u^ 4- 02f^2> c = e-\- y^u^ 4- 72^2-

Fig. 6.

Hence * nbc= 111 eu^t(,

ck ^2 72

Also eu^u^ — e{e + ii^) (e + u^).

Therefore the intensity of the planar element abc is to that of the planar

element e (e Uj) (e + u^) in the ratio of the area of the triangle formed by

a, b, c to that of the triangle formed hy e, e + u^, e -\-u^.

(3) We may therefore consistently define the intensity of the planar

element abc as twice the area of the triangle ahc. Also the convention will

be made that the intensity is positive when the order of letters in abc directs

that the perimeter of the triangle be traversed in a clockwise direction.

If a be at intensity a, b at intensity /3, c at intensity 7, then the intensity

abc is 2ay87 times the area of the triangle abc.

(4) In comparing a vector area with a planar element it must be noticed

that a vector area is conceived as an area associated with any one of a series

of parallel planes, while a planar element is conceived as an area associated

with a definite plane.
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The planar element abc, where a, b, c are unit points, can be written

in the form a(b — a)(c — a). Then (b — a)(c — a) is a vector area of

which the area representing the intensity is the same in magnitude and

sign as the area representing the intensity of the planar element abc.

Accordingly if U represent a vector area, and a be any unit point, then

the planar element aU may be conceived as the tjdng down of the vector

area to the particular plane of the parallel system which passes through a.

Also this operation of fixing the vector area makes no change in the

intensity.

311. Vector Volumes. (1) A product of three vectors will be called

a vector volume.

The intensity of a vector volume is necessarily zero according to the

general definition of the intensity of a planar element. For if U be any

vector area of area B and a any point of intensity a, then the intensity of

all is aS. Accordingly, when a becomes a vector and a is therefore zero,

the intensity of the planar element vanishes.

A special definition of the intensity of a vector volume must therefore

be adopted.

(2) We may first notice that all vector volumes are simply numerical

multiples of any assigned vector volume. For let itj, u^, be any three

non-coplanar vectors. Then since there can only be three independent

vectors, any other vectors u, v, w can be written respectively in the forms

Then by multiplication

?1, {-2, ?3

Thus any vector volume is a numerical multiple of uiu^Us.

(3) Also let two parallelepipeds be formed with lines representing

respectively Ui. u^, u-i and u, v, w as conterminous edges. Then the intensities

of uiu^Us and uvw are in the ratio of the volumes of these parallelepipeds.

Thus we may consistently define the intensity of a vector volume as the

volume of the corresponding parallelepiped.

312. Vector Volumes as Carriers. (1) The addition of any vector

volume to a planar element transfers the planar element to a parallel plane

without altering its intensity.

w. 33
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For consider any planar element abc and any vector volume V. Then

we may write

ahc = a{b — a)(c- a),

and V=u(b - a)(c — a),

where u is some vector.

Hence abc + V = (a + u)(b — a){c — a)

= a' (b' — a) (c — a'),

where a' — a is the vector u, and a'b\ a'c'

are equal and parallel to ab and ac respec-

tively.

(2) Also it is obvious that if abc moves

continuously into its new position remaining

parallel to itself with its corners on aa\ bb\ cd respectively, it sweeps out a

volume equal to half the volume of F.

313. Product of Four Points. (1) Since the complete region is of

three dimensions, the product of four points is a mere numerical quantity.

Let ei, ^2, 63, 64 be any four unit points forming a tetrahedron, and let

a, by c, d be any four other unit points, also expressible in the forms

Sae, l^^e, Xye, SSe.

Fig. 7.

Then (abed) =

^1, ^2, A> ^4

7i> 72 > 73 » 74

(^1^26364).

^1 ) ^2 J ^3 > ^4 I

Accordingly (from a well-known proposition respecting tetrahedral co-

ordinates) the numbers expressed by the two products (abed) and (61626364)

are in the ratios of the tetrahedrons abed and e-fi'^^e^.

(2) Let the product of four points, such as abed, be defined to be equal

to the volume of the parallelepiped, which has the three lines a6, ac, ad as

conterminous edges.

Also \ahed\ = \aQ> — a) (e — a)(d — a)}.

Hence [abed] = (aV), where Fis a vector volume of volume equal to the

volume (abed).

314. Point and Vector Factors. (1) It has now been proved that

every non-vector product of an order higher than the first may be conceived

as consisting of two parts, the point factor, which will be conceived as of unit

intensity, and the vector factor. Also the intensity of the product, which

is either a length, or an area, or a volume, is also the intensity of the vector

factor.
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(2) Thus any linear element can be written in the form au, where u is

a vector line and a is a unit point
;
any planar element in the form aM,

where if is a vector area; any numerical product of four points in the

form (aF), where F is a vector volume.

(3) Also since a is a unit point and not a vector, it follows that au = 0

involves u = 0, and ailf= 0 involves ilf= 0, and aV=0 involves F= 0.

Thus au = au\ involves ii = u'
;

and aM= aM', involves M = M'
\

and aV = aV\ involves V=V\

(4) Again, if a and b be two unit points in the line au, then au = hu.

If a and b be two unit points in the plane aM, then aM = bM.

If a and b be any two unit points whatever, then (aV) = (bV).

315. Interpretation of Formula. (1) It will serve as an illustra-

tion of the above discussion to observe the geometrical meanings of the

leading formulae of the Calculus of Extension in this application of it.

In the first place, let the complete region be a plane so that the multi-

plication of two lines is regressive [cf § 100]. Let p, q, r, s be four points,

and let t be the point of intersection of the two lines pq and rs.

Fig. 8.

Then t=pq.rs = (pqs) r - (pqr) s = (prs) q - (qrs)p.

Hence t divides rs in the ratio of the area of the triangle rpq to that of the

triangle spq ; and the section is external, if the order of the letters in rpq

and spq makes the circuit of the triangles in the same direction ; and it is

internal, if the circuits are made in opposite directions.

Similarly t divides pq in the ratio of the area prs to qrs.

(2) In the second place, let three dimensional space form the complete

region. Then the products of a line and a plane, and also of two planes,

are regressive.

Let p, q, r, s, t be any five points, and let st meet the plane pqr in x.

Then x = pqr . st = (pqrt) s - (pqrs) t = {pqst) r + {rpst) q -\- ( qrst)p.

33—2
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Hence x divides st in the ratio of the volumes of the tetrahedrons pqj^s and

pqrt ; and the section is external, if the products (pqrs) and (pqrt) are of

the same sign, that is, if s and t are on the same side of the plane pqr

:

otherwise the section is internal.

Also, the last form for x states that the areal co-ordinates of x referred

to the triangle pqr are in the ratio of the volumes of the tetrahedrons qrst,

rpst, pqst

(3) We may also notice here that according to these formulae any five

points in space are connected by the equation

(qrst) p — (prst) q + (pqst) r — (pqrt) s + (pqrs) t = 0.

The formulae for the line of intersection of two planes ahc and defare

abc . def= (abcf) de + (ahce)fd + (abed) ef

= (adef) bo + (bdef) ca + (cdef) ab.

The geometrical meanings of these formulae are obvious, though they

would be rather lengthy to describe.

316. Vector Formulae. (1) Some of these formulae take a special

form, if four vectors u^, U2, Vi, be substituted for four of the points. The
special peculiarities arise from the fact that the product of four vectors is

necessarily zero ; and that if V be any vector volume, and a and b any two

unit points, then (aF) = (6 F).

(2) The formula for five points becomes

(auc^v^v^ Wi — (aUiV{v^ + (au^a^v^ Vi — (aUiU^Vi) = 0.

(3) Again, au-^a.^, . v^v^ = (au^a^v^ — (au^u^Vi) = (au-^OyV^) — (au^VyV^) u^.

Also aViV2 . U1U2 = (av^v^u^) — (aViV^ih) ^2 = ((iVjUiU.2) V2 — (av2U^u^ .

Hence au^U2 . VjV2 + aViV2 . U1U2 = 0.

Or, ifM and if' be any two vector areas.

Again, it is obvious that, if a and b be any two unit points,

aM.M' = bM .M\

317. Operation of Taking the Vector. (1) Let a unit vector

volume be denoted by the symbol U, and let the sense of U be such that

(aU) = 1, where a is any point of unit intensity.

Also if u be any vector volume, and ifM be any vector area, then (^^U) = 0,

and (MU) = 0.

(2) Now, if F be any linear element, it can be written in the form au
and F\l = au.Vi = (aU) u = u.
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Similarly if P denote any planar element, it can be written in the form

aif, and P. U = aM . U = (aU) . M= M.

Hence the operation of multiplying U on to any non-vector element

of any order yields the vector factor of that element. This operation will

therefore be called the operation of taking the vector.

(3) We may notice that, if this operation be applied to a vector, the

result is zero ; and if to a point, the result is the intensity of the point with

its proper sign.

(4) Thus if any force be ab where a and b are unit points, by taking

the vector we have by the ordinary rule of multiplication

ab.Vi={an)b-(bVi)a=b-a.

Again, if any plane area be abc where a, b, and c are unit points, taking

the vector we have

a6c . U = (alt) be + (6U) ca + (cU) ab = bc + ca + ab,

which is therefore the required vector factor.

(5) In considering the effect of this operation on regressive products,

it is well to notice that, if p be any point, the product (pU) can be conceived

both as progressive and as regressive. Therefore the multiplication of U
on to any pure regressive product still leaves a pure regressive product,

which is therefore associative.

(6) The regressive product au . bM is a point, so taking its vector must

yield the intensity of the point. Also the product au . bM . U is a pure

regressive product and is therefore associative.

Hence au.bM .\l = au (bM . U) = (auM).

Therefore (auM), which also equals (buM), is the intensity of the point.

(7) Again, aM . bM' is a linear element, and its vector factor is given by

aM.bM\n = aM. (bM' .Vi)^aM . M' =^-bM\ M.

Also, since the result is a vector, it is evident that any unit point c can

be substituted for a or 6 in these two formulae for the vector factor. These

results should be compared with the last formulae in § 316 (3).

(8) Finally aM . bM' . cM" is a point. To find its intensity take the

vector, then

aM. bM' , cM" .n = aM.bM'. (cM" . U) = aif . bM' . M".

(9) As an illustration of these formulae, let us find the vector factor of

abc . def. Then by subsection (4) of this article

ahc . def. U = a6c . {def . U) = abc . (ef-\-fd + de)

= — def . (be + ca •\- ab).
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Also

ahc . fd + de) = (abed) (/- e) + (ahce) (d-f) + (ahcf) (e - d).

(10) Again, let a be any unit point, and F be any linear element. Then

F can be written 6c, where b and c are unit points.

Hence aF . U = abc . U = (be + ca + ab)

^F+a{b-c).

But c-b = F.n.

Therefore aF .U = F- a . F\X.

(11) Let F be any linear element. Then the linear element through

any point d parallel to is d. FVi. Thus if F be in the form ab, where a

and 6 are unit points, the parallel line through d is d{b — a).

Let F be any planar element. Then the plane through any point d

parallel to P is d. PU. Thus if P be in the form abc, where a, b, and c are

unit points, the parallel plane through d is d (be + ca + ab). ,

318. Theory of Forces. (1) The theory of forces or linear elements,

as discussed in Book V., holds in the Euclidean Space now under discussion.

But some further propositions involving vectors must be added.

(2) In § 160 (2) it is proved that, if a be any given point, and A any

given planar element, then any system of forces S can be written in the form

S=ap + AP,

where p and P are respectively a point and planar element depending on the

system S.

Now let A denote a vector volume ; then AP denotes some vector area,

call it M. Also ap can be written in the form au, where u is a vector.

Thus S==au + M.

(3) The vector u is independent of the point a. For taking the vector

of both sides

SIX =au.Vi^- M\X = au.Vi = u.

Hence, since u can be written in the form *SiU, it is independent of any

special method of writing S.

(4) Let SU be called the * principal vector' of S. It is the sum of the

vector parts of those separate forces which can be conceived as forming S.

Let the vector area M be called the vector moment of the system round

the point a, or the couple of S with respect to a.

Let a be called the base point to which the system is reduced.

(5) Also M depends on the position of a. For aS = aM.

Hence M =aS . U, and therefore M is the vector factor of the planar

element a 8, which is the planar-element representing the null plane with

respect to a.
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The same results respecting M and u follow directly from § 317 (10). For

by adding the results of applying the formula of that subsection to each

component force of S, we at once obtain

s = a,sn + as.n.

Let a' be any other unit point, and let M' be the vector moment of >S^

with respect to it. Then

S = au-\-M={a' + (a — a')} u -\-M = au + {{a- a') u + M].

Hence M' = {a- a') u + M.

(6) Also (*S^^) = 2 (auM) ; and since uM is a vector volume,

(auM) = (auM) = (a'uM').

And since aM = aS, (SS) = 2 (auS), where u is the principal vector of /S.

(7) Again evidently

(aa'M) = {aa'M') = (aa'S).

And (auS) = i (SS) = (a'uS).

Therefore {(a — a') uS} = 0, where a and a' are any two unit points. This

is only an expression of the fact that uS is a vector volume, where u is the

principal vector of S. In fact from § 167 (2) we have

us=s.svi = i{ss)n.

Thus the plane at infinity is the null plane of the principal vector.

(8) To find the locus of base points with the same vector moment M.

Let a be one such point and x any other such point. Then by

hypothesis

S-=a).Sn + M=^a.Sn-\-M.

Hence x(S — M) = 0. But S — M is the linear element a . /SfU. There-

fore the equation, x(S — M) = 0, denotes that os lies on a straight line parallel

to/SfU.

(9) Let Mo be any given vector area, then if 6Mq be the vector moment

of S (round an appropriate base point) which is parallel to Mq, uS = OuM^,

where is the principal vector of S. Hence if a be any unit point

(auS) = \{SS) = e{auMo).

Therefore 6 = \ 7^^,.
2 (auMo)

Thus the locus of a point 00 such that the vector moment of S with

respect to it is parallel to Mq—or in other words, the point of which the

null plane with respect to S is parallel to Mq—is given by
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But it was proved in § 162 (2) that the conjugate of any line ab is

^abS)^^'
"^^^^^ conjugate of any vector area Mq is a straight

line parallel to the principal vector, and this line is also the locus of points

corresponding to which the vector moments are parallel to Mq.

319. Graphic Statics. (1) It will illustrate the methods of the

Calculus of Extension as applied to Euclidean Space, if we investigate at

this point the ordinary graphic construction for finding the resultant of any

number of forces lying in one plane.

(2) Let the given system, S, of coplanar forces be also denoted by

ajMi + 02^2 + ... + a^Ut,] where aiUi, a2U2, etc. are given forces (cf. fig. 9). We
require to construct their resultant.

Fig. 9.

Let V be any arbitrarily assumed vector in the plane. Then

= (v - 1*1) + (i^ 4- ^2 - v),

Us = (v-Ui- + (Wi + + u-i - v),

Up = (v-Ui...- Up-i) + (Ui + U2 + ... +Up-V),

Thus S = ajV-{- (ag — ai) {v — Ui)-\- ...

+ (ap - ap_i) (v-u^ ... - Up_^) + ...

+ a^(ifci + M2+ ••• (2).
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(3) The equations (1) giving the vector parts of the forces are equiva-

lent to starting from any point bo (cf fig. 10) and drawing boC to represent v

and bA to represent u^. Then b^c represents v- Ui. Also from b^ draw 6162

Fig. 10.

to represent Wg, then 62C represents V — U1 — U2, and so on. This is the

ordinary Graphic construction for the force polygon with any pole c.

(4) To simplify the expression for S notice that a^, a^, ... a„ may be any

points on the lines of the forces ; hence we may assume (cf. figs. 9 and 10) that

a>2 — oi\ is drawn parallel to v — Wi, a^—a^ parallel to — — u^, and so on.

Then <Sf = + a„ + + . . . + Uu — v).

Thus the resultant force passes through the point d which is the point of

intersection of a{0 and a„ (t^i + + • • • — v), and is the force

d{ui-\-U2 + ...-\- u„).

(5) This gives the ordinary construction for a funicular polygon, thus

:

start from any point ao, draw aotti parallel to v, axa^ parallel to v — Ui, and so

on, finally a^a^+i parallel to v — Ui—u^ ... —Uy. Then the resultant passes

through the point of intersection of aoOti and a^a^+i.

(6) Suppose that two different funicular polygons are drawn, namely

a^tti ... and ada^ ... a/, corresponding to the arbitrary assumptions of two
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different vectors v and v' respectively with which to commence the construc-

tions (cf. fig. 11). We will prove the well-known theorem that the points of

intersection of corresponding sides are collinear.

For ttpttp' is parallel to Up, hence apKp = apUp,

Again, apap_i is parallel to v — u^ — Up_^, hence

(Xp (v — — . . . - Up_^) = ap-i (v — u^ — ... — Up_-^).

Similarly, ap' (v' — u^ — ... — Up^i) = a p_i (v — Uj^ - ... - Up_-^).

Therefore a^v — a(v = (v— u^) — d/ (v —

= ttg — III) — ct2 (v' — Uj)=a2(v— Ui — u.^ — a2 (v — Ui — u^)

= as{v — Ui — U2) - as (v — III — ^h) = etc.

Let ttp-ittp and a'p-iOp intersect in dp^i , then

OiV - aiv' = do(v — v), {v — Ui) — a./ (v — Ui) =di(v - v').

and so on.

Hence — = di(v — v') = . . . = dr(v — v').

hi

c c

Fig. 11.

Thus the points do, di, etc. all lie on a straight line parallel to v — v'.

Also if the force polygon 60^163 etc. be identical in the two cases (cf. fig. 11),

and if boC represents v and boc' represents v', then cc' is parallel to v — v'

.

Note. Grassmann considers vectors in the Ausdehnungslehre von 1862; but not in

connection with points. The formulse and ideas of the present and the next chapter

are, I believe, in this respect new. The two operations of * Taking the Vector ' and of

* Taking the Fhix ' [cf. § 325] are, I believe, new operations which have never been defined

before. Since this note was in print I have seen the work of M. Burali-Forti, mentioned

in the Note on Grassmann at the end of this volume.



CHAPTER II.

Vectors (continued).

320. Supplements. (1) The theory of supplements and of inner

multiplication has important relations to vector properties.

Take any self-normal quadric [cf §§ 110, 111], real or imaginary, and

let Bi, 62, es, €4 be four real unit points forming a self-conjugate tetrahedron

with respect to this quadric. Let Ci, e^, 63, €4 be respectively the normal

intensities [cf. § 109 (3)] of these reference points, where ei, 62, €3, €4 are any

real or pure imaginary quantities. Then

(e,\e^) = l|€,^ (e^le,) (es\e,)=l/€,^ {e,\e,) = llel

Also if X be any point X^e, then

tl t2 ^3 €4

Suppose that y, which is Xrje, is on the polar plane of x with respect to

the quadric, then

€1 €2 €3 €4

Also all the points normal to os with respect to the quadric must lie on

this plane.

(2) Hence the pole of the plane at infinity is the only point which has

three vectors, not coplanar, normal to it. This is the point

ei" Ci' + e^^-^-es' + e,''

This point is the centre of the quadric. Let it be denoted by e, where e

is at unit intensity, and let the normal intensity of e be €. Then we may
write

(ei^ + 62^ + e,' + 64O e = e,% + €,% + €,% +

Hence
1 1

^''^^-6^-6,^ + 62^ + 63^ + 64^

Therefore = + e^^ + €3^ + 64^
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(3) But Bi, 62, €-3, 64 are any four points forming a normal system with

respect to the quadric. Hence the last equation proves that, when the quadric

has not its centre at infinity (in which case + 4- 63^ + = 0), the sum
of the squares of the normal intensities of any normal system of points is

constant and is equal to the square of the normal intensity of the centre.

321. Rectangular Normal Systems. (1) Now let e be the centre

of the self-normal quadric, and let Ui, u.^, be three unit vectors forming

with e a normal system with respect to the quadric. We may assume

without loss of generality that the normal intensity of e is unity. Since

Ui, Uo, u-i lie in the locus of zero intensity their normal intensities according

to the general definition of intensity holding for all points, are zero. But

[cf §§109 (3) and 110 (1)] let the normal lengths (or intensities) of iii, u^,

be «!, ctg, according to the special definition of intensity for vectors [cf

§ 305 (3)]. Ill
Then (e\e) = l, (u,\u,)^ —

,
(il,\u.,) =—

,
(u,\u,) = — .

Oil ^ «3

(2) Also any point w at unit intensity is of the form e + X^u. Hence
fc2 f:2 fc2

(^|^) = l+^ +% + ^^.
fli" Ok' OLi

Thus the self-normal quadric is,

"a 0^3

and is accordingly purely imaginary, unless one or more of a^, a.^, ol^ are pure

imaginaries.

(3) It is obvious from the equation of the self-normal quadric that, if

be any three mutually normal vectors, then eih, eu^, eu.^ are three

conjugate diameters of the quadric.

In general one set and only one set of such conjugate diameters are

mutually at right angles. But if the quadric be a sphere with a real or

imaginary radius, then all such sets are at right angles. In such a case

let the normal systems be called rectangular normal systems. The centre (e)

of the self-normal sphere will be called the Origin.

322. Imaginary Self-Normal Sphere. (1) Firstly, let the sphere

be imaginary with radius \/(— 1)- Then aj = = as = 1.

Hence if Uj, u^, be any set of unit vectors at right angles, then

(i*i \u^) = 1 = (iA2 1^) = {uz ;

and (wa
I

^^3) = 0 = {it^
\

u^) = (t*i
|

u^.

Also if e be the centre of the sphere,

{e\u^) = 0 = {e\u.^ = {e\u.,),

and {e\e) — \.
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Again, \e = UjU2U3, \ui = — eu^Us, \u.2 = — eUsUi, 1^*3 = — ei/jWa-

And
I

eui = u^u^
, 1

2*2^/3 = eu^
,

and
I

eu.2, = u^u^
,

|

u^u^ = eu^,

and \eus = i^jit., {v^u^, = eu^.

Also
I

UJU2U3 = — e,
I ewa^^a = Wi ,

I

eusUi = u.2, \ eu^a^ — .

(2) Let V be any vector + ^2^2 + ?3^3, then = f + fa^ + fal

Hence (v\v) is the square of the length of v.

Again, let v and v' be two vectors ^{iii + ^3^3 + fs^s and f/i/j + fg'wa + fs'^^s,

of lengths p and /a' respectively. Then

(v \v') = fif/ + ^2?/ + ^3?/ = pp cos (9,

where ^ is the angle between the two vectors.

Thus COS Q =
, . /,

,

, and sm ^ = . / .
,

' .

(3) Again, let M be any vector area ^{ii'^ih + ^2^3?^! + ?3'^i^2> and let ft be

its area.

Then (if
I

Jl/) = + f^2 + f^2 = ^2,

Also let ilf' be another vector area in a plane making an angle d with

that of M\ let M' be written ^i'«^2^3 + |2'^3^i + ^3X^2, and let its intensity

be yi!.

Then (if
I

if') = + 2' + Ui = /^/^' cos (9.

(4) The inner squares and products of points and linear elements in

general have no important signification.

It will be observed that these formulae for the product of two vectors or

of two vector areas are entirely independent of the centre of the self-normal

quadric.

The expressions (if |if) and {u\u) will be often shortened into if^ and

w^, on the understanding that the normal system is rectangular and the

radius of the self-normal sphere is \/(— !)•

323. Real Self-Normal Sphere. (1) Secondly, let the self-normal

sphere be real with radius unity. Then with the notation of § 321

ai = a2 = a3 = V(- !)•

(2) Hence if be any set of unit vectors mutually at right-angles,

then
(u, \u^) = -l = (u, |ig = (w,M ;

and (^2
1

Ms) = 0 = (us
\

Ui) = (ui
|

u^).

Also, if e be the centre of the sphere,

(e\u,) = 0 = (e\u2) = {e\u,);

and {e\e) = l.
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Thus if V and v' be any two vectors X^u and X^'u, of lengths p and p', and

making an angle 6 with each other,

(« I
f') = - .' + f 2 + ftf/) = - cos 0.

And in fact a set of formulae can be deduced analogous to those which

obtain in the first case, when the sphere is imaginary with radius \/(- 1).

(3) But the constant introduction of the negative sign is very incon-

venient, we will therefore for the future, unless it is otherwise expressly

stated, assume that rectangular normal systems are employed and that the

self-normal sphere is imaginary as in § 322.

324. Geometrical Formula. (1) Ifu and v are vectors the square of

the length of u + v is given by

(u + vf={u Vv)\{u + v) = il" ^-v^ ^-"1 (u \v)

= ^2 ^ ^2 _,_ 2 ^(|^2v2) COS e,

where 6 is the angle between u and v.

(2) To express the area of the triangle abc. Assume that a, b and c

are at unit intensities. Then taking the vector

abc .U = be + ca -{- ab = (a — b) (a — c).

Hence, if A be the required area,

A' = i (abc .UY = i {(a - b) (a - c) \(a - b) (a - c)}

= i [(a - 6y (a - cy - {(a - 6)
I

(a - c)n.

If a, y8, 7 be the lengths of the sides, and a, yff, y the corresponding

angles, (a - bf = 7^, (a - cf = (a - 6)
|

(a - c) = ^87 cos a.

Thus A^^i/Sysin^a.

(3) The angle, 6, between two linear elements and is given

[cf. § 322 (2)] by

v{(W(o,u)r
The angle, 6, between two planar elements P and Q is given [cf § 322 (3)]

by

(4) The length of the perpendicular from any point a on to the plane of

the planar element P is obviously [cf g 311 (3) and 322 (3)]

(5) To find the shortest distance between two lines and G^.

Let and be any two unit points on and G^ respectively. Then

Ci = tti . OiU, and G^^ — a^. G^U. Also the required perpendicular (w) is equal

to the perpendicular from on to the plane . G^W, . G^.
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Hence ^ ^.U
.
O.U) _ (0.0.)

V(OiU . G^ny v(OiU . c^uy

'

(6) If 7i and 72 be the lengths of the linear elements and G^, 6 the

angle between them, and -cr the length of the common perpendicular, then

[c£§322 (2)]

Hence {G^G^ — 7172'cr sin Q.

We may notice here that

• a /n 2/)i
/(O.U.O.Ul.OiU.O^U)

sm ^ = Vll - cos^ ^1 =V - ^G^m '

325. Taking the Flux. (1) It is often necessary to express the

vector-line normal to a vector-area, or the vector-area perpendicular to a

vector-line. This is accomplished by a combination of operations, which we

will call the operation of taking the * Flux.' Let v be any vector

and let e be the origin. Then

I

= f1
I

eu^ -f fa 1
+ ?3

I

= ^xU^n^ + ^2^3'^*! + fa^^W.

.

Accordingly |ev is the vector-area perpendicular to the vector v. Also

the length of v is \/{fi^ + + fs^] times the unit of length, and the area of
|
ev

is + fs^l times the unit of area. The vector-area \ev will be called

the flux of the vector v.

Again, let M be the vector-area

^XU^U^ -I- f2^*3^1 + ?3^l'W2.

Then \eM=l^^\ eu^u^ -H fa | ^'^s'^i + f3 |«i*iW2 = fI'^^i + f2^2 + fs'^^s-

Hence the vector-line \eM, which has been defined as the flux of M, is

perpendicular to the plane of M.

The operation of taking the flux can of course be applied to non-vector

elements, but the results are of no interest as permanent formulae and are

easily worked out afresh when required.

(2) It will be noticed that the result of the operation on vector elements

is really entirely independent of the position of e, the centre of the self-

normal sphere.

Also furthermore the operation is capable of an alternative form. For

\ev = \e\v = U\v = -\v.Xl; and \eM=\e\M = n\M =\M .U.

Hence, except in respect to sign, the operation is identical with that of

taking the vector of the supplement of the vector-line or of the vector-area.

(3) For these two reasons it is desirable to adopt a single symbol for

the combination of operations denoted by \e. Let \ev and \eM be written %v

and %M respectively.
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We notice that ^^v = v and ggilf = M.

Also the operation is distributive as regards addition ; but it is not

distributive as regards multiplication.

326. Flux Multiplication. (1) The operation of multiplying the

flux of a vector-line or vector-area into a vector-line or vector-area will

be called Flux Multiplication. Its formulae are almost identical with those

of Inner Multiplication [cf. § 119]. They are all independent of the position

of the origin : this fact will be obvious, if it be remembered that (eU) = (e'U),

where e and e' are any two unit points.

(2) Firstly, it is obvious that

(Mm) = + + mn=(M\M) u.

Similarly (v^v') = (v\v')n = (v'^^v),

and (ifgifO = (ilf
I

if0 U = (if'gif).

(3) Again, v^^v^v^ = (\v^ . \vs . \X) = (v^
1 2^3) U | ^2 + (^i | ^^2) |

• U

= (^^i|'y3) ^v^-(vi\v^) %v, (i).

And v^v^%Vi=0 = M^v^ (ii).

Equation (i) may be compared with

\v^Vs = (v^ \v.^ - (vi 1^2) I
V3.

From equation (ii), it follows as a particular case that

(4) From equation (i), replacing Vi by '^uu', we have

^uu' . %vv' = (Jsuu' .
I

v') - (gW .
I

v) %v\

But [cf. § 99 (4)] gif Iv = \(eMv) = (eMv).

Hence %uu' . ^vv' = {euu'v') gv — (euu'v) (iii).

As a particular case of equation (iii) we deduce

gw' . %vv" = {evv'v") gv (iv).

(5) Let a be any unit point, then

agu = -a{\u.\X) = - (aU) \u-\- {a\u)Vi -\u -{-{a \u) U.

Hence

agit .%v = - [\u - {a\u))X]%v = - \u .%v = \u .\v .M -=\uv .\X-= %iiv (v).

Also if h be another unit point, and if and M' be vector-areas,

aif . 6gif ' = {aMm') h - (aMb) gif' = (if \M') b - (aMb) gif ' (vi).

And as particular cases

aif . 6gif = if^6 - (aif6) gi/)

aif.agif' = (if lifOa )
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327. Geometrical Formula. (1) To find the foot of the perpen-

dicular from the vertex d of the tetrahedron abed on to the opposite face.

The required point [cf. §§ 317 (4) and 325 (1)] is ahc . d^ {he ca ah\

and by the transformation of equation (vii) this can be written

(he + ca 4- abf d — {abed) g {he + ca + ah).

(2) To find the line perpendicular to two given lines.

Let Gi and be linear elements on the two given lines. Then C^W, . OgU

is a vector-area perpendicular to the required line. Hence g (OjU . G^X)

is a vector parallel to the required line. But the required line intersects

both the lines Cj and G^. Hence it lies in both the planes Cig {G^W . G^W)

and G^ {G^U . G^Vi). The required line is therefore

Oig (OiU . C^U) . C^g (CiU . G^XX).

(3) Now if the two lines G-^ and G^ are given respectively in the forms

a^ii-^ and a2^2, this expression for the line of the common perpendicular can

be transformed by equation (i).

For Oig {GxU . G^U) = a-^u-^ii^u.2 = ai . u-^u{n,^

= {ui \u^) ajgi^i - (wj \ui) ai%U2,

and similarly G^^ {C^XX . GiXX) = (wi \u^) a^^u^ - {ih \u^) a^%u^.

Hence the required line is now [cf § 102 (7)] in the form

I^O" o^iS^i . ^^28^2 + (wi
I

u^) {U2 1 W2) aiS^2 . (h%fh

-K 1^*2) (^«2 1^*2) {ci'ia2%Ui) 8^*1 - {ui Ilk) {ui ' u,) {aaa.2^U2) ^ih-

328. The Central Axis. (1) It follows as a particular case of

§ 318 (9) that any system S can be written in the form au + 'sr^u; where

a is any point on a certain line parallel to u, called the Central Axis, and

is called the pitch. Also [cf. § 318 (9)]

_i {SS)_^^{SS)^ (SS)

"^'^{au^ii) 2 ^{my

(2) It is obvious that S can be written, without the use of u, in the form

a.SXX + ^^ (SXi).

Also other expressions for are found from

I

^) = (1 + ^0

=

{sny (1

+

^').

{SS)
Hence 1 + = , and =

(3) We are now prepared to discuss the signification of the addition of

any vector-area M to any force system S.

w. 34
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It has been proved [cf. § 309] that the addition of M to any linear

element (7i in its plane is equivalent to the transference of G^, kept parallel

to itself, to a new position, so that in the transference Ci sweeps out an area

\/(My with the aspect of M.

Let S be written in the form au + 'cr'^u. Then if M and have the

vector w in common, M can be written in the form + wu.

Thus S-\-M=^au + 'UT%u+\^u + wu
= (a + w;) 1^ + (ot + X) g-M.

Hence the component of M which is parallel to the central axis (namely,

wu) transfers the central axis according to the ordinary rule for transferring a

linear element parallel to the plane of the vector ; and the component ofM
which is perpendicular to the central axis (namely, \%u) simply alters the

pitch. It will be noticed that the principal vector of S is unaltered.

329. Planes containing the Central Axis. (1) The plane through

the central axis of 8 and parallel to any vector v is

where is the pitch of /Sf.

For, writing 8 in the form au + '^%u, the required plane is

auv = (S — ^%u) v = Sv — ^v^u = Sv — 'oy {v\ u)\l.

If V be perpendicular to SU, the plane becomes Sv.

(2) Hence the plane containing the central axis of 8, and perpendicular

to the given vector area M, is

8m-'^(SM)n.

For by subsection (1) the plane is S^M-'sr (gi/ . \8n) U.

Now (gif I^U) = (\eM. \8\X) = (eM, 8Vi) = (eMU . 8) = (MS)
;

since the three terms eM, 8 and U, form a pure regressive product [cf. 101 (3)].

330. Dual Groups of Systems of Forces. (1) The metrical pro-

perties of dual groups—and therefore also of quadruple groups [cf. §§169

and 170]—can now be discussed.

Let ^1 and 82 be any two systems defining a dual group. Let 81 be

written in the form OiVi + 'cti%Vi, and ^2 in the form a^v^ + 'ct2%V2.

Then (8A) = (OiVittaVa) + txTi (ajVigvg) + tsTg {a^v^v^)

= {a^^v^a^v^) + (-cri + ^2) (Vi \v^.

Accordingly [cf. § 324 (6)] if 6 be the angle between a^Oy^ and 02^2, and

S the shortest distance between them,

{8^8^ = Vl^^iVl . [d sin ^ + (^i + tn-g) cos 0}.
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(2) Let
;^j^^^2^^ ^yj

^® called the virtual coefficient of the two

systems and S2. This virtual coefficient can accordingly also be written

in the form {c^ sin ^ + (ctj + ^2) cos The idea of the virtual coefficient,

and this latter form of it are due to Sir R. S. Ball in his Theory of Screws.

(3) Since the condition that the two systems be reciprocal can be

written

dsind -\- (-cTi + OTa) cos ^ = 0,

it follows that if the central axes of two reciprocal systems intersect, either

they are at right angles, or the sum of the pitches is zero.

331. Invariants of a Dual Group. (1) A vector-area parallel to

the two central axes is SiU . S^U. This vector-area is an invariant [cf. § 177]

of the system. For let

Then Sn . ^'U = (X^fi, - S.VL . S,\l.

Hence all the central axes of the dual group are perpendicular to the

same vector g (SiU . SiU).

(2) The plane through the central axis of ^1, and parallel to the normal

to the vector-area ^^U . S^U is, by § 329 (2), S^^ (S^M . >Sf2U).

Hence the line of the shortest distance between the central axes of

Si and >S^2 is

Si% (SiVi.s,n).s,% is,vi.s,\x).

But this linear element is an invariant of the group. For substituting

S and S' for Si and we find by the use of the previous subsection

^.g(>SfU.>Sf'U).>Sf'g (;SfU.>Sf'U)

= (Xifi, - x^iY (XiSi + \,s,) g (SiW . s,n) . a + f^A) g (^^u . s,n)

= {Xifi, - x^fiif Si^ (SiU . ^2U) . s,% (SiU . s,n).

Hence all the central axes of the systems of a dual group intersect the

same line at right angles. Let this line be called the axis of the group.

332. Secondary Axes of a Dual Group. (1) In any dual group

there are in general two, and only two, reciprocal systems with their

central axes at right angles.

For let S and S' be two such systems. Then (SS') = 0, gives

Xifii (SiSi) + (SA) + {Xifji^ + X^i)(SA) = 0

;

and (;SfU|/Sf'U) = 0, gives

^H'l {s^viy + \fi^ (8,nY -i- (XifM, + x^/^O (^lU \s,\x)

=

o.

34—2
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From these two equations by eliminating we deduce

+ XiX, {(SA) (s^ny - (SA) (s,ny} = o.

Let a/fi and a/ff' be the two roots of this quadratic for Xj/Xa* Then

aS, + ^S, and aS, + ^'S^

are two reciprocal systems with their central axes at right angles, and there

are only two such systems belonging to the group SA-

(2) It follows from § 330 (3) that the central axes of these two systems

must intersect. Hence they intersect at a point on the axis of the group.

Let this point be called the ' Centre of the Group.'

Also let the two central axes of these systems be called the ' Secondary

Axes of the Group
'

; and let the systems Si and be called the * Principal

Systems ' of the group.

Let the plane through the centre perpendicular to the axis be called the

* Diametral Plane of the Group.'

333. The Cylindroid. (1) Let the assemblage of central axes of a

dual group, each axis being conceived as associated with its pitch, be termed

a Cylindroid. (Cf. Sir R. S. Ball's Theory of Screws.)

Take the centre of the group as the origin e, let eih and eu2 be the two

secondary axes of the group and eus the axis of the group. Then etti,

eu2, eus are a system of rectangular axes. Assume that Ui, u^y are unit

vectors.

Let 'CTj and t^t^ be the pitches associated respectively with eu^ and 6?«2, then

we may write

Si = eui + 'UJi^Ui = eui + 'stiU^Us,

S^ = eu^ + OTagi^a = + T^iUsUi.

(2) Then any other system S of the group, with its principal vector of

unit length and making an angle 6 with u^, is S^ cos 6 -\- S2 sin 6.

Hence
S = e(ui cos O + U2 sin 6) + cos 6 . u^u^ + tsTg sin 0 . u^Ui

= (e + fgt^g) (ui cos 6 + M2 sin 0)

+ (t!Ti cos ^ + f3 sin 0) u^Us + (nr^ sin 6 — ^3 cos 6) u^u^
;

where fg is a quantity which can be expressed in terms of ^1,^2, and 6.

Now assume that the central axis of >Si cuts eu^ in the point e + fgt^g, and

that -cj is the pitch of S.

Then (tD-j cos ^ + fg sin 6) u^u^ + (^2 sin ^ — f3 cos 6) u^Ui

= -arg (Wi cos d + u^ sin ^) = cos ^ . u^u^ + txr sin ^ . U3V1.

Hence tn-i cos ^ + f3 sin ^ = cos 0,

CTo sin ^ — f3 cos ^ = sin 0.
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Thus izr = -cTi cos'^^ + ^2 sin^^,

and ^3 = (txTg — -cTi) sin ^ cos ^.

These equations completely define the cylindroid.

(3) If w = e+ ^lUi + ^2<*2 + fs^s he any point on one of the central axes,

the equation of the surface, on which it lies, is obviously

(4) The director forces of the group are the two systems of zero pitch.

Hence the angles their lines make with eiii are given by

-BTi cos^ 6 + -sTa sin^ ^ = 0.

It follows that the directrices of the group are real if w^-sy.^ be negative,

and are imaginary if to-itn-g be positive.

The distances from the centre of the points of intersection of the

directrices with the axis are easily seen to be + \/(— -srita-g).

334. The Harmonic Invariants. (1) The harmonic invariant H(x)

[cf § 179 (3)] of any point x can be written 2xSi . S.^ ; where and are the

principal systems of the group.

Hence, with the notation of § 333 (1), by an easy reduction

(2) Thus if X lie on the plane ewj^a, H {^^) is a vector.

If X be the centre of the group, the harmonic invariant is the vector

parallel to the axis of the group.

Also the harmonic invariant of is the centre of the group.

(3) Also by a similar proof the harmonic plane-invariant of euiU^ is the

plane at infinity ; and therefore conversely the harmonic plane-invariant of

the plane at infinity is the diametral plane of the group.

Hence H (U) = XeuiU^.

This can be easily verified by direct transformation.

For H (U) = 2U>Sfi . ^2 = 2wi (e<^2 + zir^itiiU^) = - 2eiiiiL,.

335. Triple Groups. (1) Any triple group defines a quadric surface,

called the director quadric. It was proved in § 186 (4) that if p, pi, p^, ps be

the vertices of a self-conjugate tetrahedron of this quadric, then a set of

three reciprocal systems are given by

Si=ppi-{- H'lPiPi,]

S2=pp2 + M3Pi\ &,
Ss=^PP3-\-fJ'sPlP2',)

where fii, fi.^, fi^ are three numbers, real or imaginary, depending on the

given group.
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Also one of the vertices of the tetrahedron may be arbitrarily chosen.

Let the point p be taken to be the centre of the quadric, then p^, p.^, p^
are on the plane at infinity, that is to say, they are vectors. Hence if

the centre of the quadric be called c, and Vi, V2, be unit vectors in the

directions of three conjugate diameters, a set of reciprocal systems can be

written,

Sr, = cv2 + fjL^VsV^y (ii).

Thus if Si, S^, S3 be any three reciprocal systems of the group, SiU, S^Vi,

S^U are the directions of a set of three conjugate diameters of the quadric.

(2) If Ui, u^y Us be three unit vectors in the directions of the principal

axes of the quadric, then the three corresponding systems,

51 = CMi + 'crl^^2^^3 = CUi + 'sti^Ui ,\

52 = CW2 + OT2'^3^i = CW2 + ^28^2, > • • (iii),

53 = CU3 + ^sUiU2 = cus + tn-ggt^g,)

will be called the principal systems of the group.

336. The Pole and Polar Invariants. (1) The polar invariant of

the point x is denoted in § 183 (3) by P (x) and is the polar plane of x with

respect to the quadric [cf § 185 (1)]. Similarly the pole invariant of the plane

X is P (X) and is the pole of the plane X. Thus the centre of the quadric

is the point P (XV).

(2) Now let Si, S2, Ss denote a set of reciprocal systems.

Then P(U) = 2nSi .S^.S,^ 2SiU . S^ . S,.

But 2SiU . 82 is the diametral plane of the dual group SiS^ [cf. 334 (3)].

Hence the centre is the null point of this plane with respect to S^.

Accordingly the diametral plane of any dual subgroup contained in the

triple group passes through the centre of the quadric. Also the centre of

the quadric is the null point of such a diametral plane with respect to the

system of the triple group reciprocal to the corresponding dual subgroup.

(3) It may be noticed that, if Hi(a)), H^ix), Hs(a;) denote the harmonic

invariants of x with respect to the dual groups S^S^, S^Si, SiS^ respectively,

then [cf. § 184 (2)] Xc = P (U) = Hi (SiU) = (S^U) = H, {S,\X).

These are four alternative methods of expressing the centre of the

quadric.

(4) Since the diametral planes of the three dual groups are

c.S^U.S.U, c.S,\X.SiVi, c.SiU.S^Vi,

it follows that they intersect in pairs in the edges c . ^lU, c . S^U, c . ^S^sU.
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(5) The diametral plane, which bisects chords parallel to any vector v, is

obviously P (v). Thus the diametral plane, of which the conjugate chords

are parallel to any line Z, is P (XU).

The diametral plane parallel to any vector area M is P (U)M ; the vector

parallel to its conjugate chords is P jP (U) M}.

337. Equation OF THE Associated QuADRic. (1) The condition, that

any point p is on the quadric, can by § 187 (6) be written in the form

P(p)p = 0.

Now let pi be the length of the semi-diameter c . SiU, Then the point

p = c-{- piVi is on the quadric.

Hence by § 335, equations (ii),

pSi .82.83 = (cViV^Vs) {fli/J'oJlsViV^Vs - flipiCV^Vs}.

And p8i.82.8s.p = - (cvmY {tiiP'iti-i + /^ipi").

„ , 1 {8A){8,8,){8iyXf .Hence p.^ = - /../.a = -
j (, . . >^.U .W

'

with similar expressions for p^, and p^.

(2) Let ^1, S2, S3 be the principal systems of the group, and Wi, u^, ih

unit vectors parallel to the principal vectors of 2i, Sg* ^3-

Let it be assumed that

2i = cui + tn-jg^^i = cui + uTiU^u-i,

S3 = CU3 + ^381*3 = CUs + t^^3%l^t2•

Let a? be the point c + fii^i + fa^a + fa^s ; then fi, fa, ft are the rectangular

co-ordinates of a? referred to the three axes cu^, cu^, cu^.

Also P(a;)=:2^Si.2a.23

= 2
I

{'SJ-ifil^ OT2f2W2 + ^3?3^3 + BTl^o^sCl i

where c is the centre of the rectangular normal system.

The equation of the quadric is [osP (oc)} = 0, that is

UT^'GT^ '^%^\ 'CJ'i'SJ'2

338. Normals. (1) The vector parallel to the normal at a point x on

the quadric is g {P {x) Uj ; and this can be transformed into |P {x - c), where

a; is a unit point, and c is the centre of the quadric.

The first expression requires no proof, if it be remembered that P {x) is

a planar element in the tangent plane at x.
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(2) To prove the second expression, we have

g{P(^)U) = |{c.P(^)U).

Now, c.P(w)\\ = (cU)P (x) - {cP (x)} n = P(w)-{a)P (c)} U.

But P (c) = XU. Hence {xP (c)) = X.

Hence g {P (^) U} =
|
P (^) - \

|
U =

|

{P (x) - P (c)} =
i

P - c).

Thus the plane P (x — c) is the diametral plane perpendicular to the

normal.

339. Small Displacements of a Rigid Body. (1) If any rigid body be

successively displaced according to the specifications of two small congruent

transformations [cf § 268 (1) and § 303], it is obviously immaterial which

of the two transformations is applied first, so long as small quantities of the

second order are neglected.

Now let e be any origin and eui, eu.2, eus any set of rectangular axes,

Wi, % being of unit length. Assume the three small translations

defined by the vectors XUiUi, Xa^u^, "Xol^u^, and the three small rotations with

axes eu^, eu.2, eu.^ through angles XSg, XSg successively applied in any

order; where X is a small fraction whose square may be neglected, and

«!, ^2, ^3 are not necessarily small.

(2) Then any point x ^ e + X^u becomes Kx, where

+ (^3 + XoLs + X^ifa - X^afi) 1^.

Hence the combined effect is equivalent to the combination of the small

translation X (tti-Wi + ct^ih + ot-s^s), and of the small rotation round an axis

e (SiUi + B2U2 + through an angle X V(^i^ + + ^sO- ^7 properly

choosing aj, a^, ttg and B^, B2, Bs these can be made to be any small translation

and any small rotation with its axis through e.

Accordingly the above linear transformation is equivalent to the most

general form of small congruent transformation.

(3) Let 8 denote the system of linear elements

UiU^Us + a^UsU^ + asUjU.2 + B^euj + Sgewa + B^eus.

Then ^>S' = (a^ + ^2^3 - 83^2) ^^^2% + (a2 + ^sfi - ^ifs) eu^Ui

+ (as + ^i?2 - ^2?1) eUiUz + («! + tta + tts) UilL^lOs .

Hence Kx = x-\-\% (Sx . U).

Let S be termed the system of linear elements associated with the trans-

formation, or more shortly the associated system. And conversely \S will

be used as the name of the transformation.

(4) If two small congruent transformations XiS^ and X^S^ be successively

applied, then neglecting small quantities of the second order the combined

effect is that of the single transformation Xi*S»i + Xg^Sa.
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For K^x = x^- Xjg {S^x . U),

K^K^x = x + {S,x . U) + X^g {S^ . U),

neglecting \{K^.

It is now obvious that every theorem respecting systems of linear

elements possesses its analogue respecting small congruent transformations.

(5) When >Sf is a single linear element through any point e, the trans-

formation \/S is a rotation with its axis through e.

When >Sf is a vector area, the transformation XS is a translation in a

direction perpendicular to the vector area.

The transformation \S can be decomposed into two rotations round any

two conjugate lines of S.

(6) Let S be written in the form av -\- -crgi;, w^here is a unit vector, then

Kx = x^- {avx . U) -I- X^g [%v . x . U}.

Now g {gv . ^ . U) = g [%v] = V.

Hence Kx — x-\-\^ {avx . U) + X'urv.

Now Xav denotes a rotation through an angle \ round the axis av ; and

\t^%v denotes a translation parallel to v through a distance Xot.

Thus the axis of the transformation is the central axis of the associated

force system, and the pitch of the force system is the ratio of the distance

of the translation to the angle of the rotation. Let this pitch also be called

the pitch of the transformation.

(7) Whatever point x may be, we may write S in the form xv + M.

Hence Kx = x-\- \%M. In other words, X^Sf*' . U defines the translation re-

quired to bring x into its final position.

340. Work. (1) If the force F pass through the point x, and x be

displaced to x + \v, where ?; is a vector and X is small, then the work done

hy Fis\(F^v).

This is obviously in accordance with the common definition of work.

The work can also be written in the equivalent forms, X (FIX
\

v) and

\{v\FVC).

(2) Let F=xu, and let \v be the displacement of x produced by the

congruent transformation \S.

Then v = %(Sx.\i).

Hence %v = Sx . U.

And the work done by F is

\{xu.(Sx.n)}=-\{u.x (Sx . U)} = - X {^* . xS} = X (FS).

It then follows, that the work done by a force F during the small con-

gruent transformation X^S is the same at whatever point of its line of action

F be supposed to be applied.
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(3) Let F^y F,^, etc. be any number of forces acting on the rigid body

during its transformation. Then the sum of the work done by them is

\(F,S) + \(F,8)+ ...=\{(F, + F, + ,..)S} = X{S'S);

where S' is the force system Fi + F2+

Hence the work done by the force system 8' during the small congruent

transformation \8 is equal to that done by the force system 8 during the

small congruent transformation X8'.

Also if 8 and 8' be reciprocal, the work done is in both cases zero.



CHAPTER HI.

Curves and Surfaces.

341. Curves. (1) Let the point x{=e + be conceived to be in

motion, so that fi, fa, fa are continuous functions of the single variable t,

which is the time.

Then a? + xBt = e + Sfw + SrXfi*, is the position of the point at the time

T + St. Hence the vector x, which is 'E^u, represents the velocity of x in

magnitude and direction.

Similarly the vector x, or X'^u, represents the acceleration of x in magni-

tude and direction. Let x, x\ etc. be formed according to the same law.

(2) Let cr be the length of the arc traversed during the time t, and

o- 4- So- that traversed during the time r + Sr.

Then ^ =

(3) The tangent line to the path of x at the time t is xx, that at the

time T + St is XX -\- xxSt.

Let Se be the angle of contingence between these tangent lines, then by

§ 322 (2)
. /{xx\xx){STy

sin 06 = 06 = ^ / ^

—

'

. ;^
—-

fs/(xx \xx) js=^^^-
(4) Hence, if p be the principal radius of curvature of the path,

1 _ rfe _ ^/(xx \xx)

Therefore 1^ = = _ (11^

.
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342. Osculating Plane and Normals. (1) At the end of a second

interval 8t, x has moved to a? + ^xhr + 2a5 (Sr^.

Therefore the osculating plane is xxsi.

The vector factor of this product is xx. Hence the direction of the

binormal is that of the vector %xx. The binormal is x^xx.

(2) The neighbouring osculating plane is x(xx-vxxhT). The vector

factor of the neighbouring binormal is g (xx + xxhr). Let S\ be the angle of

torsion.

Then [cf. 322 (2)] f- = , /
(S^^ •

j-^^«
since ^xx . 5 (^^ + xxSt) = ^xx . ^x'xBt.

Now by § 326 (4) equation (iv), '^xx . ^xx = (exxx) %x.

Hence — K^^'^^f (^)^ _ (^xxx) sjixf

dT~ y {xxY ~ {xx]

Now let - be the measure of the torsion,
K

Then

r

Q.

1 _ {exxx)

K. {xx \XX)
'

mi 1 {exxx)
Thus —- = •

p^K {Xf

(3) The normal plane at x is x%x.

The principal normal at x is the line N, where

iV = XXX . X^X = {xx'^x) XX — {xx'^x) XX = {xy XX —{x\x) XX.

The vector parallel to the principal normal is therefore

{x)^x — {x \x)x.

343. Acceleration. In order to resolve the acceleration along the

tangent and the principal normal, notice that

(xlx) . {xYx — (x\x)x

(if
^+

(if

Now let t and 7i be unit vectors along the tangent and principal normal

respectively.

(xY
Then x = {x^)it, {xy x - {x \x) x =^ n.

P

Hence x = /, t + n.

Therefore the acceleration is equivalent to a component along the

tangent, and — along the normal.
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344. Simplified Formulae. (1) In order to develope more fully the

theory of curves, let us make use of the simplification introduced by the

supposition that the curve is traversed with uniform velocity by the moving

point. We may then take cr as the independent variable, and use dashes to

denote differential coefficients with respect to o-.

(2) Collecting our formulae, we have in this case

(wy = l, and therefore (x'\x'') = 0, (x'J + (a/ \a/")=0.

The tangent line is cox ; the normal plane is x%x' ; the osculating plane

is xx'x" ; the binormal is x%xx'' ; the principal normal is xx".

(3) To find Monge's polar line of the point x of the curve, notice that

the normal plane at the point x + x'Sa is (x + x'Ba) {^x' -^-^x" , Bo-], ihsit is,

x%x' + (x^x" + U) Ba, since {x'%x') = U.

Hence the polar line is x^x' . {x'^x' + U), that is, x^x . x%x" + ^x.

It is obvious that x'^x.x^x^' is some line through x. Assume that it

is XV.

Then v = xv.n = x'Sx . x^x'' . U = x^x . ^x" = g^V,

by § 326 (5). Hence the polar line of x is x'^x'x" + ^x.

(4) The centre of curvature is the point where this line meets the

osculating plane, that is the point

{x'Sx'x" + ^x) . XX x'' = {xWy x + ^x\ xo^x".

Now %x' . xx'x" ==-\x'.\l. xx'a^' = \x' . xW = - (x" \x) x' + {x \o(!) x" = x".

x"
Hence the centre of principal curvature is the point x + 7-t~1'\2 »

\X X )

the point x + pV.

345. Spherical Curvature. (1) The centre of spherical curvature

is the point where three neighbouring normal planes intersect, that is the

point

x^x' . (x^x" + U) . x^x''' = (x^xW + g^O . x^x"\

by use of the transformation of § 844 (3).

Now by the rule of the middle factor [cf. § 102 (7)]

x^xW . x^x'' = (x^x'x" . %x'") X = {x'^x'^^xW) X.

Also ^x"'^x'x" =
I

{ex'" . ex'x") = (exW)
\
e = (exW) U.

Hence x'^x'x" . x^x'" = {ex'x"x'") x.

Also by § 326 (5) %x' . x^x'" = g^'V = - "^x'x"'.

Hence the centre of spherical curvature is

-
/ /f ///X , t^iat is — p^K^x'x'".
{ex X X )
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(2) Therefore, if p, be the radius of spherical curvature,

p,^ = pV (x'x"J = [{x"y - {af \a;"y]

= pV [(ci:"y - (x" \a/y} = pV (x'y - k\

(3) Now (x"y can be found by squaring the determinant {eafa^'x'").

Thus [cf. § 342 (2)] -—^{eafoi/'x'" \ex'x"x"')

1, 0. (x'\x"')

0, {xf'\x"), (x"\x"')

(a/\x"'), (x" [«/"), (x"'\x"')

Now i = (^"|'^") = -(^'l*"')- And J = 2(«;"|0-
^

Hence • -^-^-^-1
Therefore p^^ = p^ + K^ + /c^ - /c^ = + .

This is the well-known formula for p-^.

346. Locus OF Centre of Curvature. (1) It is easy to see that

the inner products of the various differential coefficients of x, such as w
f

oc
f

etc., can be expressed in terms of p and k and their differential coefficients

with respect to c.

Let pi be written for
\/ (^) |

*

Then we have by successive differentiation

3 (x" \x'") + (x'\af') = 0, 3 (x"y + 4 (x'' \a^') + (x = 0,

and so on.

Also (x'y = - = - (x'\x"% Hence (x" \x''') = _ 1 "^ = - 1

Again (^'T =^ +
^4
= say. And (x'" \a^^) = \g

.

Also
i(-'>''0

= (O^4-(-''l^^) =--i(^^g.
Thus (x^lx'") is expressed in the required form, and so on.
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(2) Let y be the centre of principal curvature of the curve at the

point X Let a be the arc of the locus of y measured from some fixed point.

Then when a is the independent variable, and y is used for ^

,

2/ = ^ + p'^x", y = x'-\-2p^ x"-\- /3V".

Hence (g)' = (yy = 1 +
(J)'

{afj + 2p^ (x'
\

x'")

+ ^l^^{si!'\x"') + p*{x"J

= 1+4P^ -2-4 7^ +q:+l =

Therefore
da^^p^

da K

(3) Also if he be the angle of contingence corresponding to ha, then

^ 'sj{yy\yy)

da- {iff
'

Thus by mere multiplication ^ , and hence , is expressed in terms
da da

of p and K and of their differential coefficients with respect to a.

347. Gauss' Curvilinear Co-ordinates. (1) Let x be any unit

point on a given surface. Then the co-ordinates of x referred to any four

reference elements may be conceived as definite functions of two independent

variables 6 and (p. Then the two equations, 6 = constant, and
<f>
= constant,

represent two families of curves traced on the surface.

(2) Suppose that the unit point x + Bx corresponds to the values 6 +
and </) + of the variables. Then Sx is the vector representing the line

joining the point {0, (p) with the point (0 + S^, </> + S</)) of the surface.

Also 8x can be written in the form

Bx = (x,Be + x^Bcf)) + i (xnBd\^ + ^x^^BdB(f> + x^\^) -f- . .
.

,

where x^, x^, iPn, x^^, ^22 are vectors. Hence, if e be the origin,

(e = 0 = {e |a?a) = {e ki) = {e \x^.^ = (e \x^),

(3) In order to exhibit the meanings of these vectors, let e be any origin

and eiiif eu^, eu^ rectangular unit axes.

Then x h e + ^^u, and a?, is S^ u, ajg is S^ u, Xn is S and so oi^.
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It will at times be an obviously convenient notation to write ^ for
,

do

dx ^ d^x ^ ,

^7 for x^, for Xn, and so on.

(4) The distance ha between x and x -\-hx\^ given by

{ha-y = {hxy = {hey + 2 {x^ \x^) m(\> + {x^ \x.) (S(i>y,

(5) The tangent line of the curve joining the points is

X (x^S6 + a?2S<^).

Now let X + BiX be a neighbouring point on the curve <^ = constant, and

X + 82X on the curve 6 = constant.

Then x + BiX = x-\- x^hO + ^ (S^)^ + = + ^2S<^ + 2 ^22^^.

Hence two tangent lines to the curves </> and 6 respectively are xx^ and

xx^. Accordingly the tangent plane at

The normal at x is x^x^x^.

(6) The angle co between the tangents at x to the 6 curve and the

^ curve is given by

\Xx\X2) ' I yx-^Xt^xxiXsi)
cos O) = -777 X VI » Sm ft) = . / j^, r;^^ .

^\{Xx\x^{x^\xi)\ V (^i|a?i)(i»2'^2)

(7) Let hv be the perpendicular from x -\-hx on to the tangent plane.

Then [cf. § 324 (4)] hv = (^^^^f^) =

2 \J{x^x<2_x-^x^

348. Curvature. (1) Let p be the radius of curvature of the normal

section through x and x + Zx. Then =
g

"g^^ •

(2) Now seek for the maximum and minimum values of p when the

ratio of W to is varied. Let p-^ and /O2 be the maximum and minimum
values found, and let 8^1 to 8(^1 and to 8<^2 be the corresponding ratios of

W to S<^. Then p\\sl{xxX^\xxX^ and p^jsjix^x^ x^x^ are the roots of the

following quadratic for f

:

((ea;ia;2a;„) - (^1
1
^1)} ((e^i^2^22) ? - (^2 1 ^2)} - {(^^1^2^12) K- (^i

I

^2))' = 0.

jj^^^^ J_ _ (ex^x^xi) {ex^x^^ — (ea^iajga^ia)'

P1P2
~

{(^1
1
^1) (^2

1
^2) - («i

I

^2)^^

"

,2l2

~

]^ _^
1 _ {ex^x^^ + (a?2 |a?2) (ea?ia?2a?ii) — 2 |d?2) (ea^ia^^a^ig)

P2 {(^lkl)(^2k2)-fek2yl^
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(3) The expression for can be put in terms of {ce^ {x^), {x^ \x^\ (x^ \x^),

and of their differential coefficients with respect to 6 and
(f>.

For, since by § 347 (2) (e = 0 = . . . = {e\x^\

{ex^x^n){ex-,x^^) = {ex^x^n\ex^oo^^)= ix^\x^), {x^\x.,), {x^\x^)

(flJal^i), (^2^2), (^2|iJ?22)

(«nki), (a^iika), fekaa)
and (e^i/r2^i2)^=

I

(a7i|a?i), {x^\x^, {x^\x-^^

I

(^l|i»2X (^21^2), (a?2|a?12)

i (•«^lkl2), (^21^12), («12kl2)

Hence {ex^x^^^ {ex^x^,^ — {ex^Xc^^^

{x^\x^\ {x^\x^), {x^\x^)

{Xi\x^, (^2
I
^2)? (^21*^22)

{x^\Xn), fel^ii), 0

(^iki), (^i|^2), (a?i|a?i2)

(a^il^Ta), (^21^2), (^2^12)

(^i|^i2), (^2^12), 0

+ {(^1 ki) (^2 ka) - {Xx \x^f} {(a?n ^22) - («i2 1^12)!.

9 9 (x \x )Now let {x-^ (a?! |iri)2, etc. stand for^ (a?!

^
-

, etc.

Then (a^i ki)i = 2 (^1 kn), (^1 |.'^i)2 = 2 (^'i ja^ia),

(a?2 |^a)i = 2 (a72 kia), (^2 1^2)2 = 2 (i^a |a?22),

\x^\ = |iz?2) + (^1 1^12), (^1 1^2)2 = (^12 1^2) + (^1 1^22),

(a?! |a;i)22 = 2 (a?i2 \xy^ + 2 |a?i22), (^2 ^2)11 = 2 (^12 ^12) + 2 (372 k'^a),

^2)12 = 1^22) + (^12 ki2) + (^112
I
^i) + (^'i km)-

Hence (^n (^22) - (^12 ^12) = (^1 ^2)12 - i (^1 ^1)22 - i (^2 k2)ii.

Thus can be expressed in the required manner.

349. Lines of Curvature. (1) Also if & and ^2 stand for

/Oi/V(^i^2 ki^s) and /92/\/(^i^2 ki«^2) respectively.

Then the ratios hOr to S</)i and hO^ to S<^2 are given by

he, ^ -g<^i

(ea?ia?2^Pi2) ?i - («i k2) (e^'i^r^ii) ?i - ki)
'

^^2 jz^ii
{ex^x^^i) fa - {ccx \x^)

~ {ex^x^n) Ki - (^1 ki)

'

(2) By the aid of the quadratic for and fa which have been found,

it can easily be seen that the lines of curvature are given by

{{xi \x^{ex-^x^i^) - (a?! ki) (^^1^2^12)} (^^y

+ {(^'2
1
^2) {eocyx^,,) - {x, ki) (^^i^a)}

+ {(a?2 ka) (e^ia^z^Pw) - ka) (e^i«^2^22)} {Hf = 0-

W, 35
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And therefore it follows that

(w, + (oo, \x,) {Be^B<f>, + Be,B<l>,} + 1^2) B<l>iB<l>2 = 0.

(3) Let w + Bw and w + B'x be two neighbouring points to x, where

Bx = x^Bd 4- X2B<f) + . i
.
, and B'x = x^B'O + x^B'cf) + ...

,

Then the angle yjr between the two tangent lines xBx and xB'x is given by

_ (x, \x,) BOB'e + (^1 (BOB'<t> + g<^3^^) 4- (a?2 I^^S^S'j^

sm'>/r=
^ Z^y^ L— .

cab a

Hence

BaBa cos^ = (a?! |a;0 8(98'^ + (x, [x^) (BOB'<l> 4- S'(95</)) + {x^ {x^) 8</)8>,

and [cf. § 347 (6)]

So-SV sin -»/r = (B6B'<I> — B'dB<j>) sin o) VK^i |^i) (^2 1^2))-

Corollary. The tangents to the lines of curvature at x are at right angles.

(4) The conditions that the 6 curves and the </> curves should be lines

of curvature at each point are, from subsection (2) and the corollary of

subsection (3), that the equations,

(^1 1^2) = 0 = {exjX^^2),

should obtain at each point.

350. Dupin's Theorem. (1) Let x be conceived as a function of

three variables 6, cf), ylr. Then the equations 6 = constant,
(f)
= constant,

and i|r = constant, determine three families of surfaces. On the surface,

6 = constant, a; is a function of the variables </> and sfr ; on the surface,

<l>
= constant, a function of yjr and 0 ; on the surface, i|r = constant, of 0 and

(f).

dx dx dx
Let gg

= ^„
d^~^^'

g^=a?3, with a corresponding notation for the

higher differential coefficients.

(2) Now suppose that the three families of surfaces intersect orthogonally.

Then (^1 1 a^a) = 0, (x2\Xs)=0, (xs\x,) = 0 (1 ).

Hence by differentiation

{xjs Ix^) + (x^ 1^23) = 0, (x,2 \xs) + (a?2 l^'is) = 0, {x^ \Xi) + (x^ IXj^) = 0

Hence (x^ \a)^) = 0 = (x^ {x^i) = (xs Ix^^) (2).

The condition that the lines of intersection of 6 and
(f)

with the surface ^jr

should be lines of curvature is (6X1X2X12) = 0.

But from equations (1) XiX2 = %Xs, and hence we may write a7i^2 = ^fe-
And therefore from equations (2)

(6X1X2X^2) = X (e^Xs . Xyi) = \ (xs
1

x^o) = 0.
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Hence the lines of intersection are lines of curvature of the surfaces on

which they lie.

351. Euler's Theorem. (1) Let the curves 6 = constant and

(j) = constant be lines of curvature, so that

(^i|^2) = 0 = (e^iiz?2a?i2).

Let be the radius of curvature of the normal section through scx^ and

of that through 00X2.

The radius of curvature of any normal section is given by

- {(^,
I

X,) (Bey +
I

x,) (Sc^y} = (Boy + (Bci>y.

(2) The angle i|r, which the tangent line ooSoc makes with the tangent

line xooi, is given by

vK^i
I ^0w + I my}

'

TT 1 COS^llr sin^^/r
Hence - = ^ ^ ^

.

P P^ P2

352. Meunier's Theorem. (1) The principal radius of curvature of

the curve, cf)
= constant, is

,f V— 1 = ip, say.
VK^^ii l^i^iij

The radius of curvature of the normal section through xxi is

^ fey
(^^1^2^11)

Hence ^ = (ex,x^u) {M'}^
,

P \/{(^1^2)'(«l^ll)'}

(2) The osculating plane of the curve (j> is xx^x^, the normal section

is xXi%XiX2. If X angle between these planes, it is given by

_ (Xi^XiX^ \XiXn)

But Xi%XiX2 = (xi [xz) S^i — (xi \xi) %X2.

Therefore {xi^XiX2 \ XiX^) = (xi \xi) (exiX^u)-

And {xi^XiX2y = (xiy (XiX2 [x^Xz).

TT {M^]^ (ex^x^xn) ip
Hence cos y = '

.
= - .

Note. I do not think that any of the formulae or proofs of the present chapter

have been given before in terms of the Calculus of Extension.

35—2



CHAPTER IV.

Pure Vector Formula.

353. Introductory. (1) A simple and useful form of the Calculus of

Extension for application to physical problems is arrived at by dropping

altogether the representation of the point as the primary element, and only

retaining vectors. The relations between vectors of unit length will give

the expressions in terms of the Calculus of Extension for the formulae of

Spherical Trigonometry. Also many formulae of Mathematical Physics can be

immediately translated into this notation. These vectors may [cf § 210 (3)]

also be conceived as the elements of a two-dimensional region, and their

metrical relations are those of two-dimensional Elliptic Geometry.

(2) Let i,j, k represent any three unit vectors at right angles. Then

any other vector x takes the form f^^-17J'+ f^.

(3) We will recapitulate the forms which the formulae assume in this

case. It will be obvious that, as stated above, they form a special case of

Elliptic Geometry.

i*=i^. ii = ^'> =

|jA; = i = ||i, |A^*=j =
||j,

\ij = k = \\h

(j\k) = 0 = {k\i) = {i\j).

(i\i) = U\j)^(k\k) = (ijk) = i.

(4) The multiplication formulae are the ordinary formulae for a two-

dimensional region : we mention them all for the sake of convenience of

reference.

Let X, y be any two vectors ; and X, F any two vector areas.

Then xy ^ - yx, Z7 = - YX,

Also xy represents a vector area, and XF a vector: the vector area xy

is parallel to both vectors x and y, and the vector XF is parallel to the

intersection of the vector areas X and F,
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Again, {^\y) = {y\^), (Z|F) = (F|Z);

and the result is in each case a purely numerical quantity.
j

354. Lengths and Areas. (1) The length of the vector x is >s/{x \x).

The angle B between two vectors x and x' is given by

^ _ {x \x') . _ / {xx'\xx')
'''^'^

7[{x\x){x'\x')]' ''''^-V K^kX^'Wr
(2) Any vector area X takes the form ^jk + 7)ki + fy.

The magnitude of the area is ^J{X \
X ).

The angle 6 between two vector areas X and X' is given by

a- (^1^0 . n_ I {XX'\XX')
''''^ - \X){X'\X')\ ' ^ - V j(Z |Z) (Z' |zoi

•

(3) Also \X denotes a vector line of length sJ{X jZ), and \x denotes a

vector area of magnitude sjix \x).

It will be useful at times to employ the term * flux ' to denote a vector

area.

(4) Let f and 17 be the lengths of the vectors x and y, and let Q be the

angle between them. Then the magnitude of the vector area xy is

^{xy \xy] = ^J[{x \x) {y \y) - {x \yy] = Jt; sin 6.

Again, let f and 77 be the magnitudes of the vector areas Z and F, and

6 the angle between their planes. Then the length of the vector ZF is

V!ZF |ZF) = V{(Z |Z) (F 1 F) - (Z
I
Yf] = ?^ sin 6.

355. Formulae. (1) The extended rule of the middle factor [cf. § 103]

gives the following formulae

:

X.xy^{Xy)x-{Xx)y (i);

x.XY^{xY)X-{xX)Y (ii).

The second can also be deduced from the first by taking supplements.

(2) The same rule also gives the following formulae for inner multipli-

cation :

xy\z = {x \z)y-{y\z)x (iii);

z\xy^z .\x\y = {z\y)\x^{z\x)\y (iv).

(3) Also from § 105,

xy.XY^ {xX) (2/F) - {xY) {yX) (v).

And writing \u for Z and \v for F, we deduce

{(icy\uv) = (!jo\u)(y\v) -{x\v){y\u) (vi).

Similarly, the supplemental formula

(ZF|C;'F) = (Z|Cr)(F|F)-(ZiF)(F|f7) (vii).
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(4) Two particular casps of the formulae (vi) and (vii) have been already

used above, namely,
{xy\xy) = {x\x){y\y)-{x\yy (viii)

;

{XY\XY) = {X\X){Y\Y)-{X\Yy (ix).

It will be convenient to write any expression of the form {x\x) in the

form {xy or and {X\X) in the form {Xf or X\ Thus {xyf stands for

{xy\xy).

356. The Origin. By conceiving the vectors drawn from any arbitrary

origin 0, any vector x may be considered as representing a point. Thus it

is the point P such that the line from 0 to P can be taken to represent the

vector X in magnitude and direction. This origin however is not symbolized

in the present application of the Calculus.

357. New Convention. (1) Before proceeding with the development of

this Calculus it will be advisable explicitly to abandon, for this chapter only,

the convention [cf § 61 (1)] which has hitherto been rigorously adhered to,

that letters of the Italic alphabet represent algebraic extraordinaries and

letters of the Greek alphabet numerical quantities of ordinary algebra.

As a matter of practical use and not merely of theoretical capabilities it

would be found so necessary by any investigator in mathematical physics to

continually form the Cartesian equivalents of his equations—if only for

comparison with other investigations—that the capabilities of the Greek

alphabet for the representation of numerical quantities would not be found

sufficient. The German alphabet is found by most people difficult to write

and to read. But let the following convention, which is a modified form of

one adopted by Oliver* Heaviside, be adopted.

(2) Let all letters of the Greek alphabet denote numerical quantities.

Let all letters, capital and small, of the Latin alphabet without subscripts

denote respectively vector areas and vectors
;
except that in formulae con-

cerned with Kinematics or with Mathematical Physics t always denotes the

time.

Let ^, j, k denote invariably three rectangular unit vectors.

If X denote any vector, let iCi, a^a, x.^ be numerical quantities denoting the

magnitudes of the resolved parts of x in the directions i, j, k respectively

:

so that X= x^i •\- x^j •\- xjc.

Let Xq be a numerical quantity denoting the magnitude of x. Thus

X, = ,J{xf= + + ^3').

* Cf. ' On the Forces, Stresses, aud Fluxes of Energy in the Electromagnetic Field,' Phil,

Trans. 1892.
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If X denote any flux, let Jlj, Xg, Xg be numerical quantities denoting the

magnitudes of the resolved parts of X along the unit fluxes jk, ki, ij : so

that X = XJk + XJci + Zgi}'. Let Zq denote the magnitude of the flux, so

that

Zo = + ^/(xy = {z,^ + z,^ + x,f.

(3) This notation avoids a too rapid consumption of the letters of the

alphabet, and shews at a glance the relationships of the various symbols

employed.

We note as obvious truths ; I

if Z= then Xq^Xq, Xi = iJOi, X^ = x.,, X^^a^.^.

Also we note that if ^t'=!Z, then \x=\\X = X, and the same results

follow.

358. System of Forces. (1) Let forces represented by the vectors

f, f\ act at points denoted by the vectors x, x\ drawn from any

assigned origin.

Then any force/ at a? is equivalent to/ at the origin and a vector area xf
representing the moment of/at a; about the origin.

(2) Hence the system is equivalent to %f at origin and the vector area

%xj\ representing a couple ; which may be called the vector moment of the

system about the origin.

If L be this 'vector area,' Xj, X^, Zg are the three moments of the

system about axes through the origin parallel to i, j, k.

359. Kinematics. (1) Let any point in space be determined [cf.

§ 350 (I)] by the three generalized co-ordinates (6, (fy,
yjr). It will be called

the point (6, cf), yjr). If the point be referred to three rectangular axes, the

rectangular co-ordinates will be written Xi, x^, x^, and the point will be

represented by the vector x.

If 6, (f),
yjr be conceived as the co-ordinates of a moving particle, they are

functions of the time. Let u be the vector which denotes the velocity of

the particle at each instant; then corresponding to each position (6, <^, yjr)

there is a definite velocity u. Hence w must be conceived as a function of

0, <l>yyjr: that is to say, if i, j, k be any three fixed rectangular vectors, and

u = itii-\- Uij + ihk, then Ui, ii^, are functions of 6, cf), yjr.

Since 0, <j>, yjr are functions of the time, u can also be conceived as a

function of the time.

(2) Let u be the velocity of the point at the time t, and u + uBt at the

time t -f 8t. Then when St is made infinitely small, it is the acceleration.
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Also evidently,

. , du
U = Uil-{- U.2J + U^K — -j^ .

(3) The aspect of the osculating plane of the curve traced by the point

is represented by the vector-area uii.

The binormal is represented by the vector \uu.

The normal plane is represented by the vector-area
|
u.

The principal normal is represented by the unit vector /i, where

_ uu\u __{u\u)u^ {u\u)u

^J{uu
I

uf i^[{u \u) (uu \uu)}

'

The distance traversed in the short time 8t is ^/(uy . Bt

(4) The angle Be between the directions of motion at the times t and

^ -I- is given by
5, . 5, /(uu\uu) 5.,

The radius of curvature is
A^(uu \uu)

'

(5) Thus u = ^l(^M.n + Pfi^u^ ^ <s/(u\u) (u\u)

p dt ' \/{uf

This represents the ordinary normal and tangential resolution of the

acceleration.

360. A Continuously Distributed Substance. (1) Many branches

of Mathematical Physics depend upon the investigation of the kinematical

properties of substances (ordinary matter or some other medium) distributed

continuously throughout all, or some portion of, space. The continuously

distributed substance will possess various properties dependent on its motion

and on other intrinsic properties. Let any quantity associated with a

particle of matter, which does not require a direction for its specification, be

termed scalar, according to Hamilton's nomenclature.

(2) Then scalar quantities, such as the density, and vector quantities,

such as the acceleration, are associated at each point with the existence of

the continuously distributed matter.

These quantities, scalar or vector, may be associated either with the

varying elements of matter occupying given points of space, or with the

given elements of matter occupying varying points in space.

(3) If the quantities be thus associated in the first way with the given

points of space, then the co-ordinates—say 6, </>, —of any point are not to
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be considered as functions of the time. Let x be any scalar function of the

matter at the point {6, cf), -^jr) at any time t, then at the subsequent instant

t-\-^t Sb fresh element of matter occupies the position (0, yjr). Let its

corresponding scalar function at the time t + Bt be +^ S^. Thus x is

conceived as expressed in the form x{^> ^> t), where 6, (j), yjr are not

functions of t. The operators

dd' d(t>' dyjr' dt

applied to x have therefore the relative properties of operators denoting

partial differentiation.

Call ^ the stationary differential operator with respect to the time.
dt

(4) Similarly if u be any vector function of the matter at the given point

(0, <f),
yjr) at any time t, then at the subsequent instant t + St the correspond-

ing vector function of the new element which occupies the position {0, yjr)

can be written u-^-^8t. Also it is obvious that
dt

du _ du^ ' ,du2 . dus ,

dt'^^'^^^'^'dt^'

Let ^ and ^ be abbreviated into u' and x, i^^^ ^^t, %<•

(5) We shall assume, except where the limitation is expressly stated,

that the scalar and vector functions spoken of are continuous functions of

the variables: and that if x be any scalar and u any vector, %, u^y u^, ih

have finite and continuous partial and stationary differential coefficients with

respect to 0, </>, -yjr, t.

(6) If the quantities be associated with the given particles of matter, let

the co-ordinates 0, yjr mark the position of any given particle at the time t.

Then at the subsequent time t-\-8t, the co-ordinates of that particle have

become 6 4- 6Bt, </> + ^St, yjr -\- ^jrSt. Also if x be any scalar function of that

particle at the time t, the same function of the same particle at the time

ti- Bt will be denoted hy x-^ X^i ^ function % can be

conceived now as a function of 6, cj), yjr, t and written x(.^> 0» where

0, (f),
-sjr are functions of the time. Thus

dt dt ^d0^ d(t>^^dylr^

Similarly if u be any vector associated with the particle, at the time t+St

the same vector function associated with the same particle is u+uBt oru+-^ Bt.
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, . , dii dux . duo . da. ,

Thus obviously _=_-, +_ ^ + _ A;

;

with two similar equations. Hence

du du Adu • du • du

d< = 8< + ^a^0 + *9^ + ^at"

Call ^ the mobile differential operator with respect to the time.

361. Hamilton's Differential Operator. (1) Let the position of

any point be denoted by the vector oc which is represented by the line drawn

to it from any arbitrarily assumed origin. Then ct/j
J

(Ci^
)

«^?3 are the rectangular

co-ordinates of the point referred to axes parallel to k\ and x^, x.^, x^ may

be conceived as taking the place of the unspecified co-ordinates ^, </>, i/r of the

previous investigations.

(2) Let X scalar function of position at a given instant. Then

-}- 4- A;^ obviously represents the rate of change of % at the point x
uXi 0X2

in the direction of the normal to the surface % = constant, which passes

through X. It follows that the function + + is independent of
° dx^ dx2 dxs

the directions of the vectors i,j, k so long as they are a rectangular set.

9 9 3
Let the symbol operator, —h.;^

—

\-k^, be written V, and called
0X1 0X2 ox^

Hamilton's* Differential Operator, or more shortly, the Hamiltonian. Its

properties were first fully investigated by Prof. Tait** for the very similar

case of quaternions.

(3) The Hamiltonian may accordingly be conceived as operating on a

vector by means of the conventions

(V \u) = {Vic \i) + (Vu, \j) + (Vu, \k).

(4) Hence Vu = jk(—'-^-^]-hki(^-^-^-^)+ij
\dx2 dxj \dxs dxj *^

\9iPi dxj

'

\Vii is called the Curl of the vector u, Vu is the Curl-flux of the vector u.

(5) Also ^V\a)J^ +p +p.
oxi dx.2 0X2

(V 1?^) is called the Divergence of the vector u and is a scalar quantity.

* Cf. Hamilton's Lectures on Quaternions^ Lecture vii. § 620.

** Cf. his Elementai-y Treatise on Quaternions, 1st Edition, 1867, 3rd Edition, 1890.
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(6) It is obvious with this symbolic use of V that it can be treated as a

vector as far as formal algebraical transformations are concerned, so long as in

the product it is kept to the left of the quantity which it operates on, and so

long as those quantities to its right on which it does not operate are noted.

(7) Thus in accordance with the rest of our algebraical notation we may
write V V;;^ in the form V^;^, where [cf. § 357 (2)]

It is obvious that V v^^ = 0; Wu = 0. Again, V
\
V . a becomes Vhi, which

is Vhij . i + .j + V-'W3 . k,

(8) An important example of the possibility of formal algebraic

transformations of expressions involving V is as follows

:

If tt, b, c be any vectors,

ab \c = {a |c) b-(b \c)a = - \{c \ab) = \(c \ba).

Hence (b\c)a = b(c\a) —
\

(c \ba).

Now putting V for both b and c and u for a, we find

Vht = V(V\u)-\{V\Vu).

362. Conventions and Formula.. (1) The symbol V is to be

assumed as operating on all the subsequent vectors in a product in which it

stands, in the absence of some special mark attached to a vector. If a

vector such as v is not operated on by a preceding V, let it be written with a

bar on the top, thus v. For instance, Vuv implies that V operates both on

u and V ; but Vuv implies that V operates on u and not on v, and Vuv implies

that V operates on v and not on u. Similarly V (u\v) implies that V operates

on V and not on u.

(2) The advantage of affixing a sign to a vector not operated on by V
is that, as far as the vanishing of a product is concerned owing to the formal

laws of multiplication [cf. § 93 (4)] a vector behaves differently according as

it is or is not operated on by V.

For instance if u, v, are any two vectors, uvu = vuu = 0. This is true by

reason of the formal laws of multiplication. Now substitute the symbolic

vector V for v, then tiVu = Vuu, and this is not zero. Thus it is convenient,

as far as formal multiplication is concerned, to reckon u and u as different

vectors. It sometimes conduces to clearness in tracing the algebi*aic

transformations to preserve the bar over a vector even when it is placed in

front of V ; thus Vuu = uVu. In such cases the bar may obviously be placed

or dropped without express mention.
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(8) The following are important examples ;

V (u\v) = V (u\v) + V {u\v),)

hence V {u\u) = iVu' j

Vuv = Vuv + Vuv = vVu — uVv (ii).

Also [cf. 361 (8)]

u\Vu = -\{Vuiu) = \V {u\u)-(u\V)\u = i \Vu'-(u \V)\u.

But [{u \Vu) = \u.Vu = -Vu\u.

Therefore Vu\u = (u\V)u - iVu""

or (u\V)u = Vu\u + ^Vu'

(4) If the operation V is repeated in a product, a little care must be

exercised so that the use of the bar may be unambiguous. For instance the

following transformation exemplifies this remark.

We wish to operate on Vu\u with V. The new operation of course

operates both on the u and the u of the existing expression ; since the bar

merely refers to the existing operation V. Write Vu\u = — \u . Vu.

Then V {\u . Vu) =V{\u.Vu)-\-V{\u. Vu\

where obviously the newly placed bars refer to the V outside the bracket.

(5) But the introduction of a new symbol, such as |t; = is often the

simplest solution of the difficulty. For instance Vu\u becomes
\

vu.

An important example is arrived at by operating with V| on Vu\u,

Write \v for Vu.

Then V\,\vu = Vvu = uVv — vVu, by equation (ii).

But vVu = {v\v) = v''=^ {Vuy,

and uVv = u .V \Vu = {u\V) (V
\

u) - u Vhi.

Hence Vvu = (u \V) (V\u)-u\V^u- (Vuf (iv),

where v =
|

Vu.

(6) It will be convenient to adhere to the further convention that V
immediately preceding a scalar such as cf) does not operate on a subsequent

vector unless some stop is placed between the V and the scalar.

Thus V(I)U has the same meaning as V<^u, but V . cj^u implies that V
operates on <l>u. This convention is useful in dealing with such expressions

as V^Vyjr: it avoids the clumsy form V(f>Vyjr.

It is however often better to place bars where there is a risk of mistake,

so as not unduly to burden the memory with conventions.

(7) The preceding transformations have brought into prominence the

symbolic operator (u
\

V). It is a scalar operator, and in the Cartesian

3 9 9
notation fcf. 5 357 (2)1 is —hU27:—^Us^^u.-r- , where da- is an

^ ^ ^
da)i ddCs da

element of arc at the point x in the direction of u.
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It follows that, if ii be the velocity of the matter at the point

363. Polar Co-ordinates. (1) The analytical transformations of V
into polar and cylindrical co-ordinates can be easily established.

Let P be the point x, and 0 the origin : let the position of P be defined

Fig. 1.

by the length p of OP, the angle 6 between OP and the direction of k, the

angle <^ between the plane through OP and k and the plane ki.

It may be noted that by the convention of § 357 (2) p has also been

denoted by Xq.

(2) Let r be the unit vector in the direction of OP, thus r
X X

Let V be the unit vector perpendicular to the plane through OP and

positive in the direction of (j> increasing.

Let u be the unit vector perpendicular to OP in the above plane and

positive in the direction of 6 increasing.

Thus (r \r) = \ = {u\u) =^ {v \v) \ and {r\u)=^0 = {r\v) = {u\v)\

and u =
\
vr, v =

\
ru, r =

|
uv,

(3) Also r — i cos </> sin ^ + j sin <^ sin ^ + A; cos 0.

Hence v = rk = (i sin (t>—j cos sin 6
;

therefore ^ = i cos (jy — i sin

And u =:\vr = { cos <^ cos 6 sin </> cos ^ — ^ sin ^,
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(4) Again,
Op pod p sm do<p

/m \ ( \
\ (

i

— ( 7 sin + I cos <f))) ^

\ Ip sm ^9<^/ (I psmd
J

. /
I

\ . / I \ fu\r\ ( \vcosO\ cotj9

P

Hence
dp^ ' p'dO'-

' p" sin2 e^^^^ p'bp'^ p^ dd

(5) Again, let p be any vector function of the position of P, and let

p = -BTi?' + OTo^ 4- T^r.^V,

where 7\ v, u are the three rectangular unit vectors as defined above which

correspond to the position of P, and tn-j, -5x2, -nrg, are scalar functions of p, 0, </>.

Then (V \p) = (r
|

V^i) + (i*
|

V-dt^) + (v
|

Vt^.,) + nT,(V \r) + ot2(V \u) + 1173(7

3^3 CTa cot ^

dp pd6 p sin 6d<l> p p

(6) Again, let q be the curl of p, and let q = /Cjr 4- + /t^v.

Then \q = Vp = V^ar^r + V'sr^u + Vtsr-jiy + ot-jV?^ 4- WaVw + CToVv.

Now Vr = w- + v- = 0;

„ r V cos 6 ru

sm 0 p

Hence
| q

Thus

P

b

p sin 6

( j sin 6 + i cos <f>) (r sin O + ii cos ^) cot 0 1
J-^ — — V '

; X — UV V7\

P P

r 1 3-5T2 1 Btn-g

l_ p sin 6 d<l) p dd

4
L/3S11sin 6 d(j> dp p

1

/o sin 6

••i
cot ^

p

4- ri^

Tg cot 6

1 acTj ^ a-BTa ^ -aa

1 a-cTg

/9 9^ p sin ^ '

p

p sin ^ 9</) 9p p
'

9'Z<r2 1 S'STj -372

'''^dp~~p^'^~p'

364. Cylindrical Co-ordinates. (1) Employing cylindrical co-

ordinates, let a?3 denote the length ON in the annexed figure, and a denote
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the length NP. Also let v denote the same vector as in § 363, and w denote
a unit vector parallel to iVP.

(2) Then =i cos </> - 1 sin = i cos </> +jsin <^ ;

^iid w =
\
vk, V =

\
kw, k = \ wv.

Also T7 SV = tv^ -\-v
da

And
' a '

Hence

Again,
w wv

a a

Fig. 2.

ad<f) dxs

V
v_l
a a

1 8

V-zt* = - = 0.

(3) Let any vector p be written tsTjW + OToV + -sr^k, and let its curl q be

written /Cj-z^; 4- + /tgZ?.

Then (V |^) =(Voti |^) + (V^^ \v) + (Vtsrg + tsr^ (V w) + cr^ (V |?;)

= wv

8a o" 8^ 8^P3 a

1 8t!J-i 8^2 tSTal
,

, r 8t3-o 1 8«r3"|
, 8sri 8tJ3~|

8a?3 8o- J
*
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Hence tc^ = ^rr H

—

a9<7 <r

1 9'BT3

a d<j> dxs
'

9*BJi 9'sr3

^ 9^C3 9<r

365. Orthogonal Curvilinear Co-ordinates*. (1) The formulae

may be generalized thus: let I, m, n be three unit rectangular vectors

associated with any point P, such that the system of vectors suffers a

continuous change in direction as the point P moves in a continuous line

to any other point P\ Let Sci, So-g, Sas be elements of arc traversed by

the point as it moves through small distances from P in the directions

I, m, n respectively.

(2) Let P be determined by three curvilinear co-ordinates 6i, '6^, 6^,

such that during the small motion Ba^, Sy becomes O^ + hO^, and 0^ and 6^

are unaltered ; with two other similar specifications. Also assume that

ocTi =—
,

00-2 = , 00-3 =
;

where hi, h^, h are functions of ^i, 0^, 6^.

Then [of. §361(2)] V =^g+^| + «|.

(3) Thus if <^ be any scalar function of 6^, O2, 0^,

^^*=S(wf) + -^l?(^'>- «•

Again, let p be any vector, and let jo = OTi^ + 'ur^m + 'ur^n.

Then

(V \p) + 1

0

+

(y
I

+ -3 (V 1.) .
.
.(ii).

Similarly

4- -cTiV^ + Ts^m + TO-sVyi (iii).

* As far as I am aware, the methods of transformation of the present and the two preceding

articles have not been employed before. The methods are the analogue in this Algebra of Webb's

method of Vector-Differentiation, published in the Messenger of Mathematics, 1882, and fully

explained and applied to this case in Love's Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity,

§ 119.
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Thus when (V \l), (V |m), (V \n), VI, Vm, Vn have been obtained, the

formulae for transformation are complete.

(4) Now 6^ = constant, 02 = constant, ^3 = constant, form three sets

of mutually orthogonal surfaces.

Hence Z = |m7i = ^ V^i = l^^2V^3.

Hence
I

= ^ ' Ve.VO, + V0,Ve,V^ .

Now V . veyo, = vvdo . v<93 - vd^ .vve,= o.

Therefore

(V 10= vo,ve,v 2. = hA {
. V^ = hA ii

I
V) = kAh^^

Similarly

9 1 9 1

(^M = h.hA^^j^^, and (V|^) = WA3-^^^-^-.

Hence from equation (ii) (V \p) = hM.\^^hJ^^W.U^wM

(5) Again, Vl = V .^Ve, = V ^ .V0, = ^yd.'^h,^^ Nh^

_ 9^1 /i-a 9^1

Ai 9^2 ^1 9^3

... /l3 9A2 /^i 9^2 7 r7 /il 9/^3 , A2 9/^3
Similarly Vtti = ^ m?i — ^ = 1- ;T7r — ir

/ia 9^3 /«2 9^1 /is 9^1 hs 9^2

Hence from equation (iii)

Accordingly if be the curl of p, that is \Vp; and if q be written

then
/ 9 ?D-3 9 CT2\

7 7 / 9 CTi 9 CTgX

/ 9 9 t!rA

/^3-/H//2^gg^^^
9^2 AJ

w. 36
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These formulae of course include as special cases the preceding formulae

for polar and cylindrical co-ordinates [cf. §§ 363 and 364].

366. Volume, Surface, and Line Integrals. (1) Let dr stand for

an element of volume at the point x. Let dS be a vector-area representing

in magnitude and direction an element of surface at the point x. Then

dS =jkdSi + kidS^ + ijdSi
;

where d8^=^ dx^dx^, dS^^dx^dx^, dS^ = dxidx2.

Let |c^>Si denote the normal, positive when drawn outwards.

Let be a vector line denoting in magnitude and direction an element

of arc at x. Then dx — idx^ +jdx2 + kdx^, and dxo is often denoted by da:

(2) Then the well-known theorem connecting the volume and surface

integrals of any continuous function of position within a closed surface is

jjj(V\u)dr = jj(udS}.

(3) Green's Theorem can be written

jfj
(V</>

IV^) =
jj

(0Vi|rd:>Sf) -jjj(j>V'ylrdT

= j|(^|rV(|>dS)-jjjfV'<t>dT.

This can obviously be deduced from subsection (2) by writing </)V'»|r for u,

then

(V \u) = (V |</)Vi/r) = (V<^ + ((/)VY).

(4) Stokes' Theorem connecting line integrals and surface integrals is

expressed by

jj(Vu\dS)=^j(u\dx),

where the line integral is taken completely round any closed circuit, and the

surface integral is taken over any surface with its edge coincident with the

surface.

367. The Equations of Hydrodynamics. (1) Let the vector u
denote the velocity of a frictionless fluid at any point represented by the

vector X drawn from an arbitrarily chosen origin. Let p be the density at

that point, and -bj the pressure. Let the vector / denote the external force

per unit mass at x. Also let the vector q denote the curl of u, so that

q = \Vu. The vector q defines the vortex motion at each point of the fluid :

portions of the fluid, for which q = 0 at each point, are moving irrotationally.

Then the fundamental equation of motion is

t=-^-+/'/ «•
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(2) Assume in the first place that the fluid is homogeneous and in-

compressible : also that / is derivable from a force potential yjr, so that

Equation (i) becomes
du

9m
Hence ^ + = - ^ (

- + ^/r + j (iii)^

This can be transformed [cf. § 362 (7)] into

f,
+ (u\V)u = -v[^^f) (ii).

But by equation (iii) of § 362 (3)

(u\V)u = \qu-\-^Vu\

''ST

dt •

'

(3) The equation of continuity becomes

(V\u) = 0 (iv).

(4) These equations are independent of any special co-ordinate system.

Thus let $1, 02, O3 denote any set of orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinates, so

that $1 = constant, 0^ = constant, O3 = constant, denote three systems of

mutually orthogonal surfaces. Let I, m, n and ^1, h^, hz have the meanings

assigned to them in § 365.

Let u = Vxl + v^m + v^n, q = Kil + K^m -\- K^n.

Then = hji^ F ^ ^) ' ^^^^ similar equations for

and Kz.

Now I, m, n are independent of t. Hence equation (iii) splits up into

three equations of the type

dvi hidhid /'CJ" . 1 „\ /X
dt ' ' ' " ' dOiKp

And equation (iv) becomes

i_ J^a_+i_ J^ + 1__!^=0 (vi).

These are the general equations of motion of a homogeneous incom-

pressible fluid referred to any orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinates. They

include as special cases the equations referred to polar or to cylindrical

co-ordinates.

368. Moving Origin. (1) Equation (iii) of the preceding article

may be extended to the case of a moving origin. Suppose that the origin

moves with velocity v, then v may be a function of t, but of course is not a

function of position.

36—2
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The point, which at time t is defined by the vector x, at the time t + Bt

is defined by the vector 00 — vBt.

Let s- denote the stationary differential operator with respect to the
ot

time relatively to the moving origin, so that ^ gives the rate of change at

a moving point which is defined by the constant vector oc drawn from the

moving origin.

Then | = l + (^l^>-

Hence equation (iii) of § 367 becomes

-J
-

IV) ^6 + I^M = - V
(^^

-f i|r + (vii).

(2) Equation (ii) of § 367 becomes

Now let u' = u — v. Then u' is the velocity of the fluid at any point

relatively to the origin.

Substitute u' -\-v for u and remember that {u\V) v = = (v \^) Vy since v is

not a function of x.

Also if i) be the acceleration of the origin,

Hence the equation of motion becomes

^^+V + (U'\V)U' = -V i-^-y]^ (viii).

The equation of continuity is (V
1
1^') = 0.

(3) The curl of u' is the same as that of u, since

\Vu=\V {u -\-v) = \Vu'.

Hence equation (viii) can be transformed into

+ « + \qu' = -V + t + K') .

Furthermore, since v is not a function of position, v = V {v\x).

Hence finally

hi'

Bt
+ \qu' = - V

1^ + + (1) + K'} (ix)-

(4) Therefore a uniform motion of the origin does not affect the form of

the hydrodynamical equation, when the velocity is reckoned relatively to the

origin.
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An acceleration of the origin adds a term to the force potential.

The vortices are the same whatever motion be assigned to the origin.

Therefore by suitable modifications of yjr, equations (ii) and (iii) of § 367

may be looked on as the typical hydrodynamical equations, whether the

origin be at rest or be moving in any way.

369. Transformations of Hydrodynamical Equations. (1) Opera-

ting on (iii) of § 367 with V

^1= dq

dt

Also V
I

g« = (V |«) |g + (V |tt) |2 - (V |5) |« _ (V
15) 1» = (« |V) |5 - (3 1V) |»;

since (V |m) = 0 = (V

Hence by taking the supplement

dq
^^+(u\V)q = (q\V)u.

This can also be written

(2) Again, operate on (iii) with V |.

Vqu = -V^^(^ + ylr + ^u^^ (xi).Hence

Also by § 362 equation (iv)

Vqu = (w
IV) (V |t*) - uV^u - (Vtt)2 = - tiVhi - (Vuf.

370. Vector Potential of Velocity. (1) Assume that there are no

boundaries to the fluid which extends to infinity in all directions ; also that

the vortices [cf § 367 (1)] only extend to a finite distance from the origin.

Now q =
I

Vu.

Hence [cf § 355 (2) equation (iv)]

Vq^V \Vu=\V (V
\

u)-\V^u=- \V'u.

Therefore by the ordinary theory of the potential, since by assumption

g = 0 at all points beyond a certain finite distance from the origin,
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where q represents the curl of the velocity at the point x , and V stands for

9 9 8
^ -—

, + 7 + k ;r—, , and dr' is an element of volume at x.
dx/ dx.^ dxs

(2) The integration may be assumed to be confined within any surface

large enough to contain all the vortices and such that none of them lie on

the surface.

Integrate by parts, and remember that by the assumption q' is zero

at all points of the surface.

Then [cf.§ 362 (1)]
I ^ ///v' ^^.cZx'.

Now ,^

^ =-V ^

^{x-xj ^{x-xy

Hence |. = Ifjjv dr' = ^1 v///-^Jr' (xii).

Hence -~ [[[
^—kz dr is a vector such that u is its curl. Let this

vector be denoted by p, then u =
|

Vp.

(3) Also by integrating by parts, it is easily seen that

since (V|g)=0.

The vector p is called the vector potential of the velocity.

(4) The same suppositions as to the absence of boundaries and as to

vorticity enable us similarly to solve equation (xi).

For by the ordinary theory of the potential equation (xi) can be trans-

formed into

J
+ ^+ + constant =

jfj
-^^^^dr'.

Now integrating by parts exactly as above,

j+t+K+7=i;v///-^;^,^.' (xiii).

Hence if L denote the flux t— ((I ,/
^
^

dr. then
47r jjj \/{x — xy

'CJ" . . ^ „ « 1- 9X1 . 9X0 9X3
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371. Curl Filaments of Constant Strength. (1) Let v be any
vector which at each point is definitely associated with the fluid at that

point : the magnitude and direction of v may depend, wholly or in part, on
the velocity of the fluid and on its differential coefficients, and it may depend
partly on other properties of the fluid not here specified. Let it be assumed
that the components of v, namely v^,v^,v^, and their differential coefficients

are single-valued and continuous functions. Let r denote the curl of v, so

that r =
\

Vv.

Lines formed by continually moving in the direction of the r of the

point are called the curl lines of the vector v. Since r fulfils the solenoidal

condition, namely (V
;

r) = 0, such lines must either be closed or must begin

and end on a boundary.

(2) A curl filament is formed by drawing the curl lines through every

point of any small circuit in the fluid. If dS be the vector area at any point

of a curl filament, then rdS is called the strength of the filament. It follows

from the solenoidal condition by a well-known proposition that the strength

of a given curl filament is the same at all points of it.

Let any finite circuit be filled in with any surface, then by § 366 (4),

where the line integral is taken round the circuit.

(3) Let us now find the condition that the sum of the strengths of the

filaments, which pass through any circuit consisting of given particles of the

fluid, may be independent of the time. Also for the sake of brevity assume

that the region of space considered is not multiply connected.

d

dt.
The condition is :j{v\da^) = 0.

This becomes j \

da!^ +
J I

= ^•

Now du = (dx\V) iL

Therefore {v \du) = {dx |V) (v |w)= V {y \u) \dx.

Hence ^i^^\di^ ^ {v\du) = 0,

becomes
/[|^ + ^ I

= ^•

Now if ^ be any scalar function of x and t which together with its

differential coefficient is continuous and single-valued,

J(V^|(^^) = 0,
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where the integration is completely round the circuit. Hence if yjr be some

such scalar function, we deduce

Now

(u\V)v = V (v\u)-\-Vv\u = V (v\u)-\u .Vv = V {v\u)-\.io\Vv = V (v \u) - \ur.

Hence ^—\ur-\-V(v\u) = - Vi|r.

Now put % = + k)-

Then
|^ + k^^ = -^X (^iv).

(5) To eliminate x we operate with V, then

Now V \ur= (V\r)\u-(V\u)\r.

But (V|r) = 0 = (V|z*)|.

Hence V \ur= (r \V) \u — (u \V) \r.

Therefore the equation becomes after taking supplements,

^£-h(u\V)r = (r\V)tL

This is ^ = (r\V)u (xv).

(6) This condition should be compared with equation (x). It follows

from the comparison that the strengths of all vortex filaments are constant.

In other words, that if equation (xiv) be conceived as an equation to find the

unknown vector r, then q is one solution for r. But q is not necessarily the

most general solution. Thus there are other curl filaments in the fluid with

the same property of constancy.

(7) But equations (xiv) and (xv) are more general than these enunciations

would suggest. For in the derivation of (xiv) neither the equation of con-

tinuity for an incompressible substance nor the kinetic equation of fluid

motion were used. It follows that if the motion of any continuous substance

be assumed given, so that u is a given function of x and t, then any vector v,

as defined in subsection (1), with its curl r which satisfies equation (xiv) is

such that the curl filaments are of constant strength.

(8) Equation (xv) involves the equation (V \u) = 0. Hence this equation

holds for any incompressible substance moving in any continuous manner.
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An extended form of (xv) can be deduced by writing (V \u) = d, where 6

is a known function of os and t, since it is such a function.

Hence V \ur = (r\V)\it-{u\V)\r- d\r.

Therefore ^-\-(u\V)r==(r\V)u-er;

that is, ^ = 1^) — (xvi).

372. Carried Functions. (1) Let <^ be a scalar function of x and t

such that for all values of t any surface <^ = 7, where 7 is any particular

constant, represents the same sheet of particles of the substance. Then the

function <^ will be called a carried function*.

(2) The analytical condition which <j> must satisfy is

d<i>

or as it may be written.

dt='>

Also lv<^ = |v^ + (2*|V)V<^ =V^ + V(il|V)<;,

= V^^-V(i^|V)<^ + V(w|V)<^ = -V(2^|V)<^4-V(u|V)«^

= -V(V^|w) (xvii).

(3) Now let
(f>

and be any two carried functions. Then by equation

(xvii)

^ (v<^ Vi/r) = - V (v^
I

Vi|r - V (v;/;; Ut)

= - V {( 1

u)V^- (
\u)V^] = -V {V^V^\u].. .(xviii)

;

by § 355 (2) equation (iii).

(4) Also if <\>, yjr, % be any three carried functions

(V<^
V;j^:)

= - V {(V^
I

r^) + (V^
I ^^ + ( k) V;^}

by the extended rule of the middle factor, where the product of three vectors

is treated as an extensive magnitude formed by progressive multiplication.

Hence

^-(V</,V.;rVx) = - (V(#,V^/rVx)(V ,u) = - ^(V(#>V^V;^)...(xix).

* These functions for a perfect fluid have been investigated by Clebsch in Crelle, Bd. lvi. 1860,

and by M. J. M. Hill, in the Transactims of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, Vol. xiv. 1883.
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This result is obtained by Hill, without the use of the Calculus of

Extension, in the paper cited. The brevity of the necessary analysis by this

method is to be noted.

(5) Putting B for the determinant (y^Vi|rV^), equation C^ix) can be

written

and it follows at once that

^ = -(^_^)a, ^=.-(6 -see ^6^)8, and so on.

Hence if none of the series e, e, 0, and so on, are infinite, then all the

successive mobile differential coefficients of B with regard to the time are

zero when 8 is zero.

Hence if S is zero at each point at any one instant, it remains zero at all

subsequent times.

373. Clebsch's Transformations. (1) The curl filaments, defined by

§371, equation (xvi), move with the substance with unaltered strength.

Let two systems of surfaces be drawn at any instant on which the curl lines

lie. Then if these surfaces be defined at any instant by the carried functions

(j) and yjr, the intersections of the two systems at any subsequent instant will

define the curl lines.

Therefore, remembering that Vcf) and Vyjr are vectors at each point

respectively perpendicular to the surfaces </> = constant, and yjr — constant,

passing through that point, we may write r = ] V<^V'»|r = -cr IVc^V^lr, where is

some function of os and t.

dv
(2) But from equation (xvi), ^ = i^)

~

Now = 'sr|V</>Vi;r

+

dt

Also (r \V)u-er = 7;T [(V^VfV) u -
[

V</)V^ (V \u)}

= 'GT \{(V(t>V'slrV)\u-V^V'>jr{V \u)}

= ^\V {^V^(V^\u)+V^(V^\u)}

By equating these results we obtain -dr
\
V<f>V^fr = 0.

But by hypothesis the vector
|

V</>V'x/r is not null. Therefore tir = 0.

Hence to* is a carried function of the substance,
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Let ra be replaced by the carried function Thus

r = x jVc^V-^/r, and
I
r = p^Vc^V-^/r.

(3) Now the solenoidal condition (V
|

r) = 0, gives

V . ;)^V</)V-f = 0, that is V^V</)V'f = 0,

since V . V</)V'»;r = VV<^. V-^/r - V</> . VV^/r = 0.

But V^Vi^V-^^r is the well-known Jacobian whose vanishing is the con-

dition that % is a function of
(f>
and ^/r, where t is regarded as a constant.

Hence X=f('l>y 'f* 0-

But since 6, yjr, y are carried functions, ^ = ^= 0 ; where I7- means
at ot ot

that
(f)

and i|r are regarded as constant. Hence % is a function of </> and yjr

only, where t is regarded as a variable. Thus =
f(<f>, '^).

(4) It is now easy to prove that the most general form for these curl

filaments, which satisfy equation (xvi), is

r = \V(f)Vylr (xx).

Btxr i)ut

For let be a carried function of the form f(<j), yJr). Then ^ and ^
are carried functions of the same form. Then we have proved that the most

general form for r is ^ IV<f>V>|r.
d(j>

But V.J^V^^'^V^.

Hence VotV-^/t =~ V-^/r.

Thus the most general form can be converted into [V'uyVyfr, which is the

form stated in equation (xx).

(5) Now V<t>Vylr = V ,<l)Vylr=-V .yjrVcj).

Hence from the preceding subsections of this article the most general

form of the solution of equation (xvi) for the vector v, of which r is the

curl, is given by
V = <^Vifr + Vot (xxi),

where </> and yfr are carried functions, and w is any continuous function of x

and t.

(6) We can also solve for the function x which appears in equation (xiv)

in terms of </>, yjr and ot. It is to be noted that the x equation (xiv) is not

a carried function.
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Now by equation (xx)

\ru = V</>V^
I

u = {u
I

V</,) - {u
IV^) V</, = - 1^ +^ Vc/,

;

since [cf. § 272 (2)]

Also ^ = ^ {(</,V^) + V^l = 0,7^ + <i>V^, +

where is written for , and so on.

Hence equation (xiv) can be written

Therefore ^ {% + <^'»l^« + ^4 = 0.

Now only the differential coefficients of x appear in equation (xiv), so we
may with perfect generality write

X = -(f>'^t-'UTt (xxii).

Equations (xxi) and (xxii) are the extension of Clebsch's transformations

for the velocity of a perfect fluid.

374. Flow of a Vector. (1) The flow of a vector v along any

unclosed curve will be defined to be the integral

(v \dw\

where the lower limit is the starting point of the line, curved or straight,

and the upper limit is the end point.

(2) If the vector v be such that its curl filaments are of constant

strength, then its flow between any two points P and Q along a defined line

takes by equation (xxi) the form
•Q

<l)dyfr + -ctq — OTp.
P

(3) The part
j

(fxiyjr is such that it is independent of the time if the

same line of particles be always considered. But it does in general depend

on the special line of particles chosen, and is not completely defined by the

terminal particles.

The part otq - iirp is completely defined by the terminal particles, but

varies with the time.

(4) Suppose that the mobile differential coefficient of the flow of any

vector V along any line of particles in the substance is always equal to the
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flow of soQie vector p along the same line of particles, then p will be called

the motive vector of the flow of v.

The definition of p is therefore

By attending to the derivation of equation (xiv) it is easy to see by the

use of the same analysis as there employed that

|) = ^ + 1^^^* 4- Vz3- (xxiii),

where w is some single-valued scalar function of x and t, r is the curl of v,

u is the velocity of the substance at the point x.

This equation should be compared with the equations of Electromotive

Force in Clerk Maxwell's Electricity and Magnetism, Vol. ii., Article 598.

Note. The present chapter is written to shew that formula) and methods which have

been developed by Hamilton and Tait for Quaternions are equally applicable to the

Calculus of Extension. The pure vector formulae have some affinity to those of the very

interesting algebra developed by Prof. J. W. Gibbs, of Yale, U.S.A., and called by

him Vector Analysis. Unfortunately the pamphlet called, 'Elements of Vector Analysis,'

New Haven, 1881—4, in which he developed the algebra, is not published, and therefore is

not generally accessible to students. The algebra is explained and used by Oliver Heaviside,

loc. dt. p. 550 ; it will be noticed in its place among the Linear Algebras.

Note on Grassmann.

H. Grassmann's Ausdehnungslehre von 1844 was republished by him in 1878 (Otto

Wigand, Leipzig).

A note by the publisher in this edition states that the author died while the work

was passing through the press. A complete edition of Grassmann's Mathematical and

Physical Works (he also wrote important papers on Comparative Philology) with

admirable notes is now being published under the auspices of the Eoyal Saxon Academy
of Sciences, edited by F. Engel (Leipzig, Teubner) Band i. Theil i. 1894, Band i. Theil ii.

1896 ; the remaining parts are not yet published (December 1897). I have not been able

to make any substantial iise of this admirable edition : the present work has been many
years in composition and already nearly two years in the press ; and the parts most closely

connected with Grassmann's own work were, for the most part, the first written.

It must be distinctly understood that the present work does not pretend to exhaust the

suggestions in Grassmann's two versions of the 'Ausdehnungslehre' : I only deal with those

parts, which I have been able to develope and to bring under one dominant idea. Thus

Grassmann's important contribution to the theory of Pfaff's Equation by the use of the

Calculus of Extension, given in the Ausdehiwngslehre of 1862, is not touched upon here.

It is explained in Forsyth's work, Theory of Differential Equations, Part i. Chapter v.

The following list of the mathematical papers of Grassmann is taken from the

Royal Society Catalogue of Scientific Papers.
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Theorie der Centralen, Crelle xxiv. 1842 ; and xxv. 1843.

Ueber die Wissenschaft der extensiven Grosse oder die Aiisdehnungslehre, Grunert^

Archiv vi. 1845.

Neue Theorie der Electrodynamik, Poggend. Annal. lxiv. 1845.

GrundzUge zu einer rein geometrischen Theorie der Ciirven, mit Anwendung einer rein

geometrischen Analyse, Crelle xxxi. 1846.

Geometrische Analyse gekniipft an die von l^eibnitz erfundene geometrische Characte-

ristik, Leipzig, Jablon. Preisschr. (No. 1) 1847.

Ueber die Erzeugung der Curven dritter Ordnung durch gerade Linien, nnd iiber

geometrische Definitionen dieser Curven, Crelle xxxvi. 1848.

Der allgemeine Satz iiber die Erzeugung aller algebraischer Curven durch Bewegung

, gerader Linien, Crelle xlii. 1851.

Die hohere Projectivitat und Perspectivitat in der Ebene; dargestellt durch geo-

metrische Analyse, Crelle xlii. 1851.

Die hohere Projectivitat in der Ebene, dargestellt durch Functionsverkniipfungen,

Crelle xlii. 1851.

Erzeugung der Curven vierter Ordnung durch Bewegung gerader Linien, Crelle

XLiv. 1852.

Zur Theorie der Farbenmischung, Poggend. Annal. lxxxix. 1853; and Phil. Mag.

XII. 1854.

AUgemeiner Satz iiber die lineale Erzeugung aller algebraischer Oberflachen, Crelle

XLix. 1855.

Grundsatze der stereometrischen Multiplication, Crelle XLix. 1855.

Ueber die verschiedenen Arten der linealen Erzeugung algebraischer Oberflachen,

Crelle xlix. 1855.

Die stereoraetrische Gleichung zweiten Grades, und die dadurch dargestellten Ober-

flachen, Crelle xlix. 1855.

Die stereometrischen Gleichungen dritten Grades, und die dadurch erzeugten Ober-

flachen, Crelle xlix. 1855.

Sur les differents genres de multiplication, Crelle xlix. 1855.

Die lineale Erzeugung von Curven dritter Ordnung, Crelle lii. 1856.

Ueber eine neue Eigenschaft der Steiner'schen Gegenpunkte des Pascal'schen Sechs-

ecks, Crelle lviii. 1861.

Bildung rationaler Dreiecke. Angenaherte Construction von tt, Archiv Math. Phys.

xlix. 1869.

Losung der Gleichung -\- + = 0 in ganzen Zahlen, Archiv Math. Phys.

xlix. 1869.

Elementare Auflosung der allgemeinen Gleichung vierten Grades, Archiv Math. Phys.

LI. 1870.

Zur Theorie der Curven dritter Ordnung, Gottingen Nachrichten, 1872.

Ueber zusammengehorige Pole und ihre Darstellung durch Producte, Gottingen

Nachrichten, 1872.

Die neuere Algebra und die Ausdehnungslehre, Math. Annal. vii. 1874.

Zur Elektrodynamik, Crelle lxxxiii. 1877.

Die Mechanik nach den Principien der Ausdehnungslehre, Math. Annal. xii. 1877.

Der Ort der Hamilton'schen Quaternionen in der Ausdehnungslehre, Math. Annal,

xn. 1877.

Verwendung der Ausdehnungslehre fiir die allgemeine Theorie der Polaren und

den Zusammenhang algebraischer Gebilde (posthumous), Crelle lxxxiv. 1878.

An obituary notice will be found in the Zeitschrift Math. Phys. Vol. xxill. 1878,

by Prof. F. Junghans of Stettin.
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The works on the Calculus of Extension by other authors deal chiefly with the

application of the Calculus to Euclidean Space of three dimensions, to the Theory of

Determinants, and to the Theory of Invariants and Covariants in ordinary Algebra.

Thus they hardly cover the same ground as the parts of the present work, dealing with

Grassmann's Calculus, except so far as all are immediately, or almost immediately,

derived from Grassmann's own work. Some important and interesting works have been

written, among them are:

Ahriss des geometrischen Kalkiils, by F. Kraft, Leipzig 1893 (Teubner).

Die Ausdehnungslehre oder die Wissenschaft von den extensiven Grossen in strenger

Formel-JSntwicklung, by Robert Grassmann, Stettin 1891.

System der Raumlehre^ by V. Schlegel, Part I. 1872, Part II. 1875, Leipzig (Teubner).

Calcolo Geometrico, by G. Peano, 1888, Turin (Fratelli Bocca).

Introduction d la G4om4trie Diffe'rentielle^ suivant la Methode de H. Grassmann^ by

C. Burali-Forti, 1897, Paris (Gauthier-Villars et fils).

The Directional Calculus^ by E. W. Hyde, 1890, Boston (Ginn and Co.).

I did not see the above-mentioned work by C. Burali-Forti till the whole of the

present volume was in print. It deals with the theory of Vectors and of Curves and

Surfaces in Euclidean Space, in a similar way to that in which they are here dealt with

in Chapters i., iii., and iv. § 359 of Book vii. The operation of taking the Vector is

explained and defined. The formulae of multiplication in so far as they involve supple-

ments are however pure vector formulae : some interesting investigations are given which I

should like to have included : the application to Gauss' method of curvilinear co-ordinates

is also pointed out.

Buchheim's and Homersham Cox's important papers have already been mentioned

[cf. notes pp. 248, 370]. I find that Buchheim has already proved [cf. Proc. Lond. Math.

Soc. Vol. XVIII.] the properties of skew matrices of § 155 : also the extension of the idea

of Supplements in Chapter iii. Book iv. is to some extent the same as his idea of taking

the polar [cf. Proc. of Lond. Math. Soc. Vol. xvi.]. I had not noticed this, when writing

the above chapter. He does not use the idea of 'normal intensity'; accordingly his

point of view is rather different. He does not bring out the fundamental identity of

his process of taking the polar with Grassmann's process of taking the supplement.

Homersham Cox has also written a paper*. Application of Grassmann^s Ausdehnungs-

lehre to Properties of Circles, Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, October, 1890.

There are two papers by E. Lasker, An Essay on the Geometrical Calculus, Proc. of the

Loudon Math. Soc. Vol. xxviii. 1896 and 1897. The paper applies the Calculus to

Euclidean space of n dimensions and to point-groups in such a space. It contains results

which I should like to have used, if I had seen it in time.

Helmholtz uses Grassmann's Calculus, as far as concerns addition, in his Handhuch

der physiologisch&n Optik, § 20, pp. 327 to 330 (2nd Edition).

* In this paper by a slip of the pen the words 'Outer' and 'Inner' as applied to multiplication

are interchanged.
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The references are to pages.

Absolute in connection with Congruent Trans-

formations,. 456 sqq., 500 sqq.\

Conic Section, defined, 497

;

Plane, 367, 496 sqq.
;

Point-pair, defined, 351

;

Points on, in Hyperbolic Geometry, 422

;

Polar Begions, 367, 384, 420;

Quadric, defined, 355.

Absorption, Law of, sqq.

Acceleration in Euclidean Space, 540 sqq.
;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 482 sqq.

Addition in connection with Classification of

Algebras, 29 sqq.;

and Multiplication, 25 sqq.
;

and Positional Manifolds, 120 sqq.;

in Algebra of Symbolic Logic, 35 sqq.
;

of Vectors, 507 sqq.
;

Principles of, in Universal Algebra, de-

fined, 19 sqq. ;

Eelations, 123.

Algebra, Linear, mentioned, 32, 172;

and Algebra of Symbolic Logic, 35

;

defined, 28

;

Universal, mentioned, 11, 35 ;

defined, 18.

Algebras, Classification of, 29 sqq. ;

Linear Associative, 30

;

Species of, defined, 27

;

Numerical Genus of, 29, 119.

Angle of Contingence, in Euclidean Space, 539

and 552

;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 479

;

of Parallelism, in Hyperbolic Space, 438

;

of Torsion, in Euclidean Space, 540

;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 479.

Angular Distance between Points in Anti -space,

417.

Anharmonic Ratio in Positional Manifolds,

defined, 132;

of Systems of Forces, 290.

W.

Antipodal Elements, defined, 166

;

in Elliptic Space, 361;

Form of Elliptic Geometry, defined,

355;

Intercept, defined, 168;

length of, 362.

Anti-space, considered, 414 sqq.\

defined, 354.

Anti-spatial Elements, 414 sqq.

Arbitrary Regions in Algebra of Symbolic Logic,

55 sqq.

Arithmetic and Algebra, 11.

Associated Quadric of Triple Group, see Group

;

System of Forces, see System of Forces.

Associative Law and Algebra of Symbolic Logic,

37;

and Combinatorial Multiplication, 174

;

and Matrices, 251

;

and Multiplication, 27

;

and Pure and Mixed Products, 185

;

and Steps, 25

;

defined, 21.

Ausdehnungslehre, 13, 19, 32, 115, 131, 168,

171, 172, 180, 198, 210, 219, 229, 248, 262,

278, 317, 522, 573.

Axis, Central, in Elliptic Geometry, 401

;

in Euclidean Geometry, 529

;

in Hyperbolic Geometry, 454

;

of a Congruent Transformation in Elliptic

Space, 471;

in Euclidean Space, 501

;

in Hyperbolic Space, 458

;

of a Dual Group, see Group.

Ball, Sir R. S., 281, 370, 406, 462, 473, 475,

531, 532.

Base Point, 518.

Beltrami, 369, 451.

Binomial Expressions in Symbolic Logic,

45 sqq.

37
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Biquaternions, 370, 398.

Bolyai, J., 369, 426, 436, 451, 487;

Wolfgang, 369.

Boole, 4, 10, 35, 46, 63, 96, 111, 115, 116.

Bradley, 6, 10.

Brianchon's Theorem, 231.

Buchheim, 248, 253, 254, 278, 370, 405,

675.

Burali-Forti, 522, 575.

Burnside, 370.

Calculus, General Nature of, defined and dis-

cussed, 4 sqq.;

Differential, distinguished from Uni-

versal Algebra, 18 sqq.;

of Extension, Algebraic Species of, 28, 31;

and Descriptive Geometry, 132,

214 sqq.;

and Theory of Duality, 146, 196,

212, 481

;

investigated, 169 sqq.

Cantor, G., 16.

Carried Functions, 569 sqq.

Cayley, 119, 131, 135, 161, 248, 249, 361, 352,

353, 354, 369.

Central Axis, see Axis.

Central Plane of Sphere in Hyperbolic Geo-

metry, 442.

Centre of Dual Group, see Group.

Characteristic Lines of Congruent Transforma-

tion, 470.

Characteristics of a Scheme, 9, 14

;

of a Manifold, 13.

Chasles, 246.

Circle, defined, and Perimeter of, in Elliptic

Geometry, 375

;

Great, on Sphere in Hyperbolic Geo-

metry, 448

;

in Hyperbolic Geometry, 484.

Classification (operation in Symbolic Logic),

41.

Clebsch, 369, 569, 570

;

and Lindemann, 278, 280, 294.

Clifford, 13, 369, 370, 398, iOS^tol, 409, 472.

Combination, General Definition of, 8.

Common Null Line of a Group, 286.

Commutative Law and Algebra of Symbolic

Logic, 37

;

and Congruent Transforma-

tions, 464

;

and Multiplication, 27

;

defined, 21.

Complete Manifold, defined, 15.

Complex Intensity, 120.

Complexes, Conjunctive and Disjunctive, de-

fined and discussed, 107 sqq.;

Linear, 278 sqq.

Compound Extensive Magnitudes, defined, 177

sqq.

Congruence of Terms, defined, 122.

Congruences of Lines and Dual Groups, 288.

Congruent Banges, defined, 350

;

Klein's Theorem concerning, 353
;

Transformations in Euclidean Geometry,

500 sqq., 5S6 sqq.;

in Non-Euclidean Geometry, 466

sqq.;

and Work, 469, 477, 537 ;

Associated Systems of Forces of,

466, 476, 536;

Parameters of, 460, 471.

Conies, Descriptive Geometry of, 229 sqq.

Conjugate Co-ordinates, defined and discussed,

148 sqq.;

Lines, 277

;

Sets of Systems of Forces, 298, 306, 308.

Conjunctive Complex, 107 sqq.

Construction, Grassmann's, 219 sqq.;

in a Positional Manifold, defined, 214

;

Linear, of Cubics, 233 sqq.;

von Staudt's, 215 sqq.

Content, Theory of, 370, 406, 462.

Contingence, Angle of, see Angle.

Co-ordinate Elements, defined, 125

;

Region, defined, 126.

Co-ordinates, Curvilinear, in Euclidean Space,

543;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 488, 494

;

Conjugate, defined, 148.

Cox, Homersham, 346, 370, 399, 400, 401, 575.

Cubics, Linear Construction of, 233 sqq.

Curl, defined, 554

;

Flux, defined, 554

;

Lines and Filaments, defined, 567.

Curvature of Curves and Surfaces in Euclidean

Space, 544 sqq.

;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 479 sqq.

Curve-Locus in Space of v Dimensions, defined,

130;

Quadriquadric, 144, 151.

Curvilinear Locus in Space of v Dimensions,

defined, 130.

Cylindroid in Euclidean Space, 532

;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 403, 455.

De Morgan, 32, 100, 122, 131.

Dependence in a Positional Manifold, defined,

123.
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Derivation, General Definition of, 8.

Determinants and Combinatorial Multiplica-

tion, 180;

associated with Matrices, 252.

Determining Property of a Scheme, 8.

Developable Surface in Non-Euclidean Geome-

try, 481.

Development in the Algebra of Symbolic Logic,

45 sqq.

Diametral Plane of a Dual Group in Euclidean

Space, 532.

Dimensions of a Manifold, defined, 17.

Direct Transformation of a Quadric, 338 sqq. ;

of the Absolute, 456 sqq.

Director Force, Line, or Equation, of a Group,

286 sqq.

Discourse, Universe of, 100.

Discriminants of Equations, defined and dis-

cussed, 51 sqq.;

of Subsumptions, defined, 59.

Disjunctive Complex, 107 sqq.

Displacements of Kigid Bodies in Euclidean

Space, 500 sqq., 536
;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 456 sqq.-,

Small, 464, 476;

Surfaces of Equal, 462, 472

;

Vector, 472 sqq.

Distance, General Theory of, 349 sqq.;

in Elliptic Geometry, Shortest, 385, 387

sqq.;

in Hyperbolic Geometry, 416 sqq.;

Angular between Points, 417

;

between Planes, 428

;

Shortest, 429 sqq.;

in Non-Euclidean Geometry between

Sub-regions, 365 sqq.;

Definition of, 352.

Distributive Law in Algebra of Symbolic Logic,

37, 84, 174.

Divergence, defined, 554.

Division in Algebra of Symbolic Logic, 80 sqq.

;

of Space in Non-Euclidean Geometry,

355, 379.

Dual Group, see Group.

Duality, Theory of, 147, 196, 481.

Dupin's Theorem in Euclidean Space, 546

;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 494.

Elements and Terms, 21

;

Antipodal, 166, 361;

Co-ordinate, 125;

Intensively Imaginary, 166

;

Real, 166;

Linear, defined, 177

;

Elements, Linear, in Euclidean Space, 508 sqq. ;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 399 sqq.,

452 sqq.;

in Positional Manifold, and Me-

chanical Forces, 273

;

Null, in Symbolic Logic, 35, 37, 38;

and Propositional Interpretation,

109, 111;

in Universal Algebra, 24 sqq., 28;

Planar, defined, 177;

of a Manifold, defined, 13

;

Secondary Properties of, 14

;

Regional, defined, 177;

Self-Normal, 204 sqq.;

Spatial and Antispatial, in Hyperbolic

Space, 414 sqq.;

Supplementary, in Symbolic Logic, 36

sqq.

Elimination and Syllogisms, 103 sqq.
;

from Existential Expressions, 89 sqq.;

in Symbolic Logic, defined and discuss-

ed, 47 sqq.;

Formula for, 55.

Elliptic Definition of Distance, 352

;

Space, Formulae for, 356 sqq.;

Kinematics of, 470 sqq.;

Parallel Lines in, 404, 407 sqq.;

Subregions in, 397 sqq.;

Vector Systems of Forces in, AO&sqq.;

Transformations in, 472 sqq.;

Spatial Manifold, defined, 355.

Engel, F., 317, 369, 370, 573.

Equal Displacement, Surface of, 462, 472.

Equations, Identical of Matrices, 256, 261;

in Extensive and Positional Manifolds,

viz.

Defining, defined, 162;

Director, of Groups, 286;

of Condition, defined, 172

;

of Subregions, 195;

Plane and Point, 147

;

Reciprocal, defined, 147

;

in Algebra of Symbolic Logic, viz.

and Universal Propositions, 105

;

Auxiliary, 71, 78;

Limiting and Unlimiting, defined, 59

;

Negative and Positive Constituents of,

defined, 50;

Simultaneous, 51 sqq. ;

Discriminants of, defined, 52;

Resultant of, defined, 52

;

with many Unknowns, 52

;

Discriminants of, 53

;

Resultants of, 53

;
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Equations, with many Unknowns, Solution,

65 sqq.;

Johnson's Method, 73 sqq.;

Skew-Symmetrical, 71 sqq.;

Symmetrical, 67 sqq., 73 sqq.,

75 sqq.',

with one Unknown, 49 sqq.;

Discriminants of, 51;

Resultant of, 51;

Solution of, 55

;

Standard Form of, 49.

Equivalence, defined, 5;

Definition concerning, in Universal Al-

gebra, 18;

in Symbolic Logic, interpreted, 38

;

for Propositions, 108

;

Proof of, 36.

Euler's Theorem, in Euclidean Geometry, 547

;

in Non-Euclidean Geometry, 492.

Existential Expressions, 83 sqq.;

and Propositional Interpretation,

111 sqq.;

Resultant of, defined, 90;

Solution of, 91.

Expressions, Field of, defined, 60.

Extension, Calculus of, investigated, 169 sqq.;

mentioned, 28, 31, 132, 146;

of Field, maximum and minimum, de-

fined, 61.

Extensive Magnitudes, defined, 176 sqq.;

Manifolds and Non-EucUdean Geometry,

399 sqq., 452 sqq.;

defined, 177;

of three dimensions, 273 sqq.

Extraordinaries, defined, 119.

Field, Limited, defined, 61;

of an Expression, defined, 60

;

of an Unknown, defined, 60.

Flow of a Vector, defined, 572.

Flux, defined for Point and Vector FormulsB, 527

;

defined for Pure Vector Formulae, 549

;

Multiplication, 528 sqq.;

Operation of Taking the, 522, 527.

Flye, Ste Marie, 369. p

Force, defined, 177

;

Compared with Mechanical Force, 273 ;

Single, Condition for, 277.

Forces, Director, of a Group, 286

;

Groups of Systems of, see Groups

;

Intensity of, in Euclidean Space, 525

;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 399, 452;

Investigated, 273 sqq.;

Spatial, investigated, 452 sqq.;

Forces, Systems of, see Systems.

Forsyth, 17, 573.

Franklin, Mrs, 98, 116.

Frischauf, 369.

Functions, Theory of, 11.

Gauss, 488, 490, 543.

Generating Regions of Quadrics, 147 sqq., 152

sqq.;

in Non-Euclidean Geometry,

397, 451.

Generators, Positive and Negative Systems of,

207.

Geometry and Algebra, 11;

and Extensive Manifolds, 273;

Descriptive, and Calculus of Extension,

214;

of many Dimensions, 131

;

Elliptic, Polar and Antipodal Forms,

defined, 355;

Hyperbolic, Investigated, 414 sqq.;

Line-, 278;

Non-Euclidean, and Cayley's Theory of

Distance, 351;

and Lindemann's Theory of Forces,

281;

Historical Note upon, 369 sqq.;

of a Sphere, Euclidean, 365;

Parabolic, 496 sqq.

;

as a limiting Form, 367

;

Spherical, 355.

Gerard, 369.

Gibbs, 573.

Graphic Statics, 520.

Grassmann, H., 13, 19, 28, 31, 32, 115, 122,

131, 132, 146, 168, 171, 172, 201, 210, 219,

229, 233, 235, 246, 248, 249, 262, 278, 370,

522.

Grassmann, H., Note upon, 573 sqq.;

H. (The Younger), 317;

R., 575.

Gravelius, H., 281.

Green's Theorem, 562.

Groups of Systems, 284 sqq.;

Common Null Lines of, 286

;

Director Forces of, 286

;

Dual and Quadruple, 287 sqq. ;

and Congruences, 288

;

Central Systems of, 402, 455

;

Centres of, 402

;

Diametral Plane of, 532 ;

Elliptic and Hyperbolic, defined,

292;

Parabolic, 289, 296 sqq.;
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Groups, Dual, in Elliptic Space, 402 sqq.
;

in Euclidean Space, 531 sqq.
;

in Hyperbolic Space, 455
;

Principal and SecondaryAxes of, 532;

Self-Supplementary, 292, 296 sqq.
;

Invariants of, see Invariants

;

Quintuple, 286 sqq.
;

Reciprocal, 285 sqq.;

Semi-latent and Latent, defined, 322

;

Types of, 326 sqq.;

Triple, 295 sqq. ;

Associated Qnadric of, 295, 314,

535;

Conjugate Sets of Systems in, 298,

306 sqq.

;

in Euclidean Space, 533 sqq.

Halsted, 369.

Hamilton, W. R., 32, 115, 131, 552, 573.

Hamiltonian, defined, 554.

Hamilton's Differential Operator, 554.

Hankel, 32,

Harmonic Invariant, see Invariant.

Heaviside, Oliver, 550, 573.

Helmholtz, 168, 369, 575.

Hill, M. J. M., 569, 570.

Homography of Ranges, defined, 133.

Houel, 369.

Hyde, E. W., 575.

Hydrodynamics, 562 sqq.

Hyperbolic Definition of Distance, 352
;

Dual Group, see Group

;

Geometry, Formulae for, 362 sqq.

;

investigated, 414 sqq.;

Spatial Manifold, defined, 355.

Ideal Space, 414.

Identical Equation of a Matrix, 256, 261.

Incident Regions in Algebra of Symbolic Logic,

42;

in Positional Manifolds, 125.

Independence of Elements in Positional Mani-

folds, defined, 122.

Inference and a Calculus, 10.

Infinity, Plane at, 497

;

Points at, 506.

Inner Multiplication, 207 sqq., 528.

Integrals, Volume, Surface, and Line, 562.

Intensity, 119 sqq., 162 sqq.

;

and Secondary Properties, 15
;

Complex, 120

;

in Non-Euclidean Geometry, 364, 366

;

in Hyperbolic Geometry, of Points and

Planes, 415 sqq.

;

581

Intensity in Parabolic Geometry, 368, 498

;

Locus of Zero, defined, 163

;

Negative, 120

;

Normal, defined, 200

;

of Forces in Non-Euclidean Geometry,

399, 452

;

Opposite, defined, 166.

Intensively Imaginary, or Real, Elements, 166,

415.

Intercept, 167 sqq., 358 sqq.;

Antipodal, defined, 168

;

Length of, defined, 359, 363

;

Polar, defined, 358

;

The, defined, 358.

Interpretation, Propositional, in Symbolic

Logic, 107.

Intersection of Manifolds, defined, 15.

Invariant Equations of Condition, 172.

Invariants of Groups of Systems, 300 sqq.,-

5S1 sqq.;

Conjugate, of Triple Groups, 310 sqq.

;

Harmonic, of Dual Groups, 301, 533

;

Null, of Dual Groups, 300 ;

Pole and Polar, of Triple Groups, 305,

534;

of Groups in Euclidean Space, 531 sqq.

Involution, Lines in, 280

;

of Systems of Forces, 291

;

Foci of, 291.

Jevons, 38, 39, 115.

Johnson, W. E., 28, 44, 48, 67, 73, 88, 116,

183.

Junghans, 574.

Killing, 370.

Kinematics in Euclidean Geometry, 536 sqq.^

551 sqq.;

in Non-Euclidean Geometry, 456 sqq.

Klein, 127, 135, 278, 351, 353, 354, 369, 381,

456, 500, 501.

Koenigs, 278.

Kraft, F., 575.

Lachlan, 138.

Ladd, Miss Christine, 98, 116.

Lasker, E., 575.

Latent and Semi-Latent Regions, Types of, in

Three Dimensions, 317 sqq.;

Groups and Systems, Types of, 326

sqq.;

Group, defined, 322

;

Point, defined and discussed, 254 sqq.
;

Regions, „ ,, „ 2i8, 256 sqq.;
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Latent Kegions, corresponding to roots con-

jointly, 316

;

Boot, 254

;

Bepeated, 257
;

System, defined and discussed, 322 sqq.

Law, Associative, and Combinatorial Multipli-

cation, 174

;

and Matrices, 251

;

and Symbolic Logic, 37

;

and Universal Algebra, 25, 27 ;

Commutative, and Congruent Transforma-

tions, 464 ;

and Symbolic Logic, 37 ;

and Universal Algebra, 27 ;

Distributive, and Combinatorial Multipli-

cation, 174

;

and Existential Expressions, 84 ;

and Symbolic Logic, 37

;

and Universal Algebra, 26

;

of Absorption, 37

;

of Simplicity, 39

;

Partial Suspension of, 88 ;

of Unity, 38

;

Partial Suspension of, 88.

Laws of Thought, 110.

Letters, Gr^ek, Boman, and Capital, Con-

ventions concerning, 86, 119, 177, 550

;

Begional, 87

;

Umbral, 86.

Leibnitz's Theorem, 273.

Lie, 369.

Limit Line, 495

;

Surface, 447 sqq., 486, 494.

Limited Field, defined, 61.

Limiting Equation, defined, 59.

Lindemann, 281, 369.

Line-Geometry, 278.

Lines, Null, 278, 286;

Parallel, in Elliptic Space, 404 sqq.
;

in Hyperbolic Space, 436 sqq. ;

Secant and Non-Secant, 436 ;

Spatial and Anti-Spatial, 418

;

Straight, defined, 130.

Linear Complexes, 278

;

and Quintuple Groups, 286

;

Theorems concerning, 292

;

Element, defined, 177

;

compared to Mechanical Force, 273.

Lobatschewsky, 369, 436, 438, 487.

Locus, Containing, defined, 131

;

Curvilinear, defined, 130

;

defined, 128

;

Flat, defined, 129

;

of Zero Intensity, defined, 163 ;

Locus, Surface and Curve, defined, 130.

Logic, Application of Algebra to, 99

;

Generalization of Formal, 105

;

Symbolic, Algebra of, mentioned, 22, 29

;

Formal Laws of Algebra of, 35 sqq.

;

Interpretations of Algebra of, 38,

99, 107.

Lotze, 6, 116.

Love, 560.

M^CoU, 112, 116.

Magnitude, Extensive, defined, 176 sqq.

Manifolds, 13 sqq. ;

Algebraic, 22, 26 sqq. ;

Orders of, 27, 171, 175

;

Self-Multiplicative, 27

;

Complete Algebraic System of, 27 ;

Derived, 175

;

Extensive, and Elliptic Geometry, 399

sqq.;

and Hyperbolic Geometry, 452 sqq.
;

mentioned, 31

;

of Three Dimensions, 273 sqq.

;

Positional, investigated, 117 sqq. ;

mentioned, 30

;

Spatial, defined, 349, 355

;

Special, defined, 16 sqq.

Matrices, 248 sqq., 316 sqq., 456 sqq., 500 sqq. ;

and Forces, 316 sqq.

;

Congruent, 457 sqq., 500, 536 ;

Denominators and Numerators of, 249

;

Null Spaces of, 252

;

Nullity of, 253

;

Skew, 248, 267

;

symbolized, 280
;

Spaces (or Begions) preserved by, 253
;

Sums and Products of, 250
;

Symmetrical, 248, 262

;

Vacuity of, 261

;

Vacuous Begions of, 262.

Maxwell, 573.

Metageometry, 369.

Metrics, Theory of, 273, 347 sqq.

Meunier's Theorem, in Euclidean Space, 547;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 493.

Middle Factor, Extended Bule of the, 188
;

Bule of the, 185

;

for Inner Multiplication, 208.

Mitchell, Dr, 116.

Mixed Product, defined, 184.

Mobile Differential Operator, defined, 554.

Mobius, 131.

Mode of a Property, 8, 13.

Moment of a System of Forces, 278.
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Monge, 479, 541.

Motion, Associated System with, 487.

Miiller, 192.

Multiplication, Combinatorial, investigated, 171

sqq.;

Formulae for, in Three Di-

mensions, 274

;

Flux, 528

;

in Symbolic Logic, interpreted, 38, 108

;

Inner and Outer, 207
;

in Euclidean Space, 523 sqq.
;

mentioned, 18

;

Principles of, defined and discussed, 25

sqq.;

Progressive and Kegressive, 181 sqq.

Multiplicative Combination, defined, 175.

Napier's Analogies and Non-Euclidean Geo-

metry, 375, 425.

Negation, Primitive, 113.

Negative Intensity, 120

;

System of Generators, 207.

Newcomb, 370.

Non-Euclidean Geometry, Historical Note

upon, 369 sqq.]

investigated, 347 sqq.

Non-secant Lines, 436.

Normal Intensity, defined, 200

;

Points, defined, 199 sqq. ;

Regions, defined, 203

;

and Points in Euclidean Geometry,

523 sqq.
;

in Non-Euclidean Geometry,

383 sqq., 426 sqq.;

Systems of Points, defined, 200

;

Eectangular, 524.

Nugatory Forms of Propositions, 100.

Null Element and Self-CondemnedPropositions,

111;

in Symbolic Logic, 35, 37 sqq.;

interpreted, 38, 109

;

in Universal Algebra, 24 sqq., 28;

Invariants of a Dual Group, 300

;

Lines, Planes, and Points, 278;

Points, Latency of, 323 sqq.

;

Space of Matrix, 253

;

Term, 24.

NuUity of Matrix, defined, 253.

Numbers, Alternate, 180.

One-sided Planes, 379.

Operation, General Definition of, 7 sqq.
;

of Taking the Flux, 522, 527

;

Vector, 516, 522.

583

Order and the Operation of Addition, 19 sqq.;

of Manifolds, 27, 171, 175 ;

of Tortuosity, 131.

Origin, defined, for Euclidean Geometry, 524;

for Hyperbolic Geometry, 414

;

with Pure Vector Formulee, 550.

Outer Multiplication, 207.

Oval Quadrics, defined, 376;

Spheres, intersection of, 396.

Over-Strong Premises, 104.

Parabolic Definition of Distance, 353 sqq.;

Geometry, 355, 496 sqq.;

as a Limiting Form, 367

;

Group, 289, 296 ;

'

Semi-Latent, and Latent, 322 sqq.

;

Linear Transformation, 135

;

Self-Supplementary Group, General Type

of, 296

;

Subgroup of Triple Group, 296, 311 sqq.

Parallel Lines in Elliptic Geometry, 404 sqq. ;

in Hyperbolic Geometry, 436 sqq.

;

Planes in Hyperbolic Geometry, 439

;

Eegions in Elliptic Geometry, 397 sqq.

Parallelism, Angle of, 438

;

Right and Left, 405.

Parallelogram of Forces, 273
;

in Elliptic Space, 410.

Parameters of a Congruent Transformation,

460, 471

;

of a System of Forces, 401, 454.

Partition of a Manifold, 15.

Pascal's Theorem, 231, 237.

Peano, G., 575.

Peirce, B., 172

;

C. S., 3, 10, 37, 42, 115.

Perpendiculars in Non-Euclidean Geometry,

383 sqq., 426 sqq.

Perspective, 139 sqq.

Pfaff's Equation, 573.

Planar Elements, defined, 177

;

Intensities of, in Non-Euclidean Geo-

metry, 366, 415.

Planes, Angles between, in Non-Euchdean

Geometry, 365, 382, 417 sqq.

;

Central, of Spheres, 442

;

Defined, 130

;

Diametral, of Groups, 532

;

Parallel, in Hyperbolic Space, 439

;

One-sided, 379 sqq.

Pliicker, 213, 278^

Polar Form of Elliptic Geometry, defined,

355;

Intercept, defined, 358

;
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Polar Invariant, see Invariant

;

Keciprocally, defined, 145

;

Kegions, Absolute, 367, 384, 420
;

Self-, defined, 145.

Pole Invariant, see Invariant.

Pole and Polar, 145

;

in Hyperbolic Geometry, 420.

Poincar6, 369.

Point and Vector Factors, 514

;

Inside a Triangle, defined, 375 ;

Latent, 254, 257, 317.

Points, Normal, 199 sqq. ;

Normal or quadrantal, in Non-Euclidean

Geometry, 383, 414, 426.

Positional Manifolds, defined, 30

;

investigated, 117 sqq.

Positive System of Generators, 207.

Premises, Over-Strong, 104.

Primitive Predication and Negation, 112 sqq.

Principal Systems of a Dual Group, defined,

532;

Triangles, 373 sqq., 380 sqq.;

Vector of a System of Forces, 518.

Products, Order of, defined, 175

;

Pure and mixed, 184.

Progressive Multiplication, 181.

Projection, 224 sqq.

Propositional Interpretation of Symbolic Logic,

107 sqq.

Propositions, Equivalence of, defined, 108

;

Nugatory Forms of, 100

;

Reciprocal, 38

;

Self-condemned, defined. 111

;

Simple, 107;

Symbolic Forms of, 99 sqq.. Ill sqq.

Pure Products, defined, 184.

Quadrantal Points, 383.

Quadrics, 144 sqq.;

Absolute, 355

;

and Inner Multiplication, 210;

Associated with Triple Groups, see

Group

;

Conical, defined, 150

;

investigated, 155

;

Closed, 153, 355, 376

;

Line-Equation of, generalized, 213

;

Oval, defined, 376;

Self-normal, defined, 199

;

Extended Definition of, 201

;

Transformation of. Direct and Skew,
338 sqq.

Quaternions, mentioned, 32, 115, 131, 554, 573.

Quotient, name for Matrix, 249.

Ratio, Anharmonic, defined, 132

;

of Systems of Forces, 291.

Reciprocal Groups, 285

;

Propositions, 38

;

Systems of Forces, 281, 303

;

and Work, 469, 477, 538.

Reciprocity between Addition and Multiplication

in Symbolic Logic, 37.

Rectangular Normal Systems in Euclidean

Space, 524
;

Rectilinear Figures in Hyperbolic

Space, 433.

Reference Figures, 138.

Regional Element, in Calculus of Extension,

177;

Letters, in Symbolic Logic, 87.

Regions and Symbolic Logic, 38

;

Incident, 42

;

Complete, defined, 123

;

Containing, 126

;

Co-ordinate, 126;

Generating, 147

;

and Non-Euclidean Geometry, 397,

451;

Latent and Semi-Latent, 248, 256 sqq.;

corresponding to Roots conjointly,

316;

Types of, in Three Dimensions,

317 sqq.

;

Mutually Normal, 203

;

Non-vertical, 159;

Null, of Matrices, 252

;

Parallel, 397, 451

;

Preserved by Matrices, 253

;

Semi-Latent, see Regions, Latent

;

Supplementary, 126;

Symbolism for, in Calculus of Exten-

sion, 177

;

Vacuous, of Matrices, 262.

Regressive Multiplication, 181 sqq.

Relation, General Definition of, 8.

Resultants, defined, 51 sqq.;

Existential, 90 sqq.;

of Subsumptions, 59.

Riemann, 13, 17, 368, 369.

Rigid Body, Motion of, in Non-Euclidean

Geometry, 487.

Rotation in Euclidean Geometry, 502

;

in Non-Euclidean Geometry, 460, 471.

Russell, B. A. W., 369, 370.

Salmon, 15l.

Scalar, 652.
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Schemes, Algebraic, 22, 26, 35 ;

Substitutive, 8 sqq., 14.

Schlegel, V., 575.

Schroder, 37, 42, 51, 62, 66, 67, 74, 82, 115, 116.

Scott, E. F., 180.

Secant Lines, 436.

Secondary Properties of Elements, 14, 120 sqq.;

Triangles, 373.

Self-condemned Propositions, defined. 111.

Self-Conjugate Tetrahedrons and Conjugate

Sets of Systems, 308.

Self-normal Elements, 199, 204

;

Quadric, 199, 201, 204 ;

Sphere, 524.

Semi-Latent, see Latent.

Shadows, 87 sqq.
;

Weak Forms of, 84.

Sign, Standard, 363, 416.

Signs and Symbolism, 3 sqq.

Simple Extensive Magnitude, defined, 177.

Simplicity, Law of, 39 ;

Partial Suspension of, 88.

Skew Transformation of a Quadric, 338, 342

sqq.

Space and Symbolic Logic, 30 sqq., 38 sqq.
;

Constant, 363

;

defined, 354

;

Descriptive Properties of, 119 sqq.
;

Division of, 355, 379

;

Elliptic, Hyperbolic, and Parabolic, 355

sqq.;

Euclidean, 505 sqq.;

Flatness of, 451

;

Ideal, 414;

Non-Euclidean, Formulae for, 356 sqq.,

362 sqq.\

Null, of a Matrix, 252;

Preserved by a Matrix, 253

;

Vacuous, of a Matrix, 262.

Spaces as Spherical Loci, 450 sqq.

Spatial Elements, 414 sqq.;

Interpretation of Universal Algebra, 31

;

Manifolds, defined, 354 sqq.

Species of Algebras, 27.

Sphere, defined, 376

;

investigated, 391 sqq., 441 sqq.

;

Self-normal, 524.

Spherical Geometry, 355.

Stackel, 369, 370.

Standard Form of Planes, 415
;

Sign, see Sign.

Stationary Differential Operator, 553.

Staudt, von, 215, 317.

Staudtian, Formulae for, 374.

W.

585

steps, 25, 507.

Stereometrical Triangles, 382, 425.

Stokes' Theorem, 562.

Stout, 3, 4.

Sturm, Dr Rudolf, 278.

Subgroup, Parabolic, of Triple Group, 296, 311.

Submanifold, defined, 15.

Subplane, defined, 130.

Subregions, defined and investigated, 123, 125 ;

Distances of, 365

;

Parallel, 397, 451.

Substitutive Schemes, 8

;

Signs, 3 .^qq.

Subsumptions, defined and investigated, 42

sqq., 59.

Subtraction and Symbolic Logic, 80
;

and Universal Algebra, 22 sqq., 28.

Supplementary Terms, interpreted, 39, 110.

Supplements and Reciprocal Polars, 201

;

defined, 181 sqq.;

Different kinds of, 202
;

Extended Definition of, 201

;

in Euclidean Space, 523 sqq.;

in Symbolic Logic, 36 sqq.
;

investigated, 199 sqq.

Surface Locus, defined, 130.

Surfaces in Euclidean Space, 539 sqq.
;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 488 sqq.;

of Equal Distance from Planes, 391, 442;

from Subregions, 397, 451.

Syllogism, 101

;

Generalization of, 105

;

Symbolic Equivalents of, 103.

Sylvester, 154, 253, 254.

Symbolic Logic, Formal Laws of Algebra of,

35 sqq.;

interpreted, 38, 99 sqq., 107 sqq.

;

mentioned, 22, 29.

Synthesis, General Definition of, 8.

Systems of Forces, 273 sqq.
;

and Quadrics, 294 sqq., 298, 338, 535;

associated with Congruent Transform-

ation, 466, 473, 476, 536;

Axes of, 401, 454
;

Groups of, see Groups
;

in Euclidean Space, 518 sqq.;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 401 sqq., 454

sqq.;

in Notation of Pure Vector Formulae,

551;

Latent, defined, 322

;

Non-Axal, 404, 455

;

Parameters of, 401, 464 ;

Beciprocal, 281

;

38
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Systems, Eeciprocal, and Work, 469, 477, 538

;

Vector, 406 sqq. , 454 ;

and Vector Transformations, 473 ;

Unit, 407.

Tait, 554, 578.

Taylor, H. M., 215.

Terms, defined, 20

;

and Points, distinguished, 360

;

Constituent, defined, 47 ;

Congruence of, defined, 122
;

defining Triangle, 372

;

Equivalence of, interpreted, 38
;

Null, 24

;

Supplementary, interpreted, 39.

Thought, Laws of, 110.

Tortuosity, Order of, 131.

Transformation, Congruent, 456, 500, 537 ;

and Characteristic Lines,

470;

and Work, 469, 477, 537 ;

Associated Systems of

Forces of, 466, 473, 476,

536;

Axes of, 458, 471

;

Parameters of, 460, 471

;

Elliptic, Hyperbolic, Parabolic, 134
;

Linear, 133, 227, 248, 316

;

of a Quadric, Direct and Skew, 338,

456 sqq.;

Vector, 472 sqq.

Translation in Euclidean Space, 502
;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 460, 471.

Triangles, 371 sqq., 378, 422 sqq.
;

defined by Terms, 372

;

Principal, 373, 380;

Set of, 373

;

Secondary, 373

;

Spatial and Semi- Spatial, 423

;

Stereometrical, 425, 482.

Trigonometry, Spherical, 375, 383, 426.

Umbral Letters, 86 sqq.

Uninterpretable Expressions in a Calculus, 10.

Units, Independent, defined, 122.

Unity, Law of, 38
;

Partial Suspension of, 88.

Universal Algebra, 11, 18

;

Propositions and Equations, 105.

Universe and Primitive Predication, 113
;

defined, 36
;

interpreted, 39, 109

;

Properties of, 37

;

of Discourse, 100.

Unlimiting Equations, 59 sqq.

Vacuity of a Matrix, 261.

Vacuous Region of a Matrix, 262.

Vector in Elliptic Space, viz.

Vector System of Forces, 406 sqq., 454, 473
;

Associated with Motion, 473;

Right and Left, 406 sqq.;

Unit, defined, 407

;

Transformations, 472.

Vector in Euclidean Space, viz.

Vector Analysis, 573

;

Areas, 509 sqq.

;

Differentiation, 560

;

Factor, 514

;

Flow of a, 572
;

Formulae, Pure, 548 sqq.
;

Moment, 518, 551

;

Operation of Taking the, 516 sqq., 522
;

Potential, 565

;

Principal, of System of Forces, 518
;

Volumes, 513 sqq.

Velocity in Non-Euclidean Space, 482.

Venn, 115, 116.

Veronese, 139, 147, 152, 161, 370.

Vortex Motion, 562.

Weak forms of Shadow Letters, 84.

Weakened Conclusion, 104.

Webb, 560.

Work in Euclidean Space, 537 ;

in Non-Euclidean Space, 468, 477.
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